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One Germany
A sweet and sour
experience

Robots atwork
Japanese break
with tradition

'fr:?; Montreal

Suffering under

a political cloud

Today’s survey

International

communications
^age 15

OECD expects 10%
growth in Russian
economy next year
The Russian economy could grow bv un tn in

• ESEIZ'.1**V^maSSSSSRrimplement tough market reforms, the Qreanisatinn
J^°nomic c°-°P®ration and Development said inits first survey of the country

ouSt^SSSSsiff^ y^. couid stabilise this yWandgrow by as much as io per cent in 1996. Page 16
H®*Wmoto named Japan’s deputy PM:

Ryutaro Hashimoto (left),

president of Japan's dom-
inant Liberal Democratic
party, took a step closer
-to becoming the next pre-
mier by being offered the
Job of deputy prime min-
ister. Prime minister,
Tomiichi Murayama,
agreed to confer the
largely honorary title on
Mr Hashimoto after the

.
widely expected resigna-

tion of foreign minister Yohei Kono. Page 6

«Mures show (IS growth: The US economy is
rebounding but growth is unlikely to be rapid
enough to put upward pressure on inflation, pur-
chasing managers' figures indicated- Page 4

Yen moves cost Japan $13bn: The Bank of
Japan spent nearly $i3.47bn last month in its
attempt to revive the stagnant economy by driving
down the yen against the US dollar. Page 6

Republicans disagree on tax plans: Newt
Gingrich and Bob Dole, the Republican leaders of
the US House of Representatives and Senate respec-
tively, are at odds over the magnitude of the tax
cuts due to be passed within the next six weeks.
Page 4

Mitsui and QEC In turbine deal: Mitsui
Engineering and Shipbuilding of Japan has signed a
technology licensing contract to produce steam tur-

bines with GEC Alsthom, the Anglo-French power. I

transport and engineering group owned by Alcatel
Alsthom of France and GEC of the UK. Page 16

Fostfsank, Germany's stale-owned giro bank,
launched its defence against a DM3.08bn (KLibn)
hostile takeover bid from a consortium that

includes Deutsche Post the state-owned postal com-
pany. Deutsche Bank and Swiss Reinsurance. Page
17: Lex, Page 16

Argentina sebefl search rules: Argentina
announced proposed rules far companies wishing to

explore for oil in the South Atlantic, one day before

the launch in London of the Falkland Islands gov-
ernment licensing round. Page 4

Sun international Hotels, the leisure and
gaming group, announced a $250m joint venture

with the Mohegans, a tribe ofnative American
Indians, to build a casino and entertainment com-
plex in Connecticut Page 20

Latvian vote split three ways: Latvian voters

divided their support in weekend parliamentary
elections almost evenly among an anti-Russian pop-

ulist outsider, the ruling centrist party and the

main leftwing party. Page 2

Industrivfirden, the Swedish investment group,

spurned a SKr4-3bn ($62lm) bid for Its packaging

subsidiary PLM from Ball Corporation of the US
and derided to go ahead with a planned public offer-

ing to its own shareholders. Page 18

Austrian party averts budget crisis:

Austria’s People’s party pulled back from threaten-

ing the collapse of the country's coalition govern-

ment when it agreed to resume the drawn-out nego-

tiations over the budget. Page 3

Kenyan dissident escapes gallows: A
Kenyan magistrate convicted Koigi Wa Wamwere,

the country’s leading dissident, ofrobbery but

cleared him of the firearms charges that would

have sent him to the gallows. Page ?

Czech currency loins FT Bsfc Following reforms

of the Czech koruna which start today, the Financial

Times' currency page will carry the daily price of the

koruna against die dollar. Currencies, Page 25

Turkish quake kills 55: At least 55 people died

in a strong earthquake in Dinar, south-west Turkey.

At least 150 people were injured in the quake which

measured 6.0 on the Richter scale.

Simpson jurors begin deliberations: Jurors

in the murder trial of former US football star O.J.

Simpson began their deliberations on whether he is

guilty of biding bis ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson

and Ron Goldman last year.
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Bank accused of ‘unsound practices' after $lbn loss at New York branch States

US orders crackdown on Daiwa
By Maggie Urry in New York Daiwa Bank’s New York branch, within 30 days of discovering the ber 27. The hwaring- will be in that Mr Iguchi was “no longer j • , w

was charged last Tuesday in con- activity. The authorities said public unless Daiwa can per- responsible" for both front and Tip^ WlTilThe US authorities severely nection with the losses, which Daiwa "may have knowingly sub- suade the authorities this would back office activities. Yesterday’s TYlill
curtailed Daiwa Bank's activities accumulated over ll years. He is mitted ... a misleading anij inac- be against the public interest. charges said the Fed now had T a •
in tbe US yesterday, accusing it accused of having sold bonds curate report of the branch’s con- Id a document outlining the “cause to believe” that the bank 1^1 A tyipy*lpri
of “unsafe and unsound prac- held by the bank and its custom- dition as of June 30 1995". charges against Daiwa, the US failed to make the changes. J- t xVIIICIIvA

By Maggie Urry in New York

Tbe US authorities severely
curtailed Daiwa Bank's activities
in tbe US yesterday, armsing it

of “unsafe and unsound prac-
tices” after last week's revelation
of a $Llbn loss at the bank's New
York branch.
The Federal Reserve Board, the

US central bank, and tbe New
York State Banking Department
jointly charged the Japanese
bank and its New York branch
with violating banking laws and
regulations. The charges reveal
that the bank was told to tighten
up its controls in 1992 and 1993,

but apparently foiled to do so.

Mr Toshihide Iguchi, a trader
in US government securities at

Tenneco to

buy Mobil
plastics

division

for $1.2bn
By Laurie Morse in Chicago

Tenneco. the US industrial group,

yesterday fulfilled a year-old

,
promise to make a major acquisi-

1 tion in the packaging industry,

saying it would buy Mobil Corpo-

ration’s plastics division for

9L27bn.
Hie speciality packaging com-

pany will become part of Ten-

neco’s Packaging Corporation of

America, with the deal expected

to be completed before the year-

end. The addition of Mobil Plas-

tics will make PCA the fourth

largest packaging company in

the US. and one of the largest in

the world.

During the first six months of

this year, the Mobil unit had
operating income of S51m on
sales of 5545m. In the same
period, PCA earned S244m on
sales of $i.3bn. The acquisition is

expected to add S1.5bn to Ten-

neco’s sales by 2000.

The packaging purchase is the
Largest redeployment of capital

by Tenneco since it began a

major restructuring programme
more than two years ago. Ten-
neco sold its UK-based Albright

and Wilson chemicals subsidiary,

and spun off all but 21 per cent of

Case Corporation, the Wisconsin-

based equipment manufacturer
which had been Tenneco’s largest

subsidiary. Those disposals net-

ted more than $lbn and put Ten-

neco in search of high-growth,
non-cydical reinvestments.
During the past 15 months.

Tenneco has made about Slbn in

smaller acquisitions and reinvest-

ments in the three areas it has
identified as growth platforms:
packaging, automotive parts, and
natural gas transport and mar-

keting. Mr Dana Mead, Tenneco’s

chairman, called the Mobil Plas-

tics purchase “the largest and
most important acquisition Ten-

neco has made in its major rede-

ployment of assets.” He also

hinted Tenneco had not com-
pleted its shopping spree and
that it hoped to make a major
purchase in the automotive parts

industry before year-end.

Tenneco plans to pay $500m in

cash for Mobil Plastics, and
finance the balance of the deal,

about STIOm, through long-term

debt in the commercial paper
market.
Mobil Plastics, which has also

undergone major restructuring in

the past two years, is based in

Rochester. New York, and has

4.100 employees at 120 facilities

in the US. It manufactures and

markets well-known brands such

as “Hefty" trash bags and “Bag-

gies" food storage bags, produces

containers for the take-out food

industry, and also markets com-

mercial packaging. Its businesses

are less cyclical than PCA’S com-

modity packaging operations.

Although Mobil Plastics is

mainly a North American com-

pany, Mr Mead said its products

were suited for expansion into

East Asia and Latin and Central

American markets.

Daiwa Bank’s New York branch,
was charged last Tuesday in con-
nection with the losses, which
accumulated over ll years. He is

accused of having sold bonds
held by the bank and its custom-
ers in order to conceal losses sus-

tained on trading, and then to

have falsified records to cover up
the sales.

Daiwa Bank, which had no
comment yesterday, was accused
of foiling to inform the regulators

of the possible criminal activity

in a timely manner. Although Mr
Iguchi confessed to Daiwa’s head
office in Japan in July, the US
authorities were not informed
until September 18.

Banking regulations required
Daiwa to inform the supervisors

within 30 days of discovering the

activity. The authorities said

Daiwa “may have knowingly sub-

mitted ... a misleading anij inac-

curate report of the branch’s con-

dition as of June 30 1995".

Under an immediate “cease
and desist" order, the bank will

have to cut its trading to the
minimum required to service cus-

tomers and manage the risks

associated with its current trad-

ing positions. It will also have to

submit detailed reports to the
authorities about its internal con-

trols. appoint outside auditors,

and refile all the regulatory
reports back to 1934, the year
when the alleged fraud began.

The temporary order will be
reviewed at a hearing on Decem-

ber 27. The hearing will be in
public unless Daiwa can per-

suade the authorities this would
be against the public interest

In a document outlining the
charges against Daiwa, the US
authorities particularly criticised

the bank for allowing Mr Iguchi

to be responsible both for trading

bonds and for custody of tbe
securities - the so-called front

and back office operations.

In the charges, the Fed and the

New York State Banking Depart-

ment said the supervisors critic-

ised internal controls at Daiwa
Bank’s New York branch in
November 1992 and November
1995.

On the latter occasion, the
supervisors were ‘Ted to believe"

that Mr Iguchi was “no longer
responsible" for both front and
back office activities. Yesterday's

charges said tbe Fed now had
“cause to believe" that the bank
foiled to make the changes.
Under the temporary order.

Daiwa Bank and its New York
branch have 30 days to submit a
report on the actions taken by
them between the time they
learned of the losses and the date
they notified the US authorities.

They also have five days to

submit a written plan for the
orderly reduction of the branch’s
trading activities. Daiwa may not
do this by shifting business to its

other US branches and it must
give daily written reports of its

trading activity.

Fresh wave of protests over French N-tests
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Greenpeace activists occupying the roof of the French ambassador's residence in London yesterday as part of a series of protests by the
environmental pressure group after the French carried out a second unclear test in the south Pacific. Report. Page 6 wen** neu»

By Lionel Barber in Luxembourg

A French-led group of states yes-

terday blocked an EU initiative

to strengthen political and eco-

nomic ties with North America.
EU foreign ministers meeting

in Luxembourg failed to give tbe
go-ahead for a joint study with
the US on the creation of a trans-

atlantic free trade area, despite

strong support for the idea from
Britain. Germany, the Scandina-
vian states and the European
Commission.
The failure to win over a

French-led bloc, which is more
reticent about the principle of

free trade, could jeopardise
hopes for an ambitious pro-

gramme to revitalise the transat-

lantic alliance, in time for agree-

ment at tbe EU summit in
Madrid in December.
The Spanish presidency has

made efforts to promote a new
vision for transatlantic relations,

and was hoping to agree a pro-

gramme before President Bill

Clinton's visit to Europe in

December.
Although the 15 broadly

endorsed a paper put forward by
Sir Leon Brittan. EU trade com-
missioner, views differed on free

trade and tariff liberalisation

with the US, Canada and Mexico.
Sir Leon sought to play down

the difficulties, arguing that
some EU members feared,

wrongly, that the proposal for

tariff reductions foreshadowed
tbe launch of a new Gatt trade

round. “A joint stndy does not
imply a free trade area," he
added. “It is a genuinely open
study looking at its implications

for a multilateral trading sys-

tem."

Other diplomats noted, how-
ever, that the proposal for a free

trade area had mixed support in

Washington. The State Depart-
ment is mnch more enthusiastic

about it while the US trade rep-

resentative's office is worried
about negative reaction in Con-
gress.

Mr Klaus Kinkel, German for-

eign minister, did not hide his

disappointment at the failure to

reach agreement yesterday. He
urged EU partners to support
strengthening relations with the

Continued on Page id

Hanson in talks to

create integrated

UK power company
By David Wtghton in London

Hanson, the industrial con-

glomerate, is moving to create a
third large, integrated electricity

company in England and Wales
alongside National Power and
PowerGen. It is negotiating to

buy three power stations for

more than £lbn (81J>bn) to add to

Eastern Group, the regional elec-

tricity company it bought for

£2.5bn last month.
National Power yesterday con-

firmed that Eastern was one of

three companies it had invited to

make final offers for three of its

power stations, accounting for

more than a quarter of its output
The announcement came as

National Power unveiled its

£2.Sbn agreed bid for Southern

Electric, the biggest of the 12 UK
regional electricity companies

(recs) still independent.

PowerGen, National Power’s

smaller rival, made a £1.9bn rec-

ommended bid last month for

another of the recs, Midlands

Electricity, and announced the

sale of two power stations to

Eastern for £400ul

If the Midlands and Southern

bids succeed and Eastern wins

the National Power auction, the

electricity industry in England

and Wales would be transformed

by the creation of three inte-

grated companies with almost 60

per cent of the generation market
and 30 per cent of distribution.

These moves partly reverse the
separation of generation from
supply and distribution ahead of

privatisation. However, the distri-

bution businesses which own the
wires connected to customers
will remain “ring-fenced” from
the generating arms of the same
groups, preventing abuse of local

monopolies.
If either of the other two bid-

ders for the National Power sta-

tions - US energy groups Enron
and Applied Energy Services -

were successful, it would become
the third largest generator, exclu-

ding British Energy, the nuclear

operator.

Eastern’s planned acquisition

of the two PowerGen stations

would increase its share of the

power generation market in

England and Wales to between 6

and S per cent. If Eastern, the

largest of the recs, were to buy
the three National Power sta-

tions, its share could rise to an

estimated 14 per cent

National Power estimates its

share will foil to between 20 per

cent and 25 per cent next year

Continued on Page 16

Wave of UK electricity bids

grows. Page 171 Les, Page 16
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Anti-Russian Siegerists share parliamentary seats with leftwing and centrist parties

Outsider takes third of Latvians’ votes
By Chrystia Freeland In Moscow

In a bizarre and unexpected result,

Latvian voters divided their support

in weekend parliamentary elections

almost evenly among an anti-Russian

populist outsider, the ruling centrist

party and the main leftwing party.

Published yesterday, the results of

the weekend elections suggest turbu-

lent days ahead for the small Baltic

state as politicians try to piece
together a coalition government out

of the disparate parliament.
The biggest surprise was the strong

support for the People's Movement for

Latvia, known as the Siegerist party
after its leader Mr Joachim Siegerist,

a 48 year-old who has spent most of

his life in Germany and speaks only

halting Latvian. Mr Siegerist’s party

won 18 seats in the lOb-memher legis-

lature, just two seats less than the

leftwing Democratic party and one
seat less than Latvia’s Way, the cen-

trist party which leads the coalition

government that has ruled Latvia

since 1993.

The unexpected support for Mr Sie-

gerist, who comes from a small town
on the Danish-German border and
moved to Latvia only four years ago,

mirrors the popularity of populist

political outsiders in other post-com-

munist countries. In the 1990 Polish

presidential elections, Mr Stanislaw

TyminsM, a Polish emigre to Canada,
upset expectations by winning more
than a quarter of the vote.

Mr Siegerist's party played on the
anti-Russian and anti-communist
themes which are popular with a sig-

nificant portion of the Latvian elector-

ate, but the unconventional politician

also employed unusual vote-winning
strategies. He runs a charitable centre

in Riga, the Latvian capital, which
distributes free medicines to needy
pensioners.

Politicians from more mainstream
parties warned that Mr Siegerist's

strong showing would introduce a
wild card into Latvian politics

"It is very dangerous for democracy

if many votes are gained by parties

which are newly formed because

there is no continuity or stability,”

said Mr Gundars Berzinsh, a member

of the Farmers Union, the minority

partner in the previous coalition gov-

ernment
Mr Ziedonis Cevers, leader of the

front-running, leftwing Democratic

party, said it was impossible to define

the Siegerist party because “it pledges

both capitalism and socialism, a west-

ern orientation and an eastern orien-

tation”.

Mr Siegerist's strong showing is

also likely to inflame the passions of

Latvia's ethnic Russian minority.

Russians make up a third of the coun-

try’s population, but strict citizenship

laws mean many of them do not have

citizenship or the right to vote. Mr
Siegerist claims Latvian citizenship

through his father, a Latvian soldier

who served in the German army.

The leftist Democratic party also

did better than expected, running on

a platform diametrically opposed to

that of the Siegerists. The party bene-

fited from popular discontent with the

country’s painful transition to a mar-

ket economy, which it has pledged to

soften. Mr Cevers. the party leader,

also yesterday stepped up his call for

a relaxation of the country's citizen-

ship laws to make it easier for Rus-

sians to qualify.

Airtel is first rival for

Spanish telecoms giant
By Tom Buns In Madrid

Two men in hard hats walk
away from a construction site

at the end of a day’s work and
one, as he reaches for his
mobile, says “at last we can
choose”. The television adverti-

sement is selling a new cellular

phone service but as the cam-
era pans to horizons, sunrises

and rainbows, it is also deliver-

ing a message about choice to

a Spanish public reared on
monopoly services.

The service, called Airtel is

a private sector GSM (Global

System for Mobile Communica-
tions) network that gained its

licence after a hotly contested

bidding process at the end of

last year. It is being launched
today to compete with Telefdn-

ica. Spain’s partly privatised

telecommunications giant that

has the Finance Ministry as its

largest single shareholder.

Airtel's chairman, Mr
Eduardo Serra, says that with

the development “Spaniards
have gained a new liberty”. It

is also a freedom that Span-
iards have had to wait for, in

part to protect Telefonica's

home market - Spain is gain-

ing a GSM service up to three

years later than its European
partners.

It is estimated that the
700,000 mobile phone users in

Spain who currently use the

inferior analogue system that

is provided by Telefonica will

grow - thanks to the new digi-

tal technology - by 24 per cent

annually over the next 10 years

to total more than 6m.
Cracks in Telefonica's

monopoly began to appear two
years ago when the govern-

ment deregulated the domestic
data processing sector. For the
wider public, telecommunica-
tions choice starts with the
launch of Airtel

Telefonica has
already had to

cut tariffs and
announce plans
for Internet links

The new GSM service repre-

sents the biggest liberalisation

step before the' total deregu-
lation of the domestic sector in
1998, when the government
plans to award a licence to a
second basic telephony opera-

tor.

What the domestic public
has already gained is competi-
tive prices. Telefonica, which
launched its own GSM service

in July, has reduced its mobile

tariff charges in the past week
in order to bring them into line

with the cheaper service that

Airtel plans to introduce.

In addition, Telefonica has
stolen a further march on Air-

tel by announcing that it will

hook its GSM clients into the
Internet before the end of the
year. The cyberspace possibili-

ties had been one of the sales

pitches planned by its private

sector rival.

Telefonica also starts with
powerful advantages. It has a
well-developed digital system
that offers, at present. 80 per
cent coverage of the popula-
tion. compared to Airtel’s 35-50

per cent and strong sales and
distribution networks.

The upshot is that Airtel’s

blow for freedom of choice
could prove a costlier chal-

lenge than expected. The com-
pany. which counts major
domestic banks as well as Air-

Touch of tire US and BT among
its shareholders, paid Pta85bn
f$680m) to obtain its licence

and has already spent Ptal20bn

out of an overall investment of

Pta250bn.

“Our rule of thumb is that

the GSM market will be split

50-50 between Telefonica and
Airtel" says Luis Prota a tele-

coms analyst a AB Asesores.

the big Madrid securities

house. “But in the short term
Telefonica is likely to have a 70

per cent quota of the market
and it should be able to hold
on to its lead.-

France may issue bonds to

cut social security deficit
By Andrew Jack in Paris

The French government is

considering launching an issue

of government bonds to try to

reduce the social security defi-

cit to zero over the next two
years.

Mr Jean Arthuis. economics
minister, said on French radio

a new bond issue was “proba-

ble” next year, while stressing

that a final decision had not
yet been taken.

He warned that the 1995 bud-

get was short by FFr30bn-35bn

on projections made for

receipts in late 1994, but
stressed his commitment to

ensuring that the deficit for

the year would not exceed
FFr322.6bn ($63.5bn). He said

he had already frozen FFrlObn
in credits pledged and more
would need to follow.

In an interview in the
French press yesterday. Mr
Arthuis also said that any
reform to the country's pen-

sion fond system would not
come before reform to the

existing systems of social secu-

rity and welfare contributions.

He criticised foe tendency of

foe French always to expect

tax breaks to accompany any
types of investment in which
they placed money, reflecting

his decision in foe 1996 budget
last month to clamp down on
fiscal benefits for those paying

life assurance premiums.
The government is consider-

ing a loan in order to achieve

the objective of Mr Alain
Jupp6, foe prime minister, to

cut foe social security deficit

from its projected level of
FFrtJObn at the end of this year
to FFr30bn next year and zero

by foe end of 1997.

The reduction is part of
wide-ranging efforts to intro-

duce tighter financial disci-

pline so France can meet its

objective to cut the budget def-

icit to 3 per cent of GDP by
1997, as part of the Maastricht

criteria for monetary union.

However, the pledges have
been met until now with some
scepticism by foe analysts and
the financial markets. The
Organisation of Economic
Cooperation and Development
pointed out in a report late last

month that France had in foe

past exceeded its target for the
budget deficit

In further Indications of the

difficulties the government
will face in attempting to cut

public spending, Mr Marc Blon-

del head of Force Ouvri&re,

one of the leading trade
unions, yesterday criticised foe
idea of new bonds to cut foe
social security deficit

He said the system should

not be made more fragile

through the additional interest

that foe loans would demand.
Force Ouvriere is among the
uninns organising a Strike in

foe dvil service and public sec-

tor companies scheduled for

October 10.

Survivors of Sunday’s earthquake in the
south-western Turkish town of Dinar search

through a collapsed building. The death toff

yesterday rose to 42 and 200 other people were
reported injured, Reuter reports. The minister of

housing, Mr Haiti Cnlhaoglu, has predicted that

foe final death total could be around 100.

News agencies reported that 4.000 house had
been destroyed and 1.000 others damaged in the

quake. pctue: Rsuur

Russians harvesting the

bitter fruits of reform
By John Uoyd In St Petersbwg

Russia’s success in-fighting
inflation and stabilising its

economy is now bearing fruit -

but much of it is bitter. The
relatively tough discipline
exerted by the Ministry of
Finance and the Central Bank
is forcing into foe open crises

masked or delayed by foe
stop-go nature of previous
reforms, and by foe high infla-

tion and lack of regulation that

has been foe mark of Russian
economic policy.

A conference of Russian and
foreign researchers brought
together in the Russian Euro-

pean Centre for Economic Pol-

icy (RECEP) in St Petersburg

last weekend highlighted a
range of issues now causing or
about to cause serious upheav-
als in the economy and in soci-

ety. Though unavoidable if suc-

cess is to be consolidated, their

appearance at a pre-eiection

period will further strengthen

foe attraction of those forces

which argue that reform has so
far been both chaotic and
cruel.

Unemployment, for long
thought to be uniquely low
among economies in transition,

is now growing fast and in
some areas is huge. Figures
from a new survey by the state

agency Goskomstat show a
national level of 7.7 per cent -

with a further 6 per cent hid-

den.

The most recent research
shows that unemployment,
open and hidden, is mare than

30 per cent in one-fifth of Rus-

sia's regions - and in a few

crisis regions, such as Ivanovo
and Vladimir in central Russia,

it is more than 50 per cent
Russia’s banks, still shaky

from recent shocks, are likely

to get worse before they
improve. A study for RECEP
by professors Daniel Cohen
and Gad de Pontbriand high-

lights the dependence of foe

banks on arbitrage and other
forms of income derived from a
high-inflation environment

It also shows that the best

enterprises have weaned them-
selves from dependence on
banks, leaving the banks' debt
portfolios skewed towards foe
poorer enterprises most likely

to default.

Prof de Pontbriand said foe
widespread use of promissory
notes, largely unregulated by
the central bank, also posed a
threat to the banks of wide-
spread inability to repay. He
said: “The tighter regime now
being followed deprives the
banks of many of foe sources
of income they developed in
inflationary times, and forces
them towards areas in which
they should be working but
where they are weak.”
Russian enterprises have in

foe process of privatisation

become greatly undervalued.
Research by Mr Dirk Wilier

and Mr Roland Nash shows foe

top 200 companies to have, in

June 1995. a market capitalisa-

tion of S22bn - slightly less

than Daimler Benz.

The undervaluing, according
to Mr Nash, stems largely from
a perception that shareholders

have few and unenforceable
rights, and from a fear that foe
government's efforts to stabi-

lise foe economy will faiL

However, there are already

some successes. In research on
inter-enterprise debt - once
thought to threaten the very
viability of Russian enterprises
- Mr Peter Oppenheimer says

the problem is no longer one
affecting the whole economy,
but is concentrated in certain

unprofitable sectors, and is

tending to decrease even there.

Professor Charles Wyplosz,
now attempting to construct a
macroeconomic model for the
economy, said that it was now
tending to shed its dependence
on dollars as foe rouble
remains stable and is seen as a
more reliable store of value.

Finally, foe success of anti-

inflationary strategies is help-

ing the poor. A paper by Mrs
Brigitte Granville and Ms
Judith Schapiro shows that
every 1 percentage point off

the annual rate of inflation

takes 0.5 per cent of the poor
above foe poverty leveL

Slovenes consider becoming eastern Swiss
Tension with Italy has reduced the appeal of EU membership, but perhaps Switzerland offers a model

EU looking
east

Slovenia has
made such eco-

nomic progress
since the
break-up of
Yugoslavia
that foe coali-

tion govern-
ment of Dr

Janez Dmovsek says it

deserves to be among foe first

wave of east European coun-

tries to join the European
Union. But foe tortuous pro-

cess of reaching an association

agreement with foe Union has

led to disillusionment and calls

for Slovenia to become a sec-

ond Switzerland.

With GDP per capita of

$7,000 in 1994, Slovenia is east-

ern Europe's most developed

country and has resolved

almost all fob economic prob-

lems it inherited after breaking

away from Yugoslavia in June

1991. Inflation has been cut to

11 per cent, foreign debt ser-

vice absorbs a mere 5 per cent

of export earnings and the

economy grew 58 per cent in

1991.

Indeed, if this economic

growth continues, living stan-

dards in Slovenia should pass

both Greek and Portuguese lev-

els by foe end of the decade.

By foe time Slovenia Joins the

EU, there could be at least six

poorer members competing for

funds.

Membership would boost
exports for a country that

already sells two-thirds of its

exports to the EU; and with the
UN arms embargo hampering
attempts to build up its armed
forces, membership would also

bring a feeling of security to a
country lying uncomfortably
close to the war in former
Yugoslavia.

Yet a growing number of Slo-

venians question the wisdom
of beading for EU membership,
even if no mainstream political

party articulates this view.

Many people yearn instead for

foe country to play a role in

Europe similar to Switzer-
land’s: open to trade but aloof

whan it comes to diluting the

country's culture or selling

assets to foreigners.

But what has enraged public

opinion in Slovenia, and led

the government to tone down
much of its pro-EU rhetoric,

has been a bitter dispute with
neighbouring Italy over the
rights of Italians whose prop-

erty was confiscated after foe
second world war.

Although Yugoslavia had
agreed in two treaties signed in
1975 and 1933 to provide cash

compensation, in 1994 the Ber-
lusconi government declared

this was no longer acceptable.

It called for the property itself

to be returned and blocked the

opening of negotiations on Slo-

venia’s association agreement
with foe EU until March this

year.

Although Slovenia has now
agreed to amend provisions -in

its constitution banning for-

eign ownership of real estate,

foe incident has not just

soured Ljubljana's relations

with Italy. It has also shattered

its somewhat romantic view of

the EU. as Dr Dmovsek indi-

cated in late August in a

speech at the European Forum
in AIpbach, Austria: Italy has
now reopened issues which
belong in history ... the Italian

demands have aroused foe feel-

ing that in fact not much has
changed in Europe. In Slovenia
we realised with considerable

surprise that the EU is in fact

far from some ideal democratic

association such as we imag-

ined in the past
“We realised within it there

is a continuous bargaining,
often entirely without princi-

ple, of interests."

Slovenia's association agree-

ment was agreed in principle
in June but will not be signed

Slovenia: getting ready for the EU
Inflation

Consumer prices {%)
100

1082 S3 94 95

Source: Bonk of Slovenia
“ Ao°u*t

until parliament approves foe
amendment to the constitu-

tion. The trade agreement will

come into force on January 1

1996, superseding an EU
co-operation agreement that

Slovenia agreed in 1993.

While most east European
countries have been given six

years to open their markets to

competition, in its association

agreement Slovenia will lower
barriers for most industries
within three to four years. This
will be a big test for foe coun-

try’s industry, which has
began foe process of restruct-

uring but is still not yet priva-
tised.

Unlike several other east
European countries, Slovenia
has not yet formally applied
for full EU membership,
although the government
regards this as the logical con-

sequence of its planned associ-

ation agreement despite foe
short-term intensity of foe dis-

pute with Italy.

Indeed, the fact that the
country is overwhelmingly a
manufacturing economy
strengthens the ease for full

membership, as many of the

country’s key industries, such
as pharmaceuticals and wood
products, are directly affected

by EU legislation. Dr Benjamin

Lutanan, director of Slovenia's

Office for European Affairs,

says: “We would be able to
influence decisions about ques-

tions such as ecology, trans-
port and communications.”

Unlike most east European
countries, Slovenia is unlikely

to free adjustment problems in

agriculture, which accounts for

only 5 per cent of GDP. What
could delay the country's
accession to the EU,'according
to one foreign diplomat, is foe
state of government institu-

tions. With only four years as
an independent state, Slovenia
has bad to build up the institu-

tions of a nation almost from
scratch and it Is only recently
that the government has
started refining their role.

Dr Lukman, whose office in
the Foreign Ministry was
established only in March 1995,

admits that there needs to be
more co-ordination and aware-
ness of foe EU within the gov-
ernment. “Each ministry
should have its own depart-
ment looking at European
affairs.” he says.

Gavin Gray
Previous articles in this series

appeared on July 10 and 19,

August 2. 9 and 15 and Septem-
ber 13 and 22

EUROPEAN NEWS DIGEST^

EU agrees code

on openness
EU foreign ministers yesterday agreed to a new code which

would lift the veil of secrecy surrounding the.Union's

law-making procedures, despite Danish objections that foe

measures did not go far enough- '. I .

The code will restrict the power of the Council of Ministers,

the EXTs derision-malting body, to keep secretminutas.of -

meetings and to add unpublished amendments to laws. Under

the new code, foe release ofminutes wfil still be at foe

discretion of the Council but it should ensure the widest

possible availability, save in exceptional circumstances.

The measures agreed yesterday mark foe most serious effort

to date by the Council of Ministers to respond to public

criticism that foe EU law-making process Is secretive and

undemocratic. It follows presssure from Denmark, the

Netherlands, the European Parliament, and latterly Sweden

and the US to open up procedures. Lionel Barber, Luxembourg

Editorial Comment, page 15

Budget leak angers Olso
The Norwegian government is refusing to comment on
newspaper reports leaking details of foe 1996 budget to be

unveiled tomorrow. The ipaks have been so extensive that foe

government has asked police to investigate how the

newspaper Dagbladet managed to obtain a copy of a document
containing foe main features of foe draft budget The ministry

said it looked seriously on Dagbladet's article in which '

“extensive information on the state budget” was published-

-

Dagbladet said foe draft put state expenses at NKr36S.2bn
($57.7bn> and revenue at NKr373.8bn after a rise in offshore

energy profits, and said the surplus, NKrlO.dbn, would be put

aside in foe State Petroleum Fund. It said the proposed budget

constituted a real growth of 0.5 per cent over foe 1995 budget,

for which a deficit of NKr8.6bn was fixed. Reuter, Oslo

Bank hits at Hungary’s taxes
Hungary’s tax policies are unstable and contradictory and its

heavy tax burden must be reduced to support economic
growth, according to a new World Bank study. Payroll taxes

are extremely high, discouraging employment and leading to

evasion, foe study says. Employers in Hungary pay social

security contributions of nearly 50 per cent compared with

about 31 per cent in western Europe and 26 per cent in foe

Czech Republic.

The bank says recent tax increases, needed to cover large

and growing public expenditure, are “self-defeating” because
they lead to less compliance and reduce foe incentive to save

and invest of those who comply. High taxes contributed to a
“hostile” environment for private-sector development while

recent revenue strategies, involving frequent changes, were
“short-sighted” and created uncertainty. Above all the
government needs to reform spending if the tax burden is to

be reduced substantially. Virginia Marsh, Budapest

UN claims Croatian atrocities
UN officials said yesterday that 10 elderly Croatian Serbs were
murdered in a village captured by Croatian army troops and
warned that Croatia is conducting a systematic campaign of

killing and looting against Serbs.

The claim is the most recent in scores of allegations that
Croatian troops committed, and are continuing to commit,
atrocities against foe Serbs who remained in Croatia after foe

government launched “Operation Storm” in August Just 2,000

Serbs - out of 150,000-strong community - have remained in

their homes after Zagreb over-xan the self-styled Serb state of

Krajina.

“Eight weeks after the Croatian army took control of foe

Serbian Krajina, widespread reports and observations

document a systematic campaign of arson, killing and
looting.” said Mr Alun Robots, the UN spokesman based in

Knin. foe centre of captured Serb Krajina. “This will open foe

box - where all the dirty laundry is hidden.” said another UN
official, speaking on condition of anonymity. “This is a big

cover-up. Helicopters were used to take out foe bodies which
would have to mean foe army was involved.” The Croatian

government so far has denied complicity in foe numerous
crimes, including the torching of up to 60 percent of houses

owned by Serbs. Laura Silber, Zagreb

Swiss finance minister named
Mr Kaspar Villiger (left) has
become Switzerland's finance
minister following a cabinet
shuffle on Sunday that saw
three portfolios change
hands. Mr Villiger’s former
portfolio, defence, has been
taken over by Mr Adolf Qgl
foe transport and energy
minister, and the transport

ministry by Mr Moritz
Leuenberger. Mr Leuen-
berger, a Socialist from
Zurich, was elected by
parliament to the cabinet last

Wednesday following the
retirement of Mr Otto Stich,

foe former finance minister
and also a Socialist Under
Swiss practice, foe
seven-person cabinet derides

collectively foe allocation of portfolios. There was
considerable tension leading up to foe shuffle because Mr Ogi
did not want to move, and foe conservative and liberal partus
did not want a Socialist in the finance ministry again dr in foe
defence department Mr Ogi ultimately gave way. he said, to
preserve cabinet unity.
Mr Villiger, a businessman who managed his family's cigar

and bicycle company until joining foe cabinet in. 1989, won
universal respect for designing and implementing a radical
restructuring of Switzerland’s militia army. As fjmmw
minister, he is expected to continue to put foe Emphasis on
deficit reduction. The federal government's deficit is budgeted
to reach SFr6-5bn ($5.4bn) his year. /an Rodger, Zurich

Volgograd returns Communists
The central Russian city of Volgograd overwhelmingly
supported Communists in municipal elections held over the
weekend in a further sign of public discontent with the
national government
According to unofficial reports, foe Communists have won

between 20 and 22 seats in the 24-member Volgograd city

Analysts have interpreted the results as the latest indication
that the current government is beading for a serious defeat in
December's parliamentary elections. Hie Volgograd vote
appears to confirm the pro-Communist anti-Yeltsin trend
suggested by opinion polls and other regional ballots. In a
gubernatorial race in the Urals this summer, Mr Eduard
Rossel, an long-standing critic of Russian President Boris
Yeltsin, beat the Moscow-backed incumbent
Observers attribute the growing popularity of communists

and hardline nationalists sometimes allied with thwm to
widespread discontent with foe painful sidenffects of Russia’s
shift to a market economy. Chrystia Freeland, Moscow

Dalmine management reinstated
An Italian court has reinstated senior management at
Daimine. the state-controlled Italian steel company which Is
the subject erf an Investigation into allegations of billing.
The court in Bergamo, near Dalmine's headquarters in
northern Italy, revoked an order issued by prosecuting

.

magistrates in August, which suspended Mr Sergio Noce, the
cmefexecutive, and Mr Carlo Jachia, marketing director, from
office. Their lawyers argued that the order was unjustified
because foe two directors were not involved in alleged felse
mvoicin&- Andrew Hill. Milan
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NEWS: EUROPE
i Portugal hopes for Socialist stability

By David White in Lisbon

Portugal's decisive swine to
Sie Socialist party

ehcltai prota.
oiy oao as much to do with
fears of instability as with the
choice of policies on offer.
Many voters appear simply to
tave opted for the party toey
thought most likely to win.
A photograph in the Portu-

guese daily Pdblico to the last
dayS

.
the c*mPaign

expressed the apparent fickle-
ness of much of the
middle-of-the-road electorate
A man at a fruit-stand was
wearing an apron with a
Socialist party slogan, holding
in one hand a flag with the
symbols of the centre-right
Social Democrat party (PSD)
and in the other a bnnch of
bananas. The caption
described him as an “unde-
cided*’ voter.

.
At least a fifth 0f the Portu-

guese electorate changed sides

Socialist paiy
PSD (centre-right)

CDS/PP (conswvative)
CDU (Cominunter-ted)
Others

PORTUGUESE ELECTION
Percmntsoe of vote

1985* 1091 1995* 1991

pojeakm

43.9 29.1 112 72

34.0 50.6 88 135

9.1 4.4 15 5
8.S 8.8 IS 17

0 1

from the last general election
four years ago, when the PSD
government of Mr Anibal
Cavaco Silva won a second
consecutive majority. When
Mr Cavaco Silva decided to
stend down this time, he may
well have calculated that
another majority was ont of
reach. His withdrawal - pre-
sumably to give him a clear
run in the contest for the pres-
idency next year - only com-
pounded the damage done to
the PSD government by reces-
sion and corruption scandals.
The Socialist victory was

bigger than most observers

expected. The party is expec-

ted to Increase its number of

seats by more than half to 112,

just four short of an overall

majority in the 230-member
parliament. For once, the

result vindicated the opinion

polls, which to 1991 underesti-

mated the PSD’s performance.

Almost 20 years after get-

ting a new democratic consti-

tution, Portugal seems to have
settled into a system to which
the two main parties of centre-

right and centre-left can alter-

nate to power without trauma.
Newspapers of all persua-

sions agreed yesterday that a

new cycle had begun. The
country has put behind it the
Cavaco Silva era of unprece-
dented stability. After the 1974
revolution no government had
lasted a foil term; Mr Cavaco
Silva's did it twice.

At the same time the Social-
ist party, modernised mid com-
mitted to tree-market policies,

including privatisation, has
proved there is life after Mr
Mario Soares, its founding
father. Mr Soares served twice

as prime minister before drop-
ping bis party role to become
president almost 10 years ago.

Unexpectedly, the Socialists

won more seats than the PSD
and the conservative Popular
party together. This crucially
affects the prospects for Mr
Antonio Guterres's minority
government, which will not
have to seek support from the

hardline Communists to out-
vote the combined forces of
the right
The government's pro-

gramme - which under Portu-

gal's painfully slow investi-

ture procedure is not due for

debate until early next mouth
- is expected to be nodded
through.

A 1996 budget largely fol-

lowing the lines inherited

from the outgoing govern-

ment is also thought likely to

be passed without mishap.
However, a crunch could come
a year from now with the bud-

get for 1997, when the govern-

ment has to hit a deficit target

of 3 per cent of GDP if Portu-

gal is to qualify for the Euro-

pean single currency in 1999.

Outlining hopes for “a new
political culture" Mr Guterres

has appealed for help from
opposition parties and has
promised to listen to them.

“Change does not mean
destroy." he said after his vic-

tory was confirmed. Opinion
surveys showed most Portu-
guese favouring a majority
government wary of returning

to an era of instability.

Among business leaders and
investors, party preferences

were less important than hav-

ing a stable government.

Financial markets reacted
positively, although not ecstat-

ically. to the result Lisbon’s

stock index rose 0.6 per cent

yesterday to 1,275.07, and the

escudo was slightly firmer
against the D-Mark.

The Socialists came first in

all but eight of 20 electoral

districts on the mainland and
islands.

Four years ago, they led in

none. The PSD, meanwhile,
saw its support fall from
almost 3m to 2m, while the

Popular party pipped the Com-
munists for third place.

Mr Guterres, although fall-

ing short of a majority,
appears to have got across his

message that the Socialists

were the only party with a
chance of obtaining one.

Guterres promises to be a priestly PM
By Peter Wise in Lisbon

In place of a police outrider, a
television reporter perched on
the pillion of a powerful motor-
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cycle pulled alongside Mr
Antonio Guterres's limousine
as he sped to a rally marlring

his triumph in Sunday's gen-
eral election.

As the mobile interviewer
dangled a microphone through
the car’s rear window, the
Socialist (PS) leader coolly
maintained his poise, speaking
with aplomb of his heavy res-

ponsibilities as Portugal's
future prime minister.

He has travelled a long way
in a short time. Only months
ago. the 46-year-old Mr
Guterres, who has never held a
government post and has led

his party for little more than
three years, was prone to lose

some of his assurance in public
- despite being an expressive

speaker with a gift for improvi-

sation.

On one occasion, which he
describes as an invaluable les-

son. he made the mistake of

attempting unsuccessfully to

calculate 6 per cent of GDP on
television. As an honours grad-

uate in electrical engineering,

it was his experience not his

mental arithmetic that was in

question.

But in a country that

emerged from dictatorship

only 21 years ago and that has
been dominated for the past

Prime minister-elect Antonio Gnterres yesterday pledged to listen to the views ofopponents nmmr

decade by Mr Anibal Cavaco ership of the opposition and
Silva, the outgoing prime min- ' \ice-’presidency of the Socialist

ister, politicians are predomi- International make it difficult

nantly young and untried in ..to describe him as “an illustri-

office.

Opponents have gently
mocked Mr Guterres's claim to

be on close terms with six

European prime ministers as
gauche. But his energetic lead-

. ous unknown", the label once
attached to Mr Cavaco Silva.

Mr Guterres's triumph is

likely to be an encouragement
for Mr Tony Blair, the leader of

Britain’s Labour parti’, hn

opposition to centre-right gov-

ernments. both leaders have
sought to bring their parties

behind free-market, pro-Euro-

pean policies, while promising
more concern for the poor and
excluded.

In Mr Guterres, the PS.

which once rallied to the sym-
bol of a clenched fist but now

uses a pink rose, has found a

leader who embodies the aspi-

rations of a younger genera-

tion of Socialists. The party
believes that higher social

spending and a caring state are

not incompatible with fiscal

discipline and privatisation.

His test will be to make that

programme work.
His social concern is rooted

in religious belief. He is a prac-

tising Catholic who. after

social work in shanty towns as
a youth, chose politics rather

than the priesthood as a way of

helping the under-privileged.

For all his fluency. Mr
Guterres sees himself as an
accomplished listener - a qual-

ity perhaps reflected in his

love of opera. "Winning an
election does not mean you are

always right," he said yester-

day. “Others' opinions must
always be taken into consider-

ation."

Opponents say an expected

search for consensus on gov-

ernment policy Is likely to

hamper Mr Guterres's decision-

making capacity. But Sunday's
vote shows that most Portu-

guese voters were clearly

looking for someone with a

sympathetic ear for their prob-

lems. He now has to show that

he also has the solutions.

Austria again

tries to solve

budget crisis
By Eric Frey In Vienna

The Austrian People's party
yesterday pulled back from
threatening the collapse of the

country's coalition government

when it agreed to resume the
drawn-out negotiations over

the budget
The government was endan-

gered last week when the

Social Democrats (SPOe) and
the conservative People's party
(OeVP) failed to meet their

self-proclaimed deadline to

complete the 1996 budget by
Sunday night.

But yesterday the party
chairman, Mr Wolfgang Schfls-

sel. said he wanted to continue

the budget negotiations later

this week. The finance minis-

ter, Mr Andreas Staribacher of

the Social Democrat party, is

scheduled to present the bud-

get in the parliament on Octo-

ber 18.

The deadline set by the con-

stitution is October 22, 10

weeks before the start of the

new fiscal year. A breakdown
of the budget process would
shake the financial markets'
confidence in the schilling,

which is pegged to the D-Mark.
Budget negotiations have

often been tough and the strin-

gent convergence criteria for

European economic and mone-
tary union have made agree-

ment even more difficult

But veterans of previous
budget battles say that they
have never seen such discord

and even dislike between the

two main parties which have
dominated Austrian politics

since 1945.

The main source of friction

is the desire of the OeVP
to use the austerity measures
required by the Maastricht
treaty to tackle the
system of social security

benefits.

In particular, the OeVP
wants to reduce early retire-

ment by imposing a “penalty

tax" on pensioners below the
age of 60, to cut some unem-
ployment benefits and to

impose higher charges for hos-

pital treatment.

The SPOe regards these pro-

posals as a brutal assault on its

key constituencies. The budget

presented by Mr Staribacher

relies primarily on higher
taxes and receipts from privati-

sation to narrow the 1996 fiscal

deficit to Sch93bn <£6bn> from
SchlWbn this year.

Mr SchQssel has rejected

these proposals and at one
paint even took a paper by Mr
Staribacher and tore it apart in

front of the cameras.

Mr SchQssel and his econom-
ics minister. Mr Johannes Ditz,

also publicly questioned the
validity or Mr Staribacher’s
budget data. They may have a

point.

Mr Staribacher insisted for

weeks that only Sch30bn in

additional funds was necessary
to reach the target, but later

had to admit that the gap was
actually closer to SchSObn.

Mr Staribacher’s shaky per-

formance is an embarrassment
for Chancellor Mr Franz
Vranitzky. who plucked the

young tax accountant from
obscurity early this year and

put him in charge of the bud-

get process.

Though the SPOe party con-

gress yesterday re-elected Mr
Vranitzky as chairman - with

91 per cent of votes - he is

under growing criticism from
within his party. SPOe
slumped to a post-war low of35

per cent at the elections a year

ago and is now hovering
around 30 per cent in some
opinion polls.

In contrast, the OeVP has
seen its prospects improve
since Mr SchQssel took over
from his predecessor, Mr
Erhard Busek, six months ago.

Mr SchQssel has caught up
with Mr Vranitzky in popular-

ity and observers say be may
want to risk the chance of new
elections to become chancellor

himself.

But the main winner In new
elections is likely to be the
right-wing Freedom party of

Mr Jorg Haider.

His party has capitalised on
the squabbles in the govern-

ment, and on public discontent

with the established political

structures, to rise to almost 30

per cent in the latest opinion

polls.
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Hyundai. Working Towards A Better Tomorrow.

HYUNDAI
BtittngA Better Worid Through innovative Technology

From super-tankers to advanced LNG

carriers. We've become a part of your lives in

more than 1 70 countries around the world.

Hyundai working together to create

innovative synergies, innovative products.

For half a century, Hyundai Business Group

has been working towards a single goal. The

goal of making this world a more comfortabb

and better place to live for everyone. Today we

have earned a place in your daily lives.

From chips to telecommunications satellites.

From a full line of passenger cars to all types of

commercial vehicles. From subways to high

speed trains. From infrastructure to turn-key

base engineering and construction projects.
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NEWS: THE AMERICAS

Dole and Gingrich

differ over tax cuts
By Jurek Martin hi Washington

The Republican leaders of the

House and Senate are at odds

over the magnitude of the tax

cuts due to be passed within

the next six weeks.

In weekend interviews. Sena-

tor Bob Dole, the majority
leader, and Congressman Newt
Gingrich, Speaker of the
House, reflected the divergent

views of their chambers.

Mr Dole said he was
M
not cer-

tain at this point” whether the

tax cuts would reach the
$245bn previously agreed
between House and Senate.
But Mr Gingrich, countering
that it was “virtually impossi-
ble" that a smaller tax cut
would be accepted in the
House, called on the Senate to

live up to the bargain.

The Speaker took some
potshots at the Republican
Senate leaders, including Mr
Dole, and said that it was
inconceivable that House mem-
bers would “walk away" from
the Contract with America
platform on which they were
elected last year.

The majority leader’s cau-
tion on tax cuts reflects the

reservations of several senior-

Republican senators not nor-

mally classified as party mod-
erates. They include Senators

i

DOLE
FOR PRESIDENT
Stating his intention: Bob Dole

A1 D’Amatao of New York.
Orrin Hatch of Utah, Alan
Simpson of Wyoming and Pete

Damenici of New Mexico.

However, as a presidential

candidate, Mr Dole may also be
concerned about the impact of

the Clinton administration's
campaign which argues that

cuts in the Medicare and Med-
icaid health programmes for

the elderly and poor are explic-

itly designed to make possible

a tax cut for better-off

Americans.

In his regular weekend radio

broadcast. President BUI Clin-

ton rammed home this charge,

adding that the Republican
plan for Medicaid meant that

older and poorer Americans
could find their meagre per-

sonal assets seized to pay for

nursing home care.

Senator Tom Daschle, the

minority leader, was equally
blunt, saying, “To pay for a tax

cut for the wealthy out of a
pool of resources for Medicare
is wrong."
Congress is in recess this

week and members will doubt-

less use the break to go home
and assess the shifting sands of

public opinion on reforms of

the Medicare and Medicaid pro-

grammes. The Republicans
Intend to cut a total of $450bn
from the projected budgets of

both during the next seven
years.

The Congressional Budget
Office analysis of the Medicare
blueprint found it was possible

to achieve most of the planned
savings, but that tbe over-

whelming costs would be borne
by individuals paying higher
premiums and other costs and
by reduced payments to those

providing medical care.

Montreal fights independence claims
Bernard Simon examines the dangers of division facing one ofNorth America’s great cities

W ith its European
ambience, long his-

tory and modern
amenities, Montreal can justify

claims to be one of North
America's great cities.

How then, does one explain

that there are more vacant

newly built homes in Montreal
than the entire neighbouring

province of Ontario; that the

178-year-old Bank of Montreal

has moved its executive offices

to Toronto; and that some
international airlines have
recently halted service to the

world’s biggest French-speak-
ing city after Paris?

No single cause or event can
be blamed. But most Montreal-

ers would agree that uncer-
tainty about Quebec's future in

Canada has not done their city

much good.

Montreal's business leaders

are crossing their fingers that

the political clouds will lift

after October 30, when Quebec
holds an independence referen-

dum. Opinion polls - including

several published over the
weekend - point to a comfort-
able victory for the No side.

A strong No vote is assured

in Montreal Mare than a quar-

ter of the metropolitan's 3.2m
residents are either descen-
dants of English-speaking fami-

lies or recent immigrant*;.
As Quebec's commercial cen-

tre, the city would suffer most
heavily from a breakaway. A

steady exodus of companies

and talent, mostly to Toronto,

has taken place since Quebec's

first separatist government

was elected in 1976. A French-

only language law, passed in

the late 1970s, helped drive

away thousands.

Some of Canada's best-

known companies, such as

Canadian Pacific, Alcan Alu-

minium, Royal Bank of Can-

ada, Bank of Montreal and
BCE, still maintain their head

offices in tbe shadow of Mont
Royal. But as an executive at

one of these companies puts it,

“Their commitment to Mon-
treal is not what it used to be.”

Politics cannot be blamed
alone. Montreal's industrial

base has been eroded by the

Closure of oil refineries, petro-

chemical and steel plants, and
textile factories. The growing

importance of trade across the

Pacific has drawn traffic away
from the St Lawrence River.

Heavy job losses among rela-

tively old workers with little

education have led to a degree

of poverty and decay found in

few other Canadian cities.

While Montreal has a smaller

population than Toronto, it has

almost 14 per cent more unem-
ployment insurance claimants.

The picture is not altogether

gloomy. Montreal has made the

most of its assets. The fur

trade, which gave the city its

start as a commercial centre in

Greater Montreal: change in employment

% change In selected industries, 1964-93

MacWnary

Plastics

Oil and coal

Ctothing and textiles

Metal products

Furniture

Food and beverages

Boetrfc and electronic equipment

Insurance, finance and real estate

flecatf

MecBcal services

Personal services

various and leisure

Chemicals

Business services

Transportation equipment

-60 -40 -20

Source: Hanan Resources Davdopmant Canaria

the early 18th century, has
given way to a flourishing
fashion anri design industry.

The ability to conduct busi-

ness in French has proved to

be an asset rather than a liabil-

ity for many companies. With
many French-speaking workers

and graduates choosing to
remain within their own
milieu, labour turnover is low.

Some 40 per cent of the MBA
students at McGill University

speak three or more languages,

and another 20 per cent are

bilingual- According to Ms Syl-

vie Mercier, a commissioner at

the Montreal Urban Communi-
ty’s economic development
office, potential investors used
to enquire at length about the

differences between French
and English-speaking Canada.

Now “they hardly raise the

issue,” Ms Mercier says.

Meanwhile, generous govern-

ment incentives and a plentiful

supply of graduates from the

city's four universities have
sown the seeds for a blossom-

ing high-technology sector,

based mainly on computer soft.’

ware and pharmaceuticals.

Political concerns "have not
prevented several foreign com-
panies expanding their pres-

ence. Ericsson, the Swedish
telecommunications equipment
maker, chose Montreal three

years ago as the research and
design centre for all' cellular

phone software using North
American standards. Erics-

son’s Montreal-based work-
force has ballooned from 30 to

750 in the past decade.

Rolls-Royce, the UK aircraft

engine maker, and Merck
Frosst and Astra Pharma, two
multinational pharmaceutical
groups, are among other for-

eign companies that have built

new facilities in recent years.

Mr Lionel Hurtubise. chair-

man of Ericsson's Canadian
subsidiary, says that “Montreal

is a good halfway house
between Stockholm and Dallas
(where Ericsson also has a
large operation}.”

According to Mr Hurtubise,

“If Quebec did separate, we'd
have a serious issue.” But he
doubts that will happen. For
the time being, he concludes,

remaining in Montreal has
"very little downside". In feet,

the federal government is said

to be toying with a plan to try

and revive the city's fortunes -

provided the federalist camp
wins the referendum.

So you think we’re
just a

computer company

How reliable

is the rest

of your information?

Manufacturing
survey shows US
economic growth
By Michael Prowse
in Washington

The US economy is rebounding
but growth is nnllkely to be
rapid enough to pot upward
pressure on inflation, figures

indicated yesterday.

The purchasing managers'
index - a guide to the health
of manufacturing industry -

rose to 48.3 per. cent last

month against 46.9 per cent in

August However, it remained
below the 50 per cent level

predicted by many economists
- the level widely regarded as
marking the threshold for

growth in the sector.

Separately, the Commerce
Department reported flat per-

sonal incomes in August Con-
sumer spending rose 0.8 per
cent in real terms from July -

more than expected. However,
data for July was revised
down to show a decline of 0.3

per cent Growth of consump-
tion is expected to be con-
strained in coming months by
the low savings rate.

Construction spending was
also weaker than expected,
falling 0J per cent in August
after a robust increase in July.

The purchasing survey indi-

cated that manufacturing
industry has not yet recovered
fully from its troubles earlier

this year when excessive levels

of Inventories prompted cuts
in production and employ-
ment. The index has been

US PHrefaasfng
Managers* Index

below the 50 per cent thresh-

old for growth in four of the
past five months.
Components of the overall

index painted a mixed picture.

Indices for production and
new orders edged above 50 per
cent, indicating sluggish
growth. However, the employ-
ment index continued to signal

a contraction of the manufac-
turing workforce.' The index
for new export orders fell from
54.7 per cent to 52.9 per cent,

the lowest level in two years.

The inflation outlook, how-
ever, remained encouraging.
“Only 14 per cent of purchas-

ing executives reported higher
prices in September," said Mr
Ralph Kauffman, a spokesman
for purchasing managers. This
was -the lowest proportion
since December 1992.

Argentina plans

Falkland oil tax

Sometimes perception takes time to catch

up with reality. So here is reality: Unisys is not

just a computercompany any more.

Yes, we do still sell a lot of computers. But it’s

more accurate to think of us as the ivfornmtuyn

management company.

We can help you identify, collect, analyse

and direct your vital company information at the

points in your decision making and customer

service systems that really matter.

What this means in practice may surprise you.

For example: Today nearly a third of our business

comes from IT services - systems integration,

outsourcing and consulting. They are our

company's biggest single source of revenue and

they make us one of the largest service providers

in the world. We employ 7.000 service professionals

who workwith clients to design creative solutions

to their most pressing business challenges.

In partnership with other industry leaders

such as Oracle, Microsoft, Novell and Intel - we

provide a wealth of applications that keep our

UNiSYS

clients in the forefront of emerging developments.

But size and numbers don't tell the whole

Unisys story. As the information management

company, we combine services, industry

knowledge and enabling technology to transform

the way our clients use information, so they

can make decisions that are more effective

and deliver better service.

To receive your own ‘Guide to Information

Management' facts kit, fax Graham Roberts

on +44 1895 862807.

And start changing the way you think about a

company that does a lot more than you thought.

The Information Management Company

By David Pilling

in Buenos Aires

Argentina yesterday an-
nounced proposed rules for
companies wishing to explore
for oil in the South Atlantic,
one day before the launch in
London of the Falkland Islands
government licensing round.
Although Argentina has no

power to auction blocks in
waters around the Falkland
Islands, which are controlled
by Britain. Buenos Aires said
yesterday it intended to charge
companies a levy of up to 3 per
cent of any oil revenues.

It would also collect an
exploration fee based on the
size of individual blocks, for-
eign ministry officials told
more than 40 Argentina-based
oil companies yesterday.
Although Britain and Argen-

tina signed an oil cooperation
agreement in New York last
week, they foiled to resolve tbe
issue of royalties, the collec-
tion of which impinges on sov-
ereignty. Instead they reached
a tacit agreement enabling
each country to collect fees,
while officially denying the
right of the other side to do so.

If the Falkland Islands gov-
ernment round establishes a 9
per cent royalty, as expected,
the deal would effectively pro-
vide for a 75:25 division of reve-
nues in Falkland waters.
Mr Guillermo Gonzalez,

Argentina’s principal negotia-
tor in oil talks with Britain,
spelled out the position of Bue-
nos Atres yesterday. “The
Republic of Argentina does not
recognise the right of the UK

to organise a licensing
round... However, if Argentine
companies want to participate

in a round that we do not
recognise, that is a business 4
decision." he said. -

Mr Gonzalez made it clear

that Argentina Would turn a

blind eye to company partici-

pation in the Falkland Islands

government's round, as long as

it paid levies set by'Argentina.

Companies refusing to do so

would face "severe sanctions".

A British Foreign Office

spokesman said yesterday: “If

companies operating in Argen-

tina anri who participate in the

oil licensing round wish to pay

foxes to Argentina that is their

decision."

In practice Argentina could

seek its 3 per cent levy for the

use of onshore facilities, which
most operators are likely to

require.

Some oil executives at yes-

terday's Bnenos Aires gather-

ing expressed concern at how
the “dual framework" would

work in practice. How would
companies know, for example,
whether British or Argentine

safety and environmental stan-

dards were to apply?

Meanwhile, exploration
blocks in the less contentious

co-operation zone, a 20,000 sq
km area to the south-west of

the Falklands, would be auc-

tioned off by the Hydrocarbons
Commission in the “next few *

months", the foreign ministry •

said. The joint commission is

expected to divide royalties

50:50 from this zone, which
includes waters claimed by
both sides.
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NEWS: ASIA-PACIFIC

French N-test

prompts wave
of criticism

Japan’s big money arcade

game lures a youthful punter
Michlyo Nakamoto reports on successful attempts to shed the seedy

image of pachinko, one of the country’s biggest leisure industries

By Our Foreign Staff

France sparked a further

barrage of criticism from Its

EU partners a$ well as Its crit-

ics in the Asia-Pacific region

yesterday as it exploded its sec-

ond nuclear device in the

South Pacific.

Nine EU member states, led

by the Nordic countries, spoke
out against France at a meet-
ing of EU foreign ministers in

Luxembourg, The LIE. a fellow
member of the nuclear (dub,

also began to retreat discreetly

from its explicit support of
French President Jacques Chi-

rac.

An EU diplomat confirmed
that opposition to French tests

risked polarising the union and
contaminating other sensitive

areas of debate, particularly
future efforts to construct a

common defence policy. "It's

basically 14 against one,” he
said. Austria. Belgium. Den-
mark. Finland. Greece, Ireland.

Luxembourg, the Netherlands
and Sweden all actively spoke
out at the meeting.

In Paris, however, the
Defence Ministry, unlike its

media blitz after the first test

last month, observed a diplo-

matic silence, adding nothing
to a four-line statement
announcing the blast had been
carried out under the Fanga-
taufa atoll at 00.30 Paris time
on Monday (23.30 GMT on Sun-
day!. In contrast to other
French tests aimed at examin-
ing reliability of aviating weap-
ons or improving the technique

of simulating future tests, Sun-
day’s underground explosion
was a final check of a new sub-
marine missile warhead.
Mr Malcolm Rifkind, British

foreign secretary, said in Lux-
embourg that it was important

to remember the French gov-

ernment's pledge to support a

“zero option” on nuclear test-

ing but added that it was up to

France to justify* its dedsion.

Asked if the French decision

risked upsetting EU business,

he replied: “Yes there is. That

is obviously something France

will wish to reflect upon."

Mr Niels Helvig Petersen,

Danish foreign minister, said

he welcomed the more critical

British attitude, adding:
“Those who kept silent did not
do so because they support the

French nuclear tests but
because they do not want to

criticise a friend and ally.”

Both Russia and the US, two
other nuclear powers, said yes-

terday that they regretted the

French test.

However, Mr Herve de Char-
ette, French foreign minister,

denied that France was virtu-

ally isolated and criticised the

environmental organisation
Greenpeace and the media for

exaggerating the nuclear issue.

“I don’t think there is any
damage to French diplomacy."

In the Asia-Pacific region,

criticism of France's renewed
testing continued unabated.

In Japan, Foreign Minister
Yohei Kono told Mr Jean-Ber-

nanrd Ouvrieu, the French
ambassador, he “strongly
regretted you do not under-
stand Japan's consistent posi-

tion on this matter" and urged
France halt the testing.

jin Australia, Prime Minister

Paul Keating said his country's

efforts to press the French to

halt its programme would be
“unceasing and unrelenting”,

adding that talks with others

countries in bringing a resolu-

tion before the United Nations

Genera] Assembly were “well-

advanced”.

F
rom the outside it looks

like any other shopping

mall in Tokyo's
cramped city centres. But the

milky white seven-story
building in the heart of

Shibuya, where the city's

youth gather for an evening's

fun. is Tokyo's latest landmark
dedicated to pachinko. the
Japanese version of pinball-

inside. the long rows of

players watch blurry-eyed as

the pachinko balls clang their

way past the flashing pins and
gaping holes.

The Maruhan Pachinko
Tower, which opened this July,

is borne to 1,090 garish
pachinko machines spilling

into plastic trays dozens or

silver balls which players
exchange for prizes.

For decades, pachinko
parlours have been a common
feature of Japanese
neighbourhoods, a refuge for

the harried salaryman, lonely

pensioner or frustrated
housewife.

But the game - played by
buying a handful of silver balls

from the parlour and dropping
them into a machine, hoping to

trigger a discharge of even
more balls - has long been
shunned by the more snobbish
members of Japanese society.

This is because of the
gambling involved, the
industry’s alleged links to

gangsters and the seedy
atmosphere of the traditional

parlours. Although gambling is

illegal in Japan, players openly
exchange their winnings for

money rather than the prizes.

Recently, however, a new
breed of pachinko parlour has
been trying to upgrade the

industry's image and appeal to

a wider, younger clientele.

The Maruhan Pachinko
Tower, by far the most
ambitious of the new class. Is a
bold experiment in shedding
the industry's sleazy image
and transforming the game
into a trendy fad for young
people. By doing so, pachinko
companies like Maruhan hope
they can win respectability and
expand beyond their
traditional patrons.

Not that pachinko has
suffered much in the recent

economic downturn.
The Japanese, though not

known to be risk-takers.

Watching the bouncing ball: pachinko top sales league

Tokyo youth playing the game In the Maruhan Pachinko Tower

Revenue (Yen bn) 1990 1994

Cinemas 172 . 154

Theatres 115 113

Concert hate 164 189

PACHINKO 14>260 17,333

Other games centres 349 363

Horse racing 4.033 4230

National lottery 625 733

Karaoke 290 601

Sauce: Lefcaxe Osvetapmera Gen&e

certainly have a yen for this

type of gambling. Last year,

the industry took more than
Yl7,S00bn (£l44bn), far
outstripping the combined
sales of theatres, concert halls,

horse racing, other games
arcades and karaoke combined.
Pachinko's annual turnover

exceeded the production value

of Japan's car industry, which
amounted to Y14,309bn last

year, and of industrial and
consumer electronics
combined, at Y12.840bn.

In spite of its dark side,

pachinko has continued to
grow strongly, even during
Japan's longest recession since

the war. In tbe past five years,

sales have grown 36 per cent

and the average amount of

money tbe players spend per

year has risen from Y78.800 to

Y 85 ,200, according to this

year's Leisure White Paper,
published by an arm of the

Ministry of International Trade
and Industry.

Avid players visit a parlour

Mr Ryutaro Hashimoto.
president of Japan's dominant
Liberal Democratic party,

yesterday took a step closer to

becoming the next premier by
being offered the job of deputy
prime minister, William

Dawkins writes.

Mr Yohei Kono, foreign

minister, yesterday gave np
his second title of deputy
premier, as widely expected.

He handed his resignation to

Mr Tomiichi Murayama. the
prime minister, who agreed to

at least once a week and spend

between Y10.000 to Y20.000 on
each visit. The game has even

produced professionals who
know how to get specific

machines to release balls and
can support themselves on
their winnings.

So far, the Maruhan
Pachinko Tower has enjoyed
tremendous success among the

young, suggesting that the

game could be seeing another

period of strong growth. Since

its opening just over three
months months ago. it has had
an average of 15,000 customers

a day, each spending about
Y5.000. Maruhan, the company
which owns the tower
complex, is expecting sales of

YL5bn from the tower in its

first year.

More than 30 per cent of

players at the Pachinko Tower
are women in their 20s and 30s,

and this stems from Maruhan 's

different approach to its

customers.

The company, which runs 39

confer the title, largely

honorary, on Air Hashimoto.
Mr Kono was president of

the LDP for two years until

last month when he stood

aside in a party election to

allow Mr Hashimoto become
party boss. Until the LDP lost

a general election two years

ago, for the first time in 38
years, the party president

automatically became prime
minister. Mr Kono win
continue as foreign minister

for the time being.

other pachinko parlours
throughout Japan as well as

bowling alleys and shopping
complexes, has used
fashionable advertising,
modem customer service and a

brighter, trendier decor than a
typical pachinko parlour.

Some of its machines come
complete with CD player or

portable TV. The waiting area

boasts chic black easy chairs,

and food wagons come around
from time to time to feed

tireless players.

The prizes Maruhan offers

also appeal to younger people.

Instead of only the
conventional cigarettes and
lmfok .lenarTcg Maruhan offers

shoes, wallets and other
accessories with designer
brands such as Gucci,
Ferragamo and Prada,
perfumes that are still

unavailable elsewhere in

Japan, and fashionable
cosmetics such as Christian
Dior's Svelte, a body-toning
cream.
The growing popularity of

trendier pachinko has
encouraged more established

businesses to jump on the
bandwagon.
Leading retailers such as the

Saison Group and the Daiei
supermarket chain, have
allowed pachinko parlours in
some of their shopping
complexes. Retail space, which
has been in oversupply as a

result of weak consumer
spending and a shift to large,

warehouse-style outlets in

the suburbs, is increasingly

taken over by pachinko par
lours.

Hashimoto becomes deputy PM

Aditya Birla: champion of Indian economic liberalisation
Mr Aditya Vikram Birla, who
died on Saturday, headed one
of India's largest business
empires and was a champion of

the country's economic liberal-

isation programme.
Mr Birla. 52, ran companies

with a combined turnover of

nearly $3bn (£1.9bn) with inter-

ests including textiles, chemi-
cals, and aluminium.
Unusually for a top Indian

businessman. Mr Birla devel-

oped extensive operations over-

seas long before tbe govern-
ment of Mr P.V. Narasimha
Rao, the prime minister,
started promoting commercial
contacts with the rest of the

world in its post-1991 economic
reforms.

While other business groups
were mostly content to operate

in a heavily-protected home
market, Mr Birla's companies
invested in Thailand, the Phi-

lippines, Indonesia. Malaysia
and elsewhere. By last year,

over a third of Mr Birla's com-
panies’ turnover was generated
outside India.

Mr Birla argued that this

overseas experience put him in

a strong position to meet grow-
ing competition from interna-

tional companies after India
opened its markets after 1991.

He was much sought-after by
foreign companies as a joint

venture partner in India.

Mr Birla was of a wealthy

trading family which made its

fortune in the early 20th cen-

tury in Calcutta, the commer-
cial centre of British India. The
family prospered under the leg-

endary leadership of Mr G.K.

Birla, Mr Aditya Birla's grand-

father, who dominated the
business for more than 60

years until his death in 1983.

Mr G.K. Birla divided his

business among his heirs but
reserved the best operations

for Mr Aditya Birla because of

his acknowledged commercial
talents.

Mr Aditya Birla’s core com-
panies were Grasim Industries,

Hindalco Industries. Indian

Rayon and Industries, and Indo
Gulf Fertilisers and Chemicals.

Mr Birla is likely to be suc-

ceeded by his 27-year-old son,

Mr Knmarmangalam Birla. Birla: overseas operations
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Yen policy costs

Japan $13.47bn
The Bank of Japan spent the best part of $13.47bn last month

in its attempt to revive the stagnant economy by driving down
the ven against the US dollar. That figure represents the .

increase in the centre! bank's foreign exchange reserves in

September, to set a world record, for the eighth month

running, of$lT9.86bn, the finance ministry announced'

yesterday. The bulk of the increase, an estimated $llbn, came

from market intervention, with the remainder from profits on

managing the bank's own funds.

The BOJ*s currency market operations were, however, less

successful last month than in August, when the yen fen by 13

per cent against the US currency, helped by intervention from

the US and German central banks. Between the beginning and

end of September, the exchange rate barely moved, from
Y97.38 to the dollar, to Y98.05, though the dollar did touch .

Y104.68 at one point, on September 19.

According to market reports, the BOJ’s heaviest bout of

dollar buying took place on September 8, when it purchased
$5bn on the same day as halving the official discount rate to

05 per cent, a level unheard of in any other leading economy
since the second world war. Japan has been the world's

leading bolder of foreign currency for nearly two years,

Taiwan is second with $101.2bn and the US third with
$9*4.8bn. William Dawkins, Tokyo

Pacific trade liberalisation call
The Pacific Economic Cooperation Council has added its voice

to calls for trade liberalisation coming from business-groups hi

tbe Asia-Pacific region. In a “Beijing Statement”, adapted cm
the basis of discussions at its 11th general meeting held last

week in Beijing. PECO urges Asia Pacific economies to “take

the lead in tbe global dismantling of obstacles to trade and
investment and extending coverage of the Gatt/WTO
principles to the constantly increasing range of international

economic transactions”.

The statement singles out the the forthcoming meeting of

WTO ministers in Singapore as a “unique opportunity" to go
beyond the achievements of the Uruguay Round and “launch a
new round of multilateral negotiations”. PECC groups

businessmen, academics and government officials from 22

Asia-Pacific countries who are invited to express their views

on trade, investment and development co-operation issues in

an informal capacity. Sophie Roell Beijing

English press returns to Saigon
Ho Chi Mmh City, formerly Saigon. Vietnam's biggest city and
main business centre, got its first English-language daily

newspaper since the Vietnam Warwhen the Saigon Times
Daily started publication yesterday. The newspaper is aimed
at foreign and local businessmen and win compete with the

country’s mristrng Rngtifib-bingnaga newspaper, the Vietnam
News, published in the capital Hanoi by the official Vietnam
News Agency fVNA).

• Hong Kong's English-language newspaper battle took a
new turn yesterday as the Eastern Express slashed its price

and the dominant South China Morning Post, citing higher

newsprint costs, raised its price. The Eastern Express,

launched by Oriental Press Group 19 months ago. is making a

door-die hid for market share. It cut its price to HKS3 (38c).

The SCMP, once controlled by Mr Rupert Murdoch and now by
Malaysian businessman Robert Kook, raised its cover charge

to HK$7 from HK$6_ Reuter. Hanoi and Bong Kong.

Philippine storm a ‘calamity’
President Fidel Ramos on Monday placed 29 Philippine

provinces and 28 cities under a state of calamity after tropical

storm Sybil killed more than 100 people, with another 100

reported missing. Ramos also ordered the release of $lm from
state funds to rebuild ravaged areas as the authorities

launched what the state news agency called the country’s

biggest air and land operation to rescue thousands trapped by
floods and mudflows. Reuter, San Fernando, Philippines

Thai vehicle exports up 48%
Exports of Thai assembled vehicles and vehicle parts rose 48

per cent in the first eight months to Bt7.l2bn (3285m) from
Bt4.82bn over the same period last year, the Automotive
Industry Club said. A club spokesman said the sharp jump in

motorcycle exports was the main factor behind the growth.
Exports of motorcycles and components in the first eight

months jumped 70.52 per cent to Bt4.47bn from BtlSdbn in the
same period a year ago. The biggest markets for Thai
motorcycles were Indochina and other countries in tbe
Association of South-east Asian Nations (Asean), which
groups Brunei. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines.

Singapore. Thailand and Vietnam. Reuter. Bangkok

New Zealand government aims
to sell the wood from the trees
Plans for a national asset are arousing anger, reports Terry Hall

T he New Zealand govern-

ment is preparing to pri-

vatise one of the state's

last big assets - a large area of

North Island state forests.

Strong interest has been
shown in tbe planned sale, one
of the few remaining opportu-
nities anywhere for an interna-

tional resources company to

gain control over millions of

acres of trees.

The sale, politically ijsky for

the government which Is

already subject to vigorous
resistance from the Maori
tribes and the political opposi-

tion over the project, is expec-

ted to be finalised around the

middle of next year just before

the general election.

Opinion polls show the pub-

lic overwhelmingly opposed to

selling off tbe forests, an

antagonism that could erode
the ruling National party’s

hopes of governing alone under

the country’s new German-
style voting system.

Weyerhauser, the big US for-

estry company, has confirmed

it will bid for the cutting rights

to the forests and has already

hosted a visit of a number of

MPs to its Tacoma, Washing-

ton, headquarters.

Other companies said to be

interested include the New
Zealand-based Fletcher Chal-

lenge and Carter Holt Harvey,

and US companies ITT Rayon-

ier and Georgia Pacific. Juken

Nissho is among several Aslan

companies also said to have

indicated an interest

Opposition parties claim that

the sale, promoted by Mr Bill

Birch, finance minister, is

being “hustled through" so the

government can complete its

asset sales agenda before the

first parliament using the new
voting system.
The opposition Labour party-

says the sale, which could
raise up to NZSllbn (Si.4bn),
is designed to raise money so

Mr Birch can meet the govern-
ment’s net debt target of 30 per
cent of gross domestic product
before the election. Mr Birch
has promised a round of sub-

stantial tax cuts if the net debt
figure is 30 per cent or less.

Mr Birch says this claim is

“ridiculous. We want to make
a decision on the size and scale

of the tax cuts by December or
so. We won't have sold the for-

ests by then.” The money from
the forest sale would go
towards debt reduction.

Maori tribes have already
claimed the land on which the
forests stand through the
Treaty of Waitangi court pro-

cess, and the land is not being
offered for sale. However, as
soon as the government
announced the proposed sale of

the forests, the Maori people

said they also wanted posses-

sion of the trees.

The government responded
by saying it would consult
with them over the future of

the land as It is required to do.

But a government spokesman

said ownership of the land was
a different issue from control

of the trees and that it intends

to go ahead with the sale. This

is likely to lead to Maori court

action.

The largest forest for sale is

the 124.000 hectare Kaingaroa
plantation, which contains
valuable stands of near-mature

radiata pine, Douglas fir and
other species. Other forests are

at Rotoehu and Whakawarewa.
and the big Waipa sawmill is

also to be sold. The forests,

which are managed by the
state-owned Forestry Corpora-

tion, made a profit of NZ$i4lm
in the 15 months to June, on
sales of NZS495m-

The forests produce 16m
cubic metres of timber a year,

forecast to reach 40m cu
metres by 2010. Any buyer
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would acquire the right to

plant a second crop of trees on
the land, which effectively

means they gain leasehold

rights for up to 70 years.

Mr Birch said it was impor-

tant the sales proceed, as it

was in the national interest to

add value to the forestry

resource, not simply to export
raw logs. An investment of

NZS45bn was needed over the

next 15 years. “It is not the

government's desire or the tax-

payers' interest for it to pro-

vide this capital," he declared.

Ms Rosaline Meo. chairper-

son of the Forestry Corpora-

tion. said a need existed for

new investment to maximise
the forests’ potential. The gov-

ernment had said it would not

give the corporation the capital

needed to become a timber pro-

cessor, she added. She con-

firmed the corporation would
try to ensure any buyer
invested adequate capital to

maximise the value of the for-

ests. “There are some good
cash buyers out there,”

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
Trade figures are giver in Mona of Europear currency urn (Ecu). The Ecu exchange rets shows the number of national currency units per Ecu. Tha nominal affective ewdwiga rata
Is an index with 1085=100.
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Abacha plan
raises same
old questions
By Paid Adams in Lagos

The timetable for Nigeria’s
three-year transition to civil
rule, announced by Gen Sani
Abacha, head of state, on Sun-
day, raises questions by now
familiar to Nigerians: why do
army rulers need so much time
to hold elections, and does
their management of the econ-
omy justify the prolonged stay
in office?

The record of past military
rulers' transition programmes
does not inspire confidence. In
the 35 years since indepen-
dence, 25 have been spent
under army rule.

The eight-year transition of
Gen Ibrahim Babangida. three
times postponed, ended in
chaos when it was almost com-
plete, with the annulment by
the army of the June 1993 pres-
idential election.

Gen Abacha, his former dep-
uty who seized power in
November 1993 with a promise
that his tenure would be brief,

began the "transition to lasting

democracy” by abolishing
many of the remaining elected
bodies in Nigeria.

Gen Babangida had created a
range of elected offices for leg-

islature and executive from
local to federal government
level and blamed delays in the
handover on corruption and
vote buying.

In a country* where loyalty is

mainly tribal and corruption in

government is endemic, the
same charges are likely to sur-

face again.

Gen Abacha 's programme
has potentially even more haz-

ards, as it includes possible

additions to the existing 30
states, multiple parties which
must be “federal" in character

and. for the first time, the prin-

.

clple of rotation of power
between a planned six regions.

The regions are to be created

to answer criticism that, for

most of its-post' independence
history, Nigeria has been gov-

erned by northerners.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS DIGEST

Kenyan dissident

escapes gallows
A Kenyan magistrate yesterday convicted Mr Koigi Wa
Wamwere. the country’s leading dissident of robbery but

cleared him of the firearms charges that would have sent him
to the gallows. Mr William Tuiyot, the chief magistrate,

sentenced Mr Koigi, his brother Charles, and local councillor

Mr Njuguna Ngengi to four years in jail and six lashes each

for simple robbery.

The three were found guilty of two counts of attempting to

steal with violence weapons from officers at a police station.

The trial was closely watched by critics of Kenya’s human

rights record and was seen as a key test for future aid by

many donors. Members of Kenya’s new opposition party.

Safina, which Mr Koigi helped to set up. said they were

convinced the former MP would have been sentenced to death

if it had not been for the level of foreign interest

Death sentences would have done Kenya enormous damage

abroad, as it prepares to answer its critics at an international

donors' meeting next month. Michela Wrong, Nakum

Iraqi officials press for oil sales

Senior Iraqi government officials are pressing for the

resumption of limited crude oil sales to ease the humanitarian

situation in the country, the Middle East Economic Survey

CMees) reported yesterday.
^ .

It said the measure could be introduced after an Iraqi

cabinet change and that the US had said it would not oppose

implementation ofUN resolution 936. which allows Iraq to sell

oil worth 82bn (£l-2bn) over six months to meet humanitarian

needs. Iraq has turned down the deal, saying the dose

monttoriX would infringe its sovereignty. Reuter, Nicosia

Commonwealth fund planned
Finance ministers from the Commonwealth are planning a

fond to mobilise capita} for investments mpmatratf

companies and in small and medium-sized businessesmKS member states. It will be created by costing
several regional funds, starting next year with a fond for

Africa, Chief Emeka Anyaoku. the Commonwealtn

secretary-general, said in Kingston yesterday.

The Commonwealth Private Invest Initiative will be

discussed by the finance ministers at a conferenOT bcgjrann&

in Kingston today. The project would be coordinated by

airencies such as the Commonwealth Development

Corporation of the UK. which was providing $25m (£l6.un) m

seed capital. Chief Anyaoku said.

“Th* ftmd will be strictly commercial, and we hope me start

nr thn Afri«in fund next year will be followed by the creation

The focim is intended to help

™£* have suffer a —
investment flows.

Mediterranean energy review

A twoday conference opened in Cairo jJrtrtggMam

World Bar* and the 'tSSS

SSSX hi the sooth and east

arsssss^
Apartment at the World K area
financing needs of the energy sector

vears. To
wo^d be about

the Middle East and North
m«t this, he said, countries

structural reform to
Africa would have to move faster

mittmgum, Cairo
attract private investment.

NEWS: INTERNATIONAL

Cash crisis overshadows UN’s 50th birthday

National consensus on the
many issues would be difficult
enough if the unofficial winner
of the last election, Mr Mosb-
ood Abiola, had not been
detained over a year ago and
charged with treason after he
declared himself president. Mr
Abiola 's fellow Yorubas. a
group of nearly 30m around
Lagos and the south-west, feel
disenfranchised by the episode
and are unlikely to approve a
political system which hag not
resolved the issue.

Nigeria’s attempts to negoti-
ate a medium-term agreement
with the International Mone-
tary Fund, which would lead
eventually to some reschedul-
ing of its growing foreign debt
of nearly $40bn (£25.8bn>, will
be hampered by the mntirnripg
political uncertainty.
The attempts to prolong

power by the Babangida
regime had a disastrous effect

on the economy after 1990.

This government will have to

put aside domestic political

pressures if it is to adhere to

policies which the Fund con-

siders essential to Nigeria's
recovery: restraints on govern-
ment spending, deregulation of
foreign exchange rates and
reform or privatisation of the
big state industries such as oil

and telecommunications.

This year Mr Anthony Ani,

the finance minister, has tight-

ened control of government
spending, but it had still

exceeded the budget by the

mid-year. He has maintained a
stable exchange rate but at the
expense of economic growth.

The government has taken
up to Nl30bn ($1.58bn) out of

the money supply, forcing

industry into an even deeper

recession than last year, when
it recorded a 5 per cent foil in

output Few economists believe

that the monetary squeeze can
be sustained without serious

damage to the non-oil economy
nor has it yet brought inflation

down to acceptable levels.

See Editorial Comment

The United
Nations' 50th

birthday party

& starting in
w‘ three weeks

could turn into

a shouting
match - or a swansong -

unless a solution is found to

the organisation's deepest
finanrjal crisis.

Already, the UN’s $3.7bn

(£2.4bn) mountain of unpaid

dues, of which the biggest

share is owed by the US. has
fuelled complaints from the

developing world and has
clouded the transatlantic atmo-

sphere. In their more anxious
moments, UN insiders fear a
walkout by France’s President

Jacques Chirac in protest at

Washington’s failure to pay its

dues.

UN finances often go
through a bad patch in early

autumn, before end-of-year
contributions trickle in. The
current malaise is by no means
the first, but it is the worst and
fear over the UN’s future has
rarely been as deep.

The US. which acknowledges
its $1.3bn debt to the UN, is not
the only late payer. Some 39

countries paid no contribution

at all last year, while other
financial arrangements are
complicated by a web of small
disputes, such as the reluc-

tance of the new South African

government to settle bills from
the years when its white prede-

cessor was barred from the
General Assembly.
Only about 70 of the 185

member states have paid all

their dues. Canada. Australia
and western Europe are among
the minority of states which
generally pay on time.

But Washington has taken
most of the blame and it is the
US position which is expected
to make or break the system.

The bigpst consequence of

the financial crisis is the UN’s
decision in June to stop reim-

bursing countries which con-
tribute troops to peacekeeping
operations. Other measures
have proved less than draco-

nian: a ban on the purchase of
furniture has not prevented
the installation of thousands of

yards of new carpet for the
forthcoming celebrations.

It is the cut-off of peacekeep-
ing payments which has
prompted the loudest com-
plaints in European nations,

and which threatens to exclude
from peacekeeping business
those developing countries
which cannot afford to finance

their own blue helmets.

The bulk of the US debt -

S940m - is on the peacekeeping
account. This reflects both the

ballooning of operations in

Cambodia, Somalia, Rwanda
and Bosnia and the suspicious

attitude of Congress to multi-

lateral operations that compro-
mise US sovereignty.

The anger of European

Payment arrears to the United Nations

For peacekeeping

Russia
‘

UK
Italy

Germany

Spain

Netherlands

Brazil

Belgium

Australia

Sweden

Canada

nations, which feel they bear
most of the human and politi-

cal costs of peacekeeping, has
been reflected in recent out-

bursts in the General Assem-
bly.

Mr Malcolm Riflrind. UK for-

eign secretary, last week called

for wider application of the
rule under which UN members
which foil into arrears by more
than two years should lose

their General Assembly vote.

This rule applies to the regular

UN budget, and Mr Rifkind
suggested it should be
extended to the peacekeeping

account as well.

400 600
Sm

1J> 12
Sbn

There should be “no repre-

sentation without taxation.” he
said - reversing the slogan of

the American colonies' war of

independence against Britain.

He described as “disreputable”

the fact that the UN has now
tapped into its peacekeeping
fund, to the tune of S200zu.

after tbe regular budget ran
out of funds in mid-August
He also suggested that inter-

est should be charged on
arrears, and reaffirmed an
Anglo-Swedish proposal for a

fairer system to calculate UN
contributions on the basis of

members’ national income.

Neither the threat of diplo-

matic sanctions, nor the pro-

posal on contributions, is

likely to make much difference

to the US attitude. The sums at

stake are tiny in relation to the

US budget, and internal poli-

tics rather than external pres-

sure will he decisive in shaping

Washington's posture.

US officials say they are

determined to revive the UN
system, and restore US engage-

ment - but only on condition

that long-standing demands for

the axing or scaling down of

redundant UN programmes,
and cuts in the bureaucracy,

be satisfied quickly.

This represents the only
hope of persnading a deeply
sceptical Republican majority

in the US legislature of provid-

ing the sums necessary to keep
the LIN system afloat and US
influence intact.

The administration’s
requests to Congress for UN
contributions in the forthcom-

ing financial year are based on
the assumption that the US
will pull out of cme UN agency
- the Industrial Development
Organisation - and sharply
reduce involvement in several

others.

Officials say Washington will

continue to fund the World
Health Organisation and Uni-

cet but prime candidates for a
reduction in US funding
include the Food and Agricul-

ture Organisation and the

International Labour Organisa-

tion.

The request also assumes

that the UN peacekeeping oper-

ation in Bosnia, which costs

$5m a day, will be wound down
as Nato assumes the main bur-

den of regulating the Balkan

crisis.

So far, the administration's

request for 5510m on the peace-

keeping account has met

counter-proposals of 5425m
from the House of Representa-

tives and 5250m from the Sen-

ate foreign relations commit-
tee: a request of S3Mm for the

UN regular budget has been

almost met by the House,

while the Senate favours a

lower number.

Yet administration officials

are confident that by demon-
strating their determination to

secure tbe earliest possible
action on UN reform, and keep-

ing a ceiling on the total UN
budget, they can secure
enough funding from Congress

to keep the UN system going.

US officials say that despite

their show of indignation,

European nations are likely to

fall in with whatever condi-

tions the US sets for re-engag-

ing with the UN. “Europeans
need the UN. it makes them
feel more important than they

really are." said one.

Michael Littlejohns

and Bruce Clark

*. i.i

The next time you

meet someone interesting

on the plane, you won’t

have to wait until you land

to go out for a drink.

Jn the old days you could only drink in each other’s words. Now you can meet

HHlMMHMliliHB for a drink. Air France PESPACE 127 now has a buffet bar open throughout

Drinks and snacks a; the bar
,he f|ight with beverages and tasty snacks. And for those of you who like

games, there is a tempting selection of card and board games, ft’s
J&gSU FBSANGE

enough to make you forget you’re on a plane. LEspace 127 is being

phased ingradually, starting with Asia, the Pacific and the Americas. YOUR PASSENGER RIGHTSYOUR PASSENGER RIGHTS
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NEWS: WORLD TRADE

US to ease computer export curbs soon
By Nancy Dunne in Washington

The US will soon ease licensing
requirements on high-speed comput-
ers to help US companies compete in
the world market, the White House
said yesterday.

President Bill Clinton is expected to
approve a tiered system for monitor-
ing technology exports as soon as a
legal review is completed, according

to Mr William Reinsch, a commerce
department under-secretary.

The programme of liberalisation

has been awaited impatiently by the
US computer Industry. For years it

has complained that stricter controls

than those imposed on competitors’

governments have put U at a disad-

vantage in the global economy.

The end of the Cold War has meant
rethinking the entire process. While

exports of the most powerful comput-

ers to communist countries such as

China is still unlikely, attention has

shifted to countries now considered a
greater threat. A ban on sales of

sophisticated computers will remain
for Iran. Iraq, North Korea and Libya.

Mr Mike McCnrry, White House
press secretary, said yesterday there

was still some question about the

extent of liberalisation. Currently
companies must obtain licences to

export any computers more powerful

than 1,500 MTOP's, or million theoret-

ical operations per second.

“There might be ways of staging

different export decisions depending

on the type of country you're dealing

with," he said. "London is not like

dealing with Baghdad."

Mr McCurry suggested that a new
ceiling of 7.000 to 10,000 MTOP’s could

be set. but acknowledged that "there

is a technical issue about the speed

threshold that is still . . . under consid-

eration."

According to a report in the New
York Times, the president is expected

to approve a proposal to lift Licensing

requirements for all computers of less

than 2.000 MTOP’s,
The newspaper said the White

House was expected to lift an restric-

tions on sales of advanced computers

to US allies in Europe. Controls would

also be eased on work stations.

Sales of sophisticated technology

would also be allowed to other

friendly developing countries not

thought to be building nuclear weap-

ons or missile technology.

The whole liberalisation effort will

meet some resistance in Congress

among Republican cold war hawks.

The administration is fighting efforts

to dismantle the Commerce Depart-

ment, winch represents business

interests and at present take the lead

on export licensing.

Even if Commerce survives,

another proposal on the table would
move the export licensing responsibil-

ity from the Commerce Department to

the State Department or the Penta-

gon. Administration officials from

both departments last week told the

Senate sub-committee that they do

not want the responsibility.

Mr Thomas McNamara, assistant

secretary of state, said the current

arrangement, under which the State

Department licenses munitions list

items and Commerce licenses com-

mercial products, is “the proper way

to go”.

The new system is expected to give

the Pentagon, Energy and State

Departments and the Anns Control &
Disarmament Agency the power to

review Commerce decisions. Any dis-

agreements among the five could be

settled by Mr Clinton.
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Vietnam fines

Taiwan investor

Greeks renew their Romanian ties

G reek companies are the past year, reflecting prog- ^—A- . / no mses aso • Not only were dozens

returning to Romania ress in Romania's transition to |o km 400 Romanian ships laid up wl

after a gap of 5Q years a market economy. -Austria j .

'
;

the Ceausescu regime fell.G reek companies are
returning to Romania
after a gap of 5Q years

and are again focusing on sec-

tors that were profitable in the
past - trade, shipping and,
most recently, banking.
Expatriate Greek families,

some of whom had lived

around the Black Sea for sev-

eral generations, controlled
much of Romania's shipping
industry, banking system and
commodities trade before they
were dispossessed by the com-
munists.

When normal contacts
resumed with the fall of the
Ceausescu regime In 1989,

inherited goodwill became a

significant factor in setting up
joint ventures with Romanian
partners, according to Greek
businessmen. One example is

Mr Ion Chryssovelanis, whose
family owned one of Romania's
largest banks in the 1930s and
who now works with Papastra-

tos. a Greek cigarette company

planning- to start production in

Romania.
“The new traders don't usu-

ally have ties with the past but
they benefit from the positive

attitude towards co-operating
with Greece," he said.

More than 10,0(10 Greek-Ro-
manian joint ventures have
been registered over the past
six years, while direct Greek
investment is estimated at

more than SlOOm. While most
ventures import and distribute

consumer goods from Greece,

partnerships in shipping, con-
struction and food processing
have flourished. The pace of

investment has picked np in

the past year, reflecting prog-

ress in Romania's transition to

a market economy.
Greek trade with Romania in

1994 totalled $l86m. a 40 per

cent increase over the previous

year. Trade has grown more
slowly than with neighbouring
Albania and Bulgaria. But.
because Romania is the largest

market in the Balkans, it offers

better long-term prospects,
according to Greek exporters.

Moreover, Greek confidence
in Romania is reinforced by
the absence of disputes over

territory and minority rights,

which have hampered Greek
companies planning invest-

ments elsewhere in the Bal-

kans.

Because of their domestic
experience at having to cope
with bureaucratic obstacles,

delays in obtaining licences
and permits and inconsistent

legal procedures. Greek compa-
nies claim they are better
equipped than western inves-

tors to overcome similar prob-
lems in Romania.
Last year. Alpha Credit

Bank, the largest private Greek
bank, set up an operation in

Romania to service a group of
larger Greek companies operat-

ing there as well as to provide
financing for small and medi-
um-sized Romanian companies.

The European Bank for

Reconstruction and Develop-
ment has a 20 per cent stake in

Banca Bucuresti, which has a
capital base of $iom. It is con-

trolled by Alpha Romanian
Holdings, a holding group
established by the Greek bank,
in which several large Greek
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companies active In Romania
also have equity participations.

With a loan book equivalent

to $30m, Banca Bucuresti is

expected to break even by the

end of this year. It has
branches in live provincial

cities and plans to open
another three before the end of
the year.

Banca Bucuresti, which is

staffed mainly by Romanians,
many of whom worked for the

state foreign trade bank under
communism, has grown faster

than expected. This reflects

strong demand for credit in

Romania's burgeoning private

economy, now estimated to

account for almost 40 per cent

of gross domestic product
Mr Panagls Vourloumis,

chairman of Banca Bucuresti.

said: "Small and medium-sized
trading companies are the
backbone of Greek activity in

Romania. But some are devel-

oping from exporting to build-

ing a local distribution net-

work and starting locally based
production."

In shipping. Greeks have
established themselves as the
leading managers of Romania's
state-owned commercial fleet.

Greek owners operate about 40

tankers and freighters belong-

ing to Petromin, the state ship-

ping company, through joint
venture arrangements.

Not only were dozens of

Romanian ships laid up when
the Ceausescu regime fell but
an ambitious shipbuilding pro-

gramme was still far from com-
plete.

A Greek owner, Mr Yiannis
Alafouzos. pioneered shipping
partnerships with Petromin by
setting up a joint venture to

upgrade five newly built Roma-
nian product carriers at Greek
shipyards. The cost of refitting

the Romanian ships to interna-

tional standards is expected to

be recovered out of operating

income.
The joint ventures give

Greek owners an opportunity

to operate extra tonnage at a
lower cost than buying modem
second-hand vessels or order-

ing new craft

Mr Alafouzos has weathered
disputes with Petromin over
alleged mismanagement of
funds and the attempted sale

by the Romanian government
in 1993 of Petromin’s entire

fleet including the ships oper-

ated by Greek owners, to
Forum Maritime, another
Greek group. The deal was
called off following objections

from the Romanian parliament
and the privatisation agency.

The Romanian-based joint

venture now appears likely to
become a longer-term partner-

ship. It operates 12 Romanian
ships, refitted by Mr Alafouzos

at a cost of $75m. and has
acquired another seven ships

in its own name with the help
of loans arranged through
banks in Greece.

Kerin Hope

Siemens in

telecoms

venture

with SMH
Siemens, the German
electrical engineering group,

and SMH, the leading Swiss
watchmaker, have set np a
50:50 joint venture. Swatch
Telecom, to develop and mar-
ket miniaturised telecommuni-
cations devices under SMBPs
Swatch brand, writes Ian Rod-
ger in Zurich.

Mr Nicolas Hayek. SMH
rhpTrmaw, said the venture’s

products would be based on
Siemens's normal, cordless
and cellular telephone technol-

ogies. taking advantage of
SMB’s expertise in microme-
chantes and microelectronics.

Siemens would be repre-

sented in the venture by its

Siemens-Albis subsidiary in

Zurich. The first jointly devel-

oped devices were expected on
the market next year. Siemens
said it expected tile venture’s

sales to reach at least SFr200m
($166-6m) within three years.

Mr Hayek said one likely

product was an "access
watch", a watch equipped with
electronic information that
could transmit a password at

an entry point SMH Is In talks

with Ski Data of Salzburg, a
leading supplier of entry con-
trol systems for ski resorts

and parking garages.

Another idea was a card
modem for laptop computers
incorporating a cellular tele-

phone.

A court has ordered a Taiwanese company to pay 310m dong
(US$251,000) in damages to its former Vietnamese partnersin a
faffed banana plantation. Die award is one of the largestto
arise from a commercial dispute with foreigners since Vietnam
opened up to outside investors in 1986. Vietnam still lacksa

foil body of laws to protect investors, and other foreign

companies have run foul of what some say are opportunist

rules and penalties.

A court in Vietnam’s southern Dong Thap province ruled

that Taiwan's Pan Viet Corp had broken its joint venture

contract with hundreds offarmers and with a provincial

trading company. Mr Wang Pa-Chi, Pan Viet’s managing -

.

director in Vietnam, rejected the court’s verdict and said he
planned to appeal.

Fan Viet started a 319-hectare banana venture in 199L It

pulled out of the project three years later, according to

Vietnamese news reports, after disagreeing with farmers about
how much it owed them for more than 200,000 banana trees
that died. The Taipei Economic and Cultural Office said the

'

company withdrew from the project because it lost money
when some farmers sold bananas to other buyers, despite

having contracted to sell all their fruit to Pan Viet AP, Hanoi

Bonn assistance for Hungary
Germany Is prepared to guarantee credits worth DMlhn
($704m) to help Hungary modernise its economy, the two
governments announced yesterday. The German federal

government will guarantee DMSOOm of project loans to be
provided by Kreditanstalt ftir Wiederaufbau, the German
state-owned development bank.
The loans will help finance investments to improve

Hungary’s transport, environmental protection and municipal
energy infrastructure; energy saving projects; the creation of

an up-to-date land registry to facilitate investments in

Hungary; and investment projects of small and medium
companies. In addition, the states of Bavaria and
Baden-Wfirttemherg will each guarantee DM250m of bank
loans to help finance investments by joint German-Hungarian
ventures in which companies from the two states are

involved- Peter Norman, Bom

Chinese car imports fall
China imported 59,267 vehicles In the first half of this year, a
drop of 34.9 per cent compared with the same period last year.

The vehicles, which cost China $52Qm, included 13,742 already

assembled and the rest in parts, according to customs figures.

Barter trade made up for nearly half of assembled car

import, totalling 5,469 units, while 4,855 units were general

imports. The rest were imported by foreign-funded enterprises.

The customs statistics show the majority of assembled
vehicles were produced in Japan, the US, Russia, Romania,
Germany and the Czech Republic, accounting for 59.1 per cent
of total imports. In the first six months. China imported 3&2
per cent of vehicle parts from South Korea, Poland, Hungary,
Bulgaria and Slovakia. Sophie RoeU, Beijing

Mercedes-Benz Japan, the Japanese unit of Mercedes-Benz
of Germany, yesterday launched its 1996 E-class luxury sedan
models in Japan at prices on average 4 per cent cheaper than

their predecessors. The Japanese price of the E230 will be
Y5.7m (356.000) compared with Y5.8m far its predecessor, the
E220. Mercedes-Benz plans to sell 2,700 E-class models in the

three months to end-December 1995 and 13,000 in calendar
1996. Reuter, Tokyo
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La Generate hit by
capital gains drop

promts in the first half of this year to BFr6_ah?

SBSKBS—7-®#*
sgaaaaaaB^-

^pPapyi .reported strong growth in pre-mium and financial income in the first half of 1995

SStSTL^^

;

doub^t toaiS- taSsolldated net income for the full year. Page 18
kanaka and Aker cement Euroc deal
Staiska. Sweden's biggest construction company,
and Aker, the Norwegian petroleum, cement and
technology group, joined forces to create a leading

55K1FH2 cmnpany through the expand
of the Swedish-based unit Euroc. Page 18

Cosnwttes warning could spark price war
Shiseldo, Japan s largest cosmetics producer,
accepted an official warning against enforcing retail
prices, opening the way for a further price war in
what used to be a market dominated by producers
Page 19

Japanese life assurers downgraded
uncertainty about the Japanese life assurance
industry prompted Moody’s Investors Services, the
US credit rating agency, to lower the financial
strength ratings of three of the country’s leading
groups. Page 19

Hotel group signs deal with Mohegan tribe
Sun International Hotels, the international leisure
and gaming group, announced a $250m f£158m)
joint venture with the Mohegans, a tribe of Ameri-
can Indians, to develop a casino and pmtgrbrimnpnt
complex in the US state of Connecticut The deal
will be the first in which an Indian tribe has raised
foods on the capital markets. Page 20

Rflarcopolo explores Japanese way of wotfc
A visit to Japan in 1986 by two senior managers of
Marcopolo, the Brazilian bus maker, has resulted in
the rare appearance of Japanese-style working prac-
tices in Latin America - including production line

workers cleaning the toilets. Page 20

Lucas to pay US government $88vn
Lucas Industries, the UK automotive and aerospace
systems maker, is to pay the US government $88m
to settle a dispute which has led to it being barred
from taking anynew defence contracts with the
Pentagon. It will betaken as an exceptional item in
its 1994-95 accounts. Page 21

NatWest sells payroll services to Ceridlan
National Westminster Bank of the UK is to sell part

of its computer services subsidiary Centre-file to

Ceridian Corporation of Minneapolis for £33.lm
(SSlm). Page 21- .

•••:•
Aran to release independent valuation
Aran Energy, the Irish oil exploration company
fighting a £16lm ($249m) bid by US rival Atlantic

Richfield Corp, will today publish an independent
valuation suggesting that it is worth almost £28Qm.
Page 21

Companies in thte issue

AT&T
Aegon
Airtel

Aker
Alpha Credit Bank
Apple Computer
AssiDoman
ST
Ball Corporation

Banca Bucuresti

CAE
CRA
Carter Holt

Credit Lyonnais

Dai-lchi Mutual Ufa

Dalwa Bank
Deutsche Postbank

Deutsche Telekom

EDS
Paso Electric

Fleet Financial

Fletcher Challenge

France T&ecam
GEC Afcthom
Generate Bank
Hassetfprs

IN

Industrivardan

IsMwa Const
MCI
Marcopolo

Marubeni Corp
Manrhan
Meip Mutual Ufa

Market Statistics

fArael reports serves

Benchmark Govt bonds

Bohn Meres and options

Bond prices and yields

Commodates prices

Dhridencb announced,

EMS curacy rates

Eurobond prices

Fixed Merest toflces

FT/5&P-A World indices

FT GoW ttnes hetax

FT/KMA Inti bond svc

Chief price changes yesterday

B Mercedes-Benz B

20 Mitsui 16
2 Mobil Corporation 1

18 National Power 16, 1, 17
8 Nlchimen Group 19
17 PT PramJndo 19
18 Pan Viet Corp 8

8 Parmalat 18

18 Partok 18

8 Petromin 8
8 Pharmacia '8

19 Phoenix 8
6 Polygram 20

17. 18 Randgdd 19
19 SGB 18
1 SMH 8

16. 17 Schindler 18

8, 18 Seguras Banamex 20
19 Shawmut National 20

20 Shiseldo 19
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Wave of UK electricity bids grows
By David Wigbton in London

The takeover wave 6weeping through
Britain 's electricity distribution industry
intensified yesterday when National
Power, the UK’s largest power generation
group, announced a £2Rbn agreed
bid for Southern Electric, which supplies

the south of England. Speculation grew of
imminent bids for other regional electric-

ity companies (recs).

Houston Industries and Central & South
West of the US are expected today to
launch an increased joint bid for Norweb,
which supplies the northwest of England
This may beat the £10.75 cash offer from
North West Water by as little as lOp a
share.

The stock market was predicting an

National Power bids £2.8bn for Southern

as market prepares for further takeovers

offer for London Electricity, whose shares
jumped 55p to 920p.

National Power’s £10.10 a share offer for

Southern is the biggest in the sector which
lias seen five other recs receive bids since
March.
PowerGen', National Power's smaller

rival, announced a £1.0bn recommended
bid for Midlands Electricity last month.
Mr John Baker, National Power's chair-

man, said: “Combining the strengths of
National Power and Southern Electric is a

logical development in a rapidly develop-

ing electricity market In particular, cus-

tomers will benefit from our ability to

compete more effectively to supply house-

holders when they are free to choose their

supplier in 1998."

He said the two companies had dis-

cussed setting up a joint venture in supply

because they believed a full merger to

create a “vertically integrated” group
would be blocked by the regulatory
authorities. But government ministers
have indicated they were not opposed to

vertical integration in principle.

Mr Baker said: “There are still competi-
tion issues which could stand in the way.

But in my view it should pass the test

since it would enhance competition.”
Southern’s shares rose 69p to 966p, a 44p
discount the offer, reflecting the possibil-

ity that the bid be referred to the Monopo-
lies and Mergers Commission. National
Power’s shares slipped l2Vzp to 503’,ip.

National Power said the deal would
enhance its earnings per share but the

proposed sale of three power stations, also

announced yesterday, would offset this

impact leaving earnings “broadly neutral”.

National Power’s gearing will rise to more
than 100 per cent temporarily.
The offer consists of 825p in cash and a

special dividend of I85p, which, including
the tax credit, will be worth £l0.56p for

non-tax paying shareholder.

Lex, Page 16

Components shortage means computer group may miss out on record sales season
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W ith problems looming
for Apple Computer,
some analysts are pre-

dicting the Imminent departure

of Mr Michael Spindler, the com-
pany’s chief executive, and ques-

tioning how long the Silicon Val-

ley pioneer of the personal
computer industry can survive as

an independent company.
As Apple's directors gathered

yesterday for a regularly sched-

uled board meeting, speculation

was rife that top management
changes or a broad restructuring

of the company might be called

fori

Yet it may be premature to

ring alarm bells for Apple, in

spite of some questionable deci-

sions and competitive threats
that have shaken investors’ confi-

dence and driven the company's
stock down about 27 per cent
since July.

Mr Spindler. who stepped up to

chief executive two years ago
after Mr John Sculley resigned

under pressure, has the full

confidence of the board, accord-

ing to public statements by direc-

tors, including Mr Mike Mark-
kula, Apple's chairman and
co-founder.

Moreover, there is no obvious

successor to Mr Spindler among
Apple’s senior executives.

Similarly, this does not appear
to be an opportune time for a

takeover of Apple, in spite of

speculation that IBM. Oracle

Systems or AT&T might be inter-

ested in acquiring the company.
IBM has apparently rejected

the idea, while AT&T last month
announced its intention to with-

draw from the PC market as part

of a broad restructuring. Oracle,

which Is believed to be primarily

interested in Apple’s software,

would surely wait until Apple

has completed development of a

new version of the Macintosh
software, scheduled for introduc-

tion next year, industry analysts

say.

There is no question, however,

that Apple faces serious chal-

lenges - both in the short term

as it attempts to overcome a

shortage of components that is

hampering its ability to expand

Apple counts shopping
days up to Christmas
production, and in mapping out a

Long-term strategy.

Apple's immediate problems
stem from its inability to keep
pace with strong demand for

Macintosh PCs. While the com-
pany planned for 23 per cent
growth in unit sales for its third

fiscal quarter, ending in June,

orders increased 35 per cent, well

above the market growth rate of

about 20 per cent says Mr Tim
Bajarin, president of Creative

Strategies Research Interna-

tional, a market research group.

The surge in Macintosh orders

reflects Apple's switch to Pow-
erPC microprocessors, a new gen-

eration of high-performance
chips jointly developed with IBM
and Motorola.

Apple's failure to anticipate

rapid order growth has left the

company short of critical compo-
nents. As a result. Apple ended
the June quarter with a sibn
order backlog, much of which
must be regarded as lost sales.

Last month, Apple said the

component shortage would have
a negative impact on sales and
earnings for the fourth fiscal

quarter. It would be early 1996

before the problem was fully

resolved, the company said.

Financial analysts fear Apple
may miss out on what is expec-

ted to be the strongest Christmas
sales season in the history or the

PC industry, as demand for home
computers increases.

To minimise the shortfall.

Apple is redeploying components
that it had planned to use in top-

range Macintosh models to

increase production of consumer
products, says Mr Pieter Hart-

sook, an independent computer
industry consultant. This may
mean that some business custom-

ers must wait a few weeks for a

new Macintosh computer, but
Apple will have computers in the

stores for Christmas buyers, he
predicts.

In a move to prevent recur-

rence of the component short-

ages, Apple is redesigning its

computers to incorporate more
industry-standard parts. This will

enable the company to purchase
components from a broader range

of suppliers, making demand
forecasts less critical-

E ven Apple loyalists, how-
ever, worry about the lon-

' ger-term prospects for the
company, as competition intensi-

fies from manufacturers of stan-

dard Wintel PCs based on Micro-
soft's Windows software and Intel

microprocessors.
With Apple's share of the world

PC market dwindling to less than

8 per cent, down from about 15

per cent in the late 1960s, the
company is increasingly seen as
a niche group focused on the edu-

cation. publishing and design
segments of the PC market.

The recent introduction of

Microsoft’s Windows 95, which
matches many of the features of

Macintosh software, has high-

lighted Apple's isolation as the

only non-standard PC manufac-
turer.

Apple's claims to superior ease

of use are being eroded by
advances in the Windows operat-

ing system. “There used to be
obvious differences between the
Macintosh and standard PCs."

says Mr David Card of Interna-

tional Data Corporation, a mar-
ket research group. “Now it is

difficult to differentiate between
them."
When the next generation of

PC operating systems appear, in

about 18 months. Microsoft will

take the technology lead, as well

as maintaining its market leader-

ship, Mr Card predicts.

Already, software developers

who write application programs
are putting most of their efforts

into addressing the far larger
market for Windows programs.

Similarly, computer retailers

are dedicating less shelf space to

Macintosh software, giving con-

sumers the impression that there

are fewer programs available for

Apple's computers.
Without a flow of new applica-

tions software, Apple could
quickly be doomed to obscurity.

The company must therefore
reverse this trend, either by
increasing its share of the PC
market, or by licensing other
companies to make Macintosh
clones.

The latter has long been an
issue of debate within Apple.
Mr Sculley, Apple's former

chairman and chief executive, is

widely blamed for missing oppor-

tunities to establish the Macin-

tosh as an alternative industry-

standard by licensing Apple's
software widely.

Mr Spindler moved quickly to
launch plans to license Macin-
tosh technology to third parties.

To date, only three small US
manufacturers have become
licensees.

Mr Spindler promises that addi-

tional Macintosh licensees will

soon be revealed. However, the
current shortage of Macintosh
components could only be exacer-

bated by the entry of new Macin-
tosh clone manufacturers.

Apple's hopes are pinned on
the joint development, with IBM.
of a common hardware reference

platform (CHRP): a computer
that could run applications
designed for the Macintosh,
Microsoft's Windows or IBM’s
competing OS/2 Warp PC operat-

ing system.
Apple has been urging IBM to

adopt Macintosh software for

CHRP, but without success. IBM
sal's it has no plans to give up
the struggle to establish its own
OS/2 operating system as an
alternative to Windows, or to

license Macintosh software.

Mr Spindler has six months to
solve Apple's problems, some
industry analysts predict Others

give him as long as 18 months.
Either way. the clock is ticking.

Louise Kehoe

French

bank chief

calls for

reforms
By Andrew Jack In Paris

Mr Jean Peyrelevade, chairman
of Credit Lyonnais, the French

state-owned bank, yesterday crit-

icised the widespread practice of

appointing outsiders drawn from
an elite band of former civil ser-

vants to senior positions in

French companies rather than
promoting people from inside the

business.

Mr Peyrelevade said too many
company executives were
appointed externally and called

for reforms to create a more
“collegiate” style of management
in boardrooms.
He also argued for tough pru-

dential regulations on mntnal
banks to ensure they did not
offer loans on unprofitably low
terms.

Mr Peyrelevade* s comments
came after his decision last week
to appoint a senior executive
from Saint-Gobain, the paper
and packaging company, to his

four-person top committee
within the bank. He said “capac-

ity to do the job” was the sole
reason for his choice. Mr Thierry
Marraud comes from neither of
the top French postgraduate col-

leges, which have been a source
of many senior executive
appointments to companies.
Mr Peyrelevade regretted the

fact that the legal statutes of
Credit Lyonnais required that
the chairman be appointed by
the government, and said he had
tried to persuade ministers to
change these roles on a number
of occasions since he took charge
in November 1993.

He criticised the “monarchic"
power of chief executives of
French companies, and said be
was trying to encourage gover-

nance whereby power was
shared, so internal candidates
gained experience, allowing
them to be promoted to the top.

Separately, Mr Peyrelevade
joined private sector rivals in

criticising France’s mutual
banks, but said tbe way to pro-

duce change was to introduce
regulations such as those in the
insurance sector which would
force the mutuals to make provi-

sions on loans made below cost
He also believed he was the

target of a “destabilisation" cam-
paign of false rumours about bis

salary. He said he bad originally

asked for FFr2m (8407,000) a

year in salary when he took over
the bank, bat had taken a cut to

FFrlJJm six months later when
he began to Implement cost-cut-

ting measures.
Lex, Page 16; Anglo-Saxon influ-
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Postbank fights DM3.08bn
takeover bid from consortium
By Wolfgang MQnehau

in Frankfurt

Deutsche Postbank, Germany’s

state-owned giro bank, yesterday

launched its defence against a

DM3.08bn ($2.1bn) hostile take-

over bid from 8 consortium that

includes Deutsche Post, the

state-owned postal company,

Deutsche Bank and Swiss Rein-

surance.

Mr Gflnter Schneider, Post-

hank chairman, said the bid was

a “waste of taxpayers money”.

Postbank and Deutsche Post

are state-owned corporations fol-

lowing last year’s split of the old

Bundespost organisation into

three corporations - postal ser-

vices, banking and telecoms. All

are headed for privatisation.

Mr Schneider said Postbank

was pursuing an alternative

option. “Our own plans for

co-operation with potential part-

ners would lead to them taking

up to 40 per cent in us. with each

taking around 10 per cent” He
did not name the parties

involved, but said the receipts to

the government would amount

to about DM2.5bn.
The consortium is bidding for

75 per cent of the company, to be

divided on the basis of 40 per

cent for Deutsche Post, 20 per

cent for Deutsche Bank and 15

per cent for Swiss Re.

Mr Schneider said the bid

marked a purely opportunistic

move for Deutsche Bank and

Swiss Re. “If it happens, both

would have lined their pockets.

Deutsche Bank, whose aim like

ours is to think and operate fin

a] profit-oriented [way], would

receive 20 per cent of Postbank

for DM800m." He said Post-

bank’s market value was about

DMSbn, based on last year's eval-

uation by Salomon Brothers, the

US investment bank.

Deutsche Postgewerkschaft,

the postal union, also criticised

the bid, amid fears that the take-

over might see a redaction in

Posthank’s 16,500 workforce.

The German government yes-

terday promised a swift investi-

gation of the takeover bid. Mr
Wolfgang BOtsch, minister for

post and telecommunications,

was said to be open-minded
about tbe consortium bid

because it fulfilled all the crite-

ria in postal law.

Mr Schneider said Deutsche

Bank, “like other financial insti-

tutions, suffers from cost pres-

sure due to under-utilised
branches. You will have noticed

that they have just made a mas-

sive investment in a direct bank-

ing network, which will be a

immediate competitor to Post-

bank in tbe field of standard

financial products.”

Mr Schneider dismissed a
claim that the consortium had
the backing of Mr Helmut Kohl,

the German chancellor.

There are suspicions that the

takeover is intended, to lift Deut-

sche Post’s profitability. Deut-
sche Post last year made a net
loss of DM2.9bn, while Postbank
made a a profit of DM5lm, which
is expected to rise this year.
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La Generate blames weaker capital gains for fall
By Caroline Southey in Brussels

Societe Generate de Belgique, the
diversified Belgian holding company,
yesterday reported a fall in net prof-

its, from BFr6.7bn to BFr6.3bn
($215.5m), for the first six months of

the year. It blamed the fall on a sharp
drop in capital gains.

The result included a steep fall in
exceptional profits, from BFrLUbn to

BFr333m. and an 18 cent rise in net

profit from ordinary activities, to

BFrebn. The exceptional profits for

the first half of 1994 were attributed

to the sale of Union Mlmfere's remain-

ing stake in Union Zinc.

The exceptional profits of BFr333m
were mainly from a capital gain real-

ised by Generate Bank, a subsidiary,

taking up the purchase option on its

headquarters. Mr Etienne Davignon,

president, said he expected the

group's profit on ordinary activities

this year to be higher than in 1994,

The rise in profit on ordinary activi-

ties was attributed to the “more or

less universal improvement in group
profits and to the increased stakes

acquired in those companies with the

highest profit growth”. The company
said overall profits were influenced by
Increased depreciation for goodwill,

particularly because of the consolida-

tion of Coficem/Sagem, the electronics

subsidiary, for the first time.

Net profits on ordinary activities at

Generate Bank. Belgium's biggest,

rose from BFrLSbn to BFllibn as a

result of increased customer deposits

and the expansion into financial mar-

ket activities.

Union Minifere's net profits jumped

from BFrl48m to BFr427m in spite of

a poor operating environment caused

by falling zinc prices and the US dol-

lar. Generale's share in the company’s
half-yearly operating profit has been

reduced, from 63.4 per cent in 1994 to

50.2 per cent In 1995. Tractebel, the

Belgium energy group, saw net profits

rise from BFrttm to BFr2L2bru with all

the group's activities reporting welL

Sodfetfe Generate de Belgique saw

the appointment of a new French

chief executive, Mr Philippe Liotter.

in September following the departure

of Mr Gerard Mestrallet to France’s

Suez. La Generate is 63 per cent-

owned by Suez.

Skanska and Aker
to create leading

cement company
By Hugh Camegy
in Stockholm

Skanska. Sweden’s biggest
construction company, and
Aker, the Norwegian petro-

leum,
cement and technology

group, yesterday joined forces

to create a leading European
cement company through the
expansion of the Swedish-
based unit Euroc.

Aker is to merge its cement
and building materials
operations with the existing
Euroc operations into a new
company, as yet unnamed.
The new Euroc will have

annual sales of around
NKrl5.5bn f$2.5bn), with
almost half outside its core
Nordic markets. Market share

in Norway and Sweden will be
around 90 per cent
As part of a complex round

of deals to establish the new
company, Aker is buying a 25

per cent stake in Euroc cur-

rently held by the Finnish
group Partek for NKriMbn.
At the same time. Aker will

receive NKr3.7bn for the
operations being merged with
Euroc. including NKr2-7bn in

cash and the balance in new
Euroc shares.

Meanwhile, Skanska is pay-
ing SKrl.2bn ($172mi for 6.4m
Euroc shares held by Robur, a

Swedish investment company,
to take its share in the new
Euroc to 33.3 per cent - the

same as that to be held by
Aker.

The Euroc-Aker merger is

expected to yield savings of up
to SErl50m within three years.

Skanska and Aker said the
new company's principal objec-

tive would be international

expansion.
“It will be better able to meet

the increasing competition in

the European market, which is

characterised by steadily

larger and more efficient

units,” Aker said.

Mr Sven Ohlsson, Euroc'

s

chief executive, who will also

lead the new company, said he
thought the value of the deal

was not enough to attract

investigation by the European
Commission’s competition
authorities.

However, be did not rule out
a reaction from the Norwegian
and Swedish authorities,

whose approval is required
before the new company can
begin trading as planned from
January next year.

Partek, which concentrates
on minerals, cargo handling

and building products, said it

will make a capital gain on the
sale of its Euroc stake of
FMSOOm (Sll7m).

Yesterday it announced a
swing back to a profit after

financial items in the first

eight months of FM115m, after

a loss last time of FM27m on
sales up marginally to FM4bn.

Winterthur upbeat at halfway stage
By Ian Rodger in Zurich Winterthur

Winterthur Insurance,
Switzerland's second largest

insurance company, has
reported strong growth in pre-

mium and financial income in

the first half of 1995, and fore-

cast another “double digit

increase" in consolidated net

income in the full year.

The report was more positive

than expected, and the regis-

tered shares advanced 3 per

cent yesterday to SFr785. Win-

terthur said its optimistic

profit outlook was made possi-

ble by a lower claims ratio In

non-life insurance, favourable

developments in the expense
ratios in both life and non-life

business, and a good financial

result.

Gross premium income in

non-life business was up 8.0

per cent to SFr6.89bn ($6bn) in

the first half, and the claims
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ratio dropped from 76.3 per
cent to 73.3 per cent. Winter-

thur attributed this improve-
ment to portfolio streamlining,

premium adjustments and the

implementation of stricter

underwriting guidelines,
reinforced by favourable mar-

ket conditions. The expense
ratio also fell, from 27.9 per

cent to 27.5 per cent
On the life side, gross premi-

ums jumped 42.8 per cent to

SFr5J29bn, with about half of

the growth coming from the

first time consolidation of DBV

Insurance of Germany. The
expense ratio rose from 9.6 per

cent to 1GJ3 per cent
Investment income was up

by a third to SFr5LQ2bn, and
the value of the group's invest-

ment portfolio at the end of

June was SFr67.32bu. 30 per

cent higher than a year earlier.

Mr Peter Sp£ltl, chairman,
predicted that the group’s total

premium income in the full

year would grow about 10 per
cent to SFr22^bn. In local cur-

rencies, the advance would be

15 per cent of which about half

would come from acquisitions.

Mr Spain said that Winter-

thur feh under no pressure to

seek an alliance in the Swiss

market with a bank in the life

insurance sector as its major
competitors Zurich Insurance
and Swiss Life have done. He
said Winterthur was gaining

market share in its domestic

market

Industrivarden plans PLM share offering
By Hugh Camegy
and Nicholas Denton

Industrivarden. the Swedish
investment group, yesterday
spurned a SKr*L3bn ($621m) bid

for its packaging subsidiary’

PLM from Ball Corporation of

the US and decided to go ahead
with a planned public offering

to its own shareholders
instead.

A 55 per cent share of PLM,
Europe's third-largest beverage

packaging group, is to be
offered to Industrivarden

shareholders later this month,
with a further 20 per cent to be
sold later, depending on mar-
ket conditions. Shareholders
will be entitled to buy one PLM
share at SKr74 for every two
shares held, implying a total

value for PLM of SKr3.2bn - in

effect a hefty discount
Although Ball’s bid exceeded

this figure, it fell slightly short

of the SKr4.5bn-SKr5bn open
market valuations which
Industrivarden management
felt it could recommend to the
board. Ball attempted to

increase its cash and stock

offer but the improvement was
largely negated by a fall in
Ball’s share price and the dol-

lar against the Swedish krona.

SCA the Swedish forest com-
pany. and AGA, the industrial

gas group, which together own
25 per cent of Industrivarden,

were believed to favour the
Ball offer. But other Industri-

varden shareholders are under-
stood to have threatened to

call an independent Investiga-

tion into the deal if the Ball bid

had been recommended.

Mr Rolf BOrjesson, plm's
chief executive, welcomed the

Industrivarden decision and
said lie was confident the com-
pany would prosper on its own.
“I don’t think it is so important

to be number one in size. The
important thing is to be big

enough to meet your custom-
ers' needs and we are in that

position. I do not agree with

the arguments about the need
for global strategies. There are

not too many synergies
between the US and Europe in

beverage packaging."

Peyrelevade starts to exert an Anglo-Saxon influence
The chairman of Credit Lyonnais plans big changes in corporate governance, reports Andrew Jack

T he mood of Mr Jean
Peyrelevade, chairman
of Crfedit Lyonnais, is

beginning to change. Almost
two years after taking charge
of the state-owned bank, he is

starting to look to the future -

and for the first time claims to
be enjoying what he is doing.

After innumerable tussles

with the French government,

the European Commission in

Brussels, his auditors, debtors
and banking rivals to push
through a huge financial res-

cue package, he declares that

"the first act is over". He is

now getting to grips with the
considerable but very different

challenges which lie ahead in

“relaunching the machine”.
"In the first 18 months 1 can

honestly say I had no pleasure
of any sort,” he says. "It’s

clearly more enjoyable now.”
By the start of this summer,

he had agreed in outline the
package which will allow the
bank to remove FFrl35bn
{$27.5hn> in assets from its bal-

ance sheet into a company
called CDR. These would then
be sold, a process underwritten
by the state. The final formali-

ties should be completed early

next month when the French
assembly passes the law allow-

ing the plan to go ahead.
Now Mr Peyrelevade is

happy to be able to deflect all

questions relating to the
bank's past misfortunes and

mismanagement, including the
loans to some of its more con-

troversial clients, such as Mr
Bernard Tapie. They are all

being handled through CDR,
which is managed indepen-
dently, and are no longer the
concern of Crfedit Lyonnais.

He says the storm has
passed. Several thousand net

new customers are opening
accounts every month, com-
pared with a net decline over
the previous few months.
Mr Peyrelevade has begun to

put into practice some of his

ideas about the management of

the group, which he believes

stand in stark contrast to the

French norm. A strong
believer in Anglo-Saxon style

corporate governance - partly

inspired by his experience on
the boards of companies in the

English-speaking world - he
set up an executive committee
of four to debate the most
important decisions shortly

after be joined the bank in

November 1993. Earlier this

week, he announced a new
member of the committee. Mr
Thierry Marraud, a senior
executive with Saint-Gobain,
the paper and packaging
group, is to replace Mr Domini-

que Bazy, Mr Peyrelevade's
right hand man, who is rejoin

Union des Assurances de Paris,

the insurance group.

In contrast with many senior

appointments in French com-

panies. Mr Marraud is not
drawn from the ranks of either

of the country’s two most elite

colleges, the ecole polytechni-

que or the fecole rationale d’ad-

ministration (Tina). Nor was he
a dose friend of Mr Peyrele-

vade. He was picked Instead by
a firm of head-hunters, and
this more objective process

was designed to send a mes-

sage, largely to those inside

the bank.
“Whether he is an Enarque

or polytechnicien; the eye col-

our. age and sex are com-
pletely irrelevant to me.” says

Mr Peyrelevade, himself a poly-

technicien. "The sole criterion

is the capacity to do the job.”

His idea is to attack the idea

of the monarch-like "president

director-general" who rules

with unchallenged power over

a company, and whose board
members are drawn from a cir-

cle of external contacts, creat-

ing a “glass ceiling" which pre-

vents employees making it to

the top of their own group. He
points to the recent decision to
appoint from inside Crfedit

Lyonnais a 40-year-old as direc-

tor for information technology
- promoting the idea that
internal candidates can rise,

and rise quickly, on merit
rather than simple seniority;

"The captain and not just the

colonel can become a general."

Peyrelevade is also anxious
to attack the idea of the
all-powerful chairman who
“goes away for a few days,

reflects like a guru and then
says 'we will do this' ". He has
thrown the onus instead on his

15-member board, which he
has charged with spending the

next six months developing
strategies for each business
division, in conjunction with
200 of their staff.

Meanwhile, he is placing
continued emphasis on four
areas: continuing to improve
the quality of risks the bank
undertakes; cutting costs; and
limiting the size of the balance
sheet. The fourth, and most dif-

ficult. Is the development of
banking income - the chal-

lenge over which he is turning

to his subordinates.

He sees his own role as “to

set up the constraints, lay out

the major objectives, judge the
quality of responses and to
arbitrate”. One challenge will

be to decide for each part of

the bank what combination of

ratios should be used to assess

performance. He plans to com-
pare Crfedit Lyonnais' perfor-

mance in these areas against a
number of other French and
international hanks

,
including

Socifete Generale, Crfedit Agri-

cole, Citicorp, National West-
minster Bank and Barclays.

Mr Peyrelevade says he
dreams of an organisation in

which the “organigram" or
chart which lays out the
responsibilities of senior staff

no longer exists, and execu-
tives become used to the idea

of constant change.
All of these practices origi-

nate in his proclaimed belief in

a collegiate style of manage-
ment which he argues is the

way to develop talent from
within the bank which will be
able to take over the most
senior jobs in the future. This

despite the fact that the bank’s
statutes currently require that
the chairman is appointed by
the government - a fact he
“regrets”. He has repeatedly
lobbied the administration to

change, but reform may have
to wait for privatisation, which
he expects within four or five

years.
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Deutsche Telekom

expects results rise
Deutsche Telekom, the German telecommunications operator

scheduled for privatisation next year, yesterday forecast 1995

sales ofDM67bn ($47bn). DM3bn higher than last year,MrRon
Sommer, chief executive, refused to give precise figures, but

said 1995 profits would be “significantly" higher than tile

Dml3bn reported in 1994.

The increase would come from productivity gains and a new
valuation of the company’s assets. The improved figures are

important because the group is to be floated in Germany, the

US and Japan next year as part of Germany’s biggest ever

equity placing, expected to raise about DM15bn. Michael

Lmdemartn. Geneva

AssiDoman to buy Hasselfors
The battle by AssiDoman. the Swedish pulp and paper group,

to acquire the investment company Hasselfors and its big

forestry holdings finally appeared over yesterday when the

Hasselfors board accepted an increased SKrl.34bn ($l93m) bid

from AssL
Hasselfors had held out for a higher price since Assi first

proposed a bid at SKr25S per share in late August an offer

several of Hasselfors* institutional shareholders indicated they

were ready to accept. Assi increased its offer last month to

SKr265, but was again rebuffed and forced to bid a final.

SKr272 per share to win the recommendation.
The main force behind Hasselfors' resistance was Investor,

the main Wallenberg family holding company, which owns
20.8 per cent of the voting capitaL Investor accepted the latest

revised bid. guaranteeing Assi 56.5 per cent of the votes in

Hasselfors when combined with shares it already holds. Asti’s
main interest was to acquire Hasselfors’ forest holdings In the

Hasselfors region where Assi has a sawmill and a carton

factory. Under the terms of its final offer, it dropped an earlier

undertaking not to make substantial changes in Hasselfors'

structure. Hugh Camegy, Stockholm

Vahnet ahead strongly
Valmet, the Finnish engineering group, yesterday reported a
big improvement in results for the first eight months. Profits

after financial items recovered from a loss ofFM74m to a
FM328m ($77to). The group repeated earlier forecasts that net

sales would rise nearly 15 per cent on a comparable basis this

year to aboutFM8£bn and results would improve.
Operating profits at its biggest business group, paper and

board machinery, would rise markedly this year. In 1994,

Valmet's paper and board machinery's operating income was
FMi25m- Net sales were FM5.47bn. The net sales for 1995
would rise to more than FMfibo. The division received new
orders worth FM6.48bn in the January to August period, an
increase of 74 per cent At end-Aogust, the order backlog was
FM5.72bn. Eight orders for new. complete machines have been

received. Reuter, Helsinki

Schindler to repurchase shares
Schindler, the family controlled Swiss elevators and escalators

group, is offering to buy back its bearer shares at SFrS.200

each as a prior step to converting this class into registered

shares or participation certificates. The group, which shocked

investors in July with a forecast of a 50 per cent profit slump
this year, said it would improve disclosure practices by
adopting more widely accepted accounting practices from next

year. Ian Rodger, Zurich

Profit and debt up at Parmalat
Parmalat, the last-growing Italian dairy and foods group,
increased pre-tax profitby nearly 19 per cent to LBBbn ($55m)
in the first six months of 1995. but also reported a rise in net

debt In the first halfof 1991 the company declared a pre-tax

profit of L75bn, on sales of Ll,785bn. Sales In the first half of
this year Increased more than 14 per cent to L2,043bn but net
debt also rose, reaching LLOSTbn on June 30, against L961bn at

the end of last year. Parent company results slipped slightly to

L3Qbn, against L32bn in the first half of 1994, and Parmalat
said it expected a broadly similar result for the second half of
this year. Andrew Hill Milan

Ifil increases 20% at halfway
Ifil, the Italian industrial holding company controlled by the
Agnelli family, increased consolidated pre-tax profit by 20 per
cent to L374bu ($232m) in the first half of 1995, helped by the

improving performance of Fiat, the car and industrial group.

The company also revealed it had eliminated its debt in the
first half. At December 31, the group had net debt of L604bn,
and at June 30 net cash of L2bn. In the first half of last year,

Ifil recorded a profit of L311bn before tax.

The holding company owns large stakes in Fiat, Saint Louis,

the French food and paper group. Danone, the French foods
group, Rinascente, Italy's largest retailer, and Unicem, the
Italian cement company.
The group, which is itself controlled by Ifi, the main Agnelli

bolding company, said it expected 1995 net consolidated profit

to exceed the 1994 figure of L280bn. Andrew HiU, Milan

GEC Alsthom earnings grow
GEC Alsthom, the Anglo-French power, transport and
engineering group, increased net profits by 3 per cent to
Ecus338.9m (£446.8mj in the year to the end of March. The
company, owned jointly by Alcatel Alsthom of France and
GEC of the UK, said the result was achieved on sales of
Ecus8J38bn, a rise of 13.3 per cent over the previous year. Mr
Pierre Bilger. chief executive, said the period had been marked
by a difficult environment and strong competition. He
attributed the profits rise to continued improvements in
efficiency. Jo/m Ridding, Paris

CCF

Credit Commercial de France

US$300,000,000
Eagle Pier

Corporation B.V.

Floating Rate Secured
Notes due 2001

Lire 150,000,000,000 Floating Rate Notes due 1998

In accordance with The Terms and Conditions of the Notes, notice

is hereby given thar far the Interest Period from September 29,

1995 to December 29, 1995 the Notes win carry an Interest Rate

of 10.4375% per annum.

i

I

The Coupon Amount payable on the relevant Interest Payment

Date. December 29, 1995 will be Una 131,918

per Lite 5,000.000 nominal amount
tj*. in™*

of Now and Lire 1,319.184 per
™***™b**

Lire 50.000.000 nominal /pjfTfcj KretBotbank
amount of Now. Luxembourg

INTERNATIONAL DEPOSITARY RECEIPTS

representing shares par value $L50 common stock
JJ». MORGAN & CO. INCORPORATED

A casta distribution of S0.75 per Depositary share win be payable on or after

the 20* October 1995 upon presentaiioa ofCoupon No. 102 at.-

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company

ofNew York

35 Avenue Des Aits

1040 Brussels

Baoque Inrerremonaie i Luxembourg

2 Boulevard Royal

L-29S3 Luxembourg

At the designated rate less applicable taxes.

This distribution B ifl respect of ihf regular quoneriy dmdend payable on the

common dm* P.v. S250 JJ». Morgan * Co. toewponued on 1 3th October 1995.

Notice is hereby given that

the notes will bear interest at

6.13531% perannum torthe

period3 October1S96to 3
April 3396. Interestpayable on

3April 1996 will amount to

USS31.49 per USSI.000 note.

Agent Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

jPMorgan

WOOLWICH
-Building Society

-

£179,000,000

floating ratenotes due 1997

Notice is hereby given that

the notes will bear interest

at 7.01563% perannum/mm
39September1995 to29
December 1995. Interest

payable on 29December 1995
uiiii amount to SI 7431 per
S1Q.000 note and SI. 749.10

per SI00.000 note.

Agent: Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan

Magnificent, futlyaiMxnditioned,
186,280 sq. it industrial facility

on 57acres
•CtaRog be&its to 28* cleat

•One 15-too, tm7JS4mgad
tmefne-taa bridge crams;On mononBs

•45*800 sq. ft ofa/r amdSBaaed office space,

iodutBag 18,445 sq. ft ofcammx ftaortag

•Fu8ftemtscapedsetilBga<8acBnttBlMghway51,

one mho to IkS. Highway 10,

mhustes to Central Wscotsia Atport

BINSWANGER
mi Men Und Sum. Sunr ED. O* Brc-sk. U. 605SI
7(ja.;rv9Soo to msT-wn
The

PnUcWiM. M - V.V »v . hanmord. ‘4 . Bi^BI MA • ChvMV. MI • UM. VC
Cnmtoi VC CiJartutK • «Unu C«- Fi I«u. n - CWbiL.mS» - Choi U • mi • M. [W. MO Omni. CO •Taan OT
QmicrDi&mn«n Mrnvliaial sum
luid • thwnx • Mo Wu*> |MC«i * Bn*na Mm iu« gtmTm
ictm - IwyiB* tuJiU-w s-tftyw - SrSir, *

i

dmiwilMnCM [gmr lanflon tlw - ttirnW - frurtln Pjq wri - Mrind - CHESTERTON
BJ.VWA.NGEK

The Financial Times plans to publish a survey on

Northern Ireland * IheNew Business Opportunity

on Wednesday, November 29

Tbe FT is circulated in 160 countries worldwide, with a readership in excess of one million peopii.

• More than half of Europe's top Chief Executives read the FT.

• In Ireland the FT reaches 37% of business readers. 61% of reader are in Banking and Finance.
60% of readers are Chairman/Chief Executive.

• Mdre UK business people read the FT than any other national daily newspaper.
For more information on editorial content and details of advertising opportunities available in this

survey, please contact

Chattes Biandfonf Financial Times, 20 Upper Marion St, Dublin 2.
Tel: 353 1 676 H84 Fax: (01) 676

Khsly Saunders Financial Times, One Southwark Bridge, London SEL 9HL
Tel: 0171 873 4823 Fax: 0171 873 3934

Data SourcesEBRS 1983
BURG 1883
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« investors
nit new high on
Tokyo exchange
ByCorard Bsi«rBy Garard Baker
m Tokyo

Overseas buyers now own a
proportion of the shares

toted on the Tokyo Stock
Bsjiange than at any time in
rts histcay, according to figures
Pjtfhshed yesterday by Yam-
aichi Research Institute. The
figures reflect the importance
of tte role played by foreign
investors in the recent recov-
eiyin Japanese equity prices
They show that foreigners'

investments on the exchange's
first section had reached
Y30,183bn ($306bnj by Septem-
ber 22

, 839 per cent by value of
afl stocks, passing the previous
high of 8.8 per cent, in March
1984.

Since April, foreigners have
been the principal buyers of
Japanese equities, with total
net purchases of more than
Y2£0Gbn. The growth reflects
decisions by big OS and Euro-
pean pension funds and invest-
ment trusts to raise the Japa-
nese allocations of their equity
portfolios.

The aggressive buying has
helped produce a rally in the
equity market. Since the begin-
ning of April, the Nikkei index
of 225 leading stocks has risen
by more than 15 per cent.

Among the other categories
of investors, this year only
individuals, who have made a
surprise return to the stock
market, have been Det buyers.

Life Insurers, non-life insur-
ers, investment trusts and
industrial corporations have
been heavy net sellers. Banks,
which bought aggressively in
the summer, turned net sellers
in August and September as
they approached the end of the
first half of their financial
year.

The growth of foreign owner-
ship at the expense of domestic
shareholders has been a fea-
ture of ownership patterns in
the Japanese stock market for
most of the last two decades.
Only in the late 2980s were

foreigners consistent net sell-
ers of equities, realising big
gains from the rapid growth of
stock prices during the
so-called bubble years.
They returned to the market

in 1990 and have been net pur-
chasers every year since, in
spite of the precipitous drop in
prices.

Since that year, the only
other consistent net buyers
have been the banks. All the
other main categories of inves-
tor have been reducing their
share of equity ownership.

Japanese in talks on
Indonesian telecoms
By Manuela Saragosa
In Jakarta

Marubeni Corp and Nichimen
Group of Japan are in talks to
take a stake in an Indonesian
joint venture company partly-

owned by France Telecom,
which has been awarded a con-
tract to install 500,000 tele-

phone lines on the Indonesian
island of Sumatra
Earlier this year, the joint

venture, PT Pramindo Beat
Nusantara, won one of the five

joint operating contracts
awarded to domestic and inter-

national private companies to
build and operate telephone
lines in four parts of Indonesia.

The joint operating schemes
were designed to pave the way
for the partial privatisation of

state-owned domestic carrier

FT Telkom before the end of
this year, by guaranteeing part
of its profit from the new pri-

vately-managed regional
operations.

Telkom is expected to list

shares in a simultaneous ini-

tial public offering on the New
York, London and Jakarta
stack exchanges within the
next month.
FT Pramindo Beat Nusantara

is majority-owned by a unit of

Indonesia's Astra Interna-
tional. Its other shareholders
include France Cable et Radio,

a unit of France Tdldcom.
Nichimen Group and Marubeni
Corp are seeking a minority
stake in the joint venture com-
pany, although it is not yet
clear which shareholder will

reduce its stake to make way
for the Japanese investment.

. • PT Pramindo, which will

install 500,000 lines on Sumatra
by early 1999, will operate the

regional system for 15 years.

Under the contracts awarded
for the joint operating schemes
in June this year, private com-
panies will install 2m tele-

phone lines, effectively dou-
bling Telkom's capacity over
the next three years, at a cost

of about US$3bn.
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More senior European executives

who are personally involved in

strategic decisions about their

organisation’s international operations

read the FT than any other European

business publication.

. if you wish to communicate your

message to this influential audience

by advertising in this Survey, contact:

Patricia Otefs in London

Tel: (0171) 873-3230

Fax:(0171)873-3595

Marzban Patel In Bombay

Tel: (22) 2048890

Fax: (22) 2875718
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EDS buys

into Tadiran

software

subsidiary
By Julian Ozanne in Jerusalem

General Motors’ Electronic
Data Systems has bought 50
per cent of the shares In Tadi-
ran Information Systems, a
software subsidiary of one of
Israel’s largest electronics and
telecommunications compa-
nies.

The deal, worth $9m, is part
of Tadinra’s search for strate-

gic international partners, it

should boost the forthcoming
global share issue of Koor
Industries, which holds a 62
per cent stake in Tadiran.
Mr Israel Zamir, chief execu-

tive of Tadiran, said the of
the deal was to increase sub-
stantially Tadiran' s software
sales. EDS had global sales
last year of $lo.lbn.
Tadiran Information

Systems, which had sales of
$26m last year, develops soft-

ware applications and systems
for administration, finance,
logistics and manufacturing.
Among EDS's contracts,

meanwhile, is computerisation
of the British tax system.
Tadiran's computer software

business, which comprises ITS
and two other publicly-traded

companies, contributed
543.9m, or 5 per cent, of Tadi-
ran's total $863m revenue last

year. Lehman Brothers, which
rated Tadiran “outperform",
said in a recent report it

expected computer revenues to

grow 24 per cent in 1995, to

$55Jhn, and total revenues to
rise to Sibn this year.

Mr Benny Gaon, Koor Indus-

tries chief executive, said the
Tadiran deal was a part of
Roar’s strategy of linking with
large international companies.
Volvo of Sweden, Germany's

Henkel and Canada’s Northern
Telecom have bought - or
taken options to buy - stakes

in Koor-owned companies.

Koor, Israel's largest and
most profitable industrial con-

glomerate with sales of S3bn,

is preparing an international

roadshow to sell a global offer-

ing of American depositary
shares worth SI30m-SI50m.

Shiseido accepts warning
on retail pricing tactics
By William Dawkins in Tokyo SHiSeidO

Shiseido, Japan's largest
cosmetics group, yesterday
accepted an official warning
against enforcing retail prices,

so opening the way for a fur-

ther price war in a market
once dominated by producers.

Shiseido’s decision to drop
Its challenge to the Fair Trade
Commission’s June recommen-
dation marks another shift of
commercial power from manu-
facturers to retailers in the
Yl,483bn ($!5bn) cosmetics
market it is one of several Jap-
anese retail sectors, including

food and beverages, in which
price discounting has loosened
producers’ grip.

Mr Yoshtharu Fukuhara,
Shiseido president, said the
group was complying with the
FTC's ruling because there was
a “perceived gap between some
parts of Shiseldo’s market
strategy . . . and consumers'
demands, and the changing
distribution system in Japan".
The FTC had warned Shis-

eido it was contravening
anti-monopoly laws in putting
pressure on retailers not

Share price retettve to the Nflttel 225 Average
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to discount its products.
Daiei and Jusco, the leading

supermarket chains, were
obliged to stop discounting
Shiseido products because they
feared the company would
retaliate by ceasing deliveries,

according to the FTC. Shiseido
still denies making such
threats. Since the FTC- ruling.

Daiei. Jusco and other
supermarkets have offered
heavy' discounts on cosmetics,
formerly priced - on produc-

ers' insistence - two to three

times average world levels.

Traditionally, Japanese cos-

metics are sold via the
so-called “face-to-face” system,
in which beauty councillors,

trained by cosmetics compa-
nies, give customers advice on
how to use cosmetics.

Manufacturers argued that

such a service justified high
product prices. Daiei however,
challenged that contention by
offering its customers both dis-

counts and the service of in-

store beauty consultants.

Japanese insurers downgraded
By Gerard Baker

Uncertainty about the
Japanese life insurance indus-

try prompted Moody's Inves-

tors Services, the US credit rat-

ing agency, to lower the
financial strength ratings of

three of the country's leading

insurers yesterday.

It downgraded Dai -Ichi

Mutual Life and Meiji Mutual
Life from Aa2 to Al, and Sumi-
tomo Life from Al to A3.

The agency said the move
reflected deteriorating condi-
tions for the three companies,

which saw a decline in core

profitability as a result of con-

tinuing asset deflation and low
interest rates.

Investment income remained
vulnerable to volatile market
conditions, while the compa-
nies continued to rely on capi-

tal gains to bolster their earn-

ings. Moody's said. Continuing
deregulation was also expected

to damage the outlook for the

life insurance industry as a
whole.

Dai-Ichi and Meiji's slightly

stronger ratings reflected the

higher levels of latent reserves

on their books in the form of

unrealised securities gains.

However, Moody's said all

three companies' overall finan-

cial strength remained good,

partly thanks to the level of
regulatory support the indus-

try enjoyed.
The Japanese life insurance

sector has suffered heavily
from sharp declines In domes-
tic equity and real estate prices

in the past five years. These
problems have been com-
pounded by the strong yen,

which has reduced the value of

many insurers' overseas
investments, and falling inter-

est rates.

The thre companies' new rat-

ings will still leave them, in

Moody's definition, in the over-

all “A” category, offering

“good financial security",
though with the risk that their

strength may be susceptible to

“impairment".
For Dai-lchi and Meiji, yes-

terday's announcement repre-

sents the second downgrade in

three years, while Sumitomo’s
rating has been lowered three

times in the same period. Until

1992. the three companies
enjoyed the highest, Aaa rat-

ing, Moody's assigns to life

insurers. The downgrades will

not affect funding costs

directly, since the companies
raise their money from custom-
ers’ premiums.
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Argyle partners

refocus mine plan
The partners in the Argyle diamond mine in Western

Australia have reacted to Ming world diamond prices with a

new plan designed to increase production of larger stones.

The companies, CRA and Ashton Mining, announced

yesterday the main effect of the change would be to exclude

lower-value diamonds of less than 1.5mm from the recovery

process. .This would immediately increase annual treatment

plant capacity by l.lm tonnes and reduce operating costs. It

would cut volume by about 15 per cent, but was expected to

increase revenue by about 10 per cent
Mr John Robinson, chief executive of Ashton Mining, said

yesterday markets would need to adjust to what was a
substantial change. "This Is an important step In the

continuing process of improving Argyle's competitiveness in

the international diamond industry," he said.

Argyle, the world's biggest diamond mine by carat

production, suffered a setback in July when tbe Central

Selling Organisation (CSO), the international diamond cartel

operated by De Beers, the South African diamonds group, cut
the project's average prices by 11 per cent. The cut a reaction

to Russian diamond sales, has particularly hit the Argyle
project where production is only about 5 per cent gem grade.

Argyle sells about SO per cent of its output through the CSO.
Bruce Jaques, Sydney

Randgold buys Tanzanian stake
Randgold & Exploration of South Africa has acquired a 25 per

cent stake in a gold mining project in Tanzania for $lm, with
options to increase its interest in the project. These are subject

to financing further exploration and securing project finance.

Randgold said only limited further exploration was required

at the Golden Ridge project, which adds to the group's

exploration efforts in West and Central Africa, before a

pre-feasibility study can be conducted. Randgold &
Exploration is South Africa's smallest mining bouse, owning
four marginal gold mines and widespread mineral rights

throughout Africa.

In July 1995. it merged its Blyvooruitzicht gold mine with
the neighbouring Doomfontein gold mine owned by mining
house Gold Fields of South Africa, in the hope tbat the

loss-making mines would perform better as one operation.

AP-DJ, Johannesburg

Ishihara Construction debt deal
Financial institutions have agreed to forgive Ishihara

Construction Yl0.9bn i$ii0.5ml in debt as part of a package to
rescue the financially troubled Japanese contractor. With the
rescue package. “Ishihara's restructuring is almost
completed”, fadashi Shimizu, a lawyer for Ishihara. said.

Ishihara's debt stood at YB1.5bn on August 31. However, it

had reduced this to Y35.9bn by the end of September, after the
15 creditor banks forgave debt worth Y10.9bn. and seven other
creditor banks agreed to let Ishihara move debt of Y24.8bn to

three affiliates, Mr Shimizu said. The Y14.8bn would
eventually be foi^iven. he said.

Mr Shimizu said the rescue package also included a cut in

the repayment of Ishihara's remaining debt. It also stipulates

that the financial institutions will forgive Y23.7bn of debt at

Ishihara's affiliates, which Ishihara had guaranteed, he said.

Reuter. Tokyo

EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY
ECU 15.000.000 8% BONDS DUE 1996

SEMI PRIVATE PLACEMENT
We inform the Bondholders that the redemption instalment of 3.000.000, nominal due on November 7th. 1905. has been satisfied by a drawing on September 15th, 1995, in Luxembourg.

The serial numbers of the Bonds selected for redemption are as follows

:

in denomination ECU 1.000:

6
64
139
235
324
384
446
529
586
690
756
840
B3B

8 10 11 13 15 16 17 16 20 21

67 68 70 74 77 78 79 84 88 93
140 1*1 144 145 147 154 155 158 151 165
242 245 250 251 252 2S3 254 255 264 285
328 329 330 332 333 336 339 340 342 345
386 367 388 389 390 384 397 400 401 402
44S 449 450 451 454 480 461 463 464 465
531 532 533 534 539 540 541 542 543 544
597 509 602 803 608 611 628 634 635 637
691 695

PQCWO 697 698 700 701 702 704 707
758 759 760 762 763 76* 766 767 771 772
842 849 858 859 860 870 874 875 878 877

938 939 940 941 942 943 947 949 951 958
1010 ion 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1021 1022 1029
7076 1078 1081 7083 1084 1086 1088 1090 1091 1092
1144 1145 1147 1148 1149 1150 1152 1153 1161 1163
1210 1213 1214 1215 1216 1217 1218 122* 1227 1231

1281 1283 1284 1288 1291 1292 1294 1285 1298 1299

1333 1334 1342 1346 1347 1357 1356 1361 1369 1373

1427 1429 1438 1438 1443 1445 1448 1451 1452 1453
1497 1498 1500 1501 1502 1504 1505 1506 1507 1509

1687 1568 1570 1571 1575 1580 1581 1585 1587 1590
1633 1634 1637 1639 1641 1642 16*4 1648 1662 1657

1723 1727 1730 1731 1734 1735 1739 1741 1745 1747

1803 1806 1808 1809 1810 1811 1813 1817 1818 1820
1866 1867 1889 1873 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880
1931 1933 1939 19*1 1942 1946 19*7 1948 1949 1950
2011 2014 2015 2019 2020 2021 2023 2024 2025 2029
2066 2089 2071 2073 2074 2075 2078 2081 2068 2098
2147 2155 2158 2157 2151 2164 2172 2173 2180 2181

2224 2225 2227 2229 2231 2239 2240 2242 2243 2248

2293 2294 2295 2296 2297 2302 2303 Z31D 231B 2317

2354 2355 2357 2358 2381 2363 2384 2366 2370 2372
2399 2400 2403 2404 2406 2410 2412 2413 2414 2417
2481 2483 2484 2465 2468 2*70 2471 2480 2*81 2483
2521 2525 2526 2527 2528 2529 2530 2531 2532 2533

2811 2612 2613 2614 2821 2627 2628 2631 2837 2639

2893 26S4 2685 4£Ofl*iwu 2697 2698 2899 2701 Z70Z 2703

2797 2799 2800 2805 2006 2807 2808 2B09 2810 2812

28S8 2864 2886 2871 2873 2874 2678 2886 2897 2898
2957 2961 2962 2965 2966 2970 2971 2972 2973 2974
6678 6882 6684 6687 6681 6896 6701 6702 6703 8711

6772 6773 6775 6777 6779 6782 8783 6784 6788 67BO

6863 6884 6868 6887 6868 6870 8872 8873 6B74 5875

6538 5944 5945 0W7 5945 8951 6908 6969 6870 8971

7D45 7048 7040 7053 7054 7056 7056 7059 7060 7061

7101 7103 710* 7106 7107 7108 7109 7123 7125 7128
7179 7180 7184 7186 7187 7189 7190 7192 7194 7199

7265 7255 7265 7258 7280 7262 7263 7284 7288 7287

7314 7315 7316 7317 7318 7320 7321 7322 7323 7324

7364 7366 7368 7367 7388 7388 7372 7374 7375 7376

7423 7429 7430 7432 7433 7434 7435 7438 7440 7441

7478 7479 7482 7483 7485 7486 7487 7*89 7490 7491

7517 7525 7530 7532 7535 7536 7637 7538 7541 7547

7608 7609 7610 7611 7614 7620 7621 7824 7832 7635

7678 7880 7685 7688 7690 701 7693 7697 7696 7700

7781 7763 7778 7786 7788 7798 779

9

7800 7801 7803

7858 7881 7883 7864 7B68 7870 7871 7879 7BB1 7885

7957 7958 7959 7960 7961 7984 7966 7967 7969 7970

8014 8015 6018 8019 8020 8021 8022 8028 8027 8029

8058 8069 8072 8075 8076 8081 0062 8088 8090 8091

8150 8152 8153 8156 8157 8158 8159 8161 8162 8160

8237 8239 8243 6250 8251 8255 8256 8258 8271 8273

833S 8341 8342 8343 0344 8345 8346 8349 8350 8351

8431 8434 8436 8439 6441 8443 8444 0445 8450 8456

8514 8518 8517 8518 8520 8521 9523 8528 8627 B530

8597 8598 8804 8810 B8T1 8617 8619 8825 8830 8832

8700 B7Q2 8706 8712 8713 0716 8719 0721 0726 8727

87BQ 8781 87B2 8783 0784 8788 8707 8792 8734 8795

88*6 8949 88S7 gwa 8860 8861 0862 8883 0864 8885

8915 8915 8917 8919 0920 8921 8922 8923 8928 8929

B987 8988 8989 9990 S991 8995 8997 9004 9005 9009

9052 9056 9057 9059 9081 9064 9066 9070 9077 9078

9146 9153 9166 9158 9162 9169 9171 9173 9174 9176

9237 9241 9246 9247 9248 9249 92S1 9255 9256 9259

9327 9328 9341 9346 9347 9349 9350 9351 9352 9353

9408 9409 9415 9417 9418 9419 9420 9421 9422 9425

9490 9463 9*65 9487 9468 9469 9470 9471 9472 9473

9514 9518 9517 9520 9522 9524 9531 9537 9538 9539

9560 9582 9585 9507 9588 0588 9594 9601 9604 9607

9654 9657 9660 9661 9662 9667 9668 9609 9873 9677

9725 8727 9730 9733 9734 9739 9742 9750 9759 9700

9797 9799 9801 9802 9803 9806 9809 9812 9814 9815

9881 9882 9884 9085 9887 9888 9889 9890- 9892

0847 9948 9949 9951 9952 9953 9994 9966 9959 9963

23
94
180
266
347
407
467
553
638
710
773
87B
959
1030
1093
1164
1233
1300
1376
1456
1517
1583
1667
1753
1621
1884
1952
2031
2098
2183
2253
231B
2373
2416
2484
2536
2640
2704
2813
2899
2982
6713
6791
8876
6972
7062
7129
7202
7268
732S
7377
7442
7492
7549
7641
7702
7804
7886
7971
8030
6093
8167
8275
8352
8457
8535
8634
0730
8796

8867
8935
9010
9079
9178

9260
9355
9429
9475
9540
9610

9767
9817

24

95
183
267
348
412
470
554
842
714
774
879
960
1032
1094
1166
1235
1301
1378
1457
1523
1594
1668
1754
1824

1B85
1958
'2033

2099
2184
2256
2319
2374
2419
2485
2537
2641
2708
2814
2900
2988
6715
5797

6877
6973
7063
7134
7204
7268
7326
737B
7444

7554
7642
7703
7807
7887
7972
6031

8170

8281
8353
8458

8643
8731

8798

8875
8937
9011

9181

9294
9356

9430
9*78
9541
9616
9691
9774

9821

27

96
184
270
350
413
471

556
644
718
777
B85
964
1033
1095
1168
1237
1302
1373
1459
1532
1596
1872
1755
1825
1888
1968
2034
2100
2188
2258
2320
2375
2421
2486
2550
2642
2730
2815
2901
2987
6723
6803
6878
6974
7064
7136
7205
7270
7327
7379
7445
7495
7557
7647
7705
7808
7895
7974

8102
8173

8284
8373
8466
8540
8645
8734
879

9

8878
8943
9013
9083
9189

9431
9477

9542
9617

9776
9822

9964 9966 9967

28
97
IBS
271
351
414
474
557
650
719
778
886
967
1037

7100
1172
1238
1303
7380
1461
1539
1597
1675
1757
1B26
1991
1970
2035
2101
2189
2259
2321

2376
2422
2487
2559
2646
2734
2817
2904
3003
6724
6810
6892
6976
7066
7138
7206
7271
7328
7380
7448
7496
7558
7649
7707
7812
7898
7975
8037
8109
8174

8285
8374
8*74
8543
8866
8735
8800

8877
89*4
9014
9085
9191

9270
9370
9434
9479

9643
9620
9694
9777

9826
9900

31

99
191

273
354
416
479
560
652
727
700
890
970
103B
1107
1174
12*8
1304
1393
1464
1541

1598
1676
1759
1827
1893
1971
2036
2105
2191
2260
2322
2377
2423
2489
2SB4
2851
2737
2818
2905
6644
6725
6811
61897

6976
7087
7137
7211
7272
7329
7382
7449
7497
7558
7650
7708
7813
7901
7977
B038
8110
8176

8290
8376
8483
8549
8656
6736
8802

8879
8947
9015

9095
9196
9284
9371

9437
9480
9545

9621
9695
9778

9832

9903
9983

34

106
194
274
356
418
490
561
653
730
781

B99
971
1041
1103
1175
1248
1305
1399
1466
1546
1599
1677
1767
1831
1894
1972
2037
2107
2192
2261
2324
2378
2424
2490
2565
2658
2740
2820
2907
6647
6730
6812
6899
6977
7068
7142
7218
7274
7332
7383
7450
7499
7583
7653
7713
7814
7903
7978
8039
8112
8178
8291
8378

35
108
201
283
359
423
491

562
BS4
731
782
900
073
1042
1105
1177
1253
1310
1400
1467
1547
1601
1678
1779
1833
1896
1977
2038
2108

.2197
2262
2326
2380
2425
2492
2566
-toOu
2742
2822
2908
6654
6735
6813
6902
6978
7070
7144
7221
7276
7333
7384
7451
7500
7564
7654
7717
7816
7911
7981
8040
8114
8181

8297
8380

42

117

202
288
360
424
499
563
656
733
792
901
977
1043
1107

1181
1254
1311
1404
1468
1948
1602
1676
1782
1835
1900
1983
2042
2110
2198
2263
2327
2381
2426
2493
2569
2660
2743
ran
2909
6656
5738
6615
6904
7005
7074
7146
7222
7277
7336
7385
7452
7502
7568
7BS7
7718
7819
7919
7982
8041
8121
8196

8307

45

119
204
290
361
425
505
566
659
736
793
907
981
1045
1112
1183
1255
1312
T406
1469
1550
1610
1684
1784
1836
1901

1984
2043
2114
220*
2264
2328
2382
2427
2494
2576
2661
27*4
2824
2910
6661
6738
6816
6911

7008
7075
7147
7225
7292
7339
7388
7453
7503
7569
7663
7719
7820
7930
7983
80*2
8124
8191

8308
8387

8550 8559 8560 B56

6737

8803

8880

9016

9198

9372
9438
9481
9547
9622

9696
9773

9834

9906
9984

6736
8808
8881

9023
9097
9199
9292
9373

9439
9482
9549
9623

9697
9780
9835

9907
9990

8739

8883

9026
9104
9200
9293
9376
0441

9483

9553
9626

9781

9838

9991

it

8663
8740
8825

9027
9105
9201
9294

9377
9442

9484
9564
9627
9700
9782
9838

9912

*7

121

205
292
364
427
507
568
660
737
805
908
984
1050
1114
1184
1256
1315
1400
1471
1551
1612
1685
1786
1837
1905
1985
2044
2116
2205
22B6
2329
2383
2428
2495
2584
2662
2746
2826
2913
6665
6739
6817
6914
7009
7078
7151
7230
7297
7341
7387
7454
7504
7570
7660
7723
7821
7935
7985
8044
8128
8196

8309
8388
8491

IE72
8666
8747
8826
8886
8961
9029
9108
9203
9295

9378
9444
9485

9565
9629
9701

9784

9839
9914

9S94

48

128
208
293
367
428
510
578
664
738
B06
923
986
1050
1115
1187
1258
1317
1410
1473
1552
1613
1686
1786
1843
1906
1988
2047
2118
2207
2267
2330
2384
2429
2501
2588
2670
2748
2829
2914
6667
6742
6819
6915
7016
7080
7152
7231
729S
7344
7388
7455
7505
7573
7662
7724
7823
7936
7997
8045
9136
8197

8322
8389
8492
8573
0667
6742
8827

8887

8967
9032
9116
920*

9299
9379

9445
9489

9566
9630
9703
9765

9849

9915
9995

52
127
210
296
368
429
513
579
665
739
810
824
987
1061
1718
1189
1259
1318
1411

1480
1553
1614
1887
1787
18*4
1907

1989
2049
2119
2208
2268
2333
2388
Z431
2506
2588
2678
Z7S2
2830
2916
6669
6743
6835
6921
7023
7061
7157
7232
7303
7346
7389
7457
7506
7577
7666
7730
7824
7937
8000
8046
8139
8201

8325
83S2
8495
8580
8670
8753

9034

9117
9206
8300
9380

9446

9490
9568
9631
9704
9787

9853

9916

53
128
211
299 •

3S9
434
BIB
581
674
746
812
925
088
1062
1119
1190
1260
1319
1473
1486
1554
1615
1698
1788
1849
1908
1991
2050
2120
2209
2269
2334
2389
2432
2507
2591
2682
2754
2831
2917
6870
6746
6837
6923
7025
7083
7158
7238
7304
7348
7390
7458
7507
7579
7687
7731
7B26
7940
8001
80*7
8142
8205
8328

56
130
212
304
371
436
517
5S2
675
748
B17
926
990
1063
1120
11B1
1265
1320
1414
1487
1556
1615
1689
1791
1851
1910
1995
2062
2121
2210
2271

2335
2390
2433
2508
2594
2683
2760
2832
2918
6671
6749
6838
6924
7026
7085
7160
7241
7305
7347
7393
7459
7508
7560

7738
7829
7943

8143
8212

8330

57
131

216
316
376
438
522
583
680
749
821
927
991
1066
1122
1192
1267
1321
1415
1489
1559
1617
1701
1794

1852
1B13

1996
2053
2136
2311
2272
2336
2391

Z434
2512
2597
2684
2771
2834
2921
6673
8758
6850
6928
7031
7090
7185
7242
7308
7349
7396
7460
7509
7582
7870
7737
7831
7944
B004
8061
B144
8222
8331

8496 8497 8501

6671
8754
6830

8970

9120
9208
9303
9387

9447

9494

9633
9705
9798

9921

9997

8674
6761
8831

8976
9037
9121
9217

9448
9495
9570
9634

9708
9790

9926
9999

8675
8763
8833

8980
9038
9128
9218
5310
9389
9449

9500
9572
9638

9709
9791

9861

9931

56
132
224
316
377
440
523
584
681

750
B23
928
992
1067

7123
1103
1268
1322
MIS
1491

1560
1620
1715
1795
1655
1919
1999
2054
2139
2212
2273
2339
2392
2454
2515
2603
2606
2775
2835
2931
6673
6765
6853
6829
7034
7095
7166
7243
7309
7350
7397
7461
7511
7588
7671
7739
7832
7949
8005

6145
8223
8332

8407

8589
6676
677S

3900
8951
9039
9131
9221
8311
9394
9451

9501

9573
9641
9710
9752
9667

9933

59
133
226
321
378
442
524
585
685
751
824
929
1006
1068
ms
1194
1269
1323
1419
1492
1581
1621
1716
1798
1857
1921

2000
2055
2140
2213
2274
2340
2393

Z456
2517
2606
2687
2779
2836
2935
6674
6766
6856
6930
7035
7DB6
7170
7245
7310
7356
7398
7*66
7512
75B3
7673
7742
78*3
7950
B006
8053
0146
8224
8333

8409
8503
8591
8877
8776
8836
8902

B982
9041
9133
9223
9312
9395
9454

9505
9575
9645

0713
9763
9689

9938

62
136
227
322
382
443
525
586
687
752
827
931
1007

1069
1128
1196
1273
1325
1420
1494

1562
1624
1717
1800
1859
1922
2003
2056
21*3
2217
2276
2341
2394
2457
2518
2607
2889
2780
2837
2939
6875
6767
5057
5831

7038
7097
7174
7248
7311
7357
7399
7467
7514
759B
7674
7752
7855
7954
B01D
0054
8147
av>n

8336
Mil
8507
8592
8691
8777

B837

9047
9141
9226
9315
9397
9456

9508
9576
9646
9718
9734

9871

9936

63
138
231

323
383
445

526
589
689
753
B33
933
1008
1075
1137
1197
1274
1328
1421
1495
1564
1631
1718
1801
I860
1925
2006
2058
2144
2220
Z287
2342
2395
2459
2519
2609
2691
2781
2838
2944
6676
6766
6861
6936
7040
7098
7177
7249
7312
7360
7417
7469
7515
7601
7675
7754
7856
7955
8011
8055
8148
8233
B337
8420
8511
8594
6635
0778
8840

8913

8985
9048
9142
9227
9323
939B
9457

9512
9577
9650
9722
9705
9879

9939

in denomination ECU 5.000

:

10001 10002 10039 1005B
ion* 10175 10176 10194
10875 10877 10879 10883
11000

1MW4 1008S 10067 10069 10083 10084 10085 1009B 10103 10111 10128 10129 10131 10132 10144 10148 10147 10149 10150 10T53 10154 10163 10164 10168 10171 10172

tfrWH 10197 10809 10810 10814 10815 10818 10823 10824 10825 10826 10836 10838 10839 10841 10843 10844 10854 10880 10861 10862 10864 10865 10869 10871 10872

10m 10868 10897 10699 10900 10905 10911 10914 1Q91G 10919 10322 10928 10937 10941 10947 10940 10954 10955 10961 10964 10989 10970 10976 10978 10983 10998

These Bonds will be reimbursed on November 7th. 1995, coupon due on November 7th, 1996 attached, according to the modal Ides of payment on the Bonds.

Amount outstanding on November 7th. 1995 : ECU 2.800.000

THE PRINCIPAL PAYING AGENT
SOGENAL

GROUP SOCIETE GENERALE PAMS
15, AVENUE EMILE REUTER

LUXEMBOURG

“P
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Aegon to take Indian tribe joins casino venture

stake in Banamex
insurance unit

By Tim But

By Leslie Crawford
in Mexico City

Aegon, the Dutch insurance
group, is to pay $2§0m for a
substantial stake in Seguros
Banamex. the insurance com-
pany of Grupo Financtero Ban-
amex-Accivai, Mexico's largest

financial group.

Seguros Banamex began
operations in April this year
with a paid up capital of 40m
pesos ($6.28ro). At the end of

June, the company handled
premiums worth 84m pesos.

It is gradually taking over all

the life insurance policies

linked to some 250,000 mort-
gages extended by Banamex,
Mexico's largest commercial
bank, which holds about 30 per
cent of the country’s market in

home loans.

Mr Donald Shepard, chair-

man of Aegon Insurance of the
US. said Aegon's valuation of

Seguros Banamex reflected the

potential of the insurance busi-

ness in Mexico. “Having a part-

ner like Banamex gives us con-

fidence that we will be major
players in the life insurance
business,” he said.

Aegon has paid $l09m for a

49 per cent stake in the Mexi-
can company and a further

$141m in debentures that will

be convertible into equity of

Seguros Banamex-Aegon after

10 years.

The insurance industry in

Mexico is under-developed, not

only in comparison with the

US but with other countries in

Latin America.

It accounts for only 1.5 per

cent of Mexico's gross national

product, against 8.8 per cent in.

the US and 5.2 per cent In Bra-

zil. Less than 8 per cent of

households in Mexico have
insurance, and only 20 per cent

of the labour force hold life

insurance policies.

The total value of insurance

premiums in Mexico at the end
of 1994 amounted to 20.5bn
pesos.

The industry, however, is

expected to grow rapidly once
the government begins a wide-
spread overhaul of Mexico's
state-run social security sys-

tem, announced by President

Ernesto Zedillo earlier this

year. The reforms are expected
to authorise the operation of

private pension fond manage-
ment companies and insurance
products designed to encour-
age Mexicans to save more.
“We are on the verge of

major changes in the domestic
savings market that will create

opportunities for the insurance
industry" Mr Manuel Medina
Mora, deputy president of Ban-
amex. said yesterday. He added
that Banamex's branch net-

work would be used to sell a
wide range of insurance prod-
ucts, including-

life, health and
accident policies.

The announced reforms have
awakened the interest of other

foreign insurance companies in

Mexico. Earlier last month,
Allianz of Germany entered
the Mexican market through
an alliance with Bancrecer, a
small Mexican bank.

Sun International Hotels, the

leisure and gaming group, yes-

terday announced a $250m
joint venture with the Mohe-
gans, a tribe of native Ameri-

can Indians
, to build a casino

and entertainment complex in

Connecticut.

The deal, financed partly by
a 8175m institutional placing,

is the first in which an Indian

tribe has used capital markets
to raise hinds.

Mr Sol Kerzner, the South
African entrepreneur and
chairman of Sun International,

said: "This is a milestone. No
Indian tribe has raised money
on Wall Street before.”

Speaking in London yester-

day, he claimed the placing
had been heavily over-sub-
scribed and hinted that other

tribes could come to the mar-

ket to fond gaming develop*

meats.

He also announced plans for

a public share offering in Sun
International, which operates

83 hotels and nine gaming
resorts around the world,
Including Sun City in the for-

mer black homeland of Bophu-
thatswana.

While declining to put a
timetable or size on the offer-

ing, Mr Kerzner predicted it

would increase liquidity in Sun
International, which is quoted

on Nasdaq but remains tightly

held.

Funds raised by such an
offering would be channelled

into further developments in
North America, he added.

The deal with the Mohegans
is Son International's first

foray in the US and follows

more than two years of negoti-

ations with tribal leaders.

Mr Kerzner said the 24Pocr0

development at Montville, near

Hartford, would be completed

within 12 months and would

employ 3.500 people. Under the

deaX the 1,100 members of the

Mohegan tribe will receive up
to 70 per cent of the profits

from the complex.

The remainder will be paid

to Trying Cove Associates, a

joint venture between Sun
International and US hotelier

Mr Len Wnfrnan. Trading Cove
has a seven-year management
contract on the resort

Of the total 8250m invest-

ment Sun International is

injecting $40m into the project
Although that wifi lift its net
borrowings to 8120m, Mr Kerz-

ner said it remained modestly
geared.

It was persuaded to invest in

the Montville scheme partly by

the success of the nearby Fox-

woods Resort Casino, where

the Mashantucket Pequot
Indians were said to be enjoy-

ing revenues of $lhn a year.

Sun International - advised

by Bear, Stearns and Donald-

son Lufkin & Jenrette Securi-

ties - decided to press ahead in

spite of moves in Congress to

levy corporate income tax on

revenues from casinos on
Indian land.

The House Ways and Means
Committee has approved the

first federal tax on Indian

tribes, which if approved

would be levied at a rate of 35

per cent Congressional critics

Haim the tax exemption gives

casinos on reservation land an
imfatr advantage over state lot-

teries. Sol Kerzner: other tribes could come to the market for foods

Marcopolo watches green light
Brazil’s bus maker plans to boost production, writes Angus Foster

V isitors to the factory of However, with the gov*

Marcopolo. the Brazil- ment’s finances stretch

ian bus maker, will find share ducs remove to the Bovesoa Annual bus Droduc&on room there is little immedi

Harrell named head

of Tamla Motown

Banks sell branches

ahead of merger
By Maggie Urry in New Yorlt

Fleet Financial and Shawmut
National, two New England
banks currently working on
completing a $3.4bn merger
announced in February, have
found buyers for 64 branches
they had been required to sell

by the competition authorities.

The two banks said .
in

August that the substantial

overlap between their
operations, especially in Con-
necticut and Massachusetts,
had caused the state author!-

ties, the Federal Reserve Bank
and the US Department of Jus-

tice. to require disposal of the

branches.

Fleet said yesterday that the
agreement to sell the branches,

"satisfies a major requirement
for Federal Reserve approval of
the pending merger”. The
merger is expected to be com-
pleted early next year.

The branches, in Connecti-
cut. New Hampshire. Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island,

account for £L9bn in deposits

and $1.7bn in loans. Following
the sales, the combined hank is

expected to have assets of
$81bn, with deposits of around
850bc.

The branches are being sold

in parcels with Webster Finan-

cial, a Connecticut based bank,
buying the largest group of
20.

The price Webster is paying
will be calculated at 6.25 per
cent of the deposits the
branches have at closing. They
currently have deposits of
$Ibn. suggesting a price of
862.5m, but it is expected that

the deposits will have fallen by
the completion date, perhaps
to 8900m.
As part of the consideration

Webster is giving two of its

branches to the combined
Fleet/Shawmut.
Webster plans a 827m share

offer to help finance the pur-

chase, which will make it the
second largest Connecticut-
based bank with 63 branches.

V isitors to the factory of
Marcopolo. the Brazil-

ian bus maker, will find

clean toilets but no toilet

cleaners.

Production line workers are
expected to tidy the toilets and
the rest of the factory, in an
example of Japanese-style
work practices which are com-
mon in the developed world
but unusual in i-»tin America.
Marcopolo, the continent’s

biggest bus manufacturer,
started adopting such practices

after two senior managers vis-

ited Japan in 1966. Today, the
factory is full of new ideas and
charts designed to improve and
map production levels.

“These types of Ideas have
given us excellent results.

They all reflect in the quality

of the product." says Mr Valter

Gomes Pinto, export director.

Marcopolo was founded in

1949 in Brazil's most southerly

state of Rio Grande do SuL The
area has a strong industrial

tradition due to widespread
immigration last century from
northern Italy. This pedigree
allowed the company to

weather competition from the
industrially more powerful
state of Sao Paulo, where most
of Brazil's automotive industry

is based.

Marcopolo builds and fin-

ishes bus bodies which it

assembles on chassis built by
Scania. Volvo and Mercedes-
Benz. Unlike most of its com-
petitors. it assembles a wide
variety of products, from
long-distance double deckers to

articulated buses for city use.

The company has right-hand
drive models which it exports
to former British colonies such
as Guyana and Caribbean
islands such as Jamaica.

The company’s recent sales

record is as bumpy as Brazil's

economic performance. Sales
slumped in 1990 following a

government anti-inflation plan
which triggered a recession,

but picked up in the next two
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years, before political uncer-
tainty led to a 25 per cent fall

in production throughout the
industry in 1993.

However, with growing opti-

mism about the economy fol-

lowing the introduction of an
inflation-beating currency, the

Real, last year. Marcopolo is

forecasting a jump in produc-

tion to 4£00 units this year,

from 3,828 units last year.
Turnover is forecast to reach
R8220m (USS230m), compared
with R$207m. If the targets are

hit. it would be Marcopolo's
best performance since 1992.

According to analysts, it may
take time for this improvement
to trickle down to sharehold-

ers. Marcopolo booked a net

loss of R$1.9m last year after

being affected by currency
losses and wage rises. The
company is expected to return

to profit this year with fore-

casts ranging from R$5m-
R$12m, giving earnings per
1,000 shares of between RJ7-
R$l& The range of forecasts for

1996 is narrower, with analysts

pencilling in profits of RSI8m-
R$20m.
Mr Pedro Zinner at Banco

Icatu. whose forecasts are at

the bottom end of the range for

both years, says results for this

year will continue to be

dragged down by the govern-

ment's economic policies. The
Real has been allowed to

appreciate against the dollar,

hurting export competitive-
ness, and credit is being kept

tight to damp down inflation.

"The one positive point is

the election next year, when
there should be an increase is

vehicle sales ahead of the elec-

tions,” he says. Next year sees

municipal polling throughout
Brazil and outgoing mayors
will be keen to use up their

budgets, buying equipment
such as buses, trying to elect

their successors.

A fter years of erratic

growth, companies
such as Marcopolo are

well placed if the economy is

kept on course. Brazil's bus
companies have often delayed
their investment decisions,

leaving the country's bus fleet

old by international standards,

with an average age of 7-8

years.

“The domestic market is

growing very quickly after bus
fares were increased in June,
prompting bus companies to

start buying. But they are
renewing their fleets, not
expanding,” says Mr Gomes
Pinto.

However, with the govern-
ment's finances stretched,

there is little Immediate
chan»» of Brazil investing in

its overstretched urban infra-

structure. With metro and
overland train projects stalled,

because financing has run out,

commuters will continue to

push and shove to get on to

Marcopolo’s buses.

While first-half sales to the
domestic market reached
R885.9m, compared with
R$128.4m for the whole of 1994,

first-half exports managed only
RS24.4m, less than a third of

1994 exports of RS8&3m. Sea-

sonal factors will improve the
second-half performance but
overall exports are likely to be
disappointing.

in the meantime, Marcopolo
is preparing for its next quality
chaiipnge and hopes to win the
ISO 9000 mark, the interna-

tional quality standard, next
year.

To the Japanese tpchmqnpc

in place, including just-in-time

delivery and feedback from
workers, the company has

1

added a system of red, orange :

and green tags which function

like traffic lights to show the
performance of each stage of
the production process.

If a particular process is

going well, it is awarded a
green tag with a smiling face.

Problems show up across the

factory floor with angry red

faces. The same system is used
to map the emotional state of

each worker, says Mr Gomes
Pinto.

“Each morning the worker
chooses a red, orange or green
tag. If he has a problem, his

wife is ill for example, the
problem is sorted out and
someone from the social assis-

tance department can visit her,

or he can be sent home,” he
explains.

After years of flashing lights

in the Brazilian economy, Mar-
copolo is hoping the recent
green light of growth will last.

By Alice Rawsthom

PofyGram. the world's largest

music group, has appointed Mr
Andre Harrell as president and
chief executive of Tamla
Motown, as part of its efforts to

rejuvenate the famous record

label.

Mr Harrell, 35, is one of the

music industry’s most success-
ful executives. He founded
Uptown Entertainment, part of

the MCA Music group, in 1986

and has since nurtured a series

of successful rap and soul art-

ists. including Mary J. Bilge,

Heavy D and Jodeci.

His appointment is a critical

part of PolyGram’s efforts to

revitalise Tamla Motown,
bought from Boston Ventures,

a private investment group, for

$30lm two years ago.

Mr Harrell is replacing Mr
Jheryl Busby. 48. who was
chief executive of Motown at

the time of the acquisition. Mr
Clarence Avant remains chair-

man of Motown. Mr Berry
Gordy, the label's founder, will

continue as chairman emeri-
tus. Mr Harrell will report

directly to Mr Alain L6vy,
chairman of PolyGram,

Tamla Motown, founded in
1959. is still best known for the
artists who emerged in the
1960s and 1970s, such as Diana
Ross, Stevie Wonder and The
Temptations.
The Motown back catalogue

is one of the most valuable in

the music indimtry and
Motown has developed a few
successful new acts, notably.
Boyz H Men. who have sold

more than 10m copies of their

latest album.
' However, it has lost market

share to the new generation of

African American record labels

that have tapped into new
genres of music, such as rap

and hip hop.
Mr Harrell began his music

career at 15 by forming a rap
duo. Dr JekyH & Mr Hyde, with

a school friend. He studied for

a degree in business manage-
ment before joining Rush Com-
munications. an entertainmpnt
company run by Mr Russell

Simmons, another African
American music executive.

Mr Simmons's RAL/Def Jam
record label was bought by
PolyGram for 833m last year.

Three years later he was hired

by MCA to launch Uptown.

El Paso Electric plans

capital reorganisation
El Paso Electric has filed a
plan of reorganisation to

reduce its total debt by about
8800m. allowing the US utility

to emerge from bankruptcy
during the first quarter of 1996,

Reuter reports from El Paso.
El Paso's capital structure

will consist of $l-2bn in senior

secured debt, including $200m
of pollution control bonds.
8100m of preferred stock and
common shares.

The plan includes two alter-

natives for emerging from
bankruptcy, the company said.

Under the first, the company

would use proceeds from an
underwritten public offering of

mortgage bonds to repay the
claims of existing secured
secured creditors in fuIL

If market conditions would
not permit an offering, the
company would distribute new
senior secured debt to existing

secured creditors in the
amount of the claims.

Unsecured creditors would
receive about 8150m in cash,

8450m of new secured debt,

8100m of preferred stock and 85

per cent of the reorganised
company’s common stock.

USINORSACILOR
This announcement is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer.
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CREDIT LYONNAIS • MERRILL LYNCH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED • DEUTSCHE MORGAN GRENFaL

At the price of FF 400 per share

from October 2, 1995 to October 13, 1995 inclusive.
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La Defense 7 75002 Paris - France
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92070 La Defense - France Tel. + 33-1 42.95.6t69
ATTN : Investor Relations
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~— restructuring costs will cut £9Sm from 1994-95 results

Lucas pays Washington $88m
Hi/ Paul Mu.. i- . .

NEWS: UK

By P*ui Cheeaoright,
W^nda Correspondent

L£cas^- ^duatries. theautomotive and aerospace^tems maker, is to pay the
DS

I government S88m to settfe

S^?Ste which ted toft

“"US?* taking any
new defence contracts with toe
?«5®8omItwmbetakenli

S SSBm to
its 1994-95 accounts
• The group is also making a
proton of £40m to Wtoe“strafitomg of Lucas Western
Qeared Systems, the subsidiary
evolved m the Pentagon dis-
pute, and its eventual ffisnosaL
Itefore the provisions pre-tax

{J
1!®* for toe year to July 31,

' eminent hinged on toe testing
tote announced next Monday, procedures for Lucas WesternWPW tTMAtul 1 » “ 1 V - 1 .... TTHexpected to be between
£l30m and tiaan.
The settlement had been

awaited for some timo but the
co®t is greater thaw expected.
A year ago Lucas made pro*

visions of 287-fiza far restruct-
and US contract claims,

without specifying the break-
down Last March it said it had
no attention of malting any
more provisions.

Lucas said yesterday there
had been strong growth in con-
tinuing business end

,
except

-

ianals apart, profits would bem line with expectations.
The dispute with the IIS gov-

gearboxes supplied for US
Navy F/A-18 aircraft. Yester-

day Lucas said the equipment

had exceeded performance
requirements.

Last January it paid toe US
government a fine of $Zfi.5m

(£n.9m), a first call on the
£87.8m provision in tbe 199344
accounts.

“The financial effect is out of
all proportion to the issues

involved but we believe this
was the best settlement avail-

able,” said Mr George Simpson,
chief executive. Lucas Western
accounts for less than 2 per
cent of group sales.

Aran Energy valued at

£280m against £161m offer
By Tim Burt

Aran Energy, the Irish oil
exploration company fipfrting a
£161m ($250m) bid by US rival
Atlantic Richfield Carp (Arco),
will today publish an indepen^
dent valuation suggesting it is
worth almost eapm.
The valuation, prepared by

SSL the US oil consultants, is
expected to conclude the Dub-
lin-based group could be worth
at least £1 a share, against toe
6L^> offered by Arco.
SSI was yesterday said to

have drawn on new informa-
tion provided by Aran’s oil pro-

First Choice
warns but

plans buys
By David Blackwefl

First Choice, the UK’s third
largest tour operator, yester-

day launched a £44.Im (968m)
rights issue and announced
three acquisitions after warn-
ing that the peak August sea-

son “fell off a cliff-

Profits would fall to “no less

than £im" for tbe year to the
end of October, the groiqi fore-

cast. This compares with
£16.3m previously and City
forecasts of about £20m. The
shares shed 18p to dose at

70p.

Thomas Cook, the biggest
shareholder with a 21 per cent

stake, will not he taking up
the 2-for-5 rights issue at 60p a
share and will end up with a
holding of about 14 per cent

First Choice will use the pro-

ceeds both to strengthen its

balance sheet and to finance

three acquisitions. The main
i

one is Skibound, which Is the
j

leading operator of school and
group ski holidays and is cost-

j

tug a of £2Gm -

It is also acquiring JWT Hoi-
i

idays for I£5.3m, giving it I

market leadership in the

Republic of Ireland, and the

outstanding interest in Fiesta
|

West for C$lftn.

duction partners in reaching
the valuation, which been
endorsed try its ffannriai advis-
ers, Morgan Grenfell, Morgan
Stanley and the Investment
Bank of Ireland.

Aran also hinted the report
would show the value of the
company’s 22m barrel share in
the SchlehaHion field, off the
Shetland Islands, was larger
than thought
Arco refused to comment in

detail until it had studied the
valuation report But the com-
pany said reports of a £l-a-
share valuation were fanciful

and warned it would consider

increasing its offer only if

there were some hard figures
to support Aran's claims.

Arco said Aran’s forecasts

would need to be corroborated
by British Petroleum, which
first discovered the Schlehal-
lion field. Some analysts ques-
tioned Aran’s expectations.

“They must be including a
significant amount of value for

exploration potential, which
most analysts would regard
with some suspicion," said one.

Another said that at £1 a
share, more than 40p of Aran’s
valuation would depend on
untapped reserves.

Sales growth lifts

Ricardo to £6.16m
Ricardo, the engineering
services group, yesterday
reported a 38 per cent rise in
annual pre-tax profits from
£4.46m to £6.16m (|9.5m).

writes Christopher Price.

The group, which specialises

in providing engineering ser-

vices far the automotive indus-

try, increased turnover 36 per
cent to £8S.9m (£82Bm), fuelled

by strong organic growth in its

core business.

Sales from the automotive
division rose 89 per cent to

£58.6m, which included the
first full-year contribution,
worth £20m, from, transmission

manufacturer FFD.
Mr Christopher Ross, chief

executive, said that the two
main drivers of the automotive
business were legislation

affecting vehicle design and
production, such as tighter

emission controls, and demand
from manufacturers for ever

greater vehicle refinements.

This trend was being seen in

the tost half of tbe year as

welL
The design division, which

provides service to tbe aero-

space and power industries,

was affected by tough trading

conditions and turnover fell 14

per cent to £2Z3m (£3L9m). Mr
Ross said that the outlook
for the division remained
“unexciting”.

Kicking Pentecost buys

Blue Mountain for $22.5m
Hicking Pentecost, the
Cardiff-based textile and indus-

trial products group, is to buy
Blue Mountain Industries, the

US specialist industrial thread

manufacturer, for $22.5m,

writes Jane Martinson.

The deal reunites Blue
Mountain with Barbour Camp-
bell, the specialist thread man-
ufacturer bought by Hicking

Pentecost for £5.83m in May
1991
Bine Mountain used to be

part of the Barbour group and
still uses the Barbour name
and logo. Mr Tudor Davies,

Hacking's chief executive, said

the two companies had begun
to compete in the Chinese mar-
ket, which was “becoming a
source of concern”.

Anglovaal Limited M
r«v- no. ARMsaom ^ yfl
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Final dividend declaration

for the year ended 30 June 1995

Shareholders are referred to the Company's results announcement pubfished on

22 September 1995 in which ft wes reported that final efividends would be declared

on 2 October 1995.

Final dividend declaration

Notice is hereby given that final orrfinary efivktend No. 99 of 106 cents (1994: 88 cents)

rer share, making a total for the year of 148 cents (123 cents) per share and final N

SSSni 11 of 106 cents (88 cents) per share.

of 148 cents (123 cents) per share, have today been declared payabteto hofoers of
a |*w UWB (Itv

' - . rkarbirfttinn teno as foUows:

Last day to register for efividends and for

change of address or dNidend instructions

Period during which transfer books and

registers of members will be dosed

(both days bidustve) to determine which

members quafify for the efividends

Currency conversion date for Sterling

payments to shareholders paid from

London

Dividend warrants postedMMdends

Friday, 20 October

Saturday, 21 to

Friday, 27 October

Monday, 30 October

Friday, 17 November
wcvuwinw/

Tltedwdends are paid subject to condtois which can be inspected at the registered

office or the office of the London secretaries of tie Company.

By order of the board

Rp Merer

Company Secretary

Registered office

Anglovaal House

S3 Main Street

2001 Johannesburg

2 October 1995

London secretaries

Anglovaal Trustees Limited

33 Davies Street

London W1Y1FN

Ceridian buys

payroll services

from NatWest

LEX COMMENT

First Choice

George Simpson: best

settlement available

ECC buys

Redland
interests in

Maryland
By Andrew Taylor,

Construction Correspondent

Redland, one of Britain’s
biggest building . material
groups, yesterday announced
the sale of two raw material
businesses supplying the
papa* and paint 'industries.

tterfTanrt mid flip US UK
businesses were no longer
regarded as central to Its core
operations.

English China Clay is buy-
ing for $35m, plus provision of
working capital of 84m. the
calcium carbonates interests

of Genstar Stone Products, a
Redland subsidiary tn Mary-
land.

Redland previously had been
negotiating the sale of the
Maryland business to Mineral
Technologies of- tbe US but
this deal had fallen

through.
Seperately, the Goonvean &

Rostowrack China Clay com-
pany has paid £8.2m for Red-

land’s china clay operations

near St Austell, Cornwall The
operation produces about
120,000 tonnes a year.

Mr Paul Hewitt, finance
director, said Redland’s share
of tbe china day market was
small

Bradstock buy
Bradstock. the insurance bro-

ker, is paying £JL5m to acquire

Cullis Raggett another broker,

as part of a link-up with a

Malaysian financial services

and industrial group.
Cullis Raggett is a broking

subsidiary of an affiliate of
Malaysia’s Hong Leong Group,
which has interests in insur-

ance, banking, stockbroking
and industrial businesses.

Bradstock has also signed a
joint venture agreement with
Hong Leong Credit part of tbe
Hong Leong Group, to develop
insurance and reinsurance
broking business in east Asia.

As part of the deal, Hong
Leong Credit will become a 4.7

per cent shareholder In an
enlarged Bradstock gronp,

becoming the London-based
broker’s third largest share-

holder.

Trade Indemnity
Trade Indemnity, the credit

insurance company, has
opened its first continental

European office, in Milan, in

an effort to expand its interna-

tional client base and reduce
the risk of insuring exports to

Italy.

In its 1994 annual report.

Trade Indemnity said that
“the worst claims experience”

for export clients arose in

Italy, France and Spain.

Jt also plans to co-operate

with Italy’s main domestic
credit insurance company in

assessing risks for OK and
Italian clients.

Two more continental Euro-
pean offices are plannned, in

France and Germany, to add to

branches in Australia, New
Zealand and Canada.

LBMS joins Nasdaq
Learmonth & Burchett Man-

agement Systems is to make a

US public offering of at least

5m new and existing ordinary

shares on Nasdaq. The offer

will be priced in the week

beginning November 13.

Tbe primary offering will be

of at least 2.5m new ordinary

j

shares. The secondary offering

I

will comprise the sale of 1.5m

shares by Mr Rainer Burchett,

|

chairman, and lm shares by

Mr Roger Learmonth, non-ex-

ecutive director. Both will

retain substantial sharehold-

ings in the company.

Polypipe purchase

Polypipe, the building materi-

als manufacturer, has bought

Sud Onest Plastiqnes for a

Twayimrim of FFrlfi-3m. Tbe

initial payment is FFrl4.8m

cash, with a farther payment

of up toFFrl^m subject to the

settlement of certain amounts

due to SOP.

By John Gapper,

Banking Etfitor

National Westminster Bank is

selling part of its computer ser-

vices subsidiary Centre-file in

a further effort to concentrate

capital on a smaller range of

businesses.

NatWest will sell the Person-

nel and Payroll Services
(F&PS) division to Ceridian

Corporation of Minneapolis for

£33.lm (SSlxn) cash. It also
intends to sell other businesses

which are part of the Centre-

file subsidiary, including the
K3 Group, a supplier of busi-

ness systems to building societ-

ies and insurance companies.
NatWest said that most of

Centre-file's 1,200 staff would
be transferred with their busi-

nesses, although there were
likely to be some job losses.

P&PS has about 5 per cent of

tiie UK market in payroll ser-

vices for companies.

Ceridian, which is likely to

have a 1995 turnover of £800m,

was formed in the restructur-

ing of Control Data Corpora-

tion in 1992. Its subsidiaries

include Ceridian Employment
Services and Computing
Devices International.

Mr Lawrence Perlamna. Ceri-

dian’s chairman and chief
executive, said this was its

first purchase of a human
resources company outside the
US.

Melrose turns in £5.65m
By Jane Martinson

Full-year pre-tax profits at
Melrose Energy, the oil and gas
exploration group, jumped
from £L21m to £5.65m. (88.75m).

The company was formed in

March 1995 after Crossroads
Oil bought the 55.6 per cent of
Melrose it did not already own.

Sales almost trebled to
£6.65m (£l.7lm) in the year to

June 30 while operating profits

rose to £5.68m (£L2m).

In toe last two years, the new
management at First Choice
Holidays has rebranded the
business, softened its sea-
sonal bias and cut bade costs
- all sound moves. But a fun-

damental problem remains.
The tour operator is still

highly vulnerable to sales
during a six-week period.
And during the key month of

August, competitive pressure,

and therefore discounting,
cost the company some £15m
in profits. The result will be a
small loss before one-off
items for the current year,
versus expected profits of up
to £20m. Had it not been for
recent acquisitions in Can-
ada, First Choice would have
lest £8m more.
The management claims

that next year will be differ-

ent It is cutting capacity by 9
per cent, and other market
leaders promise similar
reductions. This is vital if the
industry is to achieve the 8
per cent price rises it is

imposing on 1996 holidays to

claw back rising costs.

Yet First Choice is also

expecting further increases in

market share, suggesting the
intense competition of the
past two years is far from
over.

First Choice Holidays

Share price retetive to the

FT-SE-A AN-Share Index

160 -

Soutok FT Extol

If investors take up their

rights, they will in effect be
paying 17p for every lOOp of
First Choice revenues, imply-

ing considerable potential

upside.

However, Thomas Cook
will not help. Having turned
down its rights, it is

likely to sell its 14 per cent
stake when conditions
improve, which would
depress the share price.

Meanwhile, another bad sum-
mer could mean another
rights issue. But, for those
willing to takn a gamble, the

rewards probably outweigh
the risks.

Chiroscience near to drug deal
Chiroscience, the biotechnology company,
is in latenstage talks for an agreement with
a “major pharmaceutical company” to
develop and market levoverapamiL a car-

diovascular drug, writes Motoko Rich.

The announcement accompanied Chiros-

cience’s interim results showing pro-tax

losses widening from £3.75m to £5.52m

RESULTS

($8J55m). It also followed the agreement
signed last month with Pharmacia, the

Swedish pharmaceutical group, to develop
and commercialise levobupivacaine, Chi-

roscience's long-acting anaesthetic.

The group also derived increased reve-

nues from dexketoprofes, an anti-inflam-

matory pain treatment registered to Men-

arini, Italy’s largest domestic drugs com-
pany.

Spending on research and development
rose to £5.55m (£3.66m) to fund clinical

trials, particularly on levobupivacaine.
Spending also rose to fund a rise in the

average number of employees during the
half, from 120 to 163.

— Dividends
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as a serious business school,
|

we encourage you to read the fine print....

We're proud of it. It lists the 124 leading companies who lake on active partin IMD - our Partners and Business Associates. This unique

relationship produces on osmosis that puts us at the forefront of international executive development together, we identify the current

needs of business, carry out research projects, and design specific material for our programs. There are 21 public programs aftogethe^

raring in length from three days to ten weeks, and covering (he needs of executives at every stage m their careen And there's no hks

towards any one business system or culture: faculty and participants come from more than 100 countries making IMD overd the most

mfemafkmal business school in the world.
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....here's what it means
Two excaaples of IMD programs that meet the real practical seeds dbfaed by oar

Partsers red Bcsiaess Assotiats companies:

Seminar tor Senior Executives

Experienced senior executives learn most effectively

in two ways: using material that are firmly rooted

in actual business situations, and by discussing

the' experiences of other people with similar

responsibilities. This program brings together senior

executives from around the worid for 18 days of

intensive debate and professional input on the major

challenges facing top general managers today and

tomorrow.

Each of the senior executive's key responsibilities is

addressed:

- leading the company's strategic decision-making,

- rethinking the principal management processes,

- developing and managing people,

- recognizing the global forces that will shape

tomorrow's business environment.

The program focuses to a unique degree on applying

/earning to problems in participants' own companies.

To ensure a peer group of senior people, it is only

open to international managers at Executive

Committee level or with multi-business, or cross-

functional responsibilities.

Program for Executive Development
This program has one goal: to prepare executives for

future senior general-management responsibilities.

Specifically, the aim is to provide them with the

knowledge required to direct specialists of different

functions, the skills necessary to select priorities for

a business unit in the context of the corporate

strategy, and the ability to implement those priorities

through people.

The program is given in two five-week modules.

Module One is about Managing Across Functions &
Processes: focusing on the finance, marketing, and

operations functions and the cash, information, and

goods flows. Module Two is about Managing
Corporate Complexity: putting business-unit strategy

into the context of corporate strategy and country

attractiveness, and examining the CEO’s role as a

leader - a role we assume these managers will

eventually take on.

IMD-INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOB MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
Cbemin de BeDerirc 23. P.O. Box 915. CH-1001 LAUSANNE. Switzerland
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Genentech, Inc.

Schmidt wastes no
time at ISS

Simons bows out

460 Ffcint San Bruno Boulevard

South San Francisco, CA 94080 OCTOBER 3, 1995

TO THE HOLDERS OF 5% CONVERTIBLE
SUBORDINATED DEBENTURES
DUE 2002 OF GENENTECH, INC:

The following constitutes notice to die holders of

the U.S. S150.000,000 5% Convertible Subordinated

Debentures Due 2002 (the ‘Debentures") ofGenentech,

Inc, a Delaware corporation, ("Genentech”), as required

by Section 12.06 of the Indenture dared as of March 27,

1987 between Genentech and The Book ofNew York, as

Trustee pursuant to which the Debentures were issued,

with respect to the dale upon which die merger of HLR

(U.S.) H, Lac (“HLR*), a wholly owned subsidiary of

Roche Holdings, Inc. (“Roche"), with and into

Genentech is expected to be consummated (the

“Effective Date").

Under the terms of the Merger Agreement dated as of

May 23, 1995 between Genentech, Roche and HLR, as

amended, among other things,

(I) HLR win be merged (the "Merger”) with and into

Genentech, with Genentech being the surviving

corporation,

(li) the Certificate of ^corporation of Genentech will be

amended to authorize the issuance by Genentech of

Callable Putable Common Stock, par value $.02 per share

(the ‘Special Common Stock"),

(Hi) each outstanding share of Genentech’s Common
Stock, par value S.02 per share (other than shares of

Common Stock held by Roche and its affiliates ) will be

converted into one share of Special Common Stock,

(tv) each outstanding share of Common Stock held by

Roche will be cancelled, and

(v) the outstanding common stock of HLR will be

converted into shares ofCommon Stock representing the

same number of shares ofCommon Stock held by Roche

immediately prior to the Merger.

It is currently expected that the Effective Date will

occur promptly following approval of the Merger

by Genentech’s stockholders. A Special Meeting

of Genentech 's Stockholders has been called for

October 25, 1995 to approve foe Merger

Since Genentech cannot predict when all conditions to

the Merger wfll be satisfied or waived, including, among
other things, approval by Genemech’s stockholders, the

Effective Date cannot be predicted with certainty. If foe

Merger becomes effective, you may convert foe

Debentures into foe number of shares of Special

Common Stock equal to foe number of shares of

Common Stock you would have received upon
conversion prior to foe Merger.

Holders of Debentures who have questions regarding

the Merger may obtain a copy of foe Proxy

Statement/Prospectus relating to foe Merger, without

charge, by writing to Genentech, Inc., 460 Point San

Bruno Boulevard, South San Francisco, California 94080,

Attention: Investor Relations.

Wide ranging
mana gement
changes have, fol-

lowed the arrival of

Waldemar Schmidt
as chief executive of

ISS-International
Service Systems on
September 26. He
succeeds Foul

Andreassen, who built up ISS from a small

Danish domestic company Into the world's

largest cleaning business.

Martin O'Halloran (above), 42, managing
director of ISS UK since 1989, is going to

New York as president and ceo of ISS Inc.

the third ceo in New York in less than two
years. He replaces Dennis Spina, an Amer-
ican brought in last year, who has
resigned from the company.
Ken Pepper. 48. operations director and

managing director of international
operations at ISS Europe since 1989, takes

over in the UK
Schmidt is meanwhile joined on the par-

ent company's management board by
Joern Andersen, who becomes finance

manager with effect from November, and
Sven Ipsen, of ISS Scandinavia. Theo Dilis-

sen, 42. will take over Schmidt's farmer
position as managing director of ISS
Europe when the regional offices are relo-

cated from London to Brussels. Hilary
Barnes

Paul Simons, chairman of Woolworths,

Australia’s hugest food retailer, is finally

bowing out. Simons, one of Australia's

most respected businessmen, joined Wool-

worths in 1954, and rose to become joint

general manager in 1974. He resigned in

1978, and for the next eight years ran the

Franklins chain of discount food StOTeS-

However. he returned to Woolworths as

chairman in 1967, subsequently seeing it

through a stockmarket flotation.

He had planned to retire earlier but
Woolwarth’s management succession was
disrupted when Harry Watts, Woolworth’s

managing director and Simons' successor,

died unexpectedly of a heart attack in

1993. Reg Clairs, who took over Watts’

role, has increasingly fronted the running

of the business, and moved up to become

chief executive a year ago. Simons plans

to retire after the company’s annual meet-

ing in November. Nikki Tait

by L|1f
t
Tnan Arnold, head of investment

ft
anHnp- Jean-Benoit Henriet, head of

toman resources, takes over the securities

services department and Philippe Blavier,

head of the bank’s north American

operations, replaces Michel Barret as head

of corporate banking. Barret takes charge

of a new risk management department and

Blavier is replaced in New York by Alain

Louvel, head of commodities finance.

Changes at Paribas
Patrick Stevenson, a 50-year-old French-

man who has been responsible for the
growth of Paribas Capital Markets, has

been appointed senior adviser to Banque
Paribas' executive committee and chair-

man of Paribas Europe. Alec de L&ar-
dtere, head of equity and fixed Income
products, takes over as head of the capital

markets department. Pierre Martinaud.

head of business development, becomes
head of human resources and is replaced

ON THE MOVE

Dominique Cbauvin,
president of Agco
International, is rejoining

Varity Corporation as chief

executive of Kelsey-Hayes, its

autamative products
subsidiary.

He succeeds Edward J. Gulda
on November L Cfeauvzn was
chief executive of Massey
Ferguson until Varity sold it to

Agco last year.

Carl Eric Stalberg, chief

financial officer of Swedbank,
the big Nordic hank, is leaving
to become president of JM
Byggnads Och Fastighets, a

Swedish construction
company. Stalberg takes up his

new post in early 1996.

Nicholas L. Trlvisonno, 48,

former head of strategic

planning at GTE Corporation,

takes over from Edwin A.
Bescherer as chief financial

officer of Dun ft Bradstreet

Corporation. Bescherer is

retiring after 40 years with the
information group.
Antoine

Jeancourt-Galignani, chairman

of Assurances G§n6ral$e de
France, the state-owned

insurer, has replaced Jean
Taittinger as chairman of Euro
Disney’s supervisory board.

Taittinger remains on the

board and Phiffipe Labro, head
of programmes at France's

RTL radio network, is also

Joining the supervisory board.

Jon Hartley, former head of

development capital at Lend
Lease, replaces Murray Bolton
as chiefexecutive ofBrlerley
Investments' New Zealand
activities.

Jean-Pierre Halbron, 59, a
former finance director of

Total, has replaced Andrfi
Wettstein as chairman anri

chief executive of Alcatel

Aisthom's Electro Banque
subsidiary. Halbron was chief

executive of Compagoie
Finandtoe between 1974 and
1982 and became finance

director of Rh6ne-Poulenc in

1983. Since then he has worked
for CdF Chimi n, Total and
Wasserstein Perella. He was
appointed Alcatel Aisthom's
director strategy and finance

In July.

Thomas J. Sheehan,
president of Delco Electronics

Asia/Pacific, has returned to

the US as chief operating

officer of Delco Electronics,

General Motors' electronic

components arm. William C.

Spelman, who has worked for

Delco for 20 years, replaces
him at Delco's regional

headquarters in Singapore.

Francois Maire has been
appointed chairman of ATT
France.

Christopher Roberts, Credit

Suisse's North American head,

joins Credit Suisse's executive

board on January L He will

assume responsibility for

commercial honking in North
and Latin America from Beat
Fenner who will take charge of

business in Eastern and
Central Switzerland. Manfred
Adami is resigningfrom the
executive board for health

reasons.

Patrick Fincker, previously

with Credit Lyonnais in Paris,
ami Michael Kremsr, a
Deutsche Bank executive, are

joining BfG Bank, Credit .

Lyonnais' German subsidiary.

Fincker will be responsible for

trading and Kroner will take
charge of real estate customer
business.

Hans-Qlov Olsson, 54,

succeeds Helge Altai as head
of Volvo Car International,

which is responsible far Volvo
sales outside Europe and North
America. Alten has moved to

Volvo Cars of North America.
Theo de Raad, 50, and Jan

Piet Fokker, 53, have been
named chairman and vice

chairman of SHV Makro, the

consumer wholesaling arm of
the privately-owned Dutch

group. Both are members of

SHV Makro’s executive board

and take up their

appointments an January 1

1998 when Folkert Schukken,
59. retires.

Ruth Markland has been
appointed the first managing
partner of the Asian offices of

Freshflelds, a London lawfirm.

Markland, a partner since 1983,

takes over from Marie Freeman
as partner in charge of the

Hong Kong office January 1

1996.

Laurence Crowley takes over

from Margaret Downes as
deputy governor of the Bank erf

Ireland.

Paolo Vigitello has been
appointed general manager of

the Valentina clothing group.

He was previously a senior

manager at GET (Gemina
Group).

International
appointments

Please free announcements
ofnew appointments and

retirements to
+44 171 873 8926, marked for

International People.

Set fexto ‘fine'.

Credit Lyonnaisaccounts.
1995 first half-year.

Net profit
Group share:

FF 36 million.

Consolidated net profit:

FF 667 million.

The Board of Directors of Credit Lyonnais, under the

Chairmanship of Mr Jean Peyrelevade, has examined the accounts

for the first half-year.

The nsulcs for die fine half-year no longer include results from

assets subject to ring-fencing. Therefore, they have been rescued to

make diem comparable to me 1995 figures. They are referred to as:

first half-year of 1994".

This dedine corresponds to a fell in French commercial banking

activities which provide nearly two- third} of Group operating

income before provisions.

Operating provisions net ofrecovery.
Operating provisions net of recovery fell to FF 3.5 billion,

reflecting an improvement in general risk. The cover ratio for

country risks remains unchanged at 52%.

Tax charge.

The tax charge was FF 683 million. Half of the earnings of
companies accounted for under the equity method came from the

results of the life insurance subsidiary or the Group.

Consolidated net profit.

The consolidated net profir (before provision for payment to the

State) was FF 667 million.

Banking income.
Total consolidated banking income for the first half-year 1995

amounted to FF 23.3 billion, down 5-8% compared to the total

banking income for the first half-year of 1994". Indeed after the

restatement the net cost of financing the ring-fenced assets is higher

in the first half-year of 1994". Excluding mis item, total banking

income from current operations fell by nearly 7%.

This fell reflects a climate which is still difficult for commercial

banking in France and Europe, which is affecting both the volume

of activity, margins on assets and liabilities, and commission income.

The latter fell by nearly 12% compared ro the first half-year of

1994". mainly because of dedining activity on the equity markets

and a fell in commissions on securities and fee income from Asset

management in France.

Operating expenses.

Operating expenses and depredation fell by 1.6% compared to die

first half-year 1994". This fall was mainly due to the reduction in

average staff levds at Credit Lyonnais in France by nearly 4%.

Group share in net profit.

After provision for payraenr to the State of FF 18 million, and

deduction ofminority interests, the Group share in net profit for the

half-year was FF 36 million.

Group equity and solvency.

Group equity, including minority interests and die reserve for

general banking risks amounted to FF 45-656 billion.

Crtfdit Lyonnais Group's solvency ratio was 8.5% at June 30,

1995, and tier one equity represented 4.5% at that date, which is a

slight improvement compared ro December 31. 1994, thanks to aslight improvement comp
control ofweighted assets.

Outlook.
Hu- UouriJ rveoi^ni/i-tl the improvement in lh.v

(iroup’s financial situation, tvliitli hy roturn in jj to

breakeven confirms that Die crisis period Dull (lie bank
has bct'ii through has ended.

Nevertheless, these results Hiotv that the situation is

still I'r'jLplc. especially in an unfavourable hanking
climate which underlines the necessity for comimiiuf;
the programs undertaken l<> restore the profitability of
the Dank.

Operating income before provisions.

Operating income before provisions amounted to FF 4.5 billion,

down 20.1% compared to die fine half-year of 1994". CREDIT LYONNAIS GROUP

NOTICE OF PAYMENT
To the Holders of

Nafin Finance Trust II

U.S.$129,880,000

Floating Rate Notes due 1999

Fta the Interest Period Juo* 30. 1995 » September 29
,
199S, the Total Repayment

Amoinr of thr Notes U USDS,230J00 or 15.581219235% of the current outsondiiig

pHndtttl annum*- Principal hi the amount of USD633.66 pa U5D4 j066-82 aggregate

principal amount ofNows will be payable on September 29, 1995. After September 29.

1995 ,
interest on the portion ofthe Notes so repaid will cease to accrue. Holden at Beater

Nota must deliver the appropriate interest coupon (0 a Paying Agent outside of the

United State ro receive repaVracn{ «* Not**
NAHNFINANCE TRUST II

By: Banker* Trust Company,
atTmme

SIGMA SECURITIES SA - MEMBER OFTHE ATHENS STOCK EXCHANGE
TEL (301) 3311450 - 3245674 REUTCR9 PAGES: ATGG-H-I
FAX: (301] 3252241 - TELEX 210733 ATRA OR TELERATE PAGES: 1780O-1-2
Contact Name: MrJohn Mareopeuk»iMs AtWna Dessypn
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Decision on
aid annulled

Nesde’s French moves
Nestle has promoted
Peter Blackburn
(left), chairman and
chief executive of its

UK operations, to

head its French busi-

ness from next April

He replaces Yves
Barbieus, who willWftHi take charge of the

Italian subsidiary on the retirement of

Giancario Salina. Blackburn’s role in the

UK will be filled by David Harris, manag-

ing director of Nestlfe’s Rowntree confec-

tionery division in York.
Blackburn was cb«*rnnHn of Rowntree

Mackintosh's UK business when Nestle

launched a hostile and ultimately success-

ful hid for it in 1988. He fully expected to

be fired once the Swiss group took control,

he said later. Instead, he was put in charge

first of Rowntree and then Nestles global

confectionery strategy group before

becoming UK chairman and ceo in 199L
Roderick Oram

A- European
A Commission

decision clear-

ing the French

government of

granting state

EUROPEAN aid to Mcnri-

COURT post, a postwww - office security

i company, has been annulled

by the European Court of First

Instance. The court ruled the

decision was inadequately rea-

I

soned. Therefore it could not

support the Commission's con-

clusion

Sfecuripost was formed In
1987 by a commercial subsid-

iary of the state-owned French
post office to provide a secure

means of transporting money
and other protection services.

The post office seconded over

200 officials to the new com-
pany, and between 1987 and
1989 it advanced to it, through
a subsidiary, sums totalling

some Ecu8m.
In 1989 a group of French

companies complained to the

Commission that these mea-
sures constituted unnotified
and unlawful state aid.

Following a 29-month inves-

tigation, the Commission
adopted a decision rejecting

the complaint. The companies
brought an action before the

Court of Justice, but it was
dropped when the Commission

.

withdrew its decision. The
Commission registered the
measures taken by the French
government as unnotified aids

in early 3993, but in December
that year it adopted a second
decision, again rejecting the

companies' complaints, and
held there had been no grant of
state aid.

The companies challenged
this decision before the Court
of First Instance alleging,
nmririg other things, infringe-

ment of the right .to an ade-

quate statement of reasons and
manifest error of assessment
The court said that the state-

ment of reasons required under
the treaty must disclose in a
r.lwar anri unequivocal fawhjnn

the reasoning followed by the

derision-making authority. The
adequacy of the reasoning
must also be assessed with
regard not only to its wording
but also to its context and to

all the legal rules covering the

matter in question.

The court said, that the long
r

time taken to adopt the Con-

VERELLEN
Following die odoptioo of the necessary Resolution at the Extraordinary

General Meeting held on Friday 9 June 1993 - and in accndance whb the

policy decided by the Board of Director* onMonday 18 September 1993 -

notice Is hereby given that:

The existing shares of the company will be exchanged for new shares in

die ratio of 1 new share for 1X00 existing ones. Certificates or subshares

can be provided to deal with possible fractions.

Shares will be exchanged during the period from Sunday 1 October 1993

up to and including Saturday 8 June 1996. on Ore last Friday of any month
within this period.

Any outstanding shares which have not been processed by the end of the

stipulated period will no longer be eroded to participate in this exchange.

All such unexchanged shares will only be entitled to redemption at the

book value of these shares which was determined on Friday 9 June 1993.

Vcrelhm nv

Fr. Vereflen E Vereflen

Managing Director Managing Director

Energy International N.V.
(Incorporated with limited liability in the Netherlands Antilles)

NOTICE TO BEARER SHAREHOLDERS
The Board of Management of the Fund has approved a proposal to Increase the

annual investment management fee paid by the Fund. A letter dared 29th
September. 1993 was sent to registered sharehoidera notifying them aftitu change

which will became effective from January. 1 996. Copies of the letter are available

from:

Mercury Asset Management Channel blanch Ltd.

Forum House. Grenville Street.

Sl Helier. Jersey. Channel Islands

[Fta No. +44 334 600 687(

The Board of Management
Curacao October. 1993

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
Appear in the Financial Times

on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

For further information or to advertise

in this section please contact

Karl Loynton on +44 0171 873 4780 of

Lesley Sumner on +44 0171 873 3308

nKAHcuLmaa

RMC CAPITAL LIMITED
lOw-twar”)
rrvmm

V*pw canL CooraiMa Capital Booda 2Mb
(ttM-BCMfc-l

BMC Group pJLe.

(“RMC—

1

MJnflnm to Butane Price
NOTICE a HEREBY GIVEN to heldcn of rf*
Bondi (die ‘BomBulilen'l dm do price n
•flieh the It Ejclumpeifcle Redeemable
Preference Sham tn the t.Mier (which trr
hwtsfa to Bawiwhhre cm muculoo et die
Bo«hi« eretunseabta too ottfiewy .harei in
RMC doe “Exdanpe Prt«n wtn be Ktjuned
from BUI pence to 786 pence in KetHdanee
«uh the Article* of Amneinttaa of the luucr
Mhe "adjured Exchange Price"). The Khuued

Price wtll iris effect (nan the are of
woe of die nr* onfineiy dam in RMC idle
"effective due of tdjnirmenn which la
npccud to be oa or dm* 9rfi November. IW5.
A Bondholdre whodeHwnhU Boisl in mdw ma^wnvmtooecdexchonpe rtgfta In the
pmodrter Ifeh September. JW3 end before
Ac cffecrire due ofJd^monera MU bn endued
to receive aneh additional RMC Ordinary“ ‘x *«wM have received had he

me Kljaued Eadtugc Price. Canenion and
etetarpe rishta ewivi*ed bjr daKven a! Breda
S *«* Ofafliwiag wffl
UtocffireiM the »d|a»ad Eachaanc Price.

'

CHESHIRE
BUILDING SOCIETY

(incorporated hi Eji*WI under At

Bw&if Sodetiu An 1986J

.

£10,000,000

HdatfogRarePennanem
Interetr Bearing Share*

(FIBS)

For the interest Period 28th

September, 1995 to 28th March,

1996 die PffiS -wlIl cany

an Interest Rate of 9.24766%

per annum. • The Interest

Amount per £1,000 will be

£46.11 payable on the 28th

March, 1996.

Lured ret TheInewdemlSioeL

kdwngrofifciUnitedKlnttioaiand
the Rept^lreefbdand Lut

Bankerslrnat
Coaioaay,Loaioa ,|pertfH»u)r

. I»*f5
P L

tested decision, the cwnspoa.
dence which had taken piace
between the Commls^an and
the parties, the adoption of the

initial decision by th& Craninis-

sion and the registratinn of the
measures as unnotified aids
were all relevant to the context

of the contested-deririon.-

The court then examined the
Commission's reasons. It found

some of die reasoning inade-
quate in four areas: the second-

ment Of staff; the favourable
terms on which post office

premises had been made avail-

able; the fuel and vehidB rnaby
tenance cost Incurred by S6cu-
ripost; and loans made by the

post office to Sfcuripost.

The court said the Commis-
sion was obliged to give a rea-

soned answer to each Of the
objections raised in the com-
plaint Since it had -hot, the

contested derision was .vitiated

in each respect

On the question of manifest
error of assessment, the court

noted the applicants' submis-
sion that the prices charged by
S&curipost to the post office

were higher than those nor-
mally charged in that sector.

The' Commission had sought
to meet that objection by
means of a comparison with a
contract awarded to Sficurfpost

for transporting money tor the

Casino shops chain. However,
the court found that evidence
inadequate because- it dealt

with only one year, 1993. The
court therefore raised the issue

of a lack of reasons on this

point, and concluded that the

contested decision was inade-

quately reasoned.

The court concluded that it

was not open to the Commis-
sion to rely on the alleged Aim-
smesa of evidence put forward

by the complainants in order

to justify the inadequacy of its

reasons for a derision. It said

the Commission had at Its dis-

posal mare effective means of

gathering the information nec-

essary fin
1 a detailed, impartial

Investigation than complain-
ants, and that the Commis-
sion's obligation to state rea-

sons for its decisions may in

certain circumstances require

an exchange of views and argu-
ments with the complainant

T-95J94: Sytmoal and Brink's

France v Commission, CFI4CH,
September 28 1995,

, JBRICK COURT CHAMBERS,
BRUSSELS
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COMMODITIES AND AGRICULTURE

Industry laments demise of
the US Bureau of Mines

wS liS industry

forthww^
rday ^amentin& theforthcommg ^ure of thn US®™u<tfMnes. WhichZ^

7Iffi? *** 1185 fleveIoped
®5CPerttse and access
“fonaati«» thatnasbeen unrivalled.

to^ta^uLJk
1®1®88 yoted“CKKe the bureau. Some of its

ySSS? ^ h® ^^sferred

Sm2?‘
r or^amsations hut

envir°tnnental and

P^SS™ D “d Pollution

^'Sntlon research wUl be
has been

^located to cover the cost of
aboul 11M i“hs

^ Produced an angry
2?3® frpm the industry out-
side the US. "it is tragic that
an organisation with such a
long and illustrious history
and one that has been so bene-
fio*1 to the US - and worid
wide •- should be destroyed for
short term budgetary reasons."
said Mr Philip Crowson, chief
economist at RTZ, the world’s

biggest mining company.
Once an organisation like this

is dosed if is difficult, if not
unpossible, to recreate it again
when you need it and the US
will live to regret this action."
At Mining Journal, the inter-

national mining industry's
"trade paper," Mr Roger Elite,

the editor, said: “The bureau is

in the vanguard of the world's
mining research establish-
ments and, if it is dismantled
or dispersed, we will all be the
poorer. Although established
to help the US solve its own
problems, the bureau has bene-
fited us all”

In a hard-hitting commen-
tary, the Mining Journal sug-
gests that the US is struggling
to balance the conflicting
demands of its voracious appe-
tite for minerals and the need
to protect the environment
from some of the more perni-
cious side effects of mining,
processing and fabricating
minerals.

“If it had not already been
invented, the US government
should surely now be consider-
ing the establishment of an

agency to help reduce the cost

(in all its guises) of meeting

the country's need for miner-

als. And yet. far hum applaud-

ing its own good fortune in

establishing such an organisa-

tion folly 85 years ago, the US
Congress has decided it should
be abolished."

Announcing the closure, the

US Interior Department said
that some' of the bureau's func-

tions, primarily related to

health and safety research and
materials partnerships, are to

be transferred to the US Geo-
logical Survey. The Bureau of

Land Management will take
over Alaska minerals assess-

ment.
"The remainder of the

Bureau’s programmes, includ-

ing important environmental
remediation and pollution pre-

vention research, will be
ended. Most activities are to
close within 90 days of the leg-

islation hoingr enacted."

In theory, President Clinton

has the right to veto the Con-
gress's decision, but most
observers suggest he is

unlikely to do so.

Sanyati

copper
mine
starts up

Foresters who feel themselves

being thrown to the wolves
Alison Maitland on the long-term timber supply crisis facing the UK

Doubts over durability of
wood pulp price increases
By Bernard Simon
in Toronto

North American and European
wood pulp producers have car-
ried out plans to raise list
prices to new record levels this
week, despite signs of a fragile
market.
Analysts said they expect

some discounting in coming
months, especially in hard-
wood pulp used mainly for
high-quality printing and busi-

ness papers.

Pulp prices have soared over
the past two years since touch-
ing a low of $390 in late 1993.

Producers took advantage of
frenetic demand last spring to
announce an increase in north-

ern bleached softwood kraft

pulp (NBSK), the industry sta-

ple, to $985-1,000 per tonne on
October 1 from $825. Similar
increases were announced for

other grades
Some European and North

American customers have
agreed to the price bikes. But
Mr Rodney Young, president of
Resource Information Systems,
a US consultancy, predicted
that the market will remain
“pretty weak" for the rest of
the year.

Mr Roger Wright, a London-
based consultant, described the

market as “finely balanced".

Pulp shipments remain high,

with producer inventories vir-

tually unchanged in recent

months.
Scandinavian and North

American producers’ stocks
edged up by only 15,000 tonnes
in August to 1.27m tonnes.

Demand may have been sus-

tained by paper mills' efforts to
build up their own inventories

ahead of this week's price hike.

Orders for most grades of

paper have softened, prompt-
ing predictions that paper
mills will soon start catting

back their raw material orders.

Mr Young described the cur-

rent fragility as a temporary
setback. He predicted that
demand will pick up again in

early 1996, as economic growth
accelerates In the US and
Europe.

The Sanyati copper mine in
Zimbabwe operated by UK-
based Reunion Mining is up
and running and win be prod-

ucing Grade A copper in the
next few weeks, Mr Andrew
Woollett the company's chair-

man has announced, Reuters
reports.

Using low cost (solvent

extraction-electrowon technol-

ogy for leaching the oxide
deposit, Reunion’s operating
costs will be less than 50 cents

per pound, Mr Woollett said at

the Global Emerging Markets
1995 conference.
Sanyati will be producing at

tts rated capacity of 5,090
tonnes a year immediately,
with the mine having an eight
to 10 year life.

SanyatTs reserves are 5.5m
tonnes of ore grading at LI
per cent copper. The cost of

bringing the mine into opera-
tion was $l4m.
When the oxide operation is

exhausted. Reunion will

exploit sulphide deposits at
Sanyati which wfl] add a fur-

ther 20 years to the project

life.

Additional revenues will

come from by-product zinc,

cobalt and manganese. These
provide zinc metal, cobalt
oxide and manganese dioxide

at low operating costs.

Reunion, which is currently

listed in Luxembourg, will be
seeking a listing on the Lon-
don Stock Exchange soon, he
told the conference.

FT Gold

Mines Index
From today the Financial
Times Gold Mines Index will

inclodeprice-earnings ratios

for the gold producers. At the
same time. South African com-
panies’ earnings will be
adjusted to make them compa-
rable with gold mining groups
elsewhere in the worid.

T wenty-five years is a
short time in forestry.

That is why the UK tim-

ber industry is calling for

action now to avert a supply

crisis around the year 2020.

The amount of home-grown
timber coming on to the mar-
ket will be falling by then,

after reaching a peak in the

second decade of the next cen-

tury.

The industry’s fear is that

the European, North American
and New Zealand processing
companies which have poured
£1.3bn into new mills in the

UK over the past decade could
find themselves with vast
unused capacity and decide to

relocate elsewhere In the
world.

“There’s going to be a tre-

mendous shortfall in timber
production. We’re going to
need substantial tree-planting

to keep the mills going, if we
want to keep that Investment
in this country," says Mr
Simon Vardon. a senior man-
ager with Fountain Forestry,

which handles 160,000 hectares

in the UK and US for private

and institutional clients.

The forestry industry is

urging Mr Kenneth Clarke, the
UK chancellor, to provide more
favourable tax and investment
treatment in next month's
Budget to encourage large-

scale new planting.

The number of commercial
conifers planted each year has
plunged since Mr Nigel Law-
son. the then chancellor, abol-

ished generous tax incentives

in 1986. The move followed a
public outcry at a system that
allowed the wealthy to dodge
tax while creating swathes of

pine forest that many saw as
an environmental disaster.

As a result however, private

planting of conifers for timber

fell from about 23,000 hectares

in 1989 to just over 2,500 hect-

ares in the year to March 1995

(see chart).

It takes at least 3540 years

for a conifer to reach maturity.

The Forestry Commission,

which manages the country’s

l.lm hectares of public wood-

land, says annual felling of 6m
tonnes of timber now should

reach VLSm by 2010 as the for-

ests planted after the second

world war reach maturity.

Arguing from a situation of

plenty is difficult. Mr Peter
Johnson, chief executive of Til-

hill Economic Forestry, which
manages 150,000 hectares, or 12

per cent of privately held for-

ests in the UK. says: “There
are no votes in forestry for the

government. Nothing’s going
to happen for 20 years. So
they’ve thrown the industry to

Ireland and Portugal in the
northern hemisphere have fos-

ter conifer growth:

The projected surge in sup-

ply in the next 15 years has
encouraged hefty investment
in state-of-the-art processing

mills far paper and board over
the past decade by big names
such as Repola and Kymmene
of Finland, which are merging,
and Noranda, the Canadian
resources group.

This has given the UK a com-
petitive edge which pushed up
exports to £2.3bn last year.

Such gains could evaporate if

supplies are allowed to plum-

UK new private planting

Hectares

rooco
35

Commercial conifer toBroaUeaf

Farm woodland schemes & Native pew

Government target I

1981 82 83 84 85 88 87 88 89 90919203 94 95

Source: Booker Countryside [ref. Forestry Commission) Yesre ending March 31

the wolves."
The gains from forestry

expansion would be consider-

able for the UK trade balance.

Timber is the third highest
import after cars and food.

Wood imports cost £6.4bn last

year, leaving a £4-2bn trade
gap.

The country produces only
about 12 per cent of its timber
needs. This proportion could
be doubled, according to the

Forestry Industry Committee
of Great Britain, which repre-

sents the timber supply chain
from nurseries to newsprint
makers. Only 10 per cent of

Britain is planted with trees,

but Its mild, wet climate is

ideal for production. Only

met, says the industry.

Current plantings foil well

short of the government’s tar-

get of 33,000 hectares a year.

Last year, when the govern-

ment decided not to privatise

the Forestry Commission, it

offered a sop to the industry

with a 10 per cent increase in

grants towards new commer-
cial tree-planting.

The Forestry Commission
says that “all the indications

are that commercial conifer

planting is on the up” as a

result of the new grants. But
landowners and timber proces-

sors are sceptical about the
long-term Impact and complain

the changes amounted to no
more than “tinkering" by a

O thers say forestry must
be opened up to small

investors. Prototype
funds requiring as little as
£1.000 have emerged in the
past year. But Mr Ronnie Wil-

liams, executive director of the

Forestry Industry Committee,
complains that no market is

yet available in the shares, and
forestry unit trusts are barred

from promoting themselves to

new investors.

Mr George Dunn, economist
for the Country Landowners'
Association, says constant pol-

icy reviews are also discourag-

ing when such a long-term
Investment is involved. “What
we’re saying to the govern-
ment is: you’ve got to get it

right and then leave it alone."

COMMODITIES PRICES

BASE METALS
LONDQfi METAL EXCHANGE
(Pikes from Amalgamated Metal Trwfing)

ALUMINIUM. 88.7 PURITY (S par tome]

Precious. Metals continued GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS SOFTS MEAT AND LIVESTOCK

Ceeh

Ctaae 174&MOS.
Pimkwe 1756-6

WglVtow 175911758
AM Official 1758-58.5

Kerb dose
Open bit 200510
TUN day turnover 47,313

ALUMMUM ALLOY $E per torra)

3 mth*

1782-83.
1787-8

1794/1776
1761-5-8SL0

.1776-77

m BOLD COMEX (100 TVoyo^Srtroyot) WHEAT LCE (C per tonne) COCOA LCE CE/itxml to LIVE CATTLECME (46000faB; cants/kw)

' Sen to* Open Sett Itoj* Opm Sell Dnf* Opn Sell Day* Open

pike change »flh tow tot VoL !»•« change Ugh tew tot Vol price change Hgh Low tat M price tenge Mgb tew lito 1M

Del 3822 •1.6 384.0 382.1 2146 1959 tew 114.7D •6.70 11515 114.70 2621 231 Dm 884 -26 908 880 27985 4.413 Oct 63.925 -1925 64950 63900 13900 2.491

Dm 3849 -1.7 3868 384.7 08.055 11766 Jan 11695 -675 11790 11695 1,735 152 tor 916 -23 937 913 30,672 39B4 Dee 65.725 -0925 66900 65.700 26.144 3993m 387.1 •1.7 3867 387.1 22244 606 Hit 11805 670 11990 11895 1.186 45 **»r 934 -22 953 930 73.691 427 Feb 85250 -0475 65600 65.100 12760 1.188

ter 3865 -1J 3919 3864 6S1 1974 Itegr 12090 -6.70 12080 12090 1976 5 JN 952 -21 973 950 3,924 471 ter 05.850 -6425 66150 85.725 8901 351

Jon 3322 -13 - - 12955 <79 Jn! 12290 -680 - 74 - Sep 969 -21 965 986 11,786 309 Mm 81.900 6400 62250 61900 2301 •251

Sep 3049 -1.7 - . 1,669 37 Total 7992 433 Dm 988 -21 1005 988 tag 80900 6300 61.100 66800 944 27

1W 178,044 16,179 WHEAT CUT (5.000tiu irate cents/0Olb butfwQ Total 110973 6141 Total 82276 8209

PiATMUM NYMEX (50 Troy at,- S/broy Q2_)

Close 1525-35 1565-75

Previous 153040 1570-80

HtgMow
AM Official 1530-40 1575-80

Kerb dose 158080
Open kit. 3.023

Total dafly unover 1.B33

LEAD IS par totrntj

Close 587.6-085 812-13

Previous 604.5-5.6 618-6

MgMow 603 617/612

AM Official B025-3.0 6165-17.0

Kerb close 812-3

Open W. 31,505

Total daly turnover 4983

NICKEL (5 par tonne)

Close
Previous

Hlgh/lcw

AM Official

Kerb ctase

Open irrt.

Tod daly turnover

TIN {S par tome)

daao
Prevtaua

High/low

AM Official

Kerb doso
Open M.
Total daSy turnover

7955-65 8085-95

8275-85 8405-10
8390/8060

8160-70 B275-80
8115-20

41.829

10940

Od 4105 -132 4219 4105 1956 850

Jan 4109 -117 4215 4089 17,420 2589

ter 4109 -132 421.0 4105 1.414 122

M 4119 -132 4220 410.0 1576 118

oa 4119 -132 - 31 6

TUN 22987 3983

to PALLADIUM NYMEX (100 TTOy at: $/troy SB-)

Dm 14685 615 14450 14675 5.141 725

tow 14290 615 14550 14290 806 26

Jan 14325 615 - - 7 5

TWat 5954 788

to SO.VBt COMEX (100 Troy qz.; Centa/troy nz.J

Oct 5269 -175 ann 5ZS9 610 600

Bcc 530.8 -17.7 5489 526 0 57565 16281

Jn KP-5 -T77 - - 24 -

Mar 536.6 -179 5525 5365 112SS 181

5409 -179 yjin 5405 6142 221

JN 5449 -179 5819 5445 6521 516

TUN 85981 18989

404 48514 64571 14,448
COCOA CSCE (10 tonnes; S/Umnes)

Mar 4994* -fc 503 4W 22560 8580 Dm 1269 -24 1281 1262 30,768 2573 Oct

Nay 48B* -W 486 48014 2579 510 Ur 1305 -23 1316 1298 17540 1,735 Dec

Jnl 41314 •3 41614 411 8244 1537 •toy 1326 -28 1337 1320 7532 60 M>
an 41634 •214 418’+ 41514 112 35 JN 1350 •22 1356 1349 3,475 109 ter

Dm 427 -114 428* 42414 188 21 Sop 1371 -22 1374 1389 4295 1.103 Mm
Total 98,754 239«1 Dm 1400 -26 1399 13SJ9 5578 11 tag

to MAKE CBT (5900 by min; centa/Seto buaheQ Total 69588 5581 Total

Dec 312n tQH 315/2 310/0252952 31255

Mar 32*2 +08 32214 3100123,816 W54

Niy 322/4 +02 324/4 320/2 19848 1,407

M 321/4 - 323/2 318/8 36811 288

9

Sap 284/4 +8/4 29S/D 29241 3919 318

Dee 276/4 +1/2 276/B 274/4 16,035 1,023

1MI 451562 43230

BARLEY ICE (E par tonne)

Mae 107.55 -0.45 10785 10750 803 36

Jen 110.50 -OAO - - 652

Mar 11250 -050 555

Hay 11580 -0.15 - 152

Total 2178 38

COCOA (ICCO) (SOfTs/tonne)

Sap 29 Aka
Daily 92Q/3

ftp- dry

93145

COFFEE LCE (S/tonne)

Nnv 2370 +96 2375 2270 12592 2,150

Jaa 2258 +64 2256 2195 7952 1566

ar 21B2 +71 2200 2150 3937 676

tear 2138 +68 2145 2100 2999 31

JN 2DB5 +57 2105 2085 205 32

Sop

TUN
2065 2080 2065

26535 4,162

LIVE HOGS CME (40000*18; centa/lba>

Oct 45325 -0.B25 46.100 45.450 8317 2371

Dec 45.425 .1.175 46350 45J00 11.930 2240

Ml 47.700 -1.100 46050 47 500 6206 1.164

Apr 47.000 -1.075 47.350 46725 2.060 448

Mm 51.500 -4B50 51-850 51.175 2.483 355

Aug 49.700 -0550 46900 49950 057 109

Total 32965 6744

PORK BELLIES CME (JftOOOUw; cema/lba)

Ml 50050 -6975 60.700 50200 5.441 1jB31

Mar 60150 -1/150 60650 59375 465 126

May 60550 -0950 61300 60000 97 5

Jal 62425 -0875 62550 61300 399 19

Aag 59.800 -0300 59500 59500 33 2

Total 6436 1,183

LONDON TRADED OPTIONS
Strike price S toone — CeAs— — Pule—

CROSSWORD
No.8,882 Set by DOGBERRY

i ‘C 1 CSCE (375006m; certa/lba)

G265-75 eaao^oo
8405-15 6430-35

6420/6230

6380-70 6390-400
6800-10

19,428
6.554

ENERGY
CRUDE CHL NYMEX (42,000 US gale. S/barrel)

latest Dajte Open

ZMC. apacjal Mgh grade ff per termeS

Ctee 10015-25 10245-260

Previous 10115-125 1033-4

tOgh/lmu 1006 1035/1023

AM Official 1006-65 1028-28.5

Kerb dose 1023-4

Open Int • - 79-254 -

Total da8y turnover 16328

1755 +001 17.67

17.26 -002 1739

17.15 -002 1737

17JJ6 -054 17.18

1759 +054 17.09

17.00 - 1751

Open
Lear U VN
1744 72236 50.163

17.19 62864 21,461

17.13 36537 9898
1756 20531 3545
1758 16562 - 2508
1750 9,785 1,704

326696 91523

to SOYABEANS CBT pflOOta min; catt/BOb DuaM)
Dm 12190 +455 12390 11850 18979 5,752

Mm 037/2 -8/B 846/4 635/4 89.700 25.389 Ater 11025 +4.75 12040 117.10 0539 1,407

Jan 647/4 -wo 657/0 646/0 27500 7964 tote 11855 +3.40 liaoo 117.75 1,992 236

Mar 657/0 686/0 655/0 12532 2970 JN 11895 +395 moo 118.00 407 24

•toy 832/2 -972 672/0 660/4 7513 727 tap 118.75 +490 11890 11890 281 18

JN 007/6 -wo 6704) 66810 7546 031 Dm 11025 +490 11750 117.50 53 1

Ate B64H -8/4 673/D 564/0 80 3 Total 2*931 7*5B

TUN 184,183 38523 COFFEE (ICQ (US oants/pourWQ

SOYABEAN 06. CUT (KXOOOts: cents/13)

CRUDE 06 IPE (S/haneQ

Oct 26.64 -052 2688 2656 3.904 1711

Dee 2671 -0.19 2698 2662 36085 6450
Jan 2B.7B -0.17 2752 2673 8,498 1521

tear 2683 -0.19 27.12 2679 9552 1583

Hay 2750 -0.1 8 27.18 26SS 4388 57B

Jal 27.05 -0.15 2772 2695 6874 435

Total 68,024 16905

SOYABEAN MEAL CST (100 torar Stan)

Sep 29 Price Prw. day

Comp. &#r 116 47 11450

15 day average 12036 12151

N©7 PREMIUM RAW SUGAR LCE {cents/lbs}

ffi COPPER, pfde A (9 per tonne)

Close 2903-7 2873-74

Previous 293840 MBM
HigMoar 2928 2908/2883

AM Official 2826-27 2894-95

Kerb dose 2B6&-6

Open Int. 184.789

Total ctaBy turnover 48.985

LME AM Official E/S rate: 15955

LME Ctoafag C/S rate: 1-58ao — .

Spot1391 1 3 mtlKl 3682 6«B«15B53 9mBm5827

HMSH GRADE COPPER (COMEX)

Price Nang# Man Low tat VOJ DU 190.0 -22 1029 1850 7,180 4271

Nov 16.17 +0.05 1624 1897 48919 22.763 Dm 1929 -35 1B&4 1922 47972 7974

-DM- 1598 +042 1695 1598 48.481 11,780 Jni 1949 -39 197.7 1935 9902 1990

Jan 1598 -096 1594 1590 17940 1918 tow 1954 22 199.4 1959 7,142 1969

M 1544 - 1584 1575 8.B31 535 Kte 1982 3.1 1951 1955 4,158 512

tar 1X72 -090 1570 1572 5938 357 JN 1989 -29 2005 1969 3913 21

B

Apr 15.75 - - - 2982 40 Total 14915 7*484

TUN 144,499 37,412 POTATOES LCE E/bame)

HEATING OIL WMEX (42500 US Oils; c/US gtfaj

Latest Day’s Opea

price otevpa Mph Low U Vd

Bov 49.10 +055 4650 4855 37582 16480

DK 4950 -0(£ 5615 4955 37513 5532

Jn SO20 -0.05 5040 4955 29346 3&7
fab 5600 +055 5030 5600 12568 858

MV
1

4685 • 4625 49.15 5712 1B4

Jbr 4850 +050 4870 4600 3593 155

1425R 43508

DU 132S - -

Jan 1090 - - - -

ar 1195 - - -

Nay
Total

1195 " "

_

to WHTTE SUGAR LCE (S/tonne)

Dm 3915 +2.7 3329 3250 10283 353

MV 314.9 +1.1 3150 3135 10503 669

ay 3151 +0.8 3109 3050 2936 121

Ate 3079 -53 3079 3059 1592 26

Oct 2619 +0.7 2809 2795 1,705 19

Dm
Tata!

2705 +0J 2785 2779 SS2 1

27927 1,190

(99.7*) LME Dec Fob Dec Feb

1700 112 150 40 61

10OO __ GO as 67 107

1900 28 so 153 168

to COPPER
(Grade A) LME Doc Feb Dec Feb

2750 168 149 45 81

2650 . 109 99 84 129
2950 65 63 139 190

to COFFEE LCE Now Jan Nov Jan

2700 6 50 336 484

2750 4 44 384 538
2800 —. 2 37 •432 581

to COCOA LCE Dec Mar Dec Mar

875 35 71 26 30

900 24 56 40 35

925 16 44 57 53

to 8RENT CRUDE (PE Nov Dec NOV Dec

1600 ... 28 31 12 40
1650 ....... 7 20 37 70
1700 4 7 81 109

LONDON SPOT MARKETS
CRUDE OIL FOB (per berreVNov) +or-

9Nt DM* Open

prfco change Mflh tow M W
131 50 -190 13335 13130 1,565 203

13055 -190 132.50 13190. 1951 111

13005. -190 13390 13090 18JJ41 6,800

128.85 -1.25 13090 12930 483 2

12790 -1.05 405

13635 -095 127.70 12R30 4,327 -388

319* 7,799

Apr 4850 +050
Total

QASOlLPEtfAWBBi

tear 1955 - - - l -

Iter 2905
Apr 2S75 +7.7 2875 2575 1720 48

Itey 3005 B

Jan 3605

Total 17» «
FREIGHT (HFFEX) LCE (SlO/fcOax pofcit)

SUGAR ir CSCE fl liOOOba; canteAbs)

Mar 1025 +007 1030 1020 55,43314907

Hte 1025 +006 1029 1018 17201 1,175

JN 1024 +OD1 1028 1020 12928 103

OM 1021 •008 1024 10.18 12,181 131

Her
TUN

1017 -0JJ6 1010 10.15 4,995 82

107,92222JH0

Dubai 51451 -551w -0.065

Brent Blend (dated) S16.55-&58 -0505

Brent Bland (Nov) S16.15-6.16 -0555
W.T.I. (1pm BSS) 5l7.57-7.58w +0.035

OIL PRODUCTS NWE prompt dflfivary CIF (tonne)

PRECIOUS METALS
LONDON BULLION MAWCT

(Prices auppfed by N M RottgcW)—
QoU(Trrry 02) . S pri» E *** ^ ***

CkMfi 382.00-382.40

2=5-4,
‘ 383^4°

*42792 443.477

Aftmunftc 38375 241.159 440.967

Day's Ugh 383-50-383.90

Day's LOW 382.00-38240

Previous ctoea 38350-38350

Loon Ute Mem Gold ImmSbq R*«m (Vi

1‘moMh 4.03 6nwnms- -*«
l2montf» «<»

3 months - >un

MiirHx'. pAfoyoz-

Spot 34275 542.50

iSS

fsr- SiS K
&& as

Maple L*K 394.10-39655

NewSowreiw 88-91 55-57

Sett Day*

price ebaega H* ! N *
Od 14600 -275 15225 14600 177« 10728

pa 15600 -250 152.7S 14675 25797 7975

pao 15090 -275 16250 15090 20558 2702

Jn 15075 -150 15I.7S 15600 21787 3789

FA
1

14950 -675 14950 1497S 3916 150

Hr
'

'

14875 -1.00 14425 14875 2948 522

K, 96948 24390

NATURAL GAS HYHEX P0900 araffitiL; S/amBai)

latest. Day* Open

nriea cbaafle Htah LOW U 1W

1838 -2 1850 1830 701 24

1858 +3 1660 1845 001 40

1820 - 1820 1810 1955 32

1764. +10 1765 1735 840 2

1755 +15 1760 1755 156 -

1548 -17 - - - -

COTTON NYCE (50900lbs: catra/fca)

Ctaaa Pin
1897 1820

latest. Day* Open

prim ctaafle Mgh In tat VN

' 1325 +6075 1900 1720 23785 7JD74

1.610 +0925 1985 1900 19793 3.142

1935 -6002 2930 1920 16724 1,846

1975 +9903 1950 1760 16720 B97

1700 -0904 1770 1700 6414 172

1.725 -6009 1-785 1J2S 5,<2£ 312

129,105 15715

Oct 93.65 +020 0890 9320 810 65

Dae 8068 +099 8198 8030 32935 3.13*

Her 9057 +0.18 twin 90.05 15961 1,001

toay 9120 +02D 93.10 81.15 6.845 IX
JN 9195 035 8330 8190 5.104 126

ON 79.75 -025 8025 7150 1294 5

Total 08280 4900

to ORANGE JUCE NYCE (1590OBJK cents/lbo)

Kne 11035 +1.00 11075 10050 - -

Jan 11225 +090 112.45 11075 - *

War 114.70 +0.70 11590 11390 - -

May 116.70 +020 11675 118.75 - -

JN 118-85 +070 11000 11075 - -

Sap'
' 12085 +070 - - m M/A

Prefrfum GasoUne

Gaa On
Heavy Fual Ol
NapMha
Jat tuat

Diesel

5188-169

5150-

151

584-86

5151-

153

5177-179
£154-155

ACROSS
1 Gem of a poet whose love's

turned to fury (B)

Locate in total disc

Atmisun Apa Tel Lonebn pi 71) 359 8782

II OTHER

2morahs __
3 months -

wirBst'.
Spot

amor**
Bmoreha
1 year

’

QoWCote,
Kniganteid

Mapfcuw
N*» Sovsrai^i

uScteequhr.
542.50

645.95

551-46

56170

E eqi4v.

342-244

gr 1.723 -O-UUb l.iaa ijo a/wn aic

Trial
123,185 15715

UNLEADED GASOLINE
MIMXKZTOtHg gate; 04S flafcj

Latest Day* Open

fib* a EH (M M W
tM, 5270 +432 53,48 5635 24,150 14935

nee 5190 -602 51.85 5190 12940 4382

5095 “ 9-12 5135 5665 6307 1900

Hh 5680 -0.10 5090 5070 2958 311

me 5130 +615 - - 1314 100

» 5395 - 2980

Trial 53300 34982

Thera w» 9000 tended general demand thte

weak reports the Tea Brakw* Assnaatai.

Selected best fciuoring Assams sold wefl at

between IBOp/kg and 211p/kg. wtrfle others

ffirtgoodoaiYipNMonatfffi^^ ra^ Brt^'
est East Airicaro oaiffiniad a strong foetus

and raw after dearer, partioitofy jutfs. Cd-
oury mediums were fully firm to dearer Pur

ptainer and light Bquortng types rare irretjularty

ewaar. Brighter Ceylons were and strong and

showed aubsonttel advances. Olfcbora ff0®1

demand at firm to dearer ratea. OuoMflorH

beet Bvotabia 2iip/kg. good: I45p/Kg. good

medium: I22p/Vg, medium: 90p/Kg. »«
macBum; 74pfl«. The h^ltet price reellsadiW*

week was a 2l1p/lsg. fry a north Inffian pf.

VOLUME DATA
Open Interest and Volume data Shown for

contracts traded on COMEX. NYMEX, CST,

NYCE, CUE, CSCE and PE Crude OH ore one

day In arrears.

INDICES
REUTERS (Base: 18/9/31=100)

Oct 2 Sep 29 month ago year ago

20829 2094.7 2221.0 2Q0O-7

CBS Future* (Bas* 19B7=100)

Sep 29 Sep 28 month ago year ago
24190 241.79 23976
QSC1 Spot (Base: 1970=100}

Gold (per troy ozji

Sflver (par troy az)A

Platinum (per troy «.)

Palladium (per troy oz.)

Copper (US prod)

Load (US prod)

Tin (Kuala Lumpur]

Tfri (New York)

Coffin (flve watgm)t

Sheep (five weight)!*

Pigs (Sve weight

Lon. day sugar (raw)

Lon. day sugar (wto)

Barley (Eng. feed)

Maize (US No3 Yellow)

Wheat (US Dartt North)

Rubber (Nov)V

Rubbff (Dec)f

Rubber (KLRSSNol)

Coconut Ol (Phfl)$

Ps*n Oil (Mateyj§

Copra (Ph(§
Soyabeans (U^
Cotton Outtookw Index

Wodtops (649 Super)

5389c
$420.75

*14190

l*xj.

41.750

16.02m

2999c

12892p
102.1 Op

9594p

$288.10

8371.50

C1149te{

E104.0w

Unq.

69.00p

BS.OOp

337.5m

5705,0u

$61592
448.0y

leaou

93.70c

475p

£ per toms uniHa tmorebo anted, p oence/ka. c cartHtD.

r r^QBMrg. m htateyctan carta/kg. z Oct u Nm/Dbc.¥ w

5 Locate in total discharge (6)

9 Best part of holiday in con-

finement - between promon-

.

tones? (8)

10 Man of rank: to wit? To wit,

king (6)

12 Bore sick, pursuing medic (5)

18 Island-to-lsiand cover against

effect of sun (9)

14 Adulterate drink in spare

room (6)

16 Divine purpose is just wbat
one needed (7]

19 There's nothing Ice can pro-

duce like a lot of water (?)

21 It's applied to thumbscrews
while inquisitor questions (6)

28 Composer's quiet, therefore

said to be idle (9)

25 Sect bolding virgin leader to

be god (5)

26 Such humour could cause

friction with the Financial

Times (6)

27 Seaman - one grabbed by
Sikhs spoiling for a fight (8)

28 Integral points on flag (6)

29 Exiled from 'ere as punish-

ment (8)

DOWN
1 Transfer to the south east and

withdraw (6)

2 Come first, carrying 99 to
base (9)

3 Resort left with poor accom-
modation (5)

4 Complin- In river turning to

diet (7)

6 Little Prince and his wife act

like Casanova? (9)

7 Unexpected development of
dance (5)

8 Pickle turning boy into girl (8)

11 Very much at ease with arms
raised (4)

15 Ferryman, one doomed to
carry false idol (9}

17 Learning to put sport into
print (9)

18 Swimmer turning profes-
sional in style (8}

20 Gloated at team (4)

21 Be amusing about river - not
much of one (71

22 Hamlet, say, containing pub
nymph (6)

24 Small jumpers on fop of the
perch (5)

25 Sailor haring afterthought
about fish (5)

Sop 29 Sep 2B mesffil ago ynr ago
18198 1B196 17677 17037

Nov. y Od/Nov. a Oct/Doc London Physical. § CIF Rotted

dan. f EMtoii mots* don 4 Shegp (Lire wight prices).
*

Change on wMk t Pnctt art tot previous day.

Solution to Saturday's prise puzzle on Saturday October 14.

Solution to yesterday’s prize puzzle on Monday October 16.

1

cash-strapped government
Sections of the industry

acknowledge the government

has tried to create a favourable

investment climate through,

for example, its form woodland

grant schemes introduced in

1969 and its successful effort to

persuade the European Union

to agree that set-aside land

could be planted with trees

from July this year.

But they argue that for more
radical action is needed to

meet the government's own
targets.

Forestry is neither eligible

for tax relief on investment nor

subject to taxation at the time
of sale. The Country Landown-
ers' Association, which repre-

sents 50,000 landowners in

England and Wales, wants for-

esters to be able to choose irre-

vocably either to be in the tax

system - facing tax on receipts

but relief on planting and man-
agement - or to opt out
At Ti Drill

, Mr Johnson says
people contemplating a 35 to

40-year investment “need
something upfront.” To calm
environmentalists' fears of a

repeat of the 1980s conifer eye-

sores, he argues that today's

tight regulations on new plan-

tations and woodland manage-
ment would prevent this.

7
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS

Treasuries rise on weak activity data
By Lisa Bramien bi New York
and Graham Bowtey in London

US Treasury prices added to

the sharp gains made an Fri-

day after data on manufactur-
ing activity was weaker than
many economists expected.

Near midday, the benchmark
30-year Treasury was g higher
at lQ&ft to yield 6.447 per cent
At the short end of the matu-
rity spectrum, the two-year
note was up £ to 99$. yielding

5.767 per cent
The strong gains by shorter-

term securities led the two-
year to 30-year yield curve to
steepen by 3 basis points to 68
basis points in early trading.

Prices jumped at mid-morn-
ing after the National Associa-
tion of Purchasing Manage-
ment said its index of business
activity in September came to

48.3 per cent. That was up from
August's reading of 46.9 per
cent, but below expectations of
50 per cent A reading below 50
per cent is generally consid-

ered a sign of contracting man-
ufacturing activity.

Adding to ttie good news for

bond market investors were
figures showing that construc-

tion spending slipped 0.2 per

cent in August, partially

reversing the 2 per cent

increase posted in July.

However, bonds shrugged off

signs that consumers may be

about to add some life to the

economy.
Figures from the Commerce

Department showed that per-

sonal consumption jumped by
1 per cent in August, even as

personal income held steady at

July's level. Economists had
forecast a 0.6 per cent increase

in consumption accompanied
by a 0.1 per cent gain in

income.
The dollar lent same support

to bonds by pushing back
through the Y100 level and
gaining against the D-Mark
after sliding for most of last

week.
In early trading, the OS cur-

rency was changing hands at

Y100.60 and DM1.4303 com-
pared with Y99.73 and
DML4278 late on Friday.

The stronger mood of US
Treasuries and evidence of

firmer official support for mon-
etary union after the weekend
meeting of EO finance minis-

ters lifted European govern-

ment bonds yesterday.

The largest gains were seen

in the Spanish and UK mar-
kets, where economic data
pointed to slower growth and

D-Mark weakened slightly
against the US dollar.

GOVERNMENT
BONDS

lower inflation, raising the

prospect that interest rates in
these countries might soon be
lowered.
Only Italy and Sweden regis-

tered tells in their government
bond markets.

Italian bonds were dogged by
worries over the progress of

the 1996 budget Analysts said

there was particular concern
over former prime minister Sil-

vio Berlusconi's response to

the budget proposals.

German bunds lagged behind
other European markets as the

hi Spain, figures showed pro-

ducer prices increased by only

0.1 per cent in July. The Span-
ish December futures contract

rose 0.32 to 88.80. The 10-year
bond yield spread over German
bunds narrowed to 429 ha<tiq

points.

In late trading, the Italian

December futures contract on
Liffe was down 0.21 at 101.29;

the 10-year yield spread over
bunds widened to 540 basis
points from 528 points at the

previous close.

fl In the UK, the September
purchasing managers' index,
which surveys business activ-

ity, tell to its lowest level for

three years.

In late trading, the long gilt

future on Liffe was up g at

105?$. The 10-year gilt spread
over German bunds narrowed
to 164 basis points from 169

points at the end of last week.
The yield spread over US

Treasuries widened further to

200 basis points, however, hum
181 points at last Monday's
close.

Mr Julian Callow, interna-

tional economist at Rleinwort

Benson, said that “this now
provides an opportunity for

investors who are long of the

US to switch into gilts”.

He thinks that UK inflation

is set to decline over the

remainder of this year, which
means that "gilts are likely to

out-perform both Germany and
the US". He said that this

would also “favour conven-
tional gilts over index-linked

gilts".

However, Mr Paul Meader,
director of fixed income at

Matheson Investment Manage-
ment in London, thinks that

while the UK’s favourable
inflation and interest rate out-

look makes gilts attractive, be
prefers Irish gilts, which he
says avoid the political risk

which investors in the UK face.

German financial markets
will be closed today for the
Unity Day holiday.

Toyota Motor Credit set to launch $750m deal
By Antonia Sharpe

Toyota Motor Credit
Corporation is set to launch its

widely-expected 5750m issue of
five-year eurobonds today or
tomorrow. The bonds are likely

to be priced to yield about 22

basis points over five-year US
Treasuries.

INTERNATIONAL
BONDS

The deal, the biggest dollar-

denominated corporate bond
issue since March 1993, has
attracted considerable interest

and a large amount of bonds
have been pre-placed. The
issue is being arranged by Mer-
rill Lynch, Nomura and SBC
Warburg.
TMCCs offering is one of

several big dollar deals which

should emerge in the coming
weeks. Italy is expected to

raise $2bn with a five-year deal

later this week, via Daiwa.
The offering, targeted at Jap-

anese retail investors, will be
in two tranches: about $l_5bn

could be raised in the form of

zero-coupon bonds with the
remainder in coupon bonds.

Price talk on Italy's offering

is aggressive. The zero-coupon

bonds could yield 10 basis
points less than Treasuries
while the coupon bonds could
offer only a nominal spread

over Treasuries. However, woo
ries that the bonds would yield

well below Treasuries are said

to be unfounded.
Asian Development Bank is

close to launching its 5750m 10-

year global bond offering, via

Daiwa and Morgan Stanley.

The pricing of the bonds is

expected to be close to the

HEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

Borrower
US DOLLARS

Amount Coupon
RL %

Prim Maturity

Nov.1999
undeted

Fees
%

Spread Book namer
bp

+17(9 Paribas Capital Markets
JP Morgan SecvWeaForwiingsbertjenwt

AAI
100

Drlfl

(31)

BStefl
99.90ft

0^25ft

1.00ft

D-MARKS
BectrichA do France 300 5.625 99.51BB Nov^OOQ 025ft +28(5’A9b-O0) Banque Paribas (Deutsch.

STERLING
Abbey Nellonalfe) 200 10i* 100.432 undated 1.® +i70(B1*1ii-17) Merrll Lynch International

SWISS FRANCS
Kingdom of Sweden 150 4.375 1Q3JO Nov^tXK 250 UBS

Final terms, non-calabfe iretess dated. Yield spread (over relevant government bond) at launch suppOed by lead manager, t
Floating-fate note. tSeni-amual octpcet. R: fixed re-offer price; fees shown at re-offer level, bj Callable on coupon dates from Notno
at par. al) 3-mfti Libor +I25bp to Nov.® end +275bp thereafter, b) Exchangeable ai option of issuer into undated preference Notes
paying KRMtaa gross (Httal coition 8.3% net). Q Over Interpolated yield. I) Long 1st coupon.

World Bank's LO-year global

bond, which yields about 24
basis points over Treasuries.

Abbey National, which yes-

terday raised £300m through
issues of undated bonds
exchangeable for capital

(X-Cap bonds) and preference
shares, may also tap the dollar

sector. It is considering raising

$750m through a 10-year global

subordinated bond under its

US MTN programme. Goldman
Sachs and Lehman Brothers
are favourites to arrange the
offering, which is likely to be
priced to yield 60 to 65 basis

points over Treasuries.

Merrill Lynch, which under-
wrote yesterday’s transaction,

said the preference shares sold

quickly, helped by the decision

to pay dividends gross of

advance corporation tax, but
the X-Cap bonds, a new instru-

ment for many UK institutions,

were taking longer to selL

Swedish

bonds top

performers

last month
By Graham Bowley

Sweden was the best

performing government bond
market last month, according

to J.P. Morgan’s bond index. It

posted a return of 3.96 per

coit in local currency teams,

in spite of uncertainty over

European Monetary Union.

.

Japan was the second best

performer, posting a total

return of 3.17 per cent helped
by an unexpected cut in the

official discount rate from 1

per cent to 0.5 per cent.

Australia and Canada also
performed well, registering
total returns of 2L32 per cent

and 1.52 per cent respectively.

“Investors sought to take
advantage of a favourable out-

look for inflation and fiscal

restraint'* in both these coun-
tries, the report says.

The row over the proposed
European single currency,
which erupted at the end of
last month, caused a setback

in high-yielding European
markets, the index shows.
French government bonds

were the hardest hit. France
was the only market to regis-

ter a negative total return last

month, of minus 0.13 per cent
“Political uncertainties, con-

cerns about the lack of prog-

ress on the 1996 budget and

growing doubts about France's

ability to meet Emu’s fiscal

conditions contributed” to the
decline, the report said.

US, German and UK govern-
ment bonds under-performed
the global index, which posted

a return of L25 per cent
German bonds registered a

return of 1.15 per cent UK
gilts reacted poorly to the
UK's first uncovered gflt auc-

tion, posting a return of 0.44

per cent US Treasuries saw a
total return of (189 per cent as
“signs of stronger growth re-

awakened memories of last

year’s global bear' market”,
the report says.

First Polish GDR
issues on the way
By Christopher Bobinski

in Warsaw

Companies listed on the

Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSK)

are beginning to look to global

depositary receipts (GDRsl to

raise new capital, as is the gov-

ernment in pursuit of its bank

privatisation progranune.

At the end of last week, Stal-

esport, a listed Polish steel

trader which is planning

Investments in the domestic

steel industry, became the first

company to obtain approval

from the Polish Securities

Commission (KPWj for a new
share issue, which includes

plana to raise capital abroad

through GDRs.
Stalexport. whose 8 .8m

quoted shares are currently

quoted at .32 zlotys ($12.8) on

tire WSE, is hoping to place lm
to 5m new shares with GDRs
covering up to 25 per cent of its

equity following the capital

increase.

The company currently has a

market value of 282.7m zlotys

and is trading on a price/eam-

ings ratio of 6.4.

The Stalexport jan^.sj^ich
opens on October. 30'. with
HSBC Investment Services act-

ing as lead adviser,is seen as a
trial run for the privatisation

of Bank Gdansk!,, in which
shares are also to be offered to
investors abroad - through
GDRs.

In the Bank Gdansk! issue,

due at the beginningof Decem-
ber and for which HSBC is also

acting as the lead adviser, 75

per cent of the bank's equity is

to be offered for sale, with a
third of the total to be placed

abroad.

HSBC Is planning to bufld

books abroad for both Stalex-

port, which wants to raise at

least 550m for the modernisa-
tion of the Labedy and Ostrow-
iec Swietokrzyski mills as well
as the Szczecin steelworks,, and
for Bank Gdansk! The book-

building will help HS$C ascer-

tain issue prices fdr domestic
investors.

The government is hoping to

raise in the region, of$l60aj
from the Bank Gdansk! sale,

with around half of the reve-

nues coming from abroad.
'

Comalco NZ looks to

long-term funding needs
Comalco New Zealand, the

aluminium processor, has
hired Ord Minnett Securities

(NZ) to assist it in evaluating

future long-term funding
operations, the company said,

AP-DJ reports from Welling-
ton.

The company said that the
binding would be related to the

planned NZ$480m upgrade of

its 79.4 per cent-wned Tiwai
Point aluminium smelter
located on New Zealand’s
South Island

.

The remaining interest ib

the smelter is held by Japan's

Sumitomo Chemical Corp.
Comalco New Zealand is 100

per cent wired by the alumin-

ium producer Comalco Austra-

lia which in turn is 67 per cent

owned by the Australian min-
ing concern CRA,
The market has been specu-

lating on a possible flotation of
Comalco shares sometime this

year. But the company said

such speculation was prema-
ture.

“Contrary to media specula-

tion no derision has been made
to seek listing on the New Zea-

land Stock Exchange,” said Mr
Kerry McDonald, managing
director of Comalco. “We are

considering a number of
options and expect to make
decisions by the end of the
year."

WORLD BOND PRICES

BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
Rad Day's

Ca^Qn Date Price change Yield

BUND FUTURES OPTIONS (LIFFE) DM250.000 points of TOOK

ago
Month
ago

Strike

Price

AustraBa

Austria

Begun
Canada

'

Denmark
France STAN

OAT
Germany Bund

Daly

Japan No 129
No 174

Netherlands

Portugal

Span
Sweden
UK GlBa

US Treasury

-

7.500

BJB7S
6.500

a.750
7-000
7.750

7.750

8375

6-

250
10.500

BAOO
4.600

7-

000
11S75
10.000

0.000
8000
&S00
9.000
8.500

8875
7-503

07/05
08/05
03/05

12/05
12/04
04/00

10/05

05/05
10/04

04/05
03/00

09/04

08/05
02/05
02/05
02/05
taw?
12/05

10/08

08/05

08/25
04/05ECU (French Govt)

London ctaong. fto York mid-day

r Grass (inokgfrg wWwtoy ter aC 123 par

Pricox US, UKm 32nd*. ot/wr <n dtonaf

9X3000
99.2600

95A100
1074500
94.3400

103.7500
101.9900
102.0500
87.7500
93.4400
1202640
114.3840

10&6400
103.7800
94.6200
79.3560

102-

05

103-

05
106-21
102-28
105-17
98.4000

+05®
-0030
+0350
+0.850

+0A40
+0250
+0200
+0270
+0.450
-0580
+0240
+0240
+0200
0.410

-0250
+ 14/32

+20/32

+18/32
+20/32

+32/32
+0.460

822
626
7.10

728
728
6.75

756
627
822

11.86t
123
2.82

6.62

11.18
1086
9.41

7.48

8.04

8.16

Ml
6.45

7.73

875
623
7.16

726
7.96

&84
7.49

628
822
1120
120
a®
a®
1129
1122
9.72

727
8.01

8.10

028
620
727

9.17

7.01

7.19

821
821
ft®
729
6.70

623
1125
220
3.18

8>74

1122
1095
1020
7jB7

8.08

8.16

627
620
7.®

9650
9600

Nov Dec
CALLS -

Jan Mar Nov Dec
PUTS

Jan Mte

0.57 0.85 0.74 1.04 0.45 0.73 1.19 1.49

033 0.61 0.55 0.84 0.71 0.99 1.SO 1.79

0.18 0.42 0.40 a® 1.® 1J0 1.® 2.11

Cab 1SS90 Puts 10613. Pravtaue day's opan H, Cate 186818 Ptan tSO&ia

FT-ACTUARIES FIXED INTEREST INDICES
Price kxSoes Man De/s Fri Accmed xd at#.

Oct 2 change % Sep 29 Merest ytduk oats

— Low engion yield— — Merton coupon yWd — — Hgh coupon yield—
Oa 2 Sep 29 Yr. ago Oct 2 Sep 29 Yr. ago Oct 2 Sap 26 Yr. ago

Italy

1 Up to 5 years £3}
2 5-15 years (21)

3 Over 15 years (9)

4 Irredeemables (8)

5 AS stocks (58)

121.78 +029 121.43 1.84 8J38 5 yrs 738 7.72 8.75 7J8 •7.70 8.® 7.® 7.78 921
144.78 +056 144J33 1£7 9.78 15 yre 820 823 Bl.71 "822 826

’

&B4 821 825 925
160 Q9 +026 159.67 2.43 9.84 20 yrs 824 825 8.67 827 829 8.84 623 827 825
182.78 -028 18322 3.51 8® rracLt 8.35 822 S72
140.71 -0.42 14021 1.® 925

—— Inflation 9%—— — lollation 10% ——
NOTIONAL ITALIAN GOVT. BOND (BTP) FUTURES
(UFFET Urn 200m lOOtfts of 100%

bidax-Inked Oct 2 Sep 29 Yr. ago Oct 2 Sep 29 Yr. ego

Das

Open Sett price Change

10120 101.41 -0.®

High

102.17

Low

101.07

EsL vol Open

43665 452®

6 Up to 5 years (1)

7 Over 5 years (111

8 Al Stocks fl2)

1922*
185.0?

185.11

+0.15

+025
+0.34

19225
184A3
1S4.47

-027
026
0®

827 Up to 5 yre

4.® Over 5 yre

4.10

312
3.67

3.17

3.69

4.10

3®
2.04

3.47

2.®
320

228
328

Average gross itotnpflen i**Os as shown above. Cotpon Bines Lorn O-tt-rwH: Median: rtjpr n% and ovw. T Fta yMo. ytd Year to dots.

ITALIAN GOVT. BOW (BTP) FUTURES OPTIONS (UFFQ Ura200m IQOths of 100%

CALLS PUTSShfe
F*rice Dec Mar Dec Mar

10100 1.® 2.® 1.45 2.72

101® 120 2.40 129 2.®
102® 127 2.18 1.® 327

FT FIXED INTEREST INDICES
Oct 2 Sep 29 Sep 28 Sep 27 Sep 26 Yr ago High" Low*

GILT EDGED ACTIVITY INDICES
Sep 28 Sep 28 Sep 27 Sep 28 Sep 25

EsL vol toad. Cats 3te Pus 921. ftevnis days open ho. Cate 33536 Puts 3390*

amt payable by nanaaUanai
Spain

NOTIONAL SPANISH BOND FUTURES (MEFF)

Govt. Secs. (UK) 9325 83.00 92.98 8228 9329 90.04 8521 9022 GBt Edged bargains 84.8 88.7 1T22 852 718
Haad Interest 111.52 11124 11123 112.04 11229 107.17 114.® 106.77 5-day average 902 91.1 894 82.0 812
• tar iBes. OoranwH Secuttea tew comtetn. 127.« (9/105). taw *ai8 unrTJfc Rod trim rvg" staoe computer 133.87 pin«4) . taw 30.63 (Vi/79 . Bask 100: Bovenvmrt Sccutta 1S/1W
3S and fiW Intel** 1328. St acWfy nocea rtrfxtsed 1874.

IIS INTEREST RATES Dec

Open Sett price Change

68.77 68.89 +0.33

High

89.18

Low

88.75

EsL vol. Open Im.

45239 33222 FT/ISMA INTERNATIONAL BOND SERVICE
Latest

Prime me
Ore mown.—- Mi Two rarefe

.

Treasury Bfte and Bond Ylefch

5.43 Twnyesr.

Better Inn to n? Thremodtu
FsdJndi —. 59 Sfcmrrfh _
FwJuvh at teaeMft. - One rear

548 Ttereysar-

543 fitayeir—
558 10-War
5.87 30-jrer

585
53B
802
618
650

UK Used are die trees Intenaknl

NOTIONAL UK GB.T FUTURES flJFFQ" £50200 32nda of 100%

bondB tor tenth thee is an adequse secondary matat. Latest prices at TflO pm on Octobers

toad Bkf Offer CJtg. VMf toad BW Offer Cbg. VhU tond BU Offer Ch0. YWd

Dec
Mar

Open Sett price Change

105-19 108-00 +0-21

105-17 +0-2)
106-02

lew

105-18

EsL vd Open inL

46666 99737
0 63

m LONG GB.T FUTURES OPTIONS (LIFFE) E50,000 64ths of 100%

UIX DOLLAR STBAMHTS
Abbey Nte Trsasry 5 97 1000

Abbey Nte Treatuy 6% 03 1003

ABN Anted Bo* 7% 05 1000

«i
103 1CO%

ft
*
ft

Swsfen8 97.

BOB Unfed KngtkanTli 07 _
664 WVobbjSI Id ffe 7 03 .

69* Wortd RefcOiS

2500 108*4 lOSla

. 5800 10ft 105

1000 fOt* 102%
.2000 25% 28

BOND FUTURES AND OPTIONS

Strfce

Price Nov Dec
CALLS —

Jan Mar Nov Dec
PUTS

Jar Mar
Atwte ftttoce 7% 98

nip m
1000

- 400

104%

108%

106%

104%

108%

106%

ft
%

611

6l28

1® 0-54 1-17 1-20 1-54 0-54 1-17 1-50 2-20 fedavWtertt L-ftn8%00 1000 ft 624

107 0-27 0-52 0-58 1-27 1-27 1-52 2-24 2-57 £br* Nad Gamestan 7 99 10CD 102% 103 ft aiB

1® 0-1Z 0-32 0-38 1-04 2-T2 2-32 3-OS 3-34 feyv Waenri* 6% 00 - .500 106% 108% ft 63«

, 3000 95% 95%

ft
*
*%

480 Afanca 14*511% 97 C .

667 &*fehL*x/e%23£__
fl* Derma* 6% 982
859 BBS(S£.

France
NOTIONAL FRENCH BOND FUTURES (MATTF) FFr500.000

Eta. VOL seta. Cate 10» KiM 1410. Previous dor's open InL. Ctala 31886 Puts 2S486 51
2 03 .

BPCE 7% 97

Open Sen price Change t-flgh Lew EsL VOL Open brL

Doc 115.38 115.50 >038 115.® 115.34 86213 97,9761
Mar 114.76 114.® +0.32 114.® 114.76 712 2.406
Jtai 11426 115.® *0.40 115® 11426 587 678

LONG TERM FRH4CH BOND OPTIONS CMATTF)

Price Nov Dec Me Nov Dec Mar

114 1.75 221 2® 023 027 1®
115 121 126 1® 048 a® 1.70

116 0.49 021 » 023 122 -

117 0.1 B 0.43 0.07 - - -

118 026 020 - - - -

Ecu
ECU BOND FUTURES (MAT1F) ECU100.000

EM&h CcAmdta 7% 02 .

MttG*021
Can*ta8>2 97.

,1000 93%
-ISO 1024

- 500 i«l2

1500 14%

Dec

Open Sett price Change

80.10 8822 +0.44

High

8826

Low

88.10

EsL vol Open int

2230 7.624

Chaurg Kong fti 5^ 98

ChkuSljOr .

Cntal Fencer 9*2 90

.

DarnokS^go

. 2000 100%
- 500 85%
1000

US
US TREASURY BOND FUTUHES (CUT) 6100,000 32ncis of 100%

Ea9 Japoi F&eay6% 0* .

ECSCBlv 96

SB6W

- 300 ItSij

1000 99*2

-600 100

Dec
Mar
Jun

Open

114-02

113-22
113-11

Latest

114-07

113-25
113-10

Change

-04)4

-0-06

•0-05

Wo*
114-14

114-00

113-18

Low

114-02

113-22

113-10

Est vd. Open mt

350,486 319.732

1.402 12,446

4 2,402

EBB%97 .

193 1(8%
,500 98%

Efee defence 9 88.
.1000 106%

&Hm Efer* Japoi 8 02 .

Export Dw Cap91: 98

.

300 105%

.500 108%

Em. vd. law. Cate 87 Pite 12.188 . Pievous day^a opan mu Cate 1D&27S Puts 123JW8.

Germany
NOTIONAL GERMAN BUND FUTURES (UFFty DM250200 IQOths of 100%

Japan
m NOTIONAL LONG TERM JAPANESE GOVT. BOND FUTURES

ftJFFS VI00m IQOths of 100% ’

Dec
Mar

Open

95.42

95.00

Sen price Chengs

95.62 +025
9525 +0-34

HVi
95.68
95.00

Low

9641
9420

Esl vol Open kit

103730 182112
84 3458

Open dose Change Kgh Low EsL vd Open knL

Dec 121.® - - 121.75 12120 2282 0
tor 120.84 - - 12087 12064 121 0
• UFFE future also traded on APT. M Opan Merest figs, an ter previous day.

UK GILTS PRICES

M— — 1985 _M Price E+ or- ngn Lew H BM -1995-
5W Pries E+er- ngt Lon fil

ld_ _1W5 .
O Price E + or- Hgh um

lm 12fec 1995#

—

1257 (L83 10035 104%
Npelffi. 117T B.A0 102% _MI 108%
ISLpelWB# 1423 8.481MW 105%

13141*1898# 1£76 653 103H - 107%

Comentaa lOpc 1986 MS 8.43 10345 10*jl

Tre»13%pe19B7#

—

1225 6l50 IDEA -% i«H
Enfl 10%jk 199/ 928 854 105A +% 10a
Trite On 7pc 1997#

—

&87 6.67 ura +d imz
irate 6%pc 1997# 846 673 1KJJ3 lira

Eta* 15pc 1997^. 1229 621 llwte 117A
9%pct9B8 921 620 lira 107ft

Tires 7%PS19JB# 722 722 icra +A 1014

Trees B%K 1995-98# .. an 7.11 99A»
Tress iftnCW* 12.70 621 122i +i 124%

E*db 12dC 1996 1022 724 113 +4
T/ree9%peiBW 693 724 I06,

r
. +5

TtreiFBgitoim — — 100a IDOJi

Bcii I2fee 1989 1026 722 n*Jl +ii I16ft

Tran 10%K 1999 826 733 1WB A 110B

TreesBK 1«9# 828 725 99% a 98ft

CaneralDn iD%pc I960- 923 7.43 lira +» IIS
QnrSpc2000# ~— 851 723 lira ira
TteatlSK 2000 1028 752 121a ft 123ft

?fee 1956-1
1206 7.14 116% +% 117%

Cto9%pC20OS 689
N»H Tn»12%fic 2003-8— 691

T'wss'jwaiod#— 62e

7%PCZD0W 7®
7%pc2B*» 6W
8FB200Mft_ 606

IMA Traaell J»pc 7033-?— 9.78

97% Traa8%pc 20070— 627
lOOii 13%gc 2004-8 ItLlS

1I4B Trass Bpe 2008 tt_.
Tires 8pc 2009

MU
120%
10%
100%

OrerHBMBYrete
111.’. TIbbi 81«oe2D10_—

C*.9pcLn2tm«__
.9* T«S*C2W2»

u5& Tn»S%pe20OB-l2ft_

|8 Tires 80C 20124

ll« 7%0C2B12-fStt_*.
80C201S

Tress BLu: 20171*

544
614

6081O9AN
6M 128.)

603 10BA

603 96*
610 98%

60S S9&ti
739 120*3

612 Iflffl

608 133

&1S106RN
619 96%

-0 11t» 103%

+fi 1Z8U 119«

+J1 105H

m 9bs— »Ji
t* 101ft

+% 1Z3U
*%
+« 135H 126A
+% 110ft 101%

1124 9*

97%
95*
SPi
03%
1138

97{l

tetehJtato {b]

*96 (S7fl 645 3.TT 212% — 2134 201/

C1369 2JO 212111 IjC
-

in 4763 104 352 IT
- '

03 350 657 »7

04#—^135^ 122 356114,
.JB6« 331 157 1*:D6—

2%pc™ 1768) 640 3® 1

2%]KT1 (74-6) 644 3 65 1

2%pc13 gea 348 3X7 1

2^*16 153 670 1

Gffl 157 672141.
2*25* -241* ©7.7) 657 170 II _
4i|(cW—f136.ll 388 671 116%

Fed Home lore 7% 99 _
Federal Nad Mart 740 04 .

1330

1500

fed Motor Cred! 6% 98 .

hd Bk Jfetai fi> 7% 87 -
1500

200

Kcraa Bee ferer6% 03 . 1350

toscrifla Bee 7% 02_ 1000

Oaar KoMtaer* 8% 01

.

200

_ 1007

Quebec Prw 9 96

SiSinw .

.

200

SNCF9%8B
Span 8^2 99

150

1500

.150 108%

93%
102%
106%
T4%

101

95%
at

106%

99%
100%
102%

87

106%
106%

10B%

108%

1B%
106%

101%

%
<%
%
%
%
«%
«%
4%
%

858 Dsmark4% 99 ,

611 BB6% 04 ,

651 Bsc ds Fiance 7% 06

.

7.75 FHrt7%9a.
594 Hyundai Mote Fin 8% 97.

7X7 fcaand 7%Q0
7A> Kobe 6% 01

628 Ontaro 5% CB

.

698 QrAae Hycto 5 06 .

862 SNCF704
605 V¥ortJBa*503 .
651 Worid BBf*7 01 _
601
630 TBi STRAIGHTS

642 SdgLsnSSS

100 110

1000 104% 104%
250 KB% 103%

1000 103% 103%
300 113 113%
100 114%

300 112 112%

100 1QB 109

100 114% 116

240 110% 111

400 109 109%
100 98% 97

450 115% 118

150 102% 102%

600 113% 114

1 10% 87 £ _

Hanson 10% 97 £

*%

%
643 fe4y 10% 14£.
630 Japan Dov 8k 7 00 £ .

633 Land Sees9% 07 E _
4® Ontario 11% 01 C .

540 PMergen 8% 03 £ .

696 Severn Twill% 99 E

4.12 Tokyo Bee Power 11 01 £ ,

429 Abbey Ntatare 096 N2S_
4JO TOC An 9% 02 M3
4.75 OaSLoctaBOl FFr.

4%
4%
%
4% .

+% 621 CBBXT FCNCBI 4% 02 75000 112% 112^
»% 824 BB8% 00 100000 120% 120%
+% 652 Bdn Be* Japan 4% 03— 105000 111% 112

539 Bee defence 8% 22 FFr.

481 SNCF 9% 07 FFr

456

. 1000 97% 97% ft 847
- 100 108% 106% ft 7.13

_ 150 91% ft HUB
- 800 90% 98% ft 728
1000 98% 9B% ft 828
- HO 10»% 104% ft 637
-300 105% 105% ft 728

-153 114 114% ft 886
-400 10812 108% ft 650
-an 06% 97% ft 7.77

-200 103 103% ft 926
-100 111% 112% ft 827
-250 101% 101% -ft 85B
- 150 111% 111% ft 732
- 150 112% 112% ft 819
- 100 91% B2% 928
-.75 104% 105% ft 829
7000 94% 94% ft 7.16

3000 105 W5% ft 827
4000 104 104% 827

411 RJQKTWG RATE NOTES

BM Oflr ti/yii

75000 113% 113%

*% 608 NtrftiteOmT%00.
100 100% ft 824 300000
IIB 103% ft 643 Jfete, Dar Bk 5 99 IOXCC

10ft 106% +% as Jfeoi Dev 6k 8% (71 —— 120000

97% 98 ft 802 Non*ay5%97 — 150000

91% 92 +1% 7.75 SM3F6% 00 30000
108% 109 ft 841 SpteiS%® 125000

97% 97% ft 893 3*«fcn 4% 9B 1SOOOO
101% 1(E ft 850 Wortd Bb*5%® — 23X303
104% 10ft ft &0O
1W% HE ft 598 OI>B1 STRAIGHTS
104% 104% ft 672 F»*nd8WLFr 5000

WS 105%

121

4%

4%
4%
4%
+%
+%

»%
.%

4%
4%
4%
•%
4%

1® Ahbay Nad Treeauy -ft 99 MOO 99.74 9950 68125

2.7B
Baftanwfca%99_ 750 9971 9981 60000

1J2 BdBMT»,1«97DM 500 10611 10023 44375

2.72
WCE-Ofl!® —_— 350 10050 W0.W 60«S

181 C«*-%W 2000 9641 9949 66250

287 CCCE006Ecu__ 200 ggao 9953 66797

;S3 ccwaoeat os /so aam . was sjsdo

Z2S CteWLjonnaiaftOO 300 97.72 98.10 65750

Q5Q pamto-%97 MOO 99fl* 10050 57500
DkOw Finan» ft 96 DM 1000 10005 KXL15 45742

253 fere dS Star 01097 420 lOOTM 10021 61250

098 ^ii^ralOW MOD
255 W*AND-%98.

M Barit M% 99.
Ifey%98,

1500

>500
2000

85%

Temes8reVa9ey6%06 -

Tckyn Bee Rarer 5% 03

Td«M Mtecpote 8% 88 .

Toyota Mote 9% SB.

2000 700%

.2000 99%

.1000 97%
- 200 M2%
,1500 99%

Enblfec 2013-17.

755 825 ra +* 90S 79*
fader 3546. RP1 lor J;

1495.US 824 lira ft 111& WIB
843 824 706% 111a 102/,

726 751 77% ft 80% 72% Ofiier Fixed 1
620 828 971J 102% 9313

816 827 94H ft 99H Bill

819 823 H7B +4 10213 93B Note
836 826 104% ft 110a 10031

856 823 133U +,
T
c 138B 127ft 1s£

Respective real redemption rate an ptopaad inflation of (il

10% and (?) 596 (b) Figures In pamnttHaeS Shtte HR base lor

Mtadna 9* 8 mortfe prior » issue) and raw been attested to

reflect rebadng ef RR to 100 n Febnary 1987. Ccnwsrste?

LMBd Mngdcni 7% 02 3000 10*%
Meld Bank8% 05 1500 100%
Worts Bar* 8>i SB t500 105

Wert! Sark B% 97 1500 104%

9PZ
109%
106

no
108%
108%
101%
100%
99%

97%
1tE%

®%
1051,

100%
T08%

104%

*%
4%
+%
4%

w
839 QtaAieu Lur 9% 99 LFr__ WOO 108 109
5£3 K8DUmat* Bh 03Ur — 300 105% T0S%
653 A8N Amm 6% OOH 1000 103 103%
647 Bar* Ned Ganeertan 7 03 H - 1500 102% 103%
620 BN Canada 10%W CS .150 108% 109%

4% 6.76 Brsbri CdUntsa 7% 03 CS 12S0 99% 99%
4% 618 Cnda to s Hsg 8% 99 CS _ 1000 103 103%
4% 625 ffi10%3BCS
+% 658 feedstone 99 CS 275 107% 107%
+% 653 MWH fin 10 01 <5 400 109% 100%

4%
4%
%
4*2

737 LX8 Badan-Wueri fit -% 98 1000
Uoyds Bar* Pen> SttlO 600

ME »to**ift05 ^,650
53, Nwr Zeefarel -% 99 1000

U1 More Score ft 99

jo* Ontario 099

603

. 2000

.500

650 Mppan Tel Tri 10% 99 CS 200 109 109% „
617 Ctesric 8 03 CS 1500 1RJ% 100% t% 612 CaMVHl™LE BOOS

4%
4%
+%

10003 10013 67300

oats -.998) 5730)

10002 100.12 61484

1QQ89 100.18 6C50
B9l9B 62500

9676 69BS5

9679 45000

9607 58750

9936 60825

9674 53375

93.78 50623

9988 IfltUB 45474

9999 mt* 59406

9930
82.75

0693
99.78

9686

sac
__ , 7^6 &fetw*Ba*i-<UB9BDM _ 6000

130 106*2 107% «12 7JB ^areasWaorfilUSM .125

751 ^fitter 0 98 1500 1C0fl2 10a« 55750

752 »rati8n-%0l 2000 gg#
758

9640 575(0

4% 600 Oferio Hjdre 10% 69 CS .500 109% 110% +% 750
4% 636 Oste Katacto* 10% 89 C5 _ 150 109% 109% +% 758
4% 646 Qtate;l+Kh}7MCS 1000 82 02% +% 640

Com.
•reaed Price BM

618 OiePac Aar 10% 96 CS
575 Card &njpe 9 01 Ecu 11002 i is

*30 se% 96% 9S% 47053

. 250 8B 111% 112% 4611

DEtnsae mark snvuotns
Au39fBSl2 24 2000 88
BatfervWtefl L-feance 699 _ 2000

Oa£ fetor 7% 03 2000

onto6% 96 2000

-TWO-
H M Mcefi+or-

.. J895-
Wgh lew

Depfa fime8% 03 . 1500

Datide Bk Rn 7% 03 2000

SC6% 00 2900

1W%
«B%

Use tsmeal Tars

8pC 2000ft
IQpcOTOl

.

7BC3»I it
9% DC 2002

B(*20034
lQpc 2003

TYMSl I %pc 2001-4

Futop3%|K 1999-4—
CBMrdHi 9*jpc 2004—
Treat8%pc20MSS—

753 7.47 10&
9J3B 755 um *4
725 773 58% af +H
857 756 ira +11

755 758 1MB +11

883 752 nra
958 7,78 118% +%
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CURRENCIES AND MONEY
MARKETS REPORT jf

Sterling rallies on company takeover rumour
WORLDINTERESTRATES
MONEY RATES

ByPWItPGawith

Rumoura of foreign investors
purchasing sterling for nnssiMe trover bi^lndth^
ter performance of UK asset
nerkets yesterday^

outperform on the for-
eign exchanges
Unusually, it was able tomake gains against both the

D-Mark and the dollar at the
same time. Sterling finished to

at UM2.2693, from
g^531-“d at 915671, from
$1.5827. The trade weighted
mdex closed at 852 from S4.7
Elsewhere, the dollar put on

a firmer showing ahead of the
weekend G7 meeting in Wash-
ington where exchange rate
poucy is expected to be a topic
of discussion.
There was a slight diver-

gence in its performance
against the yen and the
D-Mark, with gains against the
Japanese currency, which
allowed it to stay above Y10Q,
unmatched by similar progress
against the D-Mark.

Trading was generally quiet
with volumes low and atten-
tion focused mainly on the G7
meeting and the US payrolls
report on Friday. The dollar
Jmished at Y100.585, from
Y98.65. Against the D-Mark it

closed at DM 1.4299 from
DM2.423.

There was little obvious mar-
ket fall-out from the mppting in
Valencia of EU finance minis-
ters and central bankers. Most
currencies made gains against
the D-Mark, with the lira fin-
ishing at L1.L26 from L1.133.
The French franc closed at
FFr3.447 from FFr3.451.
Although the Valencia meet-

ing was not wholly successful
in dispelling uncertainties,
niarket prices appear to have
factored in a considerable
amount of EU related risk.

PWDBd In How York

Oct 2 --UB - Ptw. eta* —
£!«» 1-5905 12825
into 1-5883 12014
3 raa 1-5B75 1.57B6
Ip 15790 12712

The quiet markets yester-

day would appear to reflect

caution on the part of traders

and investors ahead of the
weekend G7 gathering. There
is still a residual belief that

central banks may intervene to

buy the dollar, and anticipa-

tion that the G7 gathering may
well produce further evidence

of commitment to boosting the

dollar.

"They have invested a fair

amount They are not going to

give up at the first whiff of

grape-shot," said one trader.

Mr Robin Marshall, chief

economist at Chase Manhattan
In London said the Bundes-
bank remained a key variable.

Not only was their attitude to

foreign exchange intervention
a modal factor In determining
market sentiment, but their
approach to monetary union in
Europe affected the attractive-

ness of the D-Mark, and hence
the dollar. So long as the Bund-
esbank preached the need for a
strict approach to Emu, this

would attract flows into the

Starting

Trade-wwlghted Index

93

90 “R

1994 95

Source FT Extai

D-Mark, he said.

Although some analysts
have reverted to their earlier

pessimism about the dollar,

especially against the D-Mark,
the technical outlook does not
appear to bear this out. Mr
Brian Marber, independent
technical analyst, says that
even if the rate fell to DM1.3975
or below, this would not
change his view that the dol-

lar's rnain trend is still up.

“All of the advance from
October 1978's DM1.72 low to

November 1978's DM1.9305 had
been given up by December
1979, while after a renewed
advance from that DM1.71 low

to DM1.97 between December
1979 and April 1980, the dollar

reacted to DM1.7350 again
before rising to DM3.4513 dur-

ing the next five years."

The lesson, says Mr Marber,

is: The larger the base, the

larger the rise."

For the time being, the

squabble about the US budget
remains a background issue.

“No-one is taking the debt
default prospect very seriously

as yet," says Mr Marshall.

likewise, while the debate
about Emu remains something
for the market to fret about, it

does not appear to have the

potential to prompt a currency
crisis of the sort seen in 1992/3.

Unlike then, when the prospect
of failure had not been priced
into the market, analysts argue
that markets are now highly

sceptical about Emu.

Sterling’s rally was helped

by bargain bunting on the part

of foreign investors following

the shake-out last week in UK
asset markets.

The rumours about compa-
nies needing to buy sterling

appeared to centre around the

US based group Rhone-Poulenc
Borer, which is bidding for

Fisons pic, the UK pharmaceu-

ticals firm.

UK interest rate futures rose

across the board, with the

March short, sterling contract

closing at 9353, from 93.46.

The Bank of England cleared

a £800m market shortage In its

daily operations. Three month
LIBOR eased to 6% per cent
from 6g per cent.

Octotar 2 Over
night

One
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weak ago 41k

Rttnon b% 6%
week ago 6 6

'.fa

Gsrmany 4V* 4’*

weak ago 4 41*
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EURO CURRENCY INTEREST RATES
OTHER ClimtEHCKS 1 Oct 2 Short 7 days One Three Sl« One

term nottaa month months rnontnu yenr

Czech HP 41.9418 - 41.9094 26.4350 - 26.4500 Beiglai Franc 4& - 4ft 4ft - 4ft “ft - 4ft 4ft - 4ft Aft -4ft a.’# • 4ft

Huogam 206512 - 206.700 130.160 - 130210 Dan*#i Krona 0*2 > Bft 5ft 5ft 512 - 5ft 5H -5ft s« - 545 5j5 -SU
lap 476250 - 4753M 3OO0.C0 > 900000 D-Mark 4ft - 4 4ft 3S 4ft -4 4ft SIS 4ft -3B 4ft -4
Knarai 04749 - 0.4753 02993 02994 Dutch Guilder 313 - 312 «-att 3ft -312 3ft 312 3ft - 312 4-312
Potrad isnl » 3.0VB3 24400 - M430 French Franc 6 5ft sli 5ft

8ft -8ft« 9ft

8ft - 512 eft - eft eft - eft 6ft - 8ft
Buna 7123.12 - 772183 448700 - 449000 Portuguese Esc. an - an 9ft 8ft

9ft -9ft
9ft - 9ft eft - 9ft

9lZ -9ft
9ft -9ft

UA£ 58274 - 58310 38729 - 38731 Spanish Peseta 9ft • Oft 9ft 9ft 9ft -9ft

POUND SPOT rOflWARD AGAINST THE p<

Oct 2 Closing
mid-potat

Europe
Austria (Sch) 15.9705
Belgium (BFr) 48.8752
Denmark (DKr) 8.7955
Finland (FM) 6.8042
France (FFr) 7JBZ2&
Germany (DM) 22883
Greece (Dr) 369.005
Ireland (K) 0.8805
My (U 2566.14
Luxembourg (LFr) 46.6752
Netherlands (R) 2.5411
Norway CNKi) 95555
Portugal (EsJ 237.381
Spare (Pta) 196.477
Sweden (SKr) 11.0142

Switzerland (SB) 1.8253
UK P) .

Ecu 1.2244
SDftf

Americas
- 1048900

Argentina (Peso) 16868
Brazil (R*J 1.5120

Canada (CS) 2.1248
Mexico (New Peso) 10.1254
USA CS) 1687T
Paane/MWkfe East/Afriea
Australia (AS) 2.0607

Hong Kong (HKS) 12.2711

tafia (Re) 53.7296
Israel (Sftk) 4.7694
Japan (Y) 15B.B34
Malaysia (MS) 4.0046

New Zealand (NZS) 2-4085
PhtfppineB (Peso) 41 ,3506

Saudi Arabia (SR) 5.9525
Singapore (SS) 22719
South Africa (R) 5.8075

South Korea (Won) 1219.41

Taiwan (T» 42.6687

Tbaaand (Bt) 39.8826

DOLLAR SPOT FORWARD AGAINST THE DOLLAR
Orta month Three montha One year Bank of Oct 2 Ckxtng
Rate HPA Rare HPA Rate HPA Eng. Index mid-point

1&S401 ZT3 15.8815 22 108.7

Europe
Austria (Seri) 10.0630

463802 2A 46.3902 2A 46£553 22 109.1 Belgium (SFr) 204100
8.7870 1.0 8.7713 1.1 8.7088 14) 110.0 Denmark (OKU 5.5420
6.7098 02 8.7817 0.7 . . s&a Finland (FM) 42874
7.8173 oa 7.808 0.8 7.7403 09 1102 Franca (Fft) 4.9290
22641 2.7 Z2546 2.6 22138 2-4 111.7 Qemarry (DM) 1.4299

- - - - . - 67.7 Greece (Or) 233.510
05707 1J) 0S784 0.9 0.9752 0-5 98.0 Ireland (IE) 1.6188
256338 -34 257829 -3.5 2646.44 -15 BBT Italy (U 1510.63
485802 2.4 482902 2A 45.^52 22 108.1 Uaembowg (Lft) 294100
2.5347 3.0 2.5237 2.7 2.4775 2.5 1092 Netherlands (FI) 1.6012

90431 1.5 9.0213 1.4 9.8458 1.1 99.5 Norway (NKr) 82730
23703 r -2.7 23S.15T -32 - - 95.5 Portugal (BJ 14&58G
195.977 -3.1 196.B17 -2.9 201217 -3.0 81.0 Span (Pta) 123.170
1 tJH 84 -02 11.021 -02 114)443 -02 82.7 Sweden (SKr) 8.9400
1.8182 4.7 1.8063 42 1.7534 as 1162 Switzerland (SFr) 1.(501

- - - - - 852 UK ® 1.5671

Throe months
Rate HPA

One year JJ? Morgan
Rate HPA index

' 10.0178 1.8 0.9C85 12 1068
2929 1.8 28.99 1.4 106.8

5.5385 03 5.548 -0.1 109.0

42859 0.1 428 14 ai 07.7

4.9243 0.4 4912 0.3 109.7

1.4233 1.8 1.4048 12 111.0

237^35 -82 25021 -73 672
1.6191 -0.1 1.6256 -0.4 -

Storing 7 - 6ft

Swiss Franc 2ft - 2,1
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LIS Dolar 6 - 5ft
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Yen ft - *2

Asian SSJng 3 - 2ft

Snort term rates ere can tor the

THREE MONTH PBOR
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II- tt 11-13 ft- >2 ft -ft ft -ft
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US Dotar and Yen, otnanc im <tw rajtto*

FUTURES (MATTF) Pans Interbank offered rata (FFr5m)

Open Sen price Change Wgh Low Est voi Open int

Dec 83.53 932Q +0.17 93.67 93.52 35.778 43.058

Mar S325 94.02 +0.12 94.07 9325 8.917 28.B01

Jun 04.15 9425 +0.10 9429 94.15 4.047 19.709

THREE MONTH EUROMARK FUTURES [UFFET DMlm points of 100%

- 12244 +0.0076 236- 252 1.2265 1.2165 1.2233 1.1 1.221 1.1 12117 1.0 Ecu
SORT
Americas
Argentina

Brazil

Canada

(FT) 1-6012 +0.0083 007 - 016 1.6070 1.6000 1.5085 2X 1.5935 1.9 1.5735 1.7 108.7

IKr) 63730 *00171 715 - 744 65185 6-2470 62682 0.7 6363 06 6253 02 98.5

Es) 148.560 +0.095 530 - 630 150.470 149.470 150.045 >3.7 151.055 -3.9 155.65 -4.1 95.4
*ta) 123.170 -0.02 130 - 210 123280 123.130 123.55 -3.7 12452 -3.7 127.815 -3.B 80.3
IKr) a9400 +0.0123 359 - 441 6X744 0.9345 5-9575 -3.0 6.994 -3.1 7.1625 -32 82.3
SFr) 1.1501 +0.0011 4S6 - 506 1.1612 1.1495 1.1466 3 0 1.1404 3.4 1.1126 3.3 115.0
(E) 1.5671 +0.0044 866 - 875 15895 1-574S 1.5859 0.9 1.5S41 0.7 1.57B 0.7 842
- 12962 -0.0046 957 - 987 12977 12917 12968 -04 12973 -0.3 12996 -0.3

- 0.66300 - - - - - -

Open Sen pnee Change High Low EsL voi Open reL

Dec 96.05 96.04 . 96.06 9603 11048 146885
Mar 96.10 96.10 +0.02 96.11 96.08 12173 155191

Jun 95.95 9529 +0.05 95.99 9555 13400 118430
Sep 95.72 95.76 +0 06 95.77 95.72 15275 81591

I EUROUHA FUTURES (UFFEr LI000m petaa oi 100%

I -5S71 +0.0044 966 - 675 1.5895 15748 1.585S 0.9 13341 0.7 1.S76 0.7

t Rates lor Sep Z9. BkVotlar spread* In the Pouid Spot tadto eheur only the lea three dBdmsi places. Forwart ia«a are not dbncoy quoad to me market

bid ere mplma by cwrent rntwaat rDae. Storing into asfcateed by the Bonk at Engtond. Base average 1990 » 100. Index reused L2,'95. BO. Oth* and
MO- rates ki both me and the Dote Spot tables derived tarn IRE WUffiEUl&tS Closing SPOT RATES. Some vatues are rauneed by the FT.

Argentina (Peso) 0.9899 - 998 -899 1.0000 0.9009 - - - -

Brazil (RSJ 09531 - 530 - 532 0.9536 0.9530 - - -

Canada (C$) 1.3389 -O.OOBl 386 - 391 12400 12375 12394 -04 1.3407 -0.5 1.3509 -0.9 83.9

Mexico (Maw Paso) 62800 +0.015 750 - 850 6.3850 63750 6.3822 -0.4 62854 -0.3 6 3903 -02
USA (3)

- - - - - 93.5

PacUe/MdcBa East/Africa

Australia (AS) 12110 -0.0139 106 - 115 1.3195 1.3090 15128 -1.6 1.31B4 -1.6 1.3361 -1.9 87.0

Hong Kong (HKS1 7.7320 +0.0005 315 - 32S 7.7325 7.7315 7.7336 -0.2 7.7355 -02 7.7557 -0.3

Incfe (Ha) 33.8550 -4X07 900 - 200 33.9200 33.7900 34205 -5.3 3421 -5.4 35.78 -5.7

Israel (Shk) 3,0053 +02074 027 - 076 3.0094 2.9970 - - -

Japan (Y) 100.585 +1.935 550 - 620 100.730 992500 100.09 5.9 99.17 5.6 95.295 62 1452
Malaysia (MS) 2.5233 +02128 228 - 238 2.5230 2.5150 2.5233 0.0 2.5236 -0.1 22313 -02
New Zealand (N2S) 12175 -0.0013 IBB - 184 12277 12158 12216 -32 12291 -3.1 12538 -2.4

Phfapptnes (Peso) 28.0550 - 400 - 700 26.0700 28.0400 - - -

Saudi Arabia (SB) 3.7507 +02001 505 - 508 3.7508 3.7505 3.7513 -0-2 3.7521 -0.1 3.7553 -0.1

Singapore (SS) 1.4315 +00105 310- 320 1.4320 1.4230 1.4281 2.9 1.4218 2.7 1.397 2A
South Africa (FQ 3.8593 +0 008 585 - 600 3.6600 3.6525 3.6846 -82 3.7348 -B2 3.9656 -84

South Korea (Won) 766,350 +0.15 300 - 400 769.000 767.000 771.35 -4.7 77425 -34 793.35 -33
Taiwan (T9) 262865 -0.178 710-000 272050 262700 26.9055 -0.9 26.9455 -0.9 -

Thailand (BO 25.1300 +0.05 200 - 400 25.1400 26.1100 252175 -42 24.865 42 26285 -3.8

1 SDR rate pw Star Sap 29. Bkvaffer spreads n Bw Defer Spot table Show only the km three decimal pttoea. Forward rate* ere not dkeafy quoted rathe

mafai but wn InettM by cwram inuresi isms. UK. trahud A ECU are epotoa In L8 asrency. J.P. Morgan aomnal Irrioee Sop 29. Base avmge 1990=100

Open Sett price Change High Low Est. voi Open mt

Dec 89.45 09.45 +0.03 89.53 8928 7422 34004
Mar 09.78 B9.74 +0.04 8S.82 60.72 1605 23033
Jun 8056 8955 *0.04 8951 89.86 394 11935
Sep 09.85 0952 +0.04 09.86 89 83 107 7654

I EURO SWISS FRANC FUTURES (UFFE) SFrlm points i

93.5 Open Sett price Change High Low Est. voi Open ra.

87.0
Dec 9750 97.62 +056 07.64 97.57 2561 25984
Mar 97.61 97.84 +0.07 97.65 97.58 1889 13043
Jun B7.46 97+19 +0.07 97 SO 97.44 499 4050
Sep 9728 97.32 +0.06 97.32 97.27 305 2111

THREE MONTH ECU FUTURES (UFF^Eculm points Of 100%

Open Sett price Change High Low EsL voi Open im.

Dec 94.36 8429 +0.07 94.39 94 36 888 77BO
Mar 94.45 94.47 +0.08 94,48 94 45 300 4384
Jwi 94.41 94.42 +0.08 9444 9441 115 2518
Sep 9422 9424 +0.08 94.25 0422 44 1417

LfFFE hdues atoo traded on APT

EUROLIRA OPTIONS (UFFE) LtOOOm points 01100%

Strike

Price Dec

- CALLS -
Mar Jun Dec

— PUTS —
Mar Jun

Bees 0.63 0.07 1.05 0.33 038 0.45

8950 058 0.71 Q.B9 0.43 0.47 0.54

8075 026 057 0.75 056 0.58 0.65

Z s

0L •

fey*

CROSS RATES AND DERIVATIVES

EXCHANGE CROSS RATES
Oct 7* BFr DKr FFr DM K L H NKr Es PM SKr SFr £ CS S Y Ecu

Bcrigfam pFr) 100 18X5 16.76 4X62 2.102 5477 5445 21X3 508.7 418.9 2359 3.910 2.143 4.553 3.400 342.0 2.623

DMunvfc (DKr) 63X6 10 8X04 25B0 1.115 2906 2X89 11X2 269.9 222.3 12.52 2X75 1.137 2416 1.804 1815 1X92
Banc* (FFr) 60X7 11X4 10 2X01 1X54 3260 3X40 12.73 3035 249X 14X8 2.333 1X78 2.717 2X29 204.0 1.565

Germany (DM) 2057 3X76 3447 1 0.432 1128 1.120 4.307 104.6 66.16 4X52 0X04 0441 0X37 0.699 70.34 0.539

IrotefxJ m 4757 6X65 7X73 2.313 1 2609 2X00 10.15 242.0 109X 11X2 1X60 1.018 2166 1X18 182.7 1X48

Italy « 1.026 0X44 0306 0.060 0.038 10O 0090 0388 9X88 7.649 0431 0X71 0039 0.083 0.062 6X44 0.048

Netheriands (F? 1857 3461 3.078 0X93 0X88 1006 1 3X18 93.43 76X4 4X33 0.T1B 0X94 0X36 0X25 82X1 0482

Norway (NKr) 46X8 B835 7X57 2X79 0XB5 256S 2552 10 238.5 196.4 11X6 1X33 1X05 2.135 1594 160.3 1X30

Portugal (Es> 19X8 3.705 3295 0X56 0.413 1077 1.07D 4.183 100. 8235 4.638 0.760 0.42

1

0895 0.666 67X3 0518

Spain (Pta) 23X7 4.499 4.001 1.161 502 1307 1X00 5X02 121.4 100. 5.632 X34 0.512 1.087 0812 8184 0.626

Sweden CSKr) 42X8 7.988 7.10* 2.081 0X01 2322 2X08 9.042 2156 177X 10 1.658 0808 1.930 1.441 145.0 1.112

SHttzertood ISFri 2SJS7 4,819 4X86 1243 0538 1401 1X02 5.455 1301 107.1 6X33 1 0546 1.164 0X70 B7.45 0.671

UK (£) 46.87 8-795 7X22 2X68 0X81 2558 2541 9X55 2374 1955 11X1 1.825 1 2.125 1.587 1598 1X24

Canada (CS) 21X6 4.139 3X81 1.068 0482 1203 1.196 4.885 111.7 92X0 5.181 0.B59 0471 1 0747 75.11 0.576

US (« 2041 5542 4X20 1430 0.018 1811 1.801 6X73 149.6 123X 6X38 1.150 0630 1.339 1 1006 0.771

Japan (Y) 2924 5.511 4X01 1422 0X15 1602 1592 6237 148.7 1225 6X96 1.143 0627 1X31 0.994 100. 0.707

Ecu 36.13 7.185 6X01 1.854 0X01 2068 2X78 8.133 194.0 159.7 8X95 1.491 0X17 1.738 1X97 130.4 1

AU ofthese securities having been sold, this announcement appears as a matter ofrecord only.
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D-MARK FUTURES (IMM) DM 125,000 per DM JAPAHSE YQf FUTURES (IMM) Yen 125rtl par Yen 100

Open Latest Change I** Low EsL voi Open ta. Open t-MWlt Change High Low

Dec 0.7020 07013 -0X011 07080 0X084 21.137 48530 Dec 1X144 1X000 -0.0057 1.0144 1X042

Mar 07041 0.7047 -0X011 0.7047 0.7100 22 2.403 Mar 1X219 1.0211 -0X058 1.0220 1X188

Jun 07065 - - 0.7065 19 12 Jun " 1X408 -oxoeo “ '

SWISS FRAMC FUTURES (IMM) SFr 125,000 per SFr StefUNO FUTUFIE5 (IMM) 1C62500 per!E

DoC 0X601 0.7745 +0X029 0X748 0X676 15X00 29,860 Dec 1X800 1.5844 +0.0082 15846 1.5738

0X785 0X810 +0X030 0X818 - 895 1X85 Mar 1.5780 15810 +0X012 15810 1.5780

Jun 0X658 0X883 -0X001 0X883 0X852 22 35 JlZI 15750 - 15750 "

UK INTEREST RATES

LONDON MONEY RATES
Oct 2 Over- 7 days One "Three So. One

ntghi notice montfi months months y*8f

si
:
* *:* g;«j

Sr -

-

^^ertyoepa 8JJ-6{J 8ti - 6ft Bft - 6ft 8ft - 6ft 6ft - 6ft 6ft - 6ft

Qacoum Market depa 7 - 8ft 6ft 6ft

UK dewing bank base lending rifie 6ft per cant Irom February 2, 1995

Up to 1 1-3 5-6 W
month month montha montha monlha

Cera oftta dep. <C1002OT 3 s?
* * 6 *

iffSSd M^1995 to N0» 25. 1B9B. Scheraaa & BJVJpc.Wwwm lor

ISs^^P29. ibS senenee IV a V aTBSpa n»ee Ho* Bra. f*ra n* tom

QcTDfrfff 1 1995

m Ogw MONTH STBSJNC WITOWHS (UF^ ES00J00 pofcite 0< 100%— gec^tce Change HWi Law Eet vol Open W.

K 5S SS SS SS SS S ^fi-Sssssssssas
SS M32 93.05 +0.11 93.07 9331 4036 5S750

Ako trtriyi on APT. M Open wttraw age. are for pravraus dv-

Vntartank Staring

Storing CDs
Treasury Bte
Bank B*s

EMS EUROPEAN CURRENCY UNIT RATES
Oct 2 Ecu con. Rate Change % *f- from

Netherlands 2.15214

Belgium 39.3960
Oomtany 1 .91007

Anttria 13.4383

Spain 1B2.483

Denmark 728580
Portugal 195.792

Flranco 6.40608
Ireland a732214

NON ERM MEMBERS
Graeco 292JS67 305.947 +0.168 4JI7 -1.88

Italy 2106.15 2112-ffi -1226 021 2.18

UK 0.786852 0828428 -0006045 5.31 -2.67

central rates set eh the Ewcpsen CdnvntaOan. Curerettre era in dnendma rettrtar strength.

Fttreereeae eMnaae ere tor Ecu a poem change dvMWe a week cwraticy. Bregence sno« the

raw* uetnren reo aprMlK the pwerrtage rifhrenco bttmn the actual imui and Era. central reraa

te a curetray.m the rnonrram parrntrtad percentage deriabon at the currency'* martm raa kern ea

Fr\ obubbI tan.
(17AV92) Storing ana inter Lre suspended tem ERM. Adustmert adertetod by me Ftmnctoi Three.

PMLADPJPHM SE C/8 OPTTOWS E31250 (Cente per pomll

Rate
against Ecu

Change
an day

% +/- from
con. rate

% spread
'v weakest

Dtv.

too.

2.10679 +0X0528 -2.11 4.71 16

38.6011 +0X929 -1.79 437 13

1X8174 +0X040 -1.48 4X4 15

13X417 +0X350 -1.A6 4.02 11

162X87 -0.572 -CL2S 2.78 2

7X9141 -0.00433 0.08 2A2 -1

196.789 -0505 050 1.99 -a

a4Sl76 +0.00215 1.18 150 -10

0X12024 -0X0386 250 0X0 -17

305.947 +0.168 4A7 -1.88

2112X8 -1256 051 2.18 -
0X28428 -0X06045 5.31 -2.67 -

$750,000,000

/

j® Hanson Overseas B.V.

63/*% Guaranteed Senior Notes Due 2005

Guaranteed as to Payment of Principal and Interest by

Hanson plc

CS First Boston

Lehman Brothers

J.P. Morgan Securities Inc.

Morgan Stanley & Co.
Incorporated

UBS Securities Inc.

ABN AMRO Securities (USA) Inc. BA Securities, Inc. BZW Securities Inc.

Chemical Securities Inc. Citicorp Securities, Inc. NationsBanc Capital Markets, Inc.

NatWest Capital Markets Limited Paribas Corporation

SBC Capital Markets Inc. Toronto Dominion Securities (USA) Inc.

BZW Securities Inc.

aunjBT stbHJMQ 0PHQW8 (UFB ESDD.0DQ points of lOQfe

Oct

- CALLS -
Nov Dec Oct

“ PUTS “
Ncv Dec

4.47 4.80 539 - 0.48 OXB

353 4X0 457 0X4 0X8 137

2.65 327 391 ais aos 1.60

1X1 2X2 351 057 1-22 2X0
155 2-09 3.03 0.71 1X4 231

a 75 1.60 £78 122 ai6 2.45

PUTS
Mar Jun

0.19 025
029 M6
0,42 ASS

Ptoua day's voU. Cals N/A Puts WA . Ptw. day's open nu Crts WA puts WA

TWE MONTH BBtODOIXAR OMM) Sim pointa oMOOW

11908

RASE LENDING RATES
- .

—— —
^

— ”
gSSiSISs:-™ '£SffiiKX»

AfcdTiuaBar* ^76 JSk
AEBank ..-» - aW«ng hsUMIon. ID

•HereyAnttdier.— oflobertBs™*
R75 ^BSiDlScobanci^ 6.75

Bank of Banda -6^ WM
*

m

*g™ & FfWander B.7S
B»w»wVtaa!ya,..6.ra JSSt*l(WranSa».fim

BarftdWand
f75 a75 UntodBaritriKMwlL. 87S

Sartctrflrtfe
HBHfcUaiOanWBLto 875

Rytt^eccdand.-.-.6.79 BHiSBrnueL- ""
c 75 WBSWnTwt -.6.75

BatdaysBat* -S-75 9- are — 6-^
SSorwEMi...- a» KU its

Open Latest Change Hkjh Low EsL voi Open W.

Dec 9421 94.19 -0X2 9431 94.18 8633S 428/05

Mar 9433 9453 -0X1 9454 9450 147536 357.412

Jun 9438 0436 -0.02 9439 9435 86.790 240559

US TREAStHTT BILL FUTURES (IMM) Sira per 100%

Dec • 9476 3474 -0X2 94.76 94.73 1A&4 14,099

Mar 9481 B4J33 -0X1 9452 9451 581 3571

Jui - 9426 -0.02 - - 16 147

A* Op«n btoma *gs. ate lor mnsdiy

B BIHOMMHK OPTIOMB flJFFg DM)trt points of IQMt

Strike

Price Oct Nov
CALLS -

Dec Mar Oct Nov

0800 0.07 0.11 0.14 036 aos 0.07

MSS OJH nnj 0X5 0.14 032 033

9890 0 0X1 0.02 0.07 0.46 047

PUTS
Dae Mar

CMwitNA. - *****j£?*” _B.re •Men*»salU3nden
c^wtefeBank...Jv&* &7S ******* Bri**
TheC«pera*«Bat*.675 mbbMWJ &7S Asaecaflon

OoUuiCo U* .\!SSS^^S.TS * fciadtrinwaton

Owfc Lyonras . ....... B-75

Cyprus Poputtf Bat* -&T5 &75

Btt VOL toW. Czto 4113 Pub 2822. Prwtaa ttojftt am Cals 22778B Puts 2176W

EURO SVRSSFHAJtC OPTIONS (UFFE) SiJmpoi1l«QjjOD%
.

Strike

Price Dae
- CALLS -

Mar Jlti Dec
PUIS -
Mar Jun

9750 031 Q39 039 009 015 030

9775 006 017 017 022 030

9000 004 0X8 ooa 0.42 0.44

£«. vei ntflL Cals 0 Puts 0. Ptwnus da/e open *4, Gate Sl25 Alto 800

Argus Fundamentals
'Understand :.vhat is driving oil prices'

Petroleum Argus
CALLforaFREE TRlALtOthisMontnSv publication (44 ',71

;
3598792

1

FUTURES AND OPTIONS TRADING
ClcarinB and Execution Service 24 hrs

» Tel: +44 171 329 3030 if
Fax: +44 171 329 3919 -H-

EftoUdml In 1175OCHA hra20 officra worid wkto. 7M itady+na*
carapanksanUk. For1M pageHttEMtowhrethure comxc
M+ ofMtf OUURWXCA W+441G24BI5M Fflc+MIEMBIUS?

London KHAR) cw*. BSt Ttl +41 171 355 W9S te. +44 171 495 3017

Hong Kraig UST DEKKBI. LUI Ttl +02220172 Fk

+

852 75211190

USA OVWMSOIIEKI fd: +1 T14BS4 33U fat *1 7« 85* B67

PROFITABLE TRADING
STOCKS FUTURES CURRENCIES ETC

am ailqac camp in Cl praftraa [Im bc« trading nppartuiun
King nurin eudters larnrauuMp.

Cnnraci Eorawu- Td.OITl 441 1730 Fax : 0171 441 144(1

DIAiM

y Real-time U.S. & intemalional

quotes on over 90.000 issues

As low as S9/day. Ckfl torfayr

44 +(0) 171 600 6101

KWGHT-RIDDER'S FUTUAES MARKET DATMOT FOR ONLY $S95
OTrato9inre<aBi«Bcran>crareiaE<reraN O wncm Bottom Para nura bonw
044#,..iflraiUfcto>iirearai»aMiM««B »c+raiy—
OufumUiu nniMireratti

B12K warth oi dare and Mribrera tor |u«5GK ptoa peatog*and pnetong.
wwpn^iaa-iiaBaiainrWMBi.rarerenwri.uratoaECNiiw'.BtoM.idTto ^raiiTi tot real
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MARKET REPORT

Equities respond to renewed bid talk in utilities
By Steve Thompson,
UK Stock Market Editor

The takeover fever that has
encompassed the utilities areas of

the UK stock market throughout
the summer period showed no signs

of abating yesterday. The expected
bid for Southern Electricity was fol-

lowed by intense speculation that

this morning could witness at least

one new bid and an increased offer.

After confirmation of National
Power’s move on Southern the spot-

light shifted to London Electricity,

whose shares rocketed on talk that

a bid is Imminent An increased

offer for Norweb from the US was
also thought a possibility, while

Northumbrian Water jumped again

as the market became increasingly

of the view that a bid from Lyon-

nais des Eaux Is around the comer.

The news and rumours emana-

ting from the utilities sectors mare
than offset what ware Been as wor-

rying signals from across the Atlan-

tic, where the day’s economic news
prompted an early and sizeable

sell-off on Wall Street

At the end of an intriguing trad-

ing session In London, the FT-SE
100 index was left with a healthy

12.0-point gain at 3,520.2.

The second-tier FT-SE Mid 250
underperformed the leading index,

posting a 10.1 improvement at

3,958.9, in spite of widespread heavy

gains in many of the water and elec-

tricity issues which figure promi-
nently in the index.

The takeover frenzy in the mar-
ket was by no means confined to

utilities. Dealers pointed to numer-
ous developing bid situations in the

market notably for Gartmore, the

investment management group,

where specialists point to a long list

of potential buyers of Banque Indo-

suez’s 75 per cent stake.

An increased offer from KhCme-
Poulenc Rarer for Fisans, the phar-

maceuticals group, was also said to

be on the cards for this week.
A more speculative area of the

market being lifted by bid rumours
was the computer software sector,

where companies such as Virtuality

and Superscape spiralled higher on

talk that scone big global electronics

groups could be looking to take out

the small specialists companies.

Eartier, the market had struggled

to make progress, relinquishing an
initial modest rise of around two
points to display a five-point decline

In mid-morning. This was attributed

to the latest UK purchasing manag-

ers index for September, which indi-

cated a qqptimting slowdown in eco-

nomic growth.

And with Wall Street coming in

under pressure - the Dow Indus-

trial Average was down about 2Q

points shortly after US trading com-

menced - the FT-SE 100 remained

in negative territory until the latest

bid stories in the Rees picked up.

Marketmakers said the market
would have been in even better

form except for Wall Street and
pointed to evidence that the money
from Hanson's bid for Eastern, and
some of the cash from the Scottish

Power buying of Manweb stock, had
been pushed into the market yester-

day. "There could well be SO to 40

points upside in the market short

term,” said a senior trader.

Turnover of 637m was inflated by
huge activity in one of the market’s

penny stocks, Anglo United, whit*,

accounted for 21 per cent of the

overall figure. Retail business on
Friday was a respectable £L6lbn.
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FT-SE 100 36202

FT-SE Mid 250 3958.9

FT-SE-A 350 17505

FT-S&A AU-Shsrt 1738-89

FT-SE-A AB-Share yi«W 3.84

FT Orrifnaiy index 3M7.fr-
FT-SE-A Non Fins p/e 17.03

FT-SEIOOFut Dec 3558.0 -

10 yr QHt yield 003 .-

Long ^/equity yW ratio; 2.17

Best performing Motor*
1 Water

2 Extractive Inds.

3 pharmaceuticals —
4 Transport —
5 Media

Worst use funning sectors
1 Gas Distribution

2 Other Serve & Bus. ...

—

3 Health Cara — — .

4 Spirits, Wtnas & Ctds

—

5 Household Goods —

_

Bid focus
remains
on Rees
Bid focus started and finished

in the electricity sector yester-

day. In early dealing. National

Power revealed its widely
flagged offer for Southern Elec-

tric. And, shortly before the
dose, shares in London Elec-

tricity shot forward more than

6 per cent, signposting the Met-
ropolitan company as the next

one to falL

However, marketmakers also

had waters on the brain and
cash poured into that sector
attracted by the likelihood of

an offer for Northumbrian
Water by Lyozznaise des Eaux,
of France.

Also, Thames Water was
seen as one suitor mooted to

bid for London. Dealers
pointed out that, in an area
where property prices are at a
premium, it could save rash by
merging the head offices. It

could also cut costs in meter
reading, billing and customer
services.

Thames was regarded as the

most likely bidder in a list that

includes Pacific Gas & Electric,

Florida Power and Electric,

and RWE. of Germany.
During the last few minutes

of trading, London Electricity’s

share price ticked sharply
higher. At the close the shares
were up 55 or 6.36 per cent at

920p. At that price they are

some 30p to 50p below the
range of estimated take-out
prices. Analysts suggested that
within the current climate that

scale of movement would, at

the very least, be bound to
prompt a Stock Exchange
directive to the company to
reveal whether it knew of any
reasons for the movement
“London has been romping

away in very much the same
way as Southern, which had a
bid yesterday morning, did an
Friday," said one dealer.

Thames ended 15 higher at

10l3p. Southern gained 69 at

966p on turnover of 25m shares
after the lOlQp a share bid

from National Power, which
closed 12% off at 503'Ap. North-
umbrian rose 18 to I013p.

The rest of the waters sector

was further lifted by cash
pouring in from former East-

ern Electricity shareholders
following the Hanson bid.

Vodafone slips

Mobile phones group Voda-
fone closed 4 lower at 26T/,p,

with 5.5m shares traded, as

new subscriber numbers for

the 1995 third quarter fell short

of market expectations.

Net new connections were
148.000 for the three months to

September, compared to mar-
ket estimates that ranged from
150.000 to 200.000. and 220,000

in the seasonally most active

1995 second quarter.

Analysts said the UK market
leader had stood aside from the

heavy promotion push being
undertaken by competing oper-

ators in the run-up to the
important Christmas selling

period. Some telecoms teams
saw this as a move by Voda-
fone to weed out some of its

more marginal business.

new high after jumping SO to

1175p. The company his been
seen as a possible bid target

for some time. However, a
catch-up with the ratings of US
rivals and a technical squeeze

in London may have been
more plausible reasons for the

rise. As the market closed

there was also an announce-
ment that results from the first

phase three clinical trial of

Zeneca's Seroquel drug show
the drug should offer substan-

tial benefits in the manage-
ment of schizophrenia.
British Biotech surged

another 43 to 908p ahead of a
key research and development
presentation to analysts in
London today.

Investment management
group Gartmore bounded for-

ward for the second trading

day in a row as speculation

increased that a bidder would
emerge.
Rumours were sparked on

Friday after majority stake-

holder Banque Indosuez
announced that it was selling

its 75 per cent holding. Ana-
lysts said the possible inter-

ested parties included Pruden-
tial, off a penny at 377p, and
National Westminster, which
fell 7 to 625p after a good run.

Guardian Royal Exchange
shed 4 to 21 4p, with UBS
believed to be offering a line of

1m shares around the market
Abbey National improved 5

to 546p as NatWest Securities

and SBC Warburg reiterated

their buy stances.

Hardy OD & Gas, seen both
as prey and predator within
the exploration and production

area of the oil sector, jumped
12 to I86p on turnover of 13m.
Motor parts engineer Lucas

Industries dipped a penny to

195p on the news that heavier

than expected provisions will

be needed to resolve its

long-standing defence contract

dispute with the Pentagon.

Most analysts saw the

FINANCIAL TIMES EQUITY INDICES
Oct 2 Sop 29 Sop 28 Sep 27 Sop 26 Yr ago -High -Low

Onflnery State 2607.5 2601.6 2S6&6 2S87JS 2614.5 2320.3 2688J 22384
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London market data

Zeneca peaks
Pharmaceuticals giant

Zeneca saw its shares hit a

n«M and Mb’
Total Rises
Total Falls

Same

1995 Mgtu and km*
BBS Toot Highs 111
588 Total UNO 38

1,715

UFFE Equity options

Total contracts 31.155
Cab 8552
Puts 21.603

Oct 2 "Data baoed on Eqiity shareo Sated on the London Share Service.

IN INDONESIAWE PROTECT
THE RAINFOREST WITH FISH.

project

has resulted

in aver a hundred

fish ponds being built

m the Irian Jaya rainforest

in eastern Indonesia. £
The fish ponds provide a much

needed, reliable source ofincome

and food for the local community.

They also produce an invaluable

by-product; a reason for the villagers

to take of care the local rain forest.

The ponds require a supply of clean,

fresh water. This is only available

throughout die year ifwaier-maining

roots of the neighbouring trees are kept

intact. Which gave WWF good reason

to provide plans and concrete for the

ponds, and fish to stock them with.

And because we believe it is more

important to motivate by physical

example dun by just giving advice,

WWF agricultural extension

workers helped to construct

concrete tanks and dig fish

ponds. Now an entire

community benefits, and

the entire community

runs the fish pond

programme

wirhout

would like

to help us set

up practical projects to

save the rainforests, write to die

Membership Officer at the address below.

u
WWF

V\forld Wide Fund For Nature

(formerly Uforid Wildlife Fund)
International Secretariat, 1196 Gland.

Switzerland

announcement in a positive

light. “This is an attempt to

wipe the slate dean ahead of

next Monday's foil-year results

statement," said one trader.

Smith New Court moved from
hold to buy on the shares.

Traders said a two-way pull

had developed at one stage as

talk turned to the possibility of

Lucas cutting its dividend. But
most analysts felt Lucas had
the balance sheet strength to
maintain the payment.
Profits downgrades from

ABN-Amro Hoare Govett and
Panmure Gordon left materials
handling and mining engineer
FBI 5 lower at 171p.

Eurotunnel raced to the head
of the FT-SE Mid 250 perfor-

mance charts as rumours of

imminent management
changes reached the market.
Up 6 on Friday, the shares put
on a further 6 to 9Sp in turn-

over of 1-7&l In Paris, almost
sin shares changed hands

The Channel tunnel opera-

tor. due to announce Septem-

ber traffic figures and interim

results this week, is currently

negotiating a rescheduling erf

its £8bn of borrowings.

Satellite broadcaster BSkyB
added 14 at 396p on talk that it

is about to raise prices.

Media conglomerate Pearson
recovered 8 to 597p after Hen-
derson Crosthwaite, the agency
broker, said it was worth £6bn
or 900p a share.

Housebuilder Barratt Devel-

opments shed 5 to 189p as sto-

ries about the company step-

ping up its customer incentives

in order to counter weak unit

sales circulated among con-

struction analysts.

Tarmac was said to have
been the subject of a broker
sell note. The shares ended 2

lower at 92p. In contrast, brick-

maker Ibstock firmed 3Vi to

Tip ahead of today’s interim

results.

In leisures, First Choice Holi-
days tumbled 18 to 70p after

the company disappointed the

market with a warning that

profits this year will drop to

around fim ,
against a

year earlier.

Rival tour operator Alrtours
moved lower in sympathy,
closing 8 easier at 378p.

The market was cheered by
news from London Clubs Inter-

national that it had acquired

the two companies that
together own the lease and
business of the London Farit

Tower Casino. The stock
advanced 12 to 4l4p.

Manchester United improved
5 to 2Up ahead of today's final

figures. Bargain, hunting
helped Granada Group harden
5 to 640p. Regent fans was
once qgwtH in demand and tvie

shares climbed 14 to 592p. Prof-

it-taking left Grand Metropoli-

tan 5 lighter at 440p.

Bumper figures team Moss
Bros saw the shares improve 7

to 570p. The dividend was
raised from 3p to 5p.

Textiles group Hicking Pen-
tecost softened a penny to 253p

after awnrmnring1

a vi iifim pur-

chase in the US.
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MARKET REPORTERS:
Peter John,

Joel Kibazo,

Jeffrey Brown.
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.... 155 129 27

+30 8830 6830 2.6
+30 0830 08.50 28
+ » 84 87 1 8
-130 131 SO 0.6
-130 12E 108 1.4
-150 12S 108 1.4

-2 113 85 32
.... 1630 618
-2 155 130 13
-8 151 129 13

>15 2385 1JB40 13
-130 13.1K) 0.295 03
-180 6500 3.980 15
-5 5.175 3,550 Z5
. . 4630 7.840 14
-Sired 18600 1.0

+40 4300 2075 20
-200 14200 11200 1.7
-13 16921X132 _
-7 1.175 BOO -

-15 2,335 1.150 _
Rem»C 13250 -.60

MaraiUi 3350
UndOnc 11.760

98.75 - 75l3r30

-4 184» 13320 3 7
-I 908 665 ...

11.760
Moima i.io2
MomftB 965
OBvet 1666

POUND (Oct 2 /Zloty)

Hnhav
LundOfl BO

•••• MBrttt 15830
-- MdCKiB 436

432
_ 6950

. Persia 315
— PnannA 2OS50
. PfumrB 705
SCAA 126
SCAB 126

'"SAFA 14930
- atf B 153
SeaWF 7S

•••• SndvkA 139
— EndvkS 139
.... Seen 8
... Saeorfl

.. SE 9nk 448Q“ " 164
211
123
128- saxaA 94jo— SBrtB 9330— SoManA 12130

.... Sudaia 206

. . Sdtaifi 116
. BfdllA

— W80

Tmtt
TiHmB 97 50
V«*0A

—
Vdvee

+1 1S£fJ66« 2JS
-1 145 8250 20
+6X000 464 18
+10 706 485 18
-2 181 148 20
-132.E0 m 0.9
-.Tfflsnnga 03

-JO 12S 6050 ZO
- SO 124 M 86 20
-250 504 254 0.7
-1J0 173 93 86
+ 50 ITS 183 35
-4 387 311 38

-3.S0 1B7 99.7S3J
-3 1753195 75 13
„ 16Q 88 10

+50 11150 86 3 0
+4 1» 130 22

-50 117 B25D 14
-150 126 100 82

105 7980 21
-t 570 373 1.7
-7 212 108 1.4

+ 30 IU0 3B 2.6
-1 334 23fl 1A
-3 333 238 24
-1 247 190 42

-80 2*1.50 180 34
. -zcanssjc aa

-250 273 207 24
>180 87 K 34

... IBS 140 2S

... 485 310 29
-4 483 322 £5

-80 SB 57.50
-E 32S 2E8 18
-3 213 100 18

-2SO 2121WS0 18
141 114 30

-JO 142 114 30
-80 1GG Iffl 28

.... 170 120 28
+1 91 JO 73 113

ONpror «
DwraP 681
DTpkFM §75

1890 +201.710 1

+4 47S
+2 748 870
*5 736 578

785 -11 1810 749

DdwaH 1850 -10 1860 1.280

Daora£ 1620 -301.440 867
ZMO . .1480 2850
485 -2 59* 417

DOMUki 446 -1 57B 326
EbM 1680 -80 I860 992

1.770 +40 1800 1680
635 -131.100 715

FMA 4620 +20 5648 3850

N*LIM 271
MsrO|i 931

1610
564
£07

2S8
571
325
860

1.280
7.1B0
407

ferae 4.»Q -80 4890 3800
RtfoCkl -73 1A70 510

2.D7D -40&2M18M ...

-i 561 401
..2560 1850

401 -10 645 436

1840
1.850

Dtqr 887* ss
1.700
615
569

1620

-* 385 170
-9 1.080 BO?
—40 1600 875
-15 706 500_ 770 502
-5 439 285 I

-1 690 475
+2 4» 230
-i i.i io eoo i

.... 1.410 655
-10 7650 4JOO
-2 £06 371
-4 425 258
+10 2.100 1.450
-30 1830 1880
-21 1610 710
-M 662 600
-1 540 356
... 1.610 7.480 <

+25 752 451
-21 074 370
-10 1.390 1.120
+2 888 520
+1 701 433
+»« 738 538

- 1.140 760
-15 540 363
-20 1.130 541
-S 604 350
-a BOS 521
*77 1.133 834
-io 9~
+51.1
-i e - ....

-9 375 271
-3 476 358

-100 5600917700-unuMBa
-11 600 345
-7 855 4G5
+6 535 381
-30 1.280 920
-10 555 360
-6 700 531

-13 B27 460
-101.450 939_ 1J40 850
-8 830 S75
-10 501 390
-10 1.160 653
-18 510 329
-17 780 480
+20 2670 1,900
-30 1650 027
+7 334 790

.-10 1640 1240
—40 2680 1.440 l

-38 825 533
-4 799 801

+12 BOO 601
-3 1.010 441

-25 957 516
-10 1060 716
-1 1.090 070

—20 2660 1,450
+20 4000 3.570
-10 1000 1.140
+3 615 385
-20 3.B20 2.370

405 301
-10 1620 522 i

-30 2.430 1.400
+2 43fi 310

-18 448 235
-11 1080 650
+90 6.750 3.060
+10 10001.130
-2 60S 407

-80 1.340 678
+6 ESS 405
-30 2630 1045 i

-2 478 310
..1.480 851

-30 2.090 1.520
-13 070 590
-18 582 385
-11 946 780
-10 6.710 4 960

+100 6080 2030
-40 4J40 2.750
+10 1 830 1.410
+20 1.1

'

-30 16
-50 1.«_

1660 1.010
-3 415 237
-60 76S3 5.700
-20 1620 1650
-60 2.538 2.01*

-.01 187
.... 2J6

-02 155
-.08 8.76

+ 04 314
-02 753
-02 366
++ 2.16

-JJ2 350
-63 3 78

.. 650
+.11 9.40
-40 14
- 252

+.08 551
- 6 87

-42 318

327 76 84
2 - .

2 84 JO ...

560 S3 ..

420 TJS ..

2.70 55 ..„

5.10

283 74 214
168 „ 7.0
260 42 ..

288 54 134
7.70 60 ...

860 24 ....

8.10 23 _
220 44 ..
4.30 23 7 1

456 16 ..

263 4.5 .,

176155 BUMS
196845 BnaiA
4508 Bmrerx

378 -3 *50 293
422 —l 520 31

1

689 -0 810 457
880 .... 1.1S0 556

2180 -10 2.1001.770
1^30 -20 1670 740
721 -9 B70 680
515 -5 B«7 3B5
581 +1 757 902
32i -a Ed 549
411 -10 520 356
780 -25 940 610
456 +4 543 352

HtttlBk 1.090 -301600 MB
HMyu 544 -11 584 4B2
hhsftR

170 120 28
IJO 7313J
132 115 2.7

. . 141 114 2.7

-- 7S5 135 34

«S*fc
H&zsma 431

136 —4 432 305
302 -10 426 144
423 -20 709 390
70S -13 896 620
431 +2 659 330
706 -IB 854 543

B.160 -60 B350 4.650 _.

734
4*& 421

MpTVfJw 245®
NTT 848000
NpYUn 485
NpYUBl 580
rtpZBon 475
NEhOl 1.180

Ml
7trt

Mafia liSO
1H40

-4 381 193 20
-eio 47 60 32.60 —

1660 -20 1.140 781 -
1-690 *10 1J30 1.380

-1 310 137 1.8
-I 129 BS
+i is aa ..
..11050 84 &9
„ 112 84 7 0

*1 JO T2S 84 26
-1 225 170 .

+1 120 80 50 2.6
-3 145 9460 Z4
-2 123JD B7 2_B
-1 187 126 IS
-1 121 50

'

—1 105
. 192 122SO 4 6

-1 179 103 ZO

070 —7 1 .040 735
1650 —20 1660 1.140
1.160 -IO 12BO BBC
483 -1 536 320

Z380 .. 2.479 1.999
Z72 -8 435 223
592 -38 71S 572

HToiS* 2680 Z470 2JJ19
HondaM 1.730 -50 1.800 1.130

' GOB +5 728 4S7
1630 .... 1,080 1650 1 0
Z900 -SZM0 16S0
411 +1 457 300 ..
870 *8 379 560 1 I

700 -4 1.010 510
957 -32 1.150 BOO

2670 -SO 3630 1.850
347 .... 477 281

1690 — 1.B00 1JT70
310 -13 415 233

1690 1.980 1.010
448 -8 510 298
BIO -1 709 496
746 -IT 788 S?1

5.400 -80 5.000 4.080
474 -11 847 381
558 +4 848 341

15B0 -4016401630
718 -17 791 490

1.120 -20 1600 800
231 -4 350 150
811 -28 999 550
36 -5 397 260
S27 -9 745 376

1.110 __1J30 777
485.000 -5.000wm «ras

286 -2 379 183
502 -17 748 435
E7G -14 834 SI

041000 -mm szoo thuds
727 +16 1.220 711m -38 838 671

2690 +20 2.400 1.510
8.460 -60 9610 6630
9*£ +5 1.330 830
965 -11 1J0S0 780
940 +1S 1270

lueMo T6DO -40 1673 I.

ExlMd 30.60 —.80
Mass 5 75 -IS
WedM 121
Wtca* 23.10 -JO
Zfdae i9i -«

— 11 7.05 1.7
80 32 10 BO
IS 8J30 560 ..

165 110 1

0

JO 33 2020 15
-9 213 127JO 10

- SwnzEBLMD(0et2/Frs.)

CZECH BEP (Sep 29 / Koruna)

-9 847 608 26
-12 778 B27B8
-11 2.100 1600 22
+.10 210115.10 86

fiJuSJffl 664
BKMs 1,416
Bel Ho 2J40

ggft

_ 248 198 -

+7 902 597 1.7
+7 902 595 1.7

Qaspo 181 -1 338 149 26
gg

.
1.M0 -40 1.445 940 ....

£?22 -30 3.400 1.785 1J
kwBnh 2.150 +30 3280 1 .965 5 6
tonft* ;.**> s 16an l.m 3^
TatnN 4230 -220 *620 2.900 8.0

+1 Z600 Z412 12
-11 684 565 3 0
+23 1.800 1203 4.3

... same 294 bo +b.bo »7 213 21
Sctmdr 19140 —60 275 131 ....

Ef0ct2 / Krt

Sicca

,

ANPA 560 +30 650 430
rams 310 _ 357 795
Btoim 100 +3 r?OS 184

273 +1 282 242an* 274 +2 297 242
ewaw H7 +2 561 470
Codre 725 1.100 690

2A 111632 +1J32 171JU 98000 '

2B 1 12000 -l.ooo msa eh .000

815 +1S 618 442 22
301 +2381 10 286 7 1

179 _ 191 12310 4.4
1.527 -45 1620 915 16

glBCO 37860 +60 480 37210 BZ
Stare 37860 +60 480372.10 02

1.300 -181058 970 26
504 _ 606 466 4B

1600 ... 1648 725 26
1.710 — 1,978 1.820 33

BS Sen 181.000 -SOOl^lSt»[m
os s«e 162000 _ (Tunuun
DMreo 242*1 ... 288 199
DLuM 490 +5 54764 312
Dane* 351 -1 46885 296

153 -1 175 137
490 -2 585 <40
415 ... 550 380
143 +3 T47H1061
181 ... 188 140
148 +2 100 137

1.400 -180 UL5S 1.400
-MMfl 348a- +1 397 332
Kraui 420 +5 520 317
XonQB 250 .. 250 192
Lila? 87868-4160164587808

I

NpTUS 330 _ 375 285 :

" 2660 Z400 1.780
G72 - 678 505
560 +10 650 505
360 -5 366 254.70

StaSa 12976 +.76 138 81 50
EopnsA BIO +4 ESS50 450 1

1.300 —18 1068 070 26
504 _ 606 466 4B

1600 ... 1648 725 26
1-710 - 1.9781620 33
353 +7.40 449 325 50

187.40 -ZAO 27816860 6.8
282 —3JO 3Z5 212 L0

Z050 -100 Z74 5 2JJ10 16
324.40 +.40 333JO 24G50 —
10300 -360 16100 90 10 Z9
295 90 -2.10 3SAJ0 2S4JO 4.1
110.00 -2.70 151 110 4.1

370 -5 442 33S 4.1
400 *83 4S0J052V 2 9
499 ,17 540 440 56
501 -4 627 427 4Z
410 -8.90 505 888 8.0

-2-45 9100 80.75 _
'' VdM 233.50 +1.70 295 20960 1.4
" VdkC 216 +2 280 183 44
- Worm* 207.40 -4 80 272197.10 53

jr“ UFBUc

— KS
— UtAaFd— UnUnFf

Usfein

Rockwell builder of the

space shuttle,

also makes the majority

of the fax and data

modems in the world

WPtD 1030
Hd*B 918
rtdOfcS 018
HUdBk 187JO
Jdmsr

—

. . . Z££5 2.190 1.4

._ 1.400 1610.26
+11 1.399 1014 15
+3 270 195 15

-JO 136 8450
. . 610 4§5 Z<

+13 040 705 10
-10 940 899 16
+1 397 360 ..

.

+1 11250 90 35
... 5675 3,460 10
-1 J72 280 3.7

+300 3,910 2000 1.0
+30 1.860 1610 1.9
*3 610 432 3 9

805 550 Z2
„ 1.000 BOO 1 7

+10 990 785 1.7
+10 000 765 1.7

-SC 207JO 153 1.7
-3 790 515 2.6

. +1 140 100 2.6
-6 S10 824 ZO
-1 342 285 30

- HOHB KDK (Oct 2 / H.KS)

AiimPr 760
BEAM -

9560
Baatt 2180
Baton 166mo

<2.60
40

550
mcP 2335
QKBrt 15
OraHSK 2640
DosnC 8.45
Onqlna 205
Ckar9> 260
Soore 3860
H58C 106
HLunaO 1Z50
HSenpS 64
Harbfii 8 BO
HErtav 550
HenLnd 47.10

HKCh& 1265
|-+L£Jim 9 60
IK Air 20 90
Hr. Be 2BJ5
HKTd 1466
HOOWO 5.OS
HuKflW 420OA
Hyran 1855

JoftnO 15.80
KMBus 1340
Kwunng 169
LneCffl 11J5

1 43

505
NAslaA 14J5
NeevWU 3000

+.10 700 560 •

+ 35 26 80 18.75
.... 13301120

+.0* 2.10 1^7
+ 05 1Z80 10 :

504200 24.80 ;_ 432900 :

-IJO 74 5050 ;

-.06 640 4 40
+ 80 24 74.70,

.... IS 45 13.75
+.76 28.30 16.80
-.15 B 3 BO
+ 05 360 205
+.10 380 2 40 I

-40 41 2335
+.50 11150 70
+05 1350 9.30 I

*25 fifi 41.70 !

.. 8 50 B ,

-.OS 8.00 387 ,

+ 40 4760 3160
+.10 13 80S :

-06 1050 806
-05 25.10 1810 .

+.70 28JQ 19.65
!

+20 IB.70 13
;

-60 7 4 85
+.40 4250 24.75 :

_. 1930 13 30 ,

+.10 6 95 7.15 i

+60 r« 85 14J5
+ 45 15JO 1230 I

-08 Z46 1.13
'

.. 1450 1010 I

-01 1.7B 120
-201780 12J0 i

_ 665 4.10

.. 1540 10
+.10 32ID 1505

;

IS*
22U S2h 22)

l

+‘i n*

| SSI

si --gsi

2i^ -4pl?!5*’'

2&h SW.

24h +l»P*

1» §5 W
34* aa. 24'z

.„ CT 6Ji

28* -S»S2WS*

22* +*522* 22*
12* -4 512* 121?

340 +5 345
16* ^»SlW|HPg-JaSUA

12* -J*20 "^1 m** —w

•

13* +*813*13*
rtJi+x-S^lA

15 +* 1*16 14*

"ft ^

SernTB 1150
snPet 265
SUMS 8.4S

smea 266
SwtraA 61 75
SwtaB 976
TeleBr 31 ZO
Tkfln 0.88
TdrnSn 545
TBnoBr 2J8” 2405

1105
WLnba>43zosl
tMngOn 7.70

705
v&twg £65

-0B ZGS 1 -50
+05 23 18.70 i

-.76 64 37 60 :

-151510 11.40
+ 10 2.70 1 76
-05 10.80 7 35

... 16 10 7.15
+ 05 6.70 3.62

...10 40 8.301
*08 6.15 403 i

-05 240 225!
+50B3J0 37J0
+.16 1020 620
-.10 3250 2546 I

+.02 1 13 0.74

... aos 4.BO
- 03 4.47 2 48
+ 36 2700 2000 :

+ 30 14.10 1010 .

- 10 4800 33 50
+ 05 9 60 6-90
- 15 10.75 7 40
+08 3 10 2.10

'

I *«l
lil,

I

13* SIS* 13*
13J? -* BVP» 18>
ii'i —*an* ii]i

17* S17Ij 17*

1-i 4 23*
48*
44*
lli<
17*
5*

* »
11* >1!

11* —* -II

—BBS
,? 1| AST

7DT24 MaonB

^uedm>|
k798 WdWBI

- HDONBtA fOct 2 / Rupiaii)

RerunBri.47Dal
340

14.150
FtoleCRi 8600
£86 Br 2130

392
aawior 748
SUM Rg 161

'(Oct 2 /Dm.)

141 +0O1G25D 121 10
09 +206 61-50 05000

Rockwell

.. 2160 1.650 21
+13 1642 1.080 22
-20 1J00 tag 40
+30 5000 3050 _
+2 185 120 7.1
-10 1.640 1.125 OJ

371 279 ...

+6010310025 0 4
+40 8290 6210 0.7
-10 2195 1JG0 20

.... 397 315 26
-Z 842 530 1.1

-1 70 177 124 1.1

-2 921 658 16
... 914 660 102 440 351 —

+201,820 040 27
.. 1.580 990 2 6
+1 66 48 10

ISSS ”«

EopnsA BIO +463550 466
SophuB BOS +5631 50 465*

' 488 >-2 SS5 375Sunils 488 >-2 SSS 375
Tafaos 286 -JO 383 274 SB
TopOwi 655 +2 721 506
UnMnA 240 -23015521257
Waead 255 „ 400 200

nHAND(0ct2/MIO)

540 -4 585 455 ZB
040 -61.120 870 13

2391 +15 2761 2206 03
643 +3 898 613 1 6
900 _ 940 535 1.1

316.30 +3 80 338-50 774 50 3.2
564 *11 000 492 £4

_. 530 496 1.7

+1 406 314 23
+430308033000 33
+Z3 41 36 40
+13 338 655 1-B

41 JO +30 44 38ZS _
1.105 +161 ZOO 956 1.4

349 +9 an 2S8J0 20
37.10 +.10 4025 3323 _

\:_T. TION • AV.O •;!.+: - TFLF.I' OMV.ir + f" Vf.'.TNN

iVe+e'-CJ r..?.: TKO'.ICS • - M 1
' iVi! - GS.\VHlv SVS1

*/- Md< 14*

+30 9560 E9 3-83 220 180 2.6
+4 187 120 27
-2 165 118 28
.... 41.70 3120 28

-20 42 31.50 28
-JO 41 28 13
+zc m eg ..5 330 175 £2
-3 172 125 20
-1 172 IB* 28
-1 115 74 2.7

-.18 5.80 301 -
-20 3960 3130 12
-30 59 4120 23
-6 560 455 21
-3 145 104 1.9
-3 207 138 1.4
+1 210 135 10
+3 218 180 30
... 218 152 29
+3 340 151JO 36
+3 34015230 33

-20 9270 59-50 16
+ 80 69 52 HB
...8250 60 16

-80 8350 4030 1.3
*5 117 7850 ..

-.10 41.50 2720 30
-460 104 68 27

+7 274 106 13
.... SB 21 -
.... 820 0 IB ...

-6 262 195 24
—6 240 172 28

-.10 15.10 9 —

.

+1 2300 15 70 20
-3015.10 11 -
+ 10 15 10-90 _
+2 143 78 0.7

-75 3.715 2650 22
-2O2JOQ202O ....

-80 1.483 718 _
-95 11615 8000 32
-120 19.780 14000 U
+30 9.950 7830 21

-305 210001549 17

PORTUGAL (Oct 2 / EacudO)

Uo&<&
Uu+lbWUuKp

WE WJhrRg
xmg

+2 555
+2 BID
-3 00a
+3 464

*50ZEfi.re
-10 1.1E0
+101.150
-2 870
+2 1215
+23 799
*17 780
+6 341

KpiQud 447
Kurdn

216 -B 350 I..
623 -7 747 502
361 +1 SIB 299

2440 -CO 2JOS 2020
456 -15 568 400

1Z30 _ 1640
408 456
265 -6 398 21
348 -10 417
586 -11 630
574 +3 53B 4'_

10OQ —400 13000 8.420
708 -3 MO 572

1,700 -10 1.9*5 1.418
70S -15 834 711

1.020 -20 1 130 891
772 -7 314 1B3

8
-IS 839
+10 ?.<0O 1

+4 M3
795 -37 1.000
646 -22 723 FI 4
447 +5 625 353

1.020
1.300

SW*a 1.030
snout 382
smdjb 4iio+n« ?80

481
<05
769

1.500
559

5.120

§52

-20 2070 1j430
+18 043 684
-1D1Z00 825
-BO 1.4—
-30 1.1—
-9 650 274

AadM 272S +25 3.000 2000 29
BhBaJ 5000 _ 5 .950 3749 30
Bnand 7.300 -500 &J00 4.37G ...

BPTmbr 107B ...30351025 3 0
HMSsnpZIZOO +1OOC10H 10000 00
HMSonvZlJOO +10021050 10000 0.9
\nOKP9 2.675 -50 3.5BO Z223 13
warn 3630 -60 6075 3600 24
Kaffir 9+25 —175 10050 7.600 ..
imact 4.576 +25 SJOQ 3,700 ..

IIALAY51A [Od 2 / MYR)

S +a 428
+8 1.190

420 -1 5<6

740
1090
422
928

1.190
SumFd 1.520

294
347
745
206
BOB

2J70 -30 2750 1

8.190 +50 8.960 5.910
330 -5 411 279
598 +10 780 SI-
824 -31

rj?8 4J8

-6 478
-9 1.131

-20 1020 1.

-o rag
-20 5.720 3.

.... 755 l
-1 7B0 4

-30 1.960 1.4
-11

Ssbs.JE
-3 455 220 _
-8 412 260 ....

-8 865 635 0 9
-3 327 214
.949
+8 610

-25 745

1.530

Sifl
-70 5.170 3. _ -

... 741 801
+10 1.890 1JOT 1 1

AMMBHd 3000
Amre 2Z0
AckPld
Kr\, wall

CAHdg 13
nrn 605
DUES 805
S0«a 2010812010*1
FprfSrp £19
Bentno 2150
GtdHpB 4.14

.. WIM 4ZZ
_ Itcred Iiro

HraPr IQ?
1300

IdsHyd 3Z2
KLKaDO 755
LanGan 855
LdAJM 7.40
UnOev £.10
MelAJr 7
Maem 33

-145 9ZSD 8410 24
-120 B0&Q 6520 26
-40&1M3EB5 53
-304140 2720 12
-70 5690 4Z2Q £3
—65 4365 3600 35

.... 3.B4J Z510 22
-300 HUH 8600 4.1

-15513200 9.075 52
-32 2190 T08? 29
-15 5.000 3 BOO 23

+900 3B.reo rareo
+10 2775 1 638 —
-10 1.039 1671 —
+50 3035 3.160 17
-40 2905 2003
-40 2340 1 074
+20 12790 lOJWD 3J
-80 11250 9Z10 37

27000 21JOD 1J
-200 18000 1A000 7.0
-150 U0BO 6.434 10

r (io —
14350 35JO „ _
16060 4150 248 ._
14185 3726 30 _

.18
588 506 20
0050 248 3.6

B34 685 19
mao 27650 28
BSO 561 13

-15Z7BS
+52 2130
._ 2595

-297 3.570
_ 4.340
._ 5600

+10 3 010
-OB 3.820
+38 2600

£060 4 5
1.531 £9
1.968 7.3

2651 70
3.317 96
4000 21
2.7O0 ..
1181 46
1.991 30

!1Pcl2/nihai

12250 -750 13000
H000 +700 9.671
13000 +250 27000
IBJOO —250 56,000
9.400 +£00 43J00

33.000 -1.500 45000
3.750 +200 15650
7.600 -lOOiBja
14Z50 +100011250
45000 +1000 50.MC

9.200 20
7.000 1Z
7700 0 7
lUSO -
a.BOO 72
1B.000 _
15SO _
5.300 ....

7.100 ..
197W —

-43 1

-10 1.170
-20 '

... SPABIl0ct2.'PtS.l

lirE5

yrr;

-10 1000 1

+20 1.4201

4.

21
IhAnn 3!IMM 17.
PnrtPI 7'

P68
Rreono
RediM il«jMW 1900

-20 1.590 1Z00 ..

*10 1.110 906 12
="1480 ....

_ 940 750 21

qWBa
... BETHEHURDS {Od 2 / Rs.)
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*
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SamgHI 24.000 -300 32500 tajap £1
Yidano 30.700 -6D0 36J53 Z6JJOO 10

TAIWAN (Ocr 2 /TYVS)

134
41.£5
34.SO

Brekre 0.85
BufW 2100
CNAfial 4-35
DeBCan 90 75
Deaftr 370
Doornt £79

- 46 50
30

10.B0
6.10
130

tmnoo 2T
Ernan 21 SO
ra&fik 2JJ0
Fmocn 42ZG
Gomel 80S
Grecor 13 80
GFSA «
Hammy 34.75
fettat 11

WrOd 2600
16 J 4650

1800 11
32 24

112 77
+ 50 £10 186

290 233
+.78 £36 18S

-3.50 413 298
...3100 24

28 23

CL In 120 +.50 180 107 12
CH Br* 94 196 W-W ....

enow 80 +00 05.25 Bfi .l® _
DdSB 21.40 _ 3250 £020
FraBk 94 +1^ IBS 84 _
MTPstC 45-50 -00 BS23 4320 20
St* U 88 9925 57J0 22
Tafice 9600 -2 128 £000 ...

SCOT 393
53* “1?

- THAKANB (OCt 2 / Bahf)

Advtnt 404
0*SnK £82
BgkLnd 3800
DfetoO 122
Ftnone 197 *Z
KrTnBX 101VI *1
Lm»+Mi 396 +2
PtlTRan 1B5 +3
SfcmCm 1.4SD -30
Stood 410 -6
StoiCS 276 -4
TeMAl 74 -100
77affm 21a

412 284
308 103

8250 are
200 7600
178 99 :

111 5800
556 300
2M 138

1.788 1640
446 32fl

294 1B1
99 88

680 173 .

UnAi 4060
LbbBs 4.70
UMJe EC.50HUM 2375HaM 24.75
WtoVIl 1005
Mhreo 101
Namrah 17
Nadcor 45
PBfcbM S7
PtaSF 1125
PremGp 5.15
WatPT 87JO
fendfti 23

. 41 26 3025
-.SO 35 »

... 1 -20 080
_ 36.5021001
_ 400 350

+1 106 7950
.. 600 200
.. 4 40 2.ID

-ZS 6100 48
-1 43 30
...1100 a

-.18 12 B
.. 140 113
_ M 1500
... 38 21 50

2600 20.75
62 3500

-06 905 80S
. 1400 1105

126 DO
38 27

-65 10.78 1000

1

_ 4100 2600
. 50 4325

-02 * 75 ISO
.... 101 72

-26 3100
-J0 4+JO37__
-00 ease £7 75
-66 bo 37.75 ,

e 4 40
._ 106 83 75

24 1866
... 23.75 18.es

Rmbrfip 3023
RmflrQi 2050
RwdPl 7900
EATO 7100
3AS0L 2900
SdRen 10.75
SnrthFd 84
SmthCQ 2200
EASrair 11400
BASWta GO
BUT* 33
SLP* 33
SBM 98
ahet 3i
Stsndfi 124.B0
TlflOU 53

a.70 36 383
003 _ -.
280 SB _
1.70 1!| ...

15.46 4.0 35.1

NORTH AMERICA

1.70 20 472
E.43 S.7 18.1

0.11 ... OB
260 40 ...

10 1G B6 137

CANADA

TORONTO (Oct 2 /CanS)

4 pm dose

-Zfi 101a 7»
18 u

.... 4600 37
79 <71

.... n 75 b :

._ 600 4JO '

-1 111
— 75 4500 15
-26 31 24.

. _ 2000 rs. _

... no 74
:

+ 25 7600 65
-00 37 a

:

... 1326 B.7S
as 54

73.78 10JO
-0011875 88

57 4$

- 8700 3000
145 100

TrmHul 45
Vffeefs 23800

0 7B 7.4 £8
4Z2 12 ..-

4.60 0.4 6.6
104 2.) ...

£74 3.5 _
175 00 _
108 -

225 00 ...

240 80 ...

160 14 ....

£90 40 140

tab -*8lfc1B

145 100
56 4fi

.4900
-100 370 1
_ 7125 39. _
-1 163 19100

+00 50 £4

a J>®*
^ t'sns

S|S

WBwptefirWtore

HOTB - Pitai oa BA cage are as

prara HffBAMt are lor 1695. hew*Dm &
unalttM JltewnmuaB
**fcnd. a; & ooto tooa. » E» rura a & re
rPifeeainiBS.

4.7D ag .

.

1.86 20 *-ISS ! ANNUAL R&P0RIS

TOKYO - MOSTACTIVE STOCKS! Monday. October 2. 1B95.

-1700 178600 17680.0 19^94 148.976
-1400 17800.0 17820.0 403 4.781

dmtog ms tap. (Tim egina

Fu£tsu

SunitcHno Piec
Pacific Metals

Nip Hog Loan ..........

Maria

Traded Prices on day

5.7m 1.23Q -20 OW Elea Ind

4.8m 995 +40 Nippon Sled - —
4£m 642 -3 Hyogo Bank

42m 39 1 Jpn Wool Text -—

—

4.lm 1.B10 -40 Sega Em

Stock# dosing Change
Tratted Prices en^y
3Jm 915 «
3-lm 337 IS
2.9m 7

*
2.Bm 727 +1B2*n s.770 _rm

n

i



-V-
; "tXjVj1 .*.

1 - ’.'i

‘

";-:

FINANCIAL TIMES TUESDAY CXTrOBER 3 19?5

4pm dose October2 NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE COMPOSITE PRICES

m
Mfk Urn Stock

19 12%AAfl

464 35MF
SOU 53% MIR
47% 41% ASA

43% 30UADWL
18% 12AUMPr
36% 2t ASM kid

17% 13% AqUncata

34% Jl^a ACEUd*

M H 9
dm % E 100* >99 lam am
046 26 25 33 18% 184 19%
0X2 24 20 4878 39% 38% 38% A

18 5255 724 704 704 -1*?

1.71 4.1 27 701 42484(4 4(4 -4
004 20 21 7497 42% 42 424
040 22 21 6431 18% 17% 18

06Q 23 14 61 34 26% 28%
10 312 154 154 154

058 1.6 8 8* 34<j 344 344
04 0%ttMCKhxQ9Q 94 8 Z3G U9%
7% 64MMQK)pox 066 Ot 78

7*

74 54«l«8p» 075109 422

84 74 AGMWSei 090114 321

94 7% ACM Manx 0 90 104 862 8
" 0.48 IX 13 709 27

47 246

072 29 If 419 2E4<C44
Q 36 21 12 612 16% 17*

35 74 13I;

29% 104taiwOx

384 94 Aon? Beet

344 29 tonic

194 8% Aetata

164 10% flora*)

(8% lPgMamBp 048 28

38% 25AM*
9% 5 AtMot Grp

23% 164 ADW kK
37424 80Aeoon

5% 3% Aarflx

75% 4ft AflBtoL

44% 31% Altar

25% I6«mna1

584 43% AkPiC*

25% 16% Antra W
30 )(S|Atgtshc
IB lftAktoascx

35% 24A4TOI

21% 13% Alaska Air

26% 17% AUaryW
194 124MSBV1
324 25% AfeCuB

28 ZJMQXhA
344 274AUsn
36% 23%Atn»
874 01% AfcoSl

604 294 AknSmwn

26% 184 AtaAl

23 18% ABeff Urfl

M214M99P
39% 21 4 Allan CHI x

33% 254 Menjan

20% 15% flfirra Cm
9% 8% AloceQ

30% 234AUKHI
47% 33%AUS0
104 9% Alum
37% £14 Atte

31 23%AMQs
6% SAhresto

37% 334/Uunai
60% 36% Atau

26% 18%ACaCpA
7% 5% AmGotac*
14% 7% AmPrecOi
67j 44 flmaftM

22% 16% Amcasthd

53%
434 36% AteBnto

21 134 A/a Bos Prt 056 27 14

S
i:

18%
8 9531 29% 26%

0.16 1.7 17 106 d9% 9%
010 04 191776 U34 Z3%
128 £6 19 57 36% 36 38%

9 115 5 4% 5

276 19 52 4700 73% 71% 71%
052 1112 2672 42 41% 41% -%
088 14 15 5196 li25% 25% 25% +%
1M £D 16 1534 52% 5l4 51% -%
030 1J 22 287 244 M% 24%

24 149 26% 28 26%
200118 12 48 17 16% 16%

132 6146 30% 304 30%
033 1 3 21 533 154 15% :5%
040 17 ?1 604 23% 23% 23%
022 12 23 1933 18% 18% 18%
032 1.0 16 74 30% 30% 30%
032 12 19 HOD 26% 2B% 26%
052 13 19 2157 34% 33% 33%
030 19 16 1921 324 71% 31%
1 04 12 24 262 84% 84% 84%
080 1.4 12 2JM 56% 58% 584
0.10 04 15 538 24% 23% 23%
048 14 15 932 20% 19% 19%
1 64 64 14 1885 25% 25% 254
020 09 29 227 38 34% 35

Q48 1 5 33 12521133% 33 33
1.72 8.7 11 7B 19% 194 19%
0.16 19 22S 9% 94 94
111 37 10 12U304 30 X
076 16 15 6783 44% 434 43%
Q84 S3 31 10% 10 10%
0.78 12 II 6<09 35% 34% 34%
096 32 18 1535 29% 29% 29%

13 934 5% 04% 4%
7 2988 34% 334 334

0.90 1.7 10 6334 53 52 52%

74 8% Am &<! Inc

19% 16% Ant Cap B0

21 % I8AA1C9CV
384 31% AmWw
45% 29% AmExp
38% 27% AmGod

1.7 10 6334 53 52 S2*_

29 2328 23% 22% 22%
096 14 8 2G6 6% 6% 0%
026 1.9 23 59 13?g 13% 13%
006 1.4 91197 6 S% 5%
056 29 9 15 19% 19% 194
060 1 2533 2278 48% 47% 48

2.00 4.7 9 2851 42% 42% 42%
20% 20%66

2i4 i64AnHantge
874 Gl% AmHorne

3% 2% Am Hattla

64 AmM

•4

88%

A
6%

s

065 67
154 Bt 33 46 19% lS% 19%
108 5 2 0 43 21% 20% 20%
2.40 65 13 1125 36% 36 38%
190 20 1513630 44% 44 44

1X4 34 II 3053 37% 384 37

6% 4% An Gott to 1 0.77 145 228 54 5% 54
22% 17% Am wm FT 196 95 12 152 21% 21% 21%

072 36 10 11 31 19% 20

3 00 3 6 12 4845 85% 83% 83% -tU
0.75 249 14 10 3% 3% 3%
054 04 17 5128 85% 83% 84 -1

5*2 Am Opp he « 0.64 1*3 248 5% 5% 5% %
21 AmPtasa 0.40 14 15 725 29% 39% 29%
6% Am Real El (144 SO 6 156 u8% 8% 8%

30% 23%AmSDrx 056 1 9 11 1418 29% 28% 28%
194 17Amman 5% ITS 65 zIDO 19 19 19

32%2ftAmlta 128 42 12 141 31 30% 30% %
32% 24% Am Fin > 100 35 16 133 30 29% 28% -%

67 810 29% 29% 29%
2.00 39 16 2625 52 51% 51% -4
128 35 If 9 38% 36% 364 -%
024 1 4 13 884 174 17 17%
240 18 15 3639 64% 634 63% -4
0.10 0.9 14 60 1)10% 104 10% +4
012 2.7 24 57 4% 4% 4% %
152 19 14 882 184 38

'

0 458 % ri,’

050 05111 7413 48% 47%
26 5180 35% 34%

056 3 9 17 192 IS1* 24%
178 25 15 3280 64% 62% 63% *1%

27 612 41% 41 41% .%
044 25 14 S3 19% 19 19%

'

1.36 33 13 1165 41% 40% 41

3? 19% AfflSM

52% 39% Amdahl
37% 29% Amennkc
1B4 i5%AmMi
69% 56% Amoco
10% 7%AmpcoPn
5% 3% Amra he
39% 25% AmsouDi

2% ,»« Arccomp

50% 35% Amdahl
39% 70 Anaofl

274 24%Anodtea
64% 50% Anfisch

44 37% Antatar

20% 15% Anthony In

41% 31 % Aon Cp

384
%
48

a

31 224 Apache Op * 028 1.0 55 5549 27% 26% 27

9% 84%wMmFt 0.69 7 4

30% 20APH
18% 24 Andd Mag

35% 22% And Pw A
20 14% Adfli

50% 41% ARODwni
50% 41*

94 9%
21% 21%

15 13

ss
64 9% &4

4
2

a
154
49%

18 2240

11 758

DL12 04 19 104

O10 OB 1013993

250 5.7 10 442

90% 41% Amco45P 450 92 7

7% 5% Ann 12 294 . . _
26% 20 ATIM0 2.1P 2.10 8 3 11 25% 25 25%
804 38% AnwW 144 2.6 11 807 56 55% 55%

17 527 54 53% 53%
0 110 4% 4% 4%

0.76 35 18 557 21% 21% 21%
080 25 B

046 1.5 12

1.10 33 21

002 0J2

038 125 5
132 2.0 2029754 65

240 11 *100 256

59% 36% Amw E*
6 3% Mm Grp

247g 10% Anflnkld

36J
23% Aaarco

26 Andd Con
38% 31% AMI
17% 12% Asia Poe F

2% l% Aran ton

66*4 47% ATST »

280 242A8Rkdi2
38% 29%AMaGas
84 5% ArtaSos

757 r 30% 31

7B 30% 30 X
66J 33% 33% 33%
188 13% 13% 1

'

430 u2% 2%
64%
256

19% 174 AMc Egy x

ilOO%A«ai
24 1% Adas

2.08 5J 38 568 UM 38%
028 3.6 9 2 7% 7%
134 7.7 18 508 uai 19%
5.50 5 2 11 3793 107% 106

1 280 1%
20% 16% Annas Engy 092 4.8 18 134 19%
24% 144 Auota

8% 7% Austria Fd

70% 57% AuDate

27% 22 AutoZone

18*4 14% Awnoax
8% 5% AmO
55% 35% An*
75% 54 Mott
19% 1 1 4 Ayihi Carp

10% 5%AzU

0.16 08 14 502 19%
003 0 3 103 B%
070 1 0 24 3380 694 684

27 1348 25% 25%
0.48 2J1 14 52 16% 16% 1 .
004 05 14 130 8% 84 8%
0.60 12 15 1131 51% 51% 514
220 31 17 5052 724 71% 71%

18 5 17% 17% 17%
41 3349 9 84 8%

- B -

334 29 BCE

8% 64 BET A0R
54 3%B*nco
17% 134 Baker Fart

23% l6%ft*oH
2ft 174 BddorBe
38% 29l]B0Kp
174 10% flMAd
12% 6 Baiy

26% 22BBI6E
36% 25% BncOne

31% 234 BancaBi V

372
027
020
040
046
036
0.60

006

124 10%OCH
1 24%36% —

55% 524 Banrag

61% 394 8a*Am
794 74 Bank Boat

48% 25*2B6stn
45 40% BA Bofln P

48% 28*2 BartMY
48% 42BartiArnA
67% 71% BonkAmB

72 49% MTst
«4 38 Betoys

31% 254 Bam (C 19

45% 364 BamaaQp
5912 384 Bamfft

274 19%Bn*Sd
>8% 7ABanKH61
12% a% Baton

44% 30% Bauch
41% 26% Baxter

25b 224 aa-Slfias
21% 19 BO Tr 1638 1 IM
23% 15% 9m Sans 060
<3% 40% BwSPlAx 2.75

34 27% Boriigs 072
314 2B4BaAoenh 044
634 48 BecW 082
6% 5% BdWPlup 042

81% 48% BaHI 3BO

25% 17% Baa h 0.40

1J6
136
1.07

038
1.09

080
1-84

556
1.48

3fl4

1.44

125
000
4JJ0

154
064
160
188
012

005
1.04

1.13

IJO

62 15 1466 334
38 5 34 8%
37 7 281 u54
24141 53 17%
22 25 7429 21

I 4 23 516 25%
20 10 4239 30

04 27 ISO 16%
43 2231 10%

6.0 15 2407 26
3.7 12 J815 36%
35 10 145 31

35 7 50 104
3 2 13 675 34%
15 13 174 53%
31 1010973 60%
72 2 774
3.1 10 3522 47%
7.0 3 43%
II 10 2460 46%
6J 24u48%
Al 55 87%
5.7 34 2678 70%U 1 4 474
2.1 20 7193 304
3.9 10 6 40%
13 11 1376 574
05 32 5410 25%

SJ 132 17%
05192 2168 9%
26177 5685 41%
2.8 16 413Qu41%
£1 14 248 24%
7 6 15 21

4

28 13 1850 21%
6.5 2 42
21 15 2341134%
15 17 348 30%
13 18 2797 n64%
G2 15 37 u6%
4 5 18 5520 uS1%
1.9 14 77 21%

-4

89% 70

47% 47%
30 304

40% 40%
58% 57%
254 25%

a
9%

at

BE OI K
GUEST.

CONRAD

When you slay with us

in BRUSSELS
slay fn loueh -

with your complimentary copy of the

FT
FINANCIAL TIMES

11

HP UnKw*
73% 53% BaSh
38% 27% Bah A

30 23 Bends

60 49%BanM42P
53% 37 Beta

24% i6BenmmA
II £ Bangui 0

29% l9%B*gBr
3060820100 BartH

10% 8% BariyPar

33% 19% BOB Buy

27% 24% Beth S 2.

55% 48% BeBdxaPI

19% >3%BaKl
46% 40% BatzL

16% 11 BmH
22% 15% enosn
22% 18% Bknhgm S

34% 23 BSsek

25% 19% Stack X PL

8% 7%£M«fcAff»

7% 8%8kdRME
9% B%BkkKkTgt
46% 33%Btt3i

IBtaOW

TIL W ft

: 15% BMC tad

44% I,-BoMng

_ 26% BoseCx
39% 14% BdIBGN
10% 7% Banter Co

25% 14% BondiOn
27 19% BhOiCbB

42% 16% BoSScl

54% 26%Snrtar
32% 19 Bnd Fad

33% 29% BflEPlDP

29 18% BndTadlx
41 32%B*SI

20% 14% Bdriutat

74% 67% BrWySq

734 56% Br Air

504 40%MGta
83% 75% BP

19 15%BPPTWtaM
304 a%BSteta
664 57% BT

26% ZZBMynU
33% 16Bn>nCta

10% 5%Bnafii
39% 28% BmFmfl

40% 27%srFerr
4% 34BRT
234 16%BRMk
23% 14% Brute*M
37 XBucheraPt

.. Boa*
DM « E ma !%» Ub Mk
2M 19 IB 4422 734 72% 73%
032 1.0 18 442 34% 334 33%
OJS* 23 18 B76 27% 77 274
420 7.4 MOO 58% S8% 58%
1.M 3.7 19 1484 51% 50% 60%
0-31 1i 12 12 21% 21 214
004 7.1 56 93 % dft A
a48 22 1* 539 2i% 214 21%

70 1 3850 28S00 28850
0.40 3.9 24 72 10% 104 104

19 1787 26% 26% 2S4
ZJO 91 31 Z?% 27% Z7%
600 92 40 54% 54% 54%
040 2B 13 3B15 144 14 14%
1.48 30 16 499 41 lMO% 40%

18 4570 13% 13% 13%
0.10 00 BB 315 17% 16% 17

a40 20 9 317 17% 15*g 17%
040 1 2 21 1142 34% 34% 34%
U4 SJ 13 267 25 24% 2«%
068 70 245 8% 6%
0.75105 32* 7% 7%
DOS 72 831 9% 9

129 34 34 540* 38% 37%
0.12 10 492 7% 7%
008 02 29 160 38% 38%
1.00 1J 29 5075 68 58% — .
060 15 21 31(8 40% 39% 39%
OOB 02 10 2401 38% 37% 384

20 1600 8% 7% B

9 88315 2 609 18% IB 18%
150 5.6 14 22 26% 264 26%

146 2268u<2% 42% 42%
060 1 3 15 4050 484 45% 48
027 10 379 27 26% 26%
252 75 15 65 33% 33% 33%
020 10 8 328 20 19% 19%

3E

1450

%

8%
7%
9

a
a

104 26 11 SOI 40^ 40 40%

14% 8% BUlCM
‘ 70% I

14 4082 14^014% 14%
296 4.1 16 8852 73% 72% 72%
208 29 14 356 7l% 7)4 71%
243 50 31 3M 42 41% 42

255 20 16 32B2 91% 90% 90%
1.78110 9 253 16% 15% 16%
127 AA 56 565 29 28% 29
203 4 7 13 102 62% 82% 62%
109 55 13 498 24% 24% 24%
1.00 £3 66 1128 18% 18% 184
002 29 7 56 ini 104 11

098 25 17 463 38‘

OOB 22 16 7519 30"

4S 116 4%
050 25 15 5428 20%
0.40 22 14 155 18% 184 18%
200 7.9 6 18 354 35% 35%

38% 38%
30% 30%
4% 4%
20 20%

74% 704 sum
42% 33% Bute Rase

14% 11% Bwnhamft
31% 23%EhBhBMm

35 237 134 13% 13%
724 73%130 15 14 52te 73%

055 1.4 81 3311 30^ 38% 39%
11% 11%1.44 123 14

IB
188 ... ...
82 26% 274

114

- c -

274 2>4ca
82% 55% CSS

26% 22% CMS Er

HB% 644CXAKi
88% 51% CPC*
22% 134 CPI COP
894 53% CSX
34% 27% CIS Cora x

224 16% CabtaBiMra

68*4 37% CaUehnn

584 2BQMC
17 12% Cate*OK

41 4 194 CrnhwOsga

1% 1% Cal Rate E
134 10 Qdgun CM
21% 15%CaEngj
16% 9%Qdfed
18 11% CMaiG*

21% ttCdadQi
514 4i CDftdS

1 & canted >te

19% i3%CaaPKi
121 B04Cmax
29% 15% CuOneftl
13*4 10%CPS»126
304 15% CmsU 15

048 25 19 561 234 23% 234
0.40 05 31 4642 8Q4 80 80

095 17 12 575026% 28 284
II 5&1U106% 106*4 106%

15? 23 19 1098 884 85% 584
058 26 17 242 22 21% 21%
1.76 2.1 15 1914 844 84 84%
000 20 10 18 31 304 304
048 23 35 532 20% 19% Ifl4

63% 84% -1%
S2% 52% Jp

13% 13% *4
39% 394
d1% 1*2

11% 114
-%

Z5% 1S4 CantaaQ
34 26%catPU.

41% 2£4 CpnOT

13% I0%CotartM
15% 13C«daNG
4)4 29% CasaCDx

94 GUCMAmt
754 484 CSjdr

2B% 16% CO Carp

28%22%CMSW
33% Z7CsMy7>

%
484 26% carton

14% caarapEm20% .

604 38% 0*0*1
i

i

24 3975

0.72 1A 14 549 S2%
0.15 12 14 270 13%

27 1349 394
020135 50 3 1%
030 26 78 137 1l4

19 1139 20*2 204 20%
4 1164 15% 15% 15% -%

020 1.3 12 1974 154 15% 15% +%
040 21 & 59 17% 17% 17% -%
124 20 17 3516 50% 4B% 504

17 412 % H %
032 2 0 22 7538 16% 16 18

020 02 24 1874117% 118% 117*4 -%
032 1 1 23 1441 294 28% 2B% -4
126 06 316 13 12% 12% -%
1.60 55 2 294 294 29% *1%

344 164 0raa*dMge 234 70 13 119 32% 31% 31%
23% tecaramah 004 02 172072 21% 20% 20% -1%
42% 34% CartCo 038 21 16 49 42% 41% 41%

12 88 22% 21% 22

1.76 52 16 740 334 33% 33%
132 M 13 260 39*4 38% 39%
018 13 10 250 12% T?4 124 -4
096 62 20 93 15% 14% 15% +%
020 05 10 2943 36 37 374 4-1

005 07 12 1207 6% 6% 64
1.40 25 9 9467 56% 55% 55%

. _ 14 168 204 20% 20%
324 2B% Cods Fair* 230 7.4 11 169 31% 31% 31%

11 6% CBdBt 020 7.1 7 2188(1114 10% 11*4

31% 21% CUda 020 07 18 1158 29% 28% 29

30*2 25% CanrHffln 210 69 11 72x30% 30% 30%
25% 22C«frlDri 150 59 19 2580254 25% 25%
14% 10*4 Cater Mata 050 6.9 9 281 13% 13 13%
304 Z4%Cen*N*Epi068 22 17 366 30% 304 30*4

14% 134 GertrVnnt 090 5.9 10 82 13% 13% 13%
‘

1.72 6.7 12 6836 25% 25% 25*z
033 1.1 14 468 30% 30 30

26 2331 454 44% 45
11 49 19% *9% 19%

030 04 11 3159 54% 53 534
020 19 13 35 11 10% 10%

13 172 8 74 74
180 10 11 8681 61% 60% 80%

3 140 5% 5% 5%
37 722U27% 26*4 26%

208 5.8 19 76 35*2 35% 35%
200 13 11 9157 81% 60% 80%
080 23 11 619 35% 334 35

200 41 15 5722 48% 48% «%
004 02 815 224 22% 22*2

020 12 1012 17% 18% 17

15 197 6% 6 6
30 230 44% 43% 43%
14 2 284 184 28*4

200 38 7 6756 53% 52% 534
106 21 13 952 96% 94% 9*‘

304 29 9 8271 u’06 104% 105

001 103 223 u8 7%
238 £4 19 151 1138% 38% 38
080 30101 586 Z7 28% »'
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WORLD STOCK MARKETS

AMERICA

Dow shrugs

off gains in

bond market
Wall Street

US shares shrugged off bond
market gains, showing modest
losses in early trading after a
round of mixed economic data,

writes Lisa Bransten in New
York.

At 1pm the Dow Jones
Industrial Average was off

14.81 at 4,774.27, the Stan-

dard & Poor’s 500 stood 0.77

easier at 583.64 and the Ameri-
can SE composite 2.47 down at

542.25. New York SE volume
came to 161m shares.

The benchmark 30-year Trea-

sury bond jumped \ of a point

in morning trading after the
National Association of Pur-

chasing Management said that

its index of business activity

was 48.3 per cent in September
- above August's 46.9 but
below economists’ expectations

of 50 per cent.

But inflation-wary bond
investors ignored figures from
the Commerce Department
showing that consumer spend-

ing rose l per cent in August
to reverse the 0.1 per cent
decrease in July. Since the sec-

ond quarter, economists and
officials from the Federal
Reserve had been looking for
gains in consumer spending to

help inject some vigour into

the economy.
The Nasdaq composite,

weighted towards technology,

slipped 5.75 to 1.037.79. Semi-
conductor shares showed
weakness, with Novellus
Systems down $1% at $68Vi and
VLSI Technology off $1% at

$33%. On the NYSE, Micron
Technology shed $1 to $78%.

Canada

Taranto was weak in light mid-
day trade as investors braced
themselves for a mixed bag of
third-quarter corporate earn-

ings reports. The TSE 300 com-
posite index had declined
117.36 by noon to 4,512.39 in
volume of 22.6m shares.

The market's biggest losers

included Potash Corp of Sas-

katchewan, off C$1% at C$S2%,
and BioChetn Pharma, which
dropped C$l% to CS42V«.

Mexico sees rates rise
Mexico City tumbled in tbm_

mid-morning trade on expecta-

tions of a rise in interest rates

and worries about speculation

on the peso. The IPC index was
31.98 down at 2,360.37 in weak
volume of 7.6m shares.

Traders noted that shares
were also being sold by inves-

tors who were forced to build

up stocks in portfolio restruct-

uring at the end of the third

quarter last Friday.

The heavily weighted Tel-

mex L shares were down 1.6

per cent, while Aeromex A had
declined 6.8 per cent.

SAO PAULO eased in light

midday trade on profit-taking

after the market's advance of

more than 8 per cent last

month. The Bovespa index was
down L88 at 46,513 at 1 pm. in

turnover of a thin R$107.2m
($112-5m).

LIMA was higher at midses-
sion on light buying of blue

chips by local investors as the

market awaited the outcome of

an overseas roadshow to pro-

mote the new Credicorp hold-

ing company.
The general index had risen

0.3 per cent to 1,362.86.
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Ugine up 26% as buy-in intrigues Paris
SFr6 200* the company

The Dsinor Sacilor buy-in of FFr141. Accor, the hotel com- announced a simplified share
Ugine, its stainless steel sub- pany, lost FFr17 to FFr593 as c+t-m-tur* after the market

One factor adding to the

stock market's bearish tone
was the string of warnings
from companies that their
third-quarter performance
might not Uve up to market
expectations.

Late on Friday Acordia, the

US insurer, forecast third and
fourth-quarter earnings of
about 20 cents and 60 cents a
share respectively, compared
with analysts' projections of 45
cents and 77 cents a share. In
early trading. Acordia fell $2%
or 8.6 per cent to $25%.

Sharp declines in AT&T, off

$1 at $64%, Caterpillar, $1% at

$55%, United Technologies, $1%
at $87%. and Sears Roebuck, $1
at $35%. caused the Dow to

underperform the more
broadly traded S&P 500.

The Dow did, however, get

some support from Merck,
which moved ahead $1% to

$57% an news that the US Food
and Drug Administration had
given the company approval to

market Fosamex, a drug to
treat osteoporosis in post-

menopausal women.

The Dsinor Sacilor buy-in of

Ugine, its stainless steel sub-

sidiary, preoccupied PARIS,
said Mr John Fordyce at Fori
International. Ugine came back
from suspension, rose FFr83 or

26 per cent to FFr400, and
accounted for FFrL91bn of the

market's FFr4.Sbn turnover as

the CA.C-40 index fell 7.64 to

1,780.71.

Foreign investors stayed out
of the market, highlighted over
the weekend as a serious

underperformer this year.
There was some action in
recently weak stocks, Alcatel

picking up FFt8j50 at FFr422.60
following a drop from
FFr489.70 after last Wednes-
day’s shock results, and Euro-
tunnel recovering 35 centimes
to FFr7.45 ahead of half-year

results on Friday. Axa, the
insurer, with figures due on
Thursday, rose FFr5.30 to
FFr265.

However, there were still

some sad stories: Credit Fon-
der de France, which said that
provisions risked being higher
than operating profits in 1995,

dropped another FFr8.30 to

FFr95.50; and although the
market had expected French
September car sales to be dis-

appointing, the 19.2 per cent
chop in Renault's figures left

the shares FFr4 lower at

FFr141. Accor, the hotel com-
pany, lost FFr17 to FFr593 as
the industry mused on low
occupancy rates far the sum-
mer of 1996.

FRANKFURT soured a little

in the afternoon and the Ibis-

indicated Dax Index closed 128
lower at 2,197.01 ahead of
today's holiday. Turnover
dropped from DMS.Tbn to only

DM3.6bn.
On the day, Linde, the engi-

neer, rose DM8J30 to DM876JO
after weakness last week, and
after some weekend support
for the stock; Schering fell

DMl.85 to DM101.65, worried
about the temporary with-
drawal of its x-ray contrast
drug Isovist, although dealers

also said that fund managers
were liquidating Schering posi-

tions to move into the Merck
share offer.

Over the first ninp mnutiiB of

1995, noted Mr Eckhard Frahm
at Merck Finck in Dtisseldorf,

the Dax 30 had risen 32 per
emit, although it fell 2.3 per
cent in September alone. He
termed this a consolidation
phase, and noted the strength
of technology stocks and utili-

ties: SAP preferred rose 165 per
cent in the first three quarters,

Vlag by 13.9 per cent and RWE
by 12.4 per cent
Fourth quarter potential,
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said Mr Frahm, would depend

on dollar recovery. The US cur-

rency's recent correction, he

said, had been determined
more by political tensions than

by fundamentals.
MILAN, as so often, was held

back by political wrangling, in

spite of a run of encouraging

corporate six-month reports.

The Comit index eased 0.83 to

616.56 after the leaders of two
key right wing parties threat-

ened to withhold support for

the 1996 budget proposals that

Prime Minister Lamberto Dini

takes to parliament today.

Gemina fell L36 to L746 in

response to its first-half losses,

news that it was under investi-

gation, and as its directors

talked to officials of the Con-
sob bourse watchdog about the

Zosses at its RCS publishing
group. Ferruzri was down L8 at

L934 and Montedison was L13
lower at L1.104 as the Gemina

losses raised questions about

the merger plan,

Telecom T*a>ia Mobile picked

up LIT to L2,70a and Benetton

L5Q to L16.939 in response to

their first-half results.

ZURICH closed higher with

the help of bullish bond mar-

kets. although volume was
modest. The SMI index rose

242 to 3JB9.0.
Winterthur Insurance's opti-

mistic forecast for its 1995

results fuelled enthusiasm in

the whole sector. Winterthur
rose SFr23 to SFrTBS, Zurich by
SFrfi to SFr332, and Swiss Re
SFrlO to SFrl,138 on its plans

to buy 15 per cent of Deutsche

Postbank, which dealers said

would give the Swiss group a
broad selling network.
Elsewhere, foreign buying

helped to boost Nestle, ahead
SFrl3 at SFrl.196, ana Ciba,

SFrl3 higher at SFr936.

Schindler was unchanged at

SFr6,2flO; the company
announced a simplified share

structure after the market

closed.
, , .

AMSTERDAM remained in

the doldrums, with trading

characterised by low volume
apd with light losses seen

across the market The AEX
index finished 1.14 lower at

465.12.

Philips lost 80 cents to

FI 77.20 after coming under

early pressure linked to Fri-

day’s fell in technology stocks

on Wall Street

Nutriria traded as high, as

FI 120.50 in response to further

analysts’ upgrades before turn-

ing back to finish 30 cents
weaker on the day at FI 12050.

Heidemij, the engineering

consultancy which made its

debut on the bourse, ended at

FI 1520. compared with a FI 15
issue price.

NORDIC markets featured a
cross border link in which
Sweden's Euroc and Norway’s
Aker AS said that they were
merging their cement and
building materials units in a
deal worth. SKrthn.
Aker also said that it had

bought a 25 per cent stake in
Euroc from the Finnish Partek

for NKi2.1bn. The deal would
create a company with an
animal turnover of SKrl7bn

Written and edited by Wflitun

Cochrane and MfchaaJ Morgan
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Nikkei under pressure as Kuala Lumpur falls 1.7%
Tokyo

A decline in the yen supported
share prices in lacklustre early

trading but unwinding of arbi-

trage positions pulled the Nik-

kei average down near the
dose, writes Robert Patton m
Tokyo.
The 225 index ended 17322

off at 17,739.84, adding to Fri-

day's loss of 109.80. It slogged

through a day of featureless

trading with a high of 17,960.18

and a low of 17,683.84.

Many traders who had dosed
out positions at the end of the

first half-year's business on
Friday found little reason to

jump back in. Institutional and
foreign investors were also

conspicuously absent and vol-

ume was estimated at just
under 200m shares, down from
Friday’s 250m.
Only renewed dollar

strength, boosted by reports

that next Saturday's G7 meet-
ing in Washington is likely to

support a dollar rise to as high
as Y110, shored up the market
during the morning and early

afternoon. The strength of
stacks In New York, where the
Dow had touched a record
peak on Friday, had no observ-

able impact in Tokyo. The mar-
ket had already started to
weaken when waves of futures-

led arbitrage selling pushed
prices lower towards the dose
of trading.

The Topix index of an first

section stocks, after adding
2.39 on Friday, fen 16.09 or l.l

per cent to 1,422.07. Losers
trounced gainers by 692 to 298,

with 169 stocks unchanged,
and the capital-weighted Nik-
kei 300 slipped 32 to 266.45. In

London the ISE/Nikkei 50
index put on 239 at 1214^5.
Real estate shares were the

biggest losers, the sector drop-

ping 2.8 per cent. Mitsui
Fudosan shed Y30 to Y1.160,

Sumitomo Realty and Develop-

ment Y25 to Y670 and Mitsubi-

shi Estate Y30 to Yl,180.

High-technology and heavy
electrical issues also weak-
ened. Fujitsu receded Y20 to

Y1230. Hitachi Y20 to Yl,060

and NEC Y20 to Y1.360.

NTT, the subject of recent

arguments over whether the
former state telecommunica-
tions monopoly should be bro-

ken up, dipped Y5.000 to

Y848.000. Other privatised

stocks also fared poorly. East

Japan Railway declined Y5.000

to Y485.000.

Notable among the day’s few
winners were paper and pulp
manufacturers. Nippon Paper
Industries advanced Y14 to
Y664 and Mitsubishi Paper
Mills Y14 to Y591.
Pharmaceuticals also rose,

with Takeda Chemical Indus-

tries up Y20 at Y1.400.

In Osaka the OSE average
eased 16L23 to 1927122 in vol-

ume of 21.9m shares.

Malaysia

Indices (rebated)
LFT/SAP Pacfflc

[Basin (ex Japan)

Kuala Lumpur Composite

Source: FTExtel

M$2.S4. The stock climbed
sharply in recent weeks on
takeover speculation.

SINGAPORE was weak, with
Malaysian shares on the OTC
market still under pressure

and Singapore shares seeing
more profit-taking. But a late

pick-up in index stocks led the

Straits Times Industrial index

to dose 0.16 firmer at 2,120.19,

while the UOB OTC index fell

922 to L.093J.6.

SEOUL saw a broadly based

consolidation which, combined
with worries about slipping

customer deposits, pushed the
market lower in thin trading.

The composite index lost 6J86

at 975.79. with financials and
construction shares hit hard by
margin account spiling.

Brokers said a planned pub-
lic offering of 6.9m shares by
Kookmin Bank at Wonll.400
also depressed the market. The
bank will sell the shares,
which were not taken up in a
rights issue last month, on
October 4 and 5, with payment
due on October 13. Kookmin
Bank fell Won200 to WonI4,600.

Korea Mobile Telecom picked
up Wonl5,000 to Won500,000 on
some bargain hunting and
speculative buying, which gen-

erated buying interest in other
telecom shares.

HONG KONG finished higher

on strong demand for Hong
Kong Telecom as weU as more
broadly based buying interest

from Japanese fluids.

The Hang Seng index ended
78.84 up at 9, 724.98, off the

day’s high of almost 9,764. in
turnover of HKS3.3bn, com-
pared with Friday’s HK$3bn.
Hong Kang Telecom rose 20

cents to HK$1425 on purchas-

ing from the UK and US.
New World moved ahead 10

cents to HKS30.60 alter reports

that the group was bidding for

a $150m contract to redevelop

Ho Chi Minh City airport

WELLINGTON featured a
reduced profits forecast from

the textile manufacturer Cer-

amco, down 30 cents at NZ$L95
after touching NZ$1.75. The
NZSE 40 index shed 523 to.

2,107.43 in NZ$25.5m turnover.

KARACHI ended down on
position-squaring on settle-

ment day, the KSE 100 index

losing 6-39 at 1,64925. Dewan
Salman Fibres, off sharply last

week on rumours that staple

fibre prices would be lowered,

recovered 2 per cent at one
stage on reports that the
rumours were inaccurate, but

ended Rs0.50 lower at Rs87.75.

JAKARTA noted late profit-

taking in actively traded small

issues, and the composite
index fell 2.68 to 49026. Intraco

Penta, a small issue and con-

sistently among the most
heavily traded stocks, was up a

net Rpl75 at RpLGOO alter late

profit-taking, having registered

an intraday high of Rp2,000.

Roundup

Much of the region encoun-
tered selling pressure, and
Bombay, Shanghai and Shen-

zhen were closed for holidays.

KUALA LCMPUR's stockbro-

kers were among major losers

as recent poor market perfor-

mance indicated that their

eamings would be lower. The
composite index ended 16.48 or

L7 per cent down at 98412 on
further selling amid continuing

worries about the overheating

economy.
Among the stockbrokers,

Rashid Hussain fell 60 cents to

MI6.60 and TA Enterprise lost

24 cents at M$320.
Promet fell heavily after con-

firmation of a shareholding
change, dropping 16 cents to

Subdued S Africa weaker

the hype
Johannesburg was lower in
subdued activity, with falls led

by blue chip industrial and
gold mining issues. The over-

all index shed 6.4 to 6,651.9

and industrials 15.0 to 7,0982.
Golds, knocked by a weak bul-

lion price, lost 9.9 at 1,503.8.

Overall sentiment, however,
was propped up by good
demand for Anglo American
and De Beers. Anglos gained
Rl at R20325, while De Beers
continued its seesaw perfor-

mance of the past two weeks
and put on Rl at R99.75.

and hysteria

is

and 11,000 employ^;
said.

STOCKHOLM'S- Affars-
vflrlden index eased -la W
L8345 in otherwise quiet' ecc-

'-

ditions, and as Euroc jimned
SKr7 to SBxl65. . :

•

In OSLO, the total index wax -

0.58 higher at 73735 as

A shares finished NKr2 ahead

-

at NKr97, after a day’s tech
NKrlOO.

HELSINKI’S .Hex Index
advanced 15.31 to fcl&Lsa ^
the market braced itself for
more eight-month results after

the recent mixed bunch, with
Partek picking np FUL50 to

FM64.5G. .

Hopes of a return to political

stability helped both ISTAN-
BUL and LISBON,, the former
gaining 3 per cent on hopes for
the formation of a new. govern-
ment and the latter,taring its

recovery to a fifth consecutive

session following the socialist -

victory in Sunday's, eteettona. .

Istanbul’s composite index,
weakened since September 20~.-

by the coalition government's
collapse, rose 1,262.08 to

4226920; Lisbon’s BTA Index
put on another 152 to222L4,
having hit a 1995 low of2^06.7 .

a week earlier, •

w
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arethe facts.
Australia (02). 185.82
Austria (26) 100.67

Belf^um p5) 185.61

Brad (28) 1 KLS3
Canada (101) 144.53

Denmark (33). 2BZ.30
Finland (25) 28587
France (100) 172.85
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New Zealand (14) , 7883
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Switzerland (43) -215.21
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Options are not going away. They’re playing an

increasingly important role in both institutional and

private client fond management.
Please send me a free information pack.

Youmay not choose to use them, butyou’d better

understand them.
Job Tide

LIFFE equity and index options are powerful,

secure risk-management tools haded on an

established exchange.

Address

Postcode

1B7.07 192.78

HSL33 188,77

To ensure you get the facts, contact LIFFE for

a free information pack. Call Kirsty Grant on

0 1 7 1 379 2486 or return the coupon to her at

LIFFE. Cannon Bridge, London EC4R 3XX.

I am a fund manager

0 I am a private investor
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LIFK
LIFFE Equity Options. Risky to ignore.

FTKDTH 031095
The London international Financial
Futures and Options Exchange
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*Talks end 30-year standoff, but reinforce deadlock over IRA weapons

Hope for Ireland talks fades

UK
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By John Murray Brawn
in Dublin

The prospect of all party talks
taking place in Northern
Ireland before the visit of Pres-
ident Bill Clinton in November
appeared to be dashed yester-
day by Mr David Trimble
leader of the pro-British Ulster
Unionists, the province’s big-
gest party.

Mr Trimble indicated that
.moving to all-party negotia-
tions on Northern Ireland’s
future before the end of the
year was not possible without
progress on the decommission-
ing of paramilitary arms. He
was speaking at a historic
meeting in Dublin with Mr
John Bruton, prime wiini^tpr of

The Us adamlstratioD js ^ a development
misBlon this month to Northern Ireland and neighbouring cotm-

"epa**Hc of Ireland, the US consulate in Belfast said

J— companies led by Mr Charles Meissner. US
assistant secretary erf commerce for international economic pol-
icy are to take part. Mr Joe White, the US commercial represen-
tative in Belfast, said the mission was “part of a long-term
process of . . . and building on the increasing interest of US
arms m business opportmities in Northern Ireland".

the Republic of Ireland. Mr Bruton said last week
it was the first time a union- that a breakthrough in the

ist leader has met an Irish peace process was “tantalls-
prime minister in almost 30 ingly close”. Mr Clinton has
years. The meeting followed indicated that he would like to
Mr Bruton’s talks with Mr see all-party faiir* undo* way
John Major, the British prime by the time he visited Belfast,
mini ster, and with Mr Gerry Dublin and London at the end
Adams, president of Sinn Ffein, of November,
tiie political wing of the Irish While Mr Bruton played up
Republican Army. the positive aspects of yester-

day’s talks with the Ulster
Unionists, it was left to Mr Ber-
tie Ahern, the republic's oppo-
sition leader, to suggest the dif-

ficulties that could prevent
all-party talks before the Clin-

ton visit “That's too early on
his agenda, and that is disap-
pointing." Mr Ahern said after

meeting Mr Trimble.

Officials in the government
of the republic said Mr Trimble
had given no hint of a change
in his hardline position on the

need for the “decommission-
ing" of IRA weapons. “What is

inescapable is that people
establish a commitment to
exclusively peaceful means
and its difficult to see how that
can be done without address-

ing the weapons issue,” Mr

John Bruton, prime minister of the Irish Republic (second from left), greets Ulster Unionist leader

David Trimble. They are flanked by Ulster Unionist MPs Ken Maginnis and John Taylor

Trimble said.

He appeared, however, to

leave open the possibility that

his party might accept some-
thing less than a physical
decommissioning of arms
before Sinn Fein could come in

from the cold. Officials in the

republic are heartened by the
fact that for the first time the

Ulster Unionist party seems to
have acknowledged that North-
ern Ireland's 25-year conflict

cannot be solved by a recre-

ation of the Stormont parlia-

ment, which was replaced by

direct rule from Westminster
in 1972.

Mr Bruton has now met all

the Northern Ireland parties
except the hardline Democratic
Unionists, who yesterday con-
demned Mr Trimble’s meeting
in Dublin.

Labour party Reform proposed for eastern Europe Lower football admission prices sought B VAT cut urged for fuel

Kinnock calls

*for social reform
Leader aims to end ‘policy vacuum9

jibes

By Robert Shrimstey
in Brighton

Mr Neil Kinnock, European
Union transport commissioner,
yesterday called for wide-
spread and ambitious social
reform to be considered by the
1996 inter-governmental confer-

ence. His comments, at a Euro-
pean Commission fringe meet-
ing at the Labour conference,

contrast with the government’s
wish to restrict the 1996 confer-

ence - the socalled Maastricht
II . to a narrow agenda.
Mr John Major, the British

prime minister, wants the IGC
to concentrate on deregulation

and repatriation of powers
from Brussels and not on
social initiatives. Mr Kinnock,
however, said the conference

should develop policies on
employment environment and
migration.

Mr Kinnock, a former leader

of the Labour party, also called

for a new approach to integrat-

ing the east European nations

of the former communist bloc.

He said that rather than wast-

w ing their time by inviting them
to six-monthly lunches at the

end of summits they should be
invited to form new -communi-

ties on specific areas. He com-
pared the idea to the European
Coal and Steel Community, the
forerunner of the EU. and fore-

cast East European communi-
ties on transport, energy and
research which would work
together and with the EU as a
positive step towards member-
ship.

Mr Kinnock said the IGC
must be more than simply a
“5,000-mile service” if it was
not to disappoint the people of

Europe.
He said thoughts behind the

Maastricht Treaty and the
planned 1996 conference were
ideas from an old era, before

the European recession and
the collapse of the Soviet bloc.

“Insufficient attention was
given to the changad economic
realities.” he said.

“I would therefore like the

European Council to say that

the Maastricht treaty was a

child of Its time. We have to be

more ambitious and broader in

our thoughts.”

He said the economic reali-

ties were “too strong” for a
narrow agenda devoted to

administrative issues such as

voting procedures. Social ini-

tiatives were needed.

By Robert Peston,
in Brighton

Mr Tony Blair, leader of the
opposition Labour party, will

today unveil ambitious plans
to “transform the country"
based in large part on a
national programme of invest-

ment in information technol-
ogy. His keynote speech to the

party’s annual conference will

attempt to answer criticisms

that the party lacks a coherent

and detailed policy pro-
gramme, following a year in

which the emphasis hag been

on modernising the party's
structure.

Underpinning many of his

proposals will be a programme
to harness new technologies,
based on the construction of an
information superhighway con-

nected to all schools and hospi-

tals and to which all homes
could have access.

A first step to fill the gaps in

Labour's programme was made
yesterday by the the shadow
chancellor of the exchequer.
Mr Gordon Brown, who said

value added tax on fuel should
be cut from 8 per cent to 5 per

cent, at an annual cost to the
exchequer of just under £500m
($775m).

Mr Brown pressed the gov-

ernment to make the reduction

in November's Budget He said

that if the government failed to

act, the reduction would be
made in the first year of a
Labour government so long as
the economic conditions were
appropriate.

“The tax priority is to cut

the tax on keeping warm for 10

million pensioners and mil-

lions of low income families",

he told delegates at the party

conference. His plans were
immediately attacked by minis-

ters in the Conservative gov-

ernment. Mr Micbael Jack,
financial secretary to the Trea-

sury. said Mr Brown had made
10 pledges with public spend-

ing implications in his speech,

including a commitment to

sign the European Union social

chapter and introduce a

national minimum wage.
"Labour will always spend

more than the Conservatives,

therefore they will always have
to tax more than the Conserva-
tives," he said.

Labour kept up its attack on
the former state-owned utility

companies yesterday, when Mr
Jack Cunningham, its trade
and industry spokesman, crit-

icised the current wave of bids
for regional electricity compa-
nies.

He said a Labour govern-
ment would make retrospec-

tive references of many of the
takeovers to a new competition

authority it plans to create. As
industry minister, he would
not hesitate to force some of

those companies taken over to
be demerged.

Camelot to oppose threat to curb profits
Camelot, the

A operator of the

n# National Lot-
tery. would try^Ba to oppose any
attempt by a
Labour govem-

The national, ment to hand
lottery over the run-

ning of the lottery to a non-

profit making organisation at

the end of the seven-year con-

tract, George Parker and Ray-

mond Snoddy write. The com-

pany says the proportion of

money it raises for charity is

among the highest of lotteries

throughout the world - and

Football admission prices could be cut by a
Labour government, in response to fears that

the average family is being priced oat of the

national game. Labour is trying to bury its

interventionist past in other areas, but Mr
Chris Smith, the shadow heritage secretary.

said the party would actively work to bring
down turnstile prices. In a warning which pro-

voked disbelief in football boardrooms around
the country, Mr Smith said Labour might “very

reluctantly” force clubs to cut prices if they did

not do so voluntarily.

the cost of raising it among the

lowest
Camelot. which announced

pre-tax profits of £10.8m in the
year to the end of March fol-

lowing the National Lottery

launch last November, wants
to be able to apply for a new
licence when the present one
runs out in 2001. Mr Chris

Smith, shadow national heri-

tage secretary, said yesterday.

“The principle is that the lot-

tery should be run on a 'not-

for-profit' basis, not as a mech-
anism for making very sub-

stantial profits.”

Labour’s pledge might open
the door for another bid by Mr
Richard Branson's UK Lottery

Foundation, which promised to

give all the proceeds to- good

causes - some of them of Mr
Branson's choosing.

The Branson consortium was
highly critical of the govern-

ment's decision to award the

contract to Camelot. Mr Smith
said he bad had discussions

with Mr Branson, “but not spe-

cifically on that point”. Mr
Branson also held talks on the

subject last month with the
Labour leader, Mr Tony Biair.

Labour is drawing up
detailed policies on the lottery,

and is considering whether
there should be a limit on top
prizes, and whether there
should be changes in how
money is distributed to good
causes. Mr Smith said an
underlying principle should be
that Britain's lottery should
not be run on a commercial,

profit-making basis.

Editorial Comment, Page 15

Arizona

regulator

demands
answers
By Ralph Atkins,

Insurance Correspondent

Lloyd's of London faced a

fresh headache in the US last

night when regulators in Ari-

zona said they were calling on

the insurance market to

answer charges of securities

fraud. Lloyd's said it would

resist firmly the accusations

that it had misled Names -

individuals whose assets have
traditionally supported the
insurance market - when they

joined the insurance market
The case is unusual in

involving an official regulator
- the Arizona Corporation
Commission. The commis-
sion's securities division said

investing in Lloyd’s had been
deemed akin to investing in

securities and therefore fell

under its jurisdiction.

If it is not satisfied with
Lloyd's answers, the commis-
sion could foil the insurance
market’s efforts to collect

LLOYD’S
LLOYD'S OF LONDON
debts locally from lossmaking
Names as well force Lloyd’s to

pay financial penalties.

The commission said the
charges followed complaints
about Lloyd’s and allegations

that it knew about the flood of

asbestosis claims. Mr Dee Har-
ris, director of securities, said:

“Even though they were
assured to the contrary.
Names were placed in syndi-

cates underwriting asbestosis

claims.”

He added: “The unfortunate
truth is that Lloyd’s has the
capacity to continue drawing
on investors’ letters of credit

and to make cash demands
until the very last penny of

their net worths is gone. We
want to stop the pointless

haemorrhaging of Arizona
investors.” Lloyd's has been
given 10 days to respond.

• Pressure on Lloyd's of Lon-
don to increase its £2£bn offer

to lossmaking and litigating

Names intensified yesterday

when the moderate Associa-

tion of Lloyd's Members
warned that the current figure

might be insufficient

Can you light Natural gas - affordable, safe and available - is an

up the sky without increasingly popular choice for driving turbines that

clouding tllC 2ir? generate electrical power all over the world. Although it

burns relatively cleanly, combustion does produce nitrogen

oxide, implicated in add rain. Abatement techniques have reduced

emissions, but heightened awareness among the industrial nations

continues to generate tighter legislative controls and the development

of ecologicaily-sound power plants.

Conventional methods ofcontrolling emissions are costly and dampen

efficiency. However, ABB research has now developed a way to burn

them off It is a total solution, redudng pollutants while maintaining

efficiency, thus consuming less fossil fuel. ABB has installed its

innovative “EV-burner” in the Midland Cogeneration Venture, a joint

project to produce power for the Dow Chemical Company and

the State of Michigan. USA. At full power load, this plant is now

produdng emission levels well below the world's most stringent

requirements.

As a leader in electrical engineering for industry and transportation,

and in the generation, transmission and distribution of power, ABB

is committed to industrial and ecological efficiency worldwide. We

transfer know-how across borders with ease. But in each country,

ABB operations are local and flexible. That means we can help our

Yes, you can. customers respond swiftly and surely to technological challenges

which stretch the limits of the possible. Like burning gas without

douding die sky.

r-p

ABB Asea Brown Bovert Ltd, Reader Services Center, RO. Box 822, CH-8021 Zurich
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Cut-price apples alleged to have been diverted from countries opposing Mururoa tests

Growers accuse France of ‘dumping’
By Janies Harding in London

Cheap French apples are being

"dumped" on the UK market to

compensate for falling sales in

Germany and Scandinavia, say
English growers. Those are

regions where boycotts have
followed France's nuclear tests

in the Pacific.

English Apples and Pears,

the industry association, aims
to alert the public to the threat

to the English Cox from
French Golden Delicious retail-

ing below traditional market
prices. The warning will

appear in an open letter in

British newspapers today.

French Golden Delicious are

on offer in some British super-

markets for as little as 24

pence a pound (83c a kg},

nearly half the normal selling

price. Cox apples grown in

Britain are on sale at 59 pence

a pound. "Growers are fearful

that shoppers who are nor-

mally loyal to English fruit

will be limed into buying cheap
imports.” said English Apples

and Pears.

"Thousands of tonnes of
underpriced French apples are

Hooding into the UK as other

European markets dry up in

the aftermath of French
nuclear testing,'

1

said Mr David

Browning, chairman of English

Apples and Pears. "This dump-
ing policy is undermining the

stability of the market and the

long-term viability of English

apple growing.”

English growers believe that

German and Scandinavian boy-

cotts of French produce have
forced French growers to sell

to the UK. where the market is

reported to have been unaf-

fected by public opposition to

the nuclear tests. J. Sainsbury,

the British food retail chain,

confirmed that "The Mururoa
tests have had no effect on our
sales in the UK, but we under-
stand that that has not been
the case in either Germany or
Scandinavia.”

Tesco, which has lowered
Golden Delicious prices in

recent weeks, said: "The
French have had problems sell-

ing elsewhere in Europe and
therefore there are more apples

available than usual, and avail-

able cheaper.”

Mr Malcolm Schofield, man-

aging director of Enfru. the

apple marketing company, cal-

culates that French apples are

being sold at less than the cost

of production.

French Golden Delicious cost

59 pence a pound at Salis-

bury's, 39 pence at Tesco and

have been advertised at 29

pence at Safeway and 24 pence

at Somerfield.

The fall in prices for Golden

Delicious coincides with the

first few weeks of the new sea-

son for the English Cos, which
ripens to its best eating quality

at the beginning of October.

Index sinks to

three-year low

Money supply: MO
Notes and coin, annual % change
(Seasonally adjusted)

a.o

New Orders

Index

(Seasonally adjusted)

Prices

Index
(Seasonally adjusted)

By Gillian Tett,

Economics Correspondent

Tbe purchasing managers'
index, which surveys business
activity, fell last month to its

lowest level for three years.
The data fuelled suspicions
that manufacturing output has
eased in recent months.
The survey of some 300 man-

agers suggeked that a lower
level of demand and orders is

prompting many companies to

sell off stock. Nevertheless,

with the survey suggesting
that output is still rising, most
economists continue to believe

that the data simply point to a
brief "destocking" pause in

growth, rather than a more
serious business slowdown.
Although the survey

suggested that some price pres-

sures in industry are easing,

this did not entirely allay City

of London fears that inflation-

ary pressures could reappear
next year if demand recovers.

Measured overall, the pur-

chasing managers' index,
which consists of data on
stocks, output, demand, deliv-

ery times and employment, fell

to a seasonally adjusted 50.5

per cent in September. Since

any figure above 50 per cent
indicates month-on-month
growth, the data suggested
that manufacturing activity

had expanded slightly between
August and September. How-
ever, the rate of expansion was
the slowest seen for three

years, and a breakdown of tbe
data suggested that this easing
in growth had been associated

with company destocking.

7.0

1993 94 95

Source: Dotastroam. NTC Research

The level of purchases by
companies from other compa-
nies eased. The level of new
orders reported by companies

fell back between August and
September. Overall output was
reported to have risen slightly

between August and Septem-
ber.

However, the time taken for

suppliers to meet orders, for

example, fell back last month,
suggesting that there were

now fewer bottlenecks in man-
ufacturing. Meanwhile, weaker
demand also appeared to be

triggering reduced price pres-

sure. The price index fell back
to its lowest level for IS

months. With these reduced
price expectations matched by
other surveys from the Confed-

eration of British Industry -

and echoed in recent official

factory price data - some econ-
omists yesterday concluded

that inflationary pressures

were easing.

Mr David Hillier. UK econo-

mist with NatWest Markets
said: “Manufacturers are using

sensible pricing policy to shift

unsold stock.”

Others were more pessimis-

tic. Ms Helen MacFarlane of

brokers Hoare Govett said:

“There remain significant pent
up price pressures further

along the production chain.”

Rules for pricing medicines may change
By Daniel Green in London

Rules for pricing medicines may change
next year to encourage pharmaceuticals
companies to launch better new drugs.

Mr Stephen Dorrell, health secretary,

said yesterday. "Pricing structures
should be used imaginatively to
encourage the emergence of genuinely

new developments," Mr Dorrell said at

a conference in London sponsored by
the state health sendee.
A change to favour one kind of drug

over another would be a radical

departure from the current system,
called the pharmaceutical pricing
regulatory scheme (PPRS). which has
been in place since the 1950s. Under the

PPRS ding pricing Is regulated only
indirectly by the government. Drug
companies can price their products so
as to make a maximum return on
capital invested of between IT and 21

percent
Most other European countries have

drug prices set through negotiations
with the government In the US, which
accounts for 40 per cent of world drugs

sales, pricing is unregulated. Mr Dorrell

said the British government was
"committed to a review of the PPRS
over the next 12 months."
The PPRS was last reviewed in 1993,

when an across-the-board 2Vi per cent
price cut was agreed with the
pharmaceuticals industry. If drugs
pricing were reformed to offer higher
rewards to breakthrough drugs, the UK
would probably be the first country in

the world to adopt such a system.
The nearest equivalent is in Japan,

where drugs have a high initial price

followed by a series of compulsory price

cuts as the drug gets older.

The Japanese system has been
criticised for encouraging drugs
companies to launch new products at

inflated prices in the knowledge that

the price would soon be forced lower.

Mr Dorrell said the pharmaceuticals
industry and other healthcare
businesses had a common interest with

the Department of Health In ensuring
that new products were aimed at
treating people who were not yet well

treated.

UK NEWS DIGEST

Ex-carmaker

makes tourist

submarines
A former British motor manufacturer plans to

exploit a growing niche in the tourist industry

- submarines. Marlin, which once produced

two-seater sports cars, has developed a die-

sel-electric submarine designed to bring under-

water transport to more resorts around the

world. Battery-powered submarines already

serve several holiday spots, mainly in the

Caribbean and US. but Marlin claims to have

designed the first submarine aimed at the

tourist trade capable of operating from quay-

side locations rather than offshore platforms,

and able to reach depths of 300 metres.

“Traditional tourist submarines are ponder-

ous and costly to operate," saicl Mr Paul Moor-

house, Marlin's senior designer. “But our

model promises all the capabilities of military

boats.” The company, fiinded partly by Mid-

land Rank, said its vessels would cost about

£Llm (31.7m) against the £3m average cost for

gristing vessels. Until now. Marlin has concen-

trated on specialist midget submersibles, one

of which is in service with the Swedish navy

and another with Sea Shepherds, the Califor-

nian whale conservation group.

Tim Burt Companies Staff

Talking store shelves

beckon cat owners
Spillers, the petfood maker, has taken to whis-

pering sweet nothings in shoppers’ ears.

“Indulge your loved one with a can of new
Spillers Purrfect; but remember it’s just for

cats,” says a disembodied voice to anybody
coining near cans of its cat food in some
Somerfield supermarkets. Using the first

“talking shelves” in British supermarkets is

one half of a two-pronged attack by Spillers. a

division of Dalgety, for its “biggest new prod-

uct launch in 10 years." says Mr Richard Hodg-
son. Purrfect's senior brand manager.
A man eating cat food is tbe other prong,

launched in television advertisements last

night “We have deliberately used humour to

show that we in no way condone human con-

sumption of cat food." Mr Hodgson added. The
actor ate no Purrfect for the ads. he admitted.

The idea of the ads is to show that cats, like

humans, are moving to lighter, more varied

meals. Purrfect recipes include salmon in a
prawn jelly and rabbit in a game sauce.

The talking device, a battery powered chip

coupled to a speaker but disguised behind a

picture of a Purrfect can, was developed by
Instore Marketing Technologies, a subsidiary

of PVp of Belgium. Already tried on some 15
products in mainland Europe ranging from
fruit-flavoured yoghurt drinks to toilet paper,

the devices generated on average a three-fold

increase in sales, said Mr Jon Cooper of
Instore's UK operation. The Purrfect message

The skiffs shortfall

Recruiters experiencing cfifflcultfes

40% —

30%

20%

10% -I (

1981 92 93 94 95

Is triggered when a

of it Rented from Instore .at 'Wfenr™.
device per store for 10 days,

more effective in terms of cost ahd psy^fcjJ

:

than "personality girls", Mr Cooper^
.

Roderick Oram, Consumer bOatriesEditor

Skills of graduates %"
inadequate for recruiters :

.

Graduate
recruiters
=ought. to be
spoilt:;' for .

choice ThanksJ
to the expan-
sion in h

ffitgr

education,.
theyJhaveafar
wider ' choice'
of potential
recruits. But
figures': pub-'
fished, hr the
Association of-

Graduate
Recrnltersv
which ..repre-

Soura* AGR sents the 270
biggest recruiters, show that thetr 'prbbleins

have increased over the past- five, years:

Almost 40 per cent say they had difficulties

recruiting graduates with sufficient transfer-

able skills this year.. Today, the . association

will publish a report which recomtnerals'hQw'
universities should change to pravicte gEadrK
ates with the skills they need. HowevQTvihe
Institute of Employment Studies suggests 'ife
problem is less serious than ft-appeal
annual report, the institute suggesttbit
log the recession recruiters target^tt«Sr-
recruitment more at specific institutions

meant they became more selective^ vfend

ensured they took the “best" greduatesr.^ivi;.^

John Anthers, Public

Travel trade bewails

‘very tough year’ ’ v •

The president of the Association of British

Travel Agents said yesterday he despaired at

the “suicidal” tactics employed by the. travel

industry “where the only result is a victory Ra-

the consumer". Mr Colin Trigger, said the UK
travel market was characterised by "price-dis-.

counting. Invisible margins. Insecurity
employment and tight company finance^."

'

Consumers were being confused by the many
special offers and were being spoilt .for years '

to come, he said at Abta’s annual conference

at the South African resort of Sun City.

The travails of the sector were underlined

yesterday when First Choice, the UK's'thfrd

largest tour operator, warned that its profits

would fall to just Elm this year after a "dread-

ful" August. Its shares fell sharply .as it

launched a £44.lm rights issue, which will be
used to finance three acquisitions and to bol-

ster the balance sheet. In Sun City;Mr Warren
SandraL chairman of Abta's Tour Operators

Council, said it had been a “very tough year"

for the travel industry and could get tougher.

It had expected growth of 10 per cent but the

market ended up flat.

. . . Scheherazade Daneshk/m, Sun City.,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
READERS ARERECOMMENDED TOSEEK APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONALADVICE BEFORE ENTERMO MTOCOMMITMENTS

*

Worldwide Franchise Business
We are a leading International Company, in the service industry, established

for 23 years and with over 120 franebised companies in Europe, Central and

South America, with the most advanced technology available in the world.

We are running our franchise operations by applying the most sophisticated

organisational and marketing teebniques and guaranteeing our franchisees a

highly professional and qualified support for the setting up and success of their

business.

Due to the fact that in every country we operate nationally or regionally, we

are looking for

Master Franchisees
Who will be responsible for creating a national or regional network of

franchisees.

In Europe we are already present in Germany. Switzerland , Italy, Portugal.

Spain and France, and we are now ready to expand in other Western and

Eastern European countries, Centre-South America, Asia and Africa.

All financial information, including the capital required for the whole
operation will be provided during tbe first meeting.

Our registered office is in Amsterdam and our operational headquarters are in

Lugano (Switzerland), Munich (Germany) and in Barcelona (Spain).

For the first contact, please write or fax to:

W.S.I. International To the attention of Mn D. Fischer Ref.: WFB
Plaza Catalunya. 19. planta 9

08002 BARCELONA
SPAIN
Fax: (34-3) 487 64 33

PROFITABLE APPAREL MARKETING
COMPANY ON THE CONTINENT

Are you interested in acquiring a successful importer and marketer of
casual wear with a diversified base of supply sources in the Far East and
East Europe and an excellent customer base in its home and neighbouring

markets?

The company has a reliable long standing profit stream, strong market
position, and is well poised for future growth.

This is a rare opportunity for trading companies and garment importers

wanting to diversify their business in the heart of the EEC.

Your reply will be treated in confidence, for more information,

please write to:

CL International c/o Arthur D Little AG
Seestrasse 185

CH 8800 Thaiwil/Zurich

Switzerland

Sell personal'numbers
and see^

where it leadS you.

V.

The biggest development *» telecoms this decode is

about to take off.

Millions of people niU ‘he buying just one number for

life, so if you're interested in seeing your

profits soar, daft 'The Personal Number
Company, now- for your info pack.

.
*7 V' 0374 500 5001

|Jusr|

ONE!
NUMBBt[

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
situated Greater London

seeks Merger/Acquisition with similar organisation.

Wide range of facilities and skills available

in Electro-Mechanical and Electronic Fields.

Write Uk Boa B3245. Financial Times. One Southwark Bridge. London SE1 9HL

SECURITYPRODUCTS COMPANY
A broadly based specialised security products company which over the MontreuxDVevey
past three years has. through acquisitions, established its products at the

top end of the market place.
Your Place of Business.

Own U.K. and U.S.A. Distribution + Worldwide sales through growing ^ Residence mi*"*
number of Independent authorised National Distributors, including Russia pennttsfondaM

and China. 907- + Exported. y TaitWoutolDT830 •

Funded to dale entirely by shareholders. No Bank Loans. No Charges. FbnaaUttos exjwited

Mdcoavtated 1 T,

* G J*. Low Overheads xtMcbap I WSBtm f
y uiwqiuletfrtnndaid / r,

etMeg I p
Offshore Head Office could easily be relocated if necessary

Vast International and U.K. Interest creates a need to raise additional
y SeCtettjfoMamiy

/
gglgj L

working capital of £1/2 - 1 Million with attractive rates of return, which
P

and bnaness I |
could be tied to profitability.

Shareholders would consider selling minority or all equity.

Foriorjofcer
j

§
nooducMo true tare I. B
'PrenwrCcotaa". wme or call

.

Write Box No. B40Q3, Financial Times, Deaia Offer HiRepaid EiMum: rvirkfcie*

One Southwark Bridge; London SEI 9HL. PG But 1

Ptrae JDIrtnJ J8 4*. Fta 4i:iW 80 65

MULTI-MEDIA
OPPORTUNITY

Top entrepreneurs who have

teamed up with world class

management to form a very

exciting acquisitive

multi-media group with

tremendous

international growth potential,

require a small number of early

stage investors

£ 10k to £2 million.

Wme U Boi RJI74 FbbkuI Timca No One
Soulmort. Bridge. LouJmi SEIWL

Project Finance
jornt venturefteanda) partner seeks

viable business projects with proven

|

managementand realistic projections.

Consideration given to -Startups

Acquisitions - MBO - MB!
(Minimum £5 million}

For further Information:

RL- 0171 580 7656

Fuc 0171 636 8785

FLORIDA
65 acres ofprime land for sak-

Scheme for 250-300 houses.

USA's oldest city, opposite

Raymond Floyd’s 18 bole golf

course. 2.6 million

USS or equivalent.

Write Box B3244, Financial Times,

OneSouthwark Bridge.

London SEI 9HL.

BUSINESSWANTED
Min£2m Vo& Profitable

Private Investment

Niche Business to Business Service

Co. with added value. Capital

available for Buyin or Buyout.
Principals emlv.

Stephen Frost

Tel: (014X3) 893338 Fax: 894970

RACEHORSE
OWNERSHIP

Charted Cordon Watson can provide

the right ownership opportunities for

syndicates, partnosnips. company.
corporate and

outright ownership.

Reply in confidence to:

Tel: 0171-838 9747
Fax: 0171-838 9767

October Investmmt Opportunities

Cmnusr Scomi> DoXT C7.V00D
Gotimnfalc Bvtt 'tinier CISOCm
Teu Pilot School CMUWO
Cbm ofIhmw Cafh UW.O06
Tctfllc Lumans FaU tSiJXff

MbUiiiciIm Cmbubducsh™, £220000
Cmhto Aecuunrv A hununrc fJO.OM

BotHert' md DTYTooH IV P»m
h» i-r-rt

TAMMSJVW* Fan 01441 5TiEf

(VCR 1 iMHMiitrnwii:

BANKOF
SCOTLAND
SUBSIDIARY
OFFERS

Premium Quality Articulated

Tanker Fleet

Ex-Major UK Petroleum

Company Rental or Purchase

Telephone Assets Division

ON 0600 136066

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Offshore Company Formation

and Administration. Also Liberia.

Panama & BV1 etc Total offshore

facilities and services.

For detail* and appointment wile
Cloy Tru.'i Ud , 2nd Floor. M David Race.
Sr HrJier. Jersey JE2 4TE Channel blonde

Tel: 01534 X7B774. Fas 01534 35401

Singer & Fricdlcmder

Factors Limited

Tailored working capital facBilits.

Immediate Response promised.

Independent from UK daring banks.

Costs comparable uith overdraft rain.

DrSiocrri FrMtmdcr FacMn Lind led

Ensign House

AdmlnbWrj

EM9YX
Telephone 0171 SIS 9911

FacatmQn 0171 515 7404

STORAGE TANKS
INCLUDING BUNDED TANKS

FOR HIRE
CySndrlOTl hortromal tanks wttti cradles - long or stem term hire.

supply a wide range at tanks tar
oU products, affluent. wader, brtmo.
BQuId lerUHoer, tirinUng water etc.
largo capacity epoxy toed. stainless
stew or plastic.

MU<j steel tanks tor oil products
available.

Also LPG pressure vessels tor hire.

Contact: air. Nell V««eey

PLANTCRAFT LTD.
2». ROTd

- Scunthorpe
_ ,

South Humberside DN1S 7t*N. England
Telephone (01724) 850224 Fax (01724)721

US PUBLIC SHELL
Avattabte for private company In

the metical, computer, high tech,

|

mtg or other field wih exceptional

growth potential. Contact: Mr.

Westfefcf, OTC Capftaf Cap.
Florid* Tat +407-231-5677 or

Fax: +407-83342282

BUSINESS GROWTH
You

f
company can achieve additional growth In 1995 by addh»fl^P™v9n

prottsSs, processes and fechnofogfes sourced by strategic partnetehlpe with

successful companies in Japan, INI America and elsewhere.We research high terality opportunities lor companies and provita Vfufrasrvica
Including opportunity MemHicalton. market research and agreerneri wgoSaion.
Many PLC s and companies have achieved success wNh off wdtxarmTB since

1979 and tufl delate are available from: •

Dr Derek A Newton, Director - SPA TECHNOLOG1ES LTD
" “

IB Arlington Avenue, Leamington Spa. Warwickshire, England, CV32 BID
Tel: 01926 332228 Fax: 01926 339657

BUSINESS SERVICES

GREAT SALES - Poor cashflow? horses*
your cashflow by dscoundng your hvalees,

latter a 01 credit or bills ol exchange.
IPrmrapab only). Gentry HoUngs Limited

Phono: 01283550691 Fax;01283550694

BUSINESS
SERVICES

MUUNBM PUBU8HWBCOWWfrWJtiiw

early sage tnvegmem- Exdling potential.

cEZSJ.OMsought FaxPin

IffSH IIAGA2ME PU8USHWQ CO. Wishes

to expand Requires partners interested

pertus ropy to 353 I BT2 935 !

.

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITY

Vihubte Right* to nunutectere and H-&

rwoluttonary Injection moulding

machine. Significant niche market, high

margins. Consider ule, licensing, J.V.

rPiDESt 4 Raeburn done,KOX
Surrey KT1 4H1_ T/F. 01BI 977 7677

PROJECT AND COMMERCIAL funding
avadaOe to UK sid inemaflond dare*, flnjflo

American Qroup Pic. Td: 01924 201 335
Fa*: 01034 SQf 377

Do you need help
in financial management, fund

Trifling, sales marketing,

production control or

BS5750/ISO 9000?

We offer a practical, friendly,

cotnmtjcia] and professional
service at reasonable cost.

Contact: Martin Stonbrook-
KLMA Consultantson

0973 481858 or

01923a 40559 (Fax)

SAVE ON 11m.
PHONE CALLS!

1permm
nustnoBmeppermb
Askaboutourlow rates

torthsrcounftfesf

'kaflback
Aawr

Caff; 0800-96-4018

Fax 080046-4015

\
CM USA: 1-206-216-6161

Fax USA: 1-206*16-6262
|_9|gJWAw W. Some, WU.9Bia.US4

BARKER & CO
SOLICITORS,

Utndon, all your UK / Itvm.

business/ corporate law,

competitive fees.

Tel 0171 493 0077
Fax 0171 493 7000

Save 50% On
International
Phone Calls
Stop Being Over-Charged!

Start Saving Morey TOPAfl

UKAuslfaSe Seta 3§% m2Bp/ai*

UK-Bred - Save -Tlpfma

UX-Qmada Sm 30

K

- 22p/mim

UK-N*gfotgSmo40%-44pMt

UfNsnal- Savt.30%- 68p/am

UK-Jopte - San - 44p/ria

OKfUecM- San 25% -39f>/am

IX-Sagepen - Saw50% - 39p/am

UK-Uhia -$an40K- S9p/**i

M-USASan4Q%-17p/a*

CALL NOW fOR DETAILS!

Agents Wanted WoritMde

Tel 01 81 -490-5014
Fax 0181-568-2830

Dial IntermatiorK” UK

*>

A

v
^
tr. _- <
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BUSINESSES FOR SALE

Tel: 0171-407 8454

businesses wanted

iJMj. 'e : .V- O- <; ;:« s?j

sJP&

louche

Boss_ £S

(In Administrative Receivership)

The Joint Administrative Receivers, N.
J.

Dargan and P. H. Bendall, offer

Tor sale as a going concern, the business and assets ofthe above company.

Wholesaler and Retailer offrozen foods/dry goods.

27,000 sq. ft. freehold premises including cold store facilities on a

four acre site one mile from the M6 near Lancaster.

14 retail shops including two freehold properties.

Turnover for nine months to 31 juiv 1995 approximately

£3.5 million.

For further information please contact N.
J.

Dargan or T. J.
Hargreaves at

Touche Ross & Co., PO Box 500, Abbey House, 74 Moslev Street,

Manchester M60 2AT. Tel: 0161 23S 3456. Fax: 0161 2360720.

imhmwdlN ibrtKUaii mchanml feruanuen ki FtujUtJ nd ninurm un bmwJ» liulnij.

Goldline Upholstery Ltd.
(in provisional liquidation

)

Brierfey Hill. West Midlands

The provisional liquidators offer for sale the business and assets of Goldline Upholstery Limited.

Pnncipal features include;

Manufacturers of quality upholstered

furniture:

Stalled workforce;

Well designed, attractive product range:

Current order book:

Well located leasehold premises;

Good customerbasB;

Annual turnover of approximately

£7 million

Modem plant and equipment

For further information contact John Wheatley. Provisional Liquidator. KPMG, 2 Cornwall Street

Birmingham B3 2DL Tel: 0121 232 3000. Fax: 0121 232 3500.

KPMG Corporate Recovery

Do \ou own :t profitable
eompam but feel that
the time has come to sell?

Time <°

sell?

PKF Corporate Finance
can realise your potential

•.!! !! ;
!’

. - »':! i.-.-.ni.ic: Stan PaU>
Julian (iibhins PKI Corporate Finance

V\‘. i i.vil.T. H.Unj
*S H..I (.•

.
•

:

i.oMi.n; hC;\Sj.\

Acquisitions sought In
PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT
Our clients seek acquisitions of

businesses providing property
management and related advice

& services of all types.

This could be a unique
opportunity to realise pariM of

Jour Investment, or to merge
i an international organisation

with a clear vision ot the future.

We will provide confidential!

PAXMiLl,
KFRR
KIRS' ‘HR

COMPUTER CONSUMABLES
(and/or Ancillary Products)

BUSINESS REQUIRED
Setting by Mail Order or Ttelesaks

Computer Consumables and/or Ancillary Products

Location • Anywhere in UK. Profitable or Loss-making

TJO Miaimam of £500,000 pa.

Please Reply in confidence to:

HARRIS ASSOCIATES
52-53 Margaret Street. London WJN 7FF

Contact: Mr R Harris - [let) 0171 580 5700 or (Bax) 0171 580 5900

FOR SALE
Scottish shellfish trading

company based in North of

Scotland. Large storage

facilities on Islands Orkney
and Skye. Live trucking of

product to France, Italy and
Spain. Turnover around £2M.

Please contact Chairman,
C.R.S. & Associates,

4 Stafford Street, Edinburgh.

Fax +44 0131 2251738

OFFER FOR SALE OF AUSTRALIAN MINING
AND MINERAL ASSETS

BY

<»
PANCON

PANCONTINENTAL MINING LIMITED
A-C.N. 009 712 092

100% of the Thalanga base metal mine and exploration tenements. North Queensland

100% of the Lady Loretta and Lady Annie base metal projects, NW Queensland

5.56% of the Central Queensland Coal Associates (CQCA) & Gregory Joint Ventures

40% of the Queensland Magnesia (QMAG) Joint Venture operations

50% of the Wodgina Tantalum Joint Venture operations and exploration tenements, WA

Interested parties should register their interest by 16 October 1995 with:

Ord Minnett Corporate Finance Limited

GPO Box 3804
Sydney NSW 2000, Australia

Neil Johnson: Telephone: 16121 220 1504

Ivor Orchard: Telephone: f6J2> 220 3173

Facsimile: (612) 220 1314

Ord Minnett Limited

25 Copthall Avenue
London, EC2R 7BP

Larry Kaplan
Telephone: (44 171) 382 8986

Facsimile: (44 171) 382 8950

numbers

i

Is you.

w 5 CRT

TANKS
OED TAN*®
£

MACHINE TOOL/ENGINEERING
COMPANIES REQUIRED

We are a Group of Engineering Companies looking to

extend ou (-activities by the acquisition

oT Machine Tool/Eugineering Companies,

either manufacturing or distribution.

Should you have a Company or a Division you wish to dispute of. for whatever

reason - recovery nutations are our speciality - please contact us for discussion.

Write un Box BB400I. Financial Times,

One Southwark Bridge, London SE! 9HL

MOBILE Telephone Service

Anytime, Anywhere!
COMSAT, the world leader In mobile satellite communications,

can provide you with refiabie telephone service to and from any
location in the world. Compact, Briefcase-sized SatPhane terminals

offer high-quality, refiabte access to international telephone, fax, and

data networks. One-stop-shopping convenience iwth terminals for

lease or sale; sendees at competitive rates. Msyor credit cards

accepted.

Call: COMSAT Mobile Communications Tor mare information or

farthe name of your nearest country agent

Phone: 1-301-428-2222

Fax: 1-301-601-5951

MAIL ORDER COMPANYFOR SALE
Weir established Mail Order Company, with 36.000 name list and 40

page catalogue ol exclusive products lor sale. Original investors have

insufficient funds lo develop business to its lull potential.

Sale of whole or trading name, list and catalogue considered.

Current turnover approx £620.000.

Reply Box B3242, Financial Times, One Southwark Bridge,

London SE1 9HL.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

RETAIL CHAINS
Fast growing Retail Group

.

wishes to squire Companies

with prime High Street

locations. Any sector or region

considered. Need not be

profitable at present.

Please write 10 Bo* B 4002. financial Unci.

One South*ait Bridge. London. Sc} 9HL

Businesses Wanted

Min £750,000 t/o

London & South East

Principals only.

Turnaround situations considered.

Any sector.

Box 83004. Financial Times.

One Sontfewarfc Bridge,

London SEl Wfl.

OFFICE FURNITURE
Due to city bank order postponement we have a large quantity

of quality executive and system ranges

-conferences and receptions.

Large choice of veneers: (Walnut, Rosewood, Ash etc.)

with discount of up to 40% from R.R.P.!

London Showroom for viewing

Please contact

LINEABURO LTD Tel: 01992 504530
FREEPHONE: 0500 821565

PROFITABLE WASTE & SKIP
HIRE COMPANY

North WtatfiBsad.

Looking to dtepoaa ol Its was* Iraneku ske

which has (Srict access tothe ralnaMwaX.

WU aba consUar ttopcwul

of ss skbhhn tufrwn.

Contact AmkawancWr
DTE Qianarad Accountant!

DTE Houm Hotel! Mart. Buy.
UncaMtim. BL3 BAT.Tot 0161 9539510

FORMER 2000 SEAT CINEMA
FOB SALE FREEHOLD
LARGE NORTH
LONDON CLUB

Suitable for Rock Eonds. plays

private parties, discos etc.

Fully fitted and operational.

£495,000
Licensed until 2.0Q an.

Details Andrew Tearle

0181 766 6844

POWER TOOL SALES
AND SERVICE
BUSINESS

An established sales and

service business with major

agencies and servicing

facilities, is offered for sale.

Please write in the firs*

instance to Allots, 11/13

Thorne Rd, Doncaster,

South Yorkshire DN1 2HR

CONTRACTS & TENDERS

PROFITABLE
INTERNATIONAL TEXTILE
PIECE-GOODS TRADING
BUSINESS FOR SALE

due ID Duector'4 imminent retirement.

Write Hue B40P5, FbuncLal Tbngt,

One Santbvrari. Bridge. Louden SQ 9HL

FOR SALE
Group engaged in the hire and

sale of products to the building

and construction industry -

multi-million pound turnover

and higb margins.

Interested parlies must

disclose their identity.

Write m;

Box B32 It RmncaJ Thnct.

OneSonhwnV Bridge.

London 5EI WL

CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Provision of placing, assessment and counselling services

g*I
Isa

The Employment Service is investigating the scope

for involving the private and voluntary sectors in die

provision of placing, assessment and counselling

services delivered to people with a wide range of

long renn health problems or disabilities which put

them at a significant disadvantage in finding or

keeping a job. This also invokes working directly

with employers to assist the recruitment or

retention of individuals and to promote the

implementation of good policies and practice.

This follows the Secretary of State for

Employment’s announcement in March 1995 that,

following a Prior Options Review, he was asking

the Employment Service to work up proposals for a

market test of its disability services in one or two

Regions. The Employment Service derided to test

the*external market for these services in its North

West Region.

The Employment Service currently provrdes

disability services
throughout the country- by means

of64 specialist teams known as Plaong, Assessment

and Counselling Teams (PACTs) which ate

supported by regional Ability Development

Centres (ADCs). In the North West there are 7

Sgiotj PACTS and an ADC which . based m

Manchester. The main focus of the work is on face-

to-face meetings with clients, agreeing actions on

jobsearch and access to a range of services to help

people with disabilities to find or keep work- PACTs

also promote the disability symbol good practice

initiative to employers. PACTs services may come to

be affected by the implementation of the Disability

Discrimination Bill currently in Parliament.

Work on testing the external market is still at a very

early stage and no final decisions have been taken

about what form, if any, of private or voluntary

sector involvement will be most appropriate. The

Employment Service wishes to invite any

organisations which may want to promote all or

elements ofthe future PACT and ADC service in the

North West Region to express their interest now.

If you would like to express interest, please contact

Judy Fordree quoting reference 035/0IN no later

than 13 October 1995 at Employment Service

Head Office, Market Testing Branch, Nelson

House, Ftzmival Gate, Sheffield Si 4DL on 011+

2596651. She will send you an information pack

with further details, and you will have the

opportunity to discuss your potential interest with

ES representatives.

EMPLOYMENT
Serving People through Jobcentres

iinanl for Education and Employment

THE TIVERTON HOTEL
TIVERTON. DEVON

Prime by-cw* toeaoenn 225 acre* 75

8 conference tactim. £181,3®
traano wad on na TO £951258

DEFERS OVER £1.5M FREEHOLD
ROBERT BARRY 8 CO.

(01285)841642

600+ LIVE BUSINESSES
FOR SALE MONTHLY

Independent Financial

Advisers Client Bank l

PKAcncE For Sale
Offers are invited for long estabHshsd

Hertfordshire hared firm

Interested parties should write to

Box B3239, Financial Times, One
Southwark Bridge, London SEl 9HL

EAST ANGLIA
Garage Business For Sale

Prominent sate 1 mile from City

Centre. Sate area approx lV* acres.

Buildings 23,400 sq-fl-

Devedopment Potential

Box Ncc B3241. Financial Times,

One Southwark Bridge.

London, SE1 9HL

PHONE 0171 434 9992

industrial Fastener

Business For Sale

Box No: 53243.

Financial Times.

One Southwark Bridge.

London SE1 9HL.

ISLE OF WIGHT. Freehold hofctey centre

overiodeng Sandown Bay. 186 chalets (52

vacant possession, remainder providing

income min ground rent/semira charge).

acre ate wtai line vlww, amwn season

March - October. PRICE - £850.000.

Comaci SCOTCHER 5 CO. TeJ: 01983

BSSSaa orFor. 0158382SS3B-

LEGAL
NOTICES

ACEAUTOMATICS UMTTBD
(MADMNST1A11VEBED3VEKHII)

EigiMjid atnhrr. 1 56*W
TadPcfeafcarion Oh* uMtoattS

IterrfiW>imMrfaWaitn»it(Man;
27S**Mfe>l*»

KimatpeonwUa OrafariMn itcdwn:

UdipBatifc
IA HUNTS(DoraMiNKBHJM0CK
fcaVArtulnUMw famesd
Mbm IBnfeliyiMan CoutietaW,
HMriHMpmjd. MmsHW SIM

USA WEST COAST
For Snip USD $450,000.00

faegodabla) Jewelry atore bus &
biftfing shoe 1882, 2,000 sq. ft.

Latin area. Great opportunity far

big cap. of fen% business.

CiUL USA 1-310-8304472 Of

Fax: USA 14IKU30-7714

TOURIST HOTEL
in Central Area of the

Norwegian Mountains

Call: London - Mr Ali

0181 961 7421

Norway -Mr Sand
0047 337725 40

YACHTS &
POWER CRAFT

YACHT-51 ’BENETEAU
German Frera design. Immaculate

condibcnuxcellem for serious

cruisiii/L entertainment,

management training. Fbr sale ai

£160,000ojlo. or as co-lateral

against business loan. Further info

please pbooe M- 1475-5220 18

Lavenham Rugs
The loint Administrative Receivers.

Ray Hocking and Peter Byati. offer for

sale the business and assets of

The Lavenham Rug Company
limited and
Sfiasco International Limited!

• Lavenham established since 1 069

Located in Freehold premises at

Long Mel ford near Sudbury. Suffolk

with space for expansion

• Manufacturers of equine and
equestrian products with a

reputation for quality

• Shasco has own leasehold
premises in Walsall for production
of range of leather goods

• foint turnover for last financial year

in excess of Sim
• High percentage of expon sales

with scope for further development

• Good order book and fully

committed staff of 40

IBDO
BDO Stov Havward

For fan her information please contact

Ray Hocking or Perer Byart.

BDO Stoy Hayward.

8 Baker Street.

London WIM IDA

Tel: 0171-486 588S
Fax. Om-blS 3944 ©
Ref 7/PMS

FOR SALE
MIDLANDS BASED MANUFACTURER OF

VEHICLE SECURITY AND MOTOR
ACCESSORY PRODUCTS

This company trades under a wen known brand name and
has long established relationships with many major retailers.

Highly successful hi the ILK. with superb production facilities

and modern factory. With new product ranges now ready to
launch, offers a unique opportunity In the ILK and massive

export potential Serious offers. Principals only.

Witte to Box No. B3Z40.
Ruanda! Times, 1 Southwark Bridge, London SEI 9HL

PRESTIGIOUS
INJECTION MOULDMAKING

COMPANY
With established CAD. CAM and

Computer aided spark erosion.

Highly skilled and loyal workforce with

excellent customer base.

Turnover in excess of lm. Situated northern home counties.

Write to Box B3183, Financial Times,

One Southwark Bridge, London SEl 9HL

CATALONIA - SPAIN
Top location near Coast and Barcelona

Golf - Country - Club (18 holes) sells

- Plots to construct bouses, first and second homes
- Piots for hotel - Jieson - Fitness centre

For information please contact Tel: +34 72 - 55 35 73
Fax: + 34 72 - 55 37 38

^ SALE REPORT

The No. 1 independent listing of medium to large

businesses for sale in the UK (T/0 £1m+).

Don’t miss the October issue out next week.

For sub details:

—^0181-875 0200 _

FOR SALE CONTRACT CLEANING CO
Established Home Counties Company. Owner wishing to retire

T/O £650,000 pa - Strong Grass Profits.

Write to Box No. B40Q6. Financial Times.

One Southwark Bridge.

London SEl 9HL

QUALITY FOOD
WHOLESALER

EoablohcJ S-W vtukwln of fnah

mautttalled f«xk. Eauy access M4.

' TO £2 mtlton , GT 27* and vmBd clieffl

bue oppwumn locvpaud.

Writ* loBn B32V7. Financial Times.

Our Sotrthirwfe Bridge, Loodon. 5E1WL-

Esiabushed business

BOOK PUBLISHER.

50 titles. Turnover c. £150,000.

15 titles contracted for future

publication. NTAc£75XI00

Box No. B4G04, Financial limes.

One Southwark Bridge,

Excellent Retail
Opportunity

Leasehold property in Home Counties

wtth yields in excess of 15% per

annum. Price - Circa E300K.

For farther details, please contad

BoxNoB3237.Rnanaairms.One

SdJtfrea* Badge. Lontton SEt 9HL

LIQUIDATIONS AND

Everyweek every company that has
gone into hquiaanon a receivership

whal they Ufa and who ihe

liquidator or receiver is

Tet 01 472 371286 or Fax 371 458
For flutter details.
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Japan has long

been the world

leader in ther-^T use of robots,

. -JuS? and the Japa-

y&JjT' /" nese car indus-

/y v try has been

. .. the epitome of
. —J advanced auio-

mation. So
AT WORK— wjjpn jast year

Toyota, the car manufacturer,

unveiled its latest production

line where the number of
robots bad been reduced,

observers started to wonder if

the tide bad turned.

Technological progress, even

in Japan, is not immune from
economic influences. The poor
state of the economy has ham-
pered many companies’ invest-

ment in automation, and cut

their budgets for research.

Robot production in Japan
peaked in 1991, and dropped
very sharply in 1992 as the
country went into recession.

The (rend is now upwards
again, but the 1991 level has
not yet been regained.

Of course, some development
has continued, even through
the recession. Shozo Nimura. a

director of Fuji Machine, one of

Japan's five leading robot man-
ufacturers. says that the recent

demand has been for robots

capable of higber speed and
greater accuracy. Fuji mainly
makes robots for use in the

semiconductor industry. Two
years ago, a Fuji robot could
mount one chip every 0.2 sec-

onds; it now takes only 0.09

secs, and customers are

demanding still faster robots.

Matsushita - the market
leader - has responded to the

increasing use of robots in the

semiconductor and electronics

industries. One of its current

areas of research is ‘'clean

room" robots. Traditional
robots produce waste that can
cause damage during the pro-

duction of semiconductors and
LCDs, but Matsushita has
reduced waste levels signifi-

cantly and is aiming for 100 per

cent waste-free robots.

Recently, the rapid “hollow-

ing out” of Japanese manufac-

Japanese researchers are developing robots for use outside the

usual factory environment, writes Bethan Hutton

Break with tradition
Robots in work

Thousands
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turing industry - shifting pro-

duction abroad to areas of low
labour costs - has cut demand
from core industrial users,

such as car makers and elec-

tronics companies. But Toyota
says there is a place for robots
even in low-cost countries,

because of the consistent qual-

ity levels that automation can
bring.

Kanji Yonemoto. executive
director of the Japan Robot
Association (JARA). says that

even in the domestic Japanese

80 91 92 93 2000 2005

automobile industry, the use of
robots has not yet reached sat-

uration point “Of course there

is work done by humans which
cannot be done by robots, but
with the development of tech-

nology, perhaps robots can
replace humans in those areas

as well.” he says.

In times of rising unemploy-
ment. however, mention of
robots replacing human work-
ers can cause resentment Per-

haps that is why Toyota
increasingly talks of its robots

as supporting human employ-
ees and helping to make them
more efficient, rather than
directly replacing them.
Tadaaki Jagawa. general

manager of Toyota's Tahara
plant in central Japan, says
the company is pursuing two
ideas in its use of robotics,

“(hie is that we would like the
most sophisticated multifunc-
tion robots, which can work
the same as human beings. But
on the other hand, we want
other robots which do not

replace human beings and
workers, but which can sup-

port and assist human beings.

“We would like to develop

more ‘assisting
1

robots for the

workers, so that workers can

improve their productivity,

and can have easier working
conditions. When we were
using high-function, more
sophisticated robotics, people

had a bard time, because main-

tenance was very difficult The
workers were assisting the
robots," Jagawa says.

That worker-centred
approach was one of the con-
cepts behind Toyota’s new pro-

duction line at Motomachi, out-

side Tokyo. But economic and
management factors were also

involved in the decision to

keep automation levels low:

managers were not sure which
models would eventually be
produced at that plant and so

wanted to maintain manmum
flexibility’ by not installing

mod el-specific automation.
Also, plans for the plant were
made at the depth of the reces-

sion when investment was
being sharply reduced.
The rush towards automa-

tion in the 1980s was spurred

on by the fear of labour short-

ages. Now, unemployment in

Japan is increasing, but the
assumption is still that once
the current economic difficul-

ties have passed, demographics
mean that the trend towards
labour shortages will resume,
and robots will be used to sup-

plement increasingly scarce

human resources.

That also means that more
applications for robotics will

be found outside the tradi-

tional industrial processes.

JARA was until recently called

On Friday; October6
some of the world’s

most astute economic
commentators

present their views to

a select audience.

Also taking place is the annual

IMF meeting in Washington.

FT World Economy & Finance Survey.

Financial Times.
World Business Newspaper.

the Japan Industrial Robot

Association: the name-change

illustrates the growing impor-

tance of non-industrial robots.

Yonemoto of JARA sees the

most fertile fields for develop-

ment as medical and social

welfare, nuclear power, ocean

exploitation, agriculture and

forestry, construction and

transport.

In trying to develop robots

for use'outside a factory envi-

ronment. researchers have

been bypassing humanoid or

machine-like robots and

looking at nature for inspira-

tion, NEC has just released a

snake-like robot which can

worm its way into tight spaces,

such as collapsed buildings, or

nuclear power stations, where

more conventionally-designed

robots could not go.

One of the most futuristic

projects is an industry-wide

research project into microma-

chines, led by the Ministry of

International Trade and Indus-

try- Micromachines are con-

ceived as highly miniaturised

robots - a few millimetres

across or less - which could

have applications in many
industries, from nuclear power
plants to medicine. For exam-

ple, micro-robots could be

inserted into human arteries to

carry oat micro-surgery in

inaccessible places, or they
could be sent into machines to

carry out repair or mainte-

nance work without haring to

dismantle the entire structure.

More than 30 companies are

involved in the project, each
carrying out research into a

specific detail, such as minia-

turised power supplies or

means of propelling tiny
robots, and sharing their find-

ings with the group.

L
ower-tecb robots are

already used in some of

tbe larger hospitals in

Japan, for delivering meals and
medication round tbe wards.
But robots that interact
directly with patients - for

example, administering medi-
cine or handling bedpans - are

still some way in the future.

Robots are also finding their

place in service industries. Fac-

tory-style sushi restaurants
have long been familiar in

Japan: customers sit at a bar
and choose from plates passing
before them on a conveyor
belt. Usually, the sushi is made
in the traditional way - shaped
by hand by a chef with long
and expensive years of training

behind him. But now some of
the work may have been done
by a robot sushi chef, which
can pat the balls of rice into

shape in a deft imitation of the
human chefs art. However, a
robot has not yet been
invented that can transform a
raw fish into perfect artistic

slices to put on top of the rice.

If robots are being welcomed
into Japanese kitchens, hospi-

tals, building sites, even police

stations, one car factory with
fewer robots does not spell

doom for the industry. The
ardour may have been cooled

by the recent economic cli-

mate. but the long Japanese
love-affair with robots is far

from over. Jagawa is firm: “We
have never given up our com-
mitment to using robots.”

Next month the series looks at

robots in the lab.

Anna Kochan on an explosive

process for cleaning air filters

E
xplosion technology is

enabling air filters

from trucks and buses

to be recycled instead of

thrown away.

A short sharp shock,

carefully applied, removes

all the dirt and dust that has

accumulated in the filter,

increasing its life as much as

six-fold, according to Seditec,

which developed the process.

Seditec. an Israeli

company, has won its first

contract (or the filter

.Impulse Cleaning System,

which will recycle 10,000

filters a year for the Dan Bus
Corporation in Tel Aviv.

The technology could

significantly cut running
costs for vehicles that use

diesel fuel, such as trucks

and buses. Filters on these

vehicles clog up quickly and
have to be replaced every few

months because the air

entering the combustion
chamber of the engine must
be as clean as possible to

reduce fuel consumption and
engine wear.
Existing methods of filter

recycling are so expensive or

environmentally unfriendly

that most filters are thrown
away, says Elik Cohen,
Seditec's marketing director.

hi the Seditec process, an
explosion is created by
burning a mixture of air and
gas. Tbe innovation lies in

controlling all the

parameters ofthe
combustion process to create

an ultra-short high
amplitude shock wave. This
Is then used to apply a
uniform force to the filter to

dislodge the dirt particles

without damaging the filter

paper. Tbe particles are

sucked away by a vacuum.
The 875,000 (£48,400)

Seditec machine processes

one filter every four minutes,
although this is likely to
increase, says Cohen. Tbe
operator places dirty filters

one at a time in the machine,
closes the door, initiates tbe
explosion, and removes tbe
clean filter.

A paper filter can undergo
at least six shock treatments
without suffering irreparable

damage. The number of
times that a filter has to be
replaced depends on the
environment that it works in
but a Dan bus. operating in

rural areas, would need to

have its filter changed four
times a year. According to

Cohen, any bus company
operating a fleet of at least

200 vehicles could justify

purchasing the machine.
At present the technology

applies only to papa-

filters

but development for other
materials is being carried

out The technology bas been
patented in the US and
patents for the rest of the
world have been filed.

Recognising the vahffi of .

reducing volumes Of waste fe

the country, the Israeli

ministry for tbeenri«iun«it
offers Israeli companiesa 35
per cent rebate on the price 1

of tbe Seditec machine. '

.

It is not only bus v-i-.-j;*

companies that maybe .

Interested. Air filters are
also used in tanks,-. .

bulldozers, and gas turbines.

The air filter in an anny
*"•

vehicle is cleaned daily and.
*

replaced once a week, while -

a truck working bra cement

'

quarry needs to have its .
i

filter replaced every two
m
*

weeks. '
. y

•
“

Another industrial _
application is the unblocking
of storage silos. For three .

years prior to Seditec 's : .

4
•

intervention, three of .the fife

outlets of a cement sQoat a' l.

lime factory in Israel wore'
permanently blocked, .

significantly reducing 1

production. .

Seditec’s solution was a! - '=

controlled explosion^:
designed to creates shock i";

wave faUawedby apressure
wave which travelsdbwn the

wall of the silo, loosening tbe
material and encouraging it

to flow again;
:

The technology is suitable

for cement, time, concrete ;.

.

production and mining -

r

'

operations all of winch make
use of Inert bulk materials™ .

large quantities. Theonly
other option is to vibrate tbe ..

silo, but this can cause
structural damage.
Controlled explosions can

'

also be used to control
.

pollution emissions. . .

Electricity companies which
bom coal, for example,
cannot release smoke into

the atmosphere without

treating it The standard
.

1

approach Is to use static
electricity to trappartldes

on electrodes that are built

toto the chimney walls.

However, as the electrode

becomes thick with particles,

tbe electric field weakens
and the process is no longer

effective.

The removal of this

particle build-up is,

according to Cobra, an ideal ••

application for Seditec

because the explosions used

to dislodge the deposit are
*

generated to direct relation

to its thickness. This is

accurately determined by
sensors measuring pollution

levels in the air entering and
leaving the chimney. Such an
approach improves air

filtration by 20 per cent in

terms of particle size and
quantity of particles

released, he claims. U is also

cheaper than tbe classic

solution to which a
mechanical hammer
repeatedly taps the electrode,

irrespective of the amount.of

deposit

CONTRACTS & TENDERS

GO/ERfODOESiADO

PARANA
SANERAR

LLAMADO A UC1TACJ0N

FECHA: 03.10.1995
LICITAClON N« 050 / 95 -DT

1. El Estado do Parand ha recibido del Banco Intemacional de Reconstruccfdn
y Fomento (en adelante denominado “BIRF") un prestamo para sufragar
parcialmente el coslo del Programs de Saneamento Ambiental da PegiSo
Metropolitans de Cuntiba - PROSAM y se prev4 qua parta de foe fondos'de este
pr6stamo se aplicard a pagos elegiblas conforme el contrato ds ampfecidn
de I09 sistemas de saneamiento de las crudades de Curitiba, Araucaria,- Pinhais

• y Sfio Jos4 dos Pinhais. Podrdn participar en la licitacion todos loa Ucitantes
de los parses que radnan los requisites de efegibilidad qua se e'sbpufan
en las Normas de Adquisiciones del BIRF.

2. La Companhia de Saneamento do Parana - SANEPAR. ejecutora del sub-
programs PRA - 03 del PROSAM invita a los licitantes a presenter ofertas
P?™ 1® ®?p ,a<

;'
6n

.

dB ,Q* sistemas de alcantarillado y construccidn de cuatro
pientas de tratam lento de elluentes cfoacales de las tiudades da Curitiba,
Araucdna, Pinhais y Sao Josd dos Pinhais. en el plazo de 720 dies calendar.-©,

3. Los licitantes podrdn adquirir los doeumentos de licitacidn en la Division
de Licitacion contra et pago de un imports no reembolsable de R$ 500,00
(Quiniontos reales), por lote. o su equivalents en moneda de fibre

fnfn™«
,b dSd

'

1

L̂ * 'ntarBsados tembten podrdn obtenar mas
mfonuaciones en la direccidn que se indica en et numeral 4.

f.””*
1* * ,0» li“,antes «* wrrMisSr.

r h '’f'
885

' 8n SANEPAR. Rua EngonbsirosHebouqas, nB 1376 - Cuntiba / Paranfi / Brasil

5. La oferta debeni ester acompanada de una garanUa da propueata da:
Lote 01 R$ 500.000,00;
Lote 02 R$ 400.000,00;
Lote 03 R$ 520.000,00;
Lote 04 RS 400.000.00;
Lot© 05 R$ 680.000,00;

emroga^en cS^rVf "“7?* d® ,ibre “nvertibllidad. y debar*

STuSEJ? a lL' Engenheiros Rebels. n« 1376. a la Comtek

que
6 'aS 10:00 horas d6 ' 05.12.95,. oportunidad

quehayandeddkfoaastir
9nS*naa ** ,os rapraeentantes * los Botanies

*

4

I
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Great artist

with vision

argues William PackerWabfe ^utiftjYnd
k™*1 and a^erity tt

tather
f
°F
0W uP°n »«* clarity and si

S5l5wtl«,
BOf

Sf ^“ty vision, are what combi
Rtur,;n„ ' l

h * unique gift and influence.W ith this remark-
able. beautiful and
rather moving
exhibition, the
fiiuniOTz desmusees naiwnaux continues its

mapstenal series of studies of the

SSnrh°
f the

+freatest masters of
**“*“*- And not least

^ that while this is the
first fall retrospective in a great
Public gallery to be given to
Cfeacae since 1936. it is by no
means the daunting block-buster we
might have expected. Indeed
though the catalogue could break
your foot, at a mere 177 works occu-
pying just two floors of the Grand
Priam, the show is on the smaller
side for one of its importance, and
as well-chosen as could be wished.
But why so important? The truth

a is. and it is a truth that becomes
so more apparent with every fresh

view we take of Cezanne, that of all
the painters of that early, heroic
phase of modem painting, without
him there might well have been no
modem painting at alL He is the
link. In his formative years in the
1860s. we see him standing with
Manet and Courbet looking back to
the great humanist tradition of figu-
rative painting in the west. And
then we find him

, if only for a com-
paratively short time, au courant
with his Impressionist peers in the
1870s, with Sisley, Monet and Pis-
sarro painting along the Seine and
the valley of the Oise, to the north
of Paris.

But even then, even in such
works as “The House of the Hanged
Man" at Auvers-sur-Oise of 1873, or
his view across the roofs of that

village, again of 1873, we find him
moving beyond impressionism and
immediate sensation into his own
world of form and structure and the
study and control of the pictorial

space. With his increasing commit-
ment to his native Provence from
the later 1870s, with its dearer light

and sharper definition, his palette

becomes at once heightened and
more simple. The pictorial integrity.

ARTS
fW
V;W :

v.-7^

1x1
h:£&':k

the formal rigour and austerity that
follow upon such clarity and sim-
piiaty of vision, are what combine
in his unique gift and influence

.

The direct line on through Cub-
ism to Constructivism, and on even
t° latterday minimalist abstraction,
is well-attested and easy enough to
trace. What is. or rather was less
obvious, is the degree to which
Expressionism, that other appar-
ently opposing formal strain in
modernist painting, is also forever
in debt to him. For the truth which
Cezanne demonstrates through his
own stubborn, obsessive practice is
that without form and structure
and control there can be no expres-
sion, no art. Matisse realised as
much as a young man when he
acquired a small painting in the
“Bathers” series to which C&zanne
returned throughout his career.
Matisse kept it beside him for more
than 30 years as constant encour-
agement and consolation in his own
moments of creative doubt Dating
from about 1880, it is of three imag-
ined nude figures beneath an arch
of trees, and small as it is, we can
see in the simplicity of the backs
they turn upon us rather more of a
hint at the monumental grandeur of
Matisse's own great reliefs of wom-
en's backs, more than life-size and
cast in bronze.

Why should this show be so mov-
ing? The answer can only lie in
something of what it tells us of the
human spirit For Cezanne was
never an easy painter. Exquisitely
beautiful though so many of the
works actually are. we seldom gasp
at their fluency and facility. Often
they are downright awkward, and
always there is the sense that they
have been fought for and only then
achieved. Ironically enough, pace
Matisse, this is nowhere more
apparent than in that extended
“Bathers” series: only the two huge
canvases, circa 1900, the largest he
ever made and which end this

show, achieve any full resolution.

For the most part these works
remain a problem, as do all those

im
AgsM

C&zanne will alway be an inspiration to all true painters: ‘Garpon concha, 1890, in the exhibition at the Grand Palais

upon which Cezanne worked from
the imagination rather than from
direct observation. It is not that he
had no academic training

, and
Indeed his early life-drawings are
more than adequate: rather it is

that he seems to have been one of

those artists who need the model
always before them. And when the
model is there, whether in the rapid

expressionist studies he made in the
shadow of Manet in the 1860s or the
studied tranquility of the later por-

traits. he is marvellous. Other
painters have painted their wives
repeatedly, but few so often and
with such evident and deep affec-

tion. He is surely one of the great

masters not of the nude, but of the
figure sitting before him

,
and of the

head most of all.

But really tt Is as the painter of

space, and of objects related within
that space, that he is greatest of all.

His wife sits in the chair before
him a curtain falling beside her. or
a door behind: the apples are spread

out across the cloth which falls

towards us over the table's edge, a
jug behind and space beyond - a
world in miniature. And always
there is the landscape, the stream
and the bridge, the house, the trees,

the. rocks, and away in the distance

at an infinite space the great height

of the mountain of Sainte-Victoire.
again and again and for ever.

If Cezanne is a great artist and
his work so moving, it is for the
affirmation that he mair»e of the

importance of art to the human
spirit, and of painting above all in

its lasting validity as a vehicle for

its expression. In these days, when
painting from the visible world is so

glibly written off as an irrelevance,

it is an affirmation of profound
importance. He died in 1906, and
towards the end of his life his fel-

lows recognised him as their mas-
ter. So long as there are true paint-

ers, they too will turn to Cezanne.
For his part we should allow him
the last word as to how he saw
himself in the great scheme of
things: “on ne se substitue pas au
passi, on y a ajoute settlement un
nouveau chainon One does not
substitute oneself for the past one
only adds another link to the chain

- and Amen to that.

Cezanne - au tournant de la moder-
nite: Grand Palais. Paris, until Jan-
uary 7, then to London and Phila-

delphia: sponsored in Paris by
LVMH/Moet Hennessy, Louis Vuit-

ton and Christian Dior.

Warren Mitchell neither

is, nor tries to be,

remotely monarchical
in.the title role, of Jude

Kelly’s strange production. He is

clearly in his dotage from the first,

affectionately cuffing courtiers and
coldly groping his daughters when
he talks of their issue. This Lear is,

'

in effect, already enjoying power
without responsibility, it is his

notion to formalise and extend this

state of affairs which sets off the

calamitous chain of events.

In his bush-hat and sandals,

Mitchell's Lear could as easily have
been a cracked mogul as a king, a

Howard Hughes-like figure whose
subordinates either dare not speak

plainly to him or incur his volcanic

wrath if they do. The corporate

image is stronger in the early

scenes of the Gloucester plot; Tre-

vor Baxter’s impeccably groomed,

pinstriped Earl, Damien Goodwin’s

bookish, adolescent Edmund plot-

ting in his bedsit and Robert Bow-

man's Edgar with his jeans and
brandy snifters recall the atmo-

sphere of Hamlet Goes Business. By
Act m, however, all initial airs are

dispelled as both Lear and
Gloucester enter an outside world

which is far crazier than the court

Kelly’s recklessly anachronistic

setting of the play (in Paul And-

rews' design) is both one of the

major strengths and weaknesses of

the production. These events could

be faking- place in any era; Act Vs

Theatre

Mitchell's

‘Lear’
armed camp mingles ornate pike-

shafts with chemical warfare suits,

locating the battlefield somewhere
between the worlds of Mad Max
and Dr Who. Yet elements fre-

quently seem to possess a bewil-

dering bidden symbolism - why, far

instance, does Edmond have a set of

twinkling sea-mines strong from
the ceiling of his room? Why does

the disguised Kent resemble a New
Age Maori? And might it not be a
tad insensitive to put a practical

rainstorm on stage while Yorkshire

Water has a drought order in force?

There are too many ideas on dis-

play, too many even for this richest

of Shakespearian plays.

However, many touches are

inspired. Cordelia’s expressions of

trepidation before her testament erf

filial love are cut, allowing her to

become neither a blunt-speaking

angel nor a “feisty” girl, but simply

matter of fact and resolute through-

out Maria Miles' fine characterisa-

tion. The Bedlam beggars whom
Edgar impersonates are constant

presences on the road to Dover,

helping him to guide the blind

Gloucester and even supplying a

mattress to break the latter’s fall.

Damien Goodwin handles
Edmund’s transition well, from ven-
omous dreamer to adulterous, mar-
tial demon. Tricia Kelly and Alex-

andra Gilbreath as Goneril and
Regan show real horror at the love

contest and their father’s subse-
quent asinine revelry, although
their continuing sisterly solicitude

even as one poisons the other is

more puzzling. Toby Jones is a
mightily impressive Fool, evidently

accomplished at the capers and
gags he performs but who can no
longer be bothered with pretending

to be stupidly merry in the face of

Lear’s much greater foolishness and
genuine madness, and finally hangs

himself on stage.

Which brings us back to Mitchell.

This mad Lear, after his initial out-

burst on the heath does not vie with
the storm in bluster, but subsides

Into rapid monomaniacal mum-
bling. Despite occasional inaudibil-

ity, it is more chilling for being less

theatrical, and adds poignancy to

his correspondingly low key recov-

ery and death. The final scene like-

wise restores full lucidity to a pro-

duction which frequently frustrates,

but never loses attention.

Ian Shuttleworth

West Yorkshire Playhouse until

October 28 <0113 244211), then
Hackney Empire from November 9 -

December 3 (0181 985 2424).

Theatre/Sarah Hemming

Return of Three Tall Women'

L
ast week was certainly

ladies’ week in the theatre.

At the Olivier Judi Dench,
Patricia Hodge and Sian

Phillips glittered in A Little Night
Music, in Chichester, Lauren Bacall

graced the stage in The Visit. And
Dame Maggie Smith sailed back
into the West End to reprise her
award winning performance as the
aged crone at the centre of Edward
Albee’s Three Tall Women.
And a splendid performance it is.

milking Albee’s rather slight play

for every drop of nourishment For
while it is cleverly constructed,
witty and insightful, it is also twice

as long as it needs to be.

Aibee has made no secret that the

play is a reckoning with his own
painful relationship with his adop-

tive mother. The first portrays a

cantankerous, senile nonagenarian,
who rambles on in endless circular

stories and rages at everyone who
comes near her, while a hapless

helper and young female lawyer
struggle to keep a foothold in her
slithering version of reality.

But the second act offers reconcil-

iation as Aibee blows open the
play's structure and the three
women on stage become three ver-

sions of the one person - in youth.

middle and old age. Perhaps we are
in her stroke-seized mind or per-

haps in some alternative timescape,

but this clever device enables the

characters to spread the whole life

out before us, so we arrive, along
with Aibee. at a respect for the
woman’s sheer ability and determi-

nation to survive.

The play is far more than a per-

sonal laying of ghosts, however:
Aibee transforms his subject into a
reflection on age and unfairness

and. as in Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf, celebrates his character's
tenacity in the face of the awfulness
of life. In the programme he writes

that “writers have the schizo-

phrenic ability to both participate

in their lives and. at the same time,

observe themselves participating in

their lives" and one cannot help

feeling that this play, in its struc-

ture at least, is just as much about
his own position as a writer as it is

about his mother. Interestingly, it is

only in the passages of the play that

deal with the woman’s son that the

transformation does not work and
bitterness curdles the art: these
come over as clumsy and mawkish.
The play is sophisticated, obser-

vant and grimly funny, playing on
our common fears of ageing and

decay. But it is also, by definition,

static, repetitive and restricted, con-

structed more like a sung canon
than a drama. It takes a disciplined

and expertly phrased production to

carry this off, which Anthony Page
provides, and three superb perfor-

mances. which Maggie Smith and
her new companions. Sara Kestel-

man and Samantha Bond, hand-
somely deliver.

Dame Maggie is a joy. a decrepit

mountain of rancour in the first

half - eyes blinking, mouth pursed,

she looks like a tortoise newly
acquainted with the light She man-
ages to both infuriate and provoke
great sympathy, piteously suggest-

ing all the terror of losing control.

In the second act. on the other
hand, she has the regal bearing and
grace of the bloom of old age.
Samantha Bond is touching as the

youngest woman, horrified as she
confronts emptiness of her life, and
Sara Kestelman is excellent in the

difficult, menopausal role, offering

a wonderful combination of
warmth, bitterness and resignation.

An evening of superb performances
that carry the play on when it has
outrun its course.

^

Wyndbam’s Theatre, London Wl. i

Concerts

‘Period’

and
‘tradition’

O n Friday the Vienna
Philharmonic made a tri-

umphal return to the

Royal Festival Hall to be

greeted by a foil house, including a

larger contingent than ever of their

Japanese devotees. What do they
make of a work like Richard
Strauss’s Em Heldenteben. luscious

western decadence at the very limit

of Romantic absurdity?

As conducted by Lorin Maazel,
coollest of professionals, tt sounded
calculated but colossal. While the

final peroration stretched ont inor-

dinately - the Hero's Retirement
and Fulfilment: Strauss was 34
when he composed tt - one was
torn between admiration, sympathy
and helpless mirth. Earlier the Crit-

ics’ skew-whiff music had been
superbly dramatised, every carping
instrument stamped with charac-
ter, and the orchestra's leader
impersonated the Hero's Wife
(Strauss’s difficult Pauline) with
brilliant violinistic fantasy and
dash. (The VPO is an all-male
orchestra, by the by; bat Hetdenle-

ben needs two harps, and the sec-

ond here was a woman. Though the
programme included even “Retired
Members”, it mentioned only a
“Harp: ffaraid Kantzky”.)

In Schubert’s “Tragic" Sym-
phony, the C minor, Maazel knew
exactly what he wanted and the

VPO gave him exactly that: no
sweet illusion of lyrical spontaneity

about it He chose to play Stravin-

sky’s 1919 suite from the Firebird
ballet, not the 1911 one for the
larger original band presumably
because the VPO could produce
such a glorious blaze for the 1919
Finale. The earlier movements,
taken with deliberate care, would
hardly have inspired anybody to

dance, and Maazel turned the eerily

tender Berceuse into Rakhmani-
nov. There is a hint of that, but one
would rather not be reminded.
A fascinating programme-note in

opaque English, very mittel-euro-

paisch. detailed the unique features

of the VPO’s inherited instruments
and their sedulously nurtured style

of playing them. At the Barbican
the next evening, Roger Norrington
and his London Classical Players

put up a resounding challenge in

“authentic" period terms, with
1870s instruments used as the best

research indicates that tbey were.
Woodwinds and brass balanced

equally against the strings, not
overwhelmed by them; vibrato not

routinely turned on, but reserved

for special expressive effects: tempi
distinctly swifter and lighter than
the post-Strauss tradition has
favoured. In Bruckner’s 3rd Sym-
phony - the original version, not
one of the compromised rewrites -

the result seemed a revelation. It

danced and sang, and its undis-
guised Wagnerian echoes were ren-

dered at once homely, plain and
abrupt, not elaborately lubricated

as in Bruckner’s later drafts.

One longs to hear Norrington
mount his challenge in later Bruck-

ner too. against the ponderous “tra-

dition”. His Meistersinger overture
here, dispatched for once within
Wagner’s preferred time (just over

eight minutes), sounded an ideal

preface to a musical comedy: buoy-
ant, bantering and still dazzlingly

clever. The tradition which pre-

scribes soulful majesty for it is

surely a bit of a con, aiming at

premature encapsulation of depths
that take ail the rest of the opera to

fathom. When Mahler, who had a
famously vexed conductorship with

the VPO, derived that pious “tra-

dition” was mere Schlamperei.
unthinking laziness, he had a point

to make.

David Murray

International

BALTIMORE
GALLERIES
Baltimore Museum Tel: (410) 396

6310
• Celebrating Cakter. sculpture,

jeweby, drawings and tapestries by

the
-

20th century artist Alexander

Crider from Oct 4 to Jan 7

BERLIN
CONCERTS _ M
Konzerthaus Tel: (020) 309 21 02/

2183 _ ^
• Berlin Symphony Orchestra: with

oboist Martin Gabriel. Yori Lewi

conducts Greig, Mozart and Barton:

8pm; Oct 7, 8 (4pm)

WQWBALLET
Deutsche Oper Tel: (030) 34384-01

• Boris Godunow: by Mussorgsky-

Conducted by Rafael FruhbecK de

and directed by Gdtz

Lr7drich. Soloists include Matti

Sahftsh, Mariana Cioromila and

Gan9feCapassa/Hermine May;

%**KQBt3
• Das Rheingoid: by Wagner.
Con*Kted by Jfri Kout and directed

66 Freklrich. This Is the first part

of foe complete "Ring Cycle" to be
performed in October 7.30pm:

Oct 6
• Die Walkure: by Wagner.

Conducted by JR Kout, and
directed by GOtz Friedrich; 6pm;
Oct 8
• Siegfried: by Wagner. Conducted

by Jifi Kout and directed by GOtz •

Friedrich; 5.30pm; Oct 12

BONN
GALLERIES
Kunst-und AussteDungshaKe Tel:

(0228)917 1236

• Art In Germany: contemporary art

works from the State Collection; to

Oct 8

FRANKFURT
CONCERTS
Alto Oper Tel: (069) 1340 400

• Recital Evening: with soprano

Barbara Hendricks and pianist

Staffan Scheja. The programme

indudes Schubert, Wolf. Poulenc

and Shftnberg; 8pm; Oct 4

• South Western Radio Orchestra:

with sopranos Dame Gwyneth Jones

and Jane Giering, and

mezzo-soprano Ingrid Bartz. Peter

Falk conducts a Viennese evening

that includes pieces from Strauss’

•Rosenkavriter" and “Oof

Ftedermaus”: 8pm; Oct 3

LONDON
CONCERTS
Oinen Elizabeth HaH Tel: (0171)

928 8800 ... t ,

• Purcell in the Theatre: Michael

RossweH conducts the Kent Opera

Baroque Ensemble to play Purcell

and Tippett; 7.30pm; Oct 3

Royal Festival Hall Tel: (0171) 928
8800
• PhiNiarmonia Orchestra: with

pianist Andrfrs Schrff. Kurt

Sandefling conducts Beethoven’s

piano concertos two, three and four;

7.30pm; Oct 7
GALLERIES
Royal Academy Tel: (0171) 439
7438
• From Manet to Gaugin:

Impressionist and post-impressionist

paintings from Swiss private

collections; to Oct 8
OPERA/BALLET
Royal Opera House Tel: (0171) 304

4000
• Arianna: by Goehr. World

premiere directed by Francesca

Zambelio and conducted by Ivor

Bolton. A mixture of contemporary

and Baroque music, reinterpreting

the myth of Ariadne's abandonment

by Theseus. Soloists indude Susan
Graham, Anna Maria Panzarella,

Sheila Nadier and Axel K&hler; 8pm;
Oct 4
• The Marriage of Figaro: by
Mozart Conducted by Bernard

Haitink/David Syrus and directed by

Patrick Young. Soloists include

Felicity Lott/Cheryl Studer, Andrea

Rost/Barbara Bonney and Robin

Leggate/Ryland Davies; 7pm; Oct 3,

7. 10. 13
• Tosca: by Puccini. Conducted by
Simone Young and directed by
Jeremy'Sutcliffe. Soloists include

Galina Gorchakova, Johan Bohta

and Francis Egerton; 7.30pm; Oct 5,

9,12
THEATRE
National, Lyttelton Tel: (0171) 928

2252
• Wild Oats: by John O’Keefe,

directed by Jeremy Sams. A
palpable actor descends upon a

sleepy Hampshire village; 7.30pm;
Oct 3 (2.15pm)

NEW YORK
GALLERIES
Guggenheim Tel: (212) 423 3500
• Claes Oldenburg: an anthology of

works by one of foe key figures of

Pop art in foe 1960’s. This exhibition

indudes a new piece entitled

“Shuttlecock": from Oct 6 to Jan 14

PARIS
”

CONCERTS
Champs Bys6es Tel: (1) 49 52 50
50
• National Orchestra of France;

with pianist Viktoria Postnlkova.

Guennadi Rojdestvenski conducts

Prokofiev's "Concerto No.1 ",

“Concerto No.4" and ‘Concerto

No.5"; 8pm; Oct 5

• National Orchestra of France:

with pianist Viktoria Postnikova.

Guennadi Rqjdestvenskj conducts

Prokofiev’s “Concerto No-2" and
"Concerto No-3"; 8pm; Oct 7

GALLERIES
Centre Georges Pompidou Tel: fl)

42 77 12 33
• Man Ray: recreation of the

atmosphere of Ray’s post world war

two workshop where he produced

various furniture. This exhibition

consists of paintings, drawings and

photographs from the workshop

archives; from Oct 4 to Jan 29

• Surrealistic Designs: vision and

technique. About 60 masterpieces •

by artists such as Ernst, Masson,

Brauner, Dali. Mir6 and Picasso;

from Oct 4 to Nov 27

Mus6e d'Art Moderne, Vrite de

Paris Tel: (1) 47 23 61 27

• Louise Bourgeois: sculptures and

drawings from 1938-1995.
Significant art works that chart her
different styles; to Oct 8
OPERA/BALLET
Ch&telet Tel: (1) 40 28 28 40
• New York City Ballet performs
the Robbins choreographed
“Watermill” with music by fto and
“The Goldberg Variations" with

music by Bach; 8.30pm; Oct 4, 5
• New York City Ballet: in a
programme that includes the
Balanchine choreographed “Cocerto
Barocco" and “Walpurgisnacht

Baltef plus Tanner’s “Ancient Airs

and Dances" and Martin's "Fearful

Symmetries"; 8.30pm; Oct 6. 7
• New York City Ballet: performs

foe Robbins choreographed

“Watermill" with music by Ito and
“The Goldberg Variations" with

music Bach; B.30pm; Oct 7 (3pm)
Op&ra National de Paris, Bastille

Tel: (1) 47 42 57 50

• Romeo and Juliet music by
Prokofiev, choreography by Rudolph
Nureyev and directed tty Ermanno
Florio/Vello Prim; 7.30pm; Oct 3,

6,7

STUTTGART
OPERA/BALLET
Staatstheater Tel: (071 1) 2 03 20
• La Damnation de Faust by
Berlioz. Conducted tty Gabriele

Ferro and directed by Luciano
Damiani. Soloists indude Marilyn

Schmiege, Keith Lewis and Ludwig
Baumann; 7pm; Oct 6

VIENNA
CONCERTS
GeseBschaft der Musikfreunde Tel:

(1) 505 1363
• Austrian Radio Symphony

Orchestra: with a/to Iris Vermillion.

Pinchas Steinberg conducts Bnem,
Komgold and Bruckner 7.30pm;
Oct 13

WASHINGTON
GALLERIES
National Gallery Tel: (202) 737 4215
• A Great Heritage: Renaissance
and Baroque drawings from
Chatsworth consisting of 105 works
by artists such as Rembrandt, van

Dyck and Raphael; from Oct 8 to

Dec 31

THEATRE
Arena Stage Tel: (202) 488 3300
• Holiday Heart by Cheryl L. West
A play about hope and redefining

the family; to Nov 19
Kennedy Center Tel: (202) 467
4600
• Hello Dolly: by Jerry Herman.

New production starring Carol

Channlng; to Oct 8

Roundhouse Theater Tel: (301) 933

1644

• Nora: by Henrik Ibsen, adapted

by Ingmar Bergman and directed by

Tom Prewitt Drama with foe

doll-like young wife; 8pm; to Oct 8

Studio Theater Tel: (202) 332 3300

• Slavs!: Thinking About the Long

Standing Problems of Virtue and

Happiness. By Tony Kushner and

directed by Dan DeRaey. A
surrealistic montage of post-Soviet

culture; 8pm; to Oct 8

Woolly Mammoth Tel: (202) 488

3300
• Watbanaland: by Doug Wright,

directed by Lee Mikeska-Gandner.

Surreal drama of life and longing in

an overpowering society; 8pm; to

Oct 8

WORLD SERVICE
BBC for Europe can be
received in western Europe
on Medium Wave 648 kHZ
(463m)

EUROPEAN CABLE
AND SATELLITE
BUSINESS TV
(Central European Time)

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

NBC/Super Channel:

07.00
FT Business Morning

10.00
European Money Wheel
Nonstop live coverage until

14.00 of European

business and the financial

markets

17.30

Financial Times Business

Tonight

Midnight

Financial Times Business
Tonight
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A rchitects do not work
in a vacuum - they

are part of the
nation's construction

industry. Last night’s cere-

mony at London's Tate Gallery

to announce the winners of the

Financial Times Architecture
Award comes at a time of mod-
est optimism for the UK archi-

tectural profession and those

who construct large public
buildings.

Construction output is set to

rise by some 2 per cent next
year, according to Cambridge
Econometrics, the forecasting
group. While this is no great

leap forward, most of the
growth is attributable to fund-

ing from the National Lottery.

Much of the new work will

therefore be public commis-
sions for buildings in sport, the
heritage and the arts - the
showcase projects that archi-

tects particularly like design-

ing. During the past 20 years,

the UK has produced some out-

standing architects and they
are reaching their prime just

as the lottery money is coming
on stream.

This year’s FT award went to

a building that typifies this

new generation: Glyndeboume
Opera House in Sussex,
designed by Michael Hopkins
and Partners.

To replace a much-loved
musical gathering place in a
beautiful English country set-

ting by a contemporary build-

ing without making enemies is

a great feat. Sir Michael Hop-
kins achieved this through the

brilliance of his architecture:

he is the acceptable face of
modernism, as Glyndeboume
demonstrates very clearly.

However, it has to be remem-
bered that there is not one
great building in histon' that

did not have a powerful client:

in Glyndeboume's case, it was
Sir George Christie, the opera
house's owner.
Sir George knew what he

wanted. He raised all the
money from the private sector,

avoiding the need to please the
sort of quango that vets pub-

Scaling new heights in a perfect partnership: Client and
architect staged a triumph at Glyndeboume Opera House

Stage knights

take a bow
Colin Amery on the FT
Architecture Awards

lidy funded projects. And he
forged a partnership with his

architect while keeping overall

control.

There are also architectural

lessons to be learned from
Giyndbourae. Hopkins has
proved that it is possible to add
on to an aucient manor house
and still build a contemporary
and functional building.

He has done this by being
very careful to keep the new
building in scale with its sur-

roundings. Skilful use hag also

been made of local materials:

Glyndeboume may be the most
up-to-date theatre but its

bricks are hand-made, and
finely worked timber sits

alongside the concrete struc-

ture in the auditorium.

There is a humanity about
Glyndeboume - something we
all long for in new buildings.

Hopkins demonstrates that

achieving this does not require

the architect to ape the past.

His auditorium at Glynde-
bourae is as timeless as the

Pantheon but there is not a
classical column in sight.

The quality of this year's

shortlist for the FT award
shows just how high the stan-

dard has become, and how
hard the jury had to debate to

select a winner.
Glyndeboume’s competition

included Eurostar's channel
tunnel rail link terminal at

Waterloo by Nicholas Grim-
shaw and Partners. The gra-

cious and elegant terminal has
made arriving in London more
glamorous fhnn reaching the
Gan? du Nord in Paris.

Another outstanding build-

ing for a commercial company
is architect Richard MacCor-
mac’s new training college for

Cable and Wireless. This com-

LATVIAN PRIVATIZATION AGENCY

Tender for

MANAGEMENT CONTRACT of

LATVIAN SHIPPING COMPANY
The Latvian Privatization Agency {LPA) is a non-profit

State owned joint stock company established and op-

erating under the laws ofthe Republic of Latvia. The LPA
has been assigned jurisdiction over the State Enterprise

Latvian Shipping Company under privatization (LSC).

a short list of up to five bidders, which in the Commit-
tees opinion are most suitable. In this stage the Com-
mittee will look favourably on a demonstrated under-

standing of LSCs operations, likely gained through a
previous or existing business relationship with LSC.

LPA invites bids from well established and experienced

international ship management companies for the ad-

ministration and management of the affairs and opera-

tions of LSC.

During the second stage the Committee will open the

envelopes marked “B" of the short listed bidders.

The tender is open. Proposals will be accepted from sin-

gle enterprises, or of a consortium of parties established

as a corporate body. Submitted proposais/offers must

be in accordance with the laws of the Republic of Latvia.

Bids must be submitted in two separate sealed enve-

lopes, clearly marked "Tender for the Management of

Latvian Shipping Company, Part A" (envelope "A") and
"Tender for the Management of Latvian Shipping Com-
pany, Part B" (envelope "B*) respectively. The submit-

ted documents must be both in Latvian and English.

The Committee shall after the opening of envelopes ‘B’

of the short listed bidders evaluate their proposals in

order to decide, which bidder, in its opinion would be

most appropriate to enter into a contract with LPA, re-

garding the management of LSC. The Committee re-

serves the right to ask additional information from par-

ticipants.

The bidder must enclose in envelope "A“ information

which in the bidder's opinion is relevant in establishing

the bidder's experience and ability to undertake the

management of LSC. This information should include a

list of important clients, the bidder's experience in ship

managementand ship related business management as

well as the key personnel, indicating their qualifications

and experience.

The result of the tender will be decided by the Board of

the LPA, to whom the Committee reports. However, the

LPA is not obliged to accept any bid, if none of the bid-

ders meets its expectations. The successful bidder, if

any, will be invited to sign a contract The Board of the

LPA will make a decision about the result of the tender

within 10 days of the closing date for submission of bids.

The decision of the Board of the LPA is not subject to

furtherreview orappeal by participants. The bidders will

be notified of the results within ten days of the Boards

final decision.

LPA guarantees the confidentiality of the submitted

documents. The submitted documents will not be re-

turned to the bidders.

The bidders must provide information about their cor-

porate structure, including statutes/articles of incorpo-

ration, the corporate registration documentation evi-

dencing existence of the company and reference from

the servicing bank.

Envelopes "B'
1 must contain the bidder's detailed finan-

cial proposals and a draft management contract for LSC.

Bids may be submitted by delivering both envelopes "A*

and 'B" to the LPA tender-office (working hours Mon. -

Fri., 9:00 - 17:00 excl. Sat and Sun.) at K. VaJdemara

ieia 31, Riga, LV-1887, Republic of Latvia no later than

1 3:00 Latvian time, on the 20th of October, 1995. The

official date and time of receipt shall bethe date and time

registered by LPA document reception office, and shall be

evidenced with a stamp noting date and time of receipt.

The bids will be evaluated in two stages. Firstly, all en-

velopes marked "A" will be opened and the Evaluation

Committee (Committee) appointed by LPA will prepare

LPA (Latvian Privatization Agency

)

Janis Naglis, General Director

Privatizacijas agentura
(Latvian Privatization Agency)

K. Valdemfira ida 31, Riga, LV 1887, Latvija

Tel. +371-2-328539

+371-7332082

Fax +-371 -7243092

+371-7830363
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A currency

bines academic mini and com-
mercial. acumen in a gener-
ously landscaped setting near
Coventry.

Retailer J. Sainsbury made
the long shortlist for their
Plymouth store by Jeremy
Dixon and Edward Jones, a
building designed to look as if

it is mailing into the harbour.
The architectural profession

has been much battered by the
recession but the best practices

have survived well by adapting
to the new commercial climate.

Architects have had to adjust
extensively to fee bidding and
competition - partly in
response to EU rules on public
contracts. Not many profes-

sions have to compete so furi-

ously against their own col-

leagues, a process that requires

bilge amounts of Uttip in pre-

paring proposals for projects

that may come to nothing. In

many limited architectural
competitions, there is no pay-
ment.

Architects now need skins in

computer-aided design, in addi-

tion to marketing and financial

ability. They also have to have
management skills to secure a
role in the construction team
equal to that of the all-power-

ful project manager. Virtually

none of these skills is taught
during their expensive seven-

year training.

In the end architects are
judged by their buildings and
awards such as the FT's are
valuable ways of informing the

client community about the
best that British architects can
provide.

There can be no doubt of the

quality of this year's winner.

Like any great operatic perfor-

mance, Glyndebourne shows
the value of teamwork as well

as desiga The architect, the
client and the consultants
worked brilliantly together to

build at speed and with convic-

tion.

This year's winner should be
the lodestar for future lottery

buildings and stands as the
perfect example of informed
patronage.
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Few today
would bet a

penny on the

Swiss franc

declining in

value. The cur-

rency's spectac-

ular apprecia-

tion in the past

few months has forced down
domestic interest rates, and led

to substantial increases in the

value of Swiss bonds and
blue-chip stocks.

Its irresistible rise, we are

told, has been caused by the

flight of German capital inevi-

tably triggered by the planned

switch to a single European
currency. When Germany
replaces good D-Marks with
banana-republic Ecus (or

Euros), this fine of reasoning
continues, the Swiss franc will

be the only currency that
embodies traditional monetary
virtues. Not only will it be
stuffed under mattresses, but
every European institution
seeking a diversified portfolio

will have to hold it. Since the
Swiss money market is so
small compared with the
D-Mark area's, the result could
be a tidal wave to engulf even
the tallest Alpine peaks.

The only defence Switzer-

land would be able to muster
would be to impose negative

interest rates and other restric-

tions on non-resident deposits,

just as it did in 1978.

Such catastrophe scenarios
have been the main topic of

conversation in the cates of
Zurich and Geneva this sum-
mer. Let us now look at what
is really happening.
There can be no denying that

there has recently been an
influx of German capital into

the Swiss market. It is also

true that for a few months
there was a good deal of opti-

mism about European mone-
tary union. There were even
those who believed that an
arrangement would be found
to enable the weak currencies

to get around the strict Maas-

tricht convergence require-

ments. That is why. until Sep-

tember, those currencies were

rising against the DMark and

the high-yielding bond markets

were performing so well

But the situation was

abruptly reversed when, on the

Inst day of summer, a seem-

ingly innocuous comment by

Theo Waigel, the German

finance minister, brought

everyone back to earth. Since

then, the D-Mark has regained

ground against the weak cur-

rencies and the Swiss franc.

And for once, the weakness of

the dollar, which usually

boosts the —
Swiss franc T c
against the In 5»Wll

D-Mark, failed (he C
to have any j-
effect. dlSCOUl
so it does mostly

look as though. Ugarst i

for a while, the DcLtii

D-Mark suf- trailsac
fered - and the

Swiss franc Conduct
benefited from foasi
- fears that
Emu might be
achieved quickly bat without

true convergence. Yet that is

not the whole story. Funda-
mentals were also at work, in

particular the differences in

the monetary policies being
pursued by the Swiss National
Rank and the Bundesbank.

The Bundesbank has not

been its usual tight-fisted self

lately. Not even the likelihood

of renewed German economic
growth, and its only moderate
success in curbing inflation,

has prevented it from continu-

ing to lower interest rates.

The Swiss National Rank has

not succumbed to laxity, and
has come across as the last

repository of orthodoxy. Deter-

mined to choke off any infla-

tionary pressures generated by
the introduction of value added
tax, it pursued a relatively

tight monetary policy at the

start of this year, paying little

attention to Switzerland's slug-

in Switzerland,
the official

discount rate is

mostly symbolic
because no

transactions are
conducted on the

basis of it

gish economy and modest

inflation rate.

Wben the Swiss franc began

to appreciate again ,
the bank

gave tiie impression, that it was

following the market, rather

than leading it, in moving

interest rates down. In Switzer-

land. the official discount rate

is mostly symbolic because no

transactions are conducted on

the basis of it. But it does act

as a reference-point for the

market. It was kept almost

constantly at a percentage

point below the Bundesbank's

discount rate, even though
Swiss fundamentals and the

upward pres-

sure on the

erland, franc suggest

Rria] that it coulduciai
. faave been

I rate IS reduced fur-

wmbolic tJ
?
e
r-

“ eajl-

r while, the mon-
Se no etary base -

.ons are ^
, tor the bank
[1 on tne officially cares

of it about - stayed

below its target

level.

The contrast between the

unmovable moneymen in Zur-

ich and the unusually prag-

matic officials in Frankfurt
thus became sharper, enhanc-

ing the Swiss franc's appeal.

The Swiss National Bank did

finally seem to become aware

of the danger and the need to

take action: after the Swiss
franc took off in mid-
September, it lowered its dis-

count rate to 2 per cent, citing

currency developments as the
reason. That decision was
hailed by the markets and was
interpreted as a sign that the
bank would be more accommo-
dating in fixture. By a fortu-

nate coincidence, the decision

was announced on the same
day Mr Waigel tried to talk the

D-Mark up. The D-Mark duly
recovered a little from a nine-

year low of SFr0.799.

But the Swiss franc will not

really settle down unless the

Swiss National. Bank j«j more
open about whaLits. intentions

are and is seen to acf-accord-

are^rather opa^S^^
immediate effect is hard to
assess. It would therefore be ho
bad tiling for the bank to con-
firm that it intends to chpffr'
Swiss franc's wings' fattier

than continuing to give the
impression that its monetary
target is the be-afl-aijd tmdelL
The currency .Will- certainly

remain sensitive id the vicissi-

tudes of Emu. But recent poV
'

icy statements, should dispel
tears that the Maastricht-
requirements wiH ijft bent In
addition, the. derisions ai the
recent Valencia meeting not to

delay Emu beyond 1999 should
make far a less emotional and
more business-like atmosphere.
This is because it has reduced
the risk that the weaker cur-
rencies might be allowed to

:

join without meeting the Maas-
’

tricht convergence criteria.

Moreover, signs that the Ger-

man economy is: picking .up
may, by the end of the year,

convince the markets that the
Bundesbank will damp , down -

before much longer A
Yet that is no reason for.the

Swiss National Bank to do
nothing but respond to devel-

opments elsewhere. If it adopts
such an approach, the Swiss
franc - along with Swiss inter-

est rates and financial markets
- will fluctuate wildly, rising

sharply in the immediate,
future before suffering an
abrupt correction when capital

flows are eventually reversed.

If. on the other hand, it

states clearly what its inten-

tions are, without being too

heavy-handed, the currency

should settle down. Certainly,

the bank cannot ignore the
need to tone dawn what Oscar
Wilde called the '‘melodra-

matic side" of currencies.
*
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Russia achieving economic
success, despite problems

Criticism of

forecasters

From Mr Jochen Wermuth-
Sir. With regard to your

article "Early declaration of

victory” (September 27). it has
not been my impression that

the Russian government is try-

ing to set off a nuclear war
“simply by failing to fund"
nuclear submarine bases and
“hundreds of state pro-
grammes". Problems persist in

the flow of funds from the cen-

tre to the regions and to sec-

tors of the economy. Also, in

real terms federal expenditure

bas been cut by 35 per cent

since 1992, causing social hard-

ship in some cases.

Still, I would consider it a
great success that, for the first

time this year, the government
has been able to execute 100

per cent of federal expenditure

as specified by law; any addi-

tional expenditure will
be agreed on in the state

Duma.

Similarly. I think that 1995

has, if anything, been charac-

terised by significant struc-

tural reforms, a precondition

for macroeconomic stabilisa-

tion. and not by “faltering

structural reforms”. Namely,
foreign liberalisation has prog-

ressed at a rapid pace with the

abolition of centralised trade at

the beginning of the year and
the reduction of export tariffs

at the end of the year, leading

to net gross domestic product

gains. At the same time,

energy prices have increased
by more than 40 per cent in

real terms! and, thanks to two
large tax packages over the
course of the year, energy sec-

tors finally have to pay some
of their tax bills. Excises were
more than doubled over the

course of the year to counter

lost revenue from export tar-

iffs. .

Finally, while privatisation

has been slow, this has not
been a sign of faltering struc-

tural reform , but on the con-

trary. a sign of commonsense
fiscal policies. The Russian
stockmarket is likely to multi-

ply by a factor of three to 10 in
real terms before too long, but

is likely to remain relatively

depressed before the elections.

Thus, for the government to

sell shares today would not be
intelligent. The loans for

shares deal, however, in its

final version will have private

investors working to increase
the value of government stakes
and could be used in any text-

book on incentive theory.

Jochen Wennuth,
head of group, macroeconomic
policy department,

economic export group.

Ministry of Finance of the

Russian Federation,

Hyinka 9.

Moscow, Russia

misplaced

Fine export

effort

Prudent criteria for

participation in Emu
From Mr Michael Rase.

Sir, Your Observer article

“Natty centred" (September

;

28), regarding the mission to

, Belgium of small and medium-
I sized enterprises, would have
1

served “UK Limited" well had
it praised the efforts of the del-

egates involved and recorded

their success and determina-
tion, rather than resorting to

political knocking.
The participating companies

were all winners of a competi-

tion for places from some 1.500

attendees at recent “Begin in

Benelux" seminars organised
throughout the UK by industry
and government to encourage

such companies to enter the
exporting arena. We all had
the added bonus and privilege

of being led by the foreign

office minister, Jeremy Hanley.

It was a shining example of

industry and government
working together as we strive

to encourage a further 30.000

companies to export by the
turn of the century.

For the record, the trade fig-

ures to Belgium last year of
£7.7bn showed a year on year
increase of some 9.6 per cent •

The latest figures for 1995

show a continued improve-
ment and the nation has a pos-
itive trade balance. The Bene-
lux countries are now Britain’s

second-largest trade outlet

Michael Rose,

chairman. Begin in Benelux
Campaign.
Department of Trade and
Industry,

Kingsgate House,
66-74 Victoria Sheet,

London SWlE 6SW. UK

From Mr Richard Benzie.
Sir. Recently reported

remarks by the German
finance minister. Mr Theo Wai-

gel, on the ineligibility of Italy

and Belgium for monetary
union have created a stir

(Letters, September 28). Never-
theless, they may yet have a
benign impact if they encour-
age a re-examination of the fis-

cal policy criteria contained in
the Maastricht treaty.

The problem is the debt cri-

terion, which should be
scrapped. It would, for exam-
ple, preclude Japan from par-
ticipating in monetary union,
were it a member of the EU.
Since Japan has enjoyed the
lowest average inflation rate of

any OECD country over the
last 10 years

, this seems
absurd.

As a quid pro quo for putting
the debt issue to one side. Ger-
many WOUld be Wise to insert

on a tightening of the budget
deficit criterion. Prior to the
exceptional demands of reunifi-

cation, the German govern-
ment recorded an average bud-
get deficit of 2 per cent of gross
domestic product over the
period 1981-1990.

Proponents of monetary

union have argued that a com-
mon currency will allow other
EU members to experience
German levels of inflation. It is

consistent with such claims to
require governments in the
common currency area to have
kept their average budget defi-

cits below 2 per cent of GDP
over the some recent pre-
scribed period.

The elegance of the budget
deficit criterion is that it sensi-
bly blocks the participation in
monetary union of two types of
government: those with large
debt service payments (on
account of their high inflation
rates) and those with non-in-
terest expenditures exceeding
revenues by a large margin it

is precisely these two groups
for which a transition period
outside the single currency
zone is appropriate.

It is surely right that the cri-
teria for participation in Euro-
pean monetary union should
concentrate on the prudence of
recent policies, rather than the
sins and omissions of the more
distant past.

Richard Benzie.
Flat 5,

167 Mommyton Road,
London Ell SEA, UK

From Mr Patrick Foley.

Sir, John Kay (“Cracks in

the crystal ball", September 29)

makes out economic forerast-

ers to be mindless followers of

trends. “Economic forecasters

know little of what they are

forecasting, so there are worse

rules of thumb than expecting

that the future will be like the

past." He goes on to suggest

that there have been important

structural changes in the econ-

omy which most, or perhaps

alL forecasters have’ failed to

see. He, of course, has spotted

these changes, which will have

.

“wide-ranging effects on busi-

ness and finance, and eco-

nomic analysis ram illuminate

what they are". - -

John Kay's criticism is

entirely misplaced. It is exactly

because of such structural

changes that economists and

economic forecasters, includ-

ing. I suspect, his own staff at

London Economics, are

employed. Their job is to iden-

tify such changes and to pre-

dict what impact they will
.

have, whether at a macro, or

micro level I know of-no fore-

caster who simply, follows

trends. Indeed, economic fire-

casting is all about attempting

to assess how the future will

be from ihe‘past #
Presumably, John Kay is

now going to propose, in his

capacity as professor of eco-

nomics at the London Business

School, that the institution’s.

Centre for Economic Forecast-

ing should close:; As he says,

“when someone tells you what

inflation will be -in .foe third

quarter of nest year, or pre-

dicts the growth of manufac-

turing output in 1997, do not

listen. He does not know." Hie

LBS forecasts both these

things!

Of course, forecasters don't

know and most forecasters

(with a few well-known excep-

tions) would not claim to

know. Most published forecaste

are no more than what the

forecaster considers io be the

mid-point of a range of values

possible under the most likely

scenario.

Patrick Foley,

chief economic adviser.

Lloyds Bank.
PO Box 215,

71 Lombard Street.

London EC3P 3BS, VK

our’

Monnet money - an appropriate tribute
From MrRomano Subiatto.

Sir, Lionel Barber reports
from Valencia (“EU on course
for currency plan”. October 2)
that the European currency
may be called the “Euro", I

would invite our leaders to
consider calling it the “Mom

net" after Jean. This would be
an appropriate tribute to Jean
Monnet. deal with German
objections to the Ecu, preserve
Gallic pride, and be phoneti-
cally more meaningful than
Uie “Euro”, since citizens are
likely to be happier with a lot

of Monnet A note of caution,

however, since a Monnet could

be taken to mean “small mon-

key” in V-alenciaa depending

on the pronunciation.

Romano Subiatto,

131, rue des Confedetes,

B-1040 Brussels. Belgium
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Laws made
in secret

*

Mr David Martin, the MEP for
LoQam . once said that if the
European Community applied for
membership of itself it would be
rejected, on the grounds that it is
not a democracy.
Since he made the remark, the

European Union has come into
existence. But that has done noth-
ing to improve matters. The quasi-
federal community is now flanked
by -two intergovernmental “pil-
lars* in which ministers take deci-
sions with even less semblance of
parliamentary control.
But at least those decisions are

not legislative acts. Anv legisla-
tion they may lead to has to be
enacted by the parliaments of the
member states. In the community,
by contrast laws are made which
the member states are bound to
enforce; and they are made by the
Council of Ministers, with the
elected European parliament
playing only a subsidiary role.

The council is, in other words, a
legislature, whose members are
not elected but delegated by
national governments. That puts
them at two removes from the
electorate. Not content with that,
they debate and enact laws in pri-
vate - something no legislature in
any .

democratic country presumes
to do.

Not until the Danish vote
against Maastricht 1992 did the
council begin to admit the need
for greater transparency. The
Edinburgh summit at the end of
that year promised more open gov-
ernment, and the Danish presi-

dency which followed allowed tele-

vision cameras into the council for

the first time. Only for part of the

proceedings, however, and even
that requires a unanimous vote on
each occasion.

.
Last year, in reply to a request

from this newspaper, the council
graciously agreed to arrange for
the votes of its members to be
recorded and "periodically pub-
fished". But it refused a request
from The Guardian newspaper for
disclosure of its minutes, and is
still fighting the issue In the Court
of Justice.

Meanwhile, it is embroiled in an
argument with the parliament,
and has several times been critic-
ised by the court, for making
secret amendments or exceptions
to the Jaws it passes. This practice
violates the fundamental legal
principle that the content of law
must be fully public - the neces-
sary counterpart of the rule that
ignorance of the law is no excuse.
Yet the “code of conduct" adopted
by the council yesterday, which
purports to end this abuse, still

allows it to exempt itself in cer-

tain cases from the obligation to
make such amendments public.

The trouble is that the council is

composed of ministers, who are
used to functioning as an execu-
tive and therefore feel the need for

confidentiality. Its very name sug-

gests an executive rather than a
legislature. This point should be
clarified by next year’s intergov-

ernmental conference. As a

French minister suggested last
year, the legislative and executive
functions of the council should be
separated, and the former should
be exercised at special sessions
held in public, with a fixed agenda
published in advance.

Nigeria’s plight
General Saul Abacha, Nigeria's

military leader, has missed an
opportunity. Instead of taking
advantage of his long-awaited
national day speech to outline a
fresh start, he has done no more
than expediency required. Next
month’s Commonwealth confer-

ence in New Zealand gives the
opportunity to persuade him to do
much more, and help him do it

While welcome, Gen Abacha’s
decision to grant clemency to
alleged coup plotters sentenced to
death was the least he had to do
in the free of pressure from world
leaders. He also commuted the life

sentences Imposed on Nigeria’s

former leader, retired General
Ohisegun Obasanjo, and on a

number of others.

Those sentences will almost cer-

tainly expire when Abacha’s reign

ends. If the general keeps his

promise this will be three years'

hence, the date he announced on
Sunday for the handover to civil-

ian rule. This is twice as long as

an orderly return to democracy

requires. It is also far too long to

leave Nigeria in charge of a

regime whose economic policy is

incompetent and confused. Noth-

ing illustrates this better than its

belief that it can renationalise its

commercial banks, while at the
&arm> time seeking an agreement

with the IMF.

The Commonwealth conference,

barely a mouth away, is an excel-

lent opportunity to make it clear

to the Nigerian leader that what

he has announced is far from
enough. The opening item on its

agenda for Nigeria should he to

call on Gen Abacha to reduce the
transition to democracy to a
period ofno more than is months.
He should invite the Common-
wealth to monitor the election pro-

cess from the start. General Aba-
cha must also release the winner
of the aborted 1993 presidential

election. Chief Moshood Abiola.

In return, the Commonwealth
can help persuade Nigeria’s credi-

tors to take a radical approach to

the country’s unmanageable exter-

nal debt burden. This would
involve them making an offer of
sizeable relief and long-term
rescheduling - conditional mi eco-

nomic reform and maintaining the
new election timetable.

Finally, if the army is to support
the transition, a demobilisation
fund should be established. This
would be financed by the oil

receipts that are currently improp-
erly diverted to the pockets of the

military. The fund would be used

to help reduce the size of the army
through retraining schemes and
redundancy payments for ordi-

nary soldiers. It would also pro-

vide golden handshakes to senior

officers who might otherwise sabo-

tage an orderly handover, because

they see their chance of enrich-

ment threatened by civilian rule.

Given the complexity and frus-

tration of dealing with Nigeria, it

may be tempting for concerned

governments to relax pressure on
the regime, because of General

Abacha’s partial concessions. This

would be wrong. While Nigeria

may now drop from the headlines,

the potential for disaster is as

great as ever.

Labour’s jobs
ae youth employment package

railed in Brighton yesterday by

r Gordon Brown, the shadow

lancellor, has one important

[vantage over many previous

ihour jobs schemes. Like it or

it, the funding for the proposal -

rough a one-off levy on priva-

led industries - Is. crystal clear.

Mr Brown will doubtless spend

good part of the time between

fw and the election arguing the

jbts and wrongs of such a tax.

it he had a different case to

ake in yesterday’s speech:

mely that if an incoming labour

vemment is indeed going to

reive a £i5-3bn “windfall", his

iplqyment proposals are the

st way to spend it

In general terms, it is difficult to

spute the notion that high

lemployment rates, much of it

ate long-term, among under-25

ar-olds carry grave consc-

iences.- not merely for the imfi-

duals themselves, but for the

untry as a whole.

International experience sug*

sts that people who fall off the

ucational and employment

nveyor belt early in life often

end the rest of their careers pay

g for it in lower earnings, and

^ueredjob histories. Their lack

experience and valuable skills

ilps.make the labour market less

Stole and more prone to infla-

we. Also, given that the vast

ajorfty of criminal offences are

umnitted by under-25 year olds,

is a fair guess that their idleness

iposes this cost, too. on society.

Mr Brown's priorities are sensi-

e. In practice, these translate

into a commitment to providing a

wider range of options for those

young people who have been

unemployed for over six months.

But there are difficulties. For
example, the £60 per week employ-

ers’ rebate is likely to have size-

able substitution effects, since

companies will favour six-month

unemployed workers over those

who have just left school, and

they may well sack people

employed under the scheme when

the rebate runs out, six months

later.
. ,

Any subsidy scheme is certain

to have knock-on effects of this

kind. To claim that one group

deserves particular policy atten-

tion is to claim that the benefits to

the participants will outweigh the

costs. But Mr Brown may need to

provide more details to convince

sceptics that an of his proposals

meet this test, particularly the

proposed state-run "environment

taskforce, which will need to be

well-managed if it is to provide

participants with useful expen-

6

In outline, though, the Labour

party scheme seems to strike a

sensible balance between a US-

style "sink or swim" approach to

young workers and the vigorous

state paternalism of many conti-

nental European systems. Offering

quasi-public sector work as an.

alternative to either private sector

employment or fuU-ttme education

Is a gamble, since such pro-

grammes tend to be costly and

prone to abuse. The evidence sug-

gests, however, that it may be a

gamble worth taking.

F
ive years after re-

unification, Germany has
some reason to feel

pleased with itself. The
assimilation of the bank-

rupt, former communist east Ger-

many is making process.
Living standards in the east are

catching up with those in the west
Investment, especially in infrastruc-

ture, has been strong. In spite of

huge financial transfers to the east,

Germany as a whole has managed
the transformation with its cur-
rency intact and inflation low.

But Germany would not be Ger-

many if today's fifth anniversary of
unification were not also a cause for

sober reflection and anxiety. The
government in Bonn has been at

pains to stress that eastern Ger-

many is only half-way to having a
viable, self-sustaining economy. The
costs of unification are felt by every
citizen through higher taxation,

including a deeply unpopular “soli-

darity levy” that adds 7.5 per cent
to individual tax bills. While opin-
ion polls show that easterners are
gradually taking a more positive
view of unification, four out of 10
westerners think conditions have
worsened since Germany became
one nation. Slowly, the realisation

is dawning that what seemed to
many to be a simple takeover by
the west of the east may have pro-
found effects on the whole country
in the years to come.
Reunification has been a sweet

and sour experience. Writing in the
weekly newspaper, Die Zeit, Mr
Wolfgang ScMuble, the leader of
the Christian Democrat and Chris-
tian Social alliance in the Bundes-
tag, observed: “We have not got as
far in 1995 as we thought we might
in 1990. But in 1992 we would never
have thought we would have got as

for as we have today."

There is much positive news out
of eastern Germany. The region's

economy is growing rapidly, by an
estimated S per cent this year. Its

share of total German gross domes-
tic product rose from 7.2 per cent in

1991 to 10.4 per cent in 1994. Per-

sona! incomes are rising, with the
average per capita monthly income
now more than 70 per cent of the
western level against 49 per cent in

1991.

Industrial production is growing,

albeit from a low level: output was
up by about a fifth last year. East-

ern Germany is acquiring a modem
economic infrastructure. Spending
on transport has totalled DM55bn
(¥38.73), about half Germany's
entire transport budget since unifi-

cation. Deutsche Telekom has spent
DM40bn installing 4.2m new phone
lines, creating in the process a
phone system that is for better than

that in the west, and plans to spend
a further DM20bn by 1997.

But such progress has been costly

and only possible through big trans-

fers of money from the west which
are expected to continue for years.

Although the transfers appear to

have peaked in 1993, they are still

forecast at a gross DM2Q7.6bn this

year and DM196.5bn in 1996. Such
figures help explain why Germany’s
overall public-sector debt will reach

C
ottbus, a small town in

the east German state of

Brandenburg, has been
transformed in the past

five years. Until 1990, it was a
shabby place where you could
smell and feel the gritty brown coal

from the neighbouring Laubag
open cast mines. Those smells have
almost gone because of closures

.

and the introduction of new tech-

nology. So have the jobs. The mines
used to employ more than 55,000

people. Today, no more than 12,000

people work at Laubag.
As one smell has faded, another

has taken its place: flowers. The
new public gardens in Cottbus have
attracted hundreds of thousands of

visitors since they were opened ear-

lier this year.

“When I visited the gardens last

week, I could see young mothers
pushing small prams in the autumn
sun, and pregnant women,” says
one east German mother of three.

“It was a very reassuring
sight"
Reassuring, because for the first

time since German reunification.

The east German economy is recovering
after unification - and teaching the west
how to be flexible, says Peter Norman

Sweet and sour
experience

Reunification! east Germany catches up
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DM2,015bn this year, nearly double
the DMl.D4Sbn of 1990.

Eastern Germany's core problem
is that it does not produce sufficient

goods or services to meet the needs
of its people. Domestic demand in

the new Lander exceeded produc-

tion by DM219bn last year. The
region's industrial base is too nar-

row. Just 6.7 per cant of east Ger-

mans are employed in manufactur-

ing against 12 per cent of west
Germans.
Productivity, although rising, is

still low. By last year, GDP per
worker was 53 per cent of the west-

ern German level up tram 31 per
cent in 199L

It is true that investment has
grown strongly, with spending on
plant and equipment up from
DM34.4bn in the second half of 1990

to nearly DMlSObn last year. But
nearly two thirds of the total has

been spent on buildings. The Berlin-

based DIW economic research insti-

tute has estimated that eastern Ger-
many has only about 10 per cent of
total German capital stock, whereas
its size would justify a share -of

about 20 per cent. It could take
another 10 years for capital stock

and labour productivity to catch up
with the west.

There are other handicaps. East-

ern German companies are weakly
capitalised. Profits are low: a recent

DIW report suggested that only 14
per cent of eastern businesses made
a profit last year. Unlike western
companies, eastern businesses have
no hidden reserves. They also have
fewer management skills. Liquidity

difficulties, which in the west would
be overcome, hit hard and quickly

and often with a domino effect

among weakly capitalised suppliers.

There are growing fears that a

19M 82 84 89 98 90 92 94
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wave of bankruptcies will hit east-

ern Germany. Mr Lothar Spflth, a
former prime minister of the west-

ern German state of Baden Wfirt-

temberg and now chief executive of

Jenoptik GmbH, an east German
optical group, has warned that

“about a half of eastern German
manufacturing companies are In
acute danger”.

The weakness of eastern German
companies has been especially stri-

king in export markets where the
new Lander accounted far only IB
per cent of total German exports in

1994.

These problems are crystallised in
continuing high unemployment.
The region’s unemployment rate

was 139 per cent in August against

SB per cent in the west Nearly two
thirds of those out of work are
women.
And yet, because productivity

Scent of self-confidence
Judy Dempsey finds a new optimism in the east

the birth rate in east Germany has
stopped falling. In 1993, eastern

Germany had fewer than 5.1 births

per thousand people - 60 per cent
fewer than in the same period of

1989 and half the rate In western

Germany. The fall was the largest

ever in the industrial world - the

only comparable one was in Berlin

between 1942 and 1946.

But then the birthrate climbed

between October 1994 and April

1995, Indicating that east Germans
may not only be coming to terms

with unification but beginning to

have faith in the future.

“I want to have another child

now," says Ms Gaby SchrSter, a
30-year-old east Berliner. Her first

child was born in 1989. Trained as

a teacher, she has been unemployed
since 1992 and receives DM1,200
($843) a month in unemployment

benefit But her husband has a job.

“We can manage financially. I also

think we are slowly coping with
the huge traumatic changes which
have taken place in our lives since

1990. 1 suppose you can say we are

adapting.”

Unemployment in the east
remains high, but east Germans
are saving and accumulating finan-

cial assets at a rate which has sur-

prised even the Bundesbank.
In its May report, the Bundes-

bank noted that “the financial

assets of residents in the New
Linder have nearly doubled since

monetary union became effective

and now correspond approximately
to conditions in western Germany
around the middle of the 1970s”. In

east Germany, each household last

year had financial assets of
DM40,000 compared with

DM137,000 in the west. East Ger-

mans saved 11.9 per cent of then-

disposable income, not much less

than the 12.7 per cent figure for

west Germans.
“My friends are even beginning

to build or buy houses,” says Mr
Rainer Manthei, an east Berliner

who owns his own office cleaning
business. Mr Manthei recently

bought a plot of land outside Berlin

and spends his spare time building

his new home.
“We can now plan for the future.

We are putting money aside. We
have an idea where we are going,”

he says. Benjamin, his third child,

was born last April, the first birth

in the family since unification.

East Germans are not just having

more children and saving more of

their earnings. They are also
changing their spending habits.

growth has lagged behind the

growth of wages, eastern unit

labour costs are about 37 per cent

higher than in the west The unem-

ployed in the east are paying dearly

for the German trade unions’ policy

of transferring western wages and

other conditions to the new Lender

as rapidly as possible.

Eastern Germany will continue to

depend on taxpayers' support for

some years to come. Although the

government would love to get rid of

the solidarity levy, a phased aboli-

tion is unlikely to start before 1998.

Inevitably, the mixed record since

unification is prompting second
thoughts as to whether opportuni-

ties have been missed and if things

could not be managed better in the

future.

Some, like Mr Sp&th, now regret

that the takeover of east was not

used to introduce reforms that

could have served as a model for

western Germany.

M r Georg Milbradt.
another westerner,

who is finance
minister of the east

German Land of

Saxony, has complained that what
was in effect a takeover of the east

by western Germany led to the

adoption of western German prac-

tices and attitudes which were
insufficiently dynamic for a society

going through a fundamental
change. In particular, he argues
that the imposition of west German-
style wages was the main reason
why 3.5m people lost their jobs in

the east between 1989 and 1993.

In this important area, however,
eastern German companies are tak-

ing the initiative to break with
western practices. Local employers
are increasingly cutting deals with
trade unions or taking unilateral

action to undercut the costly labour
wage settlements agreed at a
national level.

A worried Mr Dieter Schulte,

head of the German Trade Union
Federation, warned last week that

developments in eastern Germany
threatened to “hollow out" Ger-
many’s system of collective wage
bargaining and wage setting. He
cited survey evidence which
suggested that only one third of
companies belonged to employers*

associations and were thus obliged

to implement collective agreements.

Of the other two thirds, half paid
wages that undercut the agree-
ments. Moreover, even some compa-
nies that did belong to employers’

associations were ignoring the
agreements and paying lower
wages.

Eastern Germany's labour market
practices could be an early sign of

how unification is destined to bring

change to Germany as a whole. Mr
Milbradt certainly hopes it will.

Unification, he says, should be
treated as a welcome chance for

reform.

“We must change the western
German model,” he says. “Then,
despite all the errors and burdens,

the process of unification could lead

to an increase in the flexibility of
the entire German economy."

after indulging in a consumer
spending spree in 1990 and 1991

following the exchange of their Ost
Marks for D-Marks. The craving for

west German goods has given way
to a sense of confidence In their

own products - of which they were
so ashamed in the aftermath of uni-

fication.

Ulrich, the local supermarket
chain which has an outlet in Mitte.

the heart of east Berlin, displays

more east German cigarette and
dairy brands than west German
products. Local food producers
report that their share of the east

German market has risen to 40 per

cent from 30 per cent in 1991.

“Of course some east German
products are cheaper,” says Mr
Horst Dieckmaim, a sales assistant

in one of the KQtte’s local Tabaks,
outlets which sen newspapers and
cigarettes. “But that is only part of

the reason. I think east Germans
now feel their products are Just as
good as the west German ones. I

think we feel more confident about
unification. Less inferior to the
Wessis."

Observer
Nuclear
option

First prize, France. Second prize,

the world. It seems almost too

Gallic to be true, but a new book

published yesterday describes how,

a year or so ago, aides to the former

French prime minister Edouard
BaUadur were wracking their

brains for a carrot to persuade

Jacques Chirac to drop out of the

presidential race.

Aha, they thought - as Bernard

Brigouleix, then Bahadur’s press

secretary, reveals in his book -

what better pick-me-up for failing to

secure the Elysee than the

secretary-generalship of the United

Nations? Hence advisers to

BaUadur, who was riding high early

in the campaign, camp to dismiss

the notion of promising to promote
Chirac as a successor to Boutros

Boutros-Ghali

Of course, Balladur lost to Chirac,

not the other way around, which is

perhaps just as well

Considering that the impulsive

Chirac 1ms managed to alienate

much ofthe world within the first

five months ofhis presidency,just

think what he could have achieved

at the UN.

End of the line
The glaciers of Iceland must have

juddered to a halt in their tortuous

progress to the sea yesterday when

Mrs Vigdis Finnbogadottir

surprised the country's

1065-year-old Ailing - or parliament
- by declaring she would not be

standing for another term as

president in next year's elections.

The ever-popular president has won
four terms of office - twice
ancon tested - since she was elected

as the world's first woman head of

state in 1980. Since then, she has

come to symbolise paradoxical

Iceland, a far-flung but highly

progressive outpost where volcanic

hot springs bubble in the shadow of

great glaciers. Despite her youthful

looks. Mrs Finnbogadottir has

evidently decided that at €5 it is

time to step down from the cares of

office.

Duck netted
Well, well. Perot Systems, the

Dallas computer consulting group

founded by Texas billionaire Ross

Perot, has brought James

Cannavino, IBM's former chief

strategist out of retirement and

signed him up as its president and

chief operating officer.

Nicknamed “wild duck”,

Cannavino was once viewed as a

potential future chairman of Big

Blue, but Lou Gerstner dashed his

hopes on arrival in April 1993.

Refusing to sign a “non compete"

agreement - and thus foregoing

millions of IBM share options -

51-year-old Cannavino took his

leave in March after 32 years with

the company. Yesterday he said

that he had decided he had been
"retired for long enough".
“A flea with global ambitions", as

its boss Morton Meyerson yesterday
styled it, Perot Systems has yet to

live up to its promise. But last

month, it signed an important deal

with Swiss Bank Corporation. That,

together with Cannavino's arrival,

certainly helps it along the way to a

public stock offering. Cannavino

could then recoup some of those

millions he left on the table at IBM
- and Ross Perot, who owns 20 per

cent of Perot Systems, would do

quite nicely, too, thank you.

Cobbled together
As Jean Saint-Geours comes to

the end of his six-year stint as

chairman of the Commission des

Operations de Bourse, the French
markets watchdog, the battle to

appoint his successor seems to be

about almost anything but

securities regulation.

Jean Arthuis, the bean-counter

tumed minister of economics and
finance, is keen to promote his own
directeur de cabinet, Jean Lemierre,

This, however, seems to have little

to do with any high regard for

Lemierre, inherited from his

outspoken, and now sacked,

predecessor Alain MadeHn. No,
Arthuis is determined to show that

he is his own man, and giving the

COB position to his directeur de
cabinet - with whom he does not

see eye to eye - would be a useful

early marker.

Word has it that he could be

pipped at the post by Michel Prada,

now head of the state-backed
specialist development bank Credit

d'Equipement des Petits et Moyens
Enterprises

Prada’s card is that the powers
that be seem to want an elegant

way of extricating him from an
institution with its share of

financial difficulties.

Time for a regulator of regulatory

appointments?

Bomb shell
How times change. It is 75 years

almost to the month ago since

someone tried to blow up the Wall

Street headquarters of Ji5
. Morgan

& Co. The House of Morgan, which

was even more powerful then that

it is today, survived intact but

more than 40 people died in the

explosion.

The immediate assumption was

that it was the work of the

Bolsheviks who wanted to strike a

blow at the best-known pillar of

capitalism. The US Justice

Department started searching for

five anarchists, all with Italian

names. In the end no one was found

guilty and the question ofwho
planted the bomb remains a

mystery to this day.

Now a US federaljury has

convicted 10 Moslem radicals -

including a blind deric - of plotting

to blow up several New York
landmarks in 1993. Let's hope they

convicted the right guys.

100 years ago
Hie Seqoel to Sequah
Five years ago - to be precise in

June 1880 - the guileless and
trusting British investor was
asked to subscribe the sum of

£200,000 towards the acquisition

of the business of Sequah
limited. The prospectus was
framed along the most glowing
lines, and seemed to open np to

subscribers a prospect of almost

illimitable returns.

Chemists’ testimonials were
appended to the prospectus by
the score, to prove the immense
demand that existed for Prairie

Flower and Sequah Oil which
were declared to be specifies for

indigestion and liver complaint
The system of advertising,

which was by the cheap method
of Cheap Jacks, who toured the

country on waggons and
descanted eloquently upon the
merits of these admirable
remedies, was eulogised.

So much for promises, now for

performances; and seldom has
there been a greater contrast

between picturesque imagination
and bleak reality. From the

commencement of toe company’s
operations, the profits on the
Prairie Flower appeared to

wither up. and the-number of
people who lubricated,

themselves with Sequah’s.Qil to
foil off lamentably.
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Tough reforms must be continued, warns report
, Phoenix

Russian economy set

for growth, says OECD
By Chrystia Freeland in Moscow

telecoms

alliance

The Russian economy could grow
by up to 10 per cent next year if

the government continued to

implement tough market
reforms, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development concludes In its

first survey of the country.

In the report published yester-

day. the Paris-based OECD fore-

casts that Russia's economic out-

put. which declined by 15 per
cent last year, could stabilise this

year and grow by as much as 10

per cent in 1996. It also praises
the government for its privatisa-
tion programme and for encour-
aging a flexible labour market.
But the OECD warns that Rus-

sia's progress depends on contin-

ued government commitment to

liberalisation and tough fiscal

policies. If tbe government fal-

ters, possibly distracted by the

temptation of appeasing voters
before parliamentary elections in

December, output could fall

again next year, says the OECD.
The report highlights the role

which the International Mone-
tary Fund has played in Russia's
reform process. In frank lan-

guage, it points out that Russian
leaders have “put the interna-
tional financial institutions in a

difficult position" by building for-

eign financial assistance into this

year's budget long before a deal

was achieved with the IMF.
Tbe OECD says this approach
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locked IMF officials into an awk-
ward position in which “what
might be justified hesitation on
tbeir part [could be] portrayed as
a cause of the fragility of [Rus-

sia’s] macroeconomic position."

It notes the IMF's monthly
monitoring of Russia's economic
performance this year, which it

describes as an “unprecedented”
measure, and one which had
helped keep Moscow’s spending
under control.

But the report's authors say
that, because of a reluctance to

reveal economic data to outsiders

and even to other branches of the
government, gathering informa-
tion about Russia was “signifi-

cantly more difficult" than for

other OECD surveys. In a sign of

caution, the OECD also insists

that in Russia “the process of
transformation is Car from com-
plete and its destination remains
unclear". One problem identified

is the failure of the privatisation

programme to lead to comprehen-
sive reform of corporate gover-

nance. It also urges the govern-

ment to continue with price

liberalisation.

Although the report is focused

on the economy, it devotes con-

siderable attention to the politi-

cal issues which have often acted

as a brake on economic change.

It criticises the haphazard nature
of political decision making in
Moscow and warns that prov-

inces often ignore central deci-

sions.

eu divisions Mitsui turbine link
Continued from Page 1 m ,

PS., which have suffered from With (jEC AlSUlOHlUS. which have suffered from
trade disputes such as the EU
banana regime and more funda-
mental divisions over EU policy

toward Bosnia.

“This relationship is too
important to discuss narrowly "

said Mr Kinkel. “Trade liberalis-

ation must stay in the action
plan as most tbe proposed study
of the free trade area.”

Mr Hervd De Cbarette, French
foreign minister, said the time
was not ripe for discussions on
farther tariff liberalisation or
the proposed study of a free

trade area.

By Geraid Baker in Tokyo
and John Ridding in Paris

Hanson
Continued from Page 1

compared with 34 per cent in the

year to March 1995 and 46 per

cent at privatisation. PowerGen's
share is set to fall from 33 per

cent to 19 per cent
Because National Power is

retaining the liabilities for

decommissioning the plants,
Hanson would not have to put
the acquisition debt on its bal-

ance sheet which has been weak-

ened by the purchase of Eastern.

The payment will be split

between an initial sum and fur-

ther payments related to the
level of output at the plants.

Mitsui Engineering and Ship-
building of Japan yesterday
formed a new alliance with GEC
Alsthom. the Anglo-French com-
pany, aimed at increasing their

share of contracts for power gen-
eration in the rapidly expanding
east Asian market
The two companies signed a

technology licensing contract
which highlights Mitsui's ambi-
tions to expand its influence in

power generation following its

purchase last month of a major-
ity stake in the energy division of

Babcock International, the Brit-

ish boiler and turbine maker.
GEC Alsthom. the power,

transport and engineering group
jointly owned by Alcatel Alsthom
of France and General Electric

Company of the UK. hopes that

the Mitsui connection will

strengthen its presence in Japan
and other Asian countries.

Under the 10-year contract, Mit-

sui will use GEC Alsthom's tech-

nology to manufacture steam tur-

bines with an output capacity of

15QMW or less, while GEC Als-

thom will be able to expand its

medium-sized turbines business
in Japan and Asia.

The deal with Mitsui was

viewed by industry observers as

a significant alliance which
would raise GEC Alsthom’s pres-

ence in medium-sized power sta-

tions. “This is an important sec-

tion of the market where it is

useful to have entrenched part-

ners," said one engineering ana-

lyst “The business and technical

record of Mitsui will complement
GEC Alsthom's already strong
presence in the region," GEC Als-

thom said yesterday.

Steam turbines account for

about one-quarter of activity in

GEC Alsthom's power generation

business, the group's largest divi-

sion with sales of Ecu4.04bn
($5.13bn) last year. They are

regarded as a particularly impor-
tant area of the market because
they often lead to contracts for

power stations.

Some of the group's biggest

contracts have come from power
generation in Asia, particularly

in China. Earlier this year, GEC
Alsthom was selected to supply
two 1.000MW steam turbines,

generators and related equipment
for a nuclear statical at Ling’Au,
in the province of Guangdong: It

also supplied the turbines and
other conventional equipment for

the 2.000MW nuclear station at

the nearby Daya Bay complex
which was inaugurated last year.

Phoenix, one of the three large

international alliances bidding to

become global “telecoms super-
carriers", will open for business
on January l, its senior execu-

tives claimed yesterday.

The Phoenix alliance involves

Sprint, the third largest US
long-distance carrier, and Atlas, a
joint venture between Deutsche
Telecom and France Telecom.
At the Telecom '95 telecoms

exhibition in Geneva, Mr Chris
Rooney, president of Sprint Inter-

national, said yesterday. “We
expect Phoenix to be approved at

the December 7 meeting of the

US Federal Communications
Commission and we expect to be
in business from January 1 1996."

The claim surprised the alli-

ance's main competitors - AT&T
and MCI, the largest and second
largest US long-distance carriers,

and British Telecom of the UK -

because neither Atlas nor Phoe-
nix have regulatory approval
from the FCC or from the Euro-
pean competition authorities in

Brussels.

AT&T is currently seeking
approval for its own venture
called “World Partners'

1

. BT and
MCI have approval on both sides

of the Atlantic for a venture
called Concert. The US and Brit-

ish telecoms companies, both
operating in fully liberalised mar,

kets, are trying to block the
Phoenix alliance, alleging they
are not allowed the same access

in Germany.
The statement also conflicted

with an earlier announcement
from the European Commission
that it may have to delay its

plans for the Liberalisation of
alternative telecoms networks.

A draft directive requiring

member states to allow alterna-

tive networks, such as those run
by railways and utilities, to be
used for the provision of all ser-

vices by January 1 has been
awaited. Mr Karel Van Mlert, EU
competition commissioner, has
pressed for concessions from
France and Germany, which
wants a later date for liberalisa-

tion. In return, he has Indicated

he might give consent to Atlas.

“The Commission's first date
was for Janaary 1, 1996. But this

might be unrealistic as a meeting
of telecommunications ministers

has been scheduled for the end of

November," an EU offical said.

Tbe Commission, however, con-

firmed it had been supplied with
the additional information on the
Phoenix deal which it bad sought
by a September 23 deadline.

Phoenix and Atlas aim to com-
pete for the lucrative telecoms

business of large international

companies to which they will

offer a one-stop service. They
have so far failed to win approval

from the regulators because the

French and German telecoms
markets are closed to foreign
competition and will not be liber-

alised until January 1 1998.

FT WEATHER GUIDE

Europe today
A high pressure system will strengthen over

central and south-east Europe as a strong

low pressure system develops west of

Ireland. As a result, southerly to south-

westerly winds will bring warm and moist

air to western Europe. The Benelux and
France will have showers and thunder is

possible. Rain can be expected over

western parts of the British Isles as an

active frontal zone sweeps in from the

Atlantic. Italy, Greece, the Balkans and
much of Turkey will be dry with sunny
periods. Over European Russia, an active

front will cause outbreaks of rain.

Scandinavia will be partly cloudy with rain

only over western Norway.
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Five-day forecast
Western Europe will be rather changeable

but conditions will become more settled as

a large ridge of high pressure builds over

the continent Scandinavia will become
more unsettled with Norway and Sweden,

especially, having rain at times. South-east

Europe will have plenty of sun.
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Postal strike
Tbe Deutsche Post-led hostile bid far

Germany's Postbank is a bit like the

consolidation of the UK's electricity

sector happening before the compa-
nies were even privatised. Not only is

it bizarre but it raises serious con-

cams over government handling of the

privatisation of tbe former Deutsche

Bundespost since tbe structure has
started to be dictated by outside par-

ties.

Tbe strategy behind the bidding con-

sortium is clear. Deutsche Post is

straggling as a result of falling contri-

butions from a newly-separated Post-

bank. And its management must be

concerned about its ability to achieve

privatisation as a pure postal busi-

ness. given tbe British government's

recent difficulties. Its main partner.

Deutsche Bank, could use the deal to

spur consolidation within Germany’s
sprawling banking sector. However, it

appears more interested in expanding
the range of services available to Post-

bank clients - and presumably mak-
ing a large profit an the investment
when Postbank is eventually floated.

The more puzzling question is why
the government should consider the

consortium's offer. It is offering only

half the valuation put forward by
Postbank's advisers, despite the fact

that there are plenty of other potential

buyers. The deal would make Deut-

sche Post a more saleable item, but it

would still be a tougher flotation pros-

pect than a separate Postbank. The
government clearly needs time to

rethink its strategy for the Btmdes-
post. If it accepts this offer now, it will

be selling German taxpayers short
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for that. Finally, the deal
?

reveals

much about National Powers much

trumpeted ambitions overseas. Had
expansion been so easy,-tite company

would surely have invested the money
abroad where returns are much highs

than in tbe UK. Instead, it' has opted

for a route which will restrict its abil-

ity to make international acquisitions
!

Such factors should not detract from
what appears to be a s^Oale acquisi-

tion at a fair price. However, questions

over National Power’s motivesmay
finally affect both its andPowteGro’g
shares. The deal has drawn attention

to the pressures on both companies,

both short and long-term. After yeare

of outperformance, the generafras

may now be due for a derating;

Some: FT Extol

make uneconomic loans to take bigger

provisions. The idea has some merit: if

mutuals had to take a charge upfront

when they were lending unprofitably

rather tViaji waiting until the effects of

their folly became apparent, they
migh t be deterred from making those

loans in tbe first place. The sugges-

tion's main weakness is that it places

great faith in the regulator’s commer-
cial judgment A better solution would

be to convert the mutuals into share-

holder-owned banks, which would
then be subject to the canons of the

market That may not look practical

politics in France today. But if deposi-

tors received free shares on conver-

sion - as members of Britain’s build-

ing societies have - views could

swiftly change.

French banking
Credit Lyonnais's criticism of

French mutual banks for making
uneconomic loans is a classic case of

the pot filing the kettle black. After

all, the state-controlled bank was so

reckless in its lending that tbe govern-

ment had to mount a FFr135bn rescue

operation earlier this year. But an
equally appropriate aphorism for Mr
Jean Peyrelevade's remarks is: it takes

one to know one. The Crtdit Lyonnais
boss has pinpointed a problem that

faces mutuals not only in France but
throughout much of Europe. Because
they are not adequately accountable

and do not pay dividends, mutuals
have little incentive to behave com-
mercially. If that leads to uneconomic
lending, the rest of the banking sector

suffers too.

Mr Peyrelevade's remedy is for the

banking regulator to force banks that

National Power
National Power's denial that its

£2.8bn takeover of Southern Electric is

a defensive move rings hollow. The
generator is lacing real threats to its

market share In 1998, when electricity

companies will no longer be tied to

long-term contracts at high prices.

Furthermore, it is giving up market
share through the sale of 4.00QMW of

generating plant as required by the

regulator. Access to domestic custom-
ers will be crucial in the newly-com-
petitive market
National Power was clearly out-

flanked by PowerGen's offer for Mid-
lands Electricity. The acquisition of
Southern now puts it on an equal foot-

ing. And it also solves more immedi-
ate problems. The plant disposal

would have taken a large chunk out of
earnings. But the Southern acquisi-

tion. at the very least will make up

Special dividends ^
The feeding frenzy in the UK- elec-

tricity sector has produced a new use

for special dividends. The manoeuvre U
involves the bidding company’s, raid- f
mg its targets balance sheet to pay

special dividends to finance part of the

acquisition. The beauty of the schame
is that tax-exempt shareholders,

mainly institutions, are. able to

reclaim the advance corporatkm tax

(ACT) that is deducted before such

dividends are paid out. In National

Power’s bid for Southern Electric tbe

special dividend of 185p is worth 2Stp

to such investors. If half of Southern's

shareholders are tax-exempt,: the:

inland Revenue will in effect be count-

bating more than £6Qm to the cost eff

the bid. . _i- .

This takeover wheeze hak appar-

ently been used only in electrioty

bids, but it could have furcations'

beyond the sector. It will not weak

when the target is paying oat more

ACT than mainstream corporation

tax. because a special dividend win
simply increase the target's tax bill

Nor will the scheme work if the bidder

is paying out more ACT rthah mater

stream corporation tax, as it will want

to use the target’s capacity to pay
more ACT to cover the tax payments

on dividends to its own shareholders.

But where both bidder and target are

paying more corporation tax. than
ACT, paying special dividends is a

smart way to woo the institutions

which often determine takeover bids.

Whether small tax-paying investors,
‘

who cannot reclaim the ACT, fare so

well is another matter. The dangers
that they could be offered rather less J

than their shares are worth. 1

Lex comment on First Choice, Page U
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In summer 1995, BiCC lit up the lives of 16

million people in the South East of England.

As the driving force behind the Barking Power

Station project, BiCC found the right partners to design,

build, finance and operate it. Making it the South of

England's first independent power station.

And with governments worldwide now looking

to the private sector to play a greater ninn

BICCCaJtiSu

the lives of 16 role in infrastructure development, BICC is in the

?lan<1, perfect position to shine.

Barking Power An international engineering business wirh all

irtners to design, the global resources and financial backing-.^ satisfy

it the South of the world’s markets for power* communications,

‘,on ' transport and building.

ie now looking All around the world, BICC’s expertise is building

^
BlCCSmip for a brighter future. -
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ves of privatisation and
Ubm-ahsation sweep across the
globe.

Gompuiies foreign to the tradi-
tional ^ecoms business are staking-
out their claims in a new and little
understood territory where telecom-
munications. computing and media
converge.

Typical of the transformations
shaking the industry is the decision
announced last month of AT&T, the
largest US telecoms company, to
restructure into three separately
quoted companies — services, equip-
ment and computing.

It is the most dramatic change in
the company’s structure since the
forced divestment of its local phone
operations in 1984 . The arm is to give
each company a better focus on its

particular market and present a
clearer market image far the equip-
ment and services businesses.
Much of the confusion in the tele-’

corns world arises from the speed
with which the staid and orderly
world of plain old telephone services
(“pots") is betng shaken up by the
arrival of what older executives

Transforming the way we live and work
While the developed world experiments with exotic network applications, such as shopping and banking from home over
the telephone, investment in telecoms in the developing world must double, to total more than $60bn a year, if unfulfilled

and growing demand for conventional and new services is to be met, reports Alan Cane

describe as “pretty awesome new
stuff" (or “pans").

When the international telecom-
munications industry last gathered
in Geneva In 1991 for its four-yearly

exhibition and conference, the
excitement centred on the entrepre-
neurial possibilities being provided
by privatisation, liberalisation and
globalisation.

There was no talk of a Global
Information Infrastructure (GII) of

the kind that Mr A1 Gore, US
vice-president, has been promoting
so persuasively over the past two
years. The Internet was an open
secret among scientists and technol-

ogists, but few others.'
'

Mobile phones and services were
"

expensive, used chiefly by busi-

nesses which could justify the cost.

ATM (asynchronous transfer mode),
multimedia, video-on-demand, the

information superhighway and other

catchphrases of the cyberspace revo-

lution had yet to become common
parlance.

. Today, more than 50m people
across the world access the Internet,

an ad hoc network of computer net-

works without ownership or man-
agement, every day. Multimedia per-

sonalcomputers can be plugged into

telecoms networks as easily as tele-

phone handsets. And telecoms opera-

tors, computer companies and media
groups are sinking fortunes into

dreams of an on-line world where
entertainment and information of aU
kinds are available over high capac-

ity networks.

Technology is driving the migra-
tion from pots to pans such as multi-

media. Its development and potential

will be examined in the introduction
to the second section of this survey.

But while the developed world

experiments with exotic network
applications, such as shopping and
banking from hume over the tele-

phone, the majority of the world's

population has yet to make a tele-

phone call

According to the World Bank,
investment in telecoms in the devel-

oping world must double, to total

more than $60bn a year, if unfulfilled

and growing demand for conven-
tional and new services is to be met.

Ms Veronique Bishop and Mr
Ashoka Mody point to the scale of

the problem in a recent discussion

paper* - “long waiting lists are com-
mon, especially in low income coun-
tries. Registered waiting lists for

new telephone service in 1994 repre-

sented 27 per cent of the number of

installed lines," they note. For
many, even if they can afford a tele-

phone. the wait can be 10 years or

longer.

Bishop and Mody add: “The large

unfilled demand for telecommunica-
tions imposes a severe cost on firms

and households. Indeed, for firms

competing in international markets,

the situation is acute. Studies have
shown that both the quantity (lines

per population) and the quality of

telecommunications are critical for

generating exports and attracting

foreign investment”.
Bishop and Mody argue the only

solution, one which Is already being
adopted by governments in both the

developed and developing world, is a

pluralistic market structure where

Continued on next page
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Europe: Competition and regulation: By Alan Cane

Brussels batters down the
There are serious

concerns about the

speed with which
telecom markets
are opening up
Opening previously closed

markets to kite fall force of
competition is one thing- Put-

ting in place a regulatory

structure that nurtures com-
mercial rivalry and effectively

works against anticompetitive

behaviour is quite another.

The UK and Sweden have
the only truly open north
European telecoms markets.
They both have several years'

experience of wrestling with
the problems of regulation and
competition. Now governments
in mainland Europe, irrevoca-

bly committed to opening their

telecoms markets to competi-

tion in both infrastructure and
services by January l 1998.

must travel the same path.

There are four reasons why
regulation is essential when
telecoms markets are opened

to competition:

First, to ensure that a
basic telephone service is avail-

able to all at a reasonable price

- the so-called universal ser-

vice obligation.

Second, to ensure that

new competitors are able to

Interconnect their networks
with that of the former monop-
oly operator at reasonable cost

Third, to prevent estab-

lished operators from stifling

competition at birth through
their stranglehold on the final

connection to the home or

office

Fourth, to ensure fair

competition in new services

expected through the “informa-

tion superhighway".

It is certain that without
European Union insistence on
a firm deadline for market lib-

eralisation. more than a few
countries would have been
happy to have kept their mar-
kets closed indefinitely.

As it is. Ireland, Greece, Por-

tugal and Spain have been
granted until 2003, if they wish,

to dismantle monopoly provi-

sion of infrastructure and ser-

vices. Their arguments are
that their telecoms regimes are
not yet sufficiently robust to
withstand competitive pres-

sures from outside.

duce competition, what kind of

regulatory regime each will

introduce, or the steps they

will take to ensure competition

develops quickly and fairly.

Only a few weeks ago Mr
Reed Hundt, chairman of the

US Federal Communications
Commission, warned that the

EU was moving too slowly in

•developing regulations and
rules for the sector.

The result has been a mea-
sure of uncertainty over the

shape of both regulation and
competition in mainland
Europe which is making plan-

ning difficult for for companies
anxious to take business from
former monopolistic carriers.

It is also a source of anxiety
for government anxious to

reduce their budget deficits by

selling shares in their national

carrier, at least five primary or

secondary offerings are expec-

ted in Europe in the next few

months. The absence of a clear

regulatory structure may
inhibit investors who will seek

safer purchases elsewhere.

In Italy, tor example, until

the government agrees a regu-

latory framework tor utilities,

rapid sale of shares in Stet, the

holding company far Telecom
Italia, is unlikely. Telecom
Italia was created last year as

the result of the merger of five

Italian operating companies
and essentially has a monopoly
in Italian telecoms. Shares in
Stet are due to be sold this

autumn or early next year.

Driving force
The EU. In feet has been the

driving force behind most
aspects of the liberalisation of

the European market from the
creation of a free market in

modems, the devices which
make it possible to transmit

and receive computer data
down a telephone line, to the
adoption of proposals last June
to open up the union’s mobile

telecoms markets.
There are serious worries,

however, about the speed at

which Europe's new telecoms
market is shaping up. The feet

is that no pattern for liberalisa-

tion throughout European has

yet emerged. There is no clear

agreement on the rate at which
individual countries will intro-

Mobfle phones
Average spend per month of mobBe phone subscribers (S)

180 <

depending on circumstances.

In July, its shares were listed

on Wall Street as American

Depositary Receipts in prepara-

tion for the sale.

Germany is a further exam-

ple. Europe's largest telecoms

market, it is dominated by

Deutsche Telekom, the third

largest provider of telecoms

services tu the world with

some 39.4m exchange lines. It

is burdened by debt, overman-

ning and an uncompetitive

cost structure. Owned by the

German government, it is due

to be privatised next year.

According to the consultancy

Ovum, however, DT warned

earlier this year that it would

not consider itself ready for flo-

tation until it knew bow many
licences would be offered to

competitors and which services

were to be liberalised.

Competitive tariffs

Japan

Germany

Sauce: MafcUne miwnafland

A number of companies,

both native and foreign, have

formed joint ventures in Ger-

many to be in a good position

to challenge for operator's

licences when voice communi-
cations is liberalised at the

beginning of 1998. They have a

clear expectation of being able

to offer competitive tariffs to

the lumbering Deutsche Tele-

kom.
Brussels is responding to the

tardiness of its members with

brute force. There has been lib-

eral use this year of a legal

device, Article 90 of the EU
treaty, which allows Brussels

to act without consent from

the Council of Ministers; "the
-

EU’S Chief decisidn-inftHhg

body-
Karel Van Miert the Compe-

titioD commissioner, used it to-

drive through directives deal-

ing with both conventipjMi^nd

“alternative networks’”, hi July

this year the Commission
agreed a draft directive 'which

“implements the political
-

agreement among the member
states to liberalise all telecom-

munications services,. inchioU

log public voice telephony ahd
telecoms infrastructure, by
January 1. 298S” Mare criti-

cally. the draft directive called

on member states ' to take the

.

necessary steps befbre.1998 to

ensure their markets were
fully open by the deadline.

It also set a deadline of Janu-

ary. 1997 for the liberalisation

of “alternative networks”' -:

telecoms networks run by utili-

ties such as railways and elec-

tricity companies.

Some have called for a farm

of Europe-wide regulation,

directed perhaps from Brus-

sels. but it seems unlikely the

member-states would agree; to

this proposal. What is more

likely is that each member will :,

create its own code, with cer-

tain agreed common principles

covering access to networks/
interconnection charges and

the universal service obliga-

tion to ensure a union-wide

open market -

The UK has been dealing

with these issues for more
than io years; its experience

suggests it will not be a simple
process.

Germany: The last eight months have seen frenzied alliance-making in Europe's largest telecoms market, reports Michael Lindemann in Bonn

Five big alliances line up for battle
While newcomers
prepare to take on
Deutsche Telekom,
the German
operator itself has
not been idle

In late August, when AT&T
finally settled for a German
partner, months of speculation

about the future of telecoms in

Germany came to a sudden
end.

Analysts and consultancies

will no doubt spend hours
between now and 1998 develop-

ing and revising scenarios

which might he expected when
Germany, the world’s third-big-

gest telecoms market in reve-

nue terms, is folly liberalised.

But once AT&T, the world's

largest telecoms operator, had
settled for a German partner,

eight months of frenzied alli-

ance-bullding came to an end
and It at least became clear

who would be competing with

Deutsche Telekom, the monop-
olist which by 1998 will be par-

tially privatised.

Five big alliances between
German and international tele-

coms operators have been
moulded this year.

• Deutsche Telekom has a
strategic alliance with France

Telecom, the French operator,

dubbed Atlas. That joint ven-

ture in turn owns 20 per cent

of Sprint, the third-largest US
long-distance carrier.

• Communications Network
International: a three-way ven-

ture which is 50 per cent
owned by Mannesmann, the

engineering company which
has enjoyed considerable suc-

cess with its D2 mobile phone
network. The two other big

partners are Deutsche Bank
and RWE, the energy-based
conglomerate; each bold 25 per

cent Uniworld, the joint ven-

ture between AT&T and Uni-

source has signed a letter of

intern and begim talks which
could end with it taking a
stake in CNL
• Vebacom: a joint venture

between Veba, another utility

with telecoms ambitions, and
Cable & Wireless, the interna-

tional telecoms group. Veba
owns 55 per cent and has man-
agement control

• Viag InterKom: a joint

venture between Viag. the

Munich-based industrial group,

and British Telecommunica-
tions. the UK-based operator
which has a global alliance

with MCI, the second-biggest

US long-distance carrier. Viag
and BT own 37.5 per cent each
and the balance is likely to be

Wolfgang Bftsch, the German
posts and telecoms minister

sold to one or more German
partners.

• Tbyssen Telecom: a com-
pany which is 90 per cent
owned by the steel-based

industrial conglomerate Thys-

sen and has a strategic part-

nership with BellSouth, the
largest of the so-called BeD
regional operating companies.
Thyssen, arguably the weak-

est in the pack because it Is

not as rich as the utilities and
does not have a significant

fibre optic network of its own.

has been the most aggressive

so far.

T-Net its corporate network
subsidiary, has leased lines

from Deutsche Telekom to con-

nect Germany's biggest cities,

and is busy trying to lure cus-

tomers away from Deutsche
Telekom.
The company has scored

some initial successes. Apart
from users such as Blohm and
Voss - the Hamburg shipyard
which belongs to Thyssen and
is therefore part of the
so-called closed user group of

companies which operators

may build up before 1998
!- Thyssen has also won busi-

ness by offering to look after

the telecoms needs of Nokia,

the Finnish telecoms group,
'Liebherr. the engineering com-
pany and Total, the French oQ
group.

The others are planning sim-

ilar operations. Viag InterKom
has teamed up with Bayerische
Vereinsbank and Bayerische
Hypobank. the two big Bavar-

ian banks, and plans to launch
corporate network services this

autumn based on Viag’s own
fibre optic network which is

about 4,000km long.

Thyssen and others risk

being played off against Deut-

sche Telekom by customers
looking for a better deaL While

the investment in new clients

may pay off after foil liberalis-

ation in 1998. the existing cor-

porate network activities are
likely to have only a limited

impact on Deutsche Telekom’s

business before then.

“The new entrants who are
positioning themselves to tar-

get Deutsche Telekom’s private

network business would be
doing extremely well to take

more than a few per cent of the

company's total business.
1*

says Laurence Heyworth, a
telecoms analyst at Robert
Fleming Securities in London.
As the five telecoms groups

develop their strategies, sev-

eral will be able to expand
their existing operations after

Mr Wolfgang Bfitsch, the min-
ister for post and telecommuni-
cations. approves as many as
14 so-called alternative net-

works.
Veba, for example, wants to

build a backbone network in
the Rhine-Ruhr area which is

supposed to connect compa-
nies. institutions and about
10,000 households which are to

be used to test multimedia ser-

vices.

The three mobile phone oper-

ators - DeTeMobil, Mannes-
mann and E-Plus - have mean-
while received permission to
build their own networks

instead of leasing lines from
Deutsche Telekom.
Other services are also mak-

ing inroads into the German
market American Teleconfer-

encing Services, a Kansas-
based company, has been offer-

ing audio teleconferences in

Germany for less than a year
but has already picked up
about a dozen regular custom-

ers. Bayerische Vereinsbank,

one of them, says the service is

“significantly cheaper”" than
the equivalent offered fry.Deut-

sche Telekom.
*’

But while the newcomers get

ready to take on Deutsche
Telekom, the German operator

itself has not been idle. In

August it cut the cost of calls

to the US by 27 per cent,and
also reduced rates to Nordic
countries by between 12and 33
per cent According toUargrlt

.

Sessions of Tarifica, the con-

sultancy which specialise* in
tracking tarfffe. the latest.iiuts

mean that the German-rate for
'

calls to the US is now among
the lowest in Europe. -'

.

The world's third-biggest

telecoms operator ' also : has

.

ambitious plans to shed-60,000
of its 230.000-strong workforce -

by the year 2000 and jralse pro-.
;

ductivity for each employee .

from the 1994 level : of
DM272.000 to about DM450,000. -

Transformation under way Deutsche Telekom: Operator report by Michael Lindemann in Borin-V

Continued from page one

multiple telecoms operators

compete with and complement
each other.

The international platform
for this debate is the World
Trade Organisation where
more than 40 member-nations
have been involved in discus-

sions aimed at opening mar-
kets in telecoms services for

the past several years.

These talks were not part of

the Uruguay Round of negotia-

tions under the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade,
which closed last year because
of the complexity of the issues

involved.

Officials did not believe it

would be possible to achieve a
consensus in the timescale.
Now it is hoped a global accord

can be achieved by April next

year when the talks are set to

dose. Whether international

agreement is reached or not,

the processes of privatisation

and liberalisation can neither

be halted nor reversed. The
consequences for the world’s

larger telecoms operators win
be profound.

The essential problem for all

countries liberalising their

telecoms markets is to create a
regime which is competitive

yet prevents the former
monopoly operator from crush-

ing rivals through a combina-
tion of size and control of the

“local loop”, the final connec-

tion to the home or office.

The US market has been in

many respects open for more
than a decade. AT&T was split

into a long-distance carrier and
a group of regional operating

companies which were not per-

mitted to compete with each
other. Now Congress is likely

to approve measures which
will free the local and
long-distance companies to

compete in each other’s mar-
kets.

The Japanese government is

pondering the future of the

giant Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone (NTT) and may
decide to break it up into a
long-distance carrier and sev-

eral regional camera as a way
of promoting competition.

And in Europe, the European
Commission has given EU
member-states the date of Jan-
uary 1, 1996 to dismantle regu-

lations that have allowed
national monopolies to domi-
nate telecoms In the region.

Privatisation is picking up
speed: Denmark, Germany, the

UK, Greece. Belgium, the
Netherlands. Italy and Portu-

Investors may
be asked to find

$30bn to fund

privatisations

gal have already privatised

their telecoms operators or

expect to by 1998. Investors

may be asked to find $30bn to

fond these privatisations over

the next few years, raising

questions of as adequacy of

finance.

Competition Is expected to

prove a powerful incentive to

efficiency in companies which

were formerly state-owned.

The chief beneficiaries of aH
this activity are the industry's

customers, who have seen

prices fall rapidly. AT&T
points out that in 1945 a 10-

minute radio-telephone call

between the US and the UK
cost $40. day or night, equiva-

lent to $340 in 1995 money. The

actual 19% charge for a 10-min-

ute daytime call Is $10.93.

Against this background, the

growth of the mobile telephone

business has been dramatic.
Improvement in semiconductor
and radio technology have
brought down the price of both

handsets and services. Conser-

vative estimates suggest some
251m subscribers will have
signed on worldwide by the
turn of the century.

The full potential of wireless

technologies is only just

becoming appreciated. Accord-
ing to the US Office of Technol-

ogy Assessment, “new radio-

based services now being
developed will use advanced
digital technologies to bring a
wide array of services to both
residential and business
users".

The Federal Communica-
tions Commission, which regu-

lates telecoms in the US. raised

almost $10bn this year from
the auction of radio frequen-

cies that will be used to deliver

next-generation mobile tele-

phone and data services.

to Europe, the most optimis-

tic forecasts suggest there

could be almost 78m subscrib-

ers on the networks by the

tom of the century from jast

over 16.3m at present There
are some 400.000 subscribers in

eastern Europe.

Wireless telephony, with no
need of conventional and
expensive infrastructure, may
be the answer to the rapid

deployment of telecommunica-

tions in developing countries.

With a namber of consortia

vying to put satellite based,

hand-held phone systems in

place, it could bring to reality

the dream of communications

of any kind, any time and any-

where.

Surprise breakthrough
link-up with Sprint p®5

of the US comes as

welcome news

*Exploiting Competitux Oppor-

tunities in Telecommunications;

Finance and Development, June
1995: published by The World
Bank

When Deutsche Telekom won
preliminary approval in mid-
July for its link-up with Sprint,

the third hugest US long dis-

tance carrier, the company was
sure that this was a sign of
things to come.
The good news came just two

months after Mr Ron Sommer,
the former number two at
Sony Europe, bad taken over
as Deutsche Telekom's new
chief executive and many
believed the surprise break-
through had been all his doing.

The link across the Atlantic

with Sprint, one of the key ele-

ments in the company’s inter-

national strategy, may have
been helped by Mr Sommer's
arrival.

The dapper-looking German
has considerable international

management experience which
no doubt added Impetus to the
talks and his fluent English
will have helped get Deutsche
Telekom's message across. He
is undoubtedly a class act com-
pared to his predecessors who
had launched the Sprint deal
over a year ago.

But while the US Justice
Department made a decision

earlier than expected - espe-

cially judging by the time It

took to clear the earlier link-up
between British Telecom and
MCI - other important hurdles
still have to be overcome.
The DoJ is just one of three

institutions which must
approve the deal. The Federal
Communications Commission,
the US telecoms watchdog, and
the European Commission
must still clear the alliance
and while Deutsche Telekom

Ron Sommer Deutsche Telekom’s
new chief executive

hopes this will still happen this
year, observers are more cau-
tious. One reason for the cau-
tion is that AT&T and MCI, the
other two US long-distance car-
riers, continue to lobby hard to
have the deal postponed until
Germany fully liberalises its
telecoms market - a step that
is not planned until 1998.

Sooner or later, however, the
tie-up with Sprint - which is to
be called Phoenix - is expected
to be successful thereby creat-
ing the fourth major global
alliance competing for a signif-
icant share of the $500bn world
market for international tele-
phone services.

But while Mr Sommer is hop-
ing to win over the US authori-
ties, he is fighting another bat-
tle in Brussels to persuade the
European Commission to
approve the so-called Atlas
joint venture between Deut-
sche Telekom and France Tele-
com. Founded two years ago.
Atlas is the first step in the

German operator's strafo^jto.
become an mternatidnsyjte*" •

corns force. HoweveriMCK^
Van Miert. the EtTSiOTPe4*
tion commissioner, renfetes .to

.

be persuaded that dtfJgfanM#
between Europe's two^gest
operators will be gopg-jff fcttfr

petition.

While Mr MartIfr\®atlKe '

mann. the German'^Pbiois-
sioner responsible
munications, has beepimore
receptive to argumei^:^1®® •

Europe must create .

telecoms operator TtjfctskB -pu .

the global
‘

glum’s Mr Van- Suert

things very dffierebfl3£W.;.
:

y
lie has warned

Teigcom and Dentpche
kom that they haVe :a 'dwni-

nant share of ths tteia 'f1®^,
mission market.' ...-'.‘Ifofth

companies have/ as;'a
begun unravelling .parts °f

Atlas including fiungtoom?£te :

unsuccessful outsourcing',^^'

.

tore which, according toindns-

try sources, is believed forhayd

lost millions of. doHara- /£;'?*'

'

Now Mr Van Miertis looking

for assurances from the French

and German gnyemniagts-ifafft
they will cooperate with bis

plans to introduce an article 90

directive in 1996 in- order to

liberalise certain areas of

Europe’s telecoms infrastruc-

ture before the overall deadline
of January 1. 199&
The directive would*,- for

Instance, allow electricity utili-

ties and other owners of tele-

coms infrastructure to carry
data and other services which,
are already liberalised. *

The plans being batched to
Brussels have sot delighted Mr.
Wolfgang BOtsch, the German

Continued on page 4
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!Si Relations between British Telecom and the regulator have deteriorated, reports Alan Cane

Review row rumbles on
France Tfeidcoms Operator report by John Ridding in Paris

BT regards'it as
essential to protect
its home market^ it persues an
aggressive strategy
overseas

Risky road to reform

British
Telecommunications

rccupies an ambiguous posi-tion m the UK. On one hand it
former state-owned

monopoly operator which
°P Profits at El 11 a sec-

SJr_
fJJ*

cta QShts with the““tajry regulator and makes
j**®*1® for rivals to gain afoothold in the UK's intensely
competitive market.
On the other, it is a national

champion, the largest company
quoted on the London Stock
Exchange and the third largest
quoted company in Europe, it
is recognised as a British h igh
technology player fit to mix it
with the US giants and is pur-
suing a daring strategy aimed
at making it Europe's leading
telecoms company. BT had pre-
tax profits last year of £2.66bn
on revenues on Ei33bn.
In the UK it faces competi-

tion not only from Mercury
Communications, the UK's sec-
ond largest operator and a
number of other more-or-less
conventional players including
Bnergis. Colt. MFS and Ionica,
but also from the cable televi-
sion operators.

Permitted since 1991 to offer
telephony in addition to enter-
tainment, they are now slowly
beginning to make inroads on
BT’s market share. Michael
Hepher, BT group managing
director, said earlier this year
that 50,000 BT customers a
month were signing up with
cable operators. It must be
said, however, that the chal-

lenge from the cable compa- .

nies, although real, is haphaz-
ard and lacks focus.

While the UK has one of the
most competitive telecoms
regimes in the world, it has
also one of the most regulated,

as the government has sought
to contain BT’s advantages as
incumbent operator and owner
of the national network.

It is an unsatisfactory situa-

tion. leading this year to the
publication of the most impor-
tant review of telecoms policy

in the UK since the the market
was opened to free competition

rewards could be large.

In Germany, Europe’s richest

market, for example, it has

joined hands with the indus-

trial group Viag to farm Vlag
intp-rjcwn. ft is offering busi-

ness customers the most it can

under the rules: data

services and intra-company
private voice and data net-

works.
In Italy it has an alliance

with Banca Nazlonale del Lav-

oro called Albacom, aimed at

offering similar services to the

top 3,000 medium to large com-
panies, while in Spain it has a

50 per cent stake in Megaied, a

data transmission company
owned by Banco Santander.
The aim is to fill the remain-

ing gaps in the jigsaw with

similar alliances. BTs princi-

pal international vehicle is

Concert, the result of an alli-

ance with MCI of the US. in

which it has a 20 per cent
stake.

The company's
new head has won
plaudists for his

managerial stalls

and track record

The shape of things to come: this ’office on your am1 - with phone, to, videophone and computer - is BT
laboratory's design concept for the ultimate communicator, worn here by Ronnie Fox, a City of London sotictor

tn 1991 following the so-called
“duopoly review”.

Called “Effective Competi-
tion: Framework for Action”, it

is the work of Mr Don Crulck-
shank. director of the Office of

Telecommunications. His aim
was to seek ways of promoting
competition while removing
much of the regulatory frame-
work.
Inevitably, the study deals

with the regulation of BT as
dominant operator. Its compet-
itors, Mr GTuickshank argues,

have to be given time and
space to establish themselves.
Many of these are subsidiaries

of large US companies. Sir tain

Vallance. BT chairman, has

noted, writing bitterly: “It is

hard to imagina UK companies
benefiting from such positive

discrimination in any other
country in the world.”

Over the past year, in fact,

relations between BT and the

regulator have deteriorated,
culminating in an unprece-
dented reference to the Monop-
olies and Mergers Commission
over who should foot the bill

for “number portability” -
measures to allow customers
to keep their number when

changing operator. BT claims
to be, in principle, in favour,

but argues that its sharehold-

ers should not have to pay to

make It easier for customers to

defect to competitors. Mr
Cmickshank clearly believes

BT is simply using delaying
tactics to slow the advance of

the cable operators.

Practical reforms
The review contains a num-

ber of practical reforms. The
cap which prevents BT from
raising line rental charges by
more than a specified amount
is abolished, opening the door
to lower call charges. Fees
called access deficit charges
which, in theory, BTs competi-

tors pay the UK operator to
operate and maintain the
national network they are all

obliged to use. are also abol-

ished. (In practice, only Mer-

cury paid ADCs, and then only
for certain types of call).

The chief thrust of the
review, however, is a proposed

change to BTs licence which
would essentially outlaw any
kind of behaviour which Mr
Crmckshank deems anti-com-

petitive and give him powers
to punish it It is passible BT
will find this unacceptable,
triggering another referral to

the MMC. It was already
uncomfortable with measures
Mr Cruickshank wanted to

make it easier forhim to check
whether the company was
unfairly cross-subsidising the
various different parts of its

business. The new licence con-

dition, BT believes, makes him
judge, jury and executioner in

his own court.

It is essential for BT to pro-

tect its home market while it

puisnes an aggressive strategy
overseas, from which it hopes
it will emerge as Europe's lead-

ing telecoms operator by the
turn of the century.

It is forming a series of alli-

ances with companies in each
of the leading European econo-

mies, to be in a strong position

to challenge for operator
licences when the European
market is thrown open on Jan-

uary 1. 1998. So far, the scale of

the ventures are small, the

hinds committed are limited',

and the company is not mak-
ing profits in mainland Europe.

But if the gamble pays off. the

Strategy
Concert is the heart of BTs

international strategy. It began
operations in June 1994 and
provides international tele-

phone and communications
services for multinational cor-

porations. According to the UK
-based consultancy Ovum: “It

allows companies to link their

voice and data communica-
tions in offices across the
world through networks that

seem private but are provided
and managed by Concert”.

Not all BTs overseas ven-
tures have been successful,

however. Its Australian subsid-

iary earlier this year sued the
New South Wales government
and Telstra, the Australian
national operator after the
breakdown of an “outsourcing”
deal through which BT was to
have provided telecoms ser-

vices to government agencies.

BT's complaints about Tel-

stra’s behaviour brought to
mind similar grumbles from
BT's UK competitors about
BTs competitive strategies. It

is never easy to win market
share from a well-entrenched

national carrier. BT’s Euro-
pean odyssey will be no push-
over.

View from the Top - Sir Iain

Vallance, chairman of British

Telecom: see page 29

After months of uncertainty

and upheaval, the political

masters of France TOl6com
have replaced Mr Marcel Ron-
let as chairman at the state-

owned group and outlined

their strategy for tbe telecoms

giant
Michel Bon, named as the

company's new head ' earlier

last month following the sur-

prise rejection of the post by
Francois Henrot is in charge
of implementing this strategy.

Bis performance will deter-

mine whether France TYSGcom
can adapt to the ending of its

monopoly and the arrival of
fierce competition following
the liberalisation of the Euro-
pean telecoms market from
1QSS.
At the heart of bis mission,

and the government's policy,

is tbe preparation of a contro-

versial reform of France TOM-
com's legal status. Francois
Fillon, the minister for infor-

mation technology, describes
as “urgent and vital” the
reform, which will transform

tbe operator from an arm of

the state administration to a
normal company with its own
share capital.

Tbe reason for the urgency
is that the reform will allow
the sale of stakes in the com-
pany. This in torn will enable
France Telecom to seal strate-

gic alliances with Industry
partners, notably Deutsche
Telekom, and to strengthen its

competitive position in the lib-

eralised telecoms markets of

the post-1998 period. The
reform will also enable France
Telecom to raise funds for the
massive investments required

in the developing markets of

telecoms and multimedia.
The problem is that reform

is highly sensitive. Trade
unions at the French operator

are staunchly opposed to a
Change in its legal status, fear-

ing it will dear the way for

privatisation and job cuts.

A strike by three-quarters of

the company’s 150.000 employ-
ees in 1993 forced tbe govern-

ment to back down from a pre-

vious attempt at reform. This

time around, union leaders are

making similarly combative
sounds. MWe are totally

opposed to reform and privati-

sation,” says an official at

SUD, one of the largest union
groupings at France Tdldcom.
He says the union is talking

with its counterparts at the
operator about forming a
united front against reform.
Elections for tbe company’s
staff councils later this
autumn are likely to further

exacerbate the battle against

tbe proposed changes.
Mr Fillon believes such

opposition can be overcome.
“There will be an intensive

dialogue,” he says, claiming
the company's staff can be
convinced of the need for

reform and reassured about
their own positions.

To help with Mr Bon’stask
of reassurance, the govern-
ment has pledged to retain a
majority stake in France Tele-

com. “We want it to be a
model of a public sector ser-

vice,” says Mr Fillon. He adds

I

Trade unions

strongly oppose
changes in their

legal status

that employees will retain
their civil servant status and
the consequent safeguards
concerning employment, pay
increases and career scales.

Whether this will prove
enough to allow reform Is one
vital question facing the
French operator. Another is

whether the government’s
reform plan will help win
approval from regulators for

France Telecom’s vital strate-

gic projects.

The European Union's com-
petition authorities are weigh-
ing the planned Atlas alliance

between the French operator

and its German partner. The
US Federal Communications
Commission ts also scrutinis-

ing the further alliance

between the two European
companies and Sprmt of the

US. The alliances will allow
France Telecom and its part-

ners to take on the other
global giants in the telecoms
sector. Not surprisingly, these

are resisting the proposed pro-

jects. AT&T of the US, for

example, is lobbying hard

against a green light- For its

part, FCC says its derision will

be partly influenced by the

ownership status of the French

and German operators.

French authorities express

confidence concerning
approval for the projects,

partly because of steps taken

to allow increased competition

in tbe domestic market Utility

companies such as Gdntrale

des Eaux are competing with

France T£1£com in mobile com-

munications and are girding

for battle in fixed network

telecom services. Alternative

network operators, such as

SNCF, the national railway

system, have also been
granted approval by the state

telecoms regulator. Sucb
union, regulatory and competi-

tive battles add up to a formi-

dable challenge.

But the new chairman has
several cards up his sleeve.

The 52-year old head of the

ANPE, the national unemploy-
ment agency, arrives with
plaudits for his managerial
skills. He also brings experi-

ence from the private sector.

Althongh a product of the

Ecole Nationale d'Administra-

tion, the elite university which
provides a training ground for

top civil servants, be beaded
the Carrefour supermarket
group before moving to the
ANPE.
“The challenges for France

Tdlgcom lie increasingly in

marketing, commercialisation
and responding to consumer
needs,” says one senior gov-

ernment official. “The empha-
sis must be away from engi-

neering feats to selling

products in the market place”.

Perhaps tbe strongest assets

in Mr Bob’s hands, however,

are the strengths of the French
telecoms giant. Although
much of France's public sector

industry has been blighted by
inefficiency and bureaucracy,

France Telecom has developed
into a strong and lucrative
organisation. In terms of lines

operated per employee, one
measure of productivity, it

scores more highly than Brit-

ish Telecom and Deutsche
TelekomXast year it recorded
net profits of FFr9.2bn
(£1 . 18bn). Maintaining such
profits after the end of
Europe's telecoms monopoly
will, however, be a tough task.

France Telecom

Global networking

partnerships

to

yo
We’re working in tandem

with partners to bring you

seamless services worldwide,

in' the lead

in the world of telecommunications,

connectivity is the name of the game.
Between people . Between networks.

Between countries. Between sites,

One of the most important connections

you can make is with France Telecom
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of pure easterner satisfaction.

And providing the world with the

in connectivity— seamless global

telecommunications.
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4 INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS - Eastern Europe/Russia

Eastern and central Europe! Hungary was a regional pioneer in bringing in foreign nnrtnas to modernise telecoms, writes Anthony Robinso^
matciii anu vpimai Europe, nuuyaury was a reymiieu m mug-pi^ »» —

_ -

Race to update national networks 4

Former communist
states are selling

strategic stakes to

raise finance and
gain telecoms
technology

“By the year 2000, SPT fthe

Czech telecoms company) must
become a customer-friendly,

world-class, financially sound,

competitive company and be
strong enough to survive as

part of the global telecommuni-
cations market, albeit small by
world standards."

These are the ambitious
words of Mr Karel Dyba, the
Czech minister responsible for

co-ordinating the partial priva-

tisation of SPT. He also has
broader alms for modernising
the country's out-dated and
inadequate telecommunica-
tions system.
There is substance to the

ambition, too: shortly after Mr
Dyba laid out these aims, the

Czech government finalised a
$1.45bn (£900m) deal with a

Dutch-Swiss consortium at the

end of June for a 27 per cent

stake in SPT.

His goals are widely shared
throughout central Europe,
which is leading the rest of the

former communist world in the

long march towards moderni-

sation of their telecommunica-
tions systems. Telecoms are
recognised as an essential tool

to facilitate reintegration of

the formerly isolated commu-
nist states into the global econ-

omy.
The Czech government has

managed to define Its objec-

tives more clearly than most.

But throughout the region,

selling off strategic stakes in

the formerly state-owned
monopolies to western compa-
nies is seen both as a source of

much-needed finance and the

best way of gaining access to

the new technology needed
both to upgrade the domestic
system and link up to global

networks.

Hungary was the pioneer in

bringing in foreign partners to

modernise its national telecom-

munications network, although
the collapse of the Soviet
empire in 1989 led to a rapidly

growing number of city or

regional mobile telephone link-

ups aimed principally at the
lucrative business market.
Quick to install and highly
profitable, cellular telephone
systems have been set up in

the capitals and big centres of

most former communist states,

initially to cope with the Imme-
diate needs of the foreign
investors and businessmen
who flooded into the area, but
increasingly to serve the fast-

growing army of home-grown
wheelers and dealers.

The first big privatisation
deal involving foreign strategic

investors in the modernisation
of nationwide trunk telephone

monopolies took off in Decem-
ber 1993 when MagyarCom, a
US-German consortium of
Ameritech and Deutsche Tele-

kom, paid SS75m for a 30.3 per
cent stake in Matav, the Hun-
garian state telecoms com-
pany. The government is final-

ising its strategy far selling off

a further 40 per cent in Matav,

primarily to raise in excess of

flbo, of which the bulk will be
earmarked not for modernising
telecoms but for reducing Hun-
gary's large foreign and domes-
tic debt.

Magyarcom has made clear

its interest in transforming its

existing minority stake into a
majority holding, but this is

politically sensitive for a
socialist-led coalition govern-
ment which would prefer to

offer stock to a combination of

passive foreign investors, such

Central and eastern Europe

Main Ortas per 100 inhabitants

50

as pension funds, and through
a forint denominated public

offer to domestic investors
through the Budapest stock
exchange.
Throughout eastern Europe,

privatisation of telecoms and
other utilities requires deft

handling, both to assuage pop-

ular suspicion about “selling

the family stiver" to foreign

companies, and to rein back
the ambitions of the often tech-

nically competent but commer-
cially inexperienced managers
of the national telecom compa-
nies.

Thus far, the Czech govern-

ment led by Mr Vaclav Klaus,

appears both to have laid out
its goals more clearly than
most and to have demon-
strated most sophistication in

tackling the complex political,

regulatory and other non-tech-

nical issues involved in the
transformation of this vital

economic sector.

"We worked to persuade
Czech customers that opening

up SPT to foreign investors

was in their interests. We
explained that it was the best

way of achieving foster access,

cheaper calls and closing the
technological gap with the rest

of the world." says Mr Dyba.

But the Czech government
was also prepared to spell out

some harsh home truths to the

managers of SPT, who were
reminded they were not the
owners oT the then still wholly
state-owned company and
therefore not in a position to

impose their own corporate
vision on the future shape of

Czech telecommunications.
Broader political consider-

ations also affected the Czech
government's decision to

choose telecoms companies
from two small European coun-
tries in preference to the
French. German and Italian-led

consortia also bidding for SPT.
The Czechs were wary of
becoming too economically
dependent cm Germany, whose
Deutsche Telekom is playing a
key role together with Credit

Suisse First Boston in moderni-
sing the telecoms of neighbour-

ing Hungary: reluctant to get

too closely involved with
France Telecom after bad expe-

riences in previous deals
involving Air France and
Total: and wary ofinvolvement
with Stet, the Italian telecoms

company.
Money proved to be a second-

ary consideration, even though
the keen interest of all bidders

in securing the SPT deal ted to

a highly advantageous result

for the Czech treasury, well in

excess of the “billion dollar"

estimates widely bandied

about before serious bidding

began.

Mr Dyba. for whom piloting

the partial privatisation of SPT

through the shoals of compet-

ing bids and egos was a politi-

cal test, generously gives much

of the credit to his bevy of for-

eign advisers, including bank-

ers J P Morgan, lawyers

Squires Dempsey. Saunders,

and consultants Arthur D Lit-

tle. They helped tie up the deal

in a way which achieved an

nltUnately quick and clean

decision by the Czech cabinet.

While Hungary and the

Czech republic have held the

telecoms limelight to date, sig-

nificant investment has taken

place in modernising telecom-

munications in smaller coun-

tries such as Slovenia, and to a

lesser extent Slovakia, the Bal-

tic states, whose desire for

modern telecommunications
also reflects their need to

break away from the Moscow-
dominated telephone links of

the Soviet period, and in
Romania ami Bulgaria.

Romania has concentrated

on upgrading its trunk lines

with optical fibre lines. In July,

for example, Siemens won a

DM55m t£24.4ml contract to

install a 3.200km-long optical

fibre digital network for state-

owned Rom Telecom. This is

the second stage of an eventu-

ally 3,000km long telecom net-

work linking towns of which
the first 1,700km has already

been completed by Italy’s Sirti

Spa and Tomen of Japan.
But Poland, the most popu-

lous country in the region with

the largest and fastest growing
economy, is likely to be the
main focus of attention over
the rest of the century. A

recent report by International

Technology Consultants, -i

Bethesda-based US company,

'

said Poland represented - -

ally unlimited business- oppor-

tunities in coromcmratraps*;'

Telekomunikacja Polska, the
state-owned company, has
invested over $ibn-over. ihe-
last five years fn upgrading, the

trunk network and expects iq
spend another $Sbn over, the

next five years, according- to -

Mr Andrzej Ziehzisklf~the- tele-

communications minister. But
Poland hasbeen slow to. start -

privatisation of Telekom' Pol-

ska. and plans are still befog

drawn up for stage-by-stage

privatisation over the,: next
decade. " v .

T
"

In the meantime, a new tele-

communications law is 'expec-

ted to inject competition, by
allowing local private:'tele-:,
phone operators to setup local-

ised “loops". These, are; expec-

ted to account for 20 per/ceut

of the telecoms market toy the
end of the decade. ; .

But a note of caution is
-

required. In Augu^tha tefe-

communications . ,mlmsiry
announced tender -terns for

two mobile telephbbe^upflrai-

ing licences,

.

between $200m and a
long list of compani^'^Qnd-
ing AT&T, Boll AtlantfejUS
West. British Telewntf and
Cable and Wireless.: have
shown interest ; ;

:

-

The process is betoganx-
*

iously watched by existing

mobile phone operators Center-."

tel, a joint venture between
Telekom Polska, Ameritech
and France Telecom.^Four ' -

years ago the foreign partners

paid $75m to the Pdlfoh gov- .

eminent on the undarstifodihg-
-

that one of the GSM
'

how on offer would bo reserved

for them. It remains to beaeen
whether this understandihg
will be honoured. ‘

,

Russia: Rostelekom, a semi-privatised company, is involved in some potentially enormous projects, reports John Thornhill in Moscow

*

Anxiety over pattern of developments
A patchwork quilt

of cellular, wireless

and fibre optic

telephone networks
is now spreading
across the country,
but the main focus

is on the most
lucrative markets
Foreign visitors to the former
Soviet Union used to complain
about many things: hotels
without bath plugs: empty res-

taurants without free tables;

and telephone lines which
were crackly, constantly
engaged and subject to strange

interruptions from coughing
KGB eavesdroppers.

But, like so much in the for-

mer Soviet Union, the coun-
try’s telephone system is

changing rapidly. The formerly

closed society Is opening its

communications markets to

the outside world with extraor-

dinary speed. There scarcely
seems to be a foreign telephone
operator that is not contem-
plating some investment in the

potentially vast new market of

150m. But one of industry's
concerns is that much of this

development is unplanned.
Paradoxically for a country
that was famed for central
planning, Russia's ministries
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appear to have little concept of

how the industry ought to

develop.

There are fears that tele-

phone operators will simply
cream off the most lucrative

business markets, ignoring the

needs of the remote regions.

Already, long-distance call vol-

umes are declining in some
outlying parts of Russia.

Industry experts suggest that

historically it has been
national telephone monopolies
which have built comprehen-
sive country-wide networks,
subsidising loss-making infra-

structure projects with profits

from other lucrative markets.
There appears to be no such
imperative in modem Russia.
There is certainly a massive

need for new developments
throughout the country. In
Soviet times, the telephone
market was given a low prior-

ity and its evolution was
closely monitored by the intel-

ligence services. It is estimated
that only 7 per cent of the pop-

ulation had access to a tele-

phone in Soviet times, with
some individuals waiting for as

long as 36 years to be con-
nected. From this low base, the

telephone market has been
growing rapidly, according to

some estimates, Russia's 28 per

cent compound annual growth
rate for international traffic

volume was second only to

India's between 1983-92.

The dominant participant in

Russia's telephone market is

Rostelekom. a semi-privatised

company estimated to control

more than 90 per cent of

domestic long-distance and
international traffic. The com-
pany, which has a licence to

operate such services until

2004, makes the most of its

near-monopoly position and
has already succeeded in rais-

ing the price of international

calls to world standards and
- since November 1994 - index-

ing its tariffs to future rates of
inflation.

Rostelekom is one of the few
Russian companies to have
been audited according to

international accounting stan-

dards and appears to be highly

profitable. Earlier this month.
Coopers & Lybrand. which

completed the audit, estimated

Rostelekom had made pre-tax

profits of $130m (£81-2m) on
revenues of $S37m in 1904. Its

net income was faom.
A recent research report on

Rostelekom by Brunswick, a
Moscow-based stockbroking
firm, suggested the company
should be able to increase prof-

its substantially in coming
years, benefiting from the high
growth In international traffic

and increasing tariff rates.

Although the company has
been dogged by payment
arrears, it also has good cash
flow with which to finance
infrastructure spending. It has
hired Merrill Lynch, the US
investment bank, to advise it

on Its future financing needs
amid talk that it will soon seek
to raise money on interna-

tional capital markets.

Rostelekom is involved in

some potentially enormous
projects. The most ambitious
of them is the Russian Overlay
Network, which aims to con-

nect B0 of Russia's biggest

cities with 50,000km of fibre

optic cables. The venture,
labelled the 50 by 50 network,

includes several Russian opera-

tors. US West, France Telecom
and Deutsche Telekom, and
would require tans of billions

of dollars to reach completion
within the next 10 years. But
the venture has made slow
progress because of the doubts
among foreign investors about
the uncertain legal and invest-

ment climate in Russia and
resistance from local Russian
telephone operators.

But four other big infrastruc-

ture projects to connect Russia
with international markets are

making swifter progress. Last
year. Tele Denmark and Roste-

^lekom co-operated to build a
fibre optic cable linking Russia

and Denmark, and an eastern

gateway to Japan and South
Korea has also been completed
with help from Siemens. A
southern gateway, linking Rus-

sia, Ukraine, Italy and Turkey
Is due to-be completed next
year with an international
exchange in Rostov-on-Don.
And the Japanese Exlmbank
has lent S200ra to Rostelekom
to help finance a Trans
Siberian link, which will give

20 industrial centres in central

Russia access to long-distance
and international dialling.

But there are many tele-

phone projects in Russia which
are developing outside the pur-

view of Rostelekom, particu-

larly in the cellular sector. The
chirruping of mobile phones in

Moscow’s smartest restaurants

is now a feature of Russian
life. The US Andrew Interna-

tional Corporation is also

pressing ahead with a $50Qm
fibre optic project to connect
Moscow with the east Asia.

Some projects have been
aimed specifically at Russian
business customers who are
fast developing a need for the
latest in telephone services.

For example, Sovintel, a Joint

venture between Rostelekom
and the US GTS. group, has
just established an integrated

digital network in cooperation
with Nortel and British Tele-

communications offering
Moscow businesses digital

voice, video conferencing and
electronic mail facilities.

The venture claims Russia's

relative backwardness has
effectively enabled it to skip a
generation of telephonic ser-

vices, and same customers now
have access to more sophisti-

cated services than those gen-

erally available in the west7

Some of Russia's regional

leaders are also showing :

-kn

interest in developing ..tele--

: phone networks as they jostle

with other areas for economic
advantage, A novel wireless
telephone system, designedly
Hughes Network ' Systems' 'of

the US and Alcatel-Alstham of

France has just been createdin
the semi-independent republic
of Tatarstan. When launching
the service earlier this year,

Mr Mintimer . Shaimiev,: the
Tatar president, said .he saw
many advantages in encourag-
ing the development of.such
modem infrastructure " . to
attract other investors to jthe

region. This system vcbuld
"make dramatic improvements
to the area’s economic , and
social well-being". -

As Moscow's gripon the. con-

trol of economic life, dimin-
ishes, western companies are

hoping there will - be many
more such regional initiatives.

Deutsche Telekom alliances
Continued from page two:

minister for .telecommunica-
tions, because it means more
competition for Deutsche Tele-

kom ahead of its crucial priva

tisation next year. However,
both the minister and the com-
pany are likely to cooperate
with Mr Van Miert because
Atlas is the cornerstone of
Deutsche Telekom’s interna-
tional strategy. Greater liberal-

isation of infrastructure In
Europe before 1988 could also

help the Germans and the
French argue the case in Wash-
ington for an alliance with

'

Sprint.

Getting Allas- and Phoenix
off the ground would make
Deutsche Telekom a powerful
force in international telecoms

- at least as powerful as it

already is as the world's third

biggest operator in sales terms

with turnover in 1994 of

DMSlbn. But while the grand

strategic alliances are being

engineered at the company's
headquarters in Bonn, the

company is already making
inroads into -several local mar-

kets especially through DeTe-

Mobil, its mobile phone subsid-

iary.

DeTeMobii has. a stake in

Mobile Telesystems, a com-

pany which built and now '

operates the first' digital tele-

phone net in Moscow. The Ger-

mans are also operating a
mobile phone net in the

Ukraine In conjunction with

local partners.

The most ambitious move

was made earlier this year

when DeTeMobii paid DM586m
to take 25 per cent in Sate-

Uiuto, an Indonesian telecoms

group which was awarded the

archipelago’s first mobile
phone licence. Industry execu-

tives suggest DeTeMobii paid
too much for the stake despite

. the strong, international com-
petition. DeTeMobil's Invest-

ment could pay off because of

Indonesia's dynamic economy
and because its 17,000 islands

are better suited to a mobile

phone network than to fixed

telephone networks.

Deutsche Telekom'also holds
a 30 per cent stake in Matav,
the Hungarian telecoms opera-

tor, together with Ameritech,
the US regional operating com-
pany.

Today in Geneva

Telecom 95 - Stand 5312 - Tel: (022) 7602503 :

Tomorrow in Sophia Antipolis

Join the leaders in telecommunications

Aerospatial, AT&T, Bay Networks,

Digital, ' ETSI, France Telecom, IBM,

STTA, Texas Instruments, VLSI Technology...

just like 250 companies, 8,000 engineers

and researchers who everyday invent,

experiment, design, develop, connect,

start up and thrive in "Telecom Valley".
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The Great Spirit guides my

people, but he can’t advise

about video-conferencing.

So I’ll be checking

out the new systems

for myself.

At TELECOM ’95.

I "v

§k,
V--' ife

ESMSl

' V--V-

This October, in Geneva, IBM
will be putting on some

spectacular presentations at

TELECOM ’95.

They will take the form

of six incredible displays,

bringing together live presen-

tations and dramatic techno-

logy demonstrations with our

experts as the performers.

They’ll cover topics from

marketing on the net to

downloading video from the

top of a mountain.

And, equally importantly,

you’ll be able to discuss them

with our staff at our exhibi-

tion stand.

Just because we’re into

video-conferencing, it doesn’t

mean we don’t want to meet

you in the flesh.

Come and see us at

Palexpo (Hall 4) or check our

Web page on http://www.ibm.

com/telecom95/

tt

Solutions for a small planet
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Italy: The privatisation of Stet, the telecoms company, is perhaps the most eagerly awaited of ad forthcoming state sales, reports Andrew Hill

Squabbles delay Stet sell-off
U;- -
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Simplification and
restructuring still

leaves three

state-controlled

companies

The Italian telecoms sector has

been standing on the brink of

important liberalisation for

rears. Within the last 18

months, however, a combina-
tion of internal and external

pressure has pushed Italy's

state-controlled telephone com-
panies over the edge.

How well they survive
depends on the managerial and
technological skills of the com-
panies themselves, but also on
a number of variables: how
strongly the Italian govern-
ment (and parliament) push for

liberalisation; the success of

privatisation; and the judge-

ment of partners and competi-
tors about the prospects for

further development of the Ital-

ian market
It is still valid In Italy to talk

about sta te-controlled telecoms
companies in the plural,

because in spite of recent sim-

plification and restructuring,

responsibility for Italian tele-

communications is divided
between three main compa-
nies. The main change has
been the formation and stock

market listing of Telecom
Italia during 2994, following a
merger between Sip, the
quoted domestic operating

company, and four other state-

controlled companies-

At the time of the merger,

Telecom Italia was the sixth

largest telecoms operator in

the world by turnover, which
reached L29.100bn (£l,804bn) in
1994. In July this year, Telecom
Italia demerged its highly prof-

itable mobile telephony busi-

ness into a separate company
called Telecom Italia Mobile
(TIM).

Both these companies are in
turn controlled by Stet, the
quoted telecoms bolding com-
pany which also has invest-

ments in manufacturing
(through Telsi. the name for

the new company formed from
Italtel and Siemens' Italian

manufacturing interests); proj-

ect planning and Installation

iSlrti); publishing, telematics

and marketing (Seat); and
information processing (Pin-

siel).

All three companies - Stet,

Telecom Italia and TIM - are
quoted in Milan, and Stet
shares were recently listed on
the New York Stock Exchange.
Investors' attention has con-
centrated on Stet, however,
because IRI, the state holding

company, is planning to sell its

62 per cent stake in Stet either

this year or next.

The privatisation of Stet is

perhaps the most eagerly
awaited of all forthcoming
state sales in Italy. But the

sell-off has been delayed by
continued squabbling in the
Italian parliament about the
structure of the regulatory

authority .necessary to oversee
the Italian telecoms sector.

The absence of a regulatory

authority is certainly a handi-
cap for telecoms companies
operating in Italy - both Tele-

com Italia and Its competitors.

It means everyday disputes
about tariffs, or the interpreta-

tion of particular regulations,

have to be settled by bodies
with more general powers such
as the antitrust authority, gov-
ernment committees or, in the
last resort, the courts.

Privatisation would give a
strong psychological boost to

Stet and Telecom Italia, but
analysts believe liberalisation

is more important than who
owns the former state compa-
nies. As Mr Francesco Chiri-

chigno, Telecom Italia’s chief

executive, said in a letter to

employees last month, on the

first anniversary of the compa-
ny's formation: “Telecom Italia

is an entrepreneurial reality

which is healthy, technologi-
cally advanced, professionally

competent and which is learn-

ing to compete in an open mar-
ket"

Already Telecom Italia faces

most of the European opera-

tors as direct competitors on
the Italian market. At the
moment, the likes of British

Telecom and Cable & Wireless
of the UK, Unisource, the Euro-

pean telecoms alliance, and

Stet has been
seeking a global

alliance to

crown a senes

of smaller

investments

overseas

AT&T of the US. are offering

mainly business services,

although they are all deter-

mined to challenge Telecom
Italia across the board once lib-

eralisation opens up voice ser-

vices to full competition.

A cumber of new joint ven-

tures have also been formed,
aimed specifically at challeng-

ing Telecom. Italia's dominance
in business services. BT has
linked up with Banca Nation-

ale del Lavoro, one of Italy's

biggest banks, to form Alba-

com, linking the British com-

pany's expertise with the

bank's existing communica-
tions infrastructure. Olivetti,

the Italian computer group,

has formed Infosfrada with

Ben Atlantic, the US telecoms

company, to offer business ser-

vices.

Perhaps most importantly.

Granite] Pronto Italia - Italy's

second operator of GSM digital

mobile phones - is set to start

operations before the end of

the year, providing the first

direct challenge to TIM'S domi-

nance.
Competitors are quick to

point out, however, that in the

absence of infrastructure liber-

alisation, these joint ventures

still depend on lines leased

from Telecom Italia, so their

growth inevitably means more
income for the state-controlled

operator.

It also remains to be seen
how solid the joint ventures
are. As the Italian market
develops, the structure of com-
petition in Italy may change
with rivals of Stet and Telecom
Italia becoming allies, and vice

versa. To a limited extent, this

is already happening: for exam-
ple, Bell Atlantic recently-

abandoned plans to take a
stake in Stet's multimedia sub-

sidiary in order to pursue its

fllHanras with Olivetti.

In any rase, Telecom Italia's

historic dominance of the mar-

ket will be difficult to shake.

Even in relatively new areas,

such as mobile telephony, the

state-controlled companies'

long-standing monopoly has

allowed them to gain a head-

start which it will be difficult

for rivals to overtake, TIM. for

example, was bom earlier this

year with a fully-fledged

monopoly hi analogue mobile

telephone services, and a
strong lead in GSM digital ser-

vices. and now has more than

3m clients. No wonder its

shares were among the stron-

gest performers on the whole
Milan stock exchange in their

first month.
Telecom Italia and Stet are

also seeking to take advantage
of fast-moving technological
developments, rather than
counting on their traditional

monopoly position. In May, for

example. Telecom Italia sur-

prised shareholders by announ-
cing that between L12,000bn

and LJ3,000bn of its investment
over the next three years
would be aimed at expanding
Italy's fibre-optic cable net-

work to reach 10m domestic
customers by 1998. Telecom
Italia has also signed a L330bn
contract for the construction or
an experimental broadband
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Mobility in Rome; this couple pauses amid the city traffic allow the

moped driver to make a can on his mobile telephone ncumGart

network for the transmission

of advanced multimedia ser-

vices.

At the same time, Stet has
been seeking a global alliance

to crown a series of smaller

investments overseas (in Cuba
and Argentina, for example;.
At the beginning of. August,
Stet seemed to have found its

partner when it signed a pre-

liminary agreement with IBM,
the US computer company.
The agreement envisages a

worldwide alliance,aimed at
offering business and -private

clients a range ^ sophisticated

network services. Itimams to

be seen whether this wiHhirn
into the sort of global deal
which Stet and Telecom Balia

need to underpin their domi-
nance of the Italian market.
The deal is not exclusive -
other partners are being
sought - and at the time of

writing, the alliance had not
yet been formalised. ; ..-

Spains EU liberalisation requirments will be met in full by 1998, reports David White in Madrid

Telefonica comes full circle
Global ambitions
focus on
fast-growing Latin
American markets

Anxious caOer: stock brokers In Madrid struggle to find positions for

their clients in a volatile market On the telecoms front, too, the stage is

set for a big battle fr» mobile telephone services puuk Owe Coyta. ap

No one predicted 10 years ago,

when Spain was gearing up to

join the European Community,
that its Telefonica group would
become much or a force any-
where outside its home terri-

tory. But it is currently the
biggest international player in

the fast-growing telecommuni-

cations markets of Latin Amer-
ica.

Building up that position has
been a calculated gamble in a
bid to achieve the critical size

it needs, and to compensate for

the opening-up of what has. np
to now, been a captive domes-
tic market
Telef6nica is undergoing a

rapid and difficult metamor-
phosis. from what was effec-

tively a state-controlled
monopoly, to a privatised mar-
ket-oriented company in a com-
petitive environment
The change is a difficult one

because of Telefonica's impor-

tant place in the Spanish econ-

omy - it has a turnover equiv-

alent to 2 per cent of the
country’s gross domestic prod-

uct - and differing visions

about both the pace of liberal-

isation and the government's
future role in the sector.-

An international share place-

ment now in preparation is set

to reduce the state's sharehold-

ing by 12 per cent to just under
20 per cent The scale of the

operation reflects a compro-
mise between the positions

defended in the Socialist gov-

ernment by Mr Pedro Solbes.

the finance and economy min-
ister, who favoured a larger

sell-off. and Mr Jose Borrell,

public works minister, who
seeks to maintain a guiding
state hand during the transi-

tion period. But the govern-
ment stake in Telefdnica.

which since the 1980s has
shrugged off its interests in

manufacturing, is due in any
event to be reduced to virtually

zero by 1998.

The change is necessarily

rapid because the Spanish
authorities opted not to take
up an extra five-year leeway
they were offered by the Euro-
pean Union, and instead will

comply with the January 2,

1988. deadline for full liberalis-

ation of voice telephone ser-

vices. Telefonica has up to now
had a monopoly in the basic

telephone business, with com-
petition in some other services.

Before opening up it needs to

fill remaining gaps in its terri-

torial coverage in Spain and -

more problematically - com-
plete an overhaul of its tariff

structure.

The existing structure, with
high long-distance rates sub-

sidising relatively cheap local

calls, would leave Telefdnica in

a. vulnerable competitive posi-

tion. Already last year, local

cal] rates went up by just over

30 per cent, while most inter-

national tariffs were lowered.

Analysts calculate that the
rebalancing of rates to com-
pare with other European oper-

ators will result in an overall

redaction of 15 per cent in cur-

rent terms and 25 per cent in

real terms by the 1998 deadline.

The stage is set this autumn
for the first big competitive
battle, in mobile telephones.

Telefonica recently launched
the country’s first digital

mobile service to the GSM
standard. MoviStar. In October,

a second licensee. Airtel, a con-

sortium venture including Air-

Touch of the US. British Tele-

com and Spanish financial

partners, is due to start up.

Airtel estimates the total Span-

ish market for mobile tele-

phones. will grow to about
ZJ3m at the end of the century.

This compares with a clientele

of about 640,000 for Telefon-

ica's original analogue service.

The next battleground is in

cable television. A draft law on
cable communications -was
approved by the government at

the end of last year. The idea is

to apply on a local state the

model used an a national scale

Continued on facing page
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WAS THE
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Communication fuels human interaction.
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It's the force that holds societies together. It

keeps ignorance at bay, builds trust and

gives wings to ideas. Without it all progress
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Nokia helps people communicate.
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Through cellular phones that make voice

and data communication independent of
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INTERNATIONAL. TELECOMMUNICATIONS - North America

The US: .Contention QVftr telecommunications bffl. By Tony Jackson in New Yorkam — tc«q^ommuntcations Dm. ay tony uacKson in New t

AT&T squares up
the Baby BellsDnf» Sr

to

Before the winners
ana losers can be
identified, the
djarket itself needs
to be clearly
defined

Jelecoms industry is onthe
^
ril

^ of convulsive change

AT&T
S1DCe tbe OM

broken up a decade

S,?f\ l0nB distance and
local telephony within the US
were pulled apart. Now. by
government decree, they are to
^united again. The question
is whether another telecoms
monster will emerge.
The telecommunications bill

now going through its final
stages in Congress has proved
contentious. The central ques-
tion has been the terms on
which the long-distance »wd
local phone companies will be
allowed to compete In each
others' markets: and in partic-
ular. what the timing will be.

In its original form, the bill
imposed fairly strict conditions
on the local companies enter-
ing the long distance market.
These companies - the Baby
Bells - are the surviving
monopolists of the old US
phone system. They control
local access to the customer,
which gives them a substantial
competitive advantage.
The original bill therefore

said, in effect, that the Baby
Bells had to have a local com-
petitor on an independent net-
work in their area before they
could enter long distance.

After heavy lobbying, that
condition was scrapped, so that

the local and long distance
companies will now be free to
enter each others'

almost immediately.

Some commentators

taken the view that this wDl
free AT&T to gobble up the
Baby Bells. It is. after all.
much larger than they are indi-
vidually. Its sales last year
Were $75bn (£46-8bn), almost as
large as the seven Baby Bells
put together (the largest. Bell-

South. had sales of $l6_8bn.)
Last month, At&T

announced that it was spin-
ning off its lucrative equip-
ment business and its loss
making computer arm, leaving
a $50bn services business that
still dominates the telephone
sector.

Besides having deep pockets
to fund its.investment in local
phone systems, AT&T has a
strong brand name across the
US. It is also the biggest cellu-
lar phone operator in the coun-
try. a fact which could become
relevant as companies vie to

become one-stop, shops for all

the phone requirements of the
customer.

Against this, tbe Baby Bells
have several strong cards. Tb
begin with, they control the
chief bottleneck in tbe tele-

phone system, access to the
local loop. At the same time,

the level of competition in the
long-distance market means
substantia] excess capacity
exists, so that the Baby Bells

are likely to be able to offer a
total service quickly.

Tbe long-distance companies,
by contrast, may find local

capacity hard to obtain, and
may be obliged to build their

own networks. In other words,

the Baby Bells are likely to get

a flying start: and in tbe race

to sign up the customer, that

could prove decisive.

The Baby Bells have another
crucial advantage. Over half

markets

have

the long-distance calls originat-

ing in their areas - up to 70

per cent in some cases - also

sencus escalation of Gwermcn
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Telefonica enters

global arena
Continued from feeing page:

for GSM mobile telephones:

two licences in each designated

area, one for Telefenica. and

the other auctioned off Tele-

fonica is already involved in

cable TV in Chile and Peru.

In 1998 the company will face

a competitor In basic telephony

in Spain. However, a recent

study by Banco Bilbao Vizcaya

- one of the Teleffinica's “core”

banking shareholders - fore-

casts it will still have some 94

per cent of the market in 2005.

According to the study, the

number two operator is Hkely

by then to control about 2.5 per

cent, with cable operators

accounting for just over 3 per

cent The overall business, it

reckons, will have doubled

from its present level to about

Pta2.600bD (£13.5bn).

Growth potential on the

Spanish market is an impor-

tant factor in Telefonica’s pros-

pects. Although the number of

telephone lines In service dou-

bled between 1980 and 1994, to

14.7m. Spain’s penetration rate

of 37.5 per cent is relatively

low compared with the mam

European or North American

markets. In tbe most populous

region, Afldalucia. St is less

than 29 per cent. In mobile

telephones, Spain’s penetration

rate prior to the introduction

of GSM services was a rete-

• tively meagre 1.7 per cent

While continuing heavy

investment at home. Telefonica

•has stepped into the interna-

tional arena, in June it for-

mally agreed to join the Uni-

source grouping with a 25 per

cant stake alongside its Dutch.

Swiss and Swedish counter-

parts at an overall cost or a

PtaiSbn. initial plans to merge

their data transmission busi-

ness were dropped, however.

At the same time. Telefdnica

has been in lengthy discus-

sions with both GTE and
AT&T of the US, with the aim

of taking on a partner in its

international division.

The company's ambitions as

a global operator have focused

on Spanish-speaking countries

of Latin America, although it

also has interests in Portugal

and Romania. With its experi-

ence of intensive line-installa-

tion programmes in Spain, it

has taken advantage of recent

telephone privatisations.

Despite recent economic jitters

in Mexico and Argentina, it is

counting on rapid growth in

these markets.

Since 1990. Telefbnica Inter-

national. in which tbe Spanish

government has a direct 24 per

cent stake, has built up inter-

ests. primarily in Chile. Argen-

tina, and Peru, and also in

Venezuela. Colombia and

Puerto Rico. It raised eyebrows

by bidding a whopping S2bn

(gLSbn) in 1994 for a control-

ling 35 per cent stake in two

Peruvian companies, now

merged. But Mr Ignacio Santil-

lapa, managing of Telefonica

Interoacionai. insists it was "a

brilliant operation”.

The company has . been

studying privatisation opportu-

nities in Ecuador and Bolivia

and possible entry to larger

markets in Brazil and Mexico.

Its TLD long-distance phone

company in Puerto Rico, in

which it has 79 per ceot. is

seen as a doorway into the US,

where it plans to launch ser-

vices in several eastern states.

For Telefdnica. a company

which started but in 1024

under US control as a subsid-

iary of ITT. the move will

mark a coming of age.

terminate there. Under the

existing rules, a call from
Atlanta to Miami, for instance,

has to pass through a

long-distance operator: but
both cities are part of the Bell-

South system.
As a result, BellSouth has to

give up some 60 cents on each
dollar to the long-distance
operator, even though the call

went from one of its customers

US competition

will not be
limited to local

and long

distance phone
companies

to another, using BellSouth’s
lines and systems. The
long-distance company, of
course, would retort that it has
to give up 40 cents to Bell-

South on a long-distance call,

just for tbe privilege of gaining
access to the local loop.

Under the new system,
though, it seems clear the

Baby Bells will be strongly
placed to take much of that

business away from tbe
long-distance operators. There
is the further prospect of amal-
gamation between the Bells,

whether formal or Informal.
Take, for instance. Nynex

and Bell Atlantia two neigh-

bouring Bells which have been
edging closer in recent months,
notably with the combination
of their cellular businesses into

a joint venture. If those two
were to combine in offering

long-distance services, they
would command the whole
sweep of the Atlantic seaboard
from Maine to Virginia.

But competition will not be
confined to tbe local and long
distance telephone companies.
The cable TV operators, too,

will be freed under the legisla-

tion to offer telephony to their

customers, both wired and
wireless. To an extent, this had
been happening anyway, as a
result of rule changes at the
state and local level. But a

change at the national level Is

of great strategic importance
to cable industry leaders such
as Tele-Communications Inc

(TCI; and Time Warner.

HeOo from Seattle: phone booths ffll up as 3,000 sa9ors come ashore to phone home altar nine US Navy ships arrived for a Seatair Festive] return: ap

The most striking instance of

this is the venture set up by
three of tbe biggest cable com-
panies - TCI, Comcast and Cox

with Sprint, the
long-distance telephone com-
pany. In March, tbe partners

said they would invest $4.4bo
over three years on telephony.

Of that $2.1bn has already

been spent on mobile phone
licences in tbe government’s
so-called PCS auctions earlier

in tbe year, in which the con-

sortium was the heaviest

spender. However, there will

also be large outlays cm wired
networks which will also offer

multimedia services.

This is a further reminder
bat the winners in the chang-

ing world of US telecommuni-
cations will be those who most
accurately foresee what mix-
ture of services tbe consumer
will want Just as the cable

companies are clubbing
together to get into telephony,

so the Baby Bells are getting

together to challenge them in

cable.

Thus, for instance. Bell-

South, Azneritech and SBC
Communications have got
together with Disney in a con-

sortium which plans to spend
$500m over the next five years
on developing new TV pro-
grammes which the phone
companies can offer customers
over newly developed cable
networks.
Meanwhile, software compa-

nies, such as Microsoft, are

prowling round the edges.

looking for ways to exploit the

convergence of the telephone,

the TV set and tbe personal

computer in the American
home. Not only will it take

time to identity winners and
losers in the new markets: the

markets themselves will take a

while to become defined.

Global partnership deals:

plans by the three big US
long-distance carriers, AT&T,
MCI and Sprint.

- See next page.
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View from the tops By Robert E. Alton, chairman and chief executive of AT&T

Customers want more choice
New technology is

empowering customers
by giving them more
control over how they

use telecommunications
services

I
t hardly qualifies as a prediction to

say that the next four years should

see continued growth and change in

world telecommunications.

Telecommunications is the founda-

tion of the global information Industry
that is a $1.5 trillion market right now,
and should be worth twice that within

the next ten years.

The well-established marriage of com-
munications and computing will con-

tinue to move us towards the kind of

interactive, multimedia services that

Europeans associate with the term
'Information Society' and Americans
call the 'Information Superhighway.’

The current boom In telecommunica-

tions infrastructure will continue for at

least the next four years, and probably

well beyond.
Wireless communications, the fastest

growing segment of the telecommunica-

tions industry today, will continue its

rapid expansion. As the technological

capacity of wireless expands and costs

fall, it sbould emerge in many places as

a basic part of communications infra-

structure. Perhaps the most significant

change of the near future will be the

change in the long-standing connection

between telecommunications and the

public interest

For most of the last century, the pub-

lic interest was defined by the providers

of telecommunications. But in the near

and long-term future, the public inter-

est will be defined by the public itself.

The promise of market liberalisation

is making customers restless for real

competitive choices. Led by the world's Robert Alton: ‘Customers want competitive choice ... the global telecoms industry simply cannot ignore their expectations’

multinational corporations, customers
will Increasingly expect state-of-the-art many countries to delay and inhibit the tial customers. Speaking from the per- marketplace policy. If the El

technology delivered in a competitive inevitable arrival of real competition. spective of AT&T, a former monopoly competitive telecommunicat

marketplace with all the associated These Tears are understandable, but provider, I can say without reservation ket in 1998. the time to start li

benefits of choice and price. unfounded. The experience of the US that the vibrant competition in the US market-entry is now. Econ
The winners in the global teiecommu- long-distance market proves that long-distance market has made us into Europe and elsewhere can il

nications market will be those provid- healthy competition delivers benefits a stronger, more customer-focused com- wait three years for the servii

ers and public policy-makers who com- not only for customers, but for the pany. In the coming years, competition tions and lower costs that ct

nut themselves to meeting customer industry and the general economy as could very well have the same effect on markets can bring,

expectations, rather than clinging to welL the state-sponsored monopoly compa- Given the complexity of th

the traditional monopoly market model Long-distance competition acceler- Dies in other countries. ogy and the enormity of tb

that is slowly sinking under its own ated in America with the break-up of providing fundamental ser

weight. the old Bell System monopoly (of which r l he stage has certainly been set to opposed to specialised privati

Monopoly telecommunications pro- AT&T was the parent company) in 1984. I put that idea to work over the vices that are already open t<

viders. with their high-cast structures In the following 10 years, long-distance JL next four years, most promJ- tion in some countries t. it is

and inflated prices, are ill-equipped to prices decreased 66 per cent and new nently In western Europe and the take competition several yeai

meet the expectations of multinational services have proliferated as customer United States. root even after the political

corporations and other customers choice stimulated the marketplace. Vol- The European Union has announced come down,
looking for innovative and reliable ser- times are at record levels, and the long its intention to open its national tele- Introducing competition in

vice at the lowest possible cost. No-one distance business remains an attractive communications markets to competi- communications market wit

is mote aware of this than the monop- and profitable market. tion In 1998. As I write this, the US the co-operation of the ejdstir

oly providers themselves. As the pros- Similarly, prices dropped substan- Congress is in the final stages of adopt- oly providers and an indepem
pect of significant competition comes tially and services improved in Britain ing a sweeping new communications lator to make sure that the r

into sharper focus, the next few years following the privatisation of British legislation that would open up local open markets is translated in

could see monopoly national services Telecom and In anticipation of competi- telecommunications service in America It is a realitv that custoi

providers make substantial changes to tion The UK market is still too domi- to competition. understand. Thev want the b

expand services and push down costs, nated by BT to be called competitive. In both the EU and US, the commit- competitive choice. Their ex]

Fear of the real and perceived dlfficul- but the competitive initiatives under- ment to these pro-competitive inten- have been raised - and the g.

ties of making such a transformation way in Britain have already translated tions will be measured by how vigor- communications industry si

have caused national regulators in into benefits for business and residen- ously they are translated into not ignore them.

many countries to delay and inhibit the

inevitable arrival of real competition.

These Tears are understandable, but

unfounded. The experience of the US
long-distance market proves that

healthy competition delivers benefits

not only for customers, but for the
industry and the general economy as

welL
Long-distance competition acceler-

ated in America with the break-up of

the old Bell System monopoly (of which
AT&T was the parent company) in 1984.

In the following 10 years, long-distance

prices decreased 66 per cent and new
services have proliferated as customer
choice stimulated the marketplace. Vol-

umes are at record levels, and the long
distance business remains an attractive

and profitable market
Similarly, prices dropped substan-

tially and services improved in Britain

following the privatisation of British

Telecom and in anticipation of competi-
tion The UK market is still too domi-
nated by BT to be called competitive,

but the competitive initiatives under-

way in Britain have already translated

into benefits for business and residen-

tial customers. Speaking from the per-

spective of AT&T, a former monopoly
provider, I can say without reservation

that the vibrant competition in the US
long-distance market has made us into

a stronger, more customer-focused com-

pany. In the coming years, competition

could very well have the same effect on
the state-sponsored monopoly compa-
nies in other countries.

T he stage has certainly been set to

put that idea to work over the
next four years, most promi-

nently in western Europe and the
United States.

The European Union has announced
its intention to open its national tele-

communications markets to competi-
tion in 1998. As I write this, the US
Congress is in the final stages of adopt-

ing a sweeping new communications
legislation that would open up local

telecommunications service in America
to competition.

In both the EU and US, the commit-
ment to these pro-competitive inten-

tions will be measured by how vigor-

ously they are translated into

marketplace policy. If the EU wants a

competitive telecommunications mar-
ket in 1998. the time to start liberalising

market-entry is now. Economies in

Europe and elsewhere can ill-afford to

wait three years for the service innova-

tions and lower costs that competitive

markets can bring.

Given the complexity of the technol-

ogy and the enormity of the task of
providing fundamental services fas

opposed to specialised private line ser-

vices that are already open to competi-

tion in some countries t. It is likely to

take competition several years to take
root even after the political barriers

come down.
Introducing competition in ans* tele-

communications market will require
the co-operation of the existing monop-
oly providers and an independent regu-

lator to make sure that the rhetoric of
open markets is translated into reality.

It is a realitv that customers well

understand. Thev want the benefits of
competitive choice. Their expectations

have been raised - and the global tele-

communications industry simply can
not ignore them.

M US global partnership deals: Important new groupings are emerging, reports Tony Jackson in New York

Big carriers a-wooing go
The goal now is

to provide
multinational
corporations with a
single compatible
world-wide system
for voice and data

The three big US long-distance

carriers. AT&T. MCI and
Sprint, have each adopted a

slightly different approach to

global competition.

MCI has formed an alliance

with British Telecom; Sprint is

in the process of tying up a

deal with Deutsche Telekom
and France Telecom; AT&T -

depending ou one’s viewpoint
- is either operating through a
looser series of alliances in

Europe and the Far East, or

going it alone.

The logic of these groupings

is derived not only from the

strategy of the US companies
but - perhaps more impor-
tantly - from that of of foreign

companies which are seeking

access to the US market The
chief purpose of global net-

works is to serve global corpo-

rations. A disproportionate

umber of these are US-based

and the proportion of global

traffic originating from the US
is variously estimated at

between 25 per cent and 40 per

cent.

Europe is the other crucial

area for multinationals, with

Asia - excluding Japan - a

much more fragmented
marketplace. The chief priority

for both US and European tele-

phone companies has thus

been to secure a transatlantic

partner.

Mr Alain Lebec, joint head of

telecoms investment banking

at Merrill Lynch in New York,

points out that whereas there

are only three big US
long-distance companies.

Europe has far more players.

For a bevy of European suit-

ors. he says, “the dance was on

for US partners.”

AT&T, he argues, was ruled

out since its size made it “the

SOO-pound gorilla”. In revenue

terms. AT&T is bigger than
Deutsche Telekom and France

Telecom together and almost

four times the size of BT. Even

Expanding US network: telephone engineers toying cable to New York City

after the divestment of its com-
puting arm and equipment
manufacturing operations, it is

still a behemoth among carri-

ers. No European company
could enter an alliance with
AT&T and be assured of equal-
ity.

That made MCI the most
attractive target, as the next
biggest but of manageable size.

Deutsche Telekom and France
Telecom are thought to have
been close to doing a deal in

mid-1993. Instead, British Tele-

com stole MCI from under
their noses, paying $4.3bn for a
20 per stake - the maximum
allowed under US regulations.

Sprint was thus the only US
partner left. Within a year - by
mid-1994 - Deutsche Telekom
and France Telecom had
snapped it up as a consolation

prize, with a similar 20 per
cent stake. (The deal has been

largely cleared by the US
authorities, but awaits consent
from Brussels.) That alliance

has been hotly opposed by
AT&T, on the grounds that the

German and French telecoms

markets are still largely closed,

and that lack of reciprocity

makes the deal anti-competi-

tive. Brussels is likely to

impose conditions, but to let

the deal through eventually,

AT&T made no such objec-

tions to the MCI-BT alliance.

But since the UK telecoms
market is wide open, that

means only that AT&T had no
grounds for complaint, not that

it was happy with the deal
AT&T’s own arrangements

include Uniworld, a joint ven-

ture with Unisource, which is

in turn a venture formed by
the telephone companies of

Switzerland. Sweden and the

Netherlands. It has also formed
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WorldPartners. a loose alliance

with Singapore Telecoms and

KDD, the Japanese
long-distance company.
In settling for less formal

groupings, often non-exclusive

in nature, AT&T may be mak-

ing a virtue out of necessity.

How far this strategy wifi suc-

ceed against the more commit-

ted partnerships in which MCI
and Sprint are involved

remains unclear.

This may partly depend on

what alliances can be fixed up

in Asia. Japan apart, the Asian

economies are much more frag-

mented. and are home to few

truly multinational companies.

They are. however, hugely

important as growth markets

for multinationals elsewhere.

The Ukely answer, says Mr
Lebec, is for local Asian alli-

ances to be formed, centred on
Singapore. Hong Kong or even

Australia. “The need is for

European and American com-
panies to access Asia." be says.

"So far, no-one in Asia has the

weight to provide that, so a
local alliance is a more logical

evolution.” he adds.

How remunerative these

global alliances wiQ prove is

perhaps another matter. Multi-

nationals. such as Unilever or
General Motors, which need to

communicate across a myriad
of international subsidiaries,

are already highly experienced
in telecoms.

The ability to offer them a

single compatible world-wide
system for voice and data is, of

course, attractive but equally,

these companies can drive a
hard bargain, especially among
active competitors. And, given

that the new telecoms alliances

will have high start-up costs to

cover, from installing networks
and leasing facilities to getting

agreement with local telephone

companies, competition for

high-volume business is likely

to be correspondingly intense.

There is one further impon-
derable. At some point, the
Internet will presumably
become sufficiently global -

and sufficiently secure - to

form the basis of a communica-
tions network for some corpo-

rations. or at least some of

their traffic.

In that case, the problem for

the telephone companies wifi

be two-fold. They need to dif-

ferentiate their own services

enough to make sure they are

not reduced to commodity sta-

tus. and above all. they need to

work out how to collect a more
respectable toll for Internet

traffic passing over their wires.

But on the whole, it seems
unlikely that there will be win-
ners and losers among the US
long-distance companies in

their global operations. Rather,

there will be winners and big'

ger winners.

After all, the US is the home
of the information revolution.

As such, it retains the lead in a
number of crucial technologies

and applications. Considering
the potentially ferocious battle

the US long-distance compa-
nies face in their deregulated
home market, they are wise to

make the most of their advan-
tages overseas.

Mortal; Manufacturer profile. By Bernard Simon in Toront£__

Strategy pays on

with record orde
In the area of
networks, Nortel

has big ambitions

beyond North
American
boundaries

Northern Telecom unveiled a

new corporate slogan earlier

this year to celebrate its 100th

birthday and to hammer home
the transformation that has
taken place at the Canadian
telecommunications equipment
supplier.

The slogan - “A World of

Networks” - is a formal
acknowledgment that the big

phone switches which put Nor-
tel on the map in the 1970s and
1980s are gradually taking a
back seat to the transmission
equipment, wireless products,

software and satellite applica-

tions used to build sophisti-

cated telecommunications net-

works.
The strategy has paid off, so

far. From an S884m (£55JL5m)
loss in 1993 (much of it made
up of restructuring charges),

Nortel has rebounded to record
earnings erf S79m in the second,
quarter of this year. Order
inflows between April and
June, totalling S2.55bru were
also at record levels.

RBC Dominion Securities of

Toronto noted in a recent
report that the turnaround has
been quicker than expected.

Nortel’s share price has almost

doubled in two years, trading

at about CS50 on the Toronto
stock exchange in late August

Central office switches make
up about 40 per cent of Nortel's

sales, down from 51 per cent in

1989. Meanwhile, the contribu-

tion of wireless products has

grown from 3 per cent to 15 per

cent "The switching business

is going to grow less for ns
than the growth of the com-
pany,” says Jean Monty, who
has overseen a top-to-toe

shake-np at Nortel since he
took over as chief executive
two years ago. “More and more
you see us evolving towards
offering solutions, as opposed
to Just offering boxes."

Nortel has also retreated
from cable manufacturing. It

has sold the submarine table

division of STC. the UK tele-

coms equipment group which
it bought in 1992, and disposed

of a large fibre-optic cable fac-

tory in Saskatchewan.

But in the area of networks,
says Mr Monty, “there's no
limit to what we win want to

do - design, build, finance . .

.”

As an example of his ambi-
tions. Mr Monty cites a recent-

ly-completed turnkey contract

with Energis. the UK power
distributor. Nortel spearheaded
the installation of a fibre-optic

telecommunications network
in which cable was wrapped
around the earth wires of exist-

ing power lines. It also sup-

plied a range of equipment,
including a DMS-100 public
switch.

Mr Monty's strategy also

includes a drive to step up Nor-

tel’s presence outside North
America. The central office

switching business was cen-

tred on the US regional phone

I

Nortel is

evolving as a

'solutions’

supplier

companies and Bell Canada.
(Both Bell Canada and Nortel

are subsidiaries of BCE, the
Montreal-based telecommuni-
cations conglomerate.)
As recently as 2989, North

America contributed 95 per
cent of revenues. That dropped
to 67 per cent last year, thanks
to expansion in western
Europe, Asia (especially China)
and Latin America. British
Telecom is now among Nortel's

biggest customers.
Nortel bought a 50 per cent

stake in France's Matra Com-
munications in 1992. giving it a
window on wireless equipment
using the predominantly Euro-
pean GSM standard.

Earlier this year, it formed a
joint venture with Germany’s
Daimler Benz Aerospace
(Dasa). The deal was conceived
partly to give Nortel a toehold

in Germany ahead of deregu-
lation of the telecoms market
there. An added attraction

however, was Dasa's expertise

in satellite communications.
Most recently, Nortel forged

an alliance with Illinois-based

Nortel (Northern Telecom), working with BT and Savtntel, the Russian

telephone operator, has established the first end-to-end ISON (Integrated

Services Digital Network) connection between Russia and the (JK

Antec, which specialises in

broadband network products

for cable-TV. The two compa-
nies' first joint venture will

aim to integrate voice, data
and interactive video on a sin-

gle network for cable-TV and
phone sendees.

One of Nortel's few remain-

ing peripheral Investments is

its 17 per cent stake in ZCL, the

UK computer group, which it

acquired as part of the STC
acquisition. Mr Monty says he
is still unsure what will

become of the ICL interest, but
considers it a good investment

for the time being.

Corporate culture
Nortel’s corporate culture

has also changed in recent
years. Mr Monty's predecessor,

Mr Paul Stern, was a brash

American computer industry

executive who moved Nortel’s

centre of gravity towards the

US. Mir Monty, a Frencb-Cana-

dian, is more conservative,
.He

has reluctantly allowed bis

Lieutenants to wear casual

clothes at the office, but has no
Intention of following suit

Since taking the reins. Mr.
Monty has re-established

Toronto as the undisputed

head office. He has delegated

more authority to product and
regional managers.
However. Mr Monty is con-,

cemed Nortel has been hiding

its light under a busheL He
acknowledges that “we haven't

articulated our vision well

enough to our customers, our

shareholders or our employ-
ees.” The company is likely to

promote itself more vigorously
in the coming year.

Global datacoms market by country
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10 INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS - North America

Mexico: Phone call revenues with'the US are worth $2bn a year, reports Leslie Crawford In Mexico City
_ a,

Countdown for a $7bn market
A new telecoms

law has set die

framework for

newcomers to the

industry

With projected revenues of about $22fan this year, AT&T’s new

company will inherit a broad array ol pnxfcjcts. Pietwed hare

is experimental optical fftjre production at Murray HID, New .Jersey

US giant’s new equipment division

AT&T’s break-up
is widely seen as

a ‘divide and
conquer’ strategy

The eagerly awaited
deregulation of Mexico's $7bn

telecommunications market
begins in January 1997.

Most of the leading US ‘par-

ticipants - AT&T. MCI, GTE.
Sprint Motorola, Teleglobe and

Bell Atlantic - have already

forged strategic alliances with

.Mexican partners in readiness

for the opening of Mexico's

long-distance telecommunica-

tions. European carriers have

not become involved, largely

because 80 per cent of Mexico's

International cans are made to

the US.
Call revenues between

Mexico and the US, estimated

at $2bn a year, are the biggest

between any two countries in

the world.

Teldfonos de Mexico (Tel-

mex), privatised In 1990, will

lose its monopoly over domes-

tic trunk calls and interna-

tional traffic when the sector is

deregulated in 1997. Telmex,

with more than 9m customers,

is expected to remain the domi-

nant carrier, although it has

also struck an alliance with

Sprint of the US to prepare for

Increased competition-

A new telecoms law
approved by the Mexican con-

gress in May has set the frame-

work for newcomers to the

industry and given Telmex and

its many would-be competitors

their first glimpse of what the

industry might look like after

1997.

Consortiums will have to be

majority Mexican-owned. Con-

cessions will be granted for an

initial period of SO years. Satel-

lite communications will also

be opened to private Invest-

ment. Carriers will be free to

set their own tariffs - only Tel-

mex, the dominant carrier, will

have its rates capped by the

government for six years.

Providers of local wireless

telephony will have to bid for

space in the radio spectrum in

public auctions. But to the

delight of those planning to

build fibre-optic or cable net-

works, there will be no licence

fee to pay.

The law also states that

interconnection fees are to be

freely negotiated between Tel-

mex, the dominant carrier, and

its competitors, if the parties

fail to agree an a fee, the Tele-

communications Ministry will

be the final arbiter.

US carriers and their Mexi-

can partners will be watching

A stock market trader In Mexico

Ctty makes a ceflutar phone cafl

while keeping a watchful eye on

market monitors

closely when Telmex sets inter-

connection fees for its own
affiliates for the first time in

September. They are expected

to set the benchmark fen- the

Industry.

The bylaws that will govern

key aspects of the industry.

however, have yet to be pub-

lished. These include regula-

tions that will settle issues

such as rights-of-way for fibre

optic networks, and arbitration

rules to settle disputes between

carriers. MCI (with its partner

Banamex. Mexico's biggest

bank) have been awarded a
licence to provide long-distance

services. They were the first to

apply for a concession in July

and did so without waiting for

the bylaws or knowing what

interconnection fees Telmex

would charge for piggy-backing

onto the local network.

“We applied for the conces-

sion because the new telecom

law has given us enough guid-

ance and confidence to pro-

ceed,” says Mr Dan Crawford,

chief operating officer of the

MCI-Banamex venture, named
AvanteL The partners plan to

spend $800m in the first phase

of their telecommunications
project, which will include lay-

ing down 5^00km of fibre-optic

cables to link the country's

three main cities - Guadala-

jara. Monterrey and Mexico

City.

Other telecoms companies

have chosen to wait for the

publication of more detailed

regulations, which they say are

necessary for the completion of

their business plans . The gov-

ernment has repeatedly post-

poned the announcement of

the telecoms bylaws, which are

now expected towards the end

of the year. „
"Time is running out, says

Mr Arturo Gonz&lez Arquieta,

head of a joint venture

between Bancomer, Mexicos

second-largest bank, and GTE.

“We are already one year

behind schedule. We are being

asked to present business

plans without knowing the

rates Telmex will charge for

connecting to the local net-

work. To do so, we need guar-

antees that the government

will be a good arbiter with the

clout to force Telmex to set fair

inter-connection charges. He

points out that Mexico s

attempts to regulate competi-

tion have been feeble to date.

Mr Peter Hutchison, finan-

cial director of Grupo Alfa, a

Mexican steel, petrochemicals

and food conglomerate which

has joined forces with AT&T,

says: "interconnection charges

are a critical issue for us, as

the level at which they are set

will largely determine the prof-

itability of our investment."

Alfa and AT&T plan to invest

$lbn over the next few yeans

on their own fibre-optic net-

work.
Banamex and Bancomer

both say they are going ahead

with their telecoms ventures

despite Mexico’s economic^ /

sis, which has hit the domestic :

banking industry particularly

hard. Mexico's two largest .

frmks already have embryonic

telecoms networks linking

their branches in nwre
:
thto

250 cities, and a large customer

base.

Given that newcomers are

expected to focus on the most

lucrative segments of the mar-

ket — corporate customers, in

Mexico’s biggest cities - the

government plans .
to continue

subsidising the development of

local telephony in rural areas!

“Contracts will be pot out to

tender," says Mr Carlos Gas»:'.

sus. under-secretary at the

Telecommunications Ministry. t

-The winner will be the qpera-

tor who requires the smallest;

subsidy.” _ .

Telmex. meanwhile, is gear?

ing up for competition. ft Js

adjusting tariffs which at pres-

ent exploit its monopoly over

the longdistance market to

subsidise local calls. '•
-.

Mexico’s economic debacle,

however, has forced the com-

pany to halve its investment,

budget this year to $lbn. It has

formalised an alliance With

Sprint, to carry each, other??*',

long-distance traffic and' to',

offer a broad range of services -

including data transmission

and calling credit cards..
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The newly-formed
equipment
business will now
have freedom to

compete more
aggressively in the

equipment market,

writes

Louise Kehoe
AT&T's plan to spirt itself into

three separate companies by
the end of next year will

unleash the world's largest

manufacturer of telecommuni-

cations equipment to compete

as an independent entity.

With projected revenues of

about S22bn this year, the

stand-alone equipment com-
pany will inherit an array of

products ranging from net-

work switching equipment and
optical fiber transmission
lines to home telephones and
personal computer modems.
The new company will com-

prise AT&T’s Network
Systems Group with annual
revenues of about 8L2bn which

makes large network switches,

transmission equipment and
fiber optic cables; Global Busi-

ness Communications Systems
which makes office products

such as private branch
exchanges, voice mail systems

and telephone handsets, with

revenues of about S6.5bn; the

Consumer Products division, a

consumer telephone producer

with annual revenues of about

S2bn; AT&T Paradyne, best-

known for computer modems;
and Microelectronics, a Sl-2bn

chip manufacturer.

Research arm
The as yet unnamed equip-

ment company will also house

the world reknowned Bell Lab-

oratories as its research and
development arm, placing it at

the leading edge of rapid tech-

nology changes.

Bell Labs' inventions include

such fundamental break-

throughs as the transistor and
the Unix computer operating

system. The laboratories filed

25,000 patent applications last

year.

As an independent company,
the spin-off will be free of con-

flicts that have recently

become a significant barrier to

the growth of AT&T's $12bn
Network Systems division.

Although US regional tele-

phone companies are spending

billions of dollars annually to

upgrade their networks to

enter long distance markets
and provide multimedia ser-

vices, some have been reluc-

tant to boy equipment from
their future rival.

The Network Systems divi-

sion's sales growth fell sharply

this year, according to indus-

try analysts, from about 17 per

cent in 1994 to less than five

per cent in the first half of

1995. Competitors, meanwhile,

gained ground. Northern Tele-

com, for example, has seen a

surge in orders for network

equipment this year.

“Network Systems has suf-

fered guilt by association
“

with AT&T's telecommunica-

tions services businesses, said

Mark Whither, vice president

of worldwide telecommunica-

tions research at IDC/UNE, a

US market research group.

The AT&T network equip-

ment division “has labored

mightily to maintain a Chi-

nese wall” between its exter-

nal customers and AT&T’s

own communications services

division, he noted. "But the

inherent conflict of interest ,

which . . . competitors have

emphasised, is undeniable.”

The break-up will “ease one

of the most troubling conflicts

within the telecommunica-

tions industry,” said Bob Bar-

ada, vice president of corpo-

rate strategy and development

at Pacific Bell, a US West
Coast regional telephone com-

pany.

"For more than a decade,

AT&T bas been Pacific Bell's

largest supplier and its most
formidable competitor,” said

Mr Barada. "Consequently,

Pacific Bell has been forced to

rely on its major competitor

for the majority of its equip-

ment. That's never been a

comfortable situation.”

Such sentiments appear to

have been one of the primary
motivations behind AT&T's
decision to split itself into

three separate companies. In a
letter to employees, last

month. Bob Allen, AT&T
chairman explained: “It is no
secret that our Network
Systems business has been
affected by the conflicts that

our Communication Services

Group has been having with

the RBOCs (Regional Bell

Operating Companies), both In

the public policy arena and
increasingly in the market-

place.”

“These conflicts foreshadow

similar issues with some PTTs
around the world,” said Mr
Allen. "In recent months, it

has become clear that the

advanges of our size and
broad, diverse product line are

starting to he offeet by the

amount of time, energy and
expense it takes to manage
conflicting business strategies

and coordinate activities

across a large, complex enter-

prise.”

"Our services and systems
businesses are at the intersec-

tion of tremendous change and
opportunity,” said Mr Allen.

"This restructuring ensures

that each can follow the path

of greatest opportunity with-

out worrying about bumping
into each other along the
way.”

Competitors
There are, however, poten-

tial drawbacks to the break-up

of AT&T. In the equipment
sector, for example, whereas
the newly Independent equip-

ment company stands to win
customers that have been
reluctant to buy from a com-

petitor. it will in future have
to compete for the business of

its current sister division -

AT&T Communications Ser-

vices.

What is more, over the next
15 months the disrnption of
the break-op could detract

from the abilities of the newly-
formed companies to compete.

Large scale layoffs are antici-

pated as AT&T eliminates the

jobs of people Involved in
managing the complex rela-

tionships among its different

divisions.

Although the company has
so far declined to provide
details, analysts predict that

tens of thousands of people

will be made redundant as a
result of the AT&T breakup.

Moreover, while the Net-

work Systems portion of the

new equipment company
stands to benefit from its dis-

association with AT&T, the
.world famous brand name has

been a powerful selling point

for the company's consumer

telephones, an approximately

$2bn a year business.

Yet to be determined is

whether the “new AT&T" will

lead its name to these prod-

ucts. Nonetheless, AT&T’s
break-up is widely seen as a
“divide and conquer” strategy

that will give its telecommuni-

cations equipment business

the freedom to compete more
aggressively in the telecommu-

nications equipment market.
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

M Brazil; The reformist government wants to open up the telecom market, reports Jonathan Wheatley

A cellular market
‘ready to explode’
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Telecoms solution for remote regions: tnmarsat-M briefcase satellite telephones can serve as public payphones bi rural areas, such as this one at
the Cocos Island National Parte, off the coast of Costa Rica. For more reports on satellite communications, see part two of ties survey - page 37

The reformist

government of
President Fernando
Henrique Cardoso
wants to open the

network to private

sector competition

Brazil’s chaotic and inefficient

telecommunications system is

about to be overhauled.
Alter three decades of gov-

ernment control and bureau-

cratic management, the net-

work can no longer supply the

demands of its customers. Any-
one who wants a line quickly

in Sao Paulo, for example,
must go to the parallel market,

where they can either buy one
for up to R55.Q00 or rent one
for about R$150 a month.
The present situation has its

roots in the 1960s, when the

government made clear its role

as a provider of telecoms ser-

vices. Since then, the network
has gradually moved into gov-

ernment hands. In 1988, some
26 local operating companies

were grouped under a holding
• company. Telebras.
Long-distance and interna-

tional services became the

monopoly of Embratel a com-
pany which by law must be
entirely owned by the govern-

ment
All this has started to

change. The reformist govern-

ment of President Fernando
Heiulque Cardoso wants to

open tiie network to private

sector competition. Constitu-
tional changes passed in

August end the government's

virtual monopoly in the indus-

try (one small private com-
pany. CTBC. survives from the

days before nationalisation).

New. added-value services

such as cellular telephones and
rfgta transmission ghnnM soon
be auctioned to private con-
tractors.

Later, the operating compa-
nies could even be sold. The
process will take time, but it

should deliver vast improve-
ments in the existing network
and offer attractive opportuni-

ties for providers of equipment
and services.
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But maybe you can bring

your computers and comm-

unications rogerber before

they do.

For instance, when your

customers ring, do the calls

instantly generate a customer

profile on a pc screen?

And can you share market

information instantly -

irrespective of time zones?

And can you hold a video

conference from the pc on

your desk?

Call, and all this and more

can be yours.

Before your competitors.

@)0800 89 5846

® 0130 82 0619

(T) 1678 70654

(g) 900 99 44 77

OTHER COUNTRIES +33 87 39 09 09

The biggest failure of the

public-sector system is its

inability to generate invest-

ment capital and therefore to
mPAt growing demand for ser-

vices. Most of the blame for

that lies with the system’s tar-

iff structure, which subsidises

local services at the expense of

long-distance and international

calls. Standing charges and tar-

iffs for local calls are so low
that many local services run at

a loss.

“The key question for the
future of the conventional tele-

phone system is tariffs," says
Ana Novaes. an industry ana-

lyst at Brazilian Investment
bank Garantia.

“All emerging market net-

works have used long-distance

calls to subsidise local calls.

AH of them had to restructure
tariffs before privatisation.'*

The present structure does

little to encourage efficiency.

Companies which make money
on long-distance and interna-

tional calls have to pass this

revenue to Embratel. which
then shares it out among other

companies in the network.
According to a study pre-

pared by Garantia, residential

standing charges in Brazil are

less than a tenth of interna-

tional ‘levels: local calls cost

less than a third of the world
average, while international

calls are about 70 per cent

more expensive.

Ms Novaes says the cost of

international calls will have to

fall to prevent the drain of rev-

enue currently caused by “call-

hack" services operated by for-

eign telephone companies.

He fwnummiBiHww minis-

try’s investment* plan to the

end of 1998 (the end of the pres-

ent administration) says the
industry should, among other

things, double the number of

conventional telephone lines

from the current 14m, and
increase the number of cellular

Unas from 800,000 to 3m. Over
the following four years, it

says conventional lines should

increase to 38m, and cellular

iTTiflS to IteW.

The ministry says the first

stage will cost RS34.6bn That

is the amount of investment

capital the public sector would
generate over four years if tar-

iffs were adjusted to interna-

tional levels. But because the

present tariff system will gen-

erate just R$I2bn, the ministry

hopes the private sector will

provide the rest

The government is in a

hurry to adjust tariffs for two
reasons: the network needs the

money, and it will be difficult

to sen the companies without

adjusting tariffs first It hopes

tariffs can be reorganised by
the middle of next year.

A change in tariffe, though,

faces political obstacles. Not
only will raising local tariffs be
unpopular, it will also have a
distorted impact on inflation

indices.

Any significant change in

local tariffs and standing
charges would show up in
inflation But long-distance tar-

iffs and rents on the parallel

market -which will disappear

once the industry can meet
demand - are not measured by
the indices. Raising basic

charges by about L000 per cent

win be difficult for a govern-

ment that was elected on Its

anti-inflation policies.

Privatising the telephone

companies will meet even
stronger political resistance.

While there is probably a

majority in Congress in favour

of private-sector management
of the network, the companies

are a popular source of patron-

age at many levels of munici-

pal anil state government.

Delays can also be expected

in preparing new regulations

for the industry. The constitu-

tional changes ended the gov-

ernment monopoly but also

stated that supplementary
laws covering the industry

must be passed by Congress.

“The real problem with the

new regulations won’t be get-

ting them through Congress,”

says Ms Novaes. “It will be
drafting good regulations In

the first place. Brazil hasn’t

had a regulated private tele-

communications industry for

over 30 years.”

With so many pitfofis ahead,
the government is likely to

move first on less contentious,

value-added services. Thanks
to a grey area in the constitu-

tion. cellular networks could

probably be opened rapidly.

But the government Is more
likely to wait until supplemen-

tary regulations are in place

before opening tenders.

A change in

tariffs faces

political

obstacles

Even so, the first contracts

are expected within the next 12

months.
There is plenty of demand to

be met In the state of S&o
Paulo there are about 330,000

cellular lines in use. Another

1.5m would-be subscribers are

on a waiting list at Telesp, the

state telephone company.
“The market is ready to

explode,” says Ethevaldo Mello

de Siqueira, editor of specialist

magazine Revista Nacional de
Telecomunicapdes. “Any new-

comer could set up an 0800

(toll-free) number for registra-

tions and watch the customers
come in.”

The potential earnings for

service providers are equally

Impressive. “For each of its cel-

lular lines, Telesp bills around
US$100 a month in rental and
call charges,” says Mr
Siqueira. “In the United States,

companies bill around US$70.”

No doubt charges will foil in

a competitive market, but Mr
Siqueira says they will stay

above international levels for

some time.

The big prize in the future,

after the sale of the state oper-

ators, will be private access to

international services. How-
ever, Sdrgio Motta, communi-
cations minister, is ambivalent

about selling Embratel He .

says it has a strategic role, and
if sold would need three to five

years to prepare for competi-
tion.

But if the sector is opened

up, the prospects for growth
are enormous. Mr Siqueira
says Brazil should learn from
long-distance operators in

Chile.

“Even with the lowest inter-

national tariffs in the region,

Chile has nine long-distance

operators, all making money,”
he says. “As the tariffs go
down, the volume goes up. And
it keeps oo going up."

Brazil has a long way to go
before it catches up with com-
petitive telecoms markets over-

seas. But at least the process
has begun.

/

/

w-.

Always busy: pubfic payphones In Buenos Akes, Argentina

FT SURVEYS INFORMATION

For details of forthooming FT surveys, call:

Calls charged at 39p/min cheap rate

and 49p/min at.aH- other times

Overseas callers, ring UK: +44 1990 209903
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THE OLYMPICS OF THE TELECOMS WORLD’
. ;

Record numbers of visitors aro expected at Telecom 95 wv.

.

Geneva, Switzerland. The event, from October 3-11, has;

attracted the largest-over number of telecom companies, and

is sponsored by the United Nations affiliated International .

Telecommunications Union, the ITU. The Gswva show .has

been described by the press as the Olympics of the
.

telecommunications world - a place where reputations can.

be made or lost’ It a world showcase for all that is new m •/

telecom products and sendees. The previous Geneva event,

«*vm* ijo9k nnn. attracted 132.000 visitors.

M Mobile communications: The cellular phone Is the driving force of the business, reports, reports Alan Cane

Early promise surpassed
Demand for mobile
communications
has provided an
unexpected
windfall for

traditional

telecom operators

The global cellular phone
industry is more than fulfilling

its early promise, justifying
claims of "truly explosive"
growth. While elsewhere such
claims could be industry
hyperbole, the falling costs or

handsets and sendees and
openly competitive markets
has unleashed huge, pent-up
demand for mobile telephony.
Mobile communications, of

course, covers a broad range of

systems from increasingly
sophisticated personal pagers,
able to deliver text messages in

addition to audio signals, to

high speed data transmission
equipment. But the cellular

phone remains the centrepiece

of the business and its princi-

pal driving force.

According to Dataquest. the

market consultancy, some
27.3m portable phones were
shipped worldwide in 1994. It

expects the number shipped
yearly to expand to 99.&tm by
the turn of the century.

Dataquest attributes this to

lower unit cost a growing con-
sumer market and increasing

standardisation: “Leading sup-

pliers of cellular phones are
poised to take advantage of a
subscriber base expected to

grow nearly five fold to 251m
by the end of the decade.” it

says.

The leaders in the supply of

handsets and base stations are

Motorola of the US, Ericsson of

Sweden and Nokia of Finland.

These three companies have
about 70 per cent of the global

Western Europe
Market penetration of cellular networks 1%)

25 —

Norway UK Italy Nothortamis Spain

Source; FT Macde Communccattons Newsletter. July 1905

Mobile phone subsribers

Forecast (rraUionl

market for mobile handsets.

All have seen their share
prices soar in recent months as
investors become aware that

although the growth of cellular

telephony seems remarkable, it

is still a long way from a com-
modity markeL There is plenty

of room Tor further, spectacu-

lar growth. Ericsson, for exam-
ple. predicts there will be 350m
subscribers world wide by 2000.

The numbers for mobile ser-

vices as opposed to equipment
are equally impressive.
Between 1993 and 1994. the
business grew 62 per cent in

the UK 84 per cent in Den-

mark and 106 per cent in Por-

tugal. According to the consul-

tancy Mercer Management
Consulting, the increase in

demand for mobile communi-
cations has provided an unex-

pected windfall for traditional

telecommunications operators.

"At a time of modest revenue
growth rates in the traditional

operator's core businesses and
uncertainty in international
ventures, mobile services have
shown the capacity to sustain

30 per cent or greater revenue
growth rates, year after year,”

it points out.

AT&T, the largest US tele-

Global number of mobile phone subscribers

By sector, forecast imllHonj

1995 1SB6

Source: Martenjno mtarnaocnal

1997 1998

corns company, and the inven-

tor of cellular telephony got

out of the business in 1984

believing the market would be
too small to be profitable. Last

year it bought McCaw Cellular,

another pioneer for Sll.5bn
which makes AT&T the
unchallenged leader of mobile
telephony in the US.

It is. however, also a time of

transition for the industry,

bringing with it a number of

challenges that have to be
resolved.

• The greater part of the

expansion of the mobile phone
market is expected to take

place in the residential sector.

The eariy adopters of mobile
phone services were busi-

nesses: they could justify high
prices in terms of the value of

the service to their operations

and were able to write off the

cost as a business expense. In

developed countries, at any
rate, this market is essentially

saturated.

Residential users, on the
whole, are likely to prove less

satisfactory customers. They
use the phone less than busi-

ness customers and are more
sensitive to pricing. “Churn"
rates - the proportion of cus-

tomers leaving the network or

being excluded for one reason

or another - are higher for res-

idential than business custom-
ers. And as mobile phone
become ubiquitous, the dan-

gers of theft and fraud grow.

• Migration from the older,

analogue to digital technology
- computer language.- is

accelerating. There are power-

ful advantages in digital tele-

phony. Systems are less sensi-

tive to fraud, transmission
quality is improved and capac-

ity at specific wavelengths is

increased.

Battle looming
There is, however, an

equally powerful battle loom-

ing over standards. The Euro-

pean standard for digital tele-

phony is Global System for

Mobile communications (GSM).
With some 6m subscribers
already using the system, it is

the leading digital wireless

technology, used throughout
Europe, large areas of Asia and
elsewhere.

It is not, however, the tech-

nology of choice in the impor-

tant US market where anal-

ogue networks still

predominate.

There has been a lot of

People in ail walks of Ufa are now discovering the benefits of mobile telephony: this caflerfn Jakarta,

.

Indonesia, is using an Alcatel system. Total telecom Investment in Indonesia topped $1bn last year '
.

excitement in the US about a
technology called CDMA (or

code division multiple access)

which is said to have advan-
tages over existing standards,

such as GSM.
Keith Woolcock and Simon

Carrington, telecoms analysts

with the brokers Smith New
Court in the UK have pointed

out th$t shares in a leading

developer of CDMA technol-

ogy. Qualcomm of the US. have
risen by over 50 per cent and
now stand at 163 times earn-

ings.

Qualcomm, they note, claims
that CDMA-based networks
could carry up to 10 times as

many phone calls as rival digi-

tal teclinologies. It works a lit-

tle like military radio, con-
stantly changing frequency to

make the best use of the avail-

able bandwidth.

It will be late next year
before the technology’ can be
used in a working telphone

network yet 11 out of ]4 opera-

tors in tbe US have already

said they will use CDMA
systems. If it delivers what it

promises it will go a long way
to solving network capacity
problems expected by the end
of tbe century.

Mobile telephony is not sim-.

pie. There are a least three

kinds of services. The first are
low cost and low level services

of the cordless phone variety,

in Europe, the technologies go
by the name CT2 (cordless tele-

phone 2) DECT (Digital Euro-

pean Cordless telephone) and
PHS (Personal Handypbone
System). This last has been
adopted with enthusiasm by
tbe Japanese.

Secoud. there are conven-
tional cellular services offered

by operatrors world wide.

Analogue technologies include

AMPS and TACS; digital tech-

nologies are GSM and CDMA
among others.

Finally, there , is the' mobile
system of the future;; the low
and medium earth orbit satel-

lite system. -i

A number of consortia , .ire

sinking millions or doflai^ Into

developing and ' launching
these services which , promise
to make it possible Jbr custom-
ers with hand-held telephones

to converse anywherepneatth.
The consortia intdddh Iridium,

led by Motorola afc.the.3JS,

Odyssey led by TOW.JnmafSal,
the international sateffite tele-

phone organisation and;(JIq£al-

star.

The stakes are high an4j»
are the. risks. The US Offieq- of

Technology Assessment .noted

this year “Potential users, do
not know what the hew
systems will really offeir and
technical details remain to be
finalised". Tt will be the turn of

the century before the winners

and losers in this race can ‘be

identified.
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“Being able to answer all my business calls right

away gives me more spare time. ”

REN£E 'T HART, Secretary to Distribution and Sales. Ericsson Business Mobile Networks BV, Tbe Netherlands. .

*
Think about how much time you waste on the telephone on an average ;

working day. You call people. They aren't at their desks, so you leave a

message. When they oil! back, you're away from your desk. And so on.

At the end of the day. you find yourself working late ju.se to catch up.

We need to respect each other's time more. To make everyone more

available during the working day. Ericsson researches, develops and
markets digital cordless applications for public and private nervvorks

that are making communication between people more efficient.

Ericsson pioneered rhe worlds first DECT-based, multi-cell, muiri-user

Business Cordless Telephone System: Freesec.

Ericssons 80,000 employees arc active in more than 100 countries.

Their combined expertise in switching, radio and networking makes
Ericsson a world leader in telecommunications.

Its about communication between people. The rest is technology.
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Tclefnnakneholagct LM Ericsson, S-126 25 Stockholm, SWEDEN.
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# gjjgbjje data savin....— The US market is the largest in the worid, reports Eden Zoller

poor relation no longer
Aftpr a 61ai»After a slow start
a new day is

dawning for mobile
data services

fast'mov^K World ofmobile communication,
tote te tended to«S

e2“ back seat. It has been

m6b¥?
3S

-

the *** relation tomobile voice services, capableof a few useful yet limited
applications in the

°^.war^_°r vehicle fleet com-
plies. Or at least this was theview, until recently.
Today, however, mobile datacomme into ta own. It is being

seriously, and according

SF research Company!
Ovum, the number of subscrib-
era m Europe and the US willchmb from 717.000 in 1994 to

by the end of the cen-
t«i7. One of the key factors
fueling growth in this market
is tiie trend among GSM digital
cellular network operators to
introduce data services over

th
?J
r networks (see next page).

Mobile data services are pos-
sible over analogue cellular
networks, but the GSM stan-
dard Is far better equipped. It
supports a short-messaging
service along with other data
applications, such as fax, on-
line database access and elec-
tronic mail. GSM also has
advanced security features,
such as encryption on «»*»> call
and authentication procedures
based on subscriber identity
module (SIM) card technology.
But despite these inherent

advantages, it is only in the
past year or so that GSM oper-
ators have turned their atten-
tion to mobile data in a mean-
ingful way.
The market far GSM voice

services is now well-estab-
lished, and as the market
matures, operators are looking
at ways to differentiate their
service offerings. Value-added
services are the way to do this,

and mobile data is top of the
list As one senior executive at

UK GSM operator Vodafone,
says: ‘'Mobile data is one of
those services that has always
been looking for a home. Now
it has found one."

In the UK, GSM operators
Vodafone and CeUnet, and lat-

terly DCS1800 digital cellular

operator Orange, have been
racing to build up portfolios of

mobile data services. All three
offer a range of on-line infor-

mation services, access to the
Internet, fax and data trans-

mission and electronic mail.

CeUnet has bean given a little

extra help by a couple of mar-
keting alliances, formed by
leading gfrarphnidpr BT, which
bolds a 60 per cent stake in the
operator.

BT struck a deal in June
with Unisys, the computer and
Information maTingpmpnt- com-
pany, that allows Unisys to sell

BTs mobile data services to its

business customers, offering
those services over the CeUnet
network. This echoes a similar

deal formed between BT and

computer manufacturer Apple
in February, whereby users of
Apple's portable computers
and Its Newton personal digital

assistant (PDA) can access on-

line information ad electronic

mall via CeUnet
The proliferation of mobile

data services over GSM is simi-

lar in the rest of western
Europe, particularly in those
countries which, along with
the UK, have a competitive
telecoms regime and where
value added services such as

mobile data are the new battle-

front for two or more cellular

operators.

Roaming facility
An aspect of GSM which

makes mobile data so attrac-

tive over networks supporting
this standard is the ability of
GSM to support international

roaming between networks.
CeUnet offers voice roaming

between its own UK network
and other GSM networks in

more than 21 countries.

The US is one of the few

countries where GSM has not

so far been adopted - the

Americans preferring their

home-developed analogue and
digital Amps standard.

However. US cellular opera-

tors have been more enthusias-

tic about mobile data than

their European counterparts,

and recently nine leading US
operators, including Ameri-
tech, McCaw Cellular and Ben
Atlantic, joined forces to

develop the Cellular Digital

Packet Data (CDPD) protocol

that can be overlaid on anal-

ogue networks to provide
advanced packet-switched data

services.

The US market for mobile
data services is the largest in

the world and will continue to

be in the near future. Ovum
reckons that of its projected

18.1m mobile data subscribers

by the year 2000. 10m will be
American.

In conjunction with the new-

An engineer from British Gas Services using a mobile data system -
bsfieved to be the largest In the UK: see case study, below

found favour for mobile data in

the GSM camp is the long-es-

tablished support from dedi-

cated mobile data network
operators providing services

using other data communica-
tions systems. In the UK alone
there are three such operators
all using different technolo-

gies: Ram Mobile Data UK.
which uses the Mobitex system

developed by Swedish telecom-
munications equipment maun-
facturer. Ericsson: Cognito and
Securicor Datatrak which have
both developed their own
mobile data systems.
Cognito and Securicor Data-

trak are the exception to the
rule, as. in general, data-only

network operators have either

adopted Mobitex or the rival

DataTac system developed by

US giant Motorola

The latter’s Ardis network in

the US is one of the largest in

the world and by the end of

last year had more than 40,000

subscribers. DataTac has also

been adopted by operators in

Germany, Switzerland, Singa-

pore and Hong Kang:

Motorola and Ericsson are

both pushing hard to persuade

potential operators to adopt

their technologies, although in

Europe Mobitex appears to

have the edge.

Ram Mobile Data in the UK
runs a Mobitex data-only net-

work, along with two operators

in France, one each in Ger-

many, Belgium, Sweden, the

Netherlands. Norway, Finland

and Poland.

However, it is not so much
the number of operators back-

ing Mobitex, but what Is being

done with it that is important
France TOteom. Mobile Data,

along with the Ram Mobile
Data networks in the UK,
Netherlands and Belgium have

launched the first commercial
roaming service for mobile
data in Europe and have plans

to provide roaming services to

the other European Mobitex
operators in the near future.

p*» -JSSfc
p:-# jh

The Psion Woricabout: a hand-held computer that combines with

National Band Three (NB3) to provide ofMhe-shetf communications

systems for commercial vehicle fleets. NB3, a leading two-way mobfle

radio network operator fci the UK, also has plans with Psion to develop

other applications, such as invoicing, stock control and sales order entry

Distribution of cellular subscriber base

European projections to year 2000

Other 18% ——

Spain6% / \

Ex E Europe 6%
|

Sweden 5%

Netherlands 3K

Souick MstatUra

France 1096

1Germany 16%

Italy 15%

Digital mid analogue mobile phone subscribers
Figures in millions for 1994

Country Analogue Digital Total

subscribers subscribers subscribers

US .... 24.10 0.00 24.10

UK 0.44 3.54

0.42 0.54 0.96

Germany .. 0.72 1.75 2.47

Italy ___ 2.40 0.00 2.40

Spain 4.10 0.00 4.10

Japan 0.38 3.30

M Mobile data case study: Application by British Gas Service engineers. By Paul Taylor

A large-scale solution

Germany has the highest pwcarnage of digital mobte suhscribere - 70.9 per cent of

subscribers we connected with a Ggital network. Soiree. MarkatUne trxamabonal

Customers benefits
include faster

maintenance
services and
lower costs

British Gas Service is one of

five new business units which
have replaced 12 regionally-

based British Gas operations in

the aftermath of privatisation.

Its primary role Is to dispatch

service engineers in response

to maintenance calls.

In common with the other

four business units, formed in

March last year, it must now
compete with other companies
in the private sector without

the benefits of internal subsi-

dies.

Its success depends on a new
set of business-critical com-
puter systems which automate
the service operation and
reduce costs significantly.

These new client-server based

systems Include one of the
largest mobile data applica-

tions in the UK, designed and
built by CMG Computer Man-
agement Group, the computer
services group.

“The new systems are abso-

lutely intrinsic to the future

success of British Gas Service

because it’s the only way in

which the company can pro-

vide the right levels of service

and perform profitably for its

shareholders," says Robin Fay,
project manager for Area
Operations who looks after

about half of the new systems
Including the Field Application

System.
“The enormity of the project

becomes clear when you real-

ise that the ratio between field

service engineers and the
administrative back up staff

used to be 1:1 and we're target-

ing a ratio of 30:1 by the end of

1996.

"The engineers used to work
out of 91 depots but will now
operate from just seven service

centres, and their numbers will

be reduced by several thou-
sand. The mobile data system

is the key and so it was vital

we chose the right IT partner

to design and develop it for

us."

CMG had already designed a

trial system and was picked by
Robin Fay and his team to

design and develop the Unix-
based application for nation-

wide rollout.

Business targets
The variety and size of the

different databases used by
British Gas Service, and the
number of people accessing
that data, meant that client-

server offered the most effi-

cient processing model to

achieve the company's new
business targets.

When a customer calls one of

British Gas Service's seven
Area Service Centres, a com-
puter telephony integration

(CTI) system with caller line

identification (CU) brings up
relevant customer details on
the operator's screen, so the
customer is not kept waiting

and does not have to waste
time re-supplying information.

These details include their

service contract, the appli-

ances covered, and the date of

the last service visit. The CTI
system, which uses software

from Datapoint, allows calls to

be transferred, along with the

relevant on-screen data, to

another operator if necessary.

In addition, operators can
‘drill down' to gain more detail

on any aspect of the customer
history, stored on other servers

in the organisation.

The customer contact system
then makes a job request

which is sent both to the con-

tract management system and
the work scheduling and allo-

cation system which runs on
Sun and IBM RS/6000 servers

and automatically schedules
the call against a constantly

updated diary, allocating it to

the most suitable engineer on
the basis of location, skill pro-

Continned on next page
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Were bringing together

DSP Solutions

that sound good to

our customers.

In high-growth markets like wireless communications,

Texas Instruments is offering sound ideas in Digital

Signal Processing Solutions. In fact, our DSP Solutions

help enable breakthrough features that proride “noise-

free" digital compression, faster secure transmission

and ultralcrw power consumption for the ultimate in

portable communication.

To meet the never-ending appetite for better

performance, longer battery life and constantly evolv-

ing digital wireless standards like IS-54, GSM and PDC.

the worlds leading manufacturers continue to turn to

TI. Because our DSP Solutions road map will take

them to their next-generation products and beyond.

Through TI’s system-level components and

Ericsson's system design expertise, rhe world’s first

hand-held IS-54B digital cellular phone was created

— two weeks ahead of schedule and six months

ahead of industry expectations. Our leadership posi-

tion in DSP Solutions allows our partners in technol-

ogy to follow an integration path that reduces their

system to just a few chips, substantially lowering

costs. Plus, our global manufacturing capability

assures continuity of supply and a rapid ramp to

volume in your fast-paced market.

From wireless communications to multimedia

computing. TI DSP Solutions are changing the way we

live, leant, work and play. Sounds pretty good, doesn't it.

Visit us on the Jfitemel at http://u inr.ii.com

EXTENDING YOUR REACH
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Paging: Fresh applications

The bleeper
gets hip as new
markets emerge
Today’s high tech

Ionpager is a long way
from the old
tone-only gadget
bleeping in a
doctor’s pocket,
writes

Kris Szaniawslri

Europe's long dormant public

radio paging sector is at last

beginning to stir. Big initia-

tives in both the business and
consumer sectors are cranking
into gear, although Europe still

has a long way to go before it

catches up with applications in

North America and the Asia-

Pacific region.

New products and services

are being launched in a bid to

tap the elusive European con-

sumer market Ever more cus-

tomer-friendly pagers with
names like Swatch the Beep
are appearing as paging opera-

tors team up with companies
such as Swatch and Benetton
in their desire to reach the
youth market.
Services have been given

user-friendly names such as
Amigo, Buzzer and Tam Tam,
as operators have sought to

convince teenagers of the
attractions of sending coded
messages on numeric pagers. It

is all a long way from the old

image of a tone-only radiopa-

ger bleeping in a doctor's

pocket
The marketing revolution In

Europe has been mainly stimu-
lated by the success of the call-

ing party pays (CPP) concept.

Encouraged by the success of

the first CPP service - Intro-

duced by Sweden’s state-owned
mobile operator Telia Mobitel

two years ago - many other

operators have already
launched full or qnasi-CPP ser-

vices or are planning to.

Unlike with conventional
paging services which have not

proved to be papular with the
consumer, the CPP subscriber
does not have to pay an ongo-

ing monthly subscription

charge or sign a contract The
subscriber simply goes to a
high street retailer and buys a
pager which is automatically

connected.

Once the consumer has pur-
chased the pager - typically

numeric pagers are now avail-

able for under £100 - be or she
does not need to pay anything
more. The operator makes a
profit from the premium rates

levied on the telephone users

who send messages to the

pager. The cost advantage to a

subscriber of a CPP service

over a cellular mobile phone is

significant

The purchase cost of
numeric pagers - which use a
small screen to display num-
bers - has dropped in recent

years to almost that of tone-

only pagers which simply
bleep, so making them suitable

for the consumer market
Alphanumeric pagers, on the

other hand, cost more to buy
and are also more expensive to

use because bureau staff are

required by the operator to
convert messages into text
Numeric paging dominates

the global market accounting
for more than SO per cent of

the worldwide paging popula-

tion.

Apart from a temporary
slowdown caused by the opera-

tor having run out of capacity

earlier this year, Telia Mobi-
tel's Minicall Privat CPP ser-

vice has been growing at a

I

The ‘calling

party pays’

concept proves

a winner

remarkable rate since it was
launched in 1993. It saw 50 per

cent growth over the last year
and aims to double the number
of subscribers over the next
twelve months. This kind of
growth in a market that has
the highest mobile cellular

penetration rate in the world -

20 per cent - has convinced
other European operators that

a new paging market niche is

there for the taking.

Since autumn 1904, CPP ser-

vices have been launched in

France. Germany, Ireland, the

Netherlands, Portugal and the

UK. According to Christen Rin-

dorf, executive director of the

European Public Paging Asso-
ciation (EPPA1, high-profile

marketing is crucial to the suc-

cess of CPP services in the con-

sumer market. In the past,

mobile service providers have
not promoted paging with as

much vigour as their mobile
telephony services.

The last year has also seen

the launch of digital paging

services in Europe based on
the European Commission-
backed Ermes standard- Ermes
(European Radio Messaging
System! is being touted as a

I

Already, more
than 20m
pagers are in

use in Asia

als. however, seem to indicate

that fears of interference prob-

lems have been exaggerated.

According to Mr Rindorf, posi-

tive results from trials such as

those currently being held In

the UK will encourage the
early implementation of Ermes
services.

The European Commission's
and manufacturers' ambitions
for Ermes are not restricted to
Europe - a service is about to

be launched in Saudi Arabia -

but, most significantly, they
hope to make inroads in the
fast-growing Asia-Pacific
region.

The Ermes MoU - which
now has 37 members in 22
countries - held its first inter-

national paging forum specifi-

cally for the Asia Pacific

region in Kuala Lumpur at the
beginning of last month.

It is not yet clear that Ermes
will be able to recreate the suc-

cess of the European GSM digi-

tal cellular standard. Ermes
networks are planned in Mal-
aysia and Singapore, whereas a
number of countries, including

Japan, bave opted for Moto-
rola's rival Flex digital paging

standard.

The Asia-Pacific paging mar-
ket holds obvious attractions,

as it is already the world’s sec-

ond largest and is growing fast.

It bad reached around 20m sub-

scribers by the end of 1994,

well ahead of Europe's 3.2zn

and an increase of 50 per cent

over the previous year.

China is the largest growth
market in Asia. According to

estimates by the country's
Ministry of Post and Telecom-
munications, the number of
radio-paging users in China
couid increase by 4.5m this

year. In Beijing alone, there
are some 150 paging compa-
nies.

Overall, the consulting group
EMC1 predicts the number of

subscribers in the Asia-Pacific

region will mare than triple to

reach more than 70m by the
end of the decade nut of a
world total of 130m In Asia,
paging has proved to be a pop-

ular cheap alternative to

mobile cellular services.

North America, still the larg-

est paging market in the world
but approaching maturity, is

expected to double by the end
of the decade from the 27m
reached at the end of last year.
The growth rate for 1994 was
38 per cent
The rapid expansion of the

consumer market and the
implementation of narrow-
band PCS advanced messaging
services such as two-way ser-

vices will ensure continued
high growth rates in the US,
says EMCI.

Last year's auction of radio
frequencies for narrowband
Personal Communications Ser-

vices (PCS) attracted consider-

able interest from telecommu-
nications and IT companies not
normally associated with pag-
ing such as McCaw Cellular

and Microsoft but keen to
explore new value-added pag-
ing opportunities.
The new two-way services

will -allow users to make and
receive data messages and to

automatically acknowledge
receipt of a paging message or
choose one of a number of set

return messages such as “I'll

call you right back."
It is also hoped to use

two-way paging to boost the
market for personal digital

assistants (PDAs) which have
so for conspicuously failed to

take oft

M GSM - Groupe Speclale Mobiles The European system has gained valuable support In the US, reports George Black

A de facto standard emerges

potential global wireless mess-
aging standard.
Ermes offers a wide range of

services not available on cur-

rent paging systems. Accord-
ing to Peter Hurst, secretary of
the Ermes Memorandum of

Understanding (MoU). “Ermes
has a much higher capacity

than existing systems. Zt can
transmit messages faster, it

rar deliver more text and it

can offer value-added services.

Furthermore, it offers the pros-

pect of international roaming."
Four commercial Ermes ser-

.
vices bave already been
launched since the beginning

of last year - InfomobOe and
TDR in France, and Eurohivo
and Easycall in Hungary.
France TCIficom is expected to

launch a third French service

later this month, and further

launches are anticipated in

Finland. Sweden, the Nether-

lands and Denmark over the

ext six months.
Hie implementation of ser-

vices in the UK and Germany
has been held up partly
because of concern about inter-

ference between Ermes and
other services In adjacent

channels. Recent technical tri-

GSM ’S success as a
standard for digital

mobile phone
technology has
surprised even its

most enthusiastic
supporters

A couple of years ago. Croupe
Speciale Mobile (GSM) looked
unlikely to gain acceptance in

the US market. The industry
was resisting it In favour of

home-grown standards which
American companies could be
sure of dominating.
But the spread of GSM to

become not only the first pan-
European standard for the
business but also a standard
widely adopted In Asia and the

Middle East, has forced the US
industry to acknowledge its

importance. From an original

proposal by France Telecom
and the German Bundespost in

the early 1980s, GSM was
developed with the encourage-
ment of the European Commis-
sion as a collaborative venture
between European telephone
service operators and equip-

ment manufacturers.
It has achieved what its

backers hoped. First they have
largely avoided the problems
which had occurred in setting

standards for the analog
mobile phone market.
Secondly, there is now a con-

tinent-wide standard which
creates economies of scale Tor

network operators and manu-
facturers. This has produced a

much bigger market than
would otherwise have been
possible, increasing competi-
tion and pushing prices dawn.

Digital technology will over-

take analog in Europe around
1997 to 1998, according to mar-

ket research by DataquesL The
UK, Europe's largest cellular

market, is however, going over
more slowly to digital than

some other European coun-
tries.

Many business users are
switching to digital, but most
domestic users are not. At
present, digital is still regarded

as a special service for travel-

ling business people, rather
than for the mass market.

The two main UK network
operators, Vodafone and Cell-

net, are now focusing more on
their digital than on their ana-

log networks. The network
operators are adjusting their

v 4'.- - • *

hrtum mi what k rJaimpii In h* ttM iinlif.Hardly mobile: pictured above is what Is claimed to be the world's

first mobile telephone, a hefty creation by Oki in the US In 1976.
.

In contrast, right, at a European checkpoint, a car driver cafe life

hotel, using a lightweight Motorola GSM digital telephone ‘

.

tariffs to try to attract more
domestic users. Mike Short,
director of international affairs

for Cellnet, forecasts that GSM-
based systems will make up 20

to 25 per cent of the total this

year - "GSM growth has
exceeded our expectations in

the last year." he says.

He claims the shortage of
GSM handsets, due to a short-

age of chips and other elec-

tronic components, is the main
factor holding back the UK
market at present This situa-

tion is likely to last until at

least the middle of next year.

Ivan Donn. a senior business

GSM: experiencing an
exponential growth rate

MHkXI subscriber

Souroe: Northern Telecom

manager at Vodafone, says
improvements in the infra-

structure of digital base sta-

tions over the next two years

will raise the level of coverage.

This will do more than any-
thing else to promote the digi-

tal service, in his view.

Experts' views differ on
whether the highly subsidised

price of GSM handsets to cus-

tomers can fall much further.

Some think it could drop
from an average of £300 to

around £200, with the cheapest
being sold at less than £20, but
this could attract more of the

wrong sort of customer and
worsen the already serious
“chum" rate - customers who
default. Competition from Mer-
cury's One-2rOne and Hutchi-

son's Orange networks will

help to push tariff prices down
and increase UK demand for

digital services GSM.
GSM has become the first-

generation standard for digital

cellular telephony right across

Europe. Virtually every Euro-
pean country now has a GSM
service available, or will have
soon; many countries have
more than one.

European companies are
now better positioned to export

their products and services on

the back of the new standard.

GSM is the dominant standard
in the huge and fast-growing

market of much of Asia Pacific,

(though not in Japan. South
Korea or Hong Kong); as well

as in India and the countries of

eastern Europe.
In North America, it has

gained access to the market in

competition with the alterna-

tive technologies of TDMA
(Time Division Multiple
Access) and CDMA (Code Divi-

sion Multiple Access).

Which is the best technology

is an issue which has divided

experts, and remains to be
thoroughly tested, with new
applications running under
live usage conditions; None of

the contenders has established

clear superiority.

Both of the main alternatives

have powerful allies in the US
telecommunications industry -

TDMA is espoused by AT&T,
CDMA by Sprint
However, because of the lack

of a clear VS standard and the
predominance of GSM outside

the US, a number of smaller

US telecommunications compa-
nies have thrown their weight
behind GSM. Thus, market
research figures which might
seem to indicate that GSM was

losing momentum as it ceded

market share to other emerg-

ing standards, can be mislead-

ing.

Dean Eyers. a senior analyst

at Dataqussti points out that

although GSM may have
passed its peak in market
share, it will still be by far the

most followed standard in 1999,

when the worldwide digital cel-

lular market will have multi-

plied ten times to around 177m
subscribers.

That could he only a small

proportion of those who will

GSM is now
the dominant
standard in the

Asia Pacific

market

eventually have mobile
phones, according to the ven-

dors' marketing campaigns.

“In the long term, other tech-

nologies will supersede all of

the current standards." says
Mr Eyers. “hut GSM has a good
future for five to ten years, and
the next generation of stan-

dards will incorporate many
GSM concepts."

GSM has introduced a
built-in level of intelligence

into networks which ‘enables

user options to be marej, -easily

configured, and is a much bet-

ter data communications plat-

form than older systems; he
says. .

One possible application is in

the road-tolling systems which
the UK government . has
recently announced it will be

testing - “GSM Is the- first

choice for digital cellular

around the world and will con-

tinue to have success,- though
there will be pockets of other

technologies such as- CDMA;"
predicts Mr Eyers. - ;

- The next generation of stan-

dards could combine GSM"with
the standard called DECT (Dig-

ital European Cordless Tele-

phony). DECT has the advan-

tage of being able to support

very high subscriber densities

in areas such as railway sta-

tions and airports, which have

been a problem for GSM.
The next generation of

mobile phones may therefore

have both GSM and DECT
capability built . into them.

Such systems are already

being tested.

Further ahead, both GSM
and DECT features could be re-

used In the European project

called Universal Mobile Tele-

phone Systems (UMTS), which
is still only at the discussion

stage.

GSM applications: A vehicle for moving data By Julia King

Services become more innovative
There are already
100 GSM networks
with a total of 10m
customers - and
the number is

rising fast

Industry sources predict that

by the year 2003. wireless com-
munications will account for

some 40 per cent of all calls

(wireless and wireline) made
worldwide.

While in 1993, the wireless

market was worth $56bn, by
2003 it is expected to be worth
$4 trillion.

Mobility has emerged as one
of the key issues of the decade
for business users and develop-

ments in communications have
been instrumental in further-

ing their ability to link back
into their base office wherever
they are in the world.

Cellular systems have
proved unexpectedly papular,
leading to the appearance of

the digital GSM system origi-

nally developed for use in
Europe and now also found
much further afield.

According to Mike Short,

director of international affairs

for Cellnet «nri chairman of the
GSM MOU (Memorandum of
Understanding) group, there
are now 100 GSM networks.
Between them, these net-

works are expected to have
10m customers by the end of
this month and 12m by the end
of 1995 - “15 per cent of the
cellular world total will be
GSM-based this year, and 40

per cent of the European cellu-

lar market" he predicts.

The MOU group is made up
of 150 operators in 80 coun-
tries. The majority of these
operators are outside Europe.

While the growth in the
marketplace is mainly
accounted for by voice traffic,

most European operators also

offer Short Message Service

(SMS) capability.

SMS. which Vodafone claims
to bave been first to demon-
strate at the end of 1992. allows

short text messages of up to

160 characters to be displayed

on mobile handsets.

The capability is available

even when the mobile's user is

already using the handset; in

other words, text and speech
can be transmitted simulta-
neously. SMS is additional to

the GSM system's fax and data
capabilities.

Today, says Mr Short, most
of the instances of use are
mobile terminated - that is,

sent to the mobile. He expects

to see increasing use of the ser-

vice “when features are more
stable". This will come with
phase two handsets, due to be
launched in 1996, he says -

“they will offer a broader
range of features and applica-

tions".

Functionality akin to that
found with most office

exchanges will be incorporated

in handsets - “there will be
more creative use of the ser-

vice next year."

Next year will be one year of

applications and customer ser-

vice. To make effective use of

Mike Short of Cellnet, the

chairman of the GSM MoU
association which represents

global GSM network members in

80 countries

Howard Ford, managing director

of Cellnet, which - along with rival

operator Vodafone In the UK - Is

now focusing more on digital than

on analogue networks

SMS. users need intelligent ter-

minals more like a computer
keyboard and with larger dis-

plays and a broader range of
information providers, says Mr
Short
Regions such as South

Africa, Australia and Hong
Kong already have SMS in

place. The Asia Pacific region
is likely to take up the service

in greater depth next year. Mr
Short says there has been "a

very significant increase in

SMS where it is in place as a
message alert".

While this indicates that the

primary use of SMS is as a
paging type of service, there is

no reason why SMS should not
be used for sending longer
messages. For example, sub-
scribers to Reuters Dispatch
service could have a number of
messages sent sequentially.

Users would simply scroll

through 160 character message
after message.
The main deterrent to

increasing the number of users
of a mobile data service has
always lain with applications
development: such large
resources are needed to under-

stand how a business works in
order to be able to develop a
useful mobile messaging sys-

tem. that it tends to put itself

out of court before the service

has even got off the ground.

It is apparently difficult to

develop a generic messaging
system that Is truly useful to a
sufficiently large number of

different subscribers to make it

worthwhile.

Small wonder, then, that
most of the GSM operators
have been devoting their
resources to getting their digi-

tal systems up and running
and not in developing the addi-
tional features such as SMS.
says Mr Short.

There have been some moves
on the data front - for exam-
ple, Vodafone's agreement with
Unipalm Pipex. This enables
GSM subscribers to dial into

the Internet using their cellu-

lar phone. Pipex offers 34 vir-

tual points of presence, some
of them European.
Access to the Internet is pos-

sible wherever a live Roaming
Agreement exists with Voda-
fone (there are now 45 world-
wide) and a data service for
visitors is supported.
Vodafone has tn place appli-

cations development initiatives

with companies including
Lotus. Microsoft. Novell and a
number of smaller developers.
The latest agreement enables

GSM subscribers to send and
receive text messages on suit-
ably-equipped handsets via
Hewlett-Packard's OpenMail
client-server based system.
OpenMail users can now access

their messaging services using

their GSM handset
Vodafone is also working In

conjunction with Psion on a
system that will use the Psion

3A robust palmtop computer.

Believing that some compa-
nies do not require their GSM
system for voice. Vodafone has
implemented a data-only tariff.

DataWorld Is a tariff that

allows users to send data, fox

and Telenote (SMS) messages;

MessageWorld is designed for

those who only want, to send

TeJenotes whether from fixed

to mobile, mobile to fixed or

mobile to mobile locations.

The latest GSM handset to be
launched by Orbital features a

four-line. 48'character illumi-

nated display.

The addition of optional Mes-

sageLink software and cable

enables a personal computer to

be attached and used as an
SMS control centre. This facil-

ity overcomes the problems
experienced by users of GSM
handsets who might .want to

key in a message but who
would find it next to impossi-

ble because of the size , of keys
on the keypad.
There is little doubt that

mobile data represents a mar-

ket that is, as yet, predomi-

nantly untapped.
Finding the key to unlock

the potential of the market-
place could earn some systems

integrator a great deal of

money. The popularity of GSM
as a vehicle for communica-
tions - and the predictions for

its future - make it an ideal

candidate on which to focus.

One of the UK’s largest applications
How mobile data
speeds up the job
for gas engineers
Continued from previous page:

file, availability, stock on the
van and journey time.
The job is then transferred to

the relevant engineer's note-
book PC. using the British Gas
public mobile radio network,
or the Ram mobile data net-
work in the 10 per cent of the
UK where PMR coverage is not
good enough.
The field service engineers

transmit and receive data by
plugging their Panasonic por-

table PCs Into mobile gateways
in their vans using radio
modems, although it is planned
that credit-card sized PCMCIA
cards and cellular telephones
will be used as the interface in

the future.

The engineer travels to the

next designated job and uses

the portable PC to update cus-

tomer and appliance informa-
tion. The PCs include CD-Roms
running a database storing a
complete stock inventory and
price list on 4.000 appliances,

as well as a boiler diagnostics

package.
Using the database, engi-

neers can highlight the parts

needed to complete a job. The

data is automatically posted
into the Field Service Applica-
tion ready to transfer, with the
other Job details, back to the
scheduling and application
systems and the National Parts
Centre, once the engineer
returns to the van.

Customer and appliance
details are also updated at the
time of the call and then trans-
ferred to the Works Manage-
ment System.
The Field Application Sys-

tem and Work Management
Systems also ensure that all

relevant data Including finan-
cial information, is automati-

cally posted to the general led-

ger, HR and MIS systems.

logistics and warehousing.
The Field Application Sys-

tem includes aU the instruc-
tions needed for the complex
communications process
including handling two Impor-
tant functions.

Confidentiality
Data compression is carried

out because the transmissions
conducted via modem are rela-
tively slow, and would tie up
the PMR lines for lengthy peri-
ods. It also eucrypts the data,
to protect customer confidenti-
ality.

The software was written in
Dos running under Windows

so that engineers work with a
familiar interface. A great deal
of validation is built into the
system so that figures outside
usual parameters are ques-
tioned and engineers are some-
times prompted from a 'pick
list' of statements to reduce
the problem of individual
emphases being misinter-
preted.
Robin Fay says: “The system

provides much more manage-
ment visibility or the engineers
as well as providing a much
better service to our custom-
ers. For instance, the works
allocation system is updated bv
engineers using hot keys to
enter status reports at key

intervals - for example, when
they arrive at a customer and
when they've finished the job.

"The allocation system has a
built-in alert, which Hags up
jobs if it appears that an engi-

neer will not be reaching them
within the agreed time scale,

so a replacement engineer can
be sent.

"It also sends an alert If an
engineer is later checking in

than he should be in relation

to his work in progress."

He adds: “Ultimately, it is

our customers who will benefit

most with a faster and more
efficient service, using less

paperwork and far more
focused on the task In hand."
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profile. By WoHga/ig Munchau in Frankfurt Phone fraud: A fast-growing ‘industry* is examined by Peter Marsh
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Mobile companies fight back

As competition

market has intensified inj^Ji years, equipment puceshave fa n„~ prices
Bul

.
aesplte the

proliferation of reiativ^, ilGT *T,
wsul w sysiems- m

Reaper products fi
y ComPetrtlve end-user market.

i®ni6DS, the Within Siemens,, telecoms
operations are divided into two
divisions. The public twiomwig

be the third largest manufbc-
mrer of telecommunications
systems, after AT&T and
Northern Telecom.
Contrary to many predic-

tions, Siemens has emerged
from the deregulation process
in the German telecoms mar,

ket stronger than before, hold-
ing on to a stable market share
of 39 per cent of systems, in a

v,,
,,,

’ vieunaa ine
electrical and electron-

group, has managed toxetam a leading position as asupplier of telecommunications
systems, and as one of the larg-

S^P!0dUCer8 of end-user
equipment
Along with many other Ger-man companies. Siemens gears

«s production and marketing
towards the high value-added
end of the market concentrat-
ing on telecommunications
systems for both small and
large companies, and upon net-
works capable of interconnect-
ing its systems.
Siemens also produces tele-

phones, mobile phones, fax
machines, a range of high-tech
end-user equipment that
remains highly popular in Ger-
many. Internationally, Siemens
is among the three largest
manufacturers of telephones
with sales of 8m units in the
last year.

In Germany, Siemens does
not sell its end-user equipment
directly, only via wholesalers
and retailers - and, of course,
via Deutsche Telekom, the tele-

communications operator. One
little-known fact is that Sie-
mens pioneered the earliest fax
machines, only to fail to
exploit the technology com-
mercially - an opportunity
seized by Japanese competi-
tors.

Benefits
Siemens benefits greatly

from its traditional strengths
and its commercial networks
in Germany, its homebase.
This has been pnhanrwi by the
acquisition of Nixdorf, the
computer company, which also

included a telecommunications
equipment division. Interna-

tionally. Siemens gained the
necessary critical mass, when
it bought Roim from IBM in

1988.

In the US, Rolm is claimed to

division, which supplies, tele-

communication operators with
industrial equipment, such as
digital exchanges, remains the
larger of the two, with sales
last year of DMl4.lbn ($lObnX
The private telecoms divi-

sion last year achieved a total

turnover of DM6.5bn, of which
telecommunications systems
account for about DMSbn. or
about 75 per cent, with end-
user equipment making up the
remainder. In comparison, the
total Siemens group, last year
had a turnover of DMB4.6bn.
Despite its relatively modest

size - in Siemens* terms - the
private systems business is the
market leader in Germany,
number two in Europe after

Alcatel of France, but number
one world-wide.

As a manufacturer. Siemens
benefits greatly, though indi-

rectly. from the drive by Deut-

sche Telekom, the German
telecom operator, to expand
Integrated Services Digital Net-
works (ISDN), which offers dig-

ital telecommunications right

up to the level of the end user,

throughout Germany.
There are expectations

within the industry that ISDN
may emerge as the standard of

German telephony within the
next few years. These efforts

are greatly helped by a wide-

ranging subsidy scheme from

the German government with

the aim to minimise the cost of

transition for the end-user.

ISDN's attractiveness will

increase further after next

year's proposed change in tele-

com tariffs, which will eradi-

cate the remaining price disad-

vantages against digital

telephony.

The impact of the switch
towards ISDN, one of the few
areas in telecommunications
where Germany is playing a

leading international role, is

Investigative

teams will try to

trap the doners

Satefite-based muftimecfia sales kifiormatfon network; this Viewpoint
system has been developed by Siemens Nbdort with AlphaServ to allow

retailers to broadcast sound and video images to standard TV sets in

branch stores simultaneously, for the cost of a single transmission

significant, especially since
Germany is abandoning a rela-

tively low tech telecommunica-
tions system - low-tech in
comparison with the US - in

favour of a totally digital sys-

tem all the way through to the
level of the end user.

The quasi-forced introduc-
tion of ISDN is a manufactur-
ers’ dream, because it shortens
the replacement cycle of older

systems, which may otherwise

have lasted a few more years
in an analogue environment
ISDN, unlike traditional tele-

phony. requires either digital

telephones, of which there are

only few more than a handful
of models on the market or an
ISDN-capable telephone sys-

tem. to which analogue phones
can be connected.
The switch towards digital

systems - which, depending on
the choice of equipment, can

be achieved at minimal cost

after the generous federal sub-
sidies - has already led to a
telecom advertising frenzy in

German newspapers. The
downside, though not for Sie-

mens. is that the fixed-rate-

nature of the subsidies discrim-

inates against cheaper prod-

ucts.

One of the important devel-

opments in the market for tele-

com systems is the increasing
proportion of services as part

of the business. Dietrich
Botsch, president of Siemens'

private communications
systems division, says that
“the new service offerings
extend far beyond the old typi-

cal services in this business. It

means more than merely ini-

tial consulting, systems setup
and configuration, and servic-

ing."

This new range of services

Includes the setting-up of cor-

porate networks, system man-
agement. video conferencing,

and a host of other services in

the fields of voice, data and
video communication.

Product group
On the prodact side, the

mainstay of Siemens’ offering

is the Hicorn family of tele-

phone systems, which range
from small systems for small

businesses, to large-scale offer-

ings for multinationals. The
second product group are the

Rolm systems 9750. which are

geared specifically for the

North American and Asian
markets. The technology of the

two systems is becoming
increasing similar. They are

rendered compatible through a
network protocol that allows
multinationals in Europe and
the US to access the services

offered by the opposite system.

Teams of investigators

employed by big companies in

the UK’s mobile telecommuni-

cations Industry are due to

start work later this year in a

desparate effort to cut down on
one of Britain's fastest-growing

frauds involving illicit use of

cellular phones.

The investigators are being

recruited by the Federation of
Communications Services,

which represents many of the

big names in the industry,

including all four network
operators - Vodafone, Cellnet.

One-2-One and Orange - and
most of the UK’s 40 providers

of mobile phones services.

Assuming the proposed
changes clear legal hurdles,
commercial contracts between
the networks and service pro-

viders and Britain’s 20,000

mobile phones dealers will be
altered in the next few months.
This will give the Investigators

the right to inspect dealers’

premises to check whether
they have been involved, even
indirectly, in criminal actions.

The networks and service

providers are worried that

many of the 15,000-odd phones
stolen every month in the UK
- often from the back seats of

parked cars or from the pock-

ets of victims of mugging -

end up with dealers after a rel-

atively simple procedure of

“cloning” to make them capa-
ble of illicit use.

Many of the stolen phones
are believed to be taken to

“cloning laboratories" run by
highly organised groups. There
the phones are programmed
with electronic codes -

obtained through eavesdrop-
ping on ordinary phone calls

using electronic scanners -

relating to printing handsets.

After the stolen phone has

been “cloned" with the code of

a handset that is already in

use, the phone is often recon-

nected to one of the four net-

works through a dealer who is

not too worried about the
phone's history. The dealer
picks up a commission fee of

perhaps £300 for making the

reconnection, the thief pockets

possibly £20 from the dealer -

and depending on how the

cloning has been carried out.

the new user of the phone can
make his calls free, with the

bills going to the owner of the

phone with the original code.

“Stealing mobile phones and
malting the necessary changes

to re-fit them to the networks
is almost ridiculously easy."

complains Mr David Savage,

chairman of the service provid-

ers arm of the FCS. who is also

chairman of Astec. one of the

UK’s largest service providers.

"It is easy money for thieves.”

The costs of “stolen” airtime

plus re-equipping people whose
phones have been cloned, and
associated security measures,
is thought to come to about
£100m a year. The federation

reckons there is a hard core of

possibly several hundred deal-

ers wbo are fed many of the
stolen phones. If their activi-

ties can be monitored using
the new teams of investigators
- two. so far. and due to climb
to perhaps 10 over the next
year - then the big companies

in the industry may be on then-

way to winning the battle
against the fraudsters.

At present, however, the war
is a long way from being won.
One aspect making life rela-

tively easy for fraudsters is the

UK's relatively unregulated

mobile telecoms industry, with
a large number of dealers and
service providers and a highly
active "second hand” phone
market A second problem in

the fight against illicit use of
phones is that the UK was a
leader compared with many
other European countries in

starting up its mobiles phones
industry. As a result, about 80
per cent of the UK's 4.5m
mobile phone subscribers are
connected by older analogue
networks - where the handsets

I

The war against

phone fraud is

still far from
being won

are relatively easy to clone -

as opposed to newer digital

networks which are predomi-
nant in much of the rest of

Europe, where cloning is virtu-

ally impossible. A third diffi-

culty for the respectable part
of the mobile phones industry
Is the high level of car break-

ins - and phone thefts - in the

UK.
However as well as action to

check on dealers prepared to

I'LL Hwe TD Cflu- <rtru BAsCt—
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connect up stolen phones and,

if possible, freeze them out of

the industry, the main mobile

telecoms companies have other

ideas in the battle to cut down

on fraud. The most promising

is the method of inserting

extra electronic codes into the

radio messages that mobile

plumes transmit to make dol-

ing more difficult

Vodafone is introducing to

new subscribers a system

which adds an extra code - the

character of which is changed

every time a call is made - to

the message, thus making it

impossible for a fraudster to be

able to insert a new set of elec-

tronic messages to enable re-

connection to take place. Also,

both Cellnet and Vodafone
have software to detect when
two apparently identical

phones are in action so that

one or the other can be cut off.

A big worry in the future is

that thieves are working out
bow to perpetrate fraud involv-

ing the newer digital networks.

This is a particular problem for

the UK’s two smaller network
providers - One-2-One and
Orange - which solely use digi-

tal as opposed to analogue
techniques.

Fraud using digital networks
does not involve cloning, but

rather is based on ways of dis-

guising the feet that calls are

being made using a variety of

computer software techniques

borrowed from the computer
harking industry. By this pro-

cess it is possible for customers

to run up a big bill for interna-

tional calls - most of the digi-

tal networks conform to inter-

national standards and are

easy to link up with ones over-

seas - and attempt to evade
payment.
As a result of such problems,

the telecoms industry is

looking for better ways to

screen potential users of the
new digital networks to check

on whether they may he pre-

pared to use their phones illic-

itly. But there is nervousness
in the industry about this

approach, both because it Is

coming close to challenging

the honesty of customers and
because too much bureaucracy
involving checking procedures

runs totally against the mobile

phones sales philosophy of

keeping to a minimum any
restrictions hampering the use
of the equipment.

THE VISION
To sight excellence in the world of telecommunications.

THE QUEST
To reach for the summit, wherein perfection lies.

THE DELIVERANCE
A range of multi-faceted quality products & sen-ices to enhance your life.

THE ACHIEVEMENT
Recognition as a leader throughout the four corners of the world.

SHAPING THE WORLD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TO MAKE YOUR WORLD A BETTER PLACE.
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Connector? It looks like a computet Well not to someone from AMP, because, as the worlds premier

connmora>mpanv, chit people havr been stretching the concepr ofconnectors. Usually thought of

as pieces ofplastic and metal sirring between cables and circuit boards, connecron are being redefined.

X&fcre broadening their definition to Include entire signal paths. For example, we see the one between a

kevboand and die computer screen as one long connecror. This broader definition is the baas for our

future direction. Bv building on our traditional strengths, weve added

technologies that fit into our vision'- technologies like sensors, switches,

optoelectronics, circuit boards, and wireless components. And today,

were bringing these technologies together to create proven connectivity

systems that our customers can incorporate into heir designs, helping

hem reduce costs and speed heir product development- So while

nor everyone would think of a computer as a connector, our cuaomeis

benefit because our people do.

Connecting

Higher
level.

AMP kicorporabd. HvrEbug, PA 17105-3606. Conan yxM regontii CHfflr LBA 1-80OSZZ-6/SC.

Canada 90^4704425. 44-1753-676600. Sngtpcw 6W82-0311 Japan 81-44-813-8502
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Alcatel: Manufacturer profile. By John Ridding in Paris

Bruised champion
Nokia and Ericsson: Profile of two Nordic equipment manufacturers. By Hugh Camegy

Two remarkable successes
Under new
chairmanship, the
company is well
positioned to
capitalise on
market trends

Mr Serge Tchuruk, the new
chairman of Alcatel Alsthom,
is moving fast and hard to

tackle the problems of the ail-

ing French giant of the tele-

coms equipment sector.

Last week, three months
after taking the helm of the

French group, he announced a
radical restructuring pro-
gramme aimed at reversing a
decline which pushed the
group into its first ever loss in

the first half ot this year. The
plan includes a write-down in

assets of between FfrlObn and
Ffrl2bn and restructuring pro-

visions of about the same
amount. Significant job cuts

are expected from the compa-
ny's 230,000 staSB, while man-
agement is being reorganised

to improve efficiency and
responsiveness to the fiercely

competitive market
Such steps are necessary to

steer the group back on course

after a series of extraordinary

setbacks which have battered

and bruised the French Indus

trial champion.
A corruption scandal farced

the departure of its former
chairman earlier this year,

while a separate legal wrangle
concerning allegations of over-

billing ensnared one of the
group's main subsidiaries and
dam aged relations with
France Telecom, its principal

clienL

Contraction in some of the

company's biggest markets,
and specific setbacks in Ger
many, caused operating profits

from telecoms activities to

plunge from FFr8.3bn (£1.06bn>

in 1993 to FFr3.1bn last year,

prompting a fall of almost SO

per cent in net results at

Alcatel Alsthom. the parent
company. Shares in the group
fell by about 50 per cent last

year, but have since regained
ground in the expectation of

recovery.

In satisfying such expecta-

tions, Mr Tchuruk has several

strong cards to play. The com
pany retains a strong and
diversified geographical pres-

In spite of setbacks, the company has a strong presence an international

markets. Pictured here la an Alcatel phone user in Hanoi, Vietnam

ence. dominating many mar
kets from France to China. In

response to Beijing's policy of

Increasing local manufactur
ing, Alcatel is establishing sev

era! new joint ventures, inline
transmission, microwaves and
mobile telecoms, to add to its

existing switching plant in

Shanghai.

The French group is expand
ing rapidly in other areas. In

the US. for example. Mr Jozef

Cornu, Alcatel’s chief operat-

ing officer, estimates that sales

of transmission equipment will

rise to about USSSOOm t£500m>
this year, compared with
$560m in 1994. In Latin Amer-
ica. Alcatel is taking advantage
of Its close ties with Telefonica

of Spain to pene trate the local

markets.

The group has also built a
strong presence in many lead-

ing products and technology
areas. Its broadband technolo-

gies. ranging from ATM
switching systems to SDH
transmission devices, provide
Alcatel with a strong position

in growth sectors and in the
nascent multimedia cominimi
cations industry. Its data net
works division is already
experiencing rapid growth,
accumulating annual turnover
of about Ecu350m (£291.5m) -

“we expect this business to

continue to grow at a hefty
rate," says Mr Cornu.
Concerning the scandals and

investigations which have
plagued the group over the
past two years, the company is

relatively sanguine. The depar-

ture of Mr Pierre Suard. the

former chairman, has eased
the adverse publicity concern-

ing allegations of the ‘abuse* of

corporate funds and has helped

calm client and investor fears.

Although legal investigations

are continuing, tensions with

France T§l£com concerning the

allegations of overbilling for

equipment have also been
reduced. “There is no doubt
that we have suffered from
these affairs in business
terms,” says Mr Cornu. “But
my feeling is that as far as

relations with France Telecom
are concerned, we have the low
point behind us."

Unfortunately, the same can-

not yet be said for many of the

company's principal markets -

“IT you look at the business

environment. 1995, in terms of

investment is still a pretty
poor year,” says Mr Cornu. In

Germany, in particular, prices

and demand remain weak,
increasing the urgency of
restructuring at the company’s
loss-making local subsidiary.

“We are on course with our

recovery plans, but the full

effects will not be seen until

1996," says the Alcatel execu-
tive.

The French group also faces

a challenge to catch up with
the industry leaders in mobile
telecommunications, one of the
fastest growing market sectors.

The failure of a planned alii

ance with AEG and Nokia at

the end of the 1980s. under
mined Alcatel's strategy for
entering the sector and has left

struggling to keep pace. “It has
been much harder for us to
take advantage of the mobile
boom than for some of our
competitors.'' admits Mr
Cornu. “We really came from
zero.”

But Alcatel is responding. In
May. for example, the mobile
telecoms business received a
FFri.lSbn capital injection
from Alcatel NV, its holding
company, to cover accumu
lated losses and planned
investments. Mr Tchuruk has
said that mobiles will be a stra-

tegic area of development for

the group, promising manage-
ment and financial resources

to ensure its development.
“They have a lot of ground

to cover to make up the gap
with companies like Ericsson

and Motorola,” says one tele-

coms industry analyst. “But
the pace of the expansion of
the market. In terms of new
types of customers and new
geographical areas means
there is room for all of the big
players."

In other promising sectors,

patience is the order of the
day. The much-trumpeted mul-
timedia age has yet to see
ambitious proposals turned
into orders for suppliers like

Alcatel. The entry of new play

ers into the market as a result

of liberalisation and deregu
lation is also at an early stage.

Mr Cornu is confident that

the wait will be rewarded - “in

multimedia, we are not yet see-

ing enormous investments, but
1 am sure it will come,” he
says. It is a similar story con
ceming new entrants into the

telecoms market, from utilities

companies, to railway opera-
tors and cable TV companies.
“There is a lot of talk, but

not much spending at the
moment But we will see a lot

of things happening before
1998.”

The two Nordic
companies have
taken a leading
position in the
rast-growing
mobile sector

It is no exaggeration to say
that Ericsson of Sweden and
Finland's Nokia, two Nordic
neighbours based fer from the

world's big markets, have
taken the booming mobile tele-

phony industry by stonn In the
past five years.

Moving with a speed that has
left many of their larger rivals

in traditional fixed telephony
trailing in their wake, the two
companies have taken leading

positions In a still fast growing
sector - and have reaped the
rewards in the shape of big
profits growth and spiralling

share ratings.

Ericsson, controlled princi-

pally by the Wallenberg family
industrial dynasty, is the
world's biggest supplier of
mobile telephone infrastruc-

ture, holding some 40 per cent

of the market measured by the
proportion of the world’s 60m
mobile telephone subscribers
connected to its systems. It

stands well ahead of second
placed AT&T of the US, which
has some 10 per cent.

Furthermore, Ericsson is the
world’s third largest supplier

of mobile handsets, with a 10

per cant market share.

Rising sales
That market is led by the US

group Motorola. But in second
place is Nokia. The Finnish
company, once better known
for its production of lavatory

paper and rubber goods, has
only a small proportion of the
mobile infrastructure market
But it accounts for an impres-

sive 20 per cent of aU mobile
handsets sold worldwide.

The success of the two Nor-
dic rivals bas been amply
reflected in their results. In the

first half of this year. Ericsson

posted a 40 per cent rise in

pre-tax profits to SKr3.22bn
while sales rose 18 per cent to

SKr4&23bn. The engine of this

growth was the Radio Commu-
nications division, where sales

shot up 54 per cent to
SKr23.45bn. accounting for

comfortably more than half

group sales, compared with 25

per cent five years ago.

Profits growth at Nokia,

which is more highly geared to

mobile telephony, has been
even more spectacular. In the

first four months of the year,

Nokia pre-tax profits were
ahead by 85 per cent over the

same period last year, reaching

FMl.8bn. Group sales were up
by almost 50 per cent to

FMLL-ibn. The result followed

full year profits in 1994 of

FM4hn, a 250 per cent leap over

1993 and a record for a Finnish

company.
Not surprisingly, investors

have queued to gain a share of

the success of the two compa-
nies. Nokia's share price has
risen more than 20 times since

1992. when Jorma Ollila, the

chief executive, took over what
was stOl a stumbling conglom-
erate and focused the group on
its telecoms operations. The
company now accounts for

nearly 40 per cent of the total

market capitalisation of the
Helsinki stock exchange.

In Sweden, Ericsson has also

been a top performer, its share
price more than tripling since

1990 (taking account of share
splits) and regularly recording

record levels this year.

How have Ericsson and
Nokia achieved such success?

And. crucially, what are their

prospects of sustaining it as
competition in the mobile sec-

tor grows more acute?

A key factor Ericsson and
Nokia shared in building up
their expertise in mobile tele-

phony was the adoption in the

early 1980s - much earlier than
in most parts of the world - of
a rranmnn operating standard
by the Nordic countries. This
common standard using anal-

ogue technology— called NMT
- provided the basis for the

speedy spread of mobile
systems in Ericsson's and Nok-
ia's home markets. Sweden,
Norway. Denmark and Finland
remain top of the world league
of penetration of mobile tele-

phones per head of population.

As other countries elsewhere

established mobile systems,
many opted for the NMT sys-

tem, giving Ericsson and Nokia
an in-built advantage. In Erics-

son’s case, its long history in

telecoms markets around the

world (it was in China in the

last century) meant it had vital

experience and recognition m
diverse markets to help it

along. ,

The two companies gained

further ground by quickly

developing the digital operat-

ing systems which are now

rapidly overtaking analogue as

the preferred technology. Both

Ericsson and Nokia had equip-

ment ready to supply the GSM
digital standard adopted in

Europe and have subsequently

scooped most of the contracts

for GSM systems waridwide.

The startling rate of growth

for mobile telephones world-

wide offers Ericsson and Nokia

ample opportunity to continue

to grow. Since 1380, the num-
ber of worldwide subscribers

h?i«; jumped from 6-5m to more
than 0Qm today. Industry pro-

jections foresee the number
escalating to 350m by the end

of the year 2000.

But the next few years may

In use here; the Nokia Orange

mobile phone - a fruitful outcome

of extended research

not necessarily be plain sailing

for the Nordic rivals. For a
start, much bigger competitors

such as AT&T, Motorola. Sie-

mens of Germany and France’s

Alcatel will be pushing to

catch up. Profit margins, to

date attractively large because

of the strength of demand, may
well fall as competition rises.

The big players have more
financial clout than Ericsson
and Nokia, which can be
important in growing markets
like China where customers
often seek help from suppliers

in financing contracts. To
counter this threat. Ericsson in

August announced a -SKi7^bn
share issue - the biggest affls
kind ever in Sweden - to
improve its ability to offer con-
tract financing to clients.

All players will also continue
to face a fierce battle overtech-
nologies in which making the
right choice can be crucial to a
company’s success.- To illus-

trate the point, some .60 per
cent of both Ericsson's and
Nokia's sales last year were
from products which did not
exist three years previously.

Research and development is

the key. Ericsson In
-

recent
years has spent proportion-
ately far more - up to 23 per
cent of sales - on R&D.than its

rivals. Recently ^acknowl-
edged that one. area of heavy
spending, on broadband “mul-
timedia” products, had. held
back profitability without, to

date, seeing a breakthrough in
mass-market products. Nokia
has a more, tightly focused
R&D strategy, concentrating
hard, for example, an combin-
ing mobile voice and data
transmission. But that is also a

risky strategy,' as picking ~the
wrong technologies could, leave

the company exposed later on.
A recent example of the kind

of setback the two companies
could suffer came in the us,
the world's largest mobile tele-

phone market with 25m sub-*

scribers at present There, two
of the biggest operators of Per-

sonal Communications Ser-

vices, a new generation or
mobile phone and other com-
munications networks, opted
to use a digital operating sys-

tem called CDMA which nei-

ther Ericsson nor Nokia can
supply-

The Nordic companies were
undeterred by the decision.

Ericsson, which is shifting up
to 8,000 of its workers from its

public communications, divi-

sion into mobile telephony in

an effort to sustain its leading

position, says it still intends to

capture a one . third share of

the US; Nokia, likewise, is forg-

ing ahead with plans to

increase manufacturing in the

US and to produce handsets for

every system. The US develop-

ment underlined, however,
that there will be no free rides

for Ericsson and Nokia as they

seek to entrench their remark-

able success in mobile tele-

phony to date.
•
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You’re looking at 30,000 telephone calls in midair
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Hardly anyone gives much

thought to how much infor-

mation reaches us day after

day through the air. This

applies not only to radio and

television programmes, but

also to the transmission of

data and phone calls.

Microwave systems from

Bosch quickly and reliably

transmit telephone calls, data

and pictures anywhere, even

under inclement weather con-

ditions. As modern digital

technology can process more

data continuously, microwave

systems can be used more and

more efficiently. A microwave

link can transmit 30,000 tele-

phone calls simultaneously,

each of them in CD quality.

Bosch is one of the leading

suppliers in the field of line-

of-sight data transmission, and

many international network

operators rely on Bosch’s micro-

wave technology. For example,

the rapid installation of the te-

lephone network in Germany’s

new states would not have been

possible without it. Shortly after

the reunification of Germany,

millions of people were able to radio, aerospace, security and

phone all over the world using traffic management
the Deutsche Telekom network

as well as the new cellular mo-

bile radio networks.

Bosch Communications Technology:

Products and systems for tele-

phone, transmission, broadcasting,
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a few kilometres of copper wire can provide a formidable competitive advantage, reports Alan Cane
M last mile*; QwT a Tew kilometres of copper wire can provid

now the local loop becomes a devastating weapon
hornnptitirvn <v A M.Competition is far
from easy when an
incumbent
operator has a
stranglehold on the
local network

SS eo
5
Qection between

®

^jy***®* and the home
h® a devastating

weapon for a dominant tele
“^operator in a newly Ub£-ansed environment.
Merenry Communications

chief competitor to the UK's

T^tecommu^ca^oos (BT)ptitthe case clearly in a submls-^ telecoms reguta-
ubiquity through its

confrol of the local loop is themost important barrier to the
development of sustainable
competition.'’

Ownership of the local loop
provides competitive advan-
tages which newer entrants
find hard to overcome, in par-
ticular. an operator which
already provides a customer’s
plain old telephone services ism a strong position to supply
new services such as Informa-
tion and entertainment when
they can be transmitted over
the same network. Customers
faced with innovative services
feel more comfortable if they
are supplied by a familiar
organisation.

Incumbent operators can
raise a variety of technical bar-
riers against newcomers. There
is. for example, the question of
“number portability.” Nobody
is anxious to change to another
operator if it means changing a
familiar number; allowing a
customer to retain a number is

not difficult but there are costs

Peter HoweV-Davtes, the new
chief executive of Mercury
Communications, chief competitor
to the UK's dominant operator
British Telecoms. BTs 'ubiquity

through its control of the local

loop « the most important barrier

to the development of sustainable

competition,’ says Mercury

incurred in reprogramming
switches and arguments raised
over who pays.

Then the former monopolists
must be prepared to allow
their new competitors to site

transmission on their premises
to allow fair access to both net-

work and customers. A broad
catalogue of objections and
obstacles can be created to
slow this process.

And there is the question of
calculating fair prices for
access to customers where it is

uneconomic or impracticable

for new entrants to build their

awn local loops. Many of the

longer-established operators

have accounting and billing

systems which cannot easily

disgorge this level of detailed

information.

AT&T, the US long-distance

operator with far-reaching
international ambitions, and
others were reported earlier

this year as complaining that

the German local loop would
remain in the hands of Deut-
sche Telekom after liberalisa-

tion. They wanted assurances

that the German operator
would not be allowed to charge

unfair prices for access to cus-
tomers.

Countering the incumbent
operator's stranglehold on the
local loop is therefore seen as
essential to the development of
efficient competition in mar-
kets which were formerly the
fiefdom of a single monopoly
operator. But it is not easy.
Two large markets already

liberalised, the US and the UK.
illustrate the breadth of prob-
lem. The two countries took
quite separate approaches to

opening competition in their
home markets.
In the US, the 1982 AT&T

divestiture decree and the 1984

modified final judgment, the
two pieces of legislation
responsible for the break up of
the Bell Telephone System,
were underpinned by an
assumption that local tele-

phony was a natural monopoly
while long-distance transmis-

sion was rfpe for competition.

It resulted in a strict separa-

tion of the local and
long-distance markets. The
regional Bell operating compa-
nies (Rboes) were forbidden to

enter the long-distance busi-

ness, while AT&T was not
allowed to offer local access.

These restrictions do not apply

to non-Bell companies much as
MCI, the second largest long
distance operator, or to Sprint.

The Rboes, however, now
derive more than 50 per cent of
their revenues from leasing
access to the long distance car-

riers.

The manner of the break-up,
however, failed to anticipate
developments in wireless and
other technologies. In June

Entrenched

operators can

raise a variety

of technical

barriers against

newcomers

this year, the US Senate over-

whelmingly agreed a sweeping
telecommunications bill which
will allow the Rboes. the
long-distance carriers and the
cable television companies and
electrical utilities to move into

each other’s businesses.

The Senate decision, how-
ever, reflected changes In state

legislature which were already
transforming the local tele-

phone market. By the end of

last year, for example, 13 states

were already allowing some
form of competition between
the Rboes and other telecom

companies.
In New York, customers can

already choose between their

traditional operator, the Rhoc
Nynex, and new entrants MFS
and Teleport
In tbe UK, the market has

been open since a government
review in 1991 and there are

currently more than 150 opera-

tors licensed to compete with
British Telecommunications,
the largest UK operator.

Cabling work in the UK: engineers from Mercury Communications lay a new network in Newcastle

Since 1992. in a development
virtually unique to the UK.
cable television operators have
been allowed to offer voice tele-

phony in addition to entertain-

ment. BT, however, cannot
broadcast over its main net-

work. This “unfair” playing
field was created to allow the

cable companies to establish

themselves and to encourage
them to invest the considerable
sums necessary to wire the UK
with high capacity fibre optic

cable.

Despite these challenges to

its dominance, BT still has
about 90 per cent of tbe UK
telecoms market. Although tbe

cable companies are beginning

to make inroads, progress is

slow. BT has only just agreed
to accounting separation so
that costs and prices in its sep-

arate businesses can be moni-
tored.

Alternatives
Although it has agreed in

principle to number portabil-

ity. it has disagreed with the
regulator over who should pay
fear it forcing - under UK rules
- a reference to the UK's
Monopolies and Mergers Com-
mission. It could be a further

six months before portability is

achieved in practice.

What alternatives are there?

One possibility is fixed radio

access although as Analysys.
the UK-based telecoms consul-

tancy points out. radio-based

networks have yet to prove
they can offer either quality or
the availability of tbe fixed net-

work.
Another, more radical

approach, is to split a former
monopoly operator into two
parts. The first, a network
operation, would have the
responsibility of providing
access lines to other operators

on a fair and non-discrimina -

tory basis. The second part, a

services company, would be
able to compete with other

players on the basis of the
quality and innovative nature
of its products.

It is an attractive notion but

the rapid development of
“intelligent" networks, where
computer systems are inte-

grated deeply into tbe struc-

ture of the network, may rule

it out of court. It may simply

be too difficult to separate
access lines from services in

these modern networks.

Research intensifies to find
alternative local connections:

see next page.
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M Electronic data Interchange: Report by John Kavanagh

Debate over benefits
of EDI in finance
The tiny number of
users of financial

EDI suggests that
companies still

have to be
convinced about
its advantages

IBM Europe trades
electronically with over 90 per
cent of its main suppliers and
is saving millions of dollars a
year - but it stops short of

using electronic data inter-

change (EDI) for payments.
The computing giant is not a

luddite but part of a huge
majority which is so far reject-

ing financial EDI. Tbe UK,
Europe's biggest EDI commu-
nity, has just 40-50 organisa-

tions doing financial EDI - out

of a total of 12,000 trading part-

ners using EDI to send orders,

invoices and other documents
between their computer
systems over telecom Jinks.

Yet financial EDI is not par-

ticularly new. Banks have
offered services since 1990,

receiving payment instructions

in the Edifact international

standard format and sending

payment to the recipient’s

bank. Detailed remittance

advice is sent at the same time

via EDI by the payer or by the

hawk. If a recipient does not

use EDI, the remittance advice

can be printed and posted:

indeed. UK banks believe only

10 per cent of payments
involve EDI from end to end.

. Benefits depend on the previ-

ous payment method. If pay-

ments were by cheque, there

are clear cost-savings at both

ends, although banks’ calcula-

tions vary considerably, from

£8-£i8 per cheque. These costs

include stationery, producing

and posting remittance advice

notes, authorising payment,

human errors and handling the

resulting queries, and reconcil-

ing payments to invoices.

These benefits are reduced

for companies which already

use automated services, such

as the UK's Bankers’ Auto-

mated Clearing Services

(BAGS) organisation. In these

cases, the recipients get most

of the benefits from EDI, nota-

bly in the form of detailed

remittance advice and the pos-

sibility of automatic reconriHa-

tfon. Such information is not

provided by BACS.
Whatever the previous pay-

ment method used, EDI brings

other benefits outside the

administration savings. There
is certainty about the payment
date, which helps with cash
flow calculations and removes

the need to chase payment
By contrast, cheques have

clearing delays and with BACS
there can be delays of two or
three days, enabling customers

to use the excuse of “it’s in the

post™. Indeed, research shows
that a third of all late pay-
ments in Europe are inten-

tional.

The UK Article Number
Association, which advises cm
EDI, says that companies using
financial EDI tanri to initiate

payments more quickly.
Prompt payment can open the

way for discount negotiations.

Most of these benefits axe
agreed on by banks. EDI asso-

Connections

between banks

and commercial

networks are

still too limited

clarions, users and non-users

alike.

“The payer cuts paper-han-

dling and reduces labour costs,

gets good, cash management
and better discounts for fast

payment,” says Michel
Choueiri, who nonetheless so

far rejects tbe whole idea; he is

EDI strategy manager and
chief financial officer for pur-

chasing at IBM Europe.

Mr Choueiri highlights two
wain areas where progress is

still needed:
First, the banks themselves

need to look at their

operations: he says not all

banks across Europe offer

financial EDt some use their

own sub-sets of EDI standards,

thus tying companies into

their services and making com-

munication between banks
nncertain: and there is not

enough connection between

bank networks or between

bank and commercial net-

works.
This last point again means

customers are forced to con-

nect directly to a bank’s net-

work instead of using an EDI

sendee they are already linked

to, although both banks and

users argue that a direct link

can be more acceptable from
the security point of view
when payment messages are
involved.

Gary Lynch, chief executive
of the UK EDI Association,

believes all this reflects banks’

traditional view that they
know best “Banks are used to

telling customers what they
want” he says.

Mr Lynch goes farther “The
banks have mistakenly seen
themselves as hubs in an EDI
set-up. whereas it is the big

customer, doing EDI with its

suppliers, that is the hub; the

bank is just another supplier."

The banks seem to be getting

the message - “frustrated

bankers say there has been
incomplete appreciation of the
benefits," says Raif Rahman,
who has long been involved in

EDI at National Westminster

Bank- "In reality, companies
are perfectly able to do their

own evaluation. Customers are

not interested in Just a better

way to pay. bankers must offer

better ways of doing business.”

There are signs that this is

happening. For example, direct

debits are being introduced for

trading partners with close

relationships: the supplier ini-

tiates payment by an EDI mes-
sage which passes details to its

customer. The supplier gets

greater control over payment,

so it pays the charges. This
overcomes the problem of the

BACS-user paying for EDI ser-

vices when the benefits are

enjoyed mostly by its supplier.

However, the second prob-
lem -area highlighted by Michel
Choueiri still remains: cost. Mr
Choueiri says he has seen
charges of S18-S25 for a single

transaction in Europe, hi the

UK, an EDI payment and
remittance charge is put at

around £1, although some esti-

mates put it at £2J>0 - or 10

tones the cost of a payment by
BACS.
For a company already pay-

ing through BACS, there is no
contest, on tbe face of it: finan-

cial EDI costs far more and
most of the benefits go to the

recipient A company paying

by cheque faces a more persua-

sive case in terms of adminis-

tration and other cost-savings:

Barclays says a company in

the UK making 200 UK and 50

international payments a

month can save nearly £25,000

a year.

The tiny number of users

suggests that companies still

have to be convinced. That is

why the EDI Association is

doing independent work on
banks’ formulae and assump-

tions, starting this year with

Barclays.

This could make or break
financial EDI - “everything is

in place technically for finan-

cial EDI." says Gary Lynch at

the association. “If the busi-

ness case can’t be proved, we
as an association shnnlfl leave

it alone and just let it continue

as a matter for banks and com-

merce to argue over."
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Service delivery mechanisms : Research is intensifying, reports John Williamson

Quest for new connections
Fibre optics and
radio technology
may be the answer
For most of the history of the
telephone, the vast majority of
subscribers have been linked

into the nearest telephone
exchange by pairs of copper or

alloy wires. Over the last few
years, however, the pressure to

deploy alternative service
delivery mechanisms has
mounted steadily.

Across the globe, operators
are now taking a long hard
look at what fibre optics, new
add-on high capacity copper
technology and radio transmis-

sion can offer in the local loop
'last mile’.

Operators have been deploy-

ing fibre optics in the tele-

phone network since the late

1970s. progressively extending
the application of the technol-

ogy from international and
long-haul links to the middle
distance junction network and.

most recently, to the local

access loop.

In the latter part of the net-

work, fibre could be the opti-

mum solution if operators plan

to deliver high bandwidth mul-
ti-media. ultra-fast data and
multi-channel video-on-demand

(VOD) services. However,
although companies such as

Colt and MFS have built local

fibre access networks for cor-

porate customers in metropoli-

tan conurbations, such as Lon-
don, and national operators
such as Deutsche Telekom,
have commenced ambitious
projects to install fibre-to-the-

home (FTTH) and fibre-to-the-

kerb (FTTK> systems, actually
running fibre directly into
homes is still a relatively

expensive proposition.

Although the price of fibre

itself is no longer much of an
issue, components needed to

convert light and electrical

energy are still expensive, and
fibre installation costs are

high. It is also true that fibre

has to be quite widely deployed
before service providers and
network operators can market
their products to the potential

customer base.

This is also a consideration

for hybrid fibre coax (HFC)
networks. Here, fibre takes
traffic into a neighbourhood
area and the end links to the
actual customers are provided

by twinned coaxial cable and
copper pairs or. most recently,

coaxial cable by itself.

The sums of money required

to deploy HFC an a mass scale

are enormous. In the UK. for

example, the cable TV commu-
nity has already invested over
£L5bn to pass 4.5m homes with
HFC networks, and the price

tag to cover 75 per cent of the
country's papulation with this

technology is put at ¥15bn.
minimum

.

On the other side of the
world, Australian telco Telstra

is stumping up A$4bn to take
HFC past 4m households, while

arch-rival Optus Communica-
tions is spending A$3bn to be
within reach of 3m.
Nevertheless, HFC is still

presently a lower cost option

for an operator than 100 per
cent fibre. "Prospects For Com-

Systems to

convert light

and electrical

energy are still

expensive, and
installation

costs are high

petition In The Local Loop", a
1995 report from the UK's Ana-
lysys consultancy, suggests
that in urban areas the annual-

ised capital cost per connection
for new build HFC is less than
half that for FTTH. Although
HFC capacity is much smaller

than that of all-fibre, there are

those who reckon this is not a
big worry in the immediate
term.

Of his company's HFC cus-

tomers, Optus Communica-
tions' chief operating officer

Ian Boatman says: "If they
want to take one or several

television set feeds into their

homes, it’s not a problem. If

they want to operate one or
several Internet or voice con-

nections at a time, it's not a
problem. I can't conceive of too

many homes, or even too many
small businesses, with a bigger

requirement than that,"

Other approaches to deliver-

ing greater bandwidth to end-
users involve scaling up the
performance of the extant cop-
per distribution network. This

is why some operators have
Invested heavily in Integrated

Services Digital Network
(ISDN) since the mid-1980s.

ISDN provides capacity in

increments of 64.000 bits per
second- So far, though, the
technology has not percolated

through to ordinary subscrib-

ers and, according to Alberto
Zanettin. strategic marketing
manager at Philips' French
subsidiary TRT Experdata. it is

still virtually impossible to buy
a domestic ISDN telephone or
answering machine
TRT also believes the local

loop is the blind spot In visions

of true mass Internet usage. In

September the company began
test-marketing modems specifi-

cally designed for domestic
users. Available in department
stores and priced at around
£200 for 28.800 bits per second
performance, the modems are
Intended to speed op access to

the Internet and other on-line

applications.

The commercialisation of

new copper-based technologies

which run much faster still is

also under way. Asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Loop
(ADSL) is an add-on digital

data transmission technology.

Locating ASDL boxes at either

end of the link between the
subscriber and the local tele-

phone exchange enables traffic

to run at speeds of several mil-

lion bits per second in the
exchange-to-customer direc-

tion. and several thousands of

bits per second in the other.

This sort of performance
makes ADSL an interesting

candidate for the provision of

VOD and inter-active multi-me-

dia services over the telephone
network and, indeed, many tel-

cos around the world are triall-

ing the technology.

Many of these trial installa-

tions have been supplied by
Westell International, the spe-

cialist US transmission vendor
which in August introduced
what it says is the first com-
mercially available interna-
tionally standardised ADSL
system. Westell president and
CEO Rob Faw predicts that
technologies such as ASDL
could alter the entire balance
of the telecoms business.

A brand new copper-based
technology developed by fellow

US enterprises AT&T Bell Lab-
oratories and AT&T Paradyne
could help this transformation

along. Dubbed symmetric digi-

tal subscriber line (SDSL), it

operates at up to 1.554m and
2.048m hits per second in both
directions, which is more than
70 times fester than currently
available modems.
“This technology will allow

worldwide phone companies to

make the Information super-
highway as universally accessi-

ble as today's telephone, radio
and television services,"
declares AT&T Paradyne direc-

tor of business development
Clete Gardenhour.
While microwave video dis-

tribution systems have been
used to deliver high bandwidth
traffic, a main thrust of wire-

less local loop (WLL) systems
Is to enlarge access to basic

narrowband dial tone.

The chief advantages of sub-

stituting wireless systems for

copper can be summarised as:

reduced cost of subscriber con-
nections in rural areas, faster

service roll out and so earlier

access to revenue, and reduced
network planning require-
ments in terms of allocating

capacity to present and future

subscriber numbers, densities

and locations.

Also, the WLL demand curve
can be matched quite closely to

the level of operator invest-

ment Some of the most active

WLL markets to date have
been in eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union where
telephone densities are rela-

tively low.

Earlier this year a 50,000 line

capacity WLL network sup-
plied by Hughes Network
Systems was inaugurated in

Tartarstan. and Hungarian
national telco Matav signed a

deal with Motorola for the sup-

ply of 200.000 lines of WLL
equipment
Such developments may only

be the tip of a global WLL ice-

berg - "right now, if you were
just to take our top ten mar-
kets - markets with long
waiting lists and some reason-

able GDP - and just take a

percentage of that group, rd
say you’d have 140m people
who have an urgent require-

ment for a telephone,” con-
cludes David Hughes, vice

president and general manager
of Motorola's European cellu-

lar infrastructure division.

Advances in fibre optics: see

page 28

Transport telematics; Innovation by Bosch of Germany. Report by Michael Pempggy.

'Bottlenecks ahead: turn left

The German auto
electronics giant
has the business
travellers' interests
at heart

"A busy businessman who
travels a lot doesn’t want to

rely on maps all the tune.”

says Stefan Buchansteiner,
navigational systems market-
ing manager at Bosch.

In co-operation with Mer-
cedes, Bosch has launched a
voice activated system called

“Travelptlot”. It tells the
driver where to turn and
relies on data from the satel-

lite-based Global Positioning
System to locate his vehicle.

Sensors attached to the
wheels measure the distance
covered in a journey and
match this up with the GPS
signal to determine the posi-

tion of the car.

GPS signals are only accu-

rate to within 100 metres, so
this extra data is very neces-

sary. At the start of a journey
the driver uses an operating
unit to key-in four numbers
corresponding to his destina-

tion. A cursor can he used to

point to the road required in

the small pictorial map dis-

play.

But Travelptlot has already

,

been surpassed by Bosch's
Berlin car radio. This dis-

penses with the street map
display and calcnlates the
most effective route between
two points on behalf of the
driver. Speech output informs

the driver that he is approach-

ing a junction. As an addi-

tional aid a shaded bar graph
decreases as he nears his turn-

ing point. The idea is to offer

realistic navigation bearing in
mind the distractions and
stress of city motoring condi-

tions.

The heart of the Berlin sys-

tem is a database that lists

not just streets but the
one-way regulations and traf-

fic flow details that make the

difference between a quick
trip and a frustrating journey.

This programming inevitably

slows up the roll-out of the

Berlin system. It is currently

available in a version storing

650,000 German street kilo-

No need to get lost: Bosch's BecSn car radio system can give voice

directions on the best way round 650,000 German streets

metres and 2.5m intersections.

For other European nations.
Bosch has to find ways to

deliver a regular update of
new road conditions as well as
constructing a formidable
database of city streets.

CD-Rom disks are the chosen
method of storing this mate-
rial These will be sold to the

public or accessed via a car

dealership. Berlin car radio
incorporates a CD-Rom drive

along with stereo and radio

functions from Bosch’s Blau-
punkt subsidiary and adds
some £2£00 to the price of a
car.

The Berlin system is impres-

sive, but it is not aimed at a
mass market. Bosch Itself

recognises that traffic flow is

a serious problem as car-own-

ership rises and road conges-

tion reaches an unacceptable

level. The most advanced
systems on board executive
cars cannot prevent urban
traffic jams. Computer-based
analysis of traffic data and

beacons that use this informa-

tion to limit access to con-

gested areas and vary toll col-

lection in order to deter traffic

entry are all under consider-

ation in Germany. Road traffic

there has increased by 50 per

cent since 1980.

These developments are all

part of a new dimension in car

design called Transport Tele-

matics. This term embraces a
raft of technologies that are

making the transition from
testbed to commercial prod-
uct
The overall objective of

transport telematics is to pro-

vide the driver with high tech-

nology tools for collision

warning or cruise control.

Microwave radar emitters that

sit behind a registration plate

and spot vehicles ahead
regardless of weather are
under development. Traffic

lights will acquire the ability

to react to the presence of

traffic instead of obeying
crude timers.

The challenge for research

teams is to integrate these

systems into one range of
equipment that is effective

-

and affordable. In the UK, the

£100m state-sponsored Innova-

tive Manufacturing Initiative

is tackling these issues. A
strong base in defence elec-

tronics has placed UK compa-
nies in a good position, to

exploit these emerging tech-
,

no!ogles. ,

One of the dilemmas of I

transport telematics Is. famil
|

iar to military engineers. As
the car acquires a collection of

computer chips and electronic

systems it becomes vulnerable

to electromagnetic interfer-

ence. Computers are now
being used to model the
impact of every possible radio

transmission on in-car
systems. This process is well-

established in the aerospace
sector and car designers have
been able to borrow heavily

from defence-related experi-

ence. . ,

’
.

These solutions to the once
,

simple question of getting

from A to B are all an the

horizon. But communicating
via a earphone has become
utterly commonplace,
although some practical prob-

lems have been overlooked In

the rush to install these popu-.

Iar gadgets.

Another innovation is the
personal communications net-

work (PCN), promoted in the

UK by the Orange arm of

Hutchison Telecom. PCN oper-

ates on a different frequency,

delivering four times the

capacity of the earlier technol-

ogy. Orange Data, a service

running on PCN, enables

users to send faxes and elec-

tronic mail by plugging a
mobile phone into a laptop
computer. Orange is banking
on the emergence of a mobile
professional workforce to

boost this service. Car kits are

available and the company
predicts that in the UK alone

a million people will use
mobile data solutions by 2004.

Unless a miraculous solu-

tion emerges for traffic con-

gestion, a lot of those users

will be executives who have
abandoned the stress of a traf-

fic jam and pulled over to

work from their car.
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A flexible partner.

While other carriers charge a price that suits than,

you'll find MFS a more flexible partner.

But that doesn't mean well compromise on the

service we deliver. We cant afford to negotiate on that

And although we have the positive attitude of a

start-up, we're a true multinational with the credentials

and resources to match.

Global network.

Our rapidly expanding global network is linking

the world's pre-eminent financial centres with state of

the art fibre-optic systems.

Wfe are delivering innovative high speed services

as well as top quality private circuits and switched

voice - over our own facilities, nationally and interna-

tionally.'

Let's talk business.

MFS is a carrier totally dedicated to the international

.
business community. So if you are looking for an

international telecomms carrier to deliver the right

service at the right price, MFS can do it,

For further information, call MFS Communications

on 0800 376 0376.
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I
f a week is a long time in
politics, four yeans in an
industry that is changing

as fast as telecommunication
is a generation. Since the last
industry showcase in Genevam 199l. telecommunications
everywhere, but particularlym the UK and in Europe, has
undergone extraordinary

: change.

There are two key chal-
lenges facing telecommunica-
tions companies between now
and the year 2000. The first is
globalisation - as businesses
Increasingly operate globally,
so they are looking for suppli-
ers who can provide a “one
stop shop” for all their com-
munications needs around the
world. Partnering will be a key
enterprise skill in the future in
the achievement of globalisa-
tion. We can confidently
expect a spate of alliances
across national and industry
borders.

The second challenge is the
development of advanced,
interactive services - the con-

struction of the information
society. The accelerating con-
vergence of the telecommuni-
cations, consumer electronics
entertainment and publishing
industries will have a pro-
found impact on the way we
hve and work. But, the pace at
which the information society
is constructed will depend
largely, qn the structure of
r*Sulatory regimes around the
world.

the II years since privati-
sation, BT has invested more
than £20bn, building one of the
most advanced networks and
some of the most advanced
comparer systems in the
world. Just a few months ago.
BT became the first major net-
work operator to replace unit

charging with per second pric-
ing for all its customers.
BT has changed from an

essentially single country
operator to a global player. We
have formed what we believe
is the defining strategic alli-

ance with MCI, the US’s sec-
ond largest long distance car-
rier. Together, we have
launched our joint venture
company, Concert, providing
global communications solu-
tions for international compa-
nies. In addition to key rela-

tionships in the Asia-Pacific
region, we have announced a
series of deals with European
partners in Spain, Germany.
Italy and Scandinavia. The
ultimate objective of all these
alliances is to provide custom-
ers around the world with a
choice.

Not only are we operating in

new regions, but we are deal-

mm

Sir lain: ‘Regulators and governments can seek to inhibit developments, but ultimately they cant work against the future* te tn Aumuod

ing in new products and ser-

vices. Four years ago, the
mobile phone was almost
exclusively a business acces-

sory; now there are nearly 4m

M Network management: Report by Michael Kenward

The goal: right data
at the right time
Buying in
services does
not have to mean
losing control

of the network

A company’s telecoms network
can have a profound influence

on the way in which it oper-

ates. Management revolves
around information which, in

turn, relies on effective com-
munications to get tt into the
right hands. With so much cor-

porate information held in

computers, data communica-
tions can be as important as

the telephone and the fax

machine.
Before a company can reen-

gineer its management pro-

cesses, it may well need to

redesign its telecommunica-
tions network, to put into place

systems that put the right data

in the right place at the right

time. This is particularly

Important for companies that

operate internationally.

“We are working for a com-

pany that operates throughout

the world, but has never oper-

ated as a global company,”

says John Simmons, a senior

consultant in the Telecommu-

nications Consultancy Group
at Logica, in the UK. The client

is moving towards global oper-

ation and “they want the infra-

structure to support it”, says

Mr Simmons.
Until recently, companies

could not operate globally with

ease. Public communications

networks just were not up to

the ihwIc- AH this has changed,

says Mr Simmons.
Telecommunications started

to improve 10 years or so ago

in the US. In the past five

years, competition in Europe

means companies can now
obtain the communications

facilities they need to manage

their operations as they see fit.

One consequence of the poor

telecommunications of the past

was that companies wanting a

reliable network effectively

had to run their own networks.

The rise In quality, and the

arrival of competition among

suppliers, has opened the doors

to a flood of outsourcing. For

example, at the end of May. BT

and the NatWest group signed

a £350m five-year contract

under which the banking

group transferred hardware,

people and networks to BT.

Another powerful driving

force that persuades
companies

to contract out their network-

management is the desire to

focus on essentials.

Companies may be prepared

to buy in telecoms services,

but they still want to be i®8®"

sored that they will get good

quality. One way to provide

this confidence, and some con-

trol over their own links, is for

customers to monitor the tele-

coms services they buy in.

Mere and more customers are

specifying network monitoring

when they seek tenders from

tefecoQs suppliers, says Peter

Beevor, general manager, net-

works, in the Business Net-

works division of Cable &

Wireless. C&W recently started

trials of a system designed to

do just this.

C&W's Integrated Network
Magement System (INMS)
allows customers to monitor
their telecom networks with
little more than a desk-top

computer and a telephone link

into C&W’s own network. The
aim of INMS, says Mr Seevor.

is to satisfy the customer's
desire “to bein constant touch
and to see what the carrier is

doing”.

The INMS monitoring sys-

tem also provides communica-
tions with the telecoms sup-

plier, so customers can request

changes in their system,
increasing capacity in one
region while reducing it in

another, for example. They can
also receive billing information

and details of faults and their

correction.

C&W can only offer custom-

ers information on their net-

works because like other tele-

coms companies, it has
invested heavily in its own net-

work monitoring and manage-

ment technologies. In the UK,
for example, one of the world’s

most competitive telecoms

environments. Mercury
recently invested £5m in its

A big issue

is how to

maintain

customer

loyalty

Transmission Network Surveil-

lance System (TNSS),

described as a “network early

warning system”.

With 9.000 monitoring points.

Mercury claims that TNSS is

one of the largest systems of

its kind in Europe. The system

monitors Mercury’s 8.000km

“backbone" of fibreoptic and

microwave radio links and

thousands of lines connecting

businesses to the company s

network.
With TNSS. network manag-

ers use computer-animated

maps to show them the state of

the network. "Not only can we

point out a piece of equipment

which has already failed.
M says

Steve Graham, TNSS project

manager, “we can often see

where a part of the network is

in a condition where it might

be about to fail." The network

managers can then reroute

traffic and solve problems

before they disrupt service.

TNSS is also a valuable diag-

nostic tool when responding to

customer complaints.

Network management is

becoming increasingly sophis-

ticated as new technology

arrives on the telecom net-

works. For example, thei com-

munications company GPTs

synchronous digital hierarchy

(SDH) is. says Peter Black-

ledge product manager for

equipment management

operations systems, “the first

transmission technology to

take account of the needs of

network management”.

SDH, developed at GPT s

Nottingham centre, is not itself

a network management sys-

tem. It is a digital transmission

standard that combines tele-

communications traffic from
different sources and carries it

ova: the same network.

Mercury claims to have been

the first company in the UK to

employ SDH techniques in its

network.
Built into SDH. there is

enough capacity to carry a sig-

nificant amount of information

about the state of the network
itself. And for the first time in

a transmission standard. SDH
includes Internationally agreed
standards for network manage-
ment information, pnahiing dif-

ferent suppliers to build com-
patible hardware and software.

Thee is, though, some way to

go before the Industry reaches

this stage, says Mr Blackledge.

“Not enough of the standards

are in place to be able to pick

anybody’s kit and anybody's
management system and guar-

antee that they will be able to

work together." he explains.

Once again SDH provides “a

nice user-friendly interface to

all this information”, says Mr
Blackledge. with maps of the

network displayed on work-

stations.

As well as monitoring the
network, the management
component of SDH can be used

to set up new customer cir-

cuits, and to respond automati-

cally and within thousandths

of a second to the traditional

scenario of a JCB through the

cable. When Telecom Australia

wanted to demonstrate the

capabilities of its new SDH Sys-

tran. it did so by putting an axe

through a fibre-optic link and
demonstrating that there was
no loss of service.

Reliability and ease of estab-

lishing new services to custom-

ers are important aspects of

any network management sys-

tem.
Quality of service is crucial

to maintaining customer loy-

alty, agrees Hugh Jagger, a

partner in the Global Telecom-

munications Industry Group at

consultants Coopers &
Lybrand. As competition

sweeps through telecoms, says

Mr Jagger, “the big issue is

how to keep customer loyalty”.

Another important aspect of

network management, says Mr
Jagger. is in reducing the cost

base. A lot of the cost of run-

ning a network, be adds, sits in

the management of the net-

work On the customer's side,

cost is inevitably an issue in a
company’s telecom strategy,

but it often takes a back seat

to wider strategy, says Mr Sim-

mons of Logica: “A company
wfll decide that they wish to

operate globally and will not

worry too much about the

cost”

With advanced network
management systems, they are

in a better position to ensure
that suppliers are meeting
their contractual promises.

Telecom outsourcing and other

aspects of network manage-
ment see pages 82 and 39

mobile users in the UK alone.

Studies suggest that in five

years’ time there could be
more than 13m users in the

UK and more than 250m world-

wide. The mobile market could

then be worth more than
£i50bn.

But the main difference

between the world of telecom-

munications in 1991 and in

1995 is that of greater freedom
of choice. Millions of custom-
ers around the world are now
able to enjoy the benefits of

competition in telecommunica-
tions services. Most notably in

data services, but increasingly

in basic voice telephony.

Consider the UK: in 1991, the

UK Government ended the BT
and Mercury duopoly, and
opened the market to cable TV
companies and others. Four
years later, the UK was the

most open and competitive
market in telecommunications

anywhere in the world. But.

unfortunately, in the vast
majority of European coun-

tries, telecommunications
companies remain govern-
ment-owned monopolies. And
although data and private cir-

cuit services have been liberal-

ised, progress has been slow
and patchy. The liberalisation

of voice telephony is not
scheduled until January 1998.

in spite of the fact that,

according to business leaders,

this is a key factor determin-
ing European competitiveness

in world markets.

Greater emphasis and added
impetus is needed in develop-

ing pan-European regulation.

Greater consistency between
member-states is essential if

there is to be any hope of a
single European market in

telecommunications emerging
post-1998.

So what of the next four
years? Estimates are that the
ITEC industries - information
technology, electronics and
communications - could be
worth 10 per cent of world
GDP by 1995. Competition for

that market is sure to inten-

sify. It will be one of the big-

gest games in town.

But much can be done now.

Easting technology is capable

of carrying new services much
more efficiently than was hith-

erto imagined. ISDN links,

data compression, multimedia,

and embryonic virtual reality

techniques are already foster-

ing more natural and intuitive

ways of presenting and shar-

ing information.
In the next few years we will

see developments in on-line

education, more flexible organ-

isational structures, more use

of interactive sales and mar-
keting techniques, more
sophisticated home entertain-

ment. and so on.

In the UK BT has just

launched one of the world's

most advanced and extensive

marketing trials of interactive

TV. offering - in conjunction

with more than 100 partners -

a host of services including
movies, games and television

programming on demand,
home-banking and home shop-

ping. local information ser-

vices and interactive advertis-

ing.

The technology is there and
the customer demand is there.

In an industry that is as cus-

tomer-driven as telecommuni-
cations. what the customer
wants and technology can pro-

vide. the customer will ulti-

mately get. Regulators and
governments can seek to slow
and inhibit developments but
ultimately they cannot work
against tbe future. By the time
Geneva 1999 comes around,
the world will look very differ-

ent from today. We look for-

ward to an exciting future.

GPT: Profile of the innovative equipment manufacturer. By Alan Cane

Big growth in overseas orders
GPT is close to the
heart of the
multimedia
revolution

GPT is the UK's largest

telecommunications equipment
manufacturer, active in almost
every area of the business. The
sole exception, curiously
enough, is cellular communica-
tions. one of the faster growing
sectors of the telecoms indus-

try. If cellular skills and prod-

ucts are called for, however, it

is able to exploit the expertise

of one of its two parents. Sie-

mens of Germany, an acknowl-
edged expert in mobile commu-
nications.

This synergy is an example
of the alliances which have
marked the company's prog-

ress. Formed In 1988 through
the voluntary merging of the

telecoms activities of GEC and
PJessey, it acquired dual
nationality in 1989 when GEC
and Siemens combined to buy
Plessey.

Ownership is now 60 per cent

GEC and 40 per cent Siemens.
Siemens has always indicated

its willingness to take a con-

trolling stake if the price was
right: so far, GEC has held out

for more than the German
giant has been prepared to pay
and the ownership question

seems to have slipped on to a

backburner.
Mr Peter Gershon. a tough

and financially-acute man-
ager, sometimes tipped as a
possible successor to Lord
Weinstock as the bead of GEC.
is credited with placing GPT
on a firm industrial and com-
mercial footing. He is now
managing director of GEC-Mar-
coni. the group's defence divi-

sion.

Under its new managing
director, Mr Tony Cobbe, GPT
last year turned over more
than £lbn for the first time,

placing ft among the top ten
telecoms equipment suppliers

in the world - although, it has
to be said, a long way' behind
Alcatel. Siemens and AT&T.
The company has some

11,000 employees and four prin-

cipal sites in the UK - Coven-

try, the headquarters, Beeston.

near Nottingham, Liverpool,

Coventry and Poole.

In Greece, operators uss the SSDX business communications system

It reckons to be a the world

leader in two important prod-

uct areas: payphones, where it

sells to more than 70 countries,

and synchronous digital hierar-

chy transmission, key to the

information superhighway.
It recently produced Us

500.00th payphone as part of a

consignment to Thailand. It

also claims to be the largest

producer of smart cards in the

UK - plastic cards with an
embedded microprocessor
which have proved eminently

suitable for use in intelligent

payphones. Earlier this year it

announced the formation of a
new Card Technology division,

part of GPT Payphone
Systems. The division already
produces cards based on mag-
netic. smart and contactless

technologies.

Flexibility
SDH, known as Sonet in the

US. is a transmission tech-

nique now being developed to

meet the needs of non-voice
traffic - data, video, multime-

dia and so on - towards the

end of tbe century. While voice

traffic will continue to

Increase, it will decline relative

to other forms of information

Ctaese orders more than 540 iSDX business communication systems

are now ki use In China, serving many customers fci government

ministries, Industrial sectors and universities, hi May, GPT won a E4thn

SDH transmission contract from China, involving the laying of 1,900

Idometres of the world’s most advanced optical fibre submarine cable.

as traffic on the information

superhighway builds up.

A recent report noted: “The
importance of having an a flex-

ible and intelligent network
infrastructure based on SDH
cannot be overestimated as ser-

vice offerings are closely
related to the ability of this

network to be reconfigured as

demands change".

So GPT is dose to tbe heart

of the multimedia revolution.

In May it won a £40m SDH
transmission contract from
China, involving the laying of

1500 kilometres of the world’s

most advanced optical fibre

submarine cable.

Stretching from Wuhan to

Shanghai, its path runs under
eight kilometres of the Yangzte
River. The cable will be laid by
GPT Telephone Cables. GPT
says it has now installed SDH
networks in the UK Germany,
France. Belgium and Australia.

GPT is also strong In video-

conferencing. The UK Employ-
ment Department, for example,
bought almost Elm worth of

GPT equipment to enable staff

to conduct meetings across 14

sites. On a broader scale,

Zeneca, the UK pharmaceutical

manufacturer, bought a system
enabling the company to link

its London headquarters with

85 manufacturing sites world-

wide.

Tbe company has seen sub-

stantial growth in its overseas

business - it more than dou-

bled last year - on the back of

big contracts in Russia, China
and the Middle East
These markets will prove

important for all equipment
manufacturers as sales in the

developed world slow. Suc-

cesses include an order from
Greece for payphones which
acceptUK French and German
currencies in addition to drach-

mas; an £8m bid to supply the

world’s longest unrepeatered
submarine cable link stretch-

ing across the Baltic to give

Latvia high capacity connec-
tion to the Western world and
a £50m order for switches from
Comstar in Moscow. These
advanced areas of expertise

will prove critical for GPT as

the markets for switching
equipment - GPT is best

known, perhaps, as the manu-
facturer of System X the UK's
pioneering digital telephone
switching system - slows.

Over the past 10 years,

equipment manufacturers
flourished as operators
invested in the digitisation of

their networks. This invest-

ment has now peaked; more
than 70 per cent of BT lines are

now digital, for example.

In any case, the emphasis is

moving from switch hardware
to the software which makes it

work. GPT revenues in soft-

ware are thought to be in

excess of ElOOrn a year. An
example is the service provider

management system which
GPT has supplied to Mercury
Communications of the UK.
This enables it to receive sta-

tistics for its FreeCall service

for business every few minutes
on a personal computer screen.

Over the past few year, the

UK market, now folly liberal-

ised. has seen the cable televi-

sion companies move in to

compete In telephony with the

traditional operators.

GPT is a leading provider of

equipment to tbe cable opera-

tors. Last year, for example, it

sold £6m worth of equipment
to TeleWest, the largest cable

operator, including a single

order worth Elm for multiplex-

ers. the devices which enable

many communications streams
to be transmitted down a sin-

gle channel. It also installed

and commissioned a 100,000

line capacity public network
switch for Cable North West.
GPT remains a small player

in a large and fiercely competi-
tive market but it has well off

parents and skills and exper-

tise of its own. It will need
them with the likes of AT&T’s
newly spun-off equipment divi-

sion showing a new aggression

in Europe.

SwissaJris in-flight sendees on short-haul lights

New service launched in airborne

satellite communications

At the Telecom 95 exhibition

this week, Swissair is

launching what is claimed to

be the world’s first satellite

communications (Satcom)

service on short-haul aircraft

to enable passengers to make
airborne phone and fax calls,

anywhere in the world.

Tbe Racal/Honeywell

Satcom team is supplying

multi-channel systems which

provide uninterrupted

communications between the

cockpit and ground, bringing

enhanced safety and

operational efficiency. The

RacaJ/Honeywell team has

also announced the world's

first passenger in-flight

shopping and information

service, developed in

partnership with British

Telecom’s airline interactive

services (Alis) processing

centre.

Racal Electronics, of
Bracknell, Berkshire, has
annual sales of close to EIbn.
The group Is featuring a broad
range of voice and data

communications technologies
in the British Pavilion at the
Geneva show this week.

For more news on satellite

technology, see page 32 in the
second section of this survey

M



Deutsche Telekom was one of

the first companies in the world

to invest in the Infobahn. So ifs

hardly surprising that we’re

further down the road than our

competitors. We already have

the most closely woven fiber

optics network - and the most
extensively developed ISDN
network - in the world. So wher-

ever you want to go in the world

of multimedia, we have all the

routes you need.

The Infobahn is major news. It will create enor-.

.

mous opportunities; it will define the future .com-

petitiveness of entire national economies. At

'

Deutsche Telekom, we recognized this potential

years ago - and gained a head start in creating

the necessary high-speed infrastructures to

enable our customers to take full advantage of it. With the result

that we now operate the most developed ISDN network, the most

comprehensive cable network and the longest fiber optics network

in the world.

The multimedia revolution isn’t coming - it’s here.

We are already seeing the first results of our efforts to make this

new technology improve the way we all live.

Working with our partners, we have linked hospitals and clinics to

the Data Infobahn. Now X-rays and scans can be sent from special-

ist to specialist for analysis - in seconds. Teams of surgeons, per-

haps thousands of miles apart, can confer on-line, concentrating

lifesaving skills and expertise where they are needed, regardless of

where the specialists actually are.

In schools, the Infobahn is helping children to learn in new and
more effective ways. Thanks to videoconferencing, they can even

join other schoolchildren from around the world in “virtual” class-

rooms.

With our help, Lufthansa is now operating the world’s first remote

aircraft maintenance system. Via the Infobahn, performance data is

transmitted to ground stations while the plane is in flight, and then

processed into detailed service checklists for the next stopover

point.

We’re also working with some of Germany's largest mail order com-
panies to make teleshopping a reality: complete with on-screen se-

lection, on-line customer assistance and electronic order processing

and payment.

And, in conjunction with our partners, we're in the process of con-

ducting a whole series of pilot projects, in thousands of private

homes in Germany, to test the potential domestic applications of

multimedia.

For the new era, a new structure.

Deutsche Telekom made the move to stock corporation at the

beginning of this year. This restructuring means we are now free to

press on even faster with technological innovation. At the same
time, we’re creating dynamic global alliances with market-leading
international partners like Intel and Microsoft.

Join the highway here.

We saw the multimedia revolution coming - and laid plans to take
advantage of it. Our vision has created a version of the Infobahn
which is now up and running, with an array of applications and
services to match, it’s the fast lane to the future: and you’re wel-
come to join us on it.

Our connections move the world.
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© Focus on teiecom servfces

and the Impact of advancing

technology. The multimedia

information superhighway fe

still some way off, but there

is a capacity crunch on the

Internet. Page 22
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th6y* aild a host of other com-puter companies, are making an
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at Telecom ’95. a vast

in£7J??
e f0I ^ communicationsm ^eneva this year, alonemth the AT&Ts and Alcatels, in oneor me most convincing sign? of the

emerging convergence of communi-
cations, computing and content.
Examples of the newest technolo-
gic, including digital television and
vxdeoon-demand, will be on display.
The focus of the information tech-

nology business seems now to be
shifting from the personal computer
to the telecommunications network
with profound consequences for per-
sonal computer suppliers, software
developers and telecoms operators.
Mr David Moschella, a senior con-

sultant with the International Data
Group, told a conference earlier this
year there was “a broadly-based con-
viction that convergence is going to
happen, bringing telephone- like
capabilities to the computer indus-
try". He thought it might be 2030
before a true “information society"
emerged, where global networks con-
nected subscribers to a wealth of
information and entertainment,
available on demand.
The future may not be entirely

comfortable for many of today's
players. The personal computer
industry, for example, could be
threatened by the emergence of
intelligent networks able to transmit
large quantities of information at
high speed.

PC-users are already complaining
of overload caused by rapidly advan-
cing technology. They object to pay-
ing far equipment which is obsoles-
cent by the time it is unpacked.
They resent software of such com-
plexity that it requires a trained

computer operator to load and run
it "Windows 95" Microsoft’s latest

PC operating system is larger in size

and more complicated than main-
frame operating software of 10 years

i *

**

Era of 'the information society’
New technology is leading to global networks which connect subscribers to a wealth of

information and entertainment, available on demand, but the future may not be entirely

comfortable for many of today’s players, writes Alan Cane

“Ov*

One answer is a “dumb" terminal,

or perhaps a terminal of limited

intelligence such as a games console,

provided with both information and
processing power through a net-

work. There are powerful implica-

tions here for any Industry whose
product, especially software, can be

distributed in electronic form. Mr
James Clark, chairman of Netscape

Communications, a US company
which has developed Internet soft-

ware, told a conference last month
that he had been able to distribute

copies of his software to 10m “cus-

tomers". in nine months - “we dis-

tributed free copies for evaluation at

practically no cost to ourselves".

Mr Clark said be was confident

that encryption technology had
reached such a state of development
that his software could be distrib-

uted without fear of illegal copying
- “this combination of low cost and
protection will have a revolutionary

effect on the distribution of software

and other Intellectual property". .

The driving force for this revolu-

tion is technology, and in particular

the emergence of broadband trans-

mission techniques which have
made possible multimedia - the

combining of different kinds of elec-

tronic data including audio, video,

text, graphics, facsimile and tele-

phony in the same delivery channel

whether it be fibre optic, satellite

transmission, coaxial cable or even

copper wire. According to Price

Waterhouse, the technology consul-

tancy, "the multimedia systems
under development today resemble

the potential result if all the gadgets

in the office plus a few from the

home were plugged together. The
desktop computer is beginning to

receive and organise faxes, voice
mail

,
videophone calls and electronic

mail, re-rouleing them as needed".

A typical development in this new
world. Is the growth of video-tele-

phonv and video-conferencingr. The
technology to make it possible to see

as well as hear the party called has
.been available for some years - but

at a price.

Companies typically Installed com-
plete video-conferencing suites cost-

ing tens of thousands of pounds.
Line costs and charges restricted the

use of the service.

In the past few years, electronics

companies have developed circuit

boards for PCs which, with the addi-

tion of a miniature video camera,

turns them Into desktop video-con-

ferencing systems. The cost works
out at perhaps a tenth of the older

technology, even taking into account
the installation of telephone lines

dedicated to handling digital signals.

Earlier this year, electronics com-
panies involved in the video-confer-

encing market agreed standards for

the systems used to compress and
decompress the data to enable it to

be carried along telephone lines.

This is expected to lead to less con-

fusion for users, lower costs and a

rapid expansion of the market.

Global fascination with the Inter-

net a network of computer networks
established originally to allow the

world's scientists and technologists

to exchange information quickly and
cheaply, is, perhaps, the most obvi-

ous sign of the shift of focus towards

the network. It is now accessed by
an estimated 50m people worldwide.

Exact figures are impossible to

establish, given the anarchic nature

of the network.
Based on telecoms lines leased

from the world’s telecoms operators

and using a standard networking
technology, it has neither owner nor
regulator. It is remarkable therefore

that governments, banks, bakeries

and media groups have invested

time and money in establishing

Internet sites.

The present anarchy cannot con-

tinue. however. Will the interna-

tional telecoms operators eventually

regain control of the Internet? Some,
but by no means all. believe this is

inevitable. A survey among telecoms

users carried out by the consultancy

Wolff Olins far the Financial Times
suggest that today's telecoms opera-

tors lack the vision to become global

communications companies.

Its report says that “some 78 per

0 Virtual reality; the

prospects in banking,

retailing and education. The

quest for video-on-demand -

more than 50 research pro-

jects are under way.
Technical advances and the

shape of things to come -
from higher speed networks

to the multi-billion dollar race

to develop mobile satellite

services.

Pages 24-37

© International sections:

Africa, Asia and the Pacific.

In Japan, business leaders

are worried that the country

is fading behind in the race

towards an advanced tele-

coms age. In China, planners

face a critical period of

expansion.

Pages 26-38

0 Views from the top: In

both sections of this survey,

leaders of several of the

world’s largest telecom com-
panies in Europe, the US and
Japan look to the future.

See pages 8,19,26 and 39

© Part one of this survey

includes reports on
developments in Europe
and North and South
America, plus a focus on
mobfle communications
around the world

Continued on next page
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22 INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS - the multimedia revolution

U The superhighway: Standard telephone links are too slow, reports Philip Manchester

Bandwidth gap needs bridging

MultbnecSa video-conferencing: British Telecom expects an ftcreasing

demand for such products as the PC Videophone

I

The multimedia
information
superhighway is

still far from reality

Tiie information superhighway
and multimedia computer tech-

nology are natural bedfellows.

The ability to transmit images,

j? audio and video over the tele-

2 phone network makes the
a information superhighway

| attractive both to businesses
i and to the borne computer
§ user. And digital networks are

1 an obvious way to distribute

n multimedia information in ail

f! its forms.

Expectations have been
raised by manufacturers and
suppliers in recent montbs.
They have seen networked
multimedia as an exciting new

* opportunity. In addition to

Microsoft's highly public cam-
paign to promote its own net-

work with multimedia content

on the back of the new Win-

dows 95 operating system, both

IBM and Apple have promoted
Internet connections and
access to multimedia content

in recent months.
But there is a big gap

between the promise of a genu-
ine multimedia information

superhighway and the reality.

A simple colour image, for

example, takes several minutes
to send over standard tele-

phone links and a few seconds

of audio or video takes even
longer.

Multimedia content such as

audio and video demands large

data capacity and high-speed
communications - neither of

which is within reach of small

to medium-size companies and
home users. The technologists

call this bandwidth and. which
ever way it Is looked at, there

is not enough of it

i Despite significant advances
i in modem technology, the

average desktop computer can
only expect to communicate at

a maximum speed of 28,800 bits

per second - which is way too

low for audio and video and
even unsatisfactory for single

images. Realistically, multime-
dia communications needs a
bandwidth of at least two mil-

lion bits a second.

Coincidentally, this Is the
operating bandwidth of the
new wave of entry-level inte-

grated services digital net-

works (ISDN! and. despite a

connection cost of £2,000 plus,

businesses are beginning to

Cake to it.

“This seems to be the level

at which useful multimedia
can be achieved and companies
in the graphical image distri-

bution market are starting to

use it. We also have customers
for our two megabit Switch-
band service in the medical
sector, in education and muse-
ums." says Mr Phil Sellick.

ISDN product developer at

Mercury, the UK telecommuni-
cations company.

Barrier to progress
He goes on to say that the

biggest obstacle to wider use of
ISDN for multimedia communi-
cations is what he calls the
cost/value barrier - “many
companies want to use it, but
they cannot justify the cost

against the value that they can
get out of it unless they are

working in an area like graph-
ics distribution.'* he says.

“We recognise that we have
to make ISDN a commodity
network service and we are

approaching this by exploring

partnerships in niche markets
as a basis for future growth."
The complexity of ISDN and

the lack of international stan-

dards also acts as a barrier to

further progress, he adds. Gen-
erally, he does not see current

technology as good enough to

support multimedia: "The
Internet is a sort of beta test of
the technology. But the tech-

nology deployed on Internet is

not going to adequate for mul-
timedia."

He sees the advent of more
flexible technology as the
long-term answer. Asynchro-
nous Transfer Mode (ATM)
technology, for example, offers

much greater bandwidth.
"ATM will be the final piece

in the jigsaw. It will be tbe

technology that takes the
information superhighway into

multimedia," he says. ATM
technology has the benefit of

international support from
telecommunications suppliers

and the ability to meet the

bandwidth demands of multi-

media. But it is relatively

expensive and likely to remain
so for a year or two.

Meanwhile, distribution of

multimedia content is likely to

remain on increasingly popular
CD-ROM technology' - “there

are two key drivers in the
development of multimedia:
first, the marriage of the PC
and the network. All PCs now
come with some sort of com-
munications capability. Sec-

ond. the explosion of CD-Rom.
About 90 per cent of new PCs
have a CD-Rom drive and I see

CD-Rom becoming the main
method of distribution for

some time," says Mr Steve
West, a multimedia specialist

at the US software company
EDS.
EDS has. for tbe first time,

used CD-Rom to distribute a
multimedia version of its

annual report this year. It also

has plans to make the report
available over the network -

although Mr West sees some
barriers to this.

“There are several issues.

For one thing, business users

get frustrated with the tele-

phone system because it does
not match tbe speed of their
internal local area networks
(Laos). For another, there are
legal and regulatory issues sur-

rounding the distribution of
content which will run well
into the next century."
Along with Mr Sellick of

Mercury, Mr West also sees
problems with standards - this

time in the multimedia content
rather than the telecommuni-
cations network.
“They are hot as robust or

harmonised as we would like

to see. There are lots of differ-

ent formats for Images and
video clips - JPEG, GIF,
MPEG2. M-JPEG. It is difficult

to provide all of them. When
we set out to prepare our
annual report on CD-Rom. for

example, we were forced to

adopt a lowest common denom-
inator approach so we could

reach the largest audience. The
same goes for networked multi-
media."

Mr West sees tbe world as

being trapped between current

‘dial-up
1

services with their low
speed and the future broad-
band technologies such as
ISDN and ATM - “before we
can say we have ubiquitous
broadband communications we
have to bridge the last mile
between the communications
backbone and the desktop.
Meanwhile, the network has to

compete with CD-Rom as the
primary distribution method
for multimedia”.

This bas not stopped some
pioneers going ahead with put-

ting up multimedia 'titles' on
the information superhighway.
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines
(HFM >. the New York-based
publisher, announced last

month that it had published

Car and Driver, the world's
largest car magazine, and EUe,

the top-selling fashion maga-
zine. on the World Wide Web.
Working with EDS. it also

plans to put several other lead-

ing magazines on to the net-

work in 1996. It remains to be
seen how many “readers' will

opt for the networked version

in preference to the glossy-

copy on the newsagent's shelf.

The Internet; A business ethic takes over, reports Louise Kehoe m California

Capacity crunch gets
The Internet has
become an
anomaly in the
telecoms world
because user-cost
is not related to
distance

Explosive growth in both busi-

ness and personal use of the

Internet 1s creating bumper-to-

bumper data traffic. To keep

pace with rising demand, tele-

communications carriers are

rushing to upgrade and expand
the Infrastructure of this

global web of computer net-

works.
From 1990 to mid-1995. the

number of computers con-

nected to the Internet rose

from 130.000 to 4.8m. Each com-

puter can represent from one

to thousands of individual

users. Today, more than 50m
people across the world access

the 'Net, now an ad hoc net-

work of computer networks
without ownership or manage-

ment. every day.

In the US and western
Europe, which are served by
high-speed Internet “back-
bones". and hundreds of local

Internet access-providers,
users frequently suffer delays

or are unable to connect to

popular Internet sites.

In other parts of the world

where Internet access is lim-

ited to low-speed links, there

are even greater problems.
Industry experts predict that

the Internet capacity crunch
will get even worse as multi-

media applications with graph-

ics. sound and video become
more widespread. Already, the

graphics-rich pages of the

World Wide Web have
increased US Internet traffic

ten-fold over the past few

years.

To meet rising demand, tele-

com carriers are expanding
and upgrading their networks.

Three of the largest US provid-

ers of Internet services, MCI,

Sprint and ANS. a unit of

America Online, have agreed

to link their Internet networks

for direct exchange of traffic.

The agreement means that

messages and data sent by
Internet users via the three

groups' networks will arrive

foster and with greater reliabQ-

ity.

All US Internet traffic is

routed via one of a handful of

exchanges, or access points.

MCL Sprint and ANS will In

effect shorten the distance that

data must travel by creating

direct links among their net-

works.
Separately. Sprint - which

claims to handle more than
half of all the Internet traffic to

and from the US, undertook a

big upgrade of its US Internet

links to eliminate network
slow-downs and accommodate
increased traffic.

Sprint is also building up its

international Internet infra-

structure. Through agreements
with local and national service

providers the US telecoms com-

pany has this year expanded
services in China, Taiwan.
South Africa, Russia and Bra-

zil In Russia, Sprint Networks
recently expanded its Internet

access service to cover the
cities of Moscow, St. Peters-

burg and Novosibirsk. In

China, the US company
recently reached an agreement

to link all universities, schools

ami research institutes by the

end of this century.

Tbe Japanese unit of Cable &
Wireless unit Is planning to

launch an Internet service

there this month with direct

network connections to the US.

Hong Kong and Europe.

MCL similarly, is expanding

its Internet services in tbe US
for both consumers and busi-

nesses. Together with NTT of

Japan, MCI
.
is also creating a

high speed Internet link

To meet rising

demand on the

Internet with its

50m users,

telecom carriers

are upgrading

their networks

between the US and Japan.

Yet the costs associated with
expanding the infrastructure of

the Internet will eventually be

passed along to users, Industry

experts predict, as Internet

access providers move to

recoup their investments. Yet

one of the primary attractions

of the Internet, to date, has

been its relatively low costs,

compared with private or com-
mercial data communications
networks. This stems in large

part from the Internet's roots

as a US government-funded
research network. Now. how-

worse
ever, the Internet is fast evolv- -

ing into a business-oriented

communications service. In a

move that symbolises this

change, the National Science

Foundation, a US government-
.

funded entity that founded the
_

Internet, earlier this year

decommissioned the NSFnet
“backbone" that has until now
provided subsidised long dis-

tance transport for Internet

users.

In addition, the NSF and

other government entities have

subsidised administrative
Internet tasks, including Inter-

net address assignments, devel-

opment of routing tables, direc-

tories and indexes as well as

the voluminous work of . the

Internet Society in overseeing

the network. .
These tasks,

.
as

well as the provision of

high-speed Internet backbones
and network switching centers,

are now being passed over to

the private sector.

One example of how these

changes will affect Internet

users came last month when
Network Solutions, the com-
pany that has taken over the

job of assigning - Internet

“domain names" - the names
associated with individual or

corporate e-mail addresses and -

site addresses, such as fL.com -
instituted an annual fee for ;

registering a name.
Users that forget, or refuse,

to pay will loose the right to

use their domain names. Net-

work Solutions has warned. All

new applicants will be required

to pay a $100 fee to register a

name far two years, plus $50 a

year thereafter. People and

Continued on page 25

Evolution of ‘the Information society’
Continued from previous page

cent of telecom users state that

having a vision is the single

most important skill required
for the future development of

the industry. With the excep-

tions of AT&T and BT, telecom
companies and the industry in

general are falling in this

area".

It goes on. significantly, to

point out: “Media and enter-

tainment groups are perceived

as the greatest threat to exist-

ing telecom companies by 68

per cent of respondents.”

The possibility of the emer-
gence of a single global com-
munications industry may be
threatened, in the short-term
at any rate, by a significant

cultural divide between the
telecoms and computer indus-

tries. The inability of IBM. the
world's largest computer man-
ufacturer. and AT&T, the larg-

est US long-haul carrier, to

make much of a mark on each
other’s territory, despite
repeated attempts, is tbe best

evidence of this.

The Internet free from the

regulatory forces which con-

strain the traditional telecoms

industry and the distribution

channels which determine the

success of a computer com-
pany. may prove to be the com-
mon ground.
Mr Moschella of IDC intro-

duced his audience to “Met-
calfe’s Law", originated by the

inventor of the Ethernet, a
popular technique for network-
ing PCs together. Stated sim-

ply, the law holds that as the

number of nodes on a network

increases, the value of the net-

work increases at a proportion-

ately greater rate. The Inter-

net, significantly, is currently

doubling in size each year.

The Internet Is an accident

of history. Nobody planned
that it should play such a semi-

nal role in the evolution of the

information society - and it

has flaws - but it is pointing

the way to a new kind of tele-

communications system. The
years ahead should see unprec-

edented opportunities for sup-

pliers and customers alike.

CABLE & WIRELESS
BUSINESS NETWORKS

A MEMBER OF

THE CABLE & WIRELESS

FEDERATION

No matter how modem its technology, and no matter how far-flung its outposts, a communications service is only as powerful as its users make it. In an effort to learn more
about the global communications needs of key business sectors, we’re forming some of the industry's first genuine customer-supplier partnerships with companies in the oil,

media, finance and shipping sectors - to name but four. The result is a greater understanding of their businesses, as well as a greater understanding of our own - namely the
delivery of a global communications service defined by its users. To find out more, contact your local Cable & Wireless company or e-mail business.networlcs@cw.mercury.co.uk
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The virtual campus: A breakthrough in Spain By Rebecca Warden in Catalonia

Students in cyberspace
They do research
in a virtual library

and fraternise in a
virtual cafeteria:

universities may
never be the same
The world's first virtual

campus has flickered into life

in Catalonia, north-eastern

Spain.

The Open University of Cata-
lonia (OUC) combines multime-
dia applications, electronic

mail, videos and tapes with the

more traditional pen and
paper, to allow people to take a
distance degree.

Using new technologies to

improve the quality of distance

education is nothing new. Can-
ada's Tel6-Universit£ in Que-
bec and Mexico's Item Seis, for

example, are already experi-

menting with sending students

pre-recorded classes via satel-

lite. The Catalan project, how-
ever, is the first teaching insti-

tution to be entirely built

around communications tech-

nology.

The first Intake of 20Q stu-

dents are taking degrees In

either business studies or edu-

cational psychology. In the
years to come, law, engineer-

ing, English, Catalan and sta-

tistics will be added to the pro-

spectus: and by the year 2000,

student numbers will have
reached 11.000.

This new brand of cyber stu-

dent will use a personal com-
puter, a modem and the tele-

phone line as essential study
tools. Although basic course
materials still arrive on paper
in the post, the students, scat-

tered throughout the region,

will hand in essays, receive

corrections and communicate
with lecturers and other stu-

dents via electronic mail.

Students also have access to

the Internet, a virtual library

and a virtual cafeteria to

lessen feelings of isolation.

Study meetings held twice a
semester will provide
fare-to-face contact but other-

wise students, most of whom
hold down full-time jobs, will

study at home, setting their

own timetables.

Every big Catalan city will

soon have an OUC resource
centre, linked up by fibre optic

cable. Here students may
gather to take part In live

videoconferences and debates.

At the heart of the web. in a

well-heeled district of Barce-
lona, the university headquar-

ters oversee the day-to-day

running of this futuristic insti-

tution.

The OUC has been set up In

a record 12 months on the ini-

tiative of the Catalan regional

government Between working

frantically to meet their dead-

lines. OUC staff readily admit
thetr project is highly experi-

mental.
“We are an institution that

re-invents itself on a daily

basis," says Francesc Noguera.

head of information systems.
As a new way of delivering

education calls for new
vehicles, conventional study

methods will be supplemented

by multimedia modules. Lead-

ing academics have been com-

missioned to provide the aca-

demic content and the OUC
team is converting this raw
material into interactive multi-

media packages. For Carles
Gay. head of multimedia pub-

lishing. the newness of what
they are doing means problems

axe more often conceptual than
technical - "how do we go
about producing something
which is a multimedia material

rather than a book, but which
still has educational value?" be
asks.

Multimedia will also fulfil

less academic functions, such

as keeping students in touch
with university life. A calendar
interface containing informa-
tion on upcoming lectures,

videoconferences and cultural

and sporting events is the first

programme off the production

line. Multimedia interfaces act

as the students' main window
into the university, and are

seen as key elements.

Given that the student pro-

file is diverse, the OUC team is

at pains to ensure interfaces

are as user-friendly as possible.

Rich Lang. Interface designer

at the OUC says: "Students
don't care that this building is

hill of networks, circuits and
expensive machinery. They
want to know what happens
when they pop on the com-
puter."

Pilot group
While most students will

communicate via the public

telephone system, a pilot group
or 15 will start off this year

using ISDN, a more advanced
technology which will allow
them to transmit data and
images at much higher speeds.

As ISDN exchanges and acces-

sories become more widely
available in Spain, more stu-

dents are expected to switch to

ISDN.
Teleffinica, Spain’s main tele-

coms operator, has been
closely involved. It has agreed
to charge students the local

rate for Open University calls

so that people distant from the

centre will not have to pay
more. This is the first time
Telefonica bas moved away
from the principle of charging
calls according to distance, a

measure of the importance it

attaches to this project.

For Telefonica, the UOC is a
chance to put its ISDN technol-

ogy into practice on a large

scale - allowing it to simulta-

neously iron-out technical
problems and reach an attrac-

tive user-group.

"With several thousand stu-

dents and professors using this

technology, within a few years

people will be used to working
in this environment,1' says
Josep Maria Canals, director of

Telefonica Barcelona.

The people at the OUC are
convinced their idea is a blue-
print for the future. As train-

ing needs diversify and tele-

communications help to break

down the barriers of distance,

the role of new technologies In

education looks set to grow.
“What now seems the project

of a single university could

become a valid alternative for

all universities,
r

says UOC
vice-rector Francesc Pedro.
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Rich Lang, multimedia technician at the Open University of Catalonia;

staff worked tong hours to set up the project in just 12 months
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Financial applications: Prospects for on-tine banking at home—report by Michael^

Virtual banking on triaM

Flying the network: above,
left - a telecom engineer
uses a desktop virtual reality

system to interact with three

dimension models of

complex BT networks, in the
future, managers will be able
to ‘fly

1 through networks,
taking a global view or

pinpointing problem areas.

Above: TefeVirtual has
pioneered the live computer
presentation on television of

'VACtor' - meaning virtual

actor. This is a real-time

performance animation
system which allows the

voice and facial expressions
of an actor to control the
speech and movements of

computer-generated
characters.

Lower left viewers in the
EDS Detroit virtual reality

centre watch demonstrations
on a 24ft wide by 6ft high
screen.

Hardware and
costing issues

could scupper the
best-laid plans for

virtual banking

“There are so many people
with a peripheral interest in

this game - but it’s very diffi-

cult to see where it's going."

This is the view of Mike
McManus, who Is an admirably
forthright banker. His uncer-

tainty relates to the emerging
world of retail banking, relo-

cated to the home.
As managing director for

current and savings accounts

at Barclays Bank, Mr McManus
has overseen the launch of a
pilot home banking service.

This facility allows account
information to be accessed and
transactions to be processed on
the customer's personal com-
puter (PC>.

The FC banking service

began recruiting customers in

July. Its remit was not, how-
ever. to suddenly revolutionise

Barclays' retail offering and
abolish the branch network.
Mr McManus and his col-

leagues know there is a big gap
between the theory of virtual

banking and the arrival of an
economic solution that
mniohns consumer taste.

Barclays is using this service

as a trial: it needs 2.000 sub-

scribers to assess whether vir-

tual banking is a practical

option. The only qualification

for getting on-line to Barclays

is possession of a Windows-
compatible PC and a modem.
.inri Mr McManus claims that

more than 2,000 people have
signed up already.

Membership of this proto-

type system is free, but firing a

charge structure is the big

dilemma in the long term for

retail banks moving into vir-

tual service. What will custom-
ers pay for the additional con-

venience. and will this rate fall

below the threshold of eco-

nomic viability for the service

provider?

For Barclays, the customer
charges are only part of the

equation: one of the chief
attractions is that PC banking
does not monopolise computer
resources. Remote subscribers

are only on-line to the bank's
computer system when they
need to be. Setting up six new
standing orders, for example, is

an off-line activity, and with

home hanking, Barclays'

systems are only engaged for

the time it takes for the cus-

tomer to transmit the instruc-

tions - It’s an economy for

both parties," says Mr
McManus.
“The customers are not on-

line, and hence potentially pay-

ing for access, when they are

merely looking at account
information and analysing it

We are only on-line when we

Virtual banking: the technology challenge

Migration of technology usage by the banking industry
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"We do have definite market
segments in

Knutson. But the core questkiak-

remains the same: howjMtcfe
will these groups pay v
banking service that adds- tc- .

their normal domestic: be®!-,
coms bill?

Mr Knutson predicts-bazik^ .

will fight shy of direct: charges^ -~

Local and national tolk&eq V
numbers could be provided, he --

says, which would, .entailc

organisations like Visa .absorb^ a

ing the telecoms expenses.. ' ,7
"1

There are, however^ some,
items on the credit side. yis§ : Vi

stands to profit from tiomp
banking by marketing its own
software solutions, for exaix$-

ple. which could bring it into

direct competition with softjr-
.

.

ware specialists like Microsoft
''

and Intuit

The balance sheet is also
helped by the fact that Visa -

has a strong base in terms of
existing computer network and
telecoms links into banks on a
global basis.

Moreover, credit cards are'

huge business, with Sbn Visa

transactions alone every year.

The annual cardholder spend
attached to the 403m Visa
cards in circulation is S630bn.

Mr Knutson says this impres-

sive activity should move with
the pace of retail technology.

Visa is some way off having
an answer to every economic
question, but Mr Knutson has
reached a useful corporate defi-

nition of a virtual service.

“Anytime, anyway, anywhere
is how we look at it. The cus-

tomer will choose different

access devices seven days a
week," be concludes.

dump the data down to them.”

Bank payrolls are clearly

also part of the consideration.

Any system that frees employ-
ees from lengthy telephone
engagements has implications

for staff reductions.

However, the first indica-

tions of the Barclays experi-

ment are that PC banking ser-

vices appeal to a limited

customer base. Dishing out
personal computer hardware to

customers might prove popular

among recipients, but it is not

practicable. Barclays is there-

fore restricted to doing virtual

business with those people
who already possess the right

systems at home.
In terms of account value,

these are not the top custom-
ers. Although technically more
literate, they tend to be
younger - and younger custom-

ers tend to have less money.
Barclays already has a dis-

tance-banking service, with
telephone banking facilities to

rival Midland Bank's success-

ful First Direct operation.

The concept of telephone
banking has proved successful:

Kelley Knutson, a senior rice

president with Visa Interna-

tional. has publicly praised
First Direct for what he called

its bold Initiative.

Mr Knutson is as keen on the

concept of virtual banking, and
says Visa is prepared to spend
tens of millions of dollars to

get a viable system off the
ground. The choice of an
appropriate service and deliv-

ery mechanism, however, is a

stumbling block, he says.

Visa Interactive was farmed
at the end of 1994. and aims to

have a virtual service experi-

ment up and running in every

Visa region worldwide by the

end of this year - “all our
interactive work is driven by
the type of device the custom-

ers want to use. The first and
most logical delivery mecha-

nism is basic telephone bank-

ing, with the customer service

representative at the end of the

line." says Mr Knutson.
“Based on touch-tone tele-

phones. we are launching this

offering in the US, Latin Amer-
ica. and Canada: and we're

investigating two pilots in Asia

Pacific."

He estimates that by mid-

1996, some 50 US financial

institutions will be co-operat-

ing with Visa to manage card

accounts over the phone. This

will represent 100.000 to 400.000

customers to start with, while

Koley Knutson of Visa; keen on

the concept of virtual banking

Visa hopes fbr 1.4m US users

by 1999. Start-up costs for such
a service will be around $5m,

says Mr Knutson. The com-
puter hardware and associated

telecommunication networks
are already in place in banks,

he adds.

A more radical Visa initia-

tive involves Screen Phones.
These have emerged from
co-operation with Dutch elec-

tronics giant Philips, and will

allow customers to conduct
transactions using a screen dis-

play that illustrates the data

U Virtual shopping: Downtown on the Internet is a little dull, reports Monica Horten

Early days for retailers
With too much
browsing, not
enough buying,
poor security and
technical hitches,

virtual shopping
on the Internet is

still a non-event

If you walk Into Toys R Us,

you expect to see toys. An
obvious statement, surely. Yet
if you were one of the many
visitors to the store's Internet

outlet in recent months, you
would have been disappointed
- only a small selection of

computer games and CD-
Roms, but no cuddly bears

and train sets. And. as likely

as not. you left without buy-
ing.

Not to pick unfairly on one
store, one can find many other

similar examples on an Inter-

net shopping expedition.
There are some 30 virtual
shopping malls listed on the

Internet, each of which has a

umber of stores attached to

it. I looked at several at ran-

dom. 1 found that with a cou-
ple of notable exceptions, they
had a meagre selection of
goods in their virtual displays.

Take Hammacher Schlem-
mer, a well-established US-re-
tailer specialising In unusual
gift Hems. Its Internet store
contains a mere 18 items. But
somewhere in the on-line
small print, we learn that
there are “hundreds" of items
in Its stores and in Its conven-
tional mail-order catalogue.

The reason is that retailers

worldwide are still learning
when it comes to online shop-
ping. They are struggling to
work out what their custom-
ers want from an on-line ser-

vice. as well as how they can
best deliver it. given the con-
straints of today's telephone
technology.

The Hammacher Schlemmer
virtual store is located on the

Internet Shopping Network: a

third-party company based in

Menlo Park. California and a

subsidiary of the large US
retail group Home Shopping
Network.
The Toys R Us on-line store

is located on BarclaySquare,

coordinated by Barclays bank
in the UK. BarclaySquare was
set up as a way for the bank
and UK retailers to begin to

get to grips with on-line

opportunities. According to
Roger Alexander, managing
director of Barclays* emerging
markets unit, more than
160.000 people have browsed
its stores, although actual
sales numbers are closely
guarded.
Simon Hachbauser, chair-

man of start-up on-line ser-

vices company Video Net-
works, is more outspoken: "If
you look at examples of Inter-

net shopping, it is a common
complaint that people browse
but they don’t actually buy
anything."
The first issue faced by

retailers is a technical one.
Many stores illustrate their
on-line offerings creatively -

usually their logo, a colour
picture of the product and
other graphic Images to
jazz-up the virtual store.

For the customer, download-
ing all that over an ordinary
telephone line an to an aver-
age PC takes time: an entire
store catalogue would take
days, if not months. So the
retailers haw been selective
in the number of goods
offered, and in doing so they
have created an effect that is

rather like walking into a
ear-empty store in the for-
mer Eastern bloc.
One view emerging In the

industry is that it is better to
offer a larger range at the
expense or on-line visuals.
This may work well where the
product is already
welj-known. and customers
just want a simple way to
order. The main attraction of

the Internet Shopping Net-
work is a catalogue of 25.000

computer products.

On BarclaySquare. Black-
well's bookstore has put its

entire catalogue of some
130.000 books on offer. How-
ever. it has compromised on
graphics and on information.
One is simply searching a cat-

alogue. with no background
available on any of the titles.

The result is visually boring,

but it has proved a little more
successful than the selective
approach.
Others take the view that

the impersonal nature of
online shopping may be the
reason fbr the small numbers
of purchases. Hochbauser
points to the lack of "selling
pressure". When a customer
walks into a real-life store,
there are a number of tactics
used by the store to try to
make that customer buy.

I

‘It’s like a near
empty store in

the former

Eastern bloc’

When one goes shopping on-
line. there Is no personal con-
tact. and no means for the
retailer to exert any pressure
on the customer to "buy.
Video Networks is working

on ways to introduce sales
pressure into an on-line shop-
ping environment. Possibili-
ties include the back-up of
real sales people who could
talk to the customer over the
same phone link as the on-line
store. The company will put
Its Ideas Into a commercial
environment with an on-line
shopping service in Hull, set
up jointly wiLh the local
phone company, Kingston
Communications, and re Lai 1

groups.
But even when purchases

do increase in volume, the
retailers' conundrum will not

end. Security is a problem
they are only just beginning
to address, as is distribution

to a potentially global market.
The Internet today is not

sufficiently secure for the han-
dling of financial transactions.

And. in the on-line environ-

ment, there is no guarantee
that either the vendor or the

buyer is genuine.
The on-line retailers are

clear about the physical secu-

rity when they ask for pay-
ment - a message appears an
screen. Informing the cus-

tomer the transaction may not
be secure and that they may
wish to use an alternative,

such as convention^ - tele-

phone.
An assurance that the other

party is bona fide may, accord-

ing to Mr Alexander, be pro-

vided in future by a trusted

third party. The third party

organisation would control

both sides of the "transactioa

and be responsible fbr all-the

necessary credit checks. -

• The Internet Shopping Net-

work is an early example. Cus-

tomers must sign up as *taem-
bers" and give a credit card

number before being allowed
to buy from any of its stores.

When they make their pur-

chase, they are warned that

memberships will be checked
and those which give a "bad
address" will be cancelled.
Barclays is also positioning
Itself for this third-party role

in the longer term.
Serving a global customer

base win pose an even greater
challenge. According to Mr
Alexander, the telecom facili-

ties are in place to offer the
retailer a potential worldwide
market, but commercial real-
ity means it will not happen
so fast - “BarclaySquare is

open to people worldwide.
They have to take a decision if

they wish to make their goods
available in other countries.
And in doing so, they have to

consider the tax. implications
as well as distribution."
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Video-ow-demand; More than 50 research projects are under way around the world, writes Joia Shillingford

Key technical trials face delays
Apart from
technology
problems, the big

commercial
challenge is how to

make video on
demand pay

Robocob - one of today’s big feature films which may not be avaBrtto

via vfdeo-on-demand technolgy in Europe until the next century, due to

repeated VOD technical delays own now, now you.

Video-on-demand (VOD) will

not be coming soon to a televi-

sion near you. In fact, commer-

cial implementation of VOD -

-which allows viewers to select

the films they want - is

unlikely to happen in Europe
tfll the next century. Thera are

a number of reasons why:
First, nearly all the video-on-

demand trials have been
delayed. Bryan Van Dussen. a
senior analyst at the Yankee
Group Europe, says: "British

Telecom's commercial trial has
been delayed by a few months
and Deutsche Telekom's by six

to twelve months.
"There have also been delays

in the US - Time Warner's
trial In Orlando is almost a

year late. In addition, some US
trials have been scrapped com-
pletely completely, and a num-
ber of deals have collapsed."

Where the trials are going
ahead, many are doing so with
fewer customers than planned,

according to John Matthews,
coauthor of an Ovum report

on interactive television.

Delays have been caused by
a mixture of technical prob-
lems and commercial issues.

Matthews says the Time
Warner trial, one of the most
ambitious, “has undoubtedly
had technical problems. And
all suppliers have had prob-

lems coming up with a good
user interface.”

Of the commercial issues,

the most challenging is how to

make VOD pay. The Stanford

Research Institute believes

that video-on-demand will

attract users to interactive net-

works but not generate enough
revenue to cover suppliers

costs.

The most likely scenario is

that suppliers wiU use VOD as

the bait to lure consumers,
while making their money
from added services such as

interactive shopping and
advertising, and home bank-
ing.

"Suppliers will gain revenue

not from a few movies a week,

but from business advertis-

ing their services on interac-

tive networks," says Van Dus-
sen.

Twelve to 16 times more is

spent on advertising in Europe
than on subscriptions to cable
TV, according to his report on
Cable TV in Europe.

Providing services in addi-

tion to VOD adds to the com-
mercial complexity of VOD,
though it does not materially

affect the technical complexity.
Paul Sharma, a spokesman for

BT. says one reason for the
delay in BTs vfdeo-on-demand
trial is that it rejigged the

scope of it It was going to be a
VOD trial, but is now an inter-

active TV trial, including VOD.
The high cost of providing

services is also likely to delay
full introduction of VOD. BT
says its commercial trial in the

Ipswich/Colchester area will

cost of millions of pounds.
Matthews points out that the

BT hoard is unlikely to agree
to a nationwide roll-out with-

out clear evidence that it pays.

Most of the trials which are

underway include services in

addition to VOD. with home

developing services that look

and ‘feel’ interactive but are

less rampimr to deliver.

In Canada. Videotran used

four channels to cover a foot-

ball match. Channel B showed
thg mwp match as Channel A
but delayed by seven seconds.

This enabled users to switch

between the two and get an

instant replay.

Experimental

projects in the

US are the most
advanced so far

‘Judge Dradcf with Sylvester Stallone: big feature films Ilka this may eventually attract viewers of

video-on-deRimd to Interactive shopping services mid home banking, suggest US researchers Onettfe Pkauree

Services along

with video on
demand will

include home
shopping and
video games

shopping and games proving

the most common. However,
they may not give a true pic-

ture of the level of take up
because trialists get some
things free - for example, sub-

scription fees - and because
content Is sometimes
restricted- On some trials, says

Matthews, viewers can only

select old films, not recent

releases. Whatever the limita-

tions. Ovum says there are
more than 50 trials taking

place in different parts of the

world in 1995: in the UK:
BT-owned Westminster

Cable will run a beta trial of

video-on-demand from Novem-
ber 1995 to March 1996 for 100

cable customers. It will then be
opened to 1.000 customers and

gradually expanded farther.

These customers will be able to

choose from a constantly-up-
dated video library of around
200 titles.

British Telecom has com-
pleted its technical trial, and
had put a few BT staff on its

commercial trial by late

August. Commercial users will

be added in September. Eleven
services including VOD will be
offered.

Cambridge Cable has been
running a small trial in con-

junction with Online Media, a
company owned by Acorn
Computer, in which Olivetti is

involved. The trial has
included video-on-demand and
a lot of educational material

and games - 100 users are soon
to be involved in the project
Ovum says North America is

closest at present to a commer-
cial roll-out ahead of Europe
and Far East countries. How-
ever. Hong Kong Telecom,
which did not begin its trials

till the second half of 1995,

seems likely to be one of the

first offering interactive TV
services in mid-1996.

A variety of cabling is being

used for the trials including
coax cable (favoured by cable

TV networks), standard copper
phone Tines (favoured by phone
companies) and fibre optic

lines (favoured by anyone who
can afford them because they
have greater capacity). For
example. British Telecom's
commercial trial will use cop-

per to the majority of homes
and fibre to a fifth.

In addition to telecoms sup-

pliers and cable companies, a

number of other suppliers are

keen to seize a share of the
VOD. These include hardware
companies which provide the

powerful server systems which
hold the databases of different

films, database software suppli-

ers. and companies providing

the hardware and software for

the set-top boxes customers
will use to make their selec-

tions.

It is not yet clear who will

emerge as market leaders.

Ovum says those who are
involved in trials in more than

one continent include Digital

Equipment, Oracle. Hew-
lett-Packard. Silicon Graphics,
IBM and Philips.

Equally unclear is what
interactive services users will

be prepared to buy. But Van
Dussen says: "If anything gives
an indication of how interac-

tive services wifi develop, it is

the Internet [the global elec-

tronic mail and information
network]. Some of the most
successful interactive televi-

sion services will develop
directly from the Internet.”

In the meantime, a number
of cable TV companies are

Channel C showed the match
from a different camera angle,

making users feel as if they

were in control of the cameras.

And Channel D gave match
statistics, such as who commit-
ted the last foul
‘Near video-on-demand,'

another service many cable
companies are thinking of

offering, also gives the user
more control. Popular films are
shown on a number of chan-
nels, but with staggered starts

- so users never have to wait

more than 15-20 minutes for

their chosen movie.

The writer. Join Shillingford is

Associate Editor of the Finan-
cial Times newsletter, ‘Business

Computing Brief.

Internet access costs may rise
Continued from page 22:

companies that already own a

domain name must pay $50 a

year.

It is not only government
subsidies, however, that have
kept Internet costs down. Until

now. Internet access costs for

users in the US and many
other countries have been
based on a flat rate fee

designed to cover any
long-distance communications
costs Incurred by the access
provider. Thus, most Internet

users pay the same amount
whether they are sending mes-
sages across town or to the
other side of the world. Inter-

net service providers pass traf-

fic to each other under a "zero

settlements" policy. This

means that fees are not
exchanged between carriers

based on the source, destina-

tion or volume ofnetwork traf-

fic handed from one carrier to

the next
The Internet has thus

become an anomaly in the tele-

communications world because
cost is not related to distance.

While there is likely be strong

user resistance to any change
in flat-rate pricing for the
Internet, some experts predict

that prices will nonetheless
increase.

Already some Internet pro-

viders have mooted the idea of

establishing a scale of fees for

different types of applications.

Thus, while simple electronic

mail massaging might remain
inexpensive, users that send or

receive multimedia "multicast"
signals which consume high
bandwidth capacity would pay
a premium.
More likely, suggest industry

analysts, is the emergence of

varying levels of Internet ser-

vice at differing prices. Busi-

nesses, for example, may
choose one of the "value
added” Internet services such
as IBM’s Globa] Network or
AT&T's recently introduced
WorldNet "managed Internet
service”.

While businesses may be pre-

pared to pay more for reliable

Internet access services, the

consumer segment of the mar-
ket is more price sensitive.

New options for Net surfers:

see page 32, in Part Two
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Wth this, merchants

profited from trade networks

around the world.

Nortel’s experience

helps you do the same.

& For over 500 years, the most

important single step forward in world

trade was a magnetised needle.

& With it, explorers mapped vast new

continents, opening the way for

centuries of ocean borne trade.

& Then came modem

telecommunications.

And the new, electronic trade routes

were created.

& In the fiercely competitive telecom

markets of North America and around

the world, Nortel (Northern Telecom)

has devised and driven forward the

technology that makes a world of

networks possible.

& So that now, in over 100 countries on

7. continents, we're helping more

businesses than ever make money

through communication.

& How about yours?

N&RTEL
A World ofNetworks

InN. America call 1 800-4 NOKIEL; in Europe. Africa and Middle East fax +44 1628 812 496; in Asia/Pacific fax +852 2585 2196; in Caribbean & Latin America fax +1 305 851 8300. Or on the Internet at http://www.norteI.com. emg5 Northern T*?I« um
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Japan: Telecom users are worried by high costs, reports Michiyo Nakamoto in Tokyo View from the fop: By Masashi Koiima. President, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

Calls for greater diversity The age of convergence
L/ v —————

—

activities by c

Business leaders
are concerned that
Japan is falling

behind in the
race towards
an advanced
telecoms age
For several years the Japanese
public has been waiting expec-

tantly for a small revolution in

the domestic telecommunica-
tions industry.

Gone were the days, people
were told, when the good old

telephone In the home or office

was the only really expedient
means to communicate over
distances. New technology,
new services and new rate
structures that would emerge
with deregulation would spur
entirely new uses [or the tele-

phone line and dramatically
change the way society goes
about its business.

Ten years after NTT, the for-

mer public utility, was priva-

tised in 1985. Japan’s telecoms
environment has indeed under-
gone signiffrant change.

Instead of the two carriers
- NTT and KDD - which
respectively enjoyed a monop-
oly of the domestic and inter-

national call markets, there
are in “Type One" telecoms

carriers operating their own
networks, according to the
Ministry of Posts and Telecom-
munications.

The number of “Type Two”
carriers, which provide com-
munications services but do
not own their own network,
has grown from 90 some 10

years ago to more than 2,100,

the MPT notes in a recent
report The entry of new carri-

ers over the years has spurred
competition which, in turn,

has helped to lower prices and
introduce new services.

For example, the rate for

long-distance calls between
Japan's two largest cities,

Tokyo and Osaka, bas dropped
steadily since liberalisation

and even in recent years NTT
has cut its long-distance rate

for a three-minute call from
Y400 in 1988 to Y180 today.

The cost of a leased circuit

has fallen by nearly a third in

the six years since the new car-

riers began leased circuit

operations, notes the MPT.
New telecoms businesses are

also thriving as a resalt of
increased competition and
deregulation. In mobile
phones, for example, the liber-

alisation of handset ownership
last April has triggered a surge

in supplies of, and demand for.

cellular phones.
Mr Makxo Inui, industry ana-

lyst at Kleinwort Benson, esti-

mates that the number of
handset suppliers has more

doubled since handset lib-

eralisation.

Cellular phone penetra-
tion - which was at 1.7 per
cent at the end of March 1994,

rose to 8.5 per cent In a year,

says Goldman Sachs, the US
Securities Company, in a
recent report.

Meanwhile, the personal
bandy-phone system, which
uses «wn»ii digital phones that

cost significantly less than con-

ventional cellular phones,
began operating in July this

year and has taken off to a
firm start.

In certain respects, Japan's

telecoms market has under-
gone tremendous change. Nev-
ertheless, there Is a widespread
feeling that further, more fun-

damental, change Is crucial to

the healthy development of the

telecoms industry in the next
century.
Industry groups, consumers

and bureaucrats in the tele-

coms ministry share a common
recognition that much needs to

be done to ensure that Japa-

nese users will be able to enjoy
the benefits of rapid technolog-

ical changes taking place In

the telecoms industry.

The growing consensus
among business and govern-
ment leaders who are con-
cerned that Japan is falling

behind in the race towards an
advanced telecommunications
age - and users who are
unhappy about the high costs

and the lack of diversity of ser-

vices - is that the telecoms
market is suffering from a lack

of competition.

“Greater competition in the
form of diverse services is cru-

cial for the further, continuous
development of the telecommu-
nications market,” the MPT
notes in its 1995 annual report
This is not to say that com-

petition does not racist NTT.
the former public utility, and
the new long-distance carriers

compete vigorously in the
long-distance market With the

liberalisation of the cellular

phone market competition in

this sector has also been
intense.

However, the sheer size of

NTT, which is the largest tele-

coms operator in the world in
terms of market capitalisation,

and its virtual monopoly over
the local network, are regarded

as important impediments to
rostering effective competition
in the domestic telecoms mar-
ket
The point was underlined

recently when the new carriers

complained to the telecoms
ministry that NTT was hinder-
ing their efforts to introduce
new services by refusing to

agree terms for interconnec-

tion with NTTs local network.

In a highly publicised case.

Japan Telecom charged that

Japan's NTT is

now the largest

telecoms

operator in the

world, in terms

of market

capitalisation

for more than two years NTT
had prevented it from offering

frame relay services by refus-

ing to agree to conditions for

Interconnection.

The NTT camp, for Its part,

charges that the new carriers

have not been enthusiastic
about competing with NTT on
services. The basic rates

charged by the three new carri-

ers and the new types of ser-

vices offered are more or less

identical with each other,

notes Mr Masao Homma. presi-

dent of Infocom Research, a
marketing consultancy majori-

ty-owned by NTT. The new car-

riers have been neither cre-

ative in their service offerings

nor aggressive in promoting
those services, he says.

With the Japanese govern-
ment scheduled to make a deci-

sion on NTT’s fate by the end
of the current fiscal year in

March, the consensus among
industry analysts is that NTT
is most likely to be dismem-
bered into a long-distance car-

rier and several regional carri-

ers.

The MPT has certainly been
in favour of breaking up NTT.
which it believes is the best
way to ensure fair and effec-

tive competition in the indus-

try.

Meanwhile, strong opposi-
tion to a break-up is coming,
mainly from NTT itself - with
other interested parties, such
as the Ministry of Finance
which still owns 65.5 per cent
of NTT shares, and the Keidan-
ren, the powerful business
organisation, reserving judg-
ment for the time being.

Although the tide appears to

be turning in favour of a
break-up, the crucial question
the government faces is

whether a break-up in itself

can ensure adequate competi-
tion in both regional and
long-distance markets.
The argument Is that even if

NTT is broken up into several

regional operators and a
long-distance operator, the

.

regional operators will still

have an effective monopoly of

their territories.

Despite a number of mea-
sures the MPT has already
adopted to ease market entry,

new competition has been
painfully slow in emerging. For
example, although there are no
formal rules preventing CATV
companies from providing tele-

phone services, not a single

company has yet applied to do
so. the MPT says.

In this respect, trading com-
panies which have been invest-

ing heavily in the information
communications industry
could play a key role in promo-
ting ties between various oper-

ators. which in turn could form
the basis for effective competi-

tion against NTT. suggests Mr
Akiyoshi Hayakawa. Industry
analyst at Nikko Research Cen-
ter.

Mr Akiyoshi believes that

alliances between trading com-
panies. CATV companies and
foreign CATV companies or
between long-distance compa-
nies and CATV companies
could redraw the industry map
within the next three to five

years.

Whatever the outcome of the

government's review, the hope
is that it will represent the
starting line, rather than the
goal. In the ministry's mission
to foster the fair and effective

competition it professes so vig-

orously to seek

In 1985 the liberalisation of Japan's

telecommunications industry allowed New
Common Carriers to enter the market. Last year

the telecoms and multimedia-related market was
worth ¥16.5 trillion or £103.125 million. By
2010 it will be worth ¥123 trillion.*

Three long-distance NCCs now compete directly

with the former state monopoly Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone Corporation t,NTT)

offering long-distance and leased line services.

Among the NCCs Japan Telecom was the first to

establish a nationwide digital network primarily

composed of high-capacity fibre optic cables.

Laid end-to-end. the cables in the company's
7.500-kilometre trunk network would stretch

from London to Chicago. An ambitious
investment programme is about to begin that

will expand the network to over 10.000
kilometres within five years.

,#t\; i

London to Chicago
around Japan
Japan Telecom's dominant shareholders are the

seven companies in the Japan Railway (JR)

group. As the JR Group carries more passengers

over more miles than any other rail network in

the country, so Japan Telecom’s cables installed

along JR tracks give the company a greater

potential subscriber base at lower expansion cost

than any other NCC.

Its digital fibre optic network also enables Japan

Telecom to offer an ever-growing menu of
multimedia services such as interactive video
without the capacity constraints of its rivals. The
company is also introducing products to attract

new subscribers including digital cellular phone
services and a personal handyphone system.

Japan Telecom.
Strong network for growth.

&{J JAPAN TELECOM
For further information, please contact:

Corporate Planning Division

Tel: 813-5540-8016 Fax:813-5543-1968

* Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications forecast

‘We are entering an
age in which the
strongest individual

carriers and
consortia will

compete and
collaborate with
each other,'

There has been dramatic
progress in the world economy
this century led by the automo-
bile industry and supported by
developments in telecommuni-
cations. electric power and
transport.

People now have the freedom
to travel and make more effec-

tive use of their time. Bound-
aries to economic and social

activity are being removed.
Advances in communica-

tions technolgy will continue

to have great impact NTT has
boosted the transmission per-

formance of its optical technol-

ogies one hundred- fold over
the past 15 years. The time is

approaching when multiple,
low orbit satellites will enable
wireless communication across

the entire face of the earth.

In addition, network comput-
ing has become a decisive ele-

ment in the creation of the
industrial infrastructure of the
21st century.

When individual computers
are harnessed together in net-

works, the Impact will be felt

not only in industry but
throughout society. There will

be cultural changes. The out-

standing example of this is the
dramatic worldwide expansion
of the Internet.

What is special about com-
puter networking is that digi-

tal technologies have made the
creation, transmission and
handling of information simple
and cheap so that computing
can be dispersed through soci-

ety. Indeed, from a sociological

perspective, the value of com-
puter networks is their capac-

ity to distribute information
and knowledge, a second revo-

lution on the scale of the intro-

duction of moveable type print-

ing.

Whereas information was
traditionally moved one way
only, with the general public

confined to a passive role as
receivers, citizens are now
gaining the tools to create an
open world.

On the economic side, such
networks are destroying the
boundaries between tradition-

ally unconnected areas of

industry. They are generating
international competition and
collaboration in the flow of
goods, services and finance.

We can already use a computer
on our desk or in our lap to

access information worldwide.

*We recognise the benefits of competition,' says Masashi Kajima

purchase goods, or make a pre-

sentation.

Telecommunications mar-
kets in nations worldwide are
also undergoing upheavals.
The most developed economies
operated government-run
monopolies until the mid-1980s.

They then embarked on a pro-

cess of liberalisation that saw
the introduction of competition

into the market
This happened most readily

in long distance services while
at the time, regional communi-
cations markets often contin-

ued to retain effectively near-

monopoly status.

US example
The prime example of the

process is what happened in

the United States, where AT&T
was split up and a similar
approach has been employed in

Japan. Now, technology
advances have begun to force

recognition of the latent com-
petitive potential of regional

telecommunications markets.

The US is revising its com-
munication laws to revise the
Modified Final Judgement that

formed the basis of the AT&T
breakup, thereby enabling
long-distance and regional car-

riers to enter each others' mar-

ket while opening regional

markets to competition.

In the UK, too, competition

is now allowed throughout the
industry, with cable TV opera-

tors able to offer regional tele-

phone services. The other
advanced economies are tread-

ing similar paths, TWO points
on which particular attention

should focus are the use of
open networks by which new
market entrants can use the
networks of the existing domi-
nant carrier as a means to pro-

mote full competition, and the

elimination of distinctions

between different kinds’ of ser-

vice that follows the removal
of borders in the communica-
tions market.
These changes have

prompted the governments of
most of the world's leading
economies to adopt an
approach that recognises the

positive impact of the domi-
nant national carrier, as an
industrial infrastructure, on a
county’s industrial- strength
and aims to promote competi-

tion without dividing the car-

rier and dissipating its benefits

to the overall economy .

Moreover, we see two major
factors in future developments.
The first is that the greater

cross-border distribution of

activities by corporations
means that they ,wiU irajtdre

global networks., ^Rivalry
between carriers, frtnn^tiie
advanced economies keen to
participate in Bid.

,telecoms
infrastructure creation -pro.

grammes of developlngi^tjoas
shows that global competition
is becoming a reality. - J
The other factor .of inpawr-

.

tauce is the convergence /of
industries, as technological
innovation brings together a
world in which /-movers ,~of-

goods, Intotimdion'azBirmdDey
can carry on businesses .on
computer

.
networks,;’ -This

means we are entering -an jage
In which the strongest individ-
ual carriers and chnsortiawfii
compete and collaborate- ih a
borderless global market.;; .

In building the Global Tnft>r.

mation
. Infrastructure <GD1 it

is important not to fargBt .tKnt

information communication £s

an infrastructure of the indus-

tries of the future. -There is-

a

real danger that differing

speeds of development could
lead to a worsening of North-

South economic and environ-

mental problems. To address
this issue, distributed and inde-

pendent networks are the tepy.

From the perspective of users,

the -network should he seam-
less: from the perspective of

those building it, it should be
open.

We recognize the benefits cf
competition in providing .cus-

tomers with the best.qoahte
services and we have; been
aggressively proactive in open-
ing our networks- In addition,

the revision of various regula-

tions to permit competition In

regional markets will farther

Invigorate the Japanese com-
munications market
In June 1995, NTT announced
the concept of a new network
for the coming multimedia age.

We are now moving ahead
with construction of. an Open
Computer Network (OCN). a
type that has never been
employed by a telecommunica-
tions carrier. We intend to

work with other companies
through Joint multimedia utili-

sation tests based’ oh a
high-speed, broadband, back-

bone network and the con-

struction of an Electronic Com-
merce Network.
The construction of these

-networks and application plat-

forms, and the open connection

of the OCN to such networks
as the Internet, are the basis

for an Global Open Computer
Network (GOCN), a new chan-

nel for the flow of information

on a global scale. These are
practical examples of the GII in

action. We regard this as a def-

inite first step toward a joint

future, and we hope that you
agree.

NEC: Manufacturer profile. By Michiyo Nakamoto in Tokyo

Big supplier’s bonanza
Recent moves
reflect NEC’s
interest supplying
the European
equipment market
The growth in personal
communications at home and
the global race to invest in

advanced communications
Infrastructure have been a sig-

nificant bonanza for NEC. one
or Japan’s largest telecommu-
nications equipment suppliers.

Although it pales somewhat
beside the strong Increase in

NEC’s semiconductor business,

telecoms provided firm growth
of 6 per cent last year and is

expected to be a significant
contributor to the company’s
fortunes for the foreseeable
future.

The strength of telecoms
demand in Japan can be attri-

buted largely to two develop-

ments which are greatly
expanding the uses of tele-

j

corns - the popularity of
mobile communications and
the excitement over multime-
dia.

After the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications liber-

alised the sole of cellular
phone handsets in April last

year, the market look off

strongly as prices came down
and a wider choice of hardware
and services became available.

NEC is a top supplier of
systems for personal handy
phones. While a 20 per cent
increase in cellular phone
handset unite has not trans-
lated into higher sales in value
terms - due to sharp price falls

on the market - the systems
side of the business has pro-
vided NEC with substantia]
growth in sales.

At the same time, activity in
the Japanese telecoms industry
is being sparked by a push to
upgrade the country's infra-
structure and lay the ground-
work for new multimedia ser-

vices. NTT, the country's
largest telecoms operator, is

forecasting capital spending of
Yl.930bn in the year to next
March - the largest figure in
the company's history.

Of that amount, Y460bn will

go towards the digitalisation of

Japan’s production of ceHiriar & car telephones
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switches and transmission
lines. However, the digitalisa-

tion of NTT’s trunk lines has
been completed so that for
Japan's large equipment sup-
pliers, which focus on trunk
equipment, demand from
investment in digitalisation is
levelling off. However, they
are. in turn, finding strong
demand for applications.

Mr Botaro Hirosaki, general
manager of NEC's telecoms
infrastructure technology, says
that demand is finally begin-
ning to emerge far applications
using NTT's integrated ser-
vices digital network, which
was completed about five years
ago.

New exchanges
A growing number of corpo-

rate users are seeking to install
customised, multi point video-
conference systems, using
ISDN technology, which is

Increasing demand for private
branch exchanges.
Overseas. NEC has seen

growth In PBXs on the back of
strong demand For software
applications, such as advanced
reservation systems, voice
messages and movles-on-de-
mand at hotels.

Meanwhile, as NTT focuses
its capital spending on Install-

ing fibre optic links to the
street and home, the spreading
need for high-speed data com-
munications to support local
area networks or multimedia
applications, for example, has
prompted buoyant demand for
asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) networks.
In order to meet growing

needs, particularly among
businesses, for high-speed data
communications. Japanese car-
riers are increasing leased line
capacity from the current 64-ki-
lobtts a second, or 1.5-megabits
a second to 6 and even 50
megabits a second, with ATM
switches, which are the “ulti-
mate multimedia instrument “

employed as the central
switching unit, says Mr Makio
Inui. industry analyst at Klein-
wort Benson.
ATM switches, in particular,

are an area where Japanese
companies are ahead of their
western competitors, and Mr
Inui expects demand for these
products to grow in the US as
well, where NEC already sup-
plies to GTE and Sprint, while
Fujitsu, the leader in ATM
switches, supplies Bell South
and Nynex among others.
Mr Hirosaki believes growth

in multimedia communications
will continue to provide the
Industry with promising mar-

kets. NEC is keen to expand its

operations outside of Japan,
where the large five domestic
manufacturers - NEC, Fujitsu,

Hitachi, Toshiba and Mitsubi-

shi Electric - still rely on NTT-
bound business for one third of

their combined telecoms reve-

nues. according to Mr Inui.

Their prospects are fairly

promising in North America
and Asia, where markets are

competitive but more or less

open.

In North America, the
nationwide move to upgrade
the infrastructure has main-
tained demand for their.ATMs,
while in Asia, the economic
growth of the region makes it a
promising market, although
Japanese companies are com-
peting vigorously among them-

selves and with the Europeans.

The big chaHenge Tar Japa-

nese equipment’ - makers
remains Europe. Officials at

NEC admit that it has been
very difficult for the'company
to supply the European market
where close ties between the

telecoms carriers aDd local

manufacturers remain'banters

to entry by outsiders.
Despite that obstacle,, recart

moves by NEC. which bought a
60 per cent stake in a Portu-

guese telecoms equipment
maker, reflect its keexr interest

in gaining a foothold in the

European market.
“Europe is moving to liberal-

ise its telecoms market in 1998.

and while I don’t expect to.be

able to sell large switches, we
might be able, .to siq>Pty
medium and smaller ones,
especially those using ATMs,"
says Mr Hirosaki.
NEC hopes that its stake in

the Portuguese company will

give it a reliable ally that can
represent its interests in EU
committees related to telecoms
and provide it with a route into

-

the market supplying Euro-
pean PITs.
“They are desperate-to get

into Europe, because Europe is

the only closed market where
making an effort will make a
difference and where if one
company takes a lead, it will

be able to differentiate Itself

from other Japanese competi-

tors.’’ Mr Inui notes.
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^jga; Beijing gear* up for a massive mftripmi^on drive. By Tony Walker— ° modernisation drive. By Tony Walker

Planners face critical period
.^vestment of
$35bn will be
needed by 2000 to
attain even modest
snort-term goals
C&jfa could not be accused of

the taS it
hnnging its telecom-

SS?
CS“ls

.
u
f

to a standard

develomn
h
,

0l8 er ““mfc
aeyeiopment. rather than

011 modern?
satlon drive.
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Wu Jlchuan, the Minister ofPosts and Telecommunica-
^“^told an international
sympremm in Bering in April

i

in
S,faclenCy in telecom-

Sw Catl0ns caPacity and
shorta^ 0f services has been a
major factor affecting China’sopemng up to the outside
world and restricting China's
economic growth".
But Mr Wu pledged that

kmpa would continue “large-
scale" development of i£s tele
communications with the aim
of completing a public commu-
nications network covering the
whole country by the year 2000
to meet basic needs. This is'no
small task.

Investment of Yn4S0bn
(£3-L30bn) will be required in
the period 1395-2000 to enable
China to reach its telephone
penetration target of eight to
nine telephone sets per 100 peo-
ple nationwide, and 30 to 40
sets per 100 in the cities. <At
the end of 1994 the figure stood
at &2 per 100 nationally, with
density in the cities of 13 per
100).

China has not yet released
details of its ninth five-year
plan (1996-2000). but an outline
of what is envisaged for its

telecommunications has been
widely circulated.

According to a recent posi-
tion paper issued by the Minis-
try of Posts and Telecommuni-
cations (MPT), the telecoms

!

'

:;v- -v:
In Befpng. a woman checks the radio-pager on her belt, whilst using an old-style manual pay phone, at a
pay-booth. China faces an uphffl task to provide basic telecoms across entire nation ftauw *****

sector faces a “critical period"
between now and the end of
the century in realising its tar-
gets. “We are faced with both
unusual opportunities for
development and severe chal-
lenges," the paper said.

“With the information&lisa-
tion of the national economy,
there will appear a situation
where a basic service market
and an information communi-
cations market co-exist, which
may add to pressure on the
posts and telecnmmnniflfltirvnB

sector."

In other words, competition
from rival networks such as
the newly-established China
United Telecommunications
(China Unicom) will make life

more difficult for the existing

operator.

The paper forecast that by
the year 2000, the communica-
tions industry will have “basi-

cally adapted" to the needs of
the national economy, but ser-

vices would still fell short of
the more sophisticated require-

ments of what was described

as the "information society."

By 2000. It said. China would

have some 140m phone lines in
service, each urban household
would have one telephone, and
the waiting time for installa-

tion would be shortened to one
month. Waiting time is now
between three and six months.
By 2010, 420m lines would be

available, and a "broadband
integrated digital network”
would be in place to provide
interactive multimedia ser-

vices in the cities and devel-

oped coastal regions - China's
version of the “superhighway”.
In 2010. the paper forecast,

telephone penetration would
have reached 25 sets per ZOO

nationwide, immediate phone
installation would be available,

and each village in rural areas
would have access to a tele-

phone line. China's postal ser-

vice would also have grown
enormously to 25 letters per
head a year, or about 30bn
items, compared with 10 per
head in 2000.

This year. China plans to
spend YnBObn on further
upgrading its telecommunica-
tions, adding 14m telephone
lines and achieving a tele-

phone penetration rate of 42
lines per 100 people nationwide
and 17 per 100 in the cities. The
MPT is budgeting for revenues
of Yn96bn, or a 38.5 per cent
increase over the last year.

The MPT has also been seek-

ing to involve foreign telecom-

munications companies in its

service in an attempt to accel-

erate development, but a ban
on actual foreign participation

in the operations of networks
remains in place, with no sign

of being lifted.

Experiments
As Mr Wu said in April: “We

shall, through experiments at

selected places, explore new
ways of utilising foreign capi-

tal ... on the condition that

they (foreign companies; will

not hold equity or be involved
in the operations and manage-
ment of the telecommunica-
tions businesses."

China’s MPT, in anticipation

of hotter competition from the

rival Unicom and possibly

other new networks, has also

been striving to position itself

Vietnam: Investors have worried about a fog of contradictory decisions by the authorities, reports Jeremy Grant

Hanoi sends out mixed signals
Confusion 'reflects

political jockeying,
ahead of a crucial

party congress'

In 1986, there, were only nine,

crackly lines connecting Viet-

nam to the outside world, most
of them to the country's main
then benefactor, the Soviet
Union.
Today, however, the situa-

tion is radically different, with
a multitude of switching
systems and freshly installed

land lines providing most of

the country's urban population

with telecommunications ser-

vices of what industry experts

say is a reasonable standartL

Vietnam has ambitious plans

to build on this, hoping to
inwall three telephones per 100

people by the year 2000, up
from a meagre 0.33 telephones

per 100 people now. It is partic-

ularly concerned about how to

ensure access for its massive

rural population to telecommu-

nications services. It hopes to

attract S2-7bn into the whole
telecoms sector by the year
2000.

However, perhaps the big-

gest question that faces the

Vietnamese authorities and
any foreign investor consider-

ing bidding for business in this

theoretically promising market

is one of policy.

Foreign investors with expe-

rience of doing business with
the Department General of
Posts and Telecommunications
(DGPT) and its affiliate Viet-

nam Posts and Telecommuni-
cations (VNPT) say it is often

difficult to cut through the fog

of apparently contradictory
decisions that are increasingly

emerging.
The latest confusion con-

cerns the operating monopoly
held by VNPT. which is the
state-run operator, answering
to regulator DGPT. In July, a
local newspaper report said

that Hanoi would allow
VNPT’s long-standing grip on
the operating side to be chal-

lenged by a commercial tele-

communications subsidiary of

the Ministry of Defence, Sig-

elco.

Expectations
Foreign telecom officials,

based in Vietnam, had long
expected Vietnam to deregu-

late the market and were
encouraged by the move,
which was billed in the news-
paper report as having the
blessing of reformist Prime
Minister Vo Van Kiel. Indeed,

many companies such as US
West, AT&T and Motorola of

the US had been talking to the

ministry about a $lbn package

to develop a rival military net-

work with the involvement of

US investment banks.

Yet a week later, the same
newspaper, the weekly Viet-

nam Investment Review, pub-
lished a statement from the
Office of the Government -

effectively the premier's cabi-

net office - denying that the

VNPT monopoly had been bro-

ken. The military would
merely be allowed to enter into

joint ventures with foreign

companies to manufacture tele-

communications equipment It

would not set tip a rival operat-

ing network.
Industry officials in Hanoi

say privately that the conci-

sion reflects political jockeying
within the leadership ahead of

a crucial party congress next

year and that the military will

in fact set up a rival network.
But this is of little comfort to

foreign investors seeking clear

policy guidelines as they hope
to expand business in what is

seen as a potentially lucrative

market
Britain’s Cable & Wireless.

France Telecom and Austra-
lia’s Telstra have been wooing
VNPT for contracts to set up
operating systems in Hanoi
and Ho Chi Minh City, without

concrete results. Indeed, the
only firm deal on the operating

side is understood to be one
signed by Korea Telecom with

the municipal authorities in

the northern port city of Hai-

phong. However politics is not

the only impediment Industry

experts say that although there

are clear signals from Hanoi
that It welcomes foreign
Involvement in telecommuni-
cations. the terms and condi-

tions of any involvement are

still unclear.

Under Vietnamese law. for-

eign companies are not allowed

to enter into fully-fledged joint

ventures with Vietnam on the
operating side. The looser Busi-

ness Co-operation Contract
(BCC) is the only option.

Most foreign companies with
presences in Vietnam and
plans to invest in urban land
line or wireless Installations

have yet to hear from the Viet-

namese authorities how long
any BCC might last. Topping
their list of concerns in this

regard is what kind of revenue-

sharing ratios are likely to

emerge in any eventual BCC
arrangement

Revenues
The only guide so far seems

to be a BCC signed some years

ago by early bird Telstra,

which installed International

Direct Dialling HDD) capacity

in Vietnam over three years
ago and has a generous but
undisclosed share of revenues.

Telstra sources say they are

shortly negotiating an exten-

sion of the existing. $l97m
BCC, which runs out in 1996,

and industry experts say it is

unlikely that they will secure
the sort of arrangement they
had with the original contract

Meanwhile Singapore Tele-

com. for example, is still

waiting to hear whether it will

clinch a BCC for a mobile cel-

lular system it installed on a

trial basis in Ho Chi Minh City

as far back as 1992.

Another issue on foreign

investors’ minds is whether
Vietnam will Kmrt the number
of foreign operators it will

allow into the country given
its record on accepting switch-

ing systems. No less than 12

different types of switching
system are operating in Viet-

nam. mostly the result of blind

acceptance by cash-strapped
provincial posts and telecoms

authorities of often second-

hand technology offered by for-

eign companies.
“They clearly understand the

need for foreign investors."

says one Hanoi-based foreign

telecoms consultant. “But if

you have a series of operators,

it would be a big mess."

Most foreign telecommunica-

tions officials say answers to

these questions are unlikely to

emerge before the eighth party

congress, which is scheduled
far early to mid-1996.

Pakistan: Prospective investors await a 26 per cent share offer in PTC. By Fartian Bokhan in Islamabad

A rocky road to privatisation
_ • 1 _ * m. ..a. J La »La cAt. nntonHol fnr frifirro crraTiri'h

Investor confidence
has been dented in

the past year

With the year about to end. it

is almost certain that Pakistan
will fall behind its earlier plan

to offer up to 26 per cent of the

shares of the PTC (Pakistan

Telecommunications Corpora-

tion) to a private investor by

December.
After more than four decades

of- state control, the road

towards privatisation for the

PTC has been far from smooth.

Rmprging from a senes of con-

troversies. the government’s

PTC sale plan - almost five

years after the initial decision

to deregulate the telecommuni-

cation sector - envisages sell-

ing a 26 per cent share and

transferring management to a

private owner by spring 1996

The outcome of the PTC

offer could weD decide the fete

of the country's privatisation

programme, as many officials

remain convinced of its impor-

tance for the sale of other pub-

lie sector utilities. So far. there

are many reasons to be con-

cerned, based on experience

during the past five years. The

first
_
privatisation initiative

quickly became hampered by

objections from the country’s

defence and security officials,

concerned that vital national

security interests would be
compromised if the telecom

sector went to private controL

These were resolved by a

commitment from the govern-

ment to create a smaller tele-

communications company for

the exclusive use of defence

services from the money raised

through the FTC's sale.

In the latest preparation for

the offer, Morgan Grenfell, the

international investment bank,

has now been appointed the

financial advisor for the deal.

The move has helped to calm

recent concerns that the initia-

tive would be further delayed

after a spectacular fail in

PTC’s share prices-by over 50

per cent during the past eight

months.
Tnvestor'confidence had ear-

lier been dented in the wake of

last September's sale of 11 per

cent of the company's shares

fa a public offer which fetched

$900m.

The offer became controver-

sial after it was found that the

documents prepared for the

deal had overstated the num-

ber oftelephone lines, which in

the view of some analysts,

exaggerated the company’s

potential for future profits.

Investors were told that up

to 2.5m phone lines were in

operation up from the actual

number at Just over Urn.. Jo

spite of investors’ concern over

the possibility of similar set-

backs in future, senior Paki-

stani officials defend the ear-

lier offer as a useful
opportunity to ‘test the
waters’.

Pakistan’s privatisation com-
mission says that it is looking

into ways of making sure that

the troubles surrounding last

summer’s share offer on
domestic and international

markets are not repeated.

“The government will have

to manage the next stage of the

offer very carefully. Lessons
have been learnt from last

year's experience," says Mr.
Sifttfuddin Cassim, President of

the KSE (Karachi Stock
Exchange), the country’s larg-

est stock market

Attractions
Prospective investors looking

at the upcoming 26 per cent

share offer are likely to find

the company presenting attrac-

tive opportunities, but will not

be able to overlook important

difficulties.

Profits have risen considera-

bly during the past three years.

The PTC earned Rsl6.024bn
($53An) in net profits last year

(1993-94), up from Rsl4.14bn

($471m) a year earlier (1992-93)

and Rsl0.99bn ($366m) in

1992-92. Many analysts are also

encouraged by the company's

potential for future growth and
expect the total of almost 19m
lines in operation to rise to

over 3J9m by the year 2003.

But there are problems
wqaiting to be resolved, too.

including manning levels. One
leading Karachi stock broker,

many of whose clients have
bought PTC shares, says: “The

company is heavily over-

staffed compared to similar

concerns in other countries.

But lay-offs would create trou-

ble for the new management

unless the government can
first settle the terms of redun-

dancies”.

The government has recently

scored an important victory,

resolring a big dispute with

the labour unions of Wapda
(Water And Power Develop-

ment Authority), Pakistan’s

largest power generation and

transmission company, after it

delayed privatisation plans for

a large power generation plant

for several months.

Among other concerns, the

effect of recent falls in the

share price index of the Kar*

ahei Stock Exchange on the

pricing of the PTC, represents

another uncertainty. In the

past, some officials have said

that the company could be

worth at least $10bn and that

its net worth would rise in

future, with the confidence

that is injected in response to a

private takeover. But many
KSE brokers are convinced
that the recent falls, triggered

by a withdrawal of interna-
tional investors from the
so-called emerging markets
after the Mexican crisis, and
fears over Karachi’s business
stability In the wake of the
recent law and order crisis,

would pull down the price tag.

Mr. Naslr Bukhari, bead of

Karachi’s Khadim Aii Shah
Bukhari, a top brokerage
house, says: “It’s difficult to

say bow investors will respond

when the offer is finally

made."
According to Mr Bukhari,

the response from investors

will depend on the price of the

issue in comparison to other

companies on the market the

effect of the troubles in Kara-

chi on investor confidence and

the company’s own ability to

demonstrate Its capacity to

increase its profits.

Despite the concerns, senior

officials say privately that

there is little chance for the

company to make a u-turn on
the privatisation road - “there

may be delays, but the future

is clear. The government is

just not equipped [on its own]

to deal with the future chal-

lenges of improving technology

and profits, for any public sec-

tor utility." says one senior

official.

Asia-Pacific telecoms investment requirements 1995-2000
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for the building of a Chinese

“superhighway” tied to the

Internet. The MPT began

experimental links with the

Internet in April, and took the

service commercial in June.

Business clients are the main

target for the new service.

However, the MPT. whose
monopoly had appeared
unshakeable, is facing a spir-

ited challenge from Unicom,
and other new entrants to the

communications field. In July.

Unicom gave notice of what
was in store when it started a

new digital mobile phone ser-

vice in China’s four largest

cities, breaking the existing
monopoly.
Over the next five years, Uni-

com, which is owned by a pow-
erful coalition of interests
including the ministries of rail-

ways, electronics and electric

power, plans to spend billions

of dollars on new networks,
according to a recent report in

China Daily.

The paper quoted Zhao Wei-
chen, the group chairman

. as

saying that by the turn of the

century Unicom aimed to be
providing 30 per cent of Chi-
na's mobile phone services and
10 per cent of its local and
long-distance phone services.

By 2005, Unicom intends to

have its own national network
in place, and hopes to become
one of the world’s telecom
giants by 2010. Mr Zhao said.

This hardly suggests that Uni-

com intends to play second fid-

dle to the MPT.
Indeed, company spokesmen

are making no secret of their

desire to take on the MPT. and
not simply provide supplemen-
tal services. “Now. we are so
small that we do not pose any
threat," Ding Weidcmg. chief of

international co-operation at

Unicom, said recently. "But we
already can cover all basic tele-

com services and. in future, we
will be a competitor."
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I japan $20bn

S Korea S4bn

! China SSSbfi

Pakistan S15bn

Thailand SlObn

India $2Sbn

Singapore $2bn
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Philippines S7bn

Malaysia SlObn

Indonesia SIBbn

Australia and New Zealand S6bn

Others S30bn

Source: Coopers & Lybrand

Asia: Telecom markets will accelerate rapidly, writes Jenny Walker

Leading the world in

network growth
There is pent-up
demand for new
telecom services

across the region

Asia’s booming telecoms
markets are expected to see a
significant shift in emphasis in

the second half of this decade
as the world’s largest develop-

ing economies unveil their

most exciting Investment
opportunities.

In response to what analysts

are dubbing Asia’s ’third wave’
of telecoms reform. China,
India. Indonesia and Vietnam,
are on track to become the
next generation of countries in

line for massive telecoms
investment and growth.

India’s new-found magnetism
appeared late last year when
more than 300 companies from
all over the world responded to

the offer of a slice of its undev-

eloped telephony market. A
year on. 16 consortia including

US telecoms giants such as

AT&T. US West and Nynex
stepped forward to offer $35bn
in licence fees to the public

purse - a sum equivalent to

double the national operator’s

£L5bn annual budget for the

next 15 years.

A similar frenzied response
came to Indonesia’s call for

five private sector groups to

construct and operate large
chunks of the national net-

work. NTT, France Telecom,

US West. Telstra. Telekom Mal-
aysia and Singapore Telecom
along with local joint-venture

partners, are expected to inject

around $6bn in licence fees and
revenues into the sector in

addition to 2m privately-
funded lines.

Telecoms analysts are
already prophesying that some
early investors will get caught
out in the current wave of
emerging market telecoms
fever, but statistics from the

International Telecommunica-
tion Union, the ITU. only serve

to confirm the basis of these

new investors’ perceptions:

after a decade of rapid growth,

tbe region not only continues

to lead the world in the pace of

network growth, but this
incredible pace is accelerating.

Seven of the world’s fastest

growing networks are to be
found in Asia, according to the
ITU’s Asia Pacific Telecommu-
nication Indicators, and main-

line growth in the region was
around double the world aver-

age last year. Yet with penetra-

tion rates as little as less than
one per hundred head of popu-

lation in most of Asia’s big
emerging economies, there is

plenty of scope for growth.
Pent-up demand for telecoms
services has surged in response

to strong economic expansion,
population growth and increas-

ing urbanisation. Analysts at

the consultancy. Coopers and

Telecoms investment In Asia
Figures for 1994 in USS

Country Total in

SmBon
S per

Inhabitant

As a percentage

of revenue

1 ,802.7 101 0 17.4

Bangladesh 120.3 1.0 61.7 n

China 7.921.1 6.7 128.4 at

Hong Kong 523.4 89.7 15.0
at

India 1,610.9 1.8 59.9

Japan 23,481.1 188.1 35.7

Korea (Hep) 3,364.2 R1 R fi9 7

1.219.4 62.5 71J2
... _S4.fi 1.9 9R.fi

'

New Zealand .... 265.0 75.1 15.7

.... 563.6 4.6 ....65.6

.... 371.8 5.7 49.2

.... 342.5 191 S 14 9

Sri Lanka .... 223.3 12.3 129.4

... 1,790.7 84.2 33.9

Thailand .... 187.4 3.2 10.4

RRR i a 139.fi

US. by comparison ... 23.346.8 90.5 13.1

Soma. ITU. Asa Pacific Ten* nmnancraon MtfcafDn. 1995

Lybrand. estimate that China
will need a further S85bn to

meet its growth targets to 2000,

while India wifi require around
528bn. Pakistan some Sl5bn
and the Philippines $7bm
Of the total 8240bn that the

region is looking for by the end
of the decade, the consultancy
believes some 55 per cent will

come from internal funds. 14

per cent from corporate equity.

In spite of the

high growth

expectations,

analysts are

advising caution

25 per cent from corporate debt

and the remaining 6 per cent

from project finance.

This variety of financial

tools was not even available to

its emerging telecoms markets,

five years ago. The next batch

of Asian telecoms issues

waiting in the wings are expec-

ted to be so attractive as to be
unaffected by any lingering

negativity on emerging market
equities.

First in the line is Total
Access Communications, a sub-

sidiary of the SET-listed Ucom
group, which as a pure-play on
cellular in Thailand is almost
guaranteed to attract broad
investor interest

Next will come Indonesia's
domestic carrier, PT Telkom,
which expects to raise around
53bn and then hopefully. Korea
Telecom to round off the year.

Both these issues are expected
to prove extremely attractive

as long as they are reasonably

priced. After these will come
the avalanche of around SSbn
in Asian telecoms paper over
the next two years along with

a deluge of cross-border merg-
ers and acquisitions activity as

foreign operators team up with
new licensees.

“We will be seeing a lot more
of the Satelindo-type deals,

where local operators look for

international partners - com-
panies looking for finance and
assistance in competing.” says

Mr Adam Quinton of Merrill

Lynch in Singapore.

During tbe past 18 months, a

growing number of second-tier

players have tied with strate-

gic partners: these include
Satelindo, Indonesia's second
international operator and cel-

lular service provider with
DeTeMobiJ, Deutsche Tele-

kom's cellular subsidiary, in a

S566m deal; Malaysia's second
network operator Binariang
with US West which took a 20
per cent stake; Philippine cel-

lular franchisee Globe Telecom
with Singapore Telecom, and
many more.

Mr Quinton believes that the
lack of a partner, even for
national operators may
increasingly be seen as a nega-
tive factor among potential

investors as they provide the
pulling power to raise capital -

capital which wifi be in shorter
and shorter supply.

Pakistan Telecommunica-
tions (PTC) will be the first

Asian national operator to

,
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28 INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS - advancing technologies

ATMs Asynchronous Transfer Mode - a key to ‘seamless* high speed networks, writes Paul Taylor

Link between two worlds
ATM is set to

become one of the
main transmission
methods of the
next century
For years, the worlds of
computing and telecoms have
been separated by the need to

translate the digital language
of computers into the analogue
signals used in telephony.
Now, however, new technolo-

gies such as Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) hold the

prospect of providing seamless
high-speed digital multimedia
links between computer net-
works finally removing the dis-

tinctions between data process-

ing and telecommunications.
“ATM technology promises

to bring about a world in

which the distinctions between
local and wide area networks
disappear," says American
Telephone and Telegraph, the
US carrier.

It will be "a world in which
computers, large and small
have global connectivity to

multiple information platforms

as easily as making a call next
door, and many times fas-

ter... a world where distance

ceases to be a consideration,

and bandwidth bottlenecks are
no longer an issue."

Market analysts agree. ATM
is set to become one of the
main transmission methods of

the next century, says Ovum,
the telecommunications mar-
ket research specialists in a
new report on ATM in carrier

networks, due to be published

shortly.

ATM. an advanced packet-

switching technology devel-

oped by the telecommunica-
tions industry In the late 1980s.

converts data Into short fixed-

length ’cells' which can be
transmitted at high speed
across “virtual circuits' - con-

nections which do not have to

be set up in advance - to estab-

lish communications between
two parties.

Because the size of the pack-

ets is fixed, switching can be

done entirely in hardware
which is much faster that soft-

ware switching. This allows
very high speed switching with
negligible delay and constant

time intervals between cells -

features which are crucial to

real-time voice and video.

ATM technology will
increase transmission speeds
initially to around 155Mbps
(mega bits per second) or

622Mbps, but in the long-term
could push transmission
speeds up to as much as

lOGbps (Giga bits per second).

It is therefore ideal for a wide
range of applications Including

traditional voice and data com-
munications. imaging and
video. Its characteristics make
it Ideal for the ‘bursty’ mixed
traffic expected on the net-

works of the future.

“ATM technology has the

potential to change the com-
puting paradigm and affect the

business of corporations, gov-

ernments and academic insti-

tutions around the world,"

argues General DataComm, a
leading ATM switch vendor.

Market forecast

Canwr-falated ATM equipment ($m)

500

1984 95 96 97

Sauce: Ryan. Hanhki & Kan.
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Although there are a number

of technologies, including
Frame Relay, capable of deliv-

ering such additional band-
width and performance there is

a rapidly emerging consensus
that ATM provides the most
advantages - “of all the
switching technologies, ATM is

the one that holds the promise
of handling all types of traffic

well, and providing a common
telecom architecture in public

private and premise networks
as well as in the home," says
Price Waterhouse’s latest tech-

nology forecast.

Despite its background in

traditional telecoms, the first

impact of ATM technology is

likely to be in Lans followed by
wide area networks (Wans). US
companies are already install-

ing ATM switches to help
improve the performance of
their i-ans and the same trend

Is beginning to appear in

Europe despite continuing
uncertainties about stability,

standards and high costs.

In a recent Forrester
Research survey, two-thirds of

the network planners inter-

viewed from Fortune 1000 com-
panies said they planned on
rolling out ATM within three

years. Of those interested in

ATM, SS per cent said they

would have either a production

ATM Lan or Wan up and run-

ning by 1997.

As network traffic grows, so

does the demand for virtual

Lan services and for fast Lan
interconnect, says Ovum -
“many corporate users already

have successful private ATM
networks, and they are now
pressing telcos to offer greater

public access to ATM at lower
cost".

Corporate users who have
solved bottleneck and band-
width restrictions in the Lan
environment are now seeking

the same kind of performance
- at realistic prices - across

their metropolitan and wide

area networks. Some telecom
carriers, including AT&T and
Sprint in the US, have begun
to offer their customers ser-

vices based on ATM technol-

ogy although most network
operators are still in a trial

phase.

In Europe, some telecom
companies. Including British

Telecommunications and Tele-

com Finland have established

broadband Lan interconnect

services and the Finish PTT
has installed the world's first

public service ATM network.

In Britain. Cable & Wireless

began live transatlantic ATM
trials last December. Duncan
Lewis, managing director of
the group's business networks
operations at the time, said:

“These trials are a significant

step towards delivering the
broadband multimedia commu-
nications services that will

change the way we do business
on a local, national and inter-

national basis.

“When implemented success-

fully on a wide scale, ATM will

revolutionise business struc-

tures, speeding such processes

as trans-national product
development and international

trading to create a truly global

marketplace.
"However if these services

are to be effective in bringing
truly commercial advantages
to our customers, we need to

look at how their capacity to

transmit information of all

kinds at previously undreamed
of rates will interact with exist-

ing computer and voice appli-

cations and current business
methods."

Generally, however, telecom
operators have been slow to

introduce ATM based services.

Ovum, a staunch ATM advo-

cate, argues that ‘telcos' have
been slow to respond to end-

user demand far ATM because:

In Europe, In particular,

they are still pushing interim

solutions like frame relay and

switch multimegabit data ser-

vice (SMDS), a connectionless

packet service, rather than
offering a fully integrated

broadband network.
The operators have little

experience of ATM, are unsure

of the best technological

options, and do not know how
best to integrate current user

ATM networks. As Dave
Schriftgiesser. AT&T’s net-

worked systems broadband
networking director, notes, the

traditional telecoms operators

have limited experience in

operating and constructing
fast-packet hi-tech data net-

works like ATM.
They are unclear as to

how quickly they should intro-

duce ATM and how much to

charge.
They fear that ATM vir-

tual paths will mean signifi-

cant revenue losses from cor-

porates which will use them
for voice as well as data com-
munications. Most companies
pay fixed monthly fees to lease

circuits from telephone compa-
nies for each type of traffic.

However, by consolidating
data, voice and video informa-

tion - and only being billed for

the bandwidth they actually

use - companies should be
able to reduce their costs.

Nevertheless, Ovum con-
cludes that “established telcos

are beginning to realise that if

they do not offer ATM services,

new entrant telcos, will There
are real opportunities for

dynamic telcos who respond to

customer demand, and real

threats to revenues for telcos

Who are slow to Implement
ATM.”
Among the new entrants

who are lining up to deliver

ATM holds the prospect of providing seamless high-speed digital

muBknedla Hnks between computer networks - such as the system.-/:

shown above - and the work! of telecommunications. For. the moment,

however, pubfic ATM is an embryonic market where the taleoin

companies can the shots, eay market analysts. Pictured, left, is BTs. _

Goonhaiy Downs earth station in Cornwall.

end-to-end broadband services

are the cable companies whose
fast-growing fibre installations

mean that broadband capacity

is not an issue. Meanwhile, on
both sides of the Atlantia new
telecom service providers are

already delivering Lan inter-

connect services based on
ATM.

Big benefits
In the US, MFS Datanet

launched America's first

nationwide ATM network in

1993 and added an interna-

tional leg linking up with Lon-

don, Paris and Frankfurt. The
new services is bringing imme-
diate benefits to MFS Datanet'

s

corporate customers. For
example, it used to take 30
minutes to transmit the con-

tents of an annual report from
New York to London. Using
the ATM link, it takes less

than 40 seconds.

In Britain, Reading-based
Flbemet launched its Total

Area Network (TANet) service

- a national high-speed
622Mbps ATM-based service

designed to allow its customs^
to send and receive data, voice,

and video services throughout
the UK - two weeks ago.

“These networks will allow

our clients to operate their

remote data, voice and video'

systems as if they were physi-

cally next to each other," says

Charles McGregor, managing
director of FiberNet
In the face of this new com-

petition Claude Haw in charge

of Newbridge's East packet net
works division, notes that tra-

ditional service providers are
adopting two different

approaches.
“Some are committing

resources to trying out
high-speed ATM. offering cus-

tomers bandwidth to play with,

running applications they have
developed themselves. They
might not make any profit

from them in the short term,

but they will have learned a lot

about how they work... the.

second approach focuses specif-

.

ically on the services -them-
selves. Yidenon-demand, pint
timed!a, distance learning arid

so forth."

For equipment vendors,

ATM for the network operators

represents a huge, largely -

untapped market for their

innovative new products,
although they may have to

wait a while. In a recent

report, Joseph Bqllace and
Michael Beardsley of Merrill

Lynch estimated that between
60 and 80 per cent of ATM
switches will be installed in
customers’ premises for the
next several years.

“ATM switch vendors,
including Newbridge Net-
works, the ATM Wan market
leader, General DataCotnm,
Cisco and StrataCOu are well-

positioned to benefit from sig-

nificant ATM market growth
forecasted for wide area enter-

prise ATM networks,” said the

Merrill Lynch study.

M Optical fibres: Ways to send more messages down the line - report by Michael Kenward

Light relief for today’s long
distance telephone links

M ISDN; Integrated Services Digital Networks gain ground - report by Bill Johnstone

Key role in multimedia

Advanced telecoms
technology is

abandoning
electronics and
moving to light as
a way of carrying

more information
through the phone
system
Optical fibres - tiny strands of

very pure glass - and the digi-

tal revolution, have changed
the world of telecommunica-
tions in just 20 years. Digital

techniques turn information
into the computer's language
of 'is' and 'Os'. Fibres carry
those nessages as tiny pulses

of light.

At first the saviour of tele-

phony, these technologies have
opened the doors to a wide
range of new communication

systems.

Images and video require

just too much bandwidth for

conventional telephone wires.

Higher bandwidth - a measure
of the information carrying
capacity of a telecommunica-
tions system - means faster
communication.
But without fibres, and their

almost unlimited bandwidth, it

is bard to see how anyone
could think of delivering televi-

sion to the home, or out in the

other direction, through a fixed

link.

If optical fibres bad not
arrived when they did, the
global Internet could not have
reached its current size. The
promised multimedia revolu-

tion would also be a distant

dream.
Today, optical links carry

are than 90 per cent of the

UK’s telecommunications traf-

fic and 65 per cent of interna-

tional connections.

Optical transmission is made
easier by an important devel-

opment that has made a rapid

inpact on long-distance com-
munications - the fibre ampli-

fier. Optical fibres carry their

signal for hundreds of kilo-

metres before it becomes too

blurred or weak to be under-
standable. Long-distance
cables, electrical or optical,

contain repeaters, spaced at

regular intervals, can amplify
the signal before it becomes
lost in the background noise.

Before the advent of the fibre

amplifier, the only way to
regenerate a signal was to take
the light pulses, turn them into

electronic signals, put these

through amplifiers, turn the
electronic message back into

light, and then to return that

to the optical cable.

As its name suggests, the
optical amplifier works by
regenerating the optical signal

itself, without any electronic
intermediary.

In 1986, a team working with
Professor David Payne at the

University of Southampton
showed that they could turn
optical fibres into amplifiers by
incorporating a trace of addi-

tive to the glass. The South-
ampton group first 'doped'
fibres with the chemical,
erbium. When light energy,
usually from solid-state lasers

similar to those used in CD
players, enters doped fibre, the
light “excites" some of the
erbium atoms. Light travelling

down the fibre extracts some of

this energy from these atoms,
gathering strength in the pro-

cess. Such was the demand for

this technology that within

five years of this academic dis-

covery, fibre amplifiers entered

commercial operation in under-

water links. Even before that,

they had begun to make on
inpact on land-based links.

One of the first projects to
include fibre amplifiers in an
optical cable was in Thailand

in 1993, when STC Submarine
Cables put these amplifiers at

the ends of telecommunica-
tions links that ran down the

coast
Earlier this year, the com-

pany installed TAT12, the first

transatlantic link incorporat-

ing optical amplifiers. Along
with TAT13, to be installed

next year, this network could,

using the latest techniques in

signal management, carry
more than a million telephone

conversations at the same
time. The last copper cable
across the Atlantic carried just

4J2Q0 conversations.

Higher capacity
Demand for more communi-

cations capacity does not nec-

essarily mean adding more
optical cables to the global net-

work. New ways of combining
signals and squeezing them
into the same fibre link can
double the capacity of a partic-

ular link.

Cables conventionally oper-
ate at 2.5 gigabits a second
(GB/s) - that is, 2,500 million
bits a second. In one experi-

ment last year, a group at

AT&T Bell Laboratories in the

US used a technique known as
wavelength division multiplex-

ing to combine sixteen 2-5GB/S
channels on a 1,400 kilometre
laboratory link.

This summer. Alcatel con-
ducted trials of the same tech-

nique on a commercial system,

on Europe's first submarine
cable with fibre amplifiers, the
£S0m Rioja link between San-

tander in Spain and Cornwall

in the UK
During the experiment, the

cable, designed initially to

operate at 2.5 gigabits/second,

worked at 10 gigabits/ second.

By combining the cable's four
optical links, the total trans-

mission distance was 3,700 kilo-

metres.

The same experiment also

showed that it is possible to

remove one traffic flow from
the middle of a link and to

replace it with a completely

different stream of informa-
tion. Undersea links have tra-

ditionally been point-to-point

systems. The Alcatel experi-

ment showed that it is passible

to re-route traffic in a fibre

link, as demand changes, or if

one path fails. Thus, optical

fibres themselves because a

part of the network manage-
ment system.
While fibre amplifiers first

made their impact In long- dis-

tance communications, these

amplifiers could also have a

significant impact on commu-
nications over much shorter
distances.

Dr Alan Steventon, of BT
Laboratories at Martlesbam
Heath in Suffolk, believes that

recent progress with new types
of fibre amplifiers could help

solve one of the challenges fac-

ing telecommunications of how
to bring the information super-

highway “to everyday custom-
ers".

With today's computer tele-

phone links limited to working
at 28.800 bits per second - or

Continued on page 30

ISDN is considered
the classic vehicle

for mixing video,

voice, graphics,

colour and text

ISDN (Integrated Services

Digital Network) is hailed as

one of the technologies crucial

to the evolution of any infor-

mation superhighway. Digital

mixtures of text, audio, video

and graphics are the attractive

cocktails offered by this

medium providing an effective

standard for multimedia trans-

mission.

While Europe boasts an ini-

tiative which has embraced it

and evolved a policy designed

to ensure that the Community
exploits it, in certain quarters

the technology is still anx-

iously awaiting acceptance.

Its history is peppered with

indecision and conflict, as

much a monument to its politi-

cal as to its technical profile. It

has taken nearly two decades

for it to creep from drawing
board to council chamber and
although considered the natu-

ral successor to a sluggish

analogue system, ideological

agreement was to prove as dif-

ficult as any technical one.

At the beginning of the 1980s

the CCITT (the International

Telephone and Telegraph Con-
sultative Committee of the

International Telecommunica-
tions Union) began making sig-

nificant strides towards this

digital goal. The new infra-

structure, it contended, would
support a wide and revolution-

ary range of voice and non-

voice applications.

By the end of the decade the

same political commitment
was gaining momentum In the

European Commission. Europe

was now alert amidst talk of a
Japanese plan to build a
nationwide fibre optic network

early in the next millennium
and rumour that the US was
preparing to react to the
threat

So, after nearly 20 years the

technology and the politics

acquired consensus. The initia-

tive of the European Commis-
sion inspired a 'Memorandum
of Understanding’ to be drawn
up at the end of the 1980s and
signed by 26 telecom operators

in 20 countries. They agreed to

implement, by the end of 1993,

the technical standards
(termed Euro-ISDN) set for the

continent by the European
Telecommunications Standards
Institute.

Digital ISDN voice, data and
video signals transmitted at

64.000 bits/second are called

bearer or B-channels. An addi-

tional channel (either 64 or
16kbits/second) is used to con-

trol the signals, called a direct-

ing channel or D-cbannel.

Using these building blocks,

two levels of service are

offered by most ISDN provid-

ers. BT and Mercury being the

two primary carriers in the

UK. They are Basic Rate
Access, comprised of two
bearer channels plus one
directing channel (2B+D),
allowing two simultaneous ser-

vices using a pair of wires,

while Primary Rate Access
with (30B+D) channels uses
fibre or microwave and has
capacity for 30.

According to Dataquest. at

the end of 1994 there were 5m
B-channels spread over the
world’s major markets 69 per
cent in western Europe; 16 per
cent in Japan; and 15 per cent
in the US.
The latest European figures

show that the growth has been
sustained. By the end of June
1995 there were around 4.6 mil-

lion B-channels installed in

Europe - 51 per cent in Ger-

many, 21per cent In France. 15

per cent in the UK. 4 per cent

in Switzerland and 9 per cent

In the remainder.

Those faltering steps which
took place with the commit-
ment in 1990 may soon become
large confident strides. The
European memorandum and
the political endorsement
given to it particularly by the
French, the British and the
Germans has set the stage, it is

hoped, for worldwide adoption

of the technology. Now some
30 countries, including the
middle east and parts of east-

ern Europe are involved, two
of the latest signatories being
Hungary and Israel.

According to the European
vision, ISDN will provide
advanced telephony (call

waiting, re-routing, caller iden-

tification). high speed commu-
nication between computers
and a host of other advanced
services. Among these would
be fax transmission 20 times
faster than normal, teletext 100

times and videotex (text with

graphics or photographs) 30
times faster.

Cost savings
Retail, medicine, travel,

banking and security are but a
few of the sectors which are
exploiting ISDN, transforming
their businesses significantly

with demonstrable savings and
improved efficiency.

For example, at NatWest

burgh. The equivalent of 60
pages of A4 data are sent. With
ISDN the time for transferring

that volume has dropped from
23 minutes to 25 seconds.

In retailing a lattice of ISDN
lines connects outlets to a cen-
tral hub. This wagonwheel
effect allows electronic fund
transfer, video surveillance,
point of sale and a range of

activities linked to a control

centre.

Laura Ashley, the fashion

and home furnishings retailer,

for example, usee ISDN at one
level to enhance the speed of

credit card validation and at

another to monitor trading.

Travel agents are also adopt-

ing the technology to provide
live interactive on-line infor-

mation and videos where
dream vacations can be briefly,

albeit vicariously, sampled.

The petrol forecourt is

another sector courting the
new technology. Petrol tank
levels, car washes and instant

price changes are all features

of the ISDN system, again con-

necting the satellite outlets to

a central hub.
Clearly, the various levels of

sophistication are reflected in

the range of prices. A business

with basic service would,
expect to pay about £400 for
connection, from £200 for a

computer card (resident in the

office computer), a further £100

lor the computer software and
rental of about £84 a quarter

plus telephone call charges. \
Those price differences

across Europe vividly reflect

approaches to marketing. For
Instance connection charges in

France or Germany can be an
eighth that of the UK (between

£50-80). but the respective calls

charges are nearly four times

European Commission has
made its commitment to drive

the technology. It believes that

ISDN will become a vital ingre-

dient in any competitive Euro-

pean environment whflb, bring-

ing untold social benefits into

the home of the orflihary^sbb-

scriber. i-y • *

It is hoped that this commit-

ment and that of Europe's tele-

com operators is enough- ..

Securities, at midnight every
weekday, closing prices are
transferred from the main
database in Paris to Edin-

that of Britain.

Whether ISDN will ever real-

ise its full promise or potential

has yet to be determined. The

Cautious views on Asian markets ISDN applications; The ‘small office, home office
1

(SoHo) sector shows promise, reports Julia tQng

The market hots up 1Continued from previous page:

make a strategic sale when it

offers 26 per cent to a foreign

telecoms giant early next year.

In spite of Asia's exceptional

growth expectations, especially

In cellular markets, analysts
are advising caution, particu-

larly in selecting stocks.

“I think that the big thing

that will affect investor percep-

tions in the next few years wfll

be the fact that a number of

Asian countries - Thailand
and Malaysia being the two
classic examples - are going to

slow down because of the suc-

cess of their telecoms policies,"

says Mr Andrew Harrington of

Salomon Brothers.

“In Malaysia for instance,

you now have a higher pene-

tration than you might expect,
given the level of economic
growth, which means that
industry growth Is slowing."he
says.

Less than one-in-four new
subscribers on the fixed-wire
side are business subscribers
which means that average rev-
enues per line are declining
which in turn means that the
overall growth rate is declin-

ing.

“On the other hand." says
Mr Harrington, “markets
which historically haven't had
high growth rates In telecoms
are set to accelerate very sub-

stantially."

India, China and the Philip-

pines are among these, he
adds. Whether Asia's phenome-
nal telecoms growth of the past

5 years is sustainable across all

markets Is a question upon
which analysts cannot agree.
Some are taking an apocalyp-

tic view that the bubble must
burst at some point in the
future, while Others maintain
that Asia's economic health is

allowing the region to attract
finance and foreign investment
at the same time as pushing
ahead with liberalisation. In
this last respect, Asia is an
entirely new phenomenon in
the history of developing tele-

coms markets, they say.

What all industry observers
do agree on is that the region's

governments are pushing
through liberalisation schemes
at a rate far quicker than any-
where else and in ways that
are as different as the individ-

ual countries themselves.

China is experimenting with
revenue-sharing options that
circumvent its strict rules on
non-foreign operation of tele-

coms networks; Indonesia is

offering attractive limited-life

concessions to construct lines

in partnership with the domes-
tic carrier; and India is taking

an very unorthodox route by

inviting new private operators

to compete head on with the

state-run DOT (Department of
Telecommunications).
The Philippines is offering a

unique 'carrot and stick'

approach, enticing new
entrants with the promise of

lucrative cellular and interna-

tional telephony licences on

the condition that they build

local telephony lines.

US companies
show new interest

in UK expertise

ISDN is one of those
technologies whose time has
always been just around the
corner. On paper there appears

Uttle to beat it: digital lines

offer the user high accuracy,
rapid connection and dial-up
pay-as-you-use type connec-
tion.

The lines are capable of sup-

porting both telephony and
data communication. They
offer an alternative to users
whose only other option before

now has been to suffer the
inadequacies of pumping data

down an analogue line with
variable results - or to pay the
price for Installing a leased
line: a solution that takes itself

Immediately out of court for all

but the biggest companies.
This latter reason has led

many to affirm that the largest
market far ISDN lies in basic
rate with the SoHo (Small
Office, Home Office) type of
organisation or user. As yet.
this market remains predomi-
nantly untapped, notably in
the UK, where pricing is puni-
tive. Figures published by Tele-
comeuropa show that the UK
has approximately three basic
rata lines to every primary rate
line, whereas the ratio in Ger-
many is some 20 to I. The fig-

»

tires would appear to support
the theory that the UK market
for basic rale ISDN is grossly
suppressed.

There is now considerable
activity within the market, as
evidenced by the spate of
acquisitions of companies
within it. In the last few
months in the UK. Sonix has
been acquired by 3Com. Scor-
plon Logic has been acquired
by remote connectivity special-
ist, Xyiogics (which is now
itself in the process of being
acquired by Bay Networks),
Securicor 3net has purchased
WISDM and has also acquired
Pacific Rim company. Network
Dynamics and Securicor Teles-
cienees of New Jersey, while

Spider Systems has. been
acquired by Shiva Corporation-
For the main part, these

acquisitions are of UK compa-
nies by US companies. This
indicates the level of expertise
that has been built op .within
the UK in ISDN and the desire
of US companies to make
Inroads into a market that they
obviously believe to have con-

siderable potential. On the
other hand, the UK’s Securicor
3net is spreading out into
North America and the Pacific

Rim through its acquisitions.

Despite the promise of the

market, operators still see the
need for promotional activity

Continued on page 30
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Telecoms in transition: The predictions of influential US academic, Nicholas Negroponte, are reviewed by Richard Handford

The shape of things to come
The move from
analogue to digital

technology heralds
a ranee of newa range
services

The transition in the
telecommunications industry

from analogue to digital tech*

oology might well change the

way we communicate with one
another. It will almost cer-

tainly transform the telecom-

munications carriers who offer

us services.

Some of the most informed
speculation about how this

future might look has come
from Nicholas Negroponte, the

US academic who is also a col-

umnist in the influential US
magazine Wired and the
author of Being Digital, pub-
lished in the UK earlier this

year.

Negroponte argues that com-
pletely new media and telecom-

munications services will

result from the digital combi-

nation of voice, video and data,

to the point where differentiat-

ing between the previously
separate industry sectors

would be iirelevanL

In addition, digital technol-

ogy would allow Information to

be more selectively screened
and sorted to fit a user's indi-

vidual requirement. The future

then, according to Negroponte,
will both involve blurring
existing differences between
services and increasing their

differentiation.

He gives the example of how
viewers would no longer need
just to watch television to

receive a weather report.

Instead, a customer who hap-
pened to be especially inter-

ested in the weather could
receive a computer model of

local conditions accompanied
by a voice report, a printed-out

map or even the weather

report narrated by a favourite

cartoon character.

Carriers are already Unding
they can only create Innova-

tive new digital services

through affiances with compa-
nies from other sectors such as
cable television operators, com-
puter companies, TV networks
and film studios.

The services that will arise

from these new partnerships

are not yet defined, although
video-on-demand is the most
quoted example of what is pos-

sible. It need not be tbe most
popular - a Time Warner trial

over one of its cable television

networks earlier this year
found calling up any one of a

cboice of exciting movie
releases was less exciting for

customers than using the new
Interactive service to order
stamps from the post office.

Equally mundane are some
of the existing digital services

offered by telecom carriers.

Digital technology, for exam-
ple, clears interference on
phone calls although, interest-

ingly, users of newer digital

cellular phones complain about
their voice quality compared to

older, analogue cellular
phones. They say older, more
familiar analogue phones
sound more “real” and that a
digital voice sounds disembod-
ied.

Digital communications also

allow carriers to deliver cus-

tomers' communications faster

and in a more flexible way.
The most obvious example is

the private circuits supplied to

corporate customers for carry-

ing their internal data commu-
nications. Digital circuits can
be set up at shorter notice and
carry higher speed services

than their analogue predeces-

sors.

Telecommunications carriers

must find new partners if they

are to be involved in this new
synthesis. The first serious

such alliance was the aborted
1993 takeover of the largest US
cable operator Tele-Communi-
cations Inc (TCI) by Bell Atlan-

tic, one of the seven regional

Bell operating companies who
run most of the local telephone
services in the US.

In Being Digital Negroponte
described this alliance as being

about as interesting as two
plumbing firms joining forces

since they are both in the busi-

ness of transporting informa-

tion to end-users, rather than
creating tbe information itself.

More interesting, he
suggested, were two rival part-

nerships between, on the one
hand, Disney and three Bell

Metaphors to

describe the

future of

telecoms

include

‘superhighway’

and ‘digital

supermarket'

companies: Ameritech. Bell-

South, SBC and the largest

independent carrier GTE: and
on the other. Hollywood
agency Creative Artists
Agency (CAA), headed by
Michael Ovitz. allied with
three other Bells: Bell Atlantic,

Nynex and Pactel.

The latter alliance, known as

Tele-TV. is thought to be re-as-

sessing its strategy in the wake
of Ovitz's departure to head
Disney.

More such deals are likely to

develop. Negroponte says,

pointing to tbe recent mooted
bid by a software company and
broadcaster for a TV network:
“Look, Microsoft and Turner

are already mumbling about
buying CBS. Most of this is

about getting into the home.”
Telecommunications carriers

all over the world are looking
at similar partnerships,
although none have forged
equity links as in the US. BT.
for Instance, has agreements
for its commercial video-on-de-

mand trial, which started In

July, with a number of suppli-

ers. indfeding film studios,
television companies and
retailers.

While telecommunication
carriers have access to the
home via their networks, what
they lack Is tbe material that

will create value out of having
a digital link to customers. The
conventional analysis is that
the cost of transport - tbe tele-

communications carrier's core
business - will become nomi-
nal over the next few years.

Does this mean the only option

for telecommunications carri-

ers is to hire Steven Spielberg
as CEO?
“The surplus of bandwidth

means you cannot just ship
bits. You need to add value to

them. Whether that means you
make them from scratch is

another matter. Steve Spiel-

berg would be as good at run-

ning a telecom company as
Ray Smith (chief executive offi-

cer of Bell Atlantic) would be
at making a movie. Let's not
confuse what we each do so
wen,” says Negroponte.

Tbe lack of clarity about the

future shape of the telecommu-
nications industry has given
strength to the “superhigh-
way” metaphor of a network
transporting information
between users at high speed.

The metaphor implies the
value of digital technology is

in the speed at which informa-

tion is transported, not in the
way digitisation makes it possi-

ble to merge and enhance the

information.

The world's top 25 international

telecommunications carriers?;:

Figures for each year show outgoing or carTfer-taBed

;

international telephone traffic, in millions of minutes^
'

^ * Country W ‘9W

ATST

Deutsche

Teletom

MCI

United Slates D5 per cent

Germany

United States

France TtfSkom France

United Kingdom 2489

10.0 per rant

23.8 pir cent.

15 per-cent:.

7.7 per cent"
'

6 Telecom Rate (b) Italy 1708 1610 6.1 par. .rant L

7 Swiss PTT Switzerland 1849 1572 4J1 per. cent

8 Stentor (<ft
Canada n.a. 1430 -

'•

9 Hong Kong (ad) Hong Kong 1578 1377 .14.6 per c«tt
1

10 Sprint United States 1471 1175 25.2 per cent

11 KPN Netherlands 1346 1238 8.7. per cent;-;

12 Chine MPT (d) China 1150 895 28£ per rant

13 Belgacom Belgtan 1049 979 . 7J2 per rant

14 Mercury (a) United Kingdom 1018 . 820 24.T par ‘cent

15 KDD (a) Japan 996 952 4.6 percent

Teiettnica

TtftSgtobe

Austrian PIT Austria

847 11.9 per cent

761 . 13.1 per .cent :

767 &8 percent-

625 15.4 per cent

640 10.9 per cent

Telle (e)

Singapore

Telecom (a, ft

Woridcom (g)

DGT Taiwan

TefeOanmark

1.8. per cent

United States

Taiwan

Denmark

22.1 per cent

n.a.

125 per cent

8.0 per cent'

Nicholas Negroponte, the US academic new services wffl emerge,

allowing information to be more selectively screened and sorted

An alternative metaphor was
recently put forward by John
Sculley. the former head of

Apple. He talked about a digi-

tal “supermarket” where users
can browse and choose
between various products.
Negroponte finds this a partly

more satisfactory image than

the superhighway - “it covers

the transactional and commer-
cial side, but would hardly
reach the important aspects of

education and entertainment”.
Negroponte himself will not

be drawn into any helpful met-

aphors: “It really is about digi-

tal living.”

(a) Data for the fiscal year, ending March 31.1995.

HKT and Mercury are majority-owned by Cable & Wireless (UK).

(b) Combined totals for Intel and ttalcable. Prior to 1994. Intel (formerly

ASST) handled Intra-continental traffic only, end Itacable carried overseas

traffic.

(c) Stentor was formerly Telecom Canada: Stantor traffic is for US only;

of which approximately 70 per cent Is originated by BeH Canada
(d) Includes Hong Kong-China traffic -

(a) Telia. AB was formerly TeleverkaL

(ft Singapore Telecom data include traffic to Malaysia (except local

border traffic).

(pi Woridcom figure Is-eomblned traffic from IDB, WHtsi and LDDS.
Source: TeleGeography, Washington: telephone +7 (202) 467-0017.
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Digital technology dears interference on phone cate and afiows telecommunication carriers to set up new
circuits at short notice and to deliver customers' communications faster

Advanced optic systems
M.

Continued from page 28

perhaps 250.000 b/s with the
right hardware and software -
it Is completely unrealistic to

think of sending images to

compete with electronic games
over ordinary telephone lines.

The carrying capacity of the
communications has to
increase by a factor of 10 or
more for such uses.

While optical fibres clearly
hold out the hope of achieving
this communications rate, the
cost of cabling Britain, using
current technology could
approach £l5,000m, says Dr
Steventon.
Such a bill might not be

excessive if solid earnings were
in sight. In the shape of paid-

for cable TV. But current leg-

islation excludes BT from this

market.
With so many doubts hang-

ing over the revenue that other
services might generate. BT
runs an R&D programme that
aims to bring down the cost of

fibre links.

A recent development by the

opto-electronics group at BT
Laboratories (BTL). near Ips-

wich in Suffolk, could cut the

cost of bringing fibre a step

closer to the home.
Here, conventional semicon-

ductor lasers will play an
important part. Fibres are so
small that it Is difficult to line

them up with the output from

a tiny laser - and this complex
alignment procedure puts up
the cost of key components In

fibre-optic links. Dr Steventon
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estimates that by combining
the design and fabrication of
lasers with the micro-engineer-
ing techniques of semiconduc-
tor electronics, the new proce-
dure could cut the price of this
particular link in the chain
from £100 to £10.

Such components could
make it possible to build com-
munications networks in
which a single optical fibre
feeds 3,000 homes. Fibre ampli-
fiers are important here, too.

Split an optical signal many
times and - without the assis-
tance of an amplifier - it
would quickly become too
weak to deliver its message to
its destinations.

The fibre amplifier Is the
first step towards systems
where optical processing domi-
nates. diminishing the role of
the electronic circuitry that
now performs most of the bard
work in telecommunications

systems. BT is one of a number
of organisations trying to cram
as much work as possible in to

the optical parts of the telecom

networks.
BTL's latest achievement

was 'to read the addressing
information on data sent down
a fibre: because so much infor-

mation travels down a single
optical link, each 'packet' of
data carries an address that
describes where it has come
from and where it has to go.

It usually requires an elec-

tronic ‘router’ to read this

address, but BT has now suc-
ceeded in reading the address
optically, rather than electroni-

cally.

“This greatly simplifies the

design of the router,” com-
ments Dsrid Cotter of BT Lab-
oratories. It also makes it pos-

sible to build systems that are

100 times faster than existing

technology, he adds.

The future of vlobal satellite c

does not wear mono^am 4::
people on never feel Die plush fabric of a Sovile Row suit. most satellite-based schemes.. :
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* car«er* integration - CTls The market is set to soar, reports Claire Gooding

operators may face extinction

•v
4

Phone operators or
agents'may be
racing extinction
just as rooms full
oi typists,

key-punch and
data-entry clerks
have become a
thing of die past

Si 01 computers
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great strides, but with it,
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US’ 11,6 population of2®** already in decline
according to Ian Hardman, ofB?te y°ice Systems Europewho also sits on the steering
committee of the Call Centre
Management Association, the
CTI trade association in the
UK.
“The larger implication is

that no matter how

*
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much
European culture resists the
change, ultimately the
machine will replace live
agents in those areas where it
can. If you look at almost any
transaction process, you'll find
someone in the US who has
automated it." he says.
CTI is usually found at the

heart of an enterprise. It often
comes about because of a
“business process re-engineer-
ing effort" that has concen-
trated on cost-cutting and effi-

ciency.

When it gurus talk wisely
about “moving IT closer to
business", the CTI community
must congratulate itself; it has
always been closely associated
with the business needs of its

users, such
. as the ma ft order

giants taking thousands of
orders over the telephone
daily.

Nevertheless, CTI suppliers

Better communications fei the financial services sector Simone Griffon, a Nationwide mortgage adviser, talks to
and sees Hazel Cook at the Nationwide cad centre - via a PC Videophone from British Telecom

are far from complacent. The
entry of such computer giants

as Novell and Microsoft into

their hitherto small niche nay
well transform CTI prospects,

according to a recent report,

Computer Telephone Integra-

tion: the- business opportunity.

published by consultants
Ovum. Analysts predict mas-
sive CTI growth in Europe,
from today's levels of US$539m
(£33&8m) to US$3.3bn in 2000.

“Independent software vendors
who write CTI applications will

now have a mass market to

write for," adds Simon Glass-

man, co-author of the Ovum
report “CTI will be easier to

cost-justify, because shrink-
wrapped applications will

bring down costs."

CTI may well become more
accessible and affordable, and

begin to appear in smaller

departmental applications.

Microsoft’s promise to inte-

grate voice and telephone

applications into the Windows
'95 environment may even

have an Impact on the domes-

tic market.

US suppliers have confirmed

that a groat number of the the

Pentiumrbased computers cur-

rently being sold with Win-
dows 95 are for home use.

Microsoft are encouraging
developers to write CTI appli-

cations using its Applications

Programming Interface. API,

which is a part of Windows 95.

Financial institutions, utili-

ties, retail and travel organisa-

tions have up to now been the

largest users of CTI applica-

tions. In the simplest form,
they are used to route calls in

customer service departments.

ACD (Automatic Call Distribu-

tion) systems have been in use
for 30 or more years to manage
high volumes Of Infringing nails

and route them to “agents".

CTI systems go one step far-

ther by linking to a database

and “screen popping" the rele-

vant information once the
agent enters the caller's

details. Calling i.inp identifica-

tion (CLL provided by BT in

the UK from November 1994)

enables CTI systems to display

details even before the agent
answers.

Interactive Voice Response
systems (TVR) now jeopardise
the jobs of human operators

whose only function is often to

retail verbally the information

shown on the screen. IVR
systems cut out the human, so
that the caller fan talk directly -

to the database.

IVR is often PC-based or con-

nected, and is most commonly
used to deliver or accept infor-

mation, such as placing an
order, or delivering account-

balance information.

d anyone. Anywhere. Throughout the four

oraers of the world. By 1998. For os little as

-.^no-tenth Hie cost of competing strategies.

The solution is simple. Simple technology.

Instead of building from ground zero, we

designed Giobalstar to work os a natural exten-

sion of existing telecom infrastructures. The

satellites ore basic, bent-pipe repeaters. The

advanced technology slays on the groond
,

in

service providers' gateways.

That makes updating easy. Keeps costs

low. Protects service providers' interests. And,

since Giobalstar signals go exclusively through

established ground stations, national sovereignty

and security ore maintained.

In other words, it just became feasible for

even large countries to expand telecom service

nationwide. Especially to areas where no infra-

structure currently exists.

The future is 5.7 billion people strong.

The future is now. The system is Giobalstar.

Call +1 (408) 473-5872 (U.S.) today. And

find out why it's for you.

Giobalstar
’4
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National Savings Can Centre at Blackpool: the system allows staff to route cans rapidly - ft also gives

access to on-screen tables for rates of Interest, allowing staff to swiftly work out complex calculations

CASE STUDY National Savings Call Centre

Treasury at cutting edge
For the National Savings, the

UK Treasury savings body
best known for its Premium
Bonds, CTI offered a route

towards its aim of 5 per cent

efficiency improvements each
year.

In spite of stiff competition

in the savings market, the

Treasury still expects

National Savings to raise

£2.5bn annually. To do this it

has to sell between £8bn and
£9bn worth of savings

products annually.

“The savings market is

highly competitive, with a
rapid increase in the use of

technology," says Peter
Wassail, marketing services

manager at National Savings.

Ten other investment
products are also handled at

different locations, including

Blackpool. Durham. Glasgow
and London.

“Sales of Premium Bonds
have shot up since the
introduction of the £lm prize,

and, surprisingly, since the

National Lottery started,"

says Mr Wassail. “It’s a
product that has been going
since 1956, hut we have to

move with the times. We're
planning to introduce
telesales to existing

customers in 1996. and we
have to be prepared. Contrary
to some people’s image of us,
this is no dinosaur

organisation, and this is one
Of the first CTI applications

hi the Civil Service."

In 1993 an efficiency study
recommended an Automatic
Call Distribution (ACD)
system, and National Savings
installed STS* Supercall 2000.

The next step was an enquiry
management system (BAGS) to

be installed at National

Savings Blackpool to serve
the Sales Information Unit.

The specification for the pilot

project centred on the

products which generate the
most enquiries: Premium
Bonds, Income Bonds and
Investment Accounts.

For this, STS joined forces

with Envoy, an independent
supplier of integrated call

centre applications, and won
the contract with an enquiry

system based on the Oracle

database. The resulting

system not only allows allows

staff to route the call

correctly, but gives them
instant access to on-screen

tables of return for various

rates of interest, allowing
them to do complex
calculations wwl deliver

accurate information in

response to customer queries.

Envoy developed the EMS
system using Gupta's tools

for client/server

development, and Brock's
sales and marketing package.

both adapted for CTI
applications. The system uses

a PC-based local area
network (LAN), with a server

dedicated to the enquiry
system. linked to the

Supercall 2000 ACD via

Envoy's TeleLink CTI
software. It includes postcode
look-up and access to the

routines for on-screen

valuation of Savings
Certificates, based on the
nminframp in Durham
EMS can accommodate 24

operators, with plenty of

room for expansion.
Eventually the system will

extend to include off-site

independent financial

advisers. Another plan is to
use Calling Line
Identification (CLT) to bring
up a customer’s previous

history automatically.

CTI has brought a great
culture change, hut it is also
providing the basis for a
change of image for National

Savings, currently gearing up
for an advertising campaign
using Freephone numbers
and emphasising the easy
availability of products by
telephone.

“Not only have National
Savings moved into the 20th
century, we've leapfrogged

into the 21st," says Mr
Wassail.

Claire Gooding

Call centres: Boosting business efficiency. Report by Claire Gooding

New ways to handle
customer services
Advanced call

centres are now
seen as a way of
increasing
competitive edge

Not long ago. a query to many
large service organisations
regarding charges for gas, tele-

phone or bank services meant
hours of hanging cm “for the

right person" - an often fruit-

less, frustrating and expensive

exercise. Today, however, a
call to question service charges

should bring an instant
response, with the history of
your account and your last

contact displayed to an agent

capable of dealing with a vari-

ety of topics.

Voice response systems take
one further step in that they
can put the customer in direct

contact with the database.
Such systems accept voice
touch-tone input and deliver

voice-processed information in

return. Recent advances in the
ability to interpret and simu-

late speech open up new possi-

bilities for human-computer
interaction, such as British

Telecom’s Laureate computer-

generated human voice sys-

tem, which enables PCs to

“talk back” electronic mail
messages or precis of text.

An improvement in cus-

tomer services is one of the

direct benefits of recent
advances in computer tele

phony integration (CTI) and
voice technology. Organisa-

tions including banks, retail-

ers, and utilities have all

adopted the "call centre" as an
efficient way of handling cus-

tomer services.

They are efficient for the

customer, but also for the
organisation to the degree that

they are seen as a vital part of

being competitive. Many com-

panies introduce CTI in an
effort to cut staffing costs as a
result of a business process re-

engineering (BPR) initiative.

CTI systems have a great

impact on staff, often cutting

staff numbers and ripmanriing

that those remaining become
multi-skilled. However, as the

following three very different

examples show, they also open
up channels for customers and

The Arab National Bank system works in both EngSsh and Arabic, and
has Inbuilt “workflow" facffiUes to track each cafl

provide the potential to
improve the relationship
between customer and service

organisation.

Bank's initiative
The Arab National Bank has

grown from the eighth to the

fourth largest bank in Saudi
Arabia In the last three years,

largely because of a growing
range of products. These In
turn have produced a rapid
increase in queries and prob-

lem calls.

The bank's managing direc-

tor and chief executive. Elie El

Hadj, saw the potential of

improving the Customer Ser-

vices Centre, by integrating

various different computers

and systems in use in the CSC.

His idea was to build on the

bank's call centre technology,

extending its existing call log-

ging facilities to support call

management and reporting, so

that staff would not have to log

on and off different systems to

respond to queries.

None of the “shrink-

wrapped" call-tracking PC-

based products suited the bank

and it approached Henley-

based AIT, a specialist in call

management for banks and

building societies. AIT was

able to build a working system

in three months, using existing
elements of the Bank's CSC.

pulled together beneath easy-to

use graphical screen informa-
tion.

The new customer service
system is the first of its sort in

Saudi Arabia. Agents have
access to a “customer folder"

for each caller, providing infor-

mation on all current products
and services and a history of

all requests, queries or com-
plaints. The system works in

both English and Arabic, and
has inbuilt “workflow" facili-

ties to track each call through
the CSC.

A very different sort of “cus-

tomer service" comes from a
voice-processing system devel-

oped for the police. Members of
the public in the UK, including
postmen and milkmen, are
increasingly encouraged to
take part in “neighbourhood
watch" and community polic-

ing schemes. However, dealing
with routine enquiries and
reports takes up valuable time,
even for events that do not
require police presence.

Police calls

hi an effort to cut police
administration and paperwork,
Kingston Communications (the
UK’s only municipally-owned
telecoms supplier) developed a
system for members of the
public to volunteer informa-
tion over the phone to Individ

Continued on page 33
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Accessing ftie Internet; An update by Geoffrey Wheelwright in Vancouver

New option for 'Net surfers
Microsoft’s
strategic move
could affect the
on-line service
community
Software giant Microsoft Cor-

poration’s recently-launched

computer on-line information
service, the Microsoft Network
(MSN) is more than just
another entrant Into that high-

ly-competitive sector.

It is also part of a vital Strat-

egy by the company to position

itself as the key provider of

services and software to access

the worldwide Internet com-
puter network, its highly popu-
lar World Wide Web service,

electronic mall functions and
newsgroups.

MSN, combined with Inter-

net access software which
Microsoft is making available

to users of its new Windows 95

operating system, now pro-

vides a way for users to access

the Internet's electronic mall

functions, the World Wide Web
and other prominent Internet

features.

Microsoft is .cleverly using
MSN and what it calls the Win-
dows 95 'Internet Explorer' to

make all kinds of Internet ser-

vices directly from within Win-
dows 95 and MSN, so that they

appear to users to operate in

the same way as Windows 95

itself.

While many other on-line

service providers offer access

to the Internet - and even the

World Wide Web - Microsoft is

hoping that this integration

with Windows 95, and a num-
ber of key tools for helping

users find their way around
the Internet, will make a sig-

nificant difference.

“You can find a lot of great

stuff on the Internet, but mak-
ing use of it on your own
machine is sometimes diffi-

cult,” explains Bill Miller. MSN
director of marketing. Win-
dows 95 users, “out on the
Internet, expect it to operate

the same way that the Micro-

soft Network works - and, in

fact, it does." he says
According to Miller, tools for

helping users find and use the
information they want on the

Internet - and elsewhere in the

on-line world - are in heavy
demand. “When you consider
that more than 140 companies

BUI Gates, president of Mcrosoft, announcing the avaflabBty of MSN. the Microsoft Network, a global on-line

service - integrated with the Internet - which enables customers to communicate and access a wide range of

information end services from their personal computers

are participating in building

unique content on the Micro-

soft network, and add that to

the thousands of offerings that

are available on the Internet, it

can get pretty confusing to find

things that make sense or are

valuable to you," he says. That
is why Microsoft is offering

what it calls ‘Guide Books’ for

MSN-users to help them
quickly track down valuable

information on both MSN and
the Internet

Access providers
The impact of all this on sec-

tions of the on-line service

community could be quite dra-

matic, if Microsoft succeeds. At
the very least Microsoft could

force many small Internet

access providers - many of
which simply provide local

telephone access to the Inter-

net for a monthly or annual fee

- to look for ways to keep their

customers.

Many Internet users will

probably examine the option of
accessing the Internet and the

World Wide Web through the

Microsoft Network as an
attractive alternative to their

current arrangements.
This could prove particularly

attractive for users who travel

widely. Microsoft has made
MSN a global network from the

day of Its launch In August,
providing local telephone
access from most of the leading

cities in the western world.

This means that users will not
only be able to access their

electronic mail without incur-

ring long-distance phone
charges, but will also be able

to use the World Wide Web

To meet rising demand on the
Internet, telecoms carriers are

expanding and npgrading
their networks: see report,

page 22
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Keeping the system runnings Focus on a mlssi rttlcaT activity. Report by John Williamson-
.

*

Network ‘firefighters

win starring role
When networks are
operating at speeds
of billions of bits

per second, fault

detection and
remedial action
have to be fast

from anywhere they happen to

be on the same basis.

Users of the popular Compu-
Serve information service can
already do this, although they
must use CompuServe's own
“information manager” soft-

ware if they are to receive best

results from the product when
using Windows 95.

Microsoft is clearly hoping
that the idea of being able to

learn Windows 95 and then use
those skills to navigate both
MSN and the Internet (without

having to learn a new applica-

tion such as CompuServes Win-
Cim access software) will give

it a competitive edge.

Telecommunications operators

used to consider the manage-
ment of their networks largely

as*a fire-fighting activity: when
the network went down, the

idea was to find the Eault and
fix it as quickly as possible.

Today, telecom companies
look at management in a com-
pletely different light As well

as keeping traffic flowing,

tasks as diverse as the provi-

sion of new capacity, fraud pre-

vention. the creation of

advanced services, billing and
reconciliation, and customer
care are all grouped beneath
the network management
umbrella.

Many operators now see net-

work management as a key
strategic capability, and the
Introduction of improved oper-

ational support systems (OSSs)

is considered vital to their

future survival.

“Network management is an
absolutely mission -critical
activity," agrees Tom White,
general manager of the Scot-

land-based Telecoms Systems
Division of Hewlett Packard,
one of the world's leading OSS
vendors.

Network management’s rise

to prominence In the telephone

company universe is due to a
number of factors.

One of the most important is

the privatisation of former
national monopoly telecommu-
nications operators in various

parts of the world, and the lib-

eralisation of markets which

Round-the-dock control centre of Energts: the new telecom company In the UK has one of the world's mint

advanced networks, with a fibre optic system running along the National Grid’s earthvnra

Big operators

have billions of

dollars tied up
in legacy

systems

usually accompanies this

change of ownership.

Privatisation makes tele-

phone company management
board answerable to sharehold-

ers. sometimes for the first

time, and increases existing

pressure to reduce operating

costs.

The Canadian-headquartered
telecommunications vendor.
Nortel, has calculated that the

maintenance overhead for the

operators of public networks is

equivalent to around 20 per
cent of revenues.

The need to shrink over-

heads is particularly acute in

countries where incumbent
operators face competition for

business from new. lower-cost

market entrants. Many of the

latter have parents in the

highly competitive markets of

North America where lean and
mean is the order of the day:

with an average annual main-

tenance spend of $40 per access

line, US telecom companies -

or telcos' -are nearly twice as

cost-effective as operators in

most other parts of the world.

In a deregulated environ-

ment too, operators have to

differentiate their services

from the rest of the field,

increase their service quality

levels and respond more rap-

idly to changes in demand.
“Deregulation levels the

playing field." says John Hold-

sworth, business unit manager
for Network and Service Man-

agement Systems at Newbridge
Networks. “Telcos can no lon-

ger affonl to be cavalier about

the actual quality of service

they offer. Network and ser-

vice management allows the

telco to compete, survive and
prosper."

A second consideration is

that the service repertoire now
being offered by operators Is

much more varied than previ-

ously.

“As telecoms becomes more
competitive around the world,

the kinds of sendees that are
provided to end-user customers

become much more varied,"

notes James Herbert, vice pres-

ident of corporate affairs at US
billing concern Moscom.
“There are many more

options, and because of that

the billing requirements
become unique. We perceive
that traditional OSS and bill-

ing solutions for cable televi-

sion and telephone service, for

example, are not compatible
with one another although'
there is a desire for both types

of operator to enter into the

other’s market.”

A third explanation for the

newly-elevated status of net-

work management and OSS is

related to the increased com-
plexity of networks. This arises

from the advanced nature of
the technology being deployed,

the ability of operators to con-

struct networks with different

elements sourced from differ-

ent vendors, and the move
away from managing Individ-'

ual pieces of equipment in iso-

lation to the monitoring and
control of both the network as

a whole and the services that

the network provides.

In short, it is no longer possi-

ble to manage a modem tele-

coms network on a manual
basis.

Responding to market de-reg-

ulation. service proliferation

and additional network com-
plexity. the world's leading
telecom operators are making
big Investments to upgrade
their network management
and related information tech-

nology (IT) systems.

According to IBM’s Europe,
Middle East and Africa Media
and Telecoms Solutions Unit,

worldwide IT spend for tele-

coms In 1994 was in the range

of $30bn and the 1999 figure

will be in the region of $50bn.

A common goal of operators

is to replace their existing 'leg-

acy' network management
systems, which control individ-

ual network components, with
new open systems providing
integrated network-wide con-
trol. Unfortunately, this is not
likely to be a painless or partic-

ularly rapid process.

In the first place, large oper-

ators have billions of dollars

tied up in legacy systems and
cannot afford to just write off

their investments.

Secondly, although they do
not provide overall control leg-

acy systems are often very
goad at managing their own
particular piece of the network
mosaic.
Thirdly, the equipment stan-

dards that are required for

open management systems are

still substantially incomplete.

In one sense, the advent of
high speed broadband technol-

ogies makes the task of
modernising telecoms manage-
ment capabilities easier. Net-
work management is often

The intelligent

'agent' is a form
of robot-like

artificial

intelligence

built into the standards for

these new technologies from
the outset, and there is little in

the way of investment in leg-

acy systems needing to be
amortised.

In another way, though, the

shift to broadband just adds to

an operator's management
woes. Obviously, when net-

works are operating at speeds

of billions of bits per second,

fault detection and remedial
action have to be fast

In similar vein, according to

Neil Rickard, European mar-
keting manager for the US-
headquartered StrataCom
enterprise networking concern,
many more parameters need to

be monitored, analysed and
interpreted in the broadband

world.

Less obviously, perhaps, the

ability of broadband technolo-

gies such as asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) to inte-

grate different traffic' types has

implications for quality of ser-

vice criteria since voice, 'data

and video are effected in differ-

ent ways by faults or degrada-

tions in the network.

Associated with this is the

need to ‘police' traffic so that

for example, a big data file

transfer burst does not con-

sume bandwidth that 'should

be allocated to voice.
;

Some serious re-thinking will

also have to be done to facili-

tate the management of yideo-

on-demand (VOD) networks.
For the first time, networks

will have millions as opposed

to hundreds of elements requir-

ing to he monitored 'and' con-

trolled.

“This kind of network man-
agement really does not exist

today," says Rob Faw, presi-

dent and ceo of Westell inter-

national. a US-based company
pioneering high capacity deliv-

ery systems for the copper

access network.

One bright spot bn the

broadband network manage-
ment horizon is continuing

progress made towards com-
mercialising ‘intelligent

agents’.

Robin Smith, manager of

strategic developments in the

intelligent systems unit of ;BTs

Research Laboratories in the

UK. defines intelligent agents

in this context as robot-like

software programs which have

the ability to communicate,
co-operate and negotiate with

each other.

From this, springs an ability

to control future networks of a

power and complexity far

beyond the means of current

management systems. And,

according to Smith, the intelli-

gent agent is one form of .artifi-

cial intelligence which is

acceptable to humans because

its origin is hidden from view
- "it’s a Trojan Horse, but a

benign Trojan Horse," he says.

#

For reports on telecom oat-

sourcing and other aspects of

network management, see

pages 19 and 39 £

Personal communicators; Suppliers prepare for a long haul, reports Geoffrey Wheelwright

Market slow to take off
A big challenge for

suppliers is to

create standards in

a market where
none has existed

They were unveiled in a flurry'

of public announcements
exactly one year ago by a host
of leading electronics and tele-

communications companies,
but so far all the "personal
communicators" or telecom-
munciat ions-enabled personal
digital assistants (PDAs)
released by such manufactur-
ers as Sony. Panasonic. Moto-
rola and Sharp have failed to

take off as high volume Items.

California-based General
Magic, whose Magic Cap oper-

ating system software Is used
to run many of these devices,
is also facing challenges. In
spite of a record-breaking pub-
lic slock offering earlier this

year. General Magic has been
slow to ignite the development
of software to work with com-
puters written for the Magic
Cap operating system and has
delayed the release of a vital

Microsoft Windows-based ver-

sion of Magic Cap (to facilitate

desktop wireless communica-
tions. as well as enhance con-

nectivity to PDA devices) until

the end of this year.

The company does appear,
however, to be committed to

staying for the long haul.

“To date. General Magic has
generated minimal revenue
from the sale of products and
services based upon its tech-

nologies and does not expect to
generate any significant reve-
nues in 1995 and expects to
incur substantial losses at
least through the year ending
December 31. 1996." said the
company in Its second quarter
results statement.
And in its last quarterly

earnings report, telecommuni-
cations giant and chip-maker
Motorola reported that its wire-
less data communications
efforts were not performing as
well as anticipated.

“Growth has been rapid In

the wireless communications
arena, but global market pene-
tration for devices such as
pagers and cellular phones is

still relatively low. at just

above one per cent each."
admitted Gary Tooker. vice

chairman and chief executive
officer.

Motorola is still pushing to
change this fact, however, and
at the end of July announced
(through its Lexlcus division) a
handwriting recognition pack-
age for personal communica-
tors using the General Magic
operating system i including
Motorola’s own Envoy systemi.
Known as Lexlcus Quick-

Print. it allows users to enter
handwritten notes on devices
such as the handheld Envoy
and turn them into typed mes-
sages that can be sent as elec-
tronic mail or stored as a
phone number or Internet
address.

Unlike some other handwrit-
ing recognition add-on systems
for these devices. Lexlcus
pledges that will not have to
learn a specialised alphabet or
write in any specific style in
order to QuickPrint.
The company says this soft-

ware will learn upper-case,
lower-case, cureive-stvle print-
ing or any mixture or styles
and claims that users will be
able .to “teach" the software to
recognise their handwriting in
less than 15 minutes.

While this may be useful, the

big challenge for PDA hard-

ware vendors, software devel-

opers and communications ser-

vice providers 'is' far more
fundamental. It lies in trying

to create standards in a market

where none has existed - as

well as in the basic task of just

creating a market- for the

devices themselves.

While the Idea of being able

to send and receive messages

in a wireless fashion on a

device that tries to combine
the convenience of a pager

with the power of a personal

computer's electronic mail sys-

tem and a pocket computer’s

diary and scheduling func-

tions. is attractive, it is neither

an easy task to achieve nor one

on which there seems to be

widespread agreement about

fundamental architectures and

designs.

And until that happens, the

growth of software and ser-

vices for such devices (which .

has been the 'key to driving

sales of portable personal com-

puters) is likely to be small

and largely supported by
companies already involved In

the market.
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phoneP"nnr senricM- •,>TT -S^New and better ways to handle calls. Report by Joia Shiilingfordwow to delay those unwanted calls
omail device •/devices offer

benefits in
• office productivitv
especially for

. teleworkers

: to the wayw^.s^vme the proWem ofS
? Sft,-

>JESSES “>"*»
'.- i

CaDed Caller Display 50 the
displays thTuiLtotf

30 you cmtade whether to pickTpfecal^or leave it for your
ajfwarmg machine/voice mail

.
system.

: hJS1
S harmless-looking

JCTwe. costing £49.99. can su£rtanbaUy increase productiv-
ity. Let us suppose you are

•..working at home to get a
report finished, hut a relative -
who is usually on the phone
fcr around 20 minutes - rail?
You can leave that call for the
answering machine, but still
pick up calls related to the
report

Caller Display 50 plugs into a
standard phone jack-socket

• and measures about three
inches by five. The plug on the
end of the phone then slots
into the caller display unit
. The unit stores the last 50
numbers. So, if someone leaves

. a message on your answering

.machine but forgets to leave
•their number - or does not say
it clearly - you can look hack
and see what it was. You can
also find out the numbers of
people who called but did not
leave a message.
Not all numbers are dis-

played, however. Exceptions
include: numbers from some
call boxes, which show up as
Payphone; numbers which the
caller withholds by pressing
141 before dialling, which show
up as Number Withheld: calk
made by using BT Charge-
cards; and calls made from
phones which are not on the
BT phone network (with some
exceptions, for example calls

Personal communication services: Report by Tom Foremski

A rush to market
moWJe «*»»>

international calls are dis-
played as 'International/
So even when you do not“low the number of the personwho called, you will usually

have the date and time of the
cau and some information

II- The only drawback is~a* can only use caller
display units on single Hnp*
not on extensions to a com-
pany switchboard.

Caller Display costs £4 a
quarter. In the US. Caller ID
(the same as Caller Display)
Jas really taken off in the last
few quarters, probably due to
increased marketing. It is
growing by over 25 per rent a
year - in scone areas, even fes-
ter. In the UK, Caller Display
has only been promoted in cer-
tain areas, such as London, but
already has one per cent pene-
tration. US penetration levels
are between four and five per
cent
In the UK, those who do not

want to invest in a caller dis-
play unit or a phone with this
feature built in (such as BTs
£89.99 Relate 1000). can still

take advantage of Call Return
to find out the number of the
last person who phoned. All
you need to do is type 1471 and
a computerised voice will give
you their phone number.
Users report they they do not

I

The demand for

‘call display'

facilities is

growing fast

always recognise the numbers:
one colleague stores all names
and phone numbers in a sub-
Filofex-sized computer called a
Psion Organiser. Then, when
he finds out the number of the
last caller, he simply does a
search on the phone number,to
find out who rang.

Call Return and Caller Dis-

play are two ofBTs Select Ser-

vices (formerly called Star Ser-

vices). Call Return was

introduced at the end of 2994

and 9-5m people now use it

The service attracts 4Jm 1471

calls a day (to a free phone
number) - 3.8m more than
BTs initial forecast

Earlier this year, BT also

introduced a voice mail service

for residential customers -

Call Minder. This works like

an answering machine, except

of Europe, 40 per cent of calls

remain unanswered or are met
by an engaged signal as
opposed to only 10 per cent in
the US. Prom the perspective
of a telecoms operator, this

means that the network is

often used without a charge
being made. Voice mail
increases usage by increasing
the number of that are

M1ST OTES*. V(t£

that it is part of the telephone
network. The difficulty of
integrating Call Minder tech-
nology into the network, par-
ticularly on the billing side,

resulted in a six-month delay
in introducing the service. But
marketing began in April.

Unlike an answering
machine, if someone calls you
while you are already on the
phone. Call Minder will take a
message and then ring you as
soon as you come off the previ-

ous call. At present BT is run-
ning a free, three-month trial

for any phone user connected
to a BT digital exchange. When
the trial is over, the service

will cost £5 a quarter.

The company is also develop-

ing a range of mcggagirtg ser-

vices far people who do not
have their own telephone. It is

already testing a voice mail-
like service for these users.

Like most value-added ser-

vices (VAS), voice mail is

designed to increase use of the

answered first time. Other val-

ue-added services which can be
used by anyone connected to a
BT digital exchange Include
Call Barring and:

Call Waiting. This lets you
know if someone else is trying
to get through to you when
you are already on the phone.

Call Diversion. This
enahies incoming calk to one
number to be diverted to
another. The recipient of the

diverted call pays for the cost

of diverting it

Three-Way Calking. This
lets you talk to people on two
other phone numbers: either

both together; or privately, one
at a time.

Reminder Call. You can
set your phone to ring at a
pre-set time as a reminder.

Charge Advice. If you pre-

face the number you are call-

ing with a few digits and fol-

low it with a hash sign, you
can receive an automatic noti-

fication of how much the call

phone network. In some parts . cost, once it is over.

Fresh boost for ISDN services
Confirmed from page 28:

in the form of showcases and
demonstrations. As one exam-
ple, Global 95 (November 28-30)

will feature a series of events

by operators and vendors
spread over .50 locations
aroound the world. Mercury
refers to it as a ‘virtual’ event
more concocted than reaL
At the TMA exhibition in

Brighton, it will demonstrate
applications such as videocon-

ferencing, virtual networking,

local area network (Lan) inter-

connection, integration of local

and wide area networks and
file transfer to other Global 95

sites in the US and Germany.
Mercury has its colours

nailed firmly to the mast of

QJJ31, the European signalling

standard that is now also being

considered by a number of US
operators. While the use of an
international standard may not

offer some of the features

available from national signal-

ling standards, it does ensure

that there is compatibility

between different operators,

aiding the progress of interna-

tional ISDN and speeding call

set-up times. These are at

around 3.5 seconds between
the UK and US. according to

Frank Jauncey. sales director

of KNX.
cave Curtis. Mercury’s prod-

uct manager for ISDN services,

believes that the company's

adoption «nd introduction of

Q.931 signalling around 12

months ago has led to an

increase in international pri-

mary rate traffic - “it signifi-

cantly alters the use and pat-

tern of use,
1* he says.

It used to. be the case that

international primary rate

ISDN predominantly consisted

of switched voice calls since

more than 98 per cent of ISDN
connections were used to con-

nect to a PBX or office switch,

says Curtis.

As more and mare PBX man-
ufacturers incorporate Q.931
capability into their switches

and as offices replace ageing
switches, an increasing num-
ber of companies are using
ISDN for data, says Curtis.

They can now opt for a pri-

mary rate ISDN connection
into their switch and can then
allocate four or six B channels
for ISDN data use rather than
opting for the much more
expensive solution of equip-

ping each desktop with two
channels of basic rate ISDN.
While switch manufacturers

are enabling users to split out

basic rate channels from their

primary rate connection into

the switch, router manufactur-

ers have also jumped onto the

ISDN bandwagon. Once again,

this is directly attributable to

the introduction of Q.931. Cur-

tis believes.

Previously, router vendors

were unwilling to produce a
number of different versions ctf

a box in order to fit in with

national variants of ISDN. Now
they can see that there is a
standard that will enable con-

ISDN finks from the desktop:

Alcatel Business System's 4400
PABX phone often rapid and
seanriess voice and data sendees

nection to be made internation-

ally. boxes have been devel-

oped that are effectively a ter-

minal adapter and router
rolled into one.

ISDN Is thus being used for

remote Lan access between
small sites equipped with an
ISDN 2 (basic rate) connection

and head office.

Previously, head office would
have need

a

bank of termi-

nal adapters and multiple

router ports; now they can use

a single box with one primary
rate ISDN connection and one
lan connection. By replacing
expensive router ports, the

combined box approach offers

a more cost-effective route, as

Speedy response to calls

Continued from page 31

ual officers. South Yorkshire

Police pioneered the system in

1993, providing a direct link

between its 2^00 beat officers

and callers. An officer attend-

ing an incident gives out a

card containing his number,

and witnesses can dial into the

mailbox to leave information

that is retrievable 24 hours a

day. Por example, a “Dodgy
Drivers Day”, inviting people

to report -imtaxed or unsafe

vehicles, proved highly effec-

tive, with calls flooding in

long after the specified day.

“It has eased pressure on

our switchboard by diverting

tfrmicaTirik of non-urgent calls

. every month to the appropri-

ate beat officer” says Alan

Clarke, then telephone man-

ager at South Yorkshire
Police. “Some people prefer to

leave a message on voice mail
because they don’t feel as
though they are being interro-

In Leicestershire, the system

has been put to use to deliver

sergeants’ and inspectors'
briefings remotely, and the

farce is considering the use of

Police Messenger as a bulletin
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well as saving on space.

Mercury believes that it can
take some credit for driving
developments on this front. As
the first network operator to

offer Q531 on a national basis

it has made available labora-

tory facilities at its Bracknell

campus and provided vendors
with access to its network.

“This gives them confidence

that their equipment or appli-

cation works and how it

works,” says Curtis. “We’re
kick-starting the market"
He adds that the next stage

is to drive forward availability

of the supplementary services

defined for Q.931, such as
advice of charge and interna-

tional gi.t
(
ratting ting identifi-

cation).

This involves standardisa-

tion of ISUP, the part of the

signalling from user to

exchange and between differ-

ent operators' exchanges. Mer-
cury has a rollout programme
on its international routes and
aims to provide transparent
connectivity within Europe
and then on a global scale.

In the meantime, there is

fairly limited implementation
of ISDN used internationally.

One example Is GEC company.
Avery Barkel, a manufacturer
of food procsssing and weigh-

ing systems. For the past 12

months, the company ban used
basic rate ISDN between the
UK and Germany, replacing
the KfioStream line used previ-

ously.

Avery Berkel is about to

board to cover traffic reports:

for example, road closures
when there is a pop festival at
Donniogtan Park.
The Kingston Police Messen-

ger won a top award at the
Telecommunications Industry
Association, in September
1994, partly because of tbe
enthusiasm of the public. A
public opinion poll proved its

popularity: “Better communi-
cations are important, espe-

cially for the police, and this is

a good investment if it frees

up the 999 number and means

that messages reach the right

person," said one interviewee.

Airline inquiries

For the airline Virgin Atlan-

tic, speedy response to custom-

ers is so important that it is

currently overhauling its

entire global network to cope

with the rapid growth: the

number of PC users at Virgin

has rocketed from 50 to 1,500

in the last four years.

Virgin Atlantic is already

using a variety of technologies

- call control, voice process-

ing, arid interactive voice

response - in its everyday

dealings with customers.

Among other global projects,

Simon Keene, Virgin’s Systems

and networks manager, is cur-

rently looking at worldwide

CTI applications for Virgin

Atlantic - “the key benefit Is

Although many value-added

services are extremely useful,

especially for home-based
workers (such as teleworkers),

they involve typing in barely

memorable strings of numbers
and characters, such as star

and hash. Three factors may
increase take-up, however

First, the popularity of

mobile phones, which offer a

wide range of value-added ser-

vices, such as voice mail. Once
users become familiar with
using such services on their

mobiles, they will be more will-

ing to try them on fixed

phones. Mercury and Cable TV
companies with phone services

also offer a number of value-

added services.

l3 Second, those who find

1471 useful may be willing to

invest in screen-based phones,
which show them not just the

number of the last person who
called but the 19 before that.

These phones, which have a
small liquid-crystal display,
make it easier to use other
Select services because they
can be selected from a menu of
options.

Finally, a number of tele-

coms equipment suppliers are

working on a second genera-

tion of screen-based phones.
These will make it easier to

use all sorts of interactive ser-

vices from value-added phone
services to home banking.

Craig Thomson, marketing
manager for BTs Caller Dis-

play and Call Return, esti-

mates that users with Caller

Display spend 66p a month
more on the phone than other

users.

Caller Display has also
helped to reduce malicious
calls by 20 per cent and cut

down the number of hoax calls

to the emergency services.

“It’s one example of how
technology can work to the

public good." says Thomson.

The writer. Join Shiilingford, is

Associate Editor of the Finan-

cial Times newsletter, ’Business

Computing Brief

implement primary rate ISDN
to connect up its UK manufac-
turing headquarters with PC
networks in its four other
European sales and service

sites for the transfer of infor-

mation such as drawing speci-

fications.

“It's a demanding applica-

tion because we're linking
whole networks together." says

IT manager Mike Coulson. Use
of ISDN has provided savings

of around £4.000 per quarter on
that one line, he adds. The link

is used solely for data transfer,

not for voice.

Users who send data over an
ISDN link have to put an extra
*0’ into the inital address
string, differentiating data
from non-data traffic. This
ensures that their data is sent
over an international link on
which no compression is

applied, thereby reducing the
likelihood of corruption of
their data during transmission.

Operators also benefit from
the ability to differentiate

between switched voice and
non-voice traffic. While voice

traffic is sent at one standard
international tariff, “tariffing

is different for international

64k calls." says Curtis. “It’s

charged as a premium rate
international call".

For applications such as vid-

eo-conferencing, the charge
might seem fair enough, but
for data, users may find the
premium rate charge harder to

stomach. Yet another disincen-

tive for using ISDN, perhaps.

tide integration." he says. “We
have several customer data-

bases which bold information
on reservations, customer rela-

tions, and Virgin’s Freeway
daily frequent flyer pro-

gramme. They are currently
not integrated into our call

centre and voice management
'systems, but we are aiming to

improve the service, making it

easier for customers to talk to

ns direct We need to speed up
the transaction, and that
means a better service."

Freeway handles thousands

of calls daily. The new system
will still rely on human opera-

tors, but all the customer
details will appear immedi-
ately because all tbe database

searching will be done before

the agent answers, using Call-

ing Line Identification and CTI
database techniques.

“We are looking at integrat-

ing onr Internal voice network

and computer network. It's a
vast area, with many business

benefits internally, such as

users being able to check voice

mail and get messages wher-

ever they are,” adds Hr Keene.

Virgin already uses an auto-

matic call distribution system
for reservations and customer

relations, and for Virgin Free-

way, the frequent-flyer club.

Other internal departments
are also booked in to the ACD
system.

PCS technology
could bring a
revolution in

communications

Personal communication
services (PCS) is a wireless,

digital technology operating
over a specific range of tbe

radio frequency spectrum. It

offers cheap, reliable communi-
cations devices, linking tele-

phones. pagers and computer
devices.

US companies foresee a huge
market in proriding small
wireless PCS-based phones
that will be less expensive than
cellular telephones. But the US
rush to develop PCS-based
products could result in a
patchwork of incompatible
standards and an early shake-
out as companies tackle the
considerable expense of build-

ing the PCS infrastructure.

Earlier this year, the US Fed-
eral Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) completed the auc-
tion of PCS radio frequencies,

bringing a staggering $7.7bn
(ELSlbn) in licensing fees as
US companies and consortia

tried to outbid each other.

Now the race is on to build

the infrastructure for PCS ser-

vices in what FCC chairman
Reed Hundt has called “the
greatest one-time private sec-

tor investment in any single

industry in the nation's peace-

time history".

Industry observers estimate
$50bn will be required to build

a nationwide PCS infrastruc-

ture. This will include install-

ing at least 100,000 base sta-

tions which will pick up and
route PCS transmissions. The
PCS cell area is smaller than
analog cellular phone areas,

which means a higher density

of base stations is required to

carry transmissions.

In dense metropolitan areas,
finding the space to place these

base stations will be a problem.
Many metropolitan areas also

require special permits to build

the base stations, a process
that could take as much as
three years to negotiate.

The purchasers of PCS
licences are obliged to begin

building the infrastructure as

quickly as possible - an FCC
requirement to prevent compa-
nies speculating and selling

licences at a later date for a
profit. Even without this FCC
requirement, US firms are
eager to begin producing a rev-

enue from their large invest-

ments in PCS licences. It is

this rush to market that looks

certain to create a nationwide
patchwork of incompatible PCS
communications technologies
that will limit the usefulness of
PCS products. Users who
travel around the country will

not be able to use their PCS
devices unless local providers

adhere to the same standards.

The competition is between
the Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) standard and
the Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) standard.
TDMA-based technologies,
such as the European Global

System far Mobile Communica-
tions (GSM), are available from
many different telecoms equip-

ment suppliers. CDMA is con-

sidered a superior technology,

capable of supporting larger
numbers of users on the same
number of radio frequencies.
However, CDMA telecommuni-
cations equipment is still

under development

Big question
The dilemma for US PCS pro-

viders is whether to rush into

the market with readily avail-

able TDMA equipment, or to

wait for CDMA and miss out
on early market opportunities.

European suppliers of tele-

communications equipment
see a vast market in providing

base stations and switching
systems to US PCS providers.

Companies such as Finland’s

Nokia and Sweden’s LM Erics-

son have already won con-
tracts to provide a special ver-

sion of GSM-based
communications equipment
CDMA offers a more efficient

use of frequencies than TDMA,
using a technique known as

spread spectrum transmission

and it is better at handing off

calls between cell areas for

users in moving vehicles. GSM
supporters, however, say that

GSM can be upgraded to simi-

lar capabilities offered by
CDMA, through the use ofnew
technologies that use advanced
voice-coding techniques to

raise the capacity of GSM
based services. This approach
is likely to affect the voice
quality of conversations, how-
ever.

Market research firm Data-
quest predicts CDMA will

eventually prevail to become
the industry standard by the

year 2000. The battle lines

between the technologies have
been drawn but some compa-
nies. such as Motorola, plan to

offer both GSM and CDMA
equipment Motorola believes

there will be plenty of opportu-

nities to provide the market

with whichever technology it

ohooscs

The first PCS service is

likely to come from Destineer,

a subsidiary of Mobile Tele-

communications Technologies.

Destineer, along with partner

Motorola, is building a

two-way paging service using

Motorola's Tango two-way

pager.

This unit allows the user to

receive text messages and
reply almost instantly with

pre-programmed messages
such as: “I received your mes-

sage and will call later.” or

“I’m tied up in a meeting.”

Tango will also offer a data

port for downloading electronic

mail messages. The service will

use Motorola's Reflex
high-speed transfer protocol.

Destineer has a head start in

tbe PCS race because it

received a “pioneer's prefer-

ence" award from the FCC,
allowing it to forge ahead with
building the two-way PCS ser-

vice even before the FCC auc-

tion was completed.
As US firms gear up for PCS.

it remains to be seen if the
huge investments required will

generate enough profits for all

involved. Some industry
observers predict that many
PCS firms will fail because of

the high cost of licences and
the huge capital expenditures

required to build the infra-

structure. The FCC has made it

more difficult for companies to
succeed by mating sure there
is plenty of healthy competi-

tion. In some metropolitan
areas, the FCC has licensed as

many as four PCS competitors.

PCS companies must not
only compete with each other

but also with already
entrenched cellular phone ser-

vice companies which have a
large base of customers.

Cellular phone technology
could also turn into a formida-

ble competitor to PCS. Critics

of PCS say there is no guaran-
tee PCS-based mobile phones
will offer better audio quality,

or that they will be smaller,

cheaper or have longer battery

life than cellular phones.

US PCS providers might suc-

ceed if they can find additional

services to offer, rather than

simply going after tbe tele-

phone and pager markets. PCS
could be used to handle com-
puter data communications
which might include transmis-

sion of multimedia files and
even video-conferencing
between mobile computer
users.
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34 INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS - new services

ISR - international simple resale: jins are coming under pressure, reports John Williamson Virtual private networks Top companies are switching to VPNs, writes JohnWiHiamson
^ - 9

Bigger savings for users Big benefits for business
Cost-cuts of up to

30 per cent are
available on some
telecommunication
services, claim ISR
operators

"Less is more” was one of the
guiding principles of pioneer-

ing skyscraper architect Lud-
wig Mies van der Rohe. For the

architects of telecoms interna-

tional simple resale (ISR). the

belief is that more is both
less . . . and more.

In recent years, ISR has been
seized on by the governments
of a number of countries as a

mechanism for reducing what
are perceived to be excessive

prices paid for international

telecom services. The basic

notion is that the licensing of

more service providers will

mean lower residential and
corporate telephone bills,

which in turn will stimulate

more traffic. "It’s an alterna-

tive to offering full interna-

tional facilities and enables
competition to flourish on cer-

tain routes,” says Vince
Affleck, a specialist on net-

work competition at the UK’s

Oftel.

The ISR pitch is a fairly

straightforward one. Custom-
ers access the ISR operator's

network over the dial-up public

switched telephone network
(PSTN) or. if traffic warrants

it. over private circuits. Inter-

nationa] circuits leased by the

ISR concern then carry the

calls to designated countries,

where they "break out" once
again into the PSTN for deliv-

ery to their final destinations.

The ISR operator makes its

money by hiring bulk capacity’

from full facilities operators
such as BT and Mercury, divid-

ing and marking it up, then
selling it on to users at rates

below those charged by the
national telecom companies for

normal international direct

dial (IDD) calls. End-user
savings of the order of 30 per
cent are claimed by some ISR
operators for some routes.

The UK is a global pioneer in

the ISR game. As far back as

1900, the then director-general

of Oftel, the UK's telecoms reg-

ulator, Professor Bryan Care-
berg, proposed ISR as a means
of putting pressure on domi-

nant UK carrier BT to lower Its

overseas charges.

In September 1992. ACC
Long Distance UK became the

first ISR carrier licensed in the

UK. Due to the difficulty of

agreeing Interconnect terms
with BT - a circumstance
which ACC's director of legal

and regulatory affairs, MichaeJ
Taylor, put down to the
ground-breaking nature of the

situation - ACC only began
services in early 1994.

ACC has since made up for

lost time. By August of this

year, ACC's PSTN access ser-

vice was carrying 15m billable

minutes of telephone traffic

each month. In July, some
4,000 new business and residen-

tial customers joined the
ACCess 1601 scheme, pushing
the company's revenues to
over £im a month.
"Our policy is simple.

ACCess 1601 tariffs are much
lower than traditional alterna-

tives and there is no member-
ship feersays ACC marketing
director Jerry Morris.

ACC is not alone. According
to Oftel figures, there were 16

ISR operators licensed in the
UK by late August, with sev-

eral other applications in the

pipeline. At that time there
were six ISR routes from the

UK - to Australia. Canada,
Finland. New Zealand. Sweden
and the US.

Perhaps surprisingly in view
of the threat to its revenues,

BT said it welcomes ISR, The
former monopoly may not just

be trying to make public virtue

out of an imposed necessity;

the dent made in BTs profits

by ISR is as yet very small.

More important. BT Is under-

stood to have actively pushed
for the introduction of ISR on
the North American route to

get its $4.3bn Concert joint

venture with the second larg-

est US carrier. MCI. on the
road.

ISR is a significant compo-
nent in Concert, a business
which provides end-to-end
managed network and out-
sourced services to the world's

largest multinational and
international corporations. In
June 1996. on the first anniver-

sary of its establishment Con-
cert's owners said the enter-

prise had signed up some 2,000

customers and had notched up
contracts valued at approxi-

mately $70Gm. Further than
this, as a spokesman for the

UK's Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI) points out, the

full facili ties carriers still get

part of the ISR sale, and the

circuit capacity involved may
otherwise have sat idle.

But not everything in the
ISR garden is rosy.

In the first place, there Is a

limited number of routes on
which ISR is licensed. In prac-

tice, the DTI only gives the
go-ahead for ISR to destina-

tions where telecom market
competition is judged to be as

well developed as in the UK.
"Essentially, what we look

for Is to establish ISR between
regulatory regimes which are

liberal enough to allow UK
companies the equivalent free-

dom to provide services." says
a DTI spokesman, "There has
to be market transparency and
market access."

ISR is often a

key component
of telecoms

liberalisation

Although the DTI is looking

at additional destinations,
some see lack of universal con-

nectivity as a serious flaw in

the ISR case.

"When you look at the traffic

patterns of the sort of compa-
nies that would be interested

in the ISR routes, they also

have a large amount of traffic

on other routes." says Guy
Stacpoole. until recently the
head of business telecoms at
UK cable operator Telecential.

“If you're able to offer competi-

tion and competitive prices on
all of the other routes as well,

the very small advantage the

ISR people have on their cho-

sen routes is not sufficient to

move the business their way.”
Secondly.- according to BT.

pure ISR operators do not have
anything like che network
redundancy of the full facility

carriers, and users may
encounter congestion with
some operators. Last, but cer-

tainly not least, ISR margins
are coming under pressure as
IDD prices fall and the gap
between the cost of IDD and
leased lines narrows. "There's

a window at the moment, but

bow long It will stay open
remains to be seen,” says BT.
Using technology to squeeze

more calls on to a line is a
possible response by ISR opera-

tors. but there may be a qual-

ity penalty. “The critical pric-

ing element for resellers is the
cost of renting bandwidth, so
they may be forced Into tighter

voice compression to increase

capacity says the Telecommu-
nications and Media Review
published this year by law firm
Baker & McKenzie and the
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
International consultancy.
‘This would offer a lower
grade of service for bargain-
hunting customers.”
Not all ISR operators appear

to be equal, however. "ISR has
a low end and a high end."

says Mr Taylor. “Effectively,
operators at the low end are

engaged purely in arbitrage
across facilities-based provid-

ers' tariffs. Although obviously
very keen to price ourselves
competitively against BT and
Mercury, we also have our own
switching facilities and a pro-

prietary state-of-the art billing

system. We're able to provide
services over and above what
other ISRs can offer.”

ACC also rejects the idea

that the present shortage of

licensed routes is an impedi-
ment to doing business. "While
only a small number of coun-

tries are designated, we deliver

calls to those countries and
then hub out on the PSTN.
There is no destination in the

world to which we can't

deliver.” says Mr Taylor. In
this case, the argument is that

the ISR operator is still able to

offer competitive rates
because, unlike BT and Mer-
cury, it does not have to pay
the normal correspondent set-

tlement charges to an overseas
carrier for the international

conveyance of calls.

ISR is a key component of

telecoms liberalisation in a

number of countries. Where
the relevant authorities sanc-

tion equal access, allowing cus-

tomers to designate an interna-

tional carrier at the outset
rather than dial one up on a
call-by-call basis, the prospects

for this form of competition
look particularly bright
The writer is senior technology

editor. Global Telephony
Magazine.
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Lower telecom
costs and
consolidated
management lure
the corporate
sector

A recent survey carried out by
the UK's Ovum consultancy
confirmed what many people
in the telecommunications
industry have suspected for

some time: business enter-

prises are switching more of
their traffic on to virtual pri-

vate networks (VPNs).
Interviewing members of the

European Telecommunications
User Panel OSTUP) - a body
made up of 100 senior telecom-

munications executives repre-

senting blue chip multina-
tional corporations in the
region - Ovxun found that
more than 50 per cent either

already use VPNs or have
plans to do so by the end of

this year.

Interestingly, of ETUP mem-
bers with falling expenditure

on dial-up public switched tele-

phone network (PSTN) ser-

vices. 50 per cent said their

VPN budgets were increasing

and 45 per cent said their

spend on leased circuits was
increasing.

In turn, of those with
decreasing leased circuit bud-
gets, 46 per cent said VPN
investment was increasing.

In practice, VPN is not a
very precise term - “a VPN
can have different building
blocks,” explains Peter Hamel-
berg, director of standards and
international affairs at Dutch
national carrier Koninklijke
PTT Nederland.
"You could use PABXs and

leased lines at one extreme.
You could just use public
switching and not anything
private at the other. There are

all sorts of variations in
between."

In general, though, VPNs
can have two distinct aspects.

One is that elements of the
public network are allocated

by operators for the private

use of business enterprises.
The second is that the VPN is

"seamless", with operators pro-

viding a homogeneous reper-

toire of services at each loca-

tion and a single point of
responsibility for provisioning,

installation, service and bill-

ing. This last is of particular

relevance to users operating
internationally or globally.

Related to the seamless VPN
is the idea of outsourcing. This
involves telecommunications
companies or specialist service

providers taking over the con-

struction and day-to-day opera-

tion of a user's network and
the systems which support it.

Given that this type of cus-

tomer is likely to have world-

wide telecommunications
requirements, and that no one
telecom operator can provide a
full service in all locations, the

outsourcing business is pro-

ceeding through so-called

“supercarrier” affiances.

A number of advantages are
claimed for VPN s. Lower cost

is the most important in the

view of lan Wright, marketing
director for France Telecom
Network Services. By consoli-

dating traffic, users are able to

benefit from discounts which
are offered by many telecoms

companies.
At the same time, VPNs

which are charged for on a

usage basis are a more eco-

nomic proposition than fixed-

cost private networks if lines

are used only Intermittently.

usually the first candidate for

VPN treatment. According to

Clare McCarthy, co-author of

the Ovum report VPN Services:

Market Strategies, just pub-

lished. this is because there are

good deals to be had For voice,

but it is often still cheaper to

run data over private net-

works. . ,

As you might expect VPNs
have some potential draw-

backs. too. One is that security

and user control may be less

than in private networks.

Another Is that technology,

telecoms regulation and the

economics of delivery are

changing so quickly that

Among bfcie-cfiip multinational companies, more than 50 par cent either

already use virtual private networks or have plans to do this year.

Pictured here is a control room of MFS Communications. in the US, the

company operates a 1Ufl carrier services in more than 40 c/tfes

Added to cost savings, says

Udhay Mathialagan, group
manager for international
products at Australian carrier

Telstra, are consolidated man-
agement and the ability to

manage networks in different

countries. Other VPN benefits

result from the fact that tele-

coms companies' infrastruc-

tures are already in place, new
technology and upgrades are
the responsibility of the VPN
operator, and billing can be
arranged in different curren-

cies and in various locations.

Typical VPN service compo-
nents are network-wide private

numbering plans, transparent

transport of PBX signalling
across the network, heteroge-

neous PBX interfacing, cellular

network access, interfacing to

private networks, mechanisms
to handle traffic overflows, and
call screening capabilities.

Corporate voice traffic is

long-term VPN contracts may
be disadvantageous to the
user. A third is that interna-

tional VPN operators generally

cannot provide all the routes

an enterprise might conceiv-

ably require.

Also, international VPNs
(IVPNs) have not always been
able to deliver the goods in

terms of universal service fea-

tures. management capabilities

and flexible billing options.
“rvPNs1

inability to meet all of

these requirements on a global

scale has been hampered by
several factors, mainly related

to the fact that various opera-

tors have to co-operate in order

to provide a global rVPN plat-

form,” observes Wright. “This
involves linking different net-

work architectures, different

billing systems and operating

across different regulatory
environments. The effective-

ness of an IVPN solution will

be dependent upon the opera-

tors and geographic .'areas

involved, as well as the-site
density of the user in anyspe-

cific country.” •

An answer may be Global
VPN (GVPN) services tor.

nished by joint veohues and
alliances of operators; -with
complementary skills

, and
paints of presence in multiple

countries.

A partial list of these super-

carrier affiances indudes the
embryonic $4bn Ptaoemaf era*
sortlum of France T6I6com,
Deutsche Telekom and Sprint

of the US; the Cable & .Wireless

federation; the tandem -Uni-
world alliance uniting-the Uni-
source group of the national
Dutch. Swedlsh,..Swis&^ahd
Spanish telecom company;
and the WoridPartners! consor-
tium Involving AT&T and sev-

eral leading Asia-Pacific tele-

communications carriers; the
Stentor consortium of -Cana-
dian carriers; andtheH&bn
partnership between BTand
the second-largest US 'long dis-

tance carrier MCL
The last claims to bb .12

months ahead of the supeniar-

rier competition. By June of
this year Concert had built a
network comprising some 6.000

nodes in 800 cities across the
world. However, says Qvtun,
the Anglo-American • affiance
will need an Asia Pacific part-

ner if it is to be one bf the
globally dominant players.

As well as GVPN services,

super-carriers are offering to

take over the running df corpo-

rate networks. Network out-

sourcing In this way is claimed

to save business enterprises op
to 20 per cent of then- telecom-

munications expenditure and,

perhaps more importantly;
allows enterprises to concen-
trate on their core business

activities. "Companies such as

Rank Xerox, for example,
clearly need telephones and
telecoms to make their whole
businesses function, but
they're not telecommunica-
tions suppliers,” says Mr
McCarthy.
- Some telecom operators see

the construction and operation

of global supercarrier networks
as critical to their, survival in

the medium term, and many
observers forecast that as few

as five such telecom company
partnerships will dominate the

entire GVPN and outsourcing

business in the next century:

. . Other,trend watchers believe

that supercarrier affiances face'

an uphill struggle in building

credibility with uses and in

assembling a service repertoire

which will have mass appeal.

Mr Mathialagan takes a prag-

matic, view: “It's not about
building billlon-dollar net-

works. It's about rolling up
your sleeves and getting ser-

vices for customers in coun-
tries where they want them."

The author is senior technology

editor. Global Telephony

Magazine.

Billing: Telecom suppliers seek to upgrade their accounting systems, reports Philip Manchester

No simple solutions
Global telecoms,
digital ‘cash

1 and
the information
superhighway
promise to make
billing even
more complex
Utility companies are forced

to compete in distinctly odd
ways. The regional electricity

companies in Britain, for

example, are now rushing to

upgrade their accounting
systems. They need to meet
the new demands of competi-

tion which will follow the
complete de-regulation of the
industry in the next couple of

years.

While they wifi not be able

to compete on the efficient

delivery of electricity to the
consumer, they will be able to

compete effectively by reduc-

ing their administration over-

heads. Tills will allow them to

charge consumers less for pro-

cessing their bills.

The telecommunications
industry is in a similar situa-

tion. It, too, can gain a com-
petitive edge by finding ways
to reduce the cost of biffing its

customers. Billing telecommu-
nications users has always
been complex and difficult.

The average telephone user,
for example, wants Itemised
bills broken down into minute
detail - at a cost to the sup-

plier which can sometimes
exceed the value of the bill.

The arrival of global com-
munications. digital 'cash' and
the information superhighway
promises to make billing even
more complex - “when you
step into the global telecom-
munications arena you can be
required to bill anywhere in

the world. In many different

currencies and under many
different tax regimes,” says
Mr Michael Storey, of Interna-
tional telecommunications

supplier MFS, "We have had
to invest in a global biffing

system of our own because
you just can't buy It off the

shelf.

"We are making do with a

package solution for the time
being. But by the end of next

year we will have our own
billing system in place." he
adds.

Mr Storey admits that the

company sees the opportunity

as a way to gain competitive

edge - particularly over estab-

lished telecoms suppliers.

"Almost all of them have
emerged from a national
domestic marketplace. My
impression is that the more
established ones have
invested in so much infra-

structure that it Is too costly

and time-consuming to

change.
“They have acknowledged

the need and are moving
slowly and cautiously. But
global telecommunications Is

a different world. You need a

billing system which can
respond to customers needs -

you could call it a billing sup-

port process. If it is good
enough, it differentiates you
from the competition." he
explains.

Some financial customers
want detailed bills, right down
to individual traders' desks.
They want detail by function,

by geographical area and by
country, he says.

“On top of that you have to

overlay 30 or 40 currencies
and 30 or 40 different tax
regimes. Some specify that
they want the bill sent. say. to
New York and summary
reports elsewhere."
Not all telecom suppliers

see the emergence of Interna-
tional services causing billing
and administration problems,
however. Mr Pat Sutton, on-
line capabilities manager at

UK telecoms supplier Mercury
Communications, suggests
that It could even be easier to

bill for on-line services than
for standard telephone calls.

"The nature of on-line ser-

vices Is that most people
access the network locally.

They incur local call charges
and the rest is billed through
the Internet. One thing that

telecommunications compa-
nies are good at is billing for

small amounts.” he says.

Mr Sutton goes on to

describe several different

approaches to billing for

online services: “Premium
rate services are already well
catered for and there are new
services based on credit card
account numbers emerging on
the Internet On top of that

International

companies seek

detailed bills

involving up to

40 currencies

you can set up subscription
services or even use the new
digital cash services, such as
Mandex - although that is not
really relevant to online ser-
vices."

Mr Sutton dismisses worries
about security - despite a
recent successful attempt to
break the security on Internet
financial transactions. An
incident in August, uhen a
researcher at the French
National Institute of Com-
puter Science and Control
(INRIA) broke into the Inter-
net security system, raised
concerns about security.
"A lot of security is about

perception - after ail. every
code can be broken. The
INRIA incident only involved
breaking a single code and
needed massive computer
resources to do It." says Mr
Sutton.

Lack of security for finan-
cial transactions is one of the

most common reservations
expressed by companies when
they contemplate commercial
use of the network.

But in the long term it Is

unlikely to act as a disincen-

tive. One possible solution is

that the problem will become
someone else’s responsibility.

,

Mr Steve West of the giant
,

US software company, EDS, 1

sees the emergence of a new
specialist who can take ova:
the administrative problems
of networking - “we call them
iafamediaries - specialists

who broker information and
handle the problems associ-

ated with billing and adminis-

tration," he says.

“We are already seeing
some of these In the form- of

CompuServe and American
Online. The publishers of the

Official Airline Guide are

another example. All. they do
is collect informaHon and dis-

tribute it."

Mr West sees a growing
number of “infomediaries”
working on the network
although in the long term he
expects only a few to survive.

"First or ail, we will see a
lot of these. Then we will see

them collapse into each other.
And down the road there will

probably be only three or four

large ones."

Mr Storey of MFS accepts
that the competitive edge
offered by efficient billing will

not last forever: “In a few
years' time, everyone will

have effective billing. But
until then we will guard our
billing systems closely once
we have them installed. We
don't want to give away our
edge."

No doubt other telecommu-
nications suppliers will adopt
a similar approach. The
advantage for customers, of

course, is that efficient billing

systems will help in some
small way to cut the costs of
using the telephone system.
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— on ‘global event management.

1 By Martin Banks

owntime can spell disaster
'-'AG Uh Tl PtlArrv^L Llk^^vHIT i'-B inn. ill-. :iiiiii!Iiiihiiicuiiiiiiim'-US network
management
system has the
ability to monitor
anything we can
get a pulse from*

"to national

^t^ t,0aal telecommu-
mcationa networks, or a small

**** network wS£n
a angle company, the biggestproblem to be faced is network
management.
The most technically com-

p^5 functionally rich net-work is of little value if it fails
• to work, it is even more of a
problem, particularly for users,
if the cause of a fault cannot be
identified, located and fixed in
the shortest possible time. This
can be a significant problem
even with small networks
using equipment and services
flrom a single supplier, but that
is rarely the reality for the
majority of users.

.

Company data networks are
invariably constructed from a
variety of products and ser-
vices, all from different suppli-
ers. There can be mainframe-
based legacy systems, a variety
of flavours of Unix, plus Nov-
ell's NetWare or IBM's OS/2 for
the local departmental traffic.
For telecommunications pro-
viders, the problems are even
bigger.

AT&T, for example, claims to
have the biggest network in
the world. Voice traffic alone
uses 450.000 active telephone
stations. 24,000 trunks and 560
Private Branch Exchanges.
Associated with this network

are seven data centres, 225
host computers, 350 servers,
450 routers and some L5Q.000
logical devices.

As with the company data
networks, each of these
systems will normally have its

own management tools . and
methods for informing opera-

tors of problems. This usually
means a separate display ter-

minal for each system, high-

lighting fault conditions. Oper-
ators. therefore, often have the
information they need, but in
such a complex and dislocated

form as to be of limited man-
agement value:

Solutions to this problem are

available from many systems .

providers, particularly compa-

Today's complex networks are a far cry from the early days of telecoms this historic Hne-drawing Mkatratss
the moment thet first inte&gbto words spoken over the telephone at Exeter Place, Boston, on March 10, 1876.
The words were; -Mr Watson, come here...” onrtng coot.* a bt *<***%. London

nies such as IBM, Hew-
lett-Packard, Sun and Novell,
but the general trend is for
them to provide systems man-
agement services from within
their own offerings, and only if

other systems can interface to
their management services.
Within the suppliers of com-

pany data networks, industry
observers tend to agree that

Hewlett-Packard’s OpenView
provides the most comprehen-
sive service. But even with
data networks, there is usually
a need to monitor and manage
a wider range of systems and
services than covered by the
offerings of the computer com-
panies.

Integrated solution
A US-based company, MAXM

Systems Corporation, of

McLean. Virginia (with UK
offices in Godaiming, Surrey)
claims to have developed a
solution to this problem of
managing complex, heteroge-

neous networks, with its MAX/
Enterprise system. This is said

to provide ’global event man-
agement'. and it is the compa-
ny's boast that, so long as the

event can be measured elec-

tronically. the system can inte-

grate its monitoring and man-
agement into a single event
management structure.

For managers of company
data networks, the system can
provide a single management
display that integrates events
from any number of incompati-
ble information systems. This
is regardless of whether the
system in question uses propri-

etary protocols to communi-
cate those events, or standard
open protocols such as Simple
Network Management Protocol

(SNMP). The same service can
be supplied to telecoms net-

work managers working with
many different varieties of
routers, switches and trunks.

The system provides the tools

for managers to grade the pri-

ority of any 'event', so that
they know which are the most
important and demand imme-
diate action.

At AT&T, for example, all

events are called 'alarms', yet
an alarm can range from a
problem with a single handset

through to a significant por-

tion of the network failing.

These extremes obviously
have different priorities in

maintaining the overall service

level to users, and in an organ-
isation which estimates it has

over 900,000 'alarms' a week, it

is an essential management
function to know the difference

as soon as possible.

The MAX/Errterprise system
is already being used by many
leading network users, from
AT&T through to large finan-

cial and business organisa-
tions. It is in the business sec-

tor that the company hopes to

make its biggest inroads.

According to its president.
Jack Reis, the system's ability

to monitor and manage 'any-

thing we can get a pulse from’

extends its use beyond conven-
tional data network manage-
ment.
The company has already

implemented systems that inte-

grate the monitoring of large-

scale refrigeration equipment
into a network management
environment, and sees a signif-

icant market potential in simi-

larly integrating such busi-

ness-critical processes as
manufacturing, production and
storage, to create more com-
plex and comprehensive busi-

ness information management
systems.

Network management report:

see page 19; network outsourc-

ing: see page 39
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Desktop video-conferencing: The market will quadruple this year, reports Tom Fofgnrski

Fresh ways to create a
shared work environment
Computer makers
are planning to

introduce PC
models already

equipped with a
digital camera,
microphone, and
video-conferencing
software
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A combination of new
technologies and greater avail-

ability of digital telephone
lines is making it easier and
cheaper to provide video-con-

ferencing on personal comput-
ers. It Is a development that

could potentially change the
way people conduct business,

educate themselves, and how
they communicate.
Desktop video-conferencing.

however, goes beyond turning

a personal computer into a
video telephone. It essentially

creates a shared work environ-

ment that encourages collabo-

rative efforts between individu-

als separated by geography
and time zones.

The greater availability of

Integrated Services Digital Net-

work (ISDN) lines, a move
toward common technical stan-

dards. and the development of
inexpensive software-based
video-conferencing applica-

tions, are ah helping to fuel a
rapidly growing market. The
US market research company.
Personal Technology* Research
estimates the worldwide mar-
ket for PC-based video-confer-

encing systems will quadruple
in 1995 to reach S120.4m
(£75.2m>. By 1996. this global

market could be worth $2.lbn.

With expectations of tapping
into these markets, PC makers
are planning to introduce PC
models already equipped with

a digital camera, microphone,
and video-conferencing soft-

ware. It is the first stage in a

trend that is likely to lead to

video-conferencing becoming a
standard feature on desktop
PCs and even some portable

computers.

Apple Computer. IBM. Dell

Computer. Compaq Computer.
Canon Computer Systems and
Zenith Data are among manu-
facturers which have demon-
strated PC models with built-in

video-conferencing capabilities,

designed to work with ISDN
lines.

US telecommunications com-
panies such as AT&T see vid-

eo-conferencing generating
new business and customers.

Almost 60 per cent of AT&T's
ISDN lines are used for video-

conferencing. and the emer-
gence of inexpensive desktop
video-conferencing systems
should spur demand for JSDN
lines.

The biggest breakthrough for

videoconferencing systems has
been the development of soft-

ware-only applications. Nor-
mally, users need to buy
add-on hardware and software,

which can cost as much as

$2,000 per user. Intel has been
leading the low end of the mar-

ket with its ProShare videocon-

ferencing systems for as little

as $900 per user.

Late last year. Intel intro-

duced its Native. Signal Pro-

cessing (NSP) technology
which makes use of the high
performance of Intel’s top-end

microprocessors to handle
video and audio processing
tasks usually dealt with by dig-

ital signal processing (DSP)
chips. It demonstrated a soft-

ware-only version of ProSbare
using the NSP technology to

transmit a video-conference

LX:-

Unusual venue: in a former Victorian church in Marlow, Buckinghamshire - now the offices for Roger Staton

Associates, a UK marketing and PR consultancy - dial-up video-conferencing Es a routtee way of

communicating with clients in the UK, the US and Scanctinavta. Typical costs, using ISDN CEgttaJ telephone

Rnes, are around £12 for a one-hour can in the UK and £60 for a similar call to the US

call between chip engineers.
“With native signal process-

ing, we can make use of the
unused performance of the
microprocessor for other
tasks," said Intel CEO Andrew
Grove at the launch of NSP.
According to Mr Grove, a

personal computer is rarely

required to perform at its peak
capacity, which means the
microprocessor could be used
to handle additional tasks such
as video-conferencing.

But there are some concerns
that even powerful micropro-
cessors such as Intel's Pentium
do not have the capacity to

The new video

conferencing

trend spurs

demand for

ISDN lines

handle computer intensive
communications tasks.

Some critics of NSP. mostly

DSP manufacturers, say there

is little point in using Pentium
microprocessors which cost

several hundred dollars each to

perform a task that can be eas-

ily handled by a DSP chip cost-

ing about $10.

Despite problems with estab-

lishing NSP as an industry
standard. Intel’s focus on
developing a software-only ver-

sion of its ProShare videocon-

ferencing product shows the
direction other vendors must
take. US firm Vivo Software is

another company that has
developed a software based
videoconferencing system for

Windows PC users.

An agreement on communi-
cations standards is helping

the market The Intel-led Per-

sonal Conferencing Working
Group, a consortium of desktop
video-conferencing companies,
earlier this year agreed to sup-

port the International Telecom-

munications Union’s H.320 and
T.120 standards within the
next version of their Personal
Conferencing Specification.

This represents a significant

step forward for desktop video-

conferencing. since users of
Intel's ProSbare product could

previously only communicate
with other ProShare users.

New US laws that seek to
limit car pollution in metropol-

itan areas are another incen-

tive for companies to try video-

conferencing as part of
telecommuting programs. This
trend also helps to feed
demand for ISDN lines.

While PC-based video-confer-

encing systems are the fastest-

growing sector of the market,
traditional room-sized and roll-

about systems are also thriv-

ing. US market research firm
Dataquest says the limitations

of desktop video-conferencing
systems are driving demand
for larger room and roll-about

systems. The larger systems
can handle group meetings.

"Group conferencing systems
have been the true beneficiary

of all the desktop video-confer-

encing hype of the last two
years,” said Bruce Ryan, senior

analyst at Dataquest.

"Business-users are telling

us that the true need for con-

ferencing systems, grohp-to-
group meetings, is served by
the best technology available.

room and roll-about video-con-

ferencing systems.”

Individual and group video-

conferencing systems all suffer

from a fundamental problem:
how to convey the subtle video

and audio clues that are pres-

ent, mostly- in the periphery,

during face-to-face meetings.

For example. PC-based video-

conferencing systems produce
relatively small images of peo-

ple on the computer display

and the video quality is often

jerky and of low resolution.

This makes it difficult to main-
tain normal eye contact
between conversing parties. In

addition, camera angles can
distort people's faces, further

complicating the conversation.

Scientists at AT&T Bell Labs
have come up with a prototype

liquid crystal computer display

that hides a digital camera
directly behind the display.

This provides a more natural

image than that obtained from
a camera mounted on the side

of a computer display.

Japan's telecommunications
giant, NTT. is experimenting
with a “virtual room" concept

which attempts to mimic a real

group meeting. A prototype
system has been built that uses

a 50-inch display to show mul-

tiple images of the partici-

pants. The system creates an
effect that shows participants

to the left and right sides of

the viewer, just like at a large

conference table.

These types of developments
should help to improve the
quality and the experience of

video-conferencing systems
and also to build demand for

more telecommunications ser-

vices.

FT Review of Information Technology: The November issue

Technology in the office
The October issue of the FT Review of

Information Technology appears tomorrow,
Wednesday, October 4.

The main theme of the following issue on
Wednesday, November 1, will be Technology
(n the Office, ft wfll also include an extended
*Directions* section on document
management systems and image processing.

The ‘Software at Work' theme in November
will highlight new sales and marketing
systems.
Topics planned for later issues of the

monthly IT Review include the following:

December issue: IT In the Home; plus
features on accounting software packages
and intelligent systems.

In January, 1996, there will be an A-Z

Guide to the Internet

In February, 1996, the main theme of the IT

Review wfll be IT in Government.
In March, the focus wifl be Information and

communications technology.

For an ecfitoriaJ synopsis, plus details

regarding advertising, contact
In London - Simon Latter and Dolly

Cochrane, telephone +44 (0)171 873 4129; fax

+44 (0)171 873 3662.

In the US: call Gavin Bishop, FT New York
on (212) 745 1342.

In San Francisco, call Nick Mayte (415) 637
9775.

Details are also available by writing to:

Financial limes.
Number One, Southwark Bridge, -

London SE1 9HL

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

MONTPELLIER
16 - 17 NOV. 1995

France

Lessons from Geneva
after Telecom 95 and its profusion ofannouncements:

WHAT NEXT FOR THE
TELECOM INDUSTRY?

IDATE
BP 4167

FR - 34092 MONTPELLIER
cedex 5

email : is129'gcaivacom.fr

Simultaneous translation French and English

information / programme

^ : 33/67 14 44 04

Fax: 33/ 67 14 44 00
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.When Travelling To Spain
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Your GSM Network in Spain
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Now, when you travel to Spain, you can use GSM technology. Take your

GSM telephone or your SIM card with you, and connect to MoviStar,

Spain's first GSM mobile telephone network.

Choose E TELEFONICA, E TLFCA, E MSTAR or 214 07, and enjoy a top quality digital service

when you're in Spain.
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Mobile satellite service

Consortia look
to the stars in
a multi-billion
dollar race
The market could *i-sbn in the bond mark

be worth around
it-cnn -

a low earth orbit system, t

$5UUm 111 2000, so-called “Leo" system, tnvo!

risine tn t?hn hv ta«^ Placille Of as many
oTvJxrP

LU q>ZDn
,
Dy 60 satellites in orbit belt

ZUub, say analysts 10,000km above tbe earth.

The race to create the first
satellite hand-held mobile tele-

phone. service is gathering
pace as tbe toads to put the
multi-billion dollar systems
into operation are coming
through.

THe high cost of implement-
ing the systems, which will

provide cellular phone and
data communications between
any two places in the world at
competitive prices, has not
deterred a wide- variety of
aerospace, satellite, equipment
manufacturers and telecom-
munication groups.
Not surprisingly, however,

the massive price tag has
prompted the formation of
consortia to spread, the. costs

and to speed development.
.

Development - costs * vary -

greatly, ranging from fl.5bn
to 3&gjm for the different ser-

vices among the 7jive consortia
which'have emerged with firm
plans to establish satellite

systems. Two. at tl^e consortia

say -they will he; ready to
launch within the next three

years.

The race is lent extra excite-

ment by the belief among
many analysts that a. hand-
held mobile satellite service is

only financially viable for a
maximum of two or three

operators. “This is the yew we
see at least two of the fledg-

lings fall by the wayside,” said

a senior executive of one con-

sortium.

Bow big is the potential

market? The world mobile

telecoms market is today

worth in the region of $3.2bn

(£2bn), according to ABN
Amro Hoare Govett, and the

broking house estimates it

could be worth $&5bn in 10

years’ time. It suggests the

mobile satellite market could

be worth around. $3OOm in

2000, rising to $2bn by 3005.

Mobile telephone calls can

already be made via satellite,

but the costs of both calls and
equipment are prohibitive.

Equally importantly, the

equipment needed has to be

stored in a large suitcase.

Integration with

existing services

The new satellite mobile

market would involve using a

normal-sized .

telephone —

although early indications are

thattt will be slightly largo*

than today's mobiles - which

would be ftally integrated with

existing fixed and cellular ser-

vices: Bates would be more

expensive than current inter-

national .rates, but two of the

satellite consortia are forecast-

ing international call rates of

under $3 a minute.

As with the advent of con-

ventional . mobile services,

business users will be the first

to he targeted for the new ser-

vice. ,.

The Jive leading consortia

are:

• Globalstar - a venture

between US groups Loral,

Qualcomm, Effipsat, Constella-

tion 'Communications and

American- Mobile Satellite Cor-

poration:

• Odyssey - a partnership

between OS aerospace group

TOW, with Teleglobe of Can-

ada;-- .

'

• iridium - a consortium led

by Motorola of the US; and.

• Inmarsat-? - the only Earth

ppnn venture funded by 38

members of the- Inmarsat

marine;satellite consortium.
•

AH are at various stages of

raising finance. Iridium has

raised SI-Bbn and Is on the

verge of raising an additional

tl-Sbn in the bond market.
The consortium has opted for
a low earth orbit system, tbe
so-called “Leo" system, involv-

ing the placing of as many as
60 satellites in orbit below
10,000km above tbe earth.

While this is the cheapest
method for installing the hard-
ware required, the satellites

have a shorter life and require
more maintenance. Analysts
estimate a low earth orbit sys-

tem could require an addi-
tional $3bn in replacements
and other costs after five

years. However, Iridium's sup-
porters say that low earth
orbit provides greater flexibil-

ity, takes advantage of new
. technology and gives more
accurate coverage.

Systems operable
by 1998

Globalstar has also chosen a
Leo system, although its con-

stellation will be based on 48
satellites. BothGlobalstar mid
Iridium plan to have their

systems operable by 1998.

Inmarsat-P and Odyssey
have both chosen medium
orbit systems for their ser-

vices. The European venture
has raised $1.4bn from its con-

tributing members, with a fur-

ther $l.2bn likely to be
required to get the system off

the ground. Inmarsat has
recently signed a $1.3bn con-
tract with Hughes Space and
Communications for the 12

satellites its system will

require.

Hughes is likely to take a
share In the consortium as

part of the deaL An announce-

ment is expected, shortly. .

A measure of the competi-
tion - and nervousness -

among the five consortia

involved in the development of

the service was the startling

move by Odyssey consortium
leader TRW to protect its pro-

posed satellite configuration

by patent. The attempt to

“patent space” made headlines

on both .sides of the Atlantic

and brought tbe debate over

the system to the fore.

TRW claimed its constella-

tion was unique and attempted

to claim a patent on all low

earth satellite configurations.

Although the patent was with-

drawn at the last moment, tbe

company did eventually gain a

patent for a majority of the

claims ft made in its original

application. However, it fell

short of excluding other com-

panies, such as Inmarsat from

using a similar orbit.

Patrick McDougal. vice-pres-

ident of business development

and external relations at

lnmarsat-P, said the TRW
patent ‘would not affect the

European group's plans.

“We've looked very carefully

at It and the only similarity

between the two systems is the

service they aim to provide."

He pointed to substantial dif-

ferences between the two

systems, such as in the num-

ber of satellites, the frequency

band, and the nse of digital

technology.

Despite its claim to success.

Odyssey still has to secure

external funding for its devel-

opment
As the leading consortia get

closer to a launch date, the

Issue of financing will take on

a greater emphasis for those

still seeking funds. “The first

ones in the air will steal a

huge march on the competi-

tion,” said John Lewis, tele-

coms analyst at Hoare Govett

Analysts also believe that

after the war in space, the

next battlefield wffl.be among
equipment manufacturers,*

with telephone manufacturers
striving to make the-most por-

table and compatible tele-

phones at competitive prices.

Christopher Price

Satellite communications: Inmarsat aims for global coverage for all its services, reports Julia King

Prices fall as competition Increases
There will be more
than lm personal
mobile satellite

customers by 2000
and several million
early next century

Hand-held satellite mobile
phones may. be the nest big
battle in space, but they are

unlikely to go iiito widespread
commercial sendee before tbe

turn of the century. In the
meantime, there is a window of

opportunity for satellite
systems such as those from
Inmarsat, which already pro-

vides worldwide coverage.
Inmarsat is the international

organisation owned by its

member-companies which pio-

neered maritime satellite com-
munications in the early 1980s.

Inmarsat can make global sat-

ellite connections anywhere
today, but calls cost up to 310 a
minute and tbe equipment to

make and receive them fills a
large suitcase and costs about
325.000.

The aim of a global satellite

phone service is to be able to

make calls from mobile phones
no larger than today's cellular

handsets at a cost of $3 a min-

ute or less.

Meanwhile, Inmarsat aims to

provide global coverage from
all its services on all of its

systems, an aim which is

apparently unmatched by any
of its competitors in tbe area of

satellite communications, most
of whom are just beginning to

provide services that are pre-

dominantly regional.

To those who complain that

communications using satel-

lites represents an expensive
proposition, the counter argu-

ment is that it is cheaper than

wiring up a whole region. It

also avoids the problems that

some communications compa-
nies have encountered in rural

areas.

Copper that is put into the

ground in certain developing
countries is often immediately
removed by the local inhabit-

ants for re-use in some project

deemed more important, or is

resold far much-needed
income.

Tim Herring, general man-
ager of Inmarsat's land mobile
division, adds that in countries
where users are accustomed to

paying charges of $3-1 per min-
ute using phone cards, Inmar-
sat's charges do not represent

such a daunting proposition.
The charges seem higher to

those coming from countries
whose telecommunications
regime is liberalised and com-
petition has driven down
prices.

Prices are falling all the
time, according to Herring -

and competition is welcomed
by Inmarsat, since it will help
to drive growth of the market
overall. The latest terminal to

be launched, the microCOM-M
phone from Magellan Systems,
costs just under $8,000 and
calls are billed at $4.25 per min-
ute using a pre-paid 'smart
card' from OGM Communica-
tions. Magellan Systems has
diversified out of its normal
field of positioning and naviga-
tion products using GPS. tbe

Global Positioning System few
yaehtsmen would now be with-

out.

As well as attracting low call

charges, the terminal also rep-

resents a breakthrough in
terms of size. It weighs 2.5 kilo-

grammes and is A4 size, mak-
ing it the same size as the lap-

top computer carried by most
executives.

As the name suggests, the

terminal is designed for use
witb tbe Jnmarsat-M service

and can be used for maritime
or terrestrial applications. It

can also be used for making
voice, fax or data calls.

Inmarsat's expertise and
business lies predominantly in

the maritime area. Merchant
shipping represents the single

largest area for the organisa-

tion, according to Herring, and
more than 50 per cent of its

55.000 terminals are devoted to

maritime use.

However, the number of ter-

minals is growing by between 2

and 2.5 per cent per month.

The old and the new: In Hanoi, Vietnam, a sateflBe dish is fixed

prominently near a traditional hairdressing business psaura tv snt Murray

says Herring, indicating the
increasing demand for satellite

communications. The number
of users of the services is said

to be increasing by more than
1.000 each month.
A small number of signato-

ries. through whom customers
obtain service over the Inmar-

sat network, now offer global
coverage.

As a result, customers no
longer need to sign-on with dif-

ferent signatories and arrange
hilling with separate authori-

ties as they change regions.

Where terminals are to be used

solely within one region, this

obviously does not represent

an issue, but it does offer the

potential for truly mobile use.

For mobile users, there is

also a global earphone service

using Inmarsat-M. Currently,

voice and fax services are
available; data is expected to

be added by the end of the

year. The benefit of the service

is that it is available even in

regions not yet covered by cel-

lular technology. Once again,

call charges are said to be
between $4 and $6 per minute.
Carphone products are avail-

able from O'Gara Satellite Net-

works. IN-Snec and STN Atlas

Elektronik with GEC Marconi,
Hagenuk and Ball Aerospace
also planning to launch prod-

ucts.

Inmarsat expects that aid

agencies will be one sector to

use tee earphone; the agencies

are already heavy users of
Inmarsat products. The latest

versions are quick and easy to

set up, restoring communica-
tions immediately to an area

hit by natural disaster which
has severed all other links.

Examples include the recent
Caribbean hurricane zones and
the Kobe earthquake to Japan.

Id the light of pressing need

for communications in such
situations. Inmarsat has
recently amended its policy on
waiving charges for its space
segment In the event of natu-

ral disaster. Its FreeSpace pol-

icy Is now intended to provide

aid on a more frequent and
equitable basis.

The request for free space

segment use needs to come
from the Signatory of the
stricken country.

Ease of use is vital when
products are to be set up by-

relief workers with no commu-
nications skill or training-

products have now evolved

to the point at which workers

need to do little more than to

ensure that they are pointing

at a satellite. Nevertheless,
training is still an important
part of ensuring the successful

Implementation of satellite-

based products.

Other regular users of satel-

lite communications are peace-

keeping forces in regions such
as Bosnia and trucking compa-
nies. Many of the latter,

according to Tim Herring, will

now only send their drivers

into remote regions In which
levels of crime are high if the

cabs are equipped with satel-

lite communications facilities.

The trucking companies
have discovered that drivers

are less likely to be attacked if

they are seen to have commu-
nications facilities on-board;

communications are also vital

for helping in the case of break

down.
A report commissioned

recently byACEA, the Associa-

tion of European Automobile
Builders, predicts that satellite

communications will form an
increasingly important ele-

ment in development of the
trucking industry over the

next ten years.

As well as providing much
needed emergency cover, sat-

coms helps with better fleet

management. For example,
drivers out on the road can be
advised of a detour that they
are required to make in order

to pick up a last minute con-

signment for their return jour-

ney, so that trucks return full,

not empty.

Safety* is also a crucial factor

in products developed for the

maritime marketplace, where

Inmarsat products comply with

the recommendations of the
International Maritime Organi-

sation for Safety of Life at Sea

(Solas). Terminals can be used

for sending distress calls auto-

matically In addition to provid-

ing their users with more stan-

dard communications facilities.

New satellites being put up

into space by Inmarsat will

make use of spot beams:
focussing an the areas of the

world in which demand for

communications is highest.

As a result, the satellites are

more efficient. Because com-
munication with the satellite is

easier, both amplifiers for

boosting the signal and anten-

nas for receiving signals can be
smaller and lighter.

One result of this has been
the development of products
developed specifically for use

in short and medium haul air-

craft. The Aero-I system will

enable passengers on these air-

craft to make and receive
voice, data and fax calls just as

those on long haul aircraft

have been able to do for the

last two years. The system will

cost between $50,000 and
$100,000 in comparison with
the $250,000 to $350,000 needed
for one of its predecessors.

Next year will see the launch
of a one-way pocket-sized mess-

aging device that will receive

messages anywhere that is in

view of a satellite. Tbe device
resembles a pager and will be
able to receive messages of up
to 128 characters. Herring
expects the unit to cost
between S5-SO0.

Satellite communications
may not represent a cheap
option, but if the need for com-
munication is great enough
and there is no alternative, pri-

cing appears more reasonable.

“We understand that we're

always on the fringe.” says
Herring. "As infrastructure is

installed, we move further
out."

M Cable telecommunications: More than a million cable phone lines have now been installed in the UK. Raymond Snoddy reports

Network for a future electronic superhighway
Restrictions on
cable television

carrying telecom
services should be
lifted as quickly as
possible, says the

European Union
Cable telecommunications in

the UK has just reached an his-

toric milestone. By the end of

July, a total of more than lm
cable telephone lines had been
installed, nine-tenths of them
residential, and cable tele-

phone services are now an
important mainstay of the
industry (see table, right). More
significant, by installing a total

of 1.033m telephone lines, cable

telephony was only fraction-

ally behind the L044m total for

cable television subscribers.

The rate of increase of cable

telephone installation is so

steep - a year ago the total

number of lines installed was
only 461,000 - it is certain that

the number of cable telephone

subscribers has already passed

the number of television sub-

scribers.

Deregulation of the tele-

phone industry in the UK has

gone deeper than almost any-

where else although allowing

cable companies to compete
with traditional telecommuni-
cations operators, particularly

with the advent of multimedia
services is likely to become
commonplace over the next
few years.

Already 82 cable franchises

are offering telephony and it Is

now virtually unthinkable in

the UK that cable operators
should merely offer extra chan-

nels of television without at

the same time providing tele-

phone services to compete with
BT, the dominant telecommu-
nications group.

In less than five years the
nature of the cable business

has transformed itself dramat-
ically in Britain. The change
was been symbolically marked
when the industry trade organ-

isation changed its name from
the Cable Television Associa-

tion to the Cable Communica-
tions Association.

For the industry telephony is

a very attractive business. It

provides a second stream of
revenue that many in the

UK cable operators reach one million target - twice

Two milestones readied in tbe UK: tbe broadband cable Industry has

reached lm cable television subsciibere and lm telephone lines have

been Installed, according to latest figures from the

Independent Television Commission

July 1995 April 1995 July 1994

Number at operating franchises

Broadband homes passed
,

Broadband homes connected

Sii* as % ot TV homes

Average penetration

Pay/baste ratio

Franchises protdtag telephony

Telephone lines installed

- of which residential

- of which harness
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Ml catito homes connected

Average penetration
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industry believe will ulti-

mately overshadow revenues
from television. Some, such as

General Cable, pioneers in pro-

viding cable telecommunica-
tions services, go even further

and argue that there are now
three distinct streams of reve-

nue from the cable business -

television, residential and busi-

ness telephony.

For General Cable, business

customers have been averaging
5.5 lines each, and in the six

months to the end of June
business line generated an
average of £1,087 a year. This
was down from £1.293 in the

previous six months, partly

because of taking on lower rev-

enue business and partly
because of growing competi-
tion in tbe marketplace as BT
starts to fight back bard
against its growing cable rival.

Apart from generating
higher revenues than cable
television subscriptions cable

telephones generally achieve

higher penetration levels - the

ratio of those subscribing to

those who could - than televi-

sion. At Nynex CableC-omms. a
subsidiary' of the large New
York and New England tele-

phone company, whicb is the

second largest cable operator

In the UK, the television pene-

tration rate is l&S per cent but

the telecommunications sub-

scriber rate is 22.4 per cent.

Tbe better performance on

Mr Karel Van Miert, the European Union competition commissioner,

says "We cannot yet predict exactly what wfll happen with muttfenedia

and convergence. Al wa know is that networks must be developed and

competition must be introduced and protected”

Creating an International telecom gateway: Bell Cablemedla, one of the UK’s leading cable companies, has announced a pioneering aHance with

Teleglobe international (UKJ, a subsidiary ofthe Canatflan intercontinental telecoms carrier {turnover C$1Jbn>. Bell CaWamecEa, which has 2.1 equity

homes nation-wide. W9I proride TeJegtobe with interconnection and switching services for overseas traffic- The agreement aims to give “significant

cost reductions" for carriers and customers. Tins alliance is Teteglobe's first commercial venture in tha UK cable market.

telephones has been boosted by
Nynex promising that its aver-

age residential cuBtomert will

save 25 per cent over BT stan-

dard prices for line rental and
call charges combined, before

discounts and promotions.

Another plus for the cable

operator is that telephone cus-

tomers seem to show greater

loyalty than television sub-
scribers and 'churn' - the
industry jargon for those who
end their subscriptions - is

markedly lower.

BT has. however, been
responding with special deals

of Its own and it is likely that

growing competition in tele-

communications as new
entrants arrive will increase
pressure on the profit margins

cable operators can can earn

from telephony.

As convergence between
entertainment, telecoms and
computers continues cable

operators across Europe hope

they will soon be free to offer

both telecoms and multimedia.

Directive
Mr Karel Van Miert, the

European Union competition

commissioner, believes that

the current restrictions on
cable television carrying tele-

com services should be lifted

as soon as possible.

Lifting what be believes are

outdated restrictions is the

main point behind a European

Commission draft directive on

cable networks.

The Aim of the draft directive

is to ensure that preparations

should get under way next

year for cable networks across

the European Union to be able

to carry public voice telephony

from 1998.

“We cannot yet predict

exactly what will happen with

multimedia and convergence.

All we know is that networks
must be developed and compe-
tition must be Introduced and
protected," Mr Van Miert told

the European Cable Communi-
cations Association in May.
In the UK. one stumbling

block to the further spread of

cable telephony has been
“number portability." At the
moment, any consumer want-
ing to change to cable tele-

phony has to change their tele-

phone number. For small
busineses, in particular, this

has been a barrier.

The cable industry has won
the argument with Oftel, the
telecommunications regulator,

but there then followed a
squabble between the cable
industry and BT about who
should pay for the necessary

software changes. The Issue
was refereed to the Monopolies
and Mergers Commission
which is expected to come up
with a compromise next
month.
In return for full number

portability, the cable compa-
nies are likely to have to pay a
one-off fee plus a continuing

proportion of future revenues.
For the cable companies, full

number portability, is of
course a double-edged sword.
Customer-traffic would in

future find it much easier to

flow back to BT again without
the inconvenience of a second
number change.

But despite such tactical

matters, ail the signs are that
cable telephony will continue
to be of vital importance for
the cable industry and that it

will fund the creation of net-
works that will eventually cre-
ate multimedia capacity. As a
result, at least in some urban
parts of the UK, something
approaching the electronic
superhighway might turn out
to be more than a pinedream

• . 1
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS - Africa

B A continent in transition; Some governments seem determined to control information flow, and for them the telecommunication revolution is a threat, reports Michael Holman in Nairob i_

Wary welcome for telecom breakthroughs
The biggest prize
will be the project
that links African
states to each other
— and links the
continent to the
world more
efficiently than
at present

In Africa, a telecomm-
unications revolution is under
way - potentially as profound
in its implications as anything
that has happened since the
end of colonial rule, nearly
forty years ago.

From Lagos to Lusaka, Afri-

cans are breaking the strangle-

hold on information main-
tained by many of their

governments. Ready-access to

the outside world through the

tools of new information tech-

nology is beginning to provide

news and data that would been
unthinkable a generation ago.

And although only a compara-
tive handful of Africans so far

have the facilities required on
a continent where telecommu-
nications services are gener-
ally poor, political and eco-

nomic debate has been greatly

stimulated.

Computer “notice boards"
allow exiled opposition groups
to put their case to an interna-

tional audience, and academics
exchange information by elec-

tronic mail (e-maili or Internet

on World Bank and Interna-

tional Monetary Fund policies

in Africa.

The availability of a variety

of sources not only of news
about the world, but informa-

tion about the countries they
live in, has become a catalyst

in Africa's difficult transition

from authoritarian regimes to

multi-party democracies.
Already. Africa's expanding

telecommunications market is

worth some Sl.Sbn a year and
rising rapidly. It is a market
that despite the difficulties of
doing business in Africa, isat-

tracting the world's top compa-
nies in the sector, including
Siemens of Germany; France
Telecom; Sweden's Telia Inter-

national and Swefund Interna-

tional; Cable & Wireless and
Vodafone (both UK); Switzer-

land's Clovergem; and Moto-

rola and AT&T of the US.
Barely a month goes by with-

out a new country or regional

project coming on to the mar-
ket. But the biggest prize will

be the project that links Afri-

can states to each other, and
links the continent to the

world more efficiently than it

is today. At least two multt-

bilLion dollar proposals are on
the continent's development
agenda, designed to close the

gap in communications
between Africa and the rest of

the world. According to the
Geneva-based International
Telecommunications Union
(ITUj. sub-Saharan Africa with

around 500m people has only

3-5m phone lines.

The fact that 12 per cent of

the world’s papulation has
only 2 per cent of the world's

main telephone lines is a stri-

king statistic in itself. But the
figure conceals even more stri-

king evidence of weakness.
An estimated 00 per cent of

Africa's telephone lines are
concentrated in South Africa.

The picture is even worse out-

side the town and cities. Some
70 per cent of Africa’s popula-
tion live in the rural areas,

served by only 228,000 lines.

The obstacles to develop-

ment of the sector, say officials

of the Pan-Africa Telecommu-
nications Union, include for-

eign exchange shortages, and
the difficulty of keeping pace
with demand that comes from
a population increasing by

Sub-Saharan Africa's 500m people have only &5m telephone Ones.

Around 70 per cent of Africa's population Kve in rural areas, served by

only 228,000 Ones. Pictured here are homes in the Bester StetUement,

Inanda, north of Durban. t* am** Aaonwwd

more than three per cent a
year.

Add to these factors Africa's

post-independence record of

disasters - man-made and nat-

ural - which have severely
damaged the infrastructure of

the continent, and the prob-
lems facing the sector are for-

midable. Yet, instead of enthu-

siastically welcoming the
technological breakthroughs of

recent years, many African
governments have misgivings.

Notwithstanding the growth
of democracy in Africa over
the past few years, most gov-

ernments seem determined to

control Information flow, and
for them the telecommunica-
tion revolution is a threat. Left

to their own devices, such gov-

ernments would be dragging
their feet. As it is. they are

under increasing pressure from
abroad.

Central to the economic
reform programme urged on
Africa by the World Bank and
the IMF, is privatisation of

state-owned corporations,
including the telecommunica-
tion companies.
Placing the sector in private

hands will be a step forward,

but there is a further hurdle to

be overcome - the lack of

co-operation between countries

and regions in Africa over a
co-ordinated strategy for the

continent.

There is little evidence that

the telecommunications sector

will prove an exception to a

dismal record. Despite having
some 200 organisations
intended to promote regional

co-operation. Intra-African

trade is stagnant and regional

bodies such as Ecowas have
largely failed.

Plans to set up the conti-

nent’s own satellite broadcast-

ing site under the auspices of

the GAU. for example, are
being held up by rivalry
between Egypt and Ivory Coast
over the location.

Yet, the consequences of

delay in initiating and co-or-

dinating what has to be a con-

tinent wide telecommunica-
tions programme are
far-reaching.

“If we fail to put more effort

and resources into catching up.

and exploiting the new oppor
tunities. we will lose the battle

against under-development”
warns a Lagos banker.

Testing, testing . . African children in a rural area by out new telecom equipment, encouraged by a BT engineer

The warning is echoed in a

recent appraisal of the conti-

nent's access to Internet and
other international data
systems, in a report called Net-

working in Africa, by Jean-
Yves Djamen and Dunia Ste-

pbane.

Only six countries - South
Africa. Zambia. Egypt. Tunisia.

Algeria and Mozambique -

have full Internet connectivity,

although around two dozen
nations have limited access.

Internet's African subscrib-

ers total only 27.000 out of 50m
worldwide, and although grow-

ing fast, the figure needs to be

higher if Africa is to make best
use of this 'network of net-

works’.

“The global village is a real-

ity. African countries cannot
afford to progress on the basis

of a closed world assumption."
say the report's authors.

"If the present state of net-

work communications in

Africa persist, then the gap

between rich and poor coun-
tries will grow even wider."
the study emphasises.

“It would be disastrous if

Africa does not hook-up
now ... we will be left out of

the whole globalisation pro-

cess,” says Mike Jensen of San-

Africa’s telecom

market is

already worth

$1.5bn a year

and rising

rapidly

gonet, a southern African
based non-government organi-

sation which promotes the case
for expanding Africa's access.

Whether these warnings
spur governments currently
considering several projects on
the grand scale needed to

improve communications
remains to he seen.

Options before them include:

Africa One - proposed by

AT&T, based on a 30.000-mile

underwater fibre optic cable,

which would link 41 African

countries, as well as link in to

networks in Italy and Saudi
Arabia, funded through a mix
of private and public sources.

.

Initially, the scheme would
concentrate on coastal centres,

then develop regional net-

works and finally link in to the

global information system.

"It will make an excellent,

cost-effective way for them to

connect from country to coun-

try,” according to Glenda
Jones. Africa managing direc-

tor of AT&T Submarine
Systems.

Afrilink: Siemens has put
forward an alternative plan in

which the continent would be
linked by 310-miles of under-

water cable hops.

Atlantis-2: a proposal to

lay submarine fibre-optic

cables between Brazil, Senegal,
Spain and Portugal. This plan

comes under an accord signed

by Senegal. Benin, Cape Verde.

Gambia, Guinea. Mauritania
and Togo, with France Tele-

com, Brazil's Embratel. Mar-
coni Portugal. Spain's Telefon-

ica and Argentina’s Telintar.

Afrmetwork, in which
NTT International C-orp. a sub-

sidiary of Nippon Telegraph

and Telephone, would play a

leading role.

There is no- indication, how-
ever, that Africa is close to

reaching the consensus
required to implement the
most suitable of these schemes.

But the longer the delay, the

greater will be the adverse
Impact on Africa's efforts to

overcome underdevelopment
As Djeman and Stephane put

it in their report: "Haves and
have-nots of the next century

will be defined by their degree

of access to information."
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Why over 4,000 multinational companies
choose us as their gateway to success.
As one of the biggest users of leading-edge

telecommunications technologies, Singapore

Telecom offers an excellent telecommunications

infrastructure and an unrivalled range of facilities

for expanding MNCs.

Our hubbing facilities enable MNCs to

communicate privately on specially configured

international digital leased lines. These range from

'no frilts' lines to end-to-end managed lines with

service guarantees, such as TeleConnect services

which are targeted at the financial community.

At our total facilities management centre.

MNCs can house their computer systems and data

communications equipment and even have them

maintained by our highly-trained staff.

Our leased circuit, IDD, telex and ISDN rates

are among the lowest to be found anywhere. And

as a reassuring guarantee, MNCs know they'll

always get the vital backup and quality service

we're known for.

Through the advanced telecommunications we

provide, we've not only helped Singapore become

their gateway to the Asia Pacific, we've also

helped make Singapore their gateway to success.

Singapore
Telecom
SurvrcB first. Always

Singapore Tatacom 3i Exatar BwmJ, Concentre. Singapore 0S22 Tel: IBS) 7308012, Fax: (65) 733300*

Stag&aarvTslacflai Ewopt Hi Hahon Htji&e, 7th Flow. 2Q/?3 Hoiborr
.
lender ECl N 2JD. UniiM Kingdom Tel AA-ITI-OSl 66Q8, Fa*: 44-17^- 83J 2TQ8

Singapore Tatocom USA 30 1 Awaisido Aram*. Suite 500. Wenjsort CT OBSBft USA 7*1 1 -203-454 6BC0. Fa* (-203-454 1 923

Singapore Telecom Japan RapresMtatire Office ADD Oiemadhi Bwldtna.21nBan.5-i 0»«nachi I-Okxm Chiyods-Ku. Totyo 100. Japan Tel 81 -3-32*3 9770. Fax 9I-3-32439Z71
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New society calls for change §
There is a search
for balance
between the needs
of business, and
the state’s social

and political goals

South Africa Is debating the

future of its telecommunica-
tions industry in much the
same, open way as it is

approaching a wide range of

other basic issues.

The legacy of the apartheid

system on telecommunications
is all too apparent to the

majority of the population, and
to the African National Con-

gress which took office at the

head of the government of
national unity in May 1994.

According to official estimates,

there is less than one tele-

phone per 100 black people,

compared to about 60 lines per
100 whites. Narrowing that
gap. without Inhibiting the

critical role of the industry in

assisting South Africa's re-en-

try into the world economic
community, is just one of the

sometimes conflicting chal-

lenges facing the government.
Pallo Jordan, the Minister of

Posts. Telecommunications
and Broadcasting, is acutely
aware of the need to redress

what he describes as "the scan-

dalous denial of access to mod-
em telecommunications to mil-

lions of our people". He is also

well aware of the international

telecommunications companies
waiting outside his door in the
bope of securing a foothold in
the South African industry,
either through supply con-
tracts or. better, through an
equity stake in Telkom, the
state monopoly.

In July. Mr Jordan launched
a three-month consultation
process with the publication of
a green paper which addressed
more than 150 primary ques-
tions to the public in general,
and to those telecommunica-
tions users with a strong inter-

est in the industry’s future.

This process is running in
parallel with the government's
request for bids from compa-
nies to install over the next
five years an additional 5m
phone lines in the most
deprived areas of the country
at an expected cost or some
R6bn (£1.05bnl. There are cur-
rently 3.8m working lines in
South Africa, and a backlog of

some 1 30.00*1 applicants from
the more affluent areas.

No contracts are likely to be
awarded before the govern-
ment has emerged from the
consultation process with a

Central Johannesburg: EO per cent of Africa's telephone fines

cities, but the rural areas are poorty served

broadly agreed approach to

future policy. The questions
raised by the green paper cover
the whole gamut of telecom-

munications operations, from
ownership, investment and fin-

ancing, to regulation, tariffs

and international cooperation.
The answers to many of them
will impinge on the future of

Telkom, and the role of the pri-

vate sector.

The government does not
like to use the word privatisa-

tion. except on the rare occa-

sion when It wishes to refer to

the complete sale of a state-

owned asset- The explanation
is primarily political and recog-

nises the strong emotional
reaction to the perceived con-
sequences of privatisation. For
many. British-style privatisa-
tion smacks of large-scale
redundancies and the loss of

opportunities for the state to

advance employment prospects
for the black majority.

Instead, the government pre-
fers to talk about the restruct-

uring of state assets. The
debate is likely to be decided
ultimately by the inability of
the government to finance its

ambitious programmes
through its own resources.

President Nelson Mandela
has warned several times this
year that the government does
not have “a pot of gold", and
that one of its main targets
must be to reduce the level of
official debt and cut the budget
deficit currently running at an
unacceptably high 5.8 per cent
of gross domestic product.

Telkom Is already anticipat-
ing the outcome of the debate.

President Nelson Mandela warns
that the government does not
have an unlimited "pot of gold”

It has embarked on its own
programme of restructuring
which could see the sale of
some or its non-core support
operations such as transport,
construction, restaurants.
security and workshops. This
could reduce Telkom's 60.000-
strong labour force by an esti-
mated 14.000, bringing staffing
levels more into line with com-
parable companies overseas.
Partial agreement has been
reached with the unions, but
negotiations are expected to
take several more months to
complete.
However, the goal of greater

efficiency at Telkom is
unlikely to be encouraged by
Intensified competition in the
domestic market. Mr Jordan

are located ki South Africa's larger towns and

e>ctur®4 by Ashley coraod Hynuenm

acknowledged earlier this year

that eventually Telkom would
have to seek an equity partner,

but he has since come out

strongly against permitting the

entry of the global giants.

“If we opened up the market
now and allowed in. S3y AT&T
or British Telecom, they would
wipe us out within a week.” he

said. ~I am not going to look at

that route. It is subversive.”

The suspicion voiced by Mr
Jordan is that international

Interest in the South African

market is limited to the more
affluent areas of the country
around Johannesburg. Pretoria

and Cape Town, where most
industry and business is situ-

ated.

"Telkom must first serve the

needs of all South Africans,
and not merely a privileged

few as in the past,” said Mr
Jordan.
The most probable outcome

is that initially the government
will decide to offer interna-

tional bidders the chance tu

acquire a 20 per cent stake in

Telkom.
"Anything more than that

would be unwise, not least

because in a few years Telkom
will be worth substantially
more, and further equity
stakes could be sold off at ccm-
mensurately higher prices."

says one official.

“But there is no question ol

full-scale privatisation at this

stage. Whoever seeks a slake
tn Telkom must fully appreci-

ate that the government has its

own social and political goals,

and be prepared to play a par*

in achieving thorn."
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=jgg?^m the tare^ .mr — n Somn^r, chief executive of Deutsche Telecom

New alliances for a i

between

a new era

Ilf;

r

asaa^WtS-.-
servirpc’

CnS1Ve telec°mraunicationsservices

'TgecommiinieafiQns
marketsa^tte economic and regula-

tor^-factors Surrounding them
are.m fundamental globa] tran
atiOB. Their worldTTS
.throes of a revolution, the
®J

5??\.
and s’Sn,ficanee of

vhidi has yet to be determined
-m terms of economic, political
anjUttnal consequences.
rae times when work, land“ capital were the only ore.

requisites for a successful
national economy are longgo^ “Information” is now
taking on an importance no-
une had ever dreamed of as the
fourth factor of production.
Newmarkets are evolving with
previously unseen speed.
Inextricably linked to this

global development, is the end
of the monopoly era. Very few
companies will have adequate
staff levels, technology and
finance to handle the new mar-
ket volume and the require-
ments of the specific target
groups. Modern corporate
strategy - decisions about
options for the future - must

tunge on elements such as
internationalisation and the
formation of alliances.

Deutsche Telekom AG must
follow these lines in order to
ao justice to its economic sig-
nificance for Germany and
Europe as a whole. Its strategic
alliance with France Telecom
- and now with the US carrier.
Sprint - represents a promis-
ing way of assuring its future
as a global player in an ever
intensifying competitive envi-
ronment.
We are standing on the

threshold of open competition.
Deutsche Telekom will take all

forms of competition seriously,
whether domestic or interna-
tional. Alliances such as Uni-
source, British Telecom/MCI or
AT&T/McCaw are already
showing the way towards glo-

balisation. For this reason,
Deutsche Telekom must reposi-
tion itself in many areas.
The repositioning is based on

three main strategic objectives:

• Safeguarding key business
activities.

M Telecoms outsourcing contracts

Many variations
on a theme
Users are in a
strong position
to negotiate
fees, writes
Joia Shiflingford
Full telecoms outsourcing
means handing over the com-
pany telecoms network - and
the staff who run it - to a third
party. But there are variations,

such as swapping an in-house
network for space on an exter-

nally managed network. It is

also possible to contract-out

i the building of a new network,

f or the management of commu-
nications services like elec-

tronic maiL
Key drivers for telecoms out-

sourcing include:

Core business focus: com-
panies are focusing more on
their core businesses and less

on extraneous services, such as

telecoms. Gillette contracted
out its network so it could con-

centrate on its consumer prod-

uct lines rather than spend
time and effort on interna-

tional data networking.
Cost-control: companies

contracting-out their networks

usually agree to pay a fixed

price for five years. This is

easier to control than the

escalating costs of an in-house

network: or the high capital

cost necessary to upgrade an

existing network or build a

new one.

In the UK. National West-

minster Bank's £350m (£70m a

year) outsourcing contract

with BT enables it to transfer

communications costs from its

capital account to its current

account, while introducing

improvements.
Growing complexity: Net-

works are becoming more com-

plex and companies realise

they will need extra staff and

up-to-date skills to upgrade.

Rather than buy these in. some
decide to contract out.

Desire to interconnect

local area networks: many
companies opt for outsourcing

or managed data network ser-

vices because they want to use

lv new networking technologies,

such as Frame Relay or SMDS
(Switched Multi-Megabit Data

Services to link local-area net-

works (Lans).

BT*s first task for the Wool-

wich Building Society under its

£30m-plus contract will be to

use frame relay to connect

Laos at 600 branches to the

Society's national data centre.

Competitive edge: Mr
Richard Fryer, BT Global Net-

work Services marketing man-

ager. sax*s financial services

companies can win a competi-

tive advantage by moving to

higher speed networks now.

For example, if they could dis-

tribute information more

quickly, they could upgrade

services by enabling customers

to get the spme service at any

branch as they would at their

main one.

Definition
Opihxjns vary as to how fast

the telecommunications out-

sourcing market is growing.

This Is partly a problem of defi-

nition. Some in the industry do

not count the provision of

managed network services (as

in the Woolwich example) as

full outsourcing; others

,v exdude revenue from outsour-

^ cing contracts that the tele-

coms supplier would have

received anyway.
John Lewis, marketing man-

ager for BTs global services,

puts growth at a conservative

15 per cent a year, although
some parts of the market are
growing up to twice as fast
Average contract values are
also rising.

The Gartner Group, a

research consultancy, says
around 70 per cent of its Euro-

pean clients are considering
outsourcing part or all their

networks.

For those who take the
plunge, telecoms outsourcing
can bring a number of benefits.

Chief among them are cost

savings. Sue Uglow, co-author

of a Gartner Group report on
Enterprise Network Strategies,

said: “Service prices for net-

work outsourcing (another

word for tPiemms outsourcing)

are negotiable.

“Gartner Group has seen dis-

counts of up to 75 per cent

based on the standard tariffs of

the underlying services. Net-

work management and other
value-added services were
added free of charge."

Cost-savings
Yet very large savings often

lock users into long-term con-

tracts of more than seven

years. They contain implicit

risks such as that the business

relationship may sour, or the

supplier fail to deliver.

Gartner Group advises users

not to opt for the highest possi-

ble discounts but for the best

combination of high discounts

and low risk. However, it sug-

gests that unless cost savings

of over 30 per cent can be

achieved, the potential risks of

outsourcing outweigh the ben-

efits. For example, telecoms

outsourcing will not necessar-

ily remove network problems:

if anything it will increase the

complexity of the network and

the need for careful planning.

Moreover telecoms suppliers

will not always give objective

advice on how to run the net-

work or cut costs. This is

because one of their aims is to

Increase traffic over their net-

works.
Nevertheless, users are in a

strong position to negotiate in

the run-up to the liberalisation

of European telecoms in 1998.

Monopoly telecoms operators

are seeking new sources of rev-

enue. which means there they

are keen to offer outsourcing.

Private operators, such as

MFS, are setting up competing

pan-European networks.

And, at Telecoms '95, tele-

coms equipment supplier Nor-

tel (formerly Northern Tele-

com) will announce it has set

up a telecoms outsourcing divi-

sion.

A number of telecoms suppli-

ers are also involved in alli-

ances with other carriers as

they vie for position in the

market for international ser-

vices.

Alliances include Concert -

the BT-MCI joint venture, for

which BT acts as a distributor

in the UK; Uniworld - AT&T’s

alliance with Unisource (a con-

sortium of Dutch, Swiss and

Swedish telecoms operators);

and Phoenix, a joint venture

between Sprint of the US and

Atlas (France Tfctecom and

Deutsche Telecom).

Many of these alliances have

yet to be approved. One excep-

tion is Concert- “Concert is

perceived as having a head

start over most of the others; it

is definitely making a differ-

ence when bidding for business

overseas," says Mr Lewis.

• Opening up new markets
for the future, such as multi-

media.

• Internationalisation of the

company’s business activities.

In order to be able to face up
to the new challenges effec-

tively, several new structures

were, and are, being consid-

ered. Decentralised, flexible,

dynamic units are more impor-

tant now than ever before.

To realise the necessary level

of flexibility, the process of

outsourcing complete business

segments is being systemati-

cally pushed forward; further-

more. Deutsche Telekom is

forging Units with highly com-
petent business partners, such

as Intel and Microsoft.

Markets do not just need to

be occupied geographically,
they must also be penetrated
with new. innovative and cus-

tomer-orientated products. In
this respect, the field of multi-

media and the much talked
about information highway
play a key role. Home-shop-
ping. home-banking, video-on-

demand, telemedicine and
other services, the visions of

today, but the reality of tomor-
row. will contribute to the
expansion of Deutsche Tele-

kom's market share.

By the end of this year, the
first multimedia trials will be
put into operation with video-

on-demand services in Berlin.

Deutsche Telekom will be
building on already existing
technology, which will then be
adapted to the demands of the
future. Capital-intensive
rebuilding of file telecommuni-
cations infrastructures is not
necessary in most cases.

Competition Is no less power-
fill an agent for change than
new media. It will mean flexi-

ble tariff structures: in future,

prices will be linked to actual

costs rather than to political

preconceptions. A rebalancing
of the tariff structures, as
Deutsche Telekom is now

I

'New markets

are evolving

with previously

unseen speed’

implementing, is therefore of

great importance and. along
with the 13 per cent price cut

for business customers, repre-

sents one of the key points of

the so-called tariff structure

reform, which is to come into

force on January 1 1996. On
July 1 1996. Deutsche Telekom
will then further reduce the

tariffs by another 5 per cent,

with the emphasis on interna-

tional and long-distance calls.

It will also introduce new
discounts and tariff options for

customers with a large volume

of telecommunications traffic.

Safeguarding the home mar-

ket is just as important as the

Internationalisation of the

company. However, they must

both be achieved together. In

its efforts to do this, Deutsche

Telekom was quick in laying

the foundations for successful

international business
operations. Numerous foreign

representative offices were set

up. for example, in Asia and

the US, Russia and Britain.

Furthermore, we have
proved our commitment to

internationalisation through

many joint ventures in coun-

tries such as Russia, the

Ukraine. Hungary and Kazakh-
stan. Thus. Deutsche Telekom
«m use the comprehensive
knowledge it gained in the
“Development Programme for

Eastern Germany" in the set-

ting-up of modern telecomuzu-
cations infrastructures and
thereby also pave the way for a

modem national economy.
The highlights will be the

far-reaching co-operation with
France T616com and the global

alliance with the US carrier.

Sprint. Co-operation between
France Telecom and Deutsche
Telekom has been developing
nicely for years, for example in

Ron Sommer: ‘Competition Es a no less powerful an agent for change
than new media. It also means flexible tariff structures'

the form of the common sub-

sidiary company, Eunetcom.
Closely linked with this is

the expansion of the trans-Eu-

ropean networks, which will be

the backbone of the European
Union's telecommunications
infrastructure. These networks

provide the opportunity to

push ahead with the further

development of the common
market
Deutsche Telekom took part

in the plans and projects from
an early stage. Five carriers

from Britain, France. Spain,

Italy Germany have come

together to provide a Europe-

wide common borderless trans-

mission network under the

umbrella of "GEN", the Global

European Network.

'We stand on

the threshold

of open
competition’

The transatlantic alliance

between Deutsche Telekom,

France T§16com and Sprint
represents an important step

towards the provision of com-
prehensive telecommunica-
tions services. However, there

is one thing nobody must lose

sight of: a global presence can
only really be achieved by suc-

cessfully conquering the fast-

est growing market in the
world - the Asian-Pacific
region - and by expanding the

alliance to become a genuine
global force through a compe-
tent. highly motivated partner-

ship.

For reports on the German
telecoms market and European
developments: see pages 2 and
3 of this survey
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’s a frequency few cellular phone companies can match

MIC is a leading worldwide cellular

telephone operator with operations in 19

countries in Asia, Latin America, Europe

and Africa, covering a total population of

approximately 390 million.

The majority of MIC’s operations

are in countries where rapid economic

development and limited telephone service

is creating significant demand for the

Company’s services.

MIC is experiencing rapid growth in

its global customer base. Worldwide

subscribers increased by 101% in the

12 months to June 30, 1995 to 171,059.

In addition to developing its existing

interests, MIC is seeking new cellular

licenses throughout the world.

MIC

MHIicom International Cellular SA

r
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